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LETTERS OF TRANSMITTAL

IHon. PAUL H. DOUGLAS, SEPTEMBER 28, 1959.
Chairman, Joint Economic Committee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR DOUGLAS: Transrnitted herewith is part I of a
series of papers submitted by the panelists invited to appear before
the Subcommittee on Economic Statistics in connection with the sub-
committee's current study of "Comparisons of the United States and
Soviet Economies." Additional papers will be submitted in part II
which will contain the remainder of the general presentations, and in
part III, which will present papers in summary and conclusion.

This study is being conducted in accordance with instructions from
the full committee as announced in the Joint Economic Committee's
report on the 1959 Economic Report of the President. The study
grows out of previous work of the Joint Economic Committee during
the 83d and 85th Congresses.

It should be recognized, as was stated in the earlier studies, that
the problems of making comparisons between any two national econ-
omies are exceedingly complex and even more so when those economics
are at different stages of development and have different policy objec-
tives. Such limitations are carefully set forth in the papers of the
opening panel and will be further assessed by the panelists preparing
the summary and conclusions.

The papers are presented in advance of the subcommittee's hear-
ings in accordance with the Joint Economic Committee's tusual prac-
tice in order to provide members of the subcommittee and the partici-
patiug panelists an opportunity to examine thoroughly the analyses
and findings in preparation for the discussions at the hearings.

RICHARD BOLLING,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Economic Statistics.

Hon. RICHARD 'BOLLING, SEPTEMBER 25, 1959.
6Ohairman, Subcommittee on Economic Statistics,
House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.

DEAR REPRESENTATIVE 'BOLLING: Transmitted herewith is part I
of the series of papers submitted by the panelists invited to appear
before the Subcommittee on Economic Statistics at the hearings to
.be held November 16-20. The papers are arranged by panel topics
in the order in which they are scheduled for discussion at the hearings.
Part IT, containing the papers of panelists appearing in the latter
part of the hearings dealing with the subjects of "National Income
and Product," "Foreign Economic Activities," and the "Evaluation

m



IV LETTERS OF TRANSMIUTAL

of the Russian Economic Threat by Private Policymakers" will be
submitted within 2 weeks. Part III, containing the papers on sum-
mary and policy implications will be submitted in early November.

The papers are presented as submitted by the panelists, without
deletions.

JOHN W. LEHMAN,

Economist, Subcommittee on Economic Statistics.
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COMPARISONS OF THE UNITED STATES AND
SOVIET ECONOMIES

PROBLEMS OF SOVIET-UNITED STATES COMPARISONS

(By Hans Heymann, Jr., Economics Division, the Rand Corp.,
Washington, D.C.)

INTRODUCTION: NATURE OF THE PROBLEM

As the Joint Economic Committee launches into the third of its
biennial comparative studies of Soviet economic growth, it seems most
fitting that our attention be focused at the verv outset on what is
probablv the most elusive and critical issue with which anv comparison
must deal, namely that of method and concept: how adequate are
the yardsticks we must employ, how commensurable are the features
we wvish to compare, and how clearly can we define the purposes which
the compalrisons are initeinded to serve? These questions are, of course,
not new and, in part, they have been intelligently discussed in the two
previous studies in this series.' It seems most appropriate, neverthe-
less, that we take another look at these problems at this time, For
in the interim since the publication of the last study there have been
several developments which lend these questions new interest and
urgency.

First, the Soviet authorities have seen fit to release considerably
more statistical information about their own economv in the last
3 vears than they have in the preceding 20. Innumerable statistical
handhooks have made their appearance, covering inajor economic
sectors, industries, and regions of the U.S.S.R.,' and the Soviet
periodical literature is now also more generously festooned with
statistical tabulations and compendia. It mav be well to ask, then,
whether this new flood of data constitutes a qualitative as well as a
quantitative improvement in the information at our disposal, or
whether it is merely more of the same mixture of ill-defined fact and
propagandistic distortion to which we have been so frustratingly sub-
jected in the past.

A second development is the growing Soviet preoccupation with
economic comparisons. Since about the middle of last year, and par-
ticularly coincident with the launching of the new 7-year plan, the
long-held and prestige-laden Soviet objective of "catching up with

i See, for examptle, the interesting analysis of the limitations and pitfalls of national income comparisons
undertaken in the 1955 study ("Trends in Economic nrowth: A Comparison of the Western Powers and
the Soviot Bloc " ch. Vil, pp 54-59) and the discussion of conceptual and statistical problems in the 1957
study (C"Soviet Economic Crowth: A Comparison With the Unlted States," pp. 7-9).

2 Partial listings of the new handbooks have been complied by John P. flardt In the American Economic
Review. June i9S8, pp. 4.2-473, and by Mlchael Kuser in Soviet Studies, January 1959, p. 319 .



2 COMPARISONS OF UNITED STATES AND SOVIET ECONOMIES

America" has been rapidly transformed by Khrushchev from a mere
propaganda slogan into something approaching a national obsession.
"Economic competition" has become the watchword and the attention
of Soviet economists has been increasingly directed toward economic
developments in the West and toward comparisons of the economic
progress of the two leading contestants, the United States and the
U.S.S.R. While engaging in a veritable orgy of comparisons of their
own, Soviet economists have now also become unhappily aware of the
comparisons being made by their American "bourgeois" colleagues and
have subjected these to violent and tendentious criticism in a dreary
succession of articles and books.3 These Soviet criticisms are, of
course, not inspired by any love of truth or respect for scholarship;
they condemn passionately and reject wholesale whatever we say that
may tend to question the perfect wisdom of Soviet policies or the
inevitable superiority of Soviet institutions. But our comparisons
have not always been above reproach, and some of the Soviet criti-
cisms cannot be entirely laughed off. But whether we take them
seriously or dismiss them as propaganda, it is well to be aware of the
fact, now more than ever, comparisons of the sort we are making
have become subjects of bitter international controversy. In order
to avoid both the emotional and the statistical traps, it would be well
for us to lean over backward to recognize the ambiguities of our data,
to acknowledge the temperamental nature of our yardsticks and to be
conscious of the complexities of our criteria.

Finally, and perhaps most important, we are beginning to show
more concern about the purposes and perspectives that international
comparisons should serve. We are beginning to ask ourselves some
searching questions about the meaning of the economic competition
with the U.S.S.R. We have begun to suspect that Khrushchev's
simplistic objective of catching up with us in the production of goods
may be admirably suited to his purposes, but that such a competition
hardly defines our own aims and may, in fact, distract our attention
from the real issues. Evidently, Khrushchev would like nothing
better than to turn the entire international arena into a gigantic
racetrack on which all contestants must accept his ground rules,
assume his handicaps, and compete for his goals. But his production
race is not necessarily a meaningful contest for us and perhaps we
should not even be running on the same track. What is the true
nature of the competition? What are the measures of comparison
that are appropriate to our tasks and that will correctly identify our
opportunities and dangers? Is it the speed of Soviet economic growth
that threatens our security or is it the direction and efficiency of its
disposition? Can we measure Soviet economic strength by its total
output, or is it the skill with which the output is used that accounts
for the Soviet threat? Questions such as these concerning the criteria
and values that should guide our comparisons lie at the very heart of
our problem. There is a strong temptation to ignore these issues and

I Interestingly, much of this criticism is directed at the 1957 Joint Economic Committee report "Soviet
Economic Growth * ." For a sample of these critiques, see V. Kuvarin and A. Mikhailov, "A New
Attempt To Distort the Picture of Soviet Economic Growth," Voprosy Ekonomiki No. 11. November
1957, p. 136 ff.; A. Kozlov, "Some Attempts To Distort the Facts Concerning the Development of the
Soviet Economy," Voprosy Ekonomiki, No. 4, April 1958, p. 100 ff.; S. Kheinman, "Bourceois Economists
on Soviet Industry." Voprosy Ekonomiki, No. 5, May 1958, p. 87 ff.; more recently, the Gosplan U.S.S.R.
Institute of Economic Research has devoted an entire book to tnis subject, under thetitle "Ekonomicheskol
sorevnovanie mezhdu SSSR i SShA. Kritika vzgliadov Amerikanskikh burzbuaznykh ekonomistov"
(The economic contest between the U.S.S.R. and United States: A critique of the views of American hour-
geois economists), Moscow, 1959.
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to proceed mechanically with our comparisons, letting others worry
about what they iean; or, at the other extreme, to give up iii despair
and avoid comparisons altogether.4 But if comparisons are to be
made, their usefulness, in the final analysis, will depend on our ability
to throw some light on precisely these issues.

In a brief general discussion such as this, divorced from the actual
comparisons themselves, it is, of course, possible to examine only a
few of these issues arid to treat them only in highly surmmary fashion.
This paper will begin by reviewingc very briefly, some of the purely
technical problems arising from the inadequacies of the data, and
their limited coverage; it will then turn to some broader questions of
comparability arising from differences in structure over time and
space; and, finally, it whrill touch upon one or two of the larger issues
of perspective and focus upon which the significance of the compari-
soIIs so largely depends.

LiMIT.1ATIONS OF DATA AND TOOLS

USABILITY OF STATISTICS

The increasing availability of Soviet statistics in recent years has
been a source of both encouragement and frustration to Western
scholars who had long been treated to a Soviet diet of virtual statistical
starvation. The new data, published in the form of official manuals
and tabulations presented sporadically in the periodical press, touch
upon many important aspects of Soviet economic life, fill some gaping
voids, afford us greater opportunities for checking internal consistency,
and provide a somewhat more rounded picture of Soviet economic
development than could be obtained prior to 1956. But the new data
are stil a long way indeed from meeting what would be considered in
the Western Worid as minimum acceptable standards of statistical
adequacy.5 The data still exhibit large gaps and omissions in report-
ing, widespread internal inconsistencies and discrepancies, and an
almost ludicrous lack of documentation, definition, or other explana-
tory notes; all this adds up to an overall statistical situation that
resembles a jigsaw puzzle with a fuzzy picture and at least half the
pieces missing.

In lashing out at Soviet statistics, it may be well to bear in mind
that Western statistics, too, have their deficiencies and limitations,
and that governments and individuals everywhere are prone to select,
manipulate, or withhold data so as to present a "special" interpreta-
tion of the facts. But in the democratic West, misrepresentation and
distortion tends to be kept within reasonable bounds by the open
clash of ideas, by the public airing of scholarly controversy, and by
the checks and balances of responsible government. In the Soviet
case these controls and disciplines are absent and there are other
serious impediments to the presentation of a reliable, balanced, and
undistorted statistical image of Soviet reality.

4 The U.S. education mission to the U.S.S.R. recently published a report of Its observations of Soviet
education, but carefully abstained from any elomparisons on thte grouin that "the objectives of educiatio
In the two countries are so different as to make cornparisons mnisleading.' (U.S. O(fice of Fd.aeation,
"Soviet Commitment to Education, Report of the First Official, U.S. Education Mission to the ,I.S.S.R.,'
Bulletin 1959 No. 16, Washlnmton. D.C.).

A For a critique of the new data, see Naurm Jasny, "The Soviet 1956 Statistical Handbook: A Com-
rrentary," Mli'hlean State UTnriversity Press, 1957; Harry SchwartzA "The Renaissance of Soviet Statistics,"
Review of Economics and Statistics, May 19iS, p. 12 'T; and Robert I.. Allen. { A Note on Sovict Foreign
Trade Statistics," "Soviet Studies," April 1959 p. 360 ft.
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One of these impediments has its origin in the very nature of what
Gregory Grossman calls the Soviet command economy. Unlike a
market economy, a command economy allocates resources not through
a market mechanism but by direct production orders from the center
to the enterprises. The flow of information in such an economy is,
therefore, somewhat similar to the system of commands and execution
that prevails in a military organization and is quite unlike the casual
information reporting typical of a market economy. The principle
of authority and subordination that pervades Soviet economic admin-
istration has important and often negative consequences for the
reliability of the production statistics and other records of performance
that the Soviet "subordinates" report to their superiors. For, as
Grossman so aptly puts it, "authority breeds deception, and com-
mands elicit simulation." 6 Deception and simulation take the form
of statistical manipulations by both workers and management in
Soviet enterprises, who, because of the rigorous structure of incentives
and penalties under which they operate are pulled in the direction of
writeups of output and simulation of plan fulfillment. "Borrowing"
output from succeeding periods, the inclusion of spoilage and sub-
standard goods in reports of finished output and the devaluation of
the product assortment produced all tend to impair the numerical
accuracy of the data reported to the Soviet authorities by their sub-
ordinates. But while there is much evidence of data distortion and
even falsification of this sort, there are also definite limits placed on
such opportunities for misreporting and, by and large, it may be
reasonable to assume that the relative magnitude of distortion from
this source is not fatal for our purposes.

But the distortion of the information reported to the Soviet authori-
ties is the lesser of the impediments to statistical adequacy. A much
more serious problem for us is the distortion of the facts about the
Soviet economy reported by the Soviet authorities in their publica-
tions. This is a very different kind of distortion which takes the form
not of numerical falsification, but of a concerted effort to mislead the
reader by withholding and suppressing data, by partial and selective
release, by deliberate ambiguity in description, and by biased choice
of bases for comparison. The reasons for this systematic Soviet effort
to deprive and to deceive are twofold: first, an almost compulsive
preoccupation with preserving military secrecy which, in Soviet prac-
tice, is defined much more comprehensively than almost anywhere
else in the world, and second, a vital political and ideological stake in
presenting a special kind of image of the Soviet economy both to its
own citizens and to the world at large. Thus the imperatives of
national security and propaganda combine to produce a sadly in-
complete and distorted picture of Soviet reality, shielding from our
view both some of the most successful and some of the poorest per-
forming sectors of the economy, and presenting us with the formidable
problem of interpreting data that are often of unknown reliability and
are sometimes actually known to distort what they claim to represent.
Much of the energy of Western scholars, therefore, has had to be
diverted from the important study of the causes and effects of Soviet
economic expansion to a painstaking reconstruction of independent
appraisals of its actual speed and extent. Moreover, however neces-

e Gregory Grossman, "Soviet Statistics of Physical Output of Industrial Commodities: Their Compilation
and Quality." (Draft of a forthcoming study to be published by the National Bureau of Economic Re-
search, Inc., New York.)
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sarv the sacrifice has been, this diversion of valuable human resources
to the dreariest sort of detective work could, at best, yield alternative
answers that are suggestive. but can never fully resolve the uncer-
tainties and ambiguities of the raw data on which all such reappraisals
must ultimately rest. Tri short, despite its recent, casing, the restric-
tive and propagandistic Soviet information policy continues to impose
on us a heavy burden of statistical compilation and interpretation
and succeeds in seriously impeding our ability to reconstruct a reliable
balanced, and undistorted statistical image of Soviet progress.

THE PROBLEM OF AGGREGATION

A quite different kind of problem in making comparisons arises from
the inherent limitations of the economist's tools of measurement. It
is easy enough for us to measure changes in output of individual,
homogeneous commodities, or services. Thus, growth in steel output
can be revealed with reasonable precision when measured ill metric
tons, production of refrigerators when counted in inuniber of units, and
the availability of housing can be reflected at least with quantitative
accuracv in terms of square meters of floor space. But as soon as we
begin to ask more comprehensive questions-such as: How much has
total industrial production increased? to what extent has the level of
consumption unproved? what has been the rate and direction of
investment? we run head on into the "index number probleirln."
For the answers to such questions depend on the synthetic measure
we use to combine the various different products or services involved
into a single generalized product or service. This means that we must
decide on the relative importance, the "weights," that wev should assign
to the individual components of our generalized measure or "index,"
while combining them. But there are a number of possible weightitng
systems that can be employed and a variety of mathematical formulas
that might be used in constructing the index, each yielding signifi-
cantly different answers to the same question. And the divergences
in the results tend to be greatest when an economy is experiencing rapid
growth, undergoing radical structural changes, anrd following an
uneven path of development, as has been the Soviet experience over
much of its 30 vears of industrialization history.

An injudicious or reckless choice of weighting procedure and form of
an index can lead to enormous bias in results. The official Soviet index
of industrial output is often cited as a particularly horrible example of
such methodological distortion. Its upward bias has been due, at
different times, to at least four different causes: (1) being a gross-value
index, its system of price weights (which includes materials costs) has
tended to give much greater prominence to the fastest growing
"material intensive" compolienits of the index than would have
resulted from "value added" weights (which exclude materials costs);
(2) gross-value weighting has also meant "double counting" of inter-
mediate products in successive stages of processing, yielding an inflated
figure for the absolute volume of output in any given year; (3) tile
weight-base used by the index until 1950 was the fixed price structure
of the year 1926 -27, which is remote in tirnC and which is bound to
yield a much higher overall index than would have emerged if mid-
industrialization or postindustrialization prices had been used; and
(4) new goods that were not produced in the base year were alloxved

5GS37 60 -pt. 1 2
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to enter the index at the prices of the first year of series production,
thus overweighting these new products both because of the general
price inflation that had occurred and because of higher early production
costs.

Confronted with such an obvious and perhaps intentional pattern
of bias, Western scholars have tried to discover possible shortcuts for
measuring Soviet industrial growth independently. These shortcuts
took the form of selecting one or a small number of economic indicators
and accepting their rate of advance as approximations to the growth
of industry as a whole. For example, the consumption of minerals
and the railroad freight turnover in ton-kilometers were used as indi-
cators on the grounds that they reproduce the trend of industrial
output quite faithfully in the United States. Or, on a more subtle
plane, an attempt was made to use as indicators the growth rates of
fuel, steel, and power consumption, combining these into a formula
that gave the nearest approximation to the growth rates of total
manufacturing in 15 Western countries.7 But all of these simplifica-
tions, while they circumvent the worst of the index number problems,
do have one defect in common: they assume that the functional
relationships that can be observed in the United States or in the West
between the chosen indicators and total output also prevail in the
U.S.S.R., an assumption that is both questionable and unverifiable.

Given the limitations of these shortcuts, a number of Western
scholars have undertaken the arduous and risky task of trying for an
independent reconstruction of the record of Soviet industrial expansion
by compiling as many individual commodity series as possible and then
aggregating them by means of certain chosen weights. For the West-
ern observer, looking at the Soviet economy from the other side of a
very thick curtain, the attempt to estimate industrial growth by ac-
counting separately for each of its innumerable components and then
selecting an acceptable method of combining them into a single index,
encounters formidable difficulties of measurement in general and dilem-
mas of aggregation in particular. The reliability of such indexes is
inevitably impaired by our inability to achieve a representative prod-
uct coverage relative to the total product mix and by the impossibility
of knowing for sure what weights it would be proper to attach. There
is no real way of resolving these difficulties; it is possible only to reduce
their impact by measuring in a number of ways, by constructing
different index forms and by experimenting with a variety of systems
of weights. In the final analysis, the degree of success achieved
depends in large measure on the care and circumspection with which
the results are analyzed and used.

DIFFERENCES OVER TIME AND SPACE

So far we have discussed and lamented the more narrowly technical
difficulties of comparison occasioned by the deficiencies of the data
and the limitations of our tools of measurement. We turn now briefly
to a quite different but related category of pitfalls that are placed in
our path, namely, those arising from the profound diversities and dis-
parities that exist between the two economies over time and space.
There is, first, the uniqueness of the direction and path of economic
growth followed by the U.S.S.R.; second, the dearth of what might be

T See Francis Seton, "The Tempo of Soviet Industrial Expansion," paper read before the Manchester
Statistical Society, Jan. 9, 1957.
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called normal periods of development in Soviet history, undisturbed
by natural or manmade disasters; and third, the less advanced stage
and level of economic maturity attained by the Soviet economy rela-
tive to that of the United States. Since these differences can easily
distort the meaning of our comparisons, a brief comment on each
may be in order.

First) the special character of Soviet ecounomic growth. The great
unevenness of Soviet economic development beconmes immediately
and strikingly apparent to any Western visitor to teio U.S.S.R. One
is struck by the degree to which the economically efficient, the tech-
nologicallv modern exist side by side with the inefficient and back-
ward; by the extent to whiclh soine segiiieiits of the economy have been
radically traiisforined in the course of the last 30 years, while others
have remained virtually stagnant. This unevenness of development
is, of course, the result largely of consciously adopted policies and
priorities. For since the inidustrialization' drive began, Soviet
resources and energies have been mobilized as in no other country
toward the attainment of two goals: industrial power and military
might. This hats meant not only that Soviet industry underwent
swift and radical changes as a whole. but also that growth rates
diverged widely from one branch of industry to another. The
'primacy of heavy industry'' resulted in enormous increases in the

output of producers' and military goods, but in only very modest
increases in Hlanufactured constlum1ers' goods. Broad general indexes
of industrial production, consequently, are not very revealing instru-
ments for reconstructing a balanced record of Soviet growth, since
they conceal from us these important structural disparities. More-
over, for technical reasons which need not be explored here, such
indexes mav be greatly affected in their numlverical value by the course
of expansion that the economy followed avid may show a greater or
lesser rate of growth than in fact occurred. These measurement
difficulties are not, of course. confined to the field of industry. They
confront us with equal intensity in many other fields, particularly ill
the sphere of living standards, where structural changes have beell,
if anything, even mnore perplexing. For rapid urbanization in a
peasant country involves radical changes in the mode of life, and
causes large shifts in the composition of urban consumption.

The Soviet urban dweller, for example, has available to him now
much more of the social amenities, urban services, and modern manui-
factured consumers goods, hut lie has benefited little, if at all, from
any increase (per capita) in housing, clothing, or the more highly
nutritive foodstuffs. And so far as peasants are concerned, their
levels of consumption may well have shown no increase at all since the
beginning of collectivization. With such an uneven record and given
the enormous shifts which have occurred, our statistical yardsticks
tend to become warped and any overall judgmnerit on trends in per
capita consumption become extremely hazardous.

A second problem of comparison over time and space is the absence,
in Soviet economic history, of anything that might be called a moder-
ately long period of undisturbed development. The first dozen years
or so of the Soviet era were turbulent, indeed, being marked by war,
revolution, and civil war, followed by economic collapse from which the
system did not recover until 1928. Only then did the regime's in-
dustrialization drive as such take off. And Soviet industrialization

7
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itself was anything but a smooth and steady process. The first 8
years, from 1928 through 1936, represent a most intense and hectic
example of the early stages of "forced industrialization," during
which both the r-rowth achieved and the mistakes made were enor-
mous. These years established the institutional framework and the
basic locational pattern of the economy. The years 1937 through
1940, however, were the years of the great purges and the gradual
mobilization for war, which diverted manpower increments from the
labor force to the army and shifted resources from investment to
defense; growth during these years, consequently, was more or less
consciously sacrificed to the needs of security. World War II, be-
ginning in 1941, was of course a major economic calamity for the
U.S.S.R., from which it took until about 1950 to recover fully.

Perhaps the most "normal" period of modern Soviet growth has
been the vears since 1950, which have been years of steady though
gradually slowing expansion of the sort which Walt W. Rostow might
describe as "the homestretch on the drive to maturity." But this is
a very brief and recent span of history which hardly provides us a
sufficiently long perspective to permit us to establish a meaningful
long-term record of accomplishment or to make any judgments about
the growth-generating capacity of the Soviet economy. The un-
fortunate fact of the matter is that, no matter how hard we try, we
are simply not able to compute or distill a satisfactory long-term
trend out of such an erratic and heterogeneous period of history, and
synthetic attempts in this direction tend lo be deceptive and mis-
leading.8 A truly balanced historical perspective of the long-term
Soviet growth performance relative to our own is likely always to
elude us; but to the extent that we are interested in prediction, our
best hope lies in more intense observation of the more or less normal
subperiods of Soviet econ.omic development, in a continuing analysis
of rates of growth in the most recent period and in a careful considera-
tion of those new trends and developments on the Soviet scene that
are most likely to make for acceleration or retardation of its future
growth.

I have mentioned a third impediment to our comparisons over time
and space, namely the disparity in the levels of economic maturity
attained by the two economies. Our difficulty here stems largely
from the fact that we understand relatively little about the general
process of economic development, the evolution which Simon K uznets
calls "the spread of the industrial system across the face of the
earth".' Since the process is still incomplete and we ourselves are
still experiencing its constant changes, we are simply too close to it,
too enmeshed in it, to be able fully to comprehend its origins, to trace
the speed and direction of its course, and to discern its possible desti-
nations. In a general way we recognize that the Soviet economy is
still today in an earlier phase of economic development than that ot
the United States. Its "takeoff" occurred perhaps 50 years later than

8 My alarm here Is not occasioned solely by calculations that treat the entire Soviet era or the Soviet
Industrialization era as a single period, in the manner of G. Warren Nutter who selects 1913-55 and 192s-85
as significant periods of Soviet experience for comparison with the United States. (See his interesting article
"Soviet Economic Growth," in Science, vol. 130, No. 3370, July 31, 1959.) My reservations apply also,
though with much less force, to calculations that seek to eliminate entirely the abnormal periods, con-
centratine only on more or less undisturbed periods of growth, as in G. Grossman's ingenious telescoping
of the Soviet plan era into 22 "effective years" of growth. (See his "Thirty Years of Soviet Industrializa-
tion," Soviet Survey, October 1958.)

9 S. Kuznets, "Notes on the Study of Economic Growth," items, vol. 13, No. 2, June 1919.
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thi.t of the nIlitecd States '° and it is now beginning to attain a stage
of malt i tity through 11hich the United States had passed Sonic decades
earlier. But. it is drawing abreast of the mature industrial societies
of the West at an infinitely more advanced level of technology and in
a fundamentally different social and political setting than that which
prevailed in any earlier period of historv and one wonders to what
extent we can rely on the West's historical precedent to guide our
analysis of the Soviet development course.

Has the Soviet economy so far followed the U.S. pattern of structural
evolution or does it tend to diverge from it? Is Soviet society as a
whole likelv to become bored with the miracle of industrialization?
Does the process of moving toward maturity contain with in it the seeds
of its owrnoldification? Does it generate a. trend toward lower growth
rates and higher mass consumption? These questions have no easy
answers, but they are directly relevant to any comparison of Soviet
development with our own, to any attempt to explain the high growth
tempos of the past and to our efforts to gage the prospects for future
growth or retardation.

We should like to know, for example, whether the high "growth-
effectiveness" of investinent that we have observed in the Soviet world
in the past is likely to be a temporary or a durable phenomenon. We
recogniie that the Soviet economy, as is true for any latecomer, has
enjoyed some advantages from its vouth and backwardness. Its fixed
capital stock was built relativelv recently and is still quite voung. A
smaller proportion of its gross investment, therefore, has had to be used
for replacement than is necessary in the older industrial countries of the
West. How will the growth-generating capacity of Soviet investment
be affected bv a steadilv rising burden of maintenance, wear and tear,
and obsolescence? Similarly, will diminishing returns set in when the
richer and more readily accessible reserves of ores and fuels have been
"creamed" and it becomes necessary for the Soviet economy to dig
deeper and to go farther afield? Is the past neglect of transport
expansion and of unproductive investments such as housing finally
beginning to catch up with the Soviet planners and forcing them to
divert investment away from the growth-inducing sectors? Perhaps
most important, can science andl technology alter the pattern? The
Soviet economy has benefited iiiiniensely, as a latecomer, from the big
unapplied backlog of technology that has been available to it. A
mature economy, being out at the margin of technology, can in each
year draw only on the new technology that it created, say, in the
previous year. A latecomer can bring the entire backlog of technology
to bear muiclh more rapidly than it had been created.

Thie ability to utilize the technology of other nations on a mass
scale, to take over in their entirety complex readymade techniques
and designs under conditions unencumbered by patent laws or other
proprietarv restrictions has been a tremendous accelerating force for
Soviet economic progress. Has the Soviet economy now reached the
point of diminishing returns in the borrowing of ideas from abroad or
is there much more scope for fruitful copying of Western experience?
How do we go about analyzing the distinctive role that science and
technology has played and can play in modern economic growth? At

ID Walt W. Rostow, in a summary of his Cambridge University lectures on economic growth published
by The Economist, August 1, 1959, and August 22, 1959, identitles the "takeoff" period for Russia as 1890
to 1914 and that for the United States'as 1843 to 1860.

9
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our present stage of knowledge, unfortunately, confident answers to
these questions are not within our grasp.

PERSPECTIVE AND Focus OF THE COMPARISONS

There seems to be a tendency, in our comparisons between Soviet
and United States economic progress, to focus all of our attention on
the relative levels of output that the two countries have attained, and
to neglect the relative capabilities for using this output that the two
countries may possess. Our comparisons tend to dwell at length on
the physical problems of production, on the availability of resources
and their efficient utilization, and on other factors that determine the
relative output capacity, the production successes of the two com-
petitors, but they are little concerned with the tasks and purposes
which the output is intended to serve. We worry much about the
rapidity of Soviet growth, but rarely inquire into its relevance. Too
many of our comparisons assume the form of a kind of numbers racket,
in which charts are drawn up of the volume of production in the two
countries, with the lines ominously crossing at some more or less dis-
tant point in the future. Implicitly we are expected to groan each
time the scoreboard shows another Soviet advance and to quaver
whenever Soviet output moves closer to ours by another notch. But
do such gains in output really represent a significant improvement of
the Soviet power position relative to our own, or is it merely a matter
of our being outpointed in some meaningless parlor game devised in
the Kremlin?

The answer to this question is not entirely clear cut. In an indirect
way, surely, there is a relationship between the expansion of a nation's
total output anid the facts of international relations. A steadily
growing volume of production enables a nation, if it so chooses, to
divert an ever larger quantity of its economic goods to uses that are
designed to enhance its national power and to be worrisome to its
opponents-to an enlarged military effort, for example, or to an
expanded politico-economic offensive. In this sense, then, economic
growth represents a potential power asset; but before this potential
can be translated into actual power, further decisions are required
about how the added resources are to be allocated. In the Soviet
case, of course, given its obsession with the pursuit of national power,
it is not difficult to imagine the directions in which these allocation
decision will go.

There is also another sense in which Soviet economic growth, as an
end in itself, can affect the power balance on the current international
scene. The Soviet leaders have made an international symbol out of
their ambition to catch up with America in per capita production by
1970. The impact of this symbol could be quite powerful. Not
that even Khrushchev expects seriously to achieve such parity of
output in any meaningful sense by 1970. He could hardly be that
unrealistic. But the exact timing of the "triumph" may be of no
consequence, so long as the relative trends continue in the Soviet
favor. It is not the sudden tipping of the scales, but the steady and
progressive diminution of the.U.S. lead that would tend to be most
demoralizing to the West and that would give an immense boost to
Soviet prestige.
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Moreover, such rapid Soviet economic progress would exercise
fascination and appeal in the vast parts of the world where speedy
economic development has become virtuaLlv a prerequiste to political
survival. The spectacle of a Soviet economy successfully pursuing
rapid economic growth with a sense of utmost urgency is bound to
hold strong attractions for the less developed countries arid Would
lend conviction to the Soviet, claim that, in the age of industrialism
its ownr style of planuied economy is superior to the market economy
of the West and that its example constitutes a relevant model of eco-
riomic development for all of the underdeveloped world.

But aside from these rather indirect effects of economic growth on
a nation's power position, it is probably fair to say that the rate of
growth offers no meaningful standard for practical power calculations.
To the extent that we look to our economic comparisons for insights
into larger national policy issues, we must go well beyond tile problems
of relative rates of growth or relative levels of output, and consider
tihe far more complex questions of how effectively the output is eri-
listed to advance the national interest arnd what tasks the output is
intended to serve. National power, clearly, does not rest on total
output, but on the efficiency and consistency with which a nation is
able to use its output to advance its policy objectives. In a compari-
son of national power, what counts is not parity of output but parity
of performance, since even a nation with a much smaller output
capacity, a greatly inferior resource base, can easily outperform an-
other, if it is willing to divert a larger proportion of its resources to
its national aims, or if it is able to use its resources more efficiently,
or if its tasks are simpler and more limited.

Thus, a direct comparison of economic magnitudes, without con-
sideration of these larger contextual matters, can often be quite
misleading. A good example of this is our occasional attempts to
compare Soviet military expenditures with our own in terms of the
relative share of its gross national product that each country devotes
to these purposes. How little light such a comparison throws on the
relative "adequacy" of these allocations or on relative defense "capa-
bilities" is not always fully appreciated. At best, such a comparison
is a measure of relative cfort; it can tell us something of the resource
burden imposed by the military effort on each country; it does not
necessarily reflect the relative output of defense goods. Thus it
Ineasures resource "input," but not "yield." Depending on the
relative productivity of resources in the two countries, a given share
of resource input into defense production may yield a much larger
share of defense output in one country than in the other, and our GNP
percentage comparison might give us a quite mistaken impression of
the relative quantity of defense goods produced. But even if we
were able, somehow, accurately to compare the relative quantity of
defense output and the size of the militarv forces of the two countries,
it would still be a far cry from a meaningful picture of relative "capa-
bilities." For in order to say anything about the military worth or
effectiveness of these forces, we would have to consider the immensely
complex strategic factors of any given military situation, the relative
efficiency of each country's weapons choice, the role' of allies, and
much else.

The mere fact, for example, that the Soviet leaders are able to
maintain an almost impenetrable blanket of secrecy and concealment
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over much of their defense activity creates, all by itself, a fundamental
imbalance in the military requirements of the United States versus
those of the U.S.S.R., imposing a much heavier defense production
burden on us, and enabling them to devote a larger share of their
resources to the arena of research and development, to which much of
the contest for military superiority has now shifted. No amount of
direct quantitative economic comparison, clearly, would help us with
problems such as these.

Other examples could be cited to illustrate the profound differences
in the political tasks and objectives of the two countries and their
significance for our comparisons. But perhaps the essential point has
been made: A superior U.S. production capacity does not automati-
cally denote superior U.S. national power, nor does the political impact
of Soviet resources depend on its achieving parity of output with us.
For both countries, it is the effectiveness of the actual performance that
counts and this must be measured in the multidimensional framework
of a society's will and skill in applying its resources to its national tasks.



PROBLEMS OF UNITED STATES-SOVIET ECON!-OM IC
COMPARISONS

(By Robert W. Campbell, Department of Economics, University of
Southern California)

INTRODUCTION-STATEMENT OF FINDINGS

The purpose of the present paper is to explain in a general way and
illustrate with examples some of the most important difficulties in-
volved in making comparisons of the economies of the United States
and the Soviet Union. The past decade and a half of research has
greatly increased the amount of solid evidence we possess concerning
the comparative performance of these two economies. At the same
time, however, it has also added greatly to the sophistication of
economists concerning the pitfalls that await those who seek to
appraise the relative performance of two economies so different as
these.

The authors of the substantive comparisons that follow are well
aware of these problems and it is not unlikely that some of them will
be touched on in the course of the comparisons made. The paper is
in no way intended as a critique of their efforts. Nevertheless it
seems worth while to give somaC explicit, prefatory attention to the
obstacles that complicate such undertakings. The current world
situation has led to widespread recognition bv the American people
of the need to know more about the relative status of these two
economies. Intelligent action on our part in many areas of public
policy requires that we know how big Soviet output is in comparison
with our own, how effectively the Soviet Union uses its resources by
our standards, how fast their output and productivity are increasing,
and what allocations the Soviet leaders make of their output.

The following discussion is intended to remind those who ask such
questions as these of the limitations on the certainty and precision
with which they must content themselves in the answers, and to
emphasize the sort of questions they should always raise in evaluating
the statistical comparisons offered in answer. By giving separate
attention to this subject, it will be possible to make some gencraliza-
tions about the nature of the problems in F way that is not possible
in the substantive comparisons, and to discuss how they can sometimes
be dealt with.

The obstacles to United States-Soviet economic comparisons may
be said to comprise several distinct orders. It will be helpful to
discuss them under three main headings as follows:

(1) 'I'he availability and interpretation of statistical data;
(2) The index number problems;
(3) The danger of comparing isolated indicators out of context.

T-he availability and interpretation of statistical datd.-One of the
most frustrating problems facing anyone who tries to make United
States-Soviet comparisons is in securing the raw materials for his

13
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effort, namely the statistical data. This difficulty is most often pre-
sented by the Soviet side of the comparison rather than the American,
although there are also instances where U.S. data make comparisons
difficult. The deficiences of Soviet statistics have often been recited.
Although the Soviet system generates a huge volume of statistical
information, the amount actually released by the Government is
limited in amount, the meaning of data in terms of its coverage or
definition is often left unexplained, figures are presented in a mislead-
ing. way with the aim of serving propaganda purposes or ideological
pretensions. . In many cases, particularly in the case of complex eco-
nomic indicators, such as output indexes or aggregative magnitudes
the Soviet statements are completely unreliable.

The amount of economic data published by the Soviet Govern-
ment has varied greatly over time. In the years before the industriali-
zation drive, and even for some time after the beginning of the 5-year
plans in the early thirties, statistical information was relatively
abundant. Subsequently, however, it dwindled in amount until
by the end of the thirties only isolated scraps were published. This
mania for secrecy continued until Stalin's death in 1953. Since then
the publication policy for statistical information has changed
drastically, and the amount of information released has been greatly
increased. There have now appeared a larger number of statistical
handbooks; the periodical economic literature has begun to include
.some discussion of real problems based on real data. One now even
finds serious monographs discussing individual aspects of the economy
which contain actual data that has not yet been blessed with the
official imprimatur of release in an official speech or document. Of
course, the Soviet statistical output is still only a tiny trickle compared
to the mass of economic data that is available for the U.S. half of
economic comparisons. A suggestive measure of this difference in
volume is found in the size of the major statistical sources concerning
the industry of the two countries. The Soviet statistical handbook for
industry contains a little less than 35,000 bits of data.

Many of these, however, represent mere recapitulations- of absolute
data in percentage form, so that the actual amount of information is
not much over 30,000 bits.' Volume II of the U.S. census of manu-
factures, by contrast, contains something more of the order of half a
million numbers. Moreover, the Soviet source completely ignores
a number of important categories of statisti(s. As far as the handbook
is concerned, there is no such thing as an industrial labor force or a
nonferrous metals industry, although there are many pages of infor-
mation on such uninteresting matters as the geographic distribution
of the production of gypsum, lime, brick, slate, tile, and timber.
The distorted perspective of the handbook means that much of the
information it contains is not very useful. Of course, much additional
statistical information on Soviet industry can be culled from other
Soviet sources, though proportionately. these are much less rich
sources than similar ones in the United States. The example of
industrial statistics is representative of the whole gamut of infor-
mation and suggests how asymmetrical are the sources of information
underlying comparisons.

A second aspect of the information problem has to do with the
interpretation of the data which the Soviet Government does vouch-

' "Tsentral'noe Statisticheskoe Upravienie," Promyshlennost' SSSR, Moscow, 1957.
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safe us. The statistical sources for industry again provide a sugges-
tive comparison. All the text and explanatory notes in the Soviet
handbook would not add tip to more than about seven pages, whereas
the census of manufactures contains several hundred pages of explana-
tion. Moreover, in the U.S. source the lavish use of detailed break-
dovns helps greatly to clarify the composition and scope of the data.

The importance of clarity in statistical definitions warrants addi-
tional explanation. The difficulty is that it is possible for a notion
which appears on the surface to be perfectly straightforward to be
defined in a number of different ways and hence ambiguous in meaning
unless the scope is clearly stated. Many of these apparently simple
concepts actually have a number of dimensions that make alternative
definitions conceivable. When one sets out to embody even such a
notion as the output of electric power in numbers drawn from the
actual workings of an economy, decisions must be made as to what
producers will be included, at vhat point output will be measured,
and so forth. This point can be illustrated wvith examples drawn
from an actual exercise in comparison. Suppose that it is desired
to compare the total industrial output of the United States with that
of the Soviet Union. and it is decided to approach this problem by
determining the relative outputs for as exhaustive a list of conm-
modities as we can manage. The final step would be to weight these
separate comparisons of output by some iiotion of the relative im-
portance of each conmmodity (such as value added or employment)
to obtain a single index expressing the overall relative output. In
table I a few of the commodities that would be included in such a
comparison have been listed and columns (1) and (2) show the outputs
of these commodities in each country as given in the Soviet industrial
handbook, and the Statistical Abstract of the United States. Column
(3) shows the ratio of Soviet output to U.S. output.

TABLE I.-Comparison of selected comnmodity ot puts in the United States and
Soviet Union

Year Unit of measure tnltrll 1: . . as percent
States of nted

States

Electric power -- 1 957 3ll1on kilowatt-hors 7161 0 209.5 20. 3
Coal -- ------ ---- 1956 M llii,, short tons -------- 29.8 472.1 sO.1I
Cotton cloth - - 1957 Million linear yards-9. 53 0 6,119 0 64.0
Oil l956 Million metric tons 364.0 83 8 23.0
Natural gas 1-956 Billion cubic fect - 10 (82.0 463 0 4 8
Lumber--57 Million ho&d-feet - 3. 698 0 32,204 0 85 4

The specialist on the Soviet economy will immediately suggest
many corrections that -will have to be made in these numbers before
thev can he used as the raw mnaterial for a comparison of inllustrial
outpItI. For example, the first item on the list-electric power-is
defined in the Soviet Union0 as the total output of power produced by
the generators, gross of the amounts used or lost within the generating
plant itself, whereas the U.S, figure is net of this amount. Fortu-
natelv the Russians tell us how much of the power generated goes for
the needs of the stations themselves, so that it is possible to correct
the Soviet figure to U.S. terms in this dimension. When the correc-
tion is made, it changes the comparison markedly, reducing Soviet
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output from 29.3 percent of U.S. output to 27.5 percent. There are
uncertainties in some other dimensions as well, however. In both
countries electric power is produced both by specialized utility plants,
and by industrial plants for their own use. The output of most of
these nonutility plants is included in the total for both countries, but
the cutoff point is apparently not the same in both cases. For the
United States the output of industrial plants covers only those with
a capacity of 100 kilowatts and over, but it is clear from the statistics
in Promvshlennost' SSSR, page 176, that the Soviet figure includes
the production of plants much smaller than this. This difference
again involves an appreciable fraction of output-namely, about 2.1
percent of total Soviet output in 1955.

For coal, the next item in the list, even cursory examination of the
sources raises a suspicion that there may be an important difference
in coverage. The U.S. figure is defined as mine shipments, mine sales,
or marketable production, including consumption by producers.
This seems to imply that it is measured after preparatory processes
such as cleaning and sorting, and one breakdown in the Statistical
Abstract of the United States gives a figure of 58.7 percent as the
percentage of total production mechanically cleaned. The Soviet
figure, on the other hand, may well involve measurement before these
processes. Some 26 percent of Soviet coal output was sent to bene-
ficiation plants in 1955, and in the process underwent a reduction in
volume of 11.9 percent. So total output after processing was 3.08
percent less than the figure shown in table I. A second difference is
that the U.S. figure for bituminous coal output covers mines with an
annual output of 1,000 tons or more. It seems probable that the Soviet
total would not make such an exclusion, though there are no data to
indicate how inipertant this difference in scope would be.

This possible divergence in the meaning of the coal figure also serves
as a reminder that even though the output of many commodities is
measured in physical units, comparison in these terms may be de-
ceptive, since the commodity may not be at all homogenous with
respect to quality or some other dimension. This problem be-
comes most important when one is dealing with highly fabricated
products, but is also serious even with commodities which seem to
have easily indentifiable physical-measures, such as those in table I.
For instance, the figures on output of cotton cloth, given in table I in
lineal yards as commonly measured in the statistics of both countries,
are not at all comparable, since the average width of cotton goods
produced in the United States is slightly over 40 inches, whereas it is
slightly under 30 inches in-the Soviet Union.

In the case of coal and electric power, the explanations in Soviet
statistical sources are clear enough to make one aware of the differences
in concept, though for neither country are the data detailed enough to
permit bringing both figures to a common concept. For many com-
modities, however, the degree of comparability cannot be so easily
ascertained. Output figures for the next two items on the list, i.e.,
oil and natural gas, are easily found in Soviet sources, but when U.S.
sources are consulted for comparable data, it turns out that the
petroleum extraction industry has another important output, namely,
natural gasoline and natural gas liquids, equal in volume to about
10 percent of the crude oil output. These products are undoubtedly
much less important in Soviet operations but must surely exist. Since
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they are not mentioned in the statistical source, one wonders whether
they are perhaps included somehow iil the oil output figure.

The notion of lumber output appears superficially to be a fairly
simple idea, and the fact that the figures for both the United States
and the Soviet Union are expressed in terms of physical volume is
comforting. But even the briefest survey of U.S. statistical sources
will disclose a number of alternative figures for lumber output differing
slightly from each other in concept and accordingly in amount. To
which of these concepts does the Soviet figure corresp)on1d? Moreover,
if the breakdown given in the census of manufactures are examined a
number of possible differences in concept immediately suggest them-
selves. T he U.S. output figures cover sawmills and planing mills, and
includes both rough and finished lumber. Since the U1.S. figures are
collected on an establishment basis, there is probably some double
counting of lumber sawed in one plant and finished in another. To
what extent is this true of the Soviet total? Furthermore, suppose a
Soviet enterprise both rough-saws and finishes lumber; is its output
measured in terms of the volume of the finished or unfinished wood?
Careful study mav succeed in unearthing answers to these questions,
but the answers are not at all obvious from the statistical sources
themselves, from handbooks on industrial statistical procedure or
from the more generally available books dealing with the economics,
planning, and administration of the lumber industry.

It should be admitted that definitions are not always presented
along with statistics in the mnore gelneral U.S. statistical publications.
Nevertheless it is almost always possible to find in easily accessible
sources detailed explanations of what a given statistic covers and how
it has beer derived. The difficulty of doing this for the U.S.S.R. often
introduces an air of uncertainty into comparisons such as those in
table 1.

The existence of differences between the concepts underlying Soviet
and U.S. economic data should not be surprising. Comparison of the
statistics of any two countries will always reveal similar inconsisten-
cies. They flow out of differences in the organization of the economy,
different statistical traditions, divergent preoccupations among those
who collect statistics. Statistics are often a byproduct of some con-
cern other than economic analvsis and their definition is controlled
in part by competing objectives and expediencies. What is peculiar
to Soviet statistical practice, however, is the great premium which
the Russians place on the propaganda use of economic indicators,
and in the service of this end concepts are sometimes deliberately
defined in a misleading way. This propaganda objective is one of the
explanations for their secretiveness concerning the actual definitions
of the statistical material they publish. The propaganda uses of
Soviet economic statistics also mean that definitions are sometimes
changed to mask failure or exaggerate gains. The most infamous
example of such a change is the shift from the "barn yield" concept
to the "biological yield" concept of grain output in the thirties,
adopted to make grain output appear larger than it actually was.
Even though it was possible to find out from Soviet.sources that this
change in definition had been made. the appropriate correction to
achieve comparability with a barn-yield concept remained unknown.
Not until Khrushchev's speech to the plenary session of the Central
Committee in December 1958, was it revealed precisely how great
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the difference was. The figures he cited for 1952, i.e., barn yield as
30 percent less than the biological yield, involved a bigger difference
than had commonly been estimated. A more recent example of the
subversion of intertemporal and international comparability to prop-
aganda objectives is the change in the definitions of meat and milk
output. Khrushchev has made catching up with the United States
in meat and milk production one of the important goals of his agri-
cultural program, and to make the fulfillment of this goal easier, the
scope of the definitions of meat and milk output has been broadened
beyond past definitions and beyond the American concepts.

The. examples discussed so far all involve a very simple class of
economic magnitudes, namely, physical outputs. The possible differ-
ences in concept that can confound comparison in such cases are multi-
plied many fold when one turns to more complex statistical indicators.
AnV attempt at qualification of such complicated concepts as gross
national product accounts, labor force and employment statistics, or
output indexes, offers so many conceivable alternatives in conceptual-
ization, and involves so many expediencies in implementing the con-
cept with data, that it may be impossible to make any reasonably
accurate reconciliation of the actual numbers that the statistical sys-
tems of the two countries actually generate. The Soviet concept of
national income is far different from that accepted in most capitalist
countries, for instance. Although we know in a general way many of
the differences between the United States and Soviet concepts in this
case, there are still many unanswered questions concerning the Soviet
definitions, such as how they make the division of total output into
an "accumulation fund" and a "consumption fund," for example.
For many of these complicated indicators, the differences in concept
and the uncertainty of interpretation are so great that economists
outside the Soviet Union have traditionally rejected Soviet data and
resorted to independent calculations from basic data.

Deficiencies in the statistical raw materials on which comparisons
are based are not confined to the Soviet Union. There are also cases
where the U.S. side of a comparison may be obscure. Inventory
statistics may be cited as a single illustration. Recent data on Soviet
inventories have included a number of breakdowns that make it
possible to ascertain fairly well the range of items that are included
in the Soviet inventory concept, and our knowledge of Soviet account-
ing practices makes it possible to state more or less precisely how
inventory values are calculated. In many ways the U.S. inventory
figures 2 are more detailed than the Soviet ones, but variations in the
accounting practices of individual firms makes it impossible to state
with certainty just how comprehensive these figures are in terms of
the items included and the basis of valuation. It may well be that
there is a difference in the scope of the inventory concept and as a
result comparisons using these data may be misleading.

Finally, it frequently happens that the concepts relevant to some
comparison in which we are vitally interested are not well enough
defined to be embodied very satisfactorily in actual statistical data
in either country. The vagueness of what is being measured means
that the definitions used in generating the data are chosen somewhat

2 For an explanation of the uncertainties involved in the meaning of IUS. inventory statistics, see George
M. Cobren, "The Nonfarm Business Inventory Component." in National Bureau of Economic Research,
Studies in Income and Wealth, vol. XII, pp. 381-400.
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arbitrarily. For example, speculation about the relative efforts of
the United States and the Sovict Union in science and in research has
recently become a popular enterprise iii economic comparison. As
one of the main ingredients of technical progress both in military and
civilian applications, the amount of research is supposed to be a
powerful influence on our respective power and growth possibilities.
Tihe Russians, incidentally, are also interested in this comparison.
In the United States, this aspect of national economic activity lhas
been labeled research andi development, and some statistics purporting
to-show how manv dollars worth of research and development are
being carried out have been published in recent years. Thiese sta-
tistics have been strongly criticized, however, as arbitrary in definition
and vague in meaning. After all, this is a very new concept and effort,
and those who report such expenditures at the local level face many
unsettled questions in deciding how much research and devclopxent
their firm does.

The Russians call this activity science. and in the past few years
Soviet leaders have quoted a figure showing a global total for this
magnitude. This Soviet figure, however, represents more a reflection
of certain budgetary and administrative conventions than any well-
defined concept of effort devoted to the expansion of knowledge and
improvement of technologv. The uncertainty in any compaiison of
the Soviet and American rescarchi efforts, therefore, is not so much
due to the fact that the specific content of the respective ruble and
dollar amounts differs, as to the fact that, neither of these amounts
measures very exactly just what we would like to mcasure.

The discussion above has concentrated on the obstacles to obtaining
comparable statistical raw materials as a basis for comparative studies
of the United States and Soviet economies. To restore a balanced
perspective, it should be added in concluding this section that most
of these problemns cau be dealt with tolerably well. Fidcling data
and establishing their meaning is the expected task of ally economist
who sets out to make comparisons of the two economies. Given
experience and enough time he can usuallv settle such issues as those
described with an acceptable margin of error. These are obstacles
that will succumb to knowledge, and the recent, increase in Soviet
statistical output is beginning to clarify somve former mysteries. So
far, however, the problem has only been ameliorated, not eliminated.
When a researcher is unable to deal with some data problem satis-
factorily, he has a duty to present his figures with an appropriate
statement of reservations, Similarly, those who make use of the
comparative studies that are made must know that suich problems
exist, that they cannot always be settled completely satisfactorily,
and that comparisons made in this situation are always subject to
some qualifications. Hence, they should always ask for the quali-
fications and alternative interpretations along with the answers.

The indez number problem.- --The second order of obstacles to inter-
national economic comparisons comprises a number of variants of
what is known as the index number problem. These obstacles differ
from those discussed earlier by the fact that they do not result simply
from ignorance but rather from a number of unanswered, and perhaps
unanswerable questions of theory and conceptualization. They are
therefore more intractable than those discussed in the previous section.
The index number problem arises whenever one tries to compare rela-
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tively large aggregates either between countries or over time. Most
of the questions which international economic comparisons are de-
signed to answer involve the comparative measurement of such large
aggregates. The question of relative American and Soviet economic
strength, for example, is usually posed as the size of Soviet output
relative to our own, as measured by some indicator such as gross
national product. Or people may ask for comparisons of smaller but
still very heterogeneous components of this aggregate. It is common,
for example to ask how well off the average Soviet consumer or indus-
trial worker is relative to his opposite number in the United States.
Those who are responsible for making U.S. defense policy would like
to know how the Soviet military effort compares with our own in
terms of its overall size. Making comparisons in these aggregative
terms is the only way to escape getting lost in a host of contradictory
details.

Economic aggregates such as those listed above can be measured
only in value terms. The diverse physical goods and services encom-
passed in American or Soviet gross national product can be expressed
in a single figure only through using the common denominator of
monetary value. Hence, if it is desired to compare Soviet and Ameri-
can gross national product it is necessary to find some conversion
factor, some exchange rate, that permits one to translate the rubles
of one into the dollars of the other, or vice versa. Unfortunately,
however, it so happens that the value of a ruble, expressed in how
many dollars worth of output can be bought with it, varies markedly
depending on the kind of product or service that is being considered.
The structure of relative prices in the two countries is very different,
so that the value of a ruble compared to a dollar is far greater in the
purchase of some items than of others. This difference between the
Soviet and American price structure is the result of many separate
factors, including differences in the scarcities of the resources going
into different commodities, the differential degree to which the Rus-
sians have caught up with American technology in different sectors
of the economy, and the peculiarities of Soviet accounting, pricing,
and fiscal practices. Hence any even moderately aggregative magni-
tude contains components for which the appropriate dollar-ruble con-
version ratios diverge widely. The problem is to find an average ratio
appropriate to the conversion of the aggregate we are interested in.
The approach that springs immediately to mind is to average the
individual conversion ratios, weighted by the relative importance of
the various components of the aggregate.

The problem, however, is that the relative importance of the com-
ponents is different in the two countries. As a result, there is a choice
of weighting patterns and a choice of conversion ratios. The problem
can be illustrated by the simple numerical example shown in the fol-
lowing table, in which the gross national product of two countries is
compared. This example outrages reality in assuming that all gross
national product is directed either to consumption or to military
purposes, but this oversimplification makes the nature of the problem
easier to see. We have called the two countries the United States
and the Soviet Union, although the magnitudes shown for the gross
national product and its components in each case are completely
arbitrary. The proportions between consumption and military uses,
however, and the implied difference in the price structures of the two
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countries are plausible reflections of reality. Columns (I) and (2)
show the composition of the gross national product in each counltry
measured in its own prices. Column (3) shows the value of a ruble
in dollars in the purchase of the goods included in the respective
components of the pross national product. Using these figures as
conversion ratios, it is possible to calculate the size of each country's
gross national product in the currency of the other. The result-s are
show-n in columns (4) arid (5). There are now enough totalS so that
the gross national product can be compared eit'her in dollars or in
rubles, but a glance at the figures shows that the result will not be the
sarmc for both comparisons. When the output of both countries is
measured in United States prices, Soviet output appears to be one-third
as large as that of the Urited States, but if a comparison is made in
Soviet prices, Soviet output turrns out to be only 28,5 percent of
American.

TABLIE II.-Schematic illustration of the index number problem

U.S.S.R. Unitea Coonver. U.S.S.R. United
(In billion States slon rate (in billion States

rubles) (in billion (dollars dollars) (in billion
dollars) per ruble) rubles)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Corsumpution -10t 40 .10 10 400Military expenditure - -- -- - _ _ .25 5 20
Total --- ------- 120 45 -1 420

Nos -i-Soviet output asa percentage of United States output:
In rubles: 120-420--28.6 percent.
In dollars: 15-45=33.3 percent.

UWhat is the reason for this difference in the two answers? A rigor-
ous explanation would involve going into the complexities of index
number constructiotn, but the essence of the mechanism at Nvork can be
explainedc as follows. Pricing in rubles is equivalent to converting
total gross national product at an exchange rate of 10.71 cents per
ruble, 10.71 being the average of the separate ruble-dollar price ratios,
weighted in proportion to the relative magnitudes of the components
of U.S. gross national product as they would look to a Russian.
Valuation in dollars, on the other hand, amount's to the use of a con-
version ratio of 12.5 cents per ruble, 12.5 being the average of 10 and
25, weighted by the relative importance of consumption and military
expenditures as they would look to one accustomed to American prices.

TIlhe same mechialnismn can also be explained in somewlla t different
terms though wvit.h equivalent meaning. In the U.S. price system,
consumer goods are priced cheaper relative to military goods than in
the Soviet price system. We hlive indicate(d this difference in price
structure in table II in nn approximate illustrative wav bv the ex-
change rates shown in column (3). These conversion raties imply
that a dollar's wvorth of consumer goods wvould be worth 10 rubles in
the Soviet Union, but a dollar's wordt of military goods would be
wortlh only 4 rubles. Ruble voliiat.ioii of the output of either colnrtry
will therefore.magnify the sigiiificance of the consumption component
of its gross national product and diminish the significance of the mili-
tarv componexit, compared with valuationl in dollars, Since the (0211-
position of Soviet gross national product differs frouti the U.S. pattern

5l~.~ (31). .- i-et 1 I3
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by its relatively higher emphasis on military expenditure, it will look
bigger relative to the U.S. total when both are seen in the light of a
price system which prices military goods relatively high and consump-
tion goods relatively low (i.e., the dollar price system) than in the light
of one that has high prices for consumer goods and low prices for mili-
tary goods (the ruble price system).

This ambiguity of answers in international comparisons is not
uncommon. Whenever the price structures and the composition of
aggregates vary between countries, different answers about the rela-
tive size. of the aggregates will be obtained, depending on which coun-
try's prices are used. The greater the differences in price relationships
and in composition, the greater will be the difference between the alter-
native answers. There are appreciable differences between the alter-
native measures of relative size of gross national product even when
the U.S. is compared with countries with relatively high productivity
and modern technologies such as Great Britain or Germany.3 When
comparisons are attempted between the United States and countries
where allocation and price structures are more radically different,
such as Italy or the Soviet Union, the degree of indeterminacy is even
greater.

What guidance can be offered the person who finds that the answer
to his simple question about the relative size of the United States
and Soviet economies is given in the form of an indeterminate range?
In terms of the example in table II, is the figure of 33.3 percent or
28.6 percent the "correct" figure for the size of the Soviet gross
national product relative to our own? The answer to this puzzle
turns on the fact that the two numbers represent answers to two
different questions. The comparison made in. rubles (i.e., the one
showing the Soviet gross national product as 28.6 percent of American)
answers the question "How big is Soviet output?" if it is assumed
that it was as hard for them to produce a given collection of consumer
goods relative to, say, a missile, as in the United States. The figure
ot 33.3 percent answers the question "How big was it?" if we assume
that in the United States a given basket of consumer goods was
priced as high relative to a missile as in the Soviet Union. One might
argue that neither of these questions is "realistic." The relative
prices of consumer goods and military goods are not the same in both
countries. The questioner did not intend it should be pretended they
were when he asked how big Soviet output was relative to ours.
This is perhaps true enough, but the researcher is forced to such
expediencies in trying to make the comparison at all. The problem
is that what appeared on the face of it to be a straightforward ques-
tion; namely, "How big is Soviet output relative to our own?" really
begs important issues, issues which the statistician must settle ex-
plicitly when he gets down to the mechanics of formulating a numerical
answer. And though one may object that the way the statisticians
have traditionally settled these issue-, (i.e., by seeing Soviet output
in the light of U.S. value relationships or U.S. output in terms ot
Soviet scarcity relationships), he will find it difficult to su'ggest any
more satisfactory approach. In a fundamental sense the two aggre-
gates are not directly comparable, and the traditional approach has

3 See Milton Gilbert & Associates, "Comparative National Products and Price Levels,"
Paris, 195S, OEEC, for illustrations of the differences that alternative pricing makes in
comparing U.S. output with some countries of Western Europe.
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at least the virtue of marking out the limits that one might reasonably
wish to set conceptually.

The above example is only one variant of the index number prob-
lem; even when comparisons involve much smaller aggregates than
gross national product the same difficulty arises. In the numerical
example of table II, for instance, it was assumed that a ruble is woith
10 cents in the purchase of consumption goods and 25 cents in buying
the inputs of a military program. But how can a conversion ratio
for such a component of gross national product be arrived at in the
first place? Each of these aggregates (i.e., consumption and military
expenditures) is itself a heterogeneous collection of goods andri services,
the composition of which varies between the two countries. Further-
more, the purchasing power of a ruble in terms of dollars is very differ-
cnt as between, say shelter and bread or between the maintenance of
ia soldier and the building of a missile. This means that one would
have to choose among alternative weighting systems in order to
compute conversion ratios for the separate coin ponents of gross na-
tional product before the problem of gross national product comparison
could even be formulated as in table II. The existence of a range of
possible values for the conversion ratio applicable to consumption or
to military goods means that the range between the extremes of
relative gross national product; magnitudes would be even greater.

Another.well-known variant of the index number problem arises in
the calculation of rates of growth of. various economic magnitudes
8uch as industrialoutput, consumption levels, labor productivity, or
others. In such problems it is necessary to determine the relative
size of a given aggregate (e. g.-, consumption or industrial output) at
two different'points in time. Characteristically, the coniposition aud
the price structures for such aggregates change over time. (In the
Soviet Union the changes in composition and price relationships have
been exceptionally great.) The problem is formally identical with
that of international comparisons of aggregates, and the same inde-
terminacy arises. In this case, however, there are good grounds for
arguing that extremes at the ends of the range of possible answers
flowing from different weighting systems can be ignored and something
like the geometric mean of the extremes taken as an acceptable
measure of the rate of growth. The sharp difference in weighting
patterns chosen from points far distant in time is a function of how
far apart the terminal dates of the comparison are. By looking at
shorter periods, the changes in structure and price relationships are
found to be less important, and the range of estimates of growth is
greatly reduced.

What implications does the index number prpbleui hold for those
who seek to make reliable comparisons of the United States and Soviet'
economies? (1) First, the existence of this problem allows a certain
degree of subjective latitude to the person making a comparison. Ili
comparinsg aggregates, or in measuring rates of growth in each system
he has a-choice of many alternative weighting systens, with no clearly,'
defined theory. to indicate that one of themn is better than the other.
Despite this uncertainty,. however, it -is more or less customary to
present answers as if they could be expressed in a single number.
This is what we are accustomed to in statistical measures of our own
economic performance, and those who ask for economic comparisons
in the first place expect exact answers. People who want to deter-
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mine policy on the basis of comparative studies that are made should
take a somewhat critical point of view toward whatever numbers
they are offered, and must understand how certain decisions made in
the course of the calculations are reflected in the results. A corollary
implication is that they should not fix on any one extreme figure
among the many that are presented, but be prepared to think in terms
of a range.

(2) A second implication is that the vagueness which flows from the
index number problem can often be reduced somewhat by greater
purposiveness in the comparisons that are made. As the one who
asks for a comparison makes his question more precise and defines its
purpose more clearly, it will generally be possible to find a reasonable
basis for choosing among alternatives in concept and in weighting
systems. Global comparisons such as the relative size of United
States and Soviet total output have their uses, and there are good
and sufficient reasons why they will continue to be made.

However, it often turns out that such comparisons are only a prel-
ude to some more specific comparisons that the questioner is really
interested in. For instance one common objective is to determine the
relative economic power of the two countries in some sense say their
ability to support military programs, or their capability to engage in
foreign trade and extend foreign aid. To answer such a question, it
is tempting to take a figure on Soviet GNP in dollars from somewhere,
apply to it the percentage share going to military purposes, perhaps
from some other study, and get two figures expressed in dollars.
Such a procedure is treacherous. At best it can give a very indeter-
minate answer. Choosing from the extremes at either end of the
figures available for GNP in dollars and the share devoted to military
purposes, one can get an absurdly wide range of estimates of Soviet
military spending in dollars. This approach is at its worst when the
figure on the percentage of GNP devoted to military uses comes from
a calculation different in concept from the one underlying the total
accepted for GNP. If the question is about relative size of the military
effort, then it is much more useful to make this comparison directly.
This makes it possible to work with smaller aggregates, which are less
heterogeneous as far as price relatives and composition are concerned
than GNP as a whole. The degree of vagueness inherent in the index
number problem is therefore reduced. The latter approach may also
stimulate one to think out more clearly just how to measure the power
created by a given military budget, and suggest principles for adding
up Soviet men and hardware for comparison with American that are
more reasonable than those implicit but not clearly understood in the
roundabout method of applying a percentage to a GNP figure in
dollars.

Another common exercise in these comparisons is to ask how soon
the Russians will catch up with us in GNP or in some element of it
such as industrial output. By estimating the relative size of the
chosen economic indicator at the present time, and then projecting
each of them forward at some rate of growth a date for the Russian
catching up emerges. Because of the wide range of relative sizes
that one can start with, and the wide choice of growth rates (reflecting
in both cases the index number problem) it is possible to determine a
period for the catching up process varying from a decade and a half
to four or five decades. What is the purpose of a question that cannot
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be answered more definitely than that? Part of the indeterminacy
comes from the fact that it is not clear what the comparison is aimed
to show. Tf the question one ultimately wauts to answer is something
like "how soon will Soviet machinery output be great enough to cover
a program of investment, trade, and military expenditure such as ours,
then it might be more nearly answerable with an acceptable degree
of exactness.

Dangers in comparing isolated indicators out of context.-The third
order of obstacles to meaningful comparisons of the American and
Soviet economies involves the possibility of misinterpreting fairly
specific indicators through ignoring important features of the context.
If the index number problem makes the comparison of large aggregates
difficult, at the other extreme differences in organization, in technology,
and in resource availabilities often make comparisons of very narro;ly
defined magnitudes or overly specific indicators misleading. The
Soviet and American economies differ from each other markedly
in administrative structure, in the resource endowment within which
each must operate, and in technology. Consequently the significance
of a given economic indicator often varies between them.

In their zeal to make some comparison appear better than it really is.
the Russians are frequently guilty of overlooking such differences.
For instance Khrushchev has wvorked hard to make expansion of
Soviet per capita butter production to the U.S. level a symbol of
catching up with the United States in general. Apart from the
question of differing attitudes of the two populations toward fats in
their diets, this comparison overlooks the fact that butter production
in the United States is supplemented by all output of margarine 3
percent greater than the production of butter itself, whereas in the
Soviet Union the output of margarine is only 70 percent of butter
output.4

Another such prestige output which they have elevated to the status
of a symbol is the output of sugar. Soviet propagandists are fond of
comiparuig sugar output in the two countries. For instance, in one
of the standard statistical handbooks for agitators,' the production of
sugar in the two countries is shown as 17 kilograms in the Soviet
Union and 12 kilograms in the United States. This figure appears to
be accurate enough as far as it goes, but what it fails to mention is that.
while Soviet sugar output is augmented by imports only to the extent
of about 2 percent, U.S. domestic output is far overshadowed by
imports so that per capita consumption is more nearly 45 kilograms
than 12.6

Another common example is the preoccupation with individual
commodity outputs, such as steel or electric power output, as general
indicators of "industrial base," which in turn is thought of as being
some indicator of relative Soviet military potential, or ability to
implement other strategic objectives such as foreign aid capital
accumulation or growth, What this comparison overlooks is the
radically different pattern of consumption of these two products in
the two countries. Consumer goods, such as automobiles and home

4 These figures are taken from Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1958 edition, pp. 674 and 881. and
V. P. Zotov, Pishchevala promyshlennost' Sovetskogo Soiuza, Moscow, 19sS, pp. IW-170.

1. A. loffe, Strany sotslalizma I kapitalizma v. tsifrakh, (The Countries of Socialism and Capitslism in
Figures) Moscow, 1557.

$These figures are from Statistical Abstract of the United States, p. 671, v. P. Zotov, Pishehevala
proinyshlennost' SSSR. p. 170, and Mlnisterstvo Vnehnel torgovil SSSR, Vneshnaila torgovIia Soluza
SSR za 1957 god, Moscov, 1958, pp. 21 and 33.
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appliances take a vastly higher proportion of United States, than of
Soviet steel output. Similarly with electric power output; the Soviet
output of 231 billion kilowatt-hours in 1957 compared to the American
output of 716 billion kilowatt-hours seems to suggest that the pro-
ductive capacity of the Soviet economy must be strongly restricted
by the lack of this vital ingredient of productivity. Again, however,
the pattern of utilization is very different. Only a tiny fraction of Soviet
power output goes for such uses as household consumption, and
municipal and commercial lighting, whereas a very large share of
U.S. power output is devoted to these purposes. Hence it is erroneous
to consider the relative outputs as a reliable indicator of industrial
power.

One of the common areas of concern for people who are making these
comparisons is the productivity of the Soviet economy, that is the
amount of output they get per unit of the resources at their disposal.
The rationale of. such comparisons is a belief that productivity has
something to do with the relative efficiency of the two economies.
Here, however, a different context of technology and of resource
endowments greatly beclouds the meaning of specific productivity
comparisons. One of the most commonly studied indicators is labor
productivity. Such studies always show that output per Soviet
worker in any area of the economy is considerably below output per
worker in the United States. The Russians themselves claim that
output per worker in industry is about half the U.S. level, although
this is the kind of comparison that is suspect because of the index
number problem discussed earlier. The calculation presupposes some
estimate of the relative size of United States and Soviet industrial
output, and the great variety of possible weighting schemes means
,that such comparisons have to be examined very skeptically. In a
number of individual branches of the economy, where it is possible to
find more or less homogeneous physical measures of output, output
per worker can be easily enough compared, however. The result of
such comparisons is to show a great range of comparative labor
productivity, but despite the variation from case to case, such com-

tparisons show clearly that output per worker is far lower in the
Soviet Union than in the United States.

It is but a short step from comparisons such as these to the conclu-
sions that the Soviet economy is extremely wasteful and inefficient.
This is a conclusion that is often drawn, but one that is by no means
warranted on the evidence of comparative labor productivity. In
general this low labor productivity is far less a reflection of inefficiency
or waste than of the different resource situation confronting the
Russian planners, a resource situation fundamentally different from
ours. Soviet industrialization has taken place against the background
of an abundance of manpower. The planners have faced a situation
where it was never any problem to secure additional labor; The real
difficulty was in finding the capital to create new capacity, new fac-
tories in which the labor could be employed. It was therefore eco-
nomically sensible for them to use labor lavishly, substituting it
whenever possible for capital goods, and bringing in more workers
whenever it was possible by doing so to squeeze a bit more output out
of existing enterprises. The result of such a policy was to make output
per worker low, but it was still the correct thing to do in the light of
the abundance of labor.
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The low productivity of the Soviet industrial labor force can be
explained alternatively as the low level of mechanical assistance which
the Soviet worker has at his disposal. A good summary indicator of
the a-mount of mechanical power which the worker has to assist him
in doing his job is the amount of electrical power consumed per
worker. Consumption of electric power per industrial worker in the
Soviet Union is less than half the American level, and this factor alone
goes a long way toward explaining why Soviet industrial labor pro-
ductivity is so much below ours. It should be emphasized, again,
however, that the failure of the Soviet planners to supply their workers
with as much mechanical assistance as American workers enjoy does
not necessarily imply a mistake in planning. Given the population
situation and the amount of capital that could be accumulated,, the
Soviet planners have found that they could expand the industrial
labor force much more easily than they could build more generating
plants and other power facilities to increase the mechanical assistance
provided for the worker.

The difference in resource endowments distorts other indicators
in the opposite direction. Because of the intensive utilization of
capacity the output per machine or per other unit of capital is much
higher than in the LUnited States. One of the best known examples
is the high productivity of capital in Soviet railroad. transportation.
The Russians have a much higher output of freight turnover per mile
.of track and per freight car than we do in the United States-something
over three times as much freight turnover per mile of track and almost
three times as much freight turnover per ton of freight car capacity.
Another industry in which Soviet equipment productivity is much
higher is ill blast furnace operation. Measuring the blast furnace
capacity by the total internal volume of the blast furnace and output
in-tons, in turns out that the Russians get on the average 1.25 tons of
pig iron per cubic meter of blast furnace capacity, whereas American
producers get only 0.92 ton. It should be added that the pro(ldletivity
of blast furnaces is a function of their size, with larger furnaces being
appreciably more productive per cubic meter of space than small
furnaces are. Sinice American furnaces are rather larger on the average
than Soviet furnaces, the higher productivityvof Soviet furnaces is all
the more notable.

Soviet economists are very fond of making such comparisons of
capital productivity and concluding that they prove the greater effi-
ciency of their economic svstem and the chaotic wastefulness of capital-
ism. This conclusion is as dubious as the reverse one that we some-
times make on the basis of labor productivity comparisons. The high
rate of utilization of capital equipment makes sense for the Soviet
Union but not for the United States. The relative abundance and
cheapness of capital in this country makes it rational for a firm to
provide itself generously with capacity.

The argument above should not be understood as implying that the
American and Soviet systems are equally efficient in making use of the
different resource endowments which each enjoy. The point is rather
that the difference in relative scarcities of the basic factors of produc-
tion makes productivity comparisons a very ambiguous kind of. cvi-
dence. on this score, though superficially they seem so suggestive of
relative efficiencies. To wuhat extent the difference in some produc-
tivity indicator is evidence of inefficiency and to what extent a re-
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flection of different resource availabilities is a question that can be
answered with certainty, if at all, only by a detailed scrutiny of many
other aspects of the context.

Even when the influence of such radically different scarcity rela-
tionships is absent, more subtle differences in the parameters which
confront decision makers and in technology may mean that techno-
logical indicators must be interpreted carefully. For instance in a
comparative study of the electric power industry of the two countries,
one question that would immediately draw attention to itself would
be the expenditure of fuel per kilowatt-hour of electric power produced.
The electric power industry is engaged essentially in the transforma-
tion of the heat energy of fuel into electric energy, and so this ratio
is an important indicator of its technological perfection. There is no
particular statistical problem to such a comparison-this is an im-
portant operating indicator used in the planning and administration
of the electric power industry and it is a statistic the Russians collect
and publish. Data of the same form can easily be calculated for the
U.S. power industry. But as the comparison of the two industries
went further, it would soon be found that one of the important
differences between the United States and Soviet power industries is
that Soviet generating equipment includes an appreciable proportion
of installations in which some of the waste heat is captured and used
for heating purposes. The generation of electric power inevitably
involves the loss of some heat-it is impossible to convert all the
energy in the fuel into electrical energy. The Russians use a con-
siderable amount of this heat. Americans use it very little. In com-
puting the fuel consumption per kilowatt-hour of electric power, the
Russians assign a significant amount of the fuel burned in power
stations (i.e., about 16 percent) to the heating operations.7

When it comes to choosing a fuel expenditure ratio for comparison
with the American should one use the one cited by the Russians or
one corrected to include all fuel burned in electric power stations?
There are objections to either alternative. There would be little
justification for basing the comparison on the total fuel burned since
the Russians are correct in implying that this fuel is not one of the
costs of power. It is true that most of this heat could not be converted
to electric power even if they did not have the alternative use for it.
Nevertheless they do have a use for it, and have made a choice of
equipment which will permit them to capture it and avoid burning
fuel in conventional installations for heating purposes. In the light
of the alternatives open to them, then they are correct in saying that
part of the fuel is really chargeable to heating rather than power
generation. On the other hand we hesitate to use the Soviet fuel
expenditure ratio as they present it because of doubts about the
correctness of the amount of the fuel they assign to heating. The
allocation between the two purposes is made on the basis of an engi-
neering convention rather than on the basis of what a sophisticated
economist would consider correct. What it comes down to is that
the power industry in the two countries employs two slightly different
technologies, and as a result fuel expenditure per kilowatt-hour of
power is an indicator with a slightly different meaning in the two
countries. Even apart from this difficulty, other qualifications would
have to be considered before this indicator could be taken as a measure

7 This percentage can be calculated from data given In Promyshlennost' S.S.S.R.
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of the relative efficiency of the Soviet UJnion and American power
industrics. Fuel expenditure per kilowatt-hour is a function of various
design parameters of the equipment, such its the temperature and
pressure of the steam. Rational decisions on these parameters are
very sensitive to the costs of fuel relative to costs of the other inputs
that go into the original construction and the operation of generating
stations. Hence reatively small differences in price structure might
mean that rational or "efficient" decisions would result in a different
fuel expenditure ratio in the two countries.

A final illustration of the treacheries of comparing economic indi-
cators torn from different contexts is provided by investment in the
two countries. It has been a commonplace to explain the rapid rate
of growth of the Soviet economy as flowing in part from the high rate
of investment in the Soviet Union. The Soviet planners have been
able to keep down consumption levels atnd in consequence decvot a
larger share of current output to building new production capacity
than the United States does. 'To emnbody this argument in statistics,
on? commonlv resorts to a comparison of the share of GNP devoted
to investrlellit purposes. Once attention is focused on this mode of
analysis, actual statistical Comparisonlls of investment in absolute
terms or as a share of GNP are productive of considerable confusion.
Investment as a percentage of GNP turns out to be not so radically
different in the two countries. and this bolsters the suspicion that maybe
the Soviet economny is not growing as fast as we have been led to
believe. It also prompts the comforting thought tiat if small realloca-
tions of Soviet GNP awav from investment should take place the
Russians will lose whatever advantage relative to the U.S. economy
they may have had in the past. This confusion comes from focusing
attention on gross investment as an explanation of growth rather than
net investment which is the concept that covers the net additions to
productive capacity. We have traditionally emphasized gross rather
than net investment in our national incole accounting and analysis
because of the difficulty of measuring net investment meaningfully,
and indeed for some international comparisons gross investment
might serve well enough. Because the SoviCt and American economies
are so different with respect to the size and age of their capital stock
and the rate of growth, however, the share of gross investment, that
represents real net additions to productive capacity is much greater
for the Soviet Union than for the United States.

Conclusion.-The task of this paper has been to discuss the prob-
lems involved in United States-Soviet economic comparisons. It
would be a source of great chagrin to the author if this listing of
obstacles should be taken as a justification for a belief that it is hope-
less or pointless to undertake such comparisons. With respect to
the first problem, data availability, the limitations of what can be
accomplished has certainly not yet been reached. Indeed the rate of
flow of data has increased recently inuch faster than our efforts to
make use of it. Also the possible approaches for clearing up obscuri-
ties in the meaning of Soviet statistics are greater than may have been
implied. The index number problem is not peculiar to United States-
Soviet cotrparisons alone, but actually affects many measurement
problems within our own economy. It is only that the attention of
economists has been directed toward these difficulties in comrparison
and measurement most strongly in the comparative study of the
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United States and Soviet economies because intertemporal and inter-
national differences in economic structure are more striking when we
try to evaluate their performance relative to ours than in many other
kinds of problems that economists deal with. Likewise our pre-
occupation with the interpretation of data comes from the fact that
the Russians are particularly persistent in choosing concepts that
complicate comparability of economic indicators.

In this connection a final important implication of the discussion
should be pointed out. The Russians are truly compulsive in making
comparisons of their economy with ours, and in the process they turn
all the ambiguities discussed above to good account in exaggerating
their achievements relative to ours. They ignore important differ-
ences in the concepts underlying comparisons, choose weighting sys-
tems that present their achievements in the best possible light, and
emphasize indicators the comparability of which is violated by differ-
ences in the context. All these misinterpretations can, of course,
also be employed by those who would underemphasize Soviet eco-
nomic performance. With a greater respect for truth than the Rus-
sians we should take pains to point out the errors involved in the
Soviet comparisons, and with perhaps greater sophistication about
the pitfalls of international economic comparisons we should be able
to avoid the dangers of accepting misleading evaluations of Soviet
economic performance from either end of the spectrum.



POPULATION AND LABOR FORCE

THE POPULATION OF THE SOVIET UNION

(By John F. Kantner, Foreign Manpower Research Office, U.S. Bureau
of the Census)

CHAPTER 1. GENERAL SUMMARY

The interrelationships between population and economic organi-
zation are numcrous and complex. It scarcely exaggerates the matter
to assert that for every population of a given size and structure there
is a narrowly limited set of economic forms and arrangements which
will work. Therefore, provided one has the information, treatments'
of the connections between demographic and economic phenomena
can be as encyclopedic as time and inclination allow.

In seeking a basis for selection for this discussion, two problems of
the current Soviet scene appeared to stand out as vitally related to
the economic position of the U.S.S.R. now and in the future: These'
are the problem of labor supply and the growth prospects for the
Soviet population over the next 15 years. Chapter 2 presents an
analysis of the problem of labor supply and chapter 3 develops some
of the implications of differing growth prospects and attempts to
discern from very fragmentary evidence and trend in Soviet fertility:
In discussing each of these topics comparisons with the United States
are frequently made. To bring all comparative data together for
convenient reference, a final chapter of basic U.S.-I.S.S.R. demo-
graphic comparisons has been added. An appendix is also included
which provides sorre of the basic demographic information currently
available on the Soviet Union.

Soviet economic development until recently has not been handi-
capped by a population surplus such as threatens to erase the economic
gains of the underdeveloped countries of the present period. The
Soviet Union presents a chronicle of catastrophic population losses'
which have kept the long-term growth rate (excluding population gains
through annexation) below I percent per year. At the same time,
however, the population in the age range considered, in Soviet usage,
to cover the "able-bodied population" (16-59 years of age) has steadily
increased in proportion to the total population.

The Second World War left the Soviet Union with a shortage of
some 20 million men. For this and other reasons. a larger proportion
of women are employed than in almost fny other industrisl countryl
in the world and this proportion has declined only slightly sinme the
end of the war. Having a delayed impact on the labor force is the
enormous birth deficit of the war. Net additions to the working-age
population currently run 'around 1 million persons annuelly or onlv
about half the number 2 or 3 years earlier. Then those being'added
were persons born before the war. This number may drop to less
than 100,000 per year in the near future, causing an even more
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critical manpower problem for the* current 7-year plan (1959-65)
than was faced by the abortive sixth 5-year DIan (1956-60).

In years to come the numerical imbalance between men and women
will be alleviated as more and more of the able-bodied population
comes to consist of persons born since the end of the war. There will
be also a sharp upturn in the number of annual additions to the popu-
lation of working age after 1963. In spite of this, the growth of the
population of working age during the period of the 7-year plan will
amount to only about half of the 12 million increase in employment
called for in the plan. The Soviet Government seems to be counting
on three other principal sources to augment its labor supply: The
household economy, the educational system, and the agricultural
population. The prospects for obtaining additional labor force from
each of these sources are to a large extent contingent upon the success
of other parts of the Government's program. In particular, the extent
to which the agricultural population can make up the greater part of
the deficit will be determined, partially at least, by the success of
efforts to modernize agricultural production, introduce substitutes for
agricultural products, complete a vast urban housing program, con-
solidate the collective farms, and so on.

Expansion of the labor force by drawing upon the household econ-
omy and altering the school programs would increase the flow of people
into production. The recent changes in the educational system will
divert to the labor force most of those now enrolled in the last 2 years
of general education. Generally these are children 15 and 16 years old.
Recent surveys of persons entering the labor force from the household
economy indicate that most of the men and about two-thirds of the
women are under 20 years of age. The qualitative changes con-
templated in Soviet education are designed to provide new members
for the labor force whose training is more in keeping with the require-
ments of industry. The planned blending of study and productive
work should also help to meet the planned labor force requirements.
Soviet planners face a problem in giving proper direction to the rural
to urban migration flow which is to be an important source of new in-
dustrial labor. Their efforts to move population to new industrial
centers in the east have not been fully successful, and much of the
limited success achieved is attributable to the forced evacuation of the
population during the war years. The preference of migrants for the
large old industrial towns has resulted in a substantial misallocation
of labor since these places have not been favored in the allocation of
new investment. The Soviet Union, therefore, faces a dual manpower
problem, first the problem of size, and second the problem of efficient
territorial distribution of labor. Its gigantic 7-year construction
program may be of tremendous significance in the solution.

Looking beyond the 7-year plan, the outlook is for continued cor-
rection of the low ratio of men to women. The working-age popula-
tion will also increase in proportion to the total population, but the
rate at which this takes place will depend upon the trend of Soviet
fertility. Since the proportion of persons over 60 years of age is in-
creasing steadily, a substantial drop in fertility will be required if the
population aged 16 to 59 years is to comprise as large a proportion of
the total population in 1975 as it now does.
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The nature of many other developments depends upon the trend
in fertility. This is true even with respect to changes which are
inherent in the present structure of the population.

The prospective trend in fertility is difficult to predict, however.
since there are tendencies operating in both directions. Tentatively,
the opinion is advanced that the combined effect of rural-urban
mligration, the diffusion of secular attitudes toward repr oduction,
and tbc spread of the practice of contraception will outweigh other
tendencies toward an increase in average family size.

Among the more significant demographic comparisons which can be
made between the u.S.S.R. and the United States, the following
deserve to.be noted

1. Because of the enormous war losses sustained by the Soviet Union,
its population now exceeds that of the United States by only 18 per-
cent. whereas before the war, the margin was 46 percent.

2. The current natural increase of the Soviet Union is somewhat
greater than that of the United States due principally to the lower
Soviet death rate. The annual increase of the two countries is about
equal because of immigration to this country.

3. The extent to which the two countries will differ in size in the
future depends largely upon the trend in fertility. According to
current projections, slhoild the countries follow opposite courses the
difference in size in 1975 might be as low as 4 million (Soviet fertility
down; U.S. fertility up) or as high as 65 million (Soviet fertility up;
U.S. fertility down).

4. The lowv Soviet death rate. wvhich is currently below that of the
U.S., is partly attributable to a favorable age composition and may
increase some hat in the future. It is clear, however, that the
Soviet Union has participated substantially in the worldwide revolu-
tion in medicine and health.

5. The number of children in the ages to be attending elementary
and secondary school. the group which will provide the coming genera-
tion of scientists andl technicians, is nearly the same in the U.S.S.R.
and the United States. In the United States, enrollment rates in
hig4her education arc mounting rapidly; in the U.S.S.R., the policy,
at least for the short run, is to prevent expansion in higher education.

6. The number of Soviet inel of military age (18-34) will remain
relatively stationary over the next 15 years. The present numerical
superiority vhlich tile U.S.S.R. has relative to the United States, will
decline from about 11 million to about 3.5 million during that time.

7. By 1975 the United States will have nearly as many personis of
university age (18-22) as the U.S.S.R. The U.S.S.R. now has some
22 million in this age group compared to 12 million in the United
States.

8. During the period of the Soviet 7-year plan (1959-65), the popu-
latiomi of working age (15-59) will increase by around 6.7 million in
the U.S.S.R. and by more than 10 million (1958-65) in the United
States.

9. The Soviet population 60 years of age and over will increase from
17 million to more than 30 million by 1975. In absolute terms this is
a slightly larger group than the United States will have at that time.
As a proportion of the total population, the U.S. figure is greater.
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10. Expected changes in population composition among persons
of the age to occupy the middle grade and senior positions in the
economy suggest that by 1975 career advancement will be relatively
easier in the U.S.S.R. than in the United States.

CHAPTER 2. POPULATION AND LABOR SUPPLY

'THE ROLE OF DEMOGRAPHIC FACTORS DURING THE FIRST 40 YEARS OF
SOVIET DEVELOPMENT

The Soviet Union, at least until World War II, never had a popula-
tion problem in the sense that it lacked sufficient manpower or that
its rate of population growth was greater than its rate of economic
development.' It is true that prerevolutionary levels of economic
activity were not regained until around 1926, by which time the popu-
lation had increased (over 1914) by 4.7 percent, or nearly 7 million.
But even during the post-World War I period, when both the economy
and the population were recovering from its impact, the rate of eco-
nomic development very likely exceeded the rate of population

* increase. The problems of the opening decade of Soviet rule are
more accurately attributed to failures of economic and administrative
organization than to the pressure of population on resources.

Since the institution of the 5-year plan in 1928, the rate of population
* increase has never threatened to overtake the rate of overall economic
growth.2 The fact is, rather, that to a considerable extent the Soviet
Union's rapid industrialization was achieved by the profligate use of

.manpower. To achieve a sevenfold increase of industrial production
between 1928 and 1956, the number of industrial-production workers
-in Soviet industry was increased nearly fivefold, or by 14,684,000
workers.3 The United States, on the other hand, attained more than
a sevenfold increase in the output of manufactured goods between

. 1935 and 1956 with less than a doubling of the number of production
workers in manufacturing. 4 The concern in the U.S.S.R. with raising

I The Soviet Government Is committed to the position that under communism there can be no such thing
as a population problem. According to Marxian theory, the problem of too many people is an infirmity
of capitalist societies which cannot occur under a Socialist allocation of resources. No one was worried in

.Marx's day about too few people.
I This conclusion is secure even though there is wide variation in measures of Soviet national product.

Even the most conservative indexes increase at several times the rate of population increase. With respect
to that part of the national product allocated to consumption by households, the situation is somewhat
modified but the conclusion remains the same. During the first two 5-year plans, population growth just
about kept pace with household consumption, although according to Chapman's calculations the real income
of urban workers and employees actually fell during these years. However, consumption by civilian house-
holds during the last completed postwar 5-year plan-1951-55-increased at a rate about four times the
rate of population increase. For discussions of Soviet national product see Gregory Grossman's article in
Abram Bergson (ed.), "Soviet Economic Growth," Row, Peterson & Co., 1953, pp. 1-23; Oleg Hocffding
and N. Nimitz, "Soviet National Income and Product 1949-55," the Rand Corp., Santa Monica, Calif.,
Apr. 6, 1959; and Paul Studenski, "The Income of Nations," New York University Press 1958 ch 25; for
estimates of changes in the real income of urban workers and employees, see Janet G. Chapman, " Real
Wages in the Soviet Union, 1928-52," Review of Economics and Statistics, vol. XXXVI, No. 2, May 1954.

2 Demitri B. Shimkin and Frederick A. Leedy, "Soviet Industrial Growth-Its Costs, Extent, and Pros-
pects" in Automotive Industries, Jan. 1, 1958, p. 51, table 1; for the number of industrial-production per.
sonnel see Tsentral'noye statisticheskoye upravleniye pri sovete ministrov S.S.S.R., "Narodnoye khoz-
yaystvo S.S.S.R. v 1956 godu (The National Economy of the U.S.S.R. in 1956),." Moscow, 1957, pp. 204-205.

4 U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, "Statistical Abstract of the United States 1958,"
table No. 1020, p. 774.
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labor productivity I through more efficient deployment of the labor
force,' through plant specialization, increased mechanization and
automation undoubtedly reflects a growing realization that the man-
power pool is getting low and that new practices designed to improve
labor utilization are in order.7

To insist that the Soviet Union has not encountered a population
problem would be unrealistic from any point of view except that of
economic development. The costs of development in human terms
have been high. The human costs of the First World War, the
revolution and famine during the early years of Soviet rule can be
measured in terms of 12 million excess civilian deaths, 2 million refu-
gees, and a birth deficit 8 of nearly 10 million. Direct military losses
of some 2 million during World War I were thus only a minor part
of the levy of those frightful years."

The dozen years between the first and second national censuses in
1926 and 1939 encompassed the collectivization of agriculture and the
liquidation of the wealthier or more independent peasants. The
human costs of this period were also very large, running perhaps as
high as 20 million. This figure includes the deaths of about 5 million
persons who would have survived if more normal rates of mortality
had prevailed and a birth deficit of about 15 million.'0 Births were
limited through family separations and general interference with the
process of family formation and also through abortions, which in 1934
and 1935 in some of the larger cities amounted to more than twice the
number of live births. The Government responded in 1936 with a
ban on nontherapeutic abortions, with the result that the number of
certified abortions dropped by 97 percent between the first half of
1936 and the second half of 1937.11 Following this action, and with
the restoration of more settled conditions, the birth rate climbed
rapidly toward its former level.

By far the most catastrophic period in the chronicle of Soviet demo-
graphic development was the period of World War II. Judging from
estimates of the number of survivors of the prewar population in 1950,
the loss of life between 1940 and 1950 among persons born before
1940 may be placed at somewhat more than 45 million. Had prewar
& Soviet levels of labor productivity are lower than the United States, the degree of difference varying

greatly by economic sector. A recent article published in the U.S.S.R. on this subject makes the following
comparison of Soviet and U.S. productivity for 1957: U.S.S.R.

-productivity

* U.S.
Branch:,

Construction - :_ - _._ .-___-::-__---- -0 _ -_ 59
Transportation- ------------------------- 33
Agriculture -- --------------------------------------------------------------- ------ 20-2

See A. Aganbegyan, " Catching and Overtaking the U.S.A. In the Level of Labor Productivity," Sotslalis-
ticheskyy trud (Socialist Labor), No. 4, April 1959, p. 19.

6 Writing in Sovetskaya Rosoiya, June 18, 1959, A. Abramov complained: i * t is well known to Gos-
plan that at times, and despite the objections of enterprises, young specialists are sent who were not re-
quested. This can be explained simply. More of some specialists are trained than are needed and vice
versa * . A precise, scientifically based method for determining the country's future needs for special-
ists is required. But neither Gosplan U.S.S.R., Gosplau R.S.F.5.R., nor the Ministry of Higher Educa-
tion, U.S.S.R. is engaged in this complex problem."

Y Undouhtedly it reflects also longstanding Soviet practice continually agitating on any point that may
Increase output.

I The term "birth deficit" Is merely a handy reference for the difference between the actual number of
births In a'given period when fertility is low and the number which would have been expected under
"normal" rates of reproduction.

I See Frank Lorimer, "The Population of the Soviet Union," League of Nations, Geneva, 1946, pp. 38-41.
'° Lorimer, op. cit., pp. 112-137.
" Between I922 and 1036, abortions were free and legal In the Soviet Union, so long as they were certified

to have been performed under proper medical and sanitary conditions. For additional discussion, see
Lorimer, op. cit., pp. 126-130.
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death rates prevailed throughout the decade, only some 20 to 25
million deaths might have been expected.

The population under 10 years in 1950 was relatively small, partly
because Soviet birth rates during the years 1940-49 were quite low,
on the average, and partly because high infant and child mortality
was characteristic throughout most of the nation during this period.
The estimated number of children born during 1940-44 who survived
to 1950 was about the same as the number of survivors of persons
born during 1930-34, a period already noted to have been characterized
by very low fertility. Altogether some 9 to 15 million children would
have been born had there been no war.'2

From the viewpoint.of economic development, the question can be
raised whether the losses just outlined have not, in fact, been an im-
portant positive factor in Soviet economic growth. To such a hypo-
thetical question only a hypothetical answer can be given, since it is
likely that with a different demographic past the course of social and
economic change in the Soviet Union would have been altogether
different. Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that since the advent
of' the period of state planning in 1928, the rate of increase in GNP
(gross national product) has been well ahead not only of the actual
rate of population growth but ahead also of the rate of population
growth which might have been expected under normal conditions. A
faster rate or population growth, however, would have called for
greater diversion of the national product to household consumption
and a reorganization of the whole matrix of economic activity. This
would have resulted in a dampening of the rate of increase in GNP so
long as the greatly increased emphasis on armaments was maintained.
A retarded rate of industrial growth, and a consequent reduction of
economic opportunities in cities would have presented the Soviet
Government with a host of new problems.

POPULATION COMPOSITION

The notion that in the past the Soviet Union has never been faced
with a population problem can be examined further by looking at the
age composition of the Soviet population. Over the past 30 or more
years-during most of which centralized state planning has been in
effect-the population has been characterized by an increasing pro-
portion of persons in the ages of maximum productivity 13 and a cor-
responding decline in young dependents (table 1). The decline in the
percentage under 15 years of age has more than offset the slow but
steady increase in the percentage 60 years of age and over. Even
after the figures on the population 16 to 59 years old are reduced to
allow for youths in school and in military service, the remaining
population-that is the group potentially available for employment-
comprised a higher proportion of the total population in 1959 than in
1926.'4

i1 For a more extended discussion of changes in population during this period, see U.S. Department of
Commerce, Bureau of the Census, "Estimates and Projections of the Population of the U.S.S.R.: 1950
to 1976" by Arthur A. Campbell and James W. Brackett, International Population Report Series P-95,
No. 52, app. A.

13 The age interval 16 to 59 is shown in table 1 since this is the range covered by the Soviet designation
of the "able-bodied" population which includes men between the ages of 16 and 59 and women 16 to 54
years.

14 In 1959 the combined total of persons in the final 3 grades of secondary school, in higher education, iu
tekhnikums, and in military service amounted to approximately 10,000,000. The comparable figure for
1926 was slightly over 1,000,000
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TABLE 1.-Percent distribution of the population of the U.S.S.R. by age for selected
§ears, 1926-1975

(Figures for 1905-75 are projections by the U.S. Bureau of the Census)

Age 1920 1940 1920 1959 1965 1970 1975

Ali ages . 100.0 100. 0 100.0 1i0.0 100. 0 100.0 100.0

Under 15 years - ---------- - 37.3 35.2 31.0 29.2 31. 2 29.0 28. 3
1 to 219 years ..-- - 29. 1 26 9 2S. 6 26. 3 23. 5 22.3 23.630 to 44 years ------------ 1----- i6. 6 20.6 19. 7 20. 6 21.3 22.9 20. 2
45 to 59 years .- - 10.3 10.6 13.6 15. 7 14.2 14 0 16. 0
60 years and over -6. 7 6. 7 7.0 8. 2 9. 8 10.9 11. 9

16 to i9 years --- 53- I. 5 5G. 2 ,0. 1 61.2 0. 0 54. 7 55.1
59.0 59.8 61.0

Source: 1926: Tzsentral'noye statistieheskoye upravlenlye SSSR. Vsesoyuznaya perepis' nasclenlya,
1926 g. (All-Union Census of Population, 1926), Vol. 17, Moscow, 19209. pp. 46,48.

1940: U.S. Bureau of the Census. Estimates and Projections of thc Population of the U.S.S.R.: 1950 to
1976 by Arthur A. Campbell and James NV. Brackett. International Population Reports, Series P-95,
No. 32.

1960-1965: Estimates prepared by Foreign Manpower Research Vflice. U.S. Bureau of the Census.
These estimates are revisions of the Cannpheell-Brsckett estimates taking account of the preliminary results
of the 1929 Soviet census released in Izvestlya, May 10, 195J, Theeffectofthe revision is toalter the balance
between males and females. It has a negligible effect on the age distribution.

1970-1975 Ti.S. Bureau of the tCensus. Op. cit. Thlie two figures given for each year represent a range
resulitIng from theseilectof differenlces in assuptlls regawrding fertiiit. irhc lower .nereentaze isassociated
v.with a high fertility assumiptionl; the higxh porcentaso fi-ure awssumes that Soviet fertility will decline withIn
the next 10 years to a level similar to the low porint reached by the United Strts in the 193t's. Age in-
tervals represented by single fiiurcs rather than a range haive ieen eslinated on the basis of the assump-
tiois of a continuation of present estimatcd l irtility rates.

III what sense, then, can it be said, as it sometimes is, that in the
past several years the Soviet ITnion hns been faced with a labor
shortage? The answer lies in the fact that the term ''labor shortage"
is a many-faceted concept. Given demographic magnitudes in them-
selves do not uceessarily cause or solve labor shortages. Relative to
economic objectives, relative to prevailing levels of labor productivitv,
relative to traditional patterns of labor force participation and, too,

-relative to numbers, there may be a labor shortage. References to
Russia's labor shortage began to be heard at the time of the abortive
sixth 5-year plan (1956-60) which called for an increase over 5
years of 6.6 million in the State-employed labor force.1" For this
period, as table 2 shows, the estimated net increase in the population
16 to 59 years was approximately 7 million, or only slightly more than
the number required by the plan. 'l'his slight margill is quite in-
adequate to take care of manpower drains of the educational system
and the military establishment, of replacements for nonstate agri-
culture, anrd to allow for persons who either voluntarily or involun-
tarily do not take civilian employment. It is not easv to state this
manpower drain in quantitative terms, although it is not difficult to
demonstrate that the number is substantial. For example, in the
1956-57 school year there were approximately 1.5 million students
enrolled in the 10th and 11th grades of the general schools.

"!ThatIs, tbe"workers and employees" (rabochlyeIsluzhashchiye). Izciestlya Jan. 15,1956.

5G37-G60-pt. 1 i
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TABLE: 2.-Estimated population of the U.S.S.R., 16 to 59 years of age: 1956-66

(Figures for 1960-66 are projections by the U.S. Bureau of the Census)

[In thousands]

Population Population Population Population
Year 16 to 59 change dur- 18 and 19 16 and 17

years ing preceding years years
year

1956 -…- 121,923…- 8,500 9,200
1957 - … ---- 124,094 2,171 9,300 8, 500
1958 -------------------------------- 126,090 1, 996 9,100 8,000
1959 127,709 1,619 7, 160 8 400 7,600
1960 -- …-------- ------------------------------ 128, 813 1 104 7,900 6,800
1961 --- 129, 083 270 7,600 5,700
1962 -129,144 61 6,800 4,800
1963 ------------------------------------ 129,386 242 5,633 5,700 4, 900
1964 -130,298 912 4,800 5,800
1965 -131,914 1, 616 4,800 7,300
1966 :------------------------------- 133,342 1,426 5,800 7,900

Source: Estimates prepared by the Foreign Manpower Research Office, U.S. Bureau of the Census.

Under normal matriculation and progression, most of these would
be 16 years of age and therefore should not be counted among the
available labor supply increment for that year. In addition, an
undetermined number, perhaps a third or more, of the 1.2 million 2d,
3d, and 4th year tekhnikum students should also be regarded as
unavailable. Most of these would enter the labor force in a year or
two and some-over 200,000 in recent years-would enter institutions
of higher education for periods up to 5 years. Even with the falling
enrollments of the past few years, we would expect for the period as a
whole a drain into educational channels alone of at least 2 million.'"
Diversions into other channels are impossible to estimate at present.

'In general we would anticipate that about three-fourths of the popu-
lation of working age would participate in the labor force. 7 Thus,
out of a net change of 7 million persons in the age group 16-59, a little
more than 5 million would be found in the labor force. The planned
increase of 6.6 million in state employment would have to be met
in part therefore through transfers within the labor force, by cutting
back on educational enrollment, by increasing the rate of military
demobilization over the rate of recruitment and by general measures
to reduce the number of persons of working age who were economically
inactive. Without question, the sixth 5-year plan had to cope with
a stringent'labor supply situation.

Before following this problem of labor supply into the future, we
should consider one other critical aspect of current demogaphic con-
ditions in the U.S.S.R.-the shortage of males. A moderate deficit
of males is characteristic of populations relatively closed to migration,
which have attained high levels of longevity. In such.populations
the numerical superiority of males resulting from a greater number of
male than female births is gradually dissipated with advancing age,
since women tend to live longer than men. Thus, in the United States
id In considering the total Soviet labor balance the fact that these drains are offset to some extent by

persons entering the labor force from the educational system, the military service, etc., is a relevant con-
eideraton. Here, however, we are comparing labor force requirements with the increments expected through
natural increase of the population 16-59 years of age. Present information is not sufficient to permit a com-
parison of the flow in and out of the labor force of persons of working age.

17 1957 is the last year for which there is enough information to estimate the size of the civilian labor force.
In that year there were 53,148,000 persons employed in State enterprises [see Tsentral'noye statisticheskoye
upravleniye pri sovete ministrov S SS R, USSR v tsifrakh (The U. S. S. R. in Figures), Qosstatizdat, Moscow,
1958, p. 313]. Cooperative employment was 1,200,000 (ibid., p. 308) and collective farmers plus persons
engaged in hunting and fishing Is estimated at around 37 million. Thus, the sum of these amounts to nearly
75 percent of the estimated population between the ages of 16 and 59.
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t-oday, some 35 years after the last large wave of immigration, there
are approximately 98 men for every 100 women. The sex ratio in
the U.S.S.R. has been well below this level throughout the Soviet
period, reaching a low point immediately after World War II. The
ratio for 1950 shown in table 3 represents in absolute terms a short-
age relative to females of 23.5 million males. By 1959, this male
deficit had declined to 20.8 million-still an extremely high figure.

TABLE 3.-Afales per 100 females in the U.S.S.R., all ages and ages 15 to 59 years,
selected years, 1926-75

Year All ages Ages i5-59 Year All ages Ages 15-59

-928. -- - 93 go 1959 -82 77
1940.... --- 92 91 19 - - - 8.5 81
1 9-0- 77 68 1975 87 87

Source; Same as for Lable 1.

The relative size of the mnale deficit is even greater within the popu-
lation 15 to 59 years of age. In absolute termns it amounted to 21
million males in 1950 and to 17 million males in 1959. As time passes,

-the trough in the male age distribution will move along the age scale
so that the problem of a male deficit changes qualitatively as well as
quantitati ely. The problem in 1950 took its character from the fact
that over 70 percent of the male deficit occurs in the age range 20 to
44 years. This had important qualitative imnplications not only for-
the labor supply but for the social structure generally especially for
the rates of family formation and reproduction. By 1959 the popula-
tion having the heavy male deficit had grown older and had its great-
est effect UpIol the ages between. 30 and 54 years. Balance among the
sexes had largely been restored below age 30, that is among those in the
ages of maximum fertilitv and among those who for the first time enter
the civilian labor force and the military forces.

The Soviet "solution" to its male deficit by way of extraordinarily
high participation of women in the labor force is well known and is
ma interesting demonstration of the extent to which adaptable social
organization can dull the edge of demnographic forces. In 1957, the
latest year for which there are full comsiparative data, we estimate
that women composed 53 percent of the Soviet labor force whereas in
the United States, which itself has experienced somewhat of a revolu-
tion in regard to the employment of women, 32 percent of the "experi-
euced civilian labor force" consisted of women.Is The differences are
even more striking in individual branches-of the economy as the com-
parisons in table 4 illustrate:

is U.S. Bureau of the Census, Annual Report on the Labor Force, 1957, series P-SO, No. 88. p. 8. The
oncept "experienced civilian labor force" refers to persons who were employed or looking for work during

the week of the employment survey, provided the latter bad previously had a fob. The estimate for women
in the Soviet labor force is based upon participation rates reported for State employment which accounts
for slightly more than half the labor force (soe Tsentral noye statisticbeskoye upravlenlye pri sovete minis
tSny 55R, `SSSR v tstfrakh (The U.S.S.R. in Figures)" Moscow. 1958, pp. 336-337) and upon crude
estimates for the cooperative end private spheres of employment. The estimate for total and for female
labor on collective farms-which is the predominant female occupation-was based upon reports of the
number of labor days earned by Soviet collective farmers and the assumption that the participation of men
and women in this work would resemble the situation reported for the Ukraine where about one-fourth of
the collective farmers are found.
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TABLE: 4.-Percent of total employment comprised of females, for selected economic
branches, U.S.S.R. and United States, 1957

Industry group U.S.S.R.' United
States 2

Industry 3 -45 26
Construction - 31 3
Agriculture 4 -- 59 19
Transportation and communication --- 32 18
Trade and supply 65 39
Government and administration 6 -51 27

I Tsentral'noye statisticheskoye upravleniye pri sovete ministrov, "SSSR v tsifrakh (The U.S.S.R. in
Figures)," Moscow, 1958, pp. 336-337.

2 U.S. Bureau of the Census, "Annaal Report on the Labor Force, 1957," series p-50, No. 85, p. 8.
8 In Soviet usage "Industry" includes forestry, fishing, and mining in addition to manufacturing. The

figure for the United States given here refers to manufacturing only.
4 Soviet agriculture includes collective and state farmers, personnel of machine tractor stations, and persons

engaged in private subsidiary agriculture. The U.S. figure includes wage and salary workers in agriculture,
self-employed workers and unpaid family workers.

5 The U.S.S.R. figure covers persons.employed in "trade, public catering, and material technical supply."
The U.S. approximation to this is "wholesale and retail trade."

6 The Soviet figure includes the administrative apparatus of the state, cooperative organizations and pub-
lic organizations other than public health and education. The U.S. figure is for public administration.

Although the high labor force participation rates of Soviet women
may be viewed as a response to both a war-produced shortage of males
and more recently to a general shortage of manpower, it must be
recognized that Russian women have traditionally been active in the
economy. The evidence indicates, moreover, that during the past
decade or so the Soviet Union has not solved its growing manpower
needs by increased dependence on the employment of women. There
appears, in fact, to have been a decline since the war in the degree
to which women have participated in the labor force,1 most likely
as a result of an increase in proportion of women-especially urban
women-who are married. Instead, the problem has been met by
shifting manpower among different sectors of the economy, most
significantly from collectivized and private agriculture to the state
sector-to the accompaniment of a large rural to urban movement of
population.

It would appear that between 1950 and 1959 rural to urban migra-
tion furnished at least half of the 16 or so million increase in state
employment which, excluding state farm and machine tractor station
employment, is mostly urban.2 0 The still vast rural population of
the U.S.S.R. will undoubtedly continue to be an important source of
manpower as the net flow of new manpower slows to a trickle in the
years immediately ahead.

It now appears that Russia's demographic past is beginning to have
practical consequences. For almost 40 years nothing which could be
called purely a population problem had slackened the pace of economic
development unless it might be the postwar shortage of men. But
even this shortage has not been wholly negative in effect since it has

12 "SSSR v tsifrakh," op. cit., pp. 336-337.
20 Urban increase from 1950 to 1959 amounted to about 28 million, of which 11 or 12 million would have

resulted from a surplus of births over deaths (assuming an annual rate of natural increase of 17 per thousand).
Thus, net urban migration (plus some administrative changes) would have added 16 or 17 million to the
urban population of which perhaps 9 million would have entered the urban labor force. The net change in
the urban labor supply (population 16-59) by very rough approximation might be placed at 8 or 9 million
(the proportionate urban share of total net change In the population 16-59). The sharp increase in teenage
school enrollment would cut into the number available to the labor force but there may have been a com-
pensating return to the civilian labor force of demobilized servicemen. Whatever the resultant of these
exchanges it seems that the combination of rural-urban migration and natural additions to the labor supply
might have provided 17 or 18 million persons to fill the manpower demands of a growing urban economy.
For state employment, which constitutes the bulk of urban employment, the increase between 1950 and 1959
Is very likely close to 16 million.
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built up a body of skills and work. habits among a large part of the
female population of thc U.SS.SR. and at the same time, through its
probable depressing effect on the birth rate, has kept the number of
dependents and the consumption demands on the economy below the
level they might otherwise have reached. As the birth cohorts of the
war years have begun to enter the working ages- since 1950-the
growth of the labor supply has slowed markedly and fallen behind the
requirements set by Gosplan. The main solutions to a problem of
this Sol t are to draw a larger proportion of the potential labor supply
into the labor force or to obtain additional manpower for more favored
sections of the economy bv internal reorganization of the employed
labor forCe.21 The latter course has been followed by the Soviet Union
since tile war, notably so in the case of the diversion of labor from
nonstate agriculture into urban state employment. There is no
evidence up to the present of any substantial increase in the proportion
of the potential labor supply which is active in the labor force, although,
as we shall see, plans to this end are being actively considered in the
Soviet Union.

THlE PROBLEM AIIEAD-SOLUTIONS

I. Contraction of the household and private economies
The manpower demands of the current Soviet 7-year plan (1959-65)

are even greater than those of the defunct plan 6. At the same time,
the estimated net additions to the overall labor supply are approaching
a nadir (table 2). How are the Soviets to make ends meet? Both
the question and the answer were given shortly after the plan was
announced:

In the present 7-year plan the growth of production and the projected decrease
in the length of work time requires an increase of 11.5 million persons in the
number of workers and employees. What sources are available to us for increas-
ing the army of working persons? Of course, the number of the population in
able-bodied ages is increasing. But this is insufficient. It is necessary to enlist
for' Work in production and in the area of cultural and personal services persons
engaged iti the household and private subsidiary economy. 2 2

A more precise specification of this group which is to fill the manpower
gap can be gained from the annual labor resource balance compiled
by the Central Statistical Administration of the U.S.S.R. According
to the balance, the group is a residual obtained by subtracting both
students in the "able-bodied ages" and employed persons from total
"labor resources," the latter consisting of physically fit, civilian men
and women 16-59 and 16-54, respectively, plus older and younger
persons who are regularly employed. Making up the residual,
therefore, would be housewives, domestics, persons in various lines of
private employment and the unemployed, including youths who
have completed 7-year or 10-vel SCoo1001 and are looking for work for
the first time or-are simply unemployed. M. Ya. Sonin, a prominent
Soviet economist, maintains, perhaps with a touch 6f hyperbole,
that there are millions of people in this group who can and should be
drawn into employment in the socialized economV.23

I' Other remedies, such as Increased hours of work, increased work norxns, the use of" volunteer" labor onweekends and holidays, etc., are available also. One of these measures, the inerease in worktimc, hasapparently been discarded. Provided labor productivity is not adversely affected, it is planned to reduce
the length of the workday from 5-to 7 hours in the course of the 7-year plan.

U B. Bragninskiy: "The Achievements of October," Trod (Labor), Jan. 22, 1959, p 2.
D M. Ya. Sonin, "On Actual Questions of the Multlptlcatlon of Labor Resources In the U.S.S.R.,"Voprosy sotsialisticheskogo vosproizvodstva (Problems of Socialist Reproduction), ed. by Ya. A. Kronrod,Moscow, 1958, pp. 262-268.
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Of this group, which we assume is the group earmarked in Trud,
women without small children, who spend their time keeping house,
would be among those most eligible for employment. It is not sur-
prising, therefore, that the central statistical administration keeps
close watch on this group by means of a special "female labor account"
which separates women in the able-bodied age group by marital
status and provides information on such items as the number with
children of preschool age, the number who use Government creches
and nurseries, the number employed "only in housekeeping," etc.24

Information of this sort provides Government planners with a more
accurate notion of the number of women who might be made available
to the labor force with presumably the least discouraging consequences.
It also furnishes some guidance as to the adequacy of the child-care
facilities for working mothers, the shortage and poor quality of which
appear to: be current barriers to fuller labor force participation of
Soviet women.2"

Sonin, quoted above, describes a survey taken in February-March
1955, which revealed that there is also a significant number of youths
who have completed their schooling and are looking for work for the
first time. He concludes that labor recruitment methods must be
improved to draw these youths into useful work more quickly since
they have been well drained and would be valuable additions to the
work force. The situation is becoming more and more critical, he.
warns, since the number of graduates from 10-year schools is increasing
while the facilities .in higher schools are not.
II. Draining the schools

The recent Soviet educational reforms are often mentioned in.:
connection with the problem of supplying supplementary labor. One
of the central provisions of the new educational program is a cutting,
back of full-time enrollment in the upper grades of the secondary level
(formerly grades 8 to 10) and the diversion of students into production.
Lenin is cited on the subject of the inseparability of work and study
to give this unpalatable move the backing of orthodoxy. The old
system of 7 years of compulsory schooling has been changed to require,
8 years of schooling for all children. As before, there will be 3 addi-
tional years of noncompulsory secondary education (now grades
9 to 11 instead of 8 to 10) which students may complete either as,
evening or correspondence students in "schools for working and rural
youth" or as full-time students of the new vocational schools which..
are to be substituted for the old general schools. Students in schools.
for working and rural. youth will be full-time members of the labor
force subject to the limitations put on their hours of work because of

24 L. E. Minz,' Methodological Problems of Labor Balance Sheet Construction and the Importance of
Investigating Levels and Factors Pertaining to Labor Input" in Reports Made by Soviet Scientists to the
31st Session of the International Statistical Institute, Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R., Moscow, 1958.
The amount of informnation which Soviet planners have at their disposal for labor planning is impressive.
In addition to overall labor balance sheets for the urban and rural population, there are balance sheet for
escb economic region and branch of industry, separate balance sheets of labor on collective and state farme
and, as we have seen, a special balance sheet for female labor. Supplementing these are balance sheets of
'free disposable time" developed from timne-budget surveys conducted by the Central Statistlcai Adminis-

tration. These time-budget surveys are conducted on a sample basis among workers, employees, collective
farmers, and other groups of the population and Indicate available free time (time not used in working, eat-
ing, or sleeping) according to sex, age, residence, occupation, length of workday, and social group subdivided
into (a) time for household and other work, (b) attendance at schools, courses, lectures, (c) time used at home
for studies and self-improvement, (d) sports, (e) visits to cinemas, theaters, houses of culture, and other
cultural institutions, (f) time spent with children, including help in children's studies, (g) rest time spent
In walks, conversations, entertainment of friends, etc., (h) other forms of time expenditure. Very little
technical information is available relative to the representativeness, reliability, or precision of the sample.

25 Significant in this regard is the planned expansion of boarding schools for elementary and secondary
education. The planned enrollment in these schools for 1965 is 2.5 million. Some of these schools will pro-
vide 8 years, some 11 years, of instruction, depending upon local conditions.
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age. Students in yocational schools will work 2 days a week in local
enterprises or in school workshops if training facilities in local industry
are inadequate. The time thus spent in productive labor does not
count toward the "work experience" which most students are required
to have for admission to higher education. A graduate of the proposed
8-year schools will be able to go~ppletc his secondary education also
by enrolling in a tekhrnikuln eiver as a full-time day student, as an
evening student, as a correspondence student, or as a working student
carrying a reduced course load it is planned that 25 to 30 percent of
tekhnikum students will be dav students enrolled on a full time basis-
In their final year (third or fourth) full-time tekhnikum students will
be required to work a regular 46-hour Neck' in fheir chosen trade or
special ty.

During a transitional period of 3 to 5 years, the old system of'
secondary education will be retained in certain areas on a scale suffi-
cient to insure the uninterrupted flow of candidates for higher educa-'
tion. After that, the new system will be in operation. Under it
preference in gaining admission to schools of higher education v, ill be
given to students who have completed their secondary education with
a good competitive standing and who have accumulated 2 years of',
work experience (provided thIv. are under'35 vears of age and pro-
vided, doubtless, that theyr get the support. of the Komsomoli trade
union, party, and managenment representatives-all of Whomi have a.
hand in selecting the cahdidates).26

There is thus.little doubt that, for the short run at least, the "re-
forms" will augment the flow to the labor force through a pruninig
back'of enrollment at all levels beyond the first 8 years of schooling.
The.number to be gained is difficult to estimate., but most likelv viwll
be considerably less than the inumber of 9 and 10 graders currently'
enrolled. Excludinig workirni youth and adults the number prescltlyv
enrolled in grades 9 and 10 is thought to be around 2.5 million.2 7 As
the plan. is set up for the transitional period, a certain minimum 9 to
10 grade enrollment will be maintained, thus putting the maximum
estimate of the number to' be added to the labor force at something
less than 2,1 million. As an estimate of net additions to the civilian
labor force, this figure should be further qualified in terms of the
number who will be mobilized bv the armed forces, the number who
for various reasons remain out of the labor force, and.the numbers of
persons presently in the labor force who will leave it to enter school
on the basis of their work expeiience. Finally, there is a large dis-
count due to the fact that the man-hour contribution of persons in
these ages is less than their contribution to the size of the payroll.

This scheme to inject more young people into the labor force may
well be a short-run expedient. The new educational program worked
out for the Russian Republic (RSFSR), which often takes the lead in
implementing new policy lines, anticipatCs that by 1965 the enrollment
in the upper grades of the new vocational schools will be roughly
double the enrollment in the upper grades of the present secondary

h "Eighty percent of the enrollment in institutions of higher education is to be reserved for students who
have had at least 2 years of work experience. IxvestlyaJune 4, lOS.i

"i This figuire waas obtained very crudely by subtraotictg an est;liate for the nunber of stoftdets in, eighth
grade frolm the number enrolled in grasdes 8 to 10 in the 107-.8 school year (excluding working and rural
youtii and adult enroliecs). General corroboration of such a figure is to be found in Khrushchev's address to
the Presidium of the Central (7o~nsmittee of the party (publishead In Narodnoyc obrazovaniye, No. 10. Oc-
tober 1958, p. mV), iD w ich he exrplains3 that the plan to send youth to work after 8 years of education will
add 2 to 3.5 million young People to the work force In the near future of which 40 percent will come from cities
and the rest from rural areas.
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system.2 8 If this were to be the general pattern for the U.S.S.R., it
would present a greater claim against the potential labor pool of
persons 15-17 years of age than could be compensated for by the
twice-weekly work contribution of vocational school students or by
the moderate rise expected in the size of the age group.

The Soviet educational reforms, therefore, should not be interpreted
solely as a device to solve the labor shortage of the 7-year plan in
quantitative terms alone. Reports of young people unable to find
employment suggest that there may be substance to the widely heard
complaint that Soviet schools have been turning out an unacceptably
high proportion of young people who are unprepared for the jobs
available to them and disdainful of manual labor. Perhaps more
important is the fact that managers of Soviet enterprises with their eye
constantly on output and productivity are reportedly reluctant to hire
these young people because of the short workday which is mandatory
for personnel under 18 years of age.29 Thus, the strong polytechnical
emphasis and the combination of work and study in the new program
are as much remedies for the qualitative deficiencies in the present
system as they are devices for directly 30 infusing manpower into the
labor force. A more direct explanation of the educational reforms
than as a desperate quest for manpower is suggested by the facts
shown in table 5 which indicate the nature of the logjam which has
developed as enrollment and graduations from the high schools have
increased many times more rapidly than admissions to universities
and institutes of higher education." To avoid tremendous waste of
effort and frustration, either the higher educational facilities would
have to be expanded, or else higher school education would have to
be confined to a select few. In view of the heavy investment strain
of the 7-year plan it is not surprising that for the short run the second
alternative was chosen.

Is tUchitel'skaya gazeta, April 1959, p. 1.
23 "As is known, only a lesser part (of graduates from secondary schools) will be accepted into higher

and secondary special educational institutions. The major part must be drawn into industry and agri-
culture. As a rule there is a reluctance to hire the young graduates in industrial plants and factories
regardless of specific instruction of the party and the Government. Young people who have not reached
18 years and who, according to law, have a right to a reduced workday, have special difficulties. Preference
is also given to young boys; girls have more difficulty getting hired." (Editorial in Pravda Sept. 25,1957.)

30 Several features of the reform, the effectiveness of which cannot be evaluated, seem designed to give
the student a more productive role in the household economy and possibly, thereby, facilitate the release
of some adult members.

I1 The downturn in enrollment (grades 8-10) and 10th grade graduations may be due to a combination
of smaller age cohorts (children born during the war), an increased dropout rate attributable to discourage-
ment over the possibility of admission to higher education (see Izvestiys, July 16, 1958, p. 2), and to the
passing of persons whose education was delayed by the war.
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TABLE 5.-Enrollment in grades S-10, graduates from the 10th grade, arid 1st time
enrollment in institutions of higher education, U.S.S.R.: Selected school years
1940-41-193S-59

[in thousandsj

Firstctime
Enrollment Graduates enrollinent ina

School year in grades from 10th institutions
8-10l grade I of higher

education 2

1940-4 i .- - - 2, 558 ()62
1945-46 -------- -, -- 9 1 () 1761949-0 .- ------ -------------- 1, 15 276 210
1950 i -- -. - - 1, 836 ()23
1951-52 -. - - - - 78D 394 2561952-53 - - - 3,900 552 281
1953-54 -- - -- 220 972 2821954-55 - - - - . 5,958 1; 196 2991955-5- 6. 139 1,400 286
I9-5 - 6,135 1, 500 2641957-58 - - . 5,570 1, 600 (1)
1958- 55 - - () 1, 400 245-

I As is customary, Soviet statistics for 10th grade students include the relatively small number who in a.few areas attend an l1th grade.
2 Excluding enrollment in correspondence courses.
a Not available.

Source: Enrollment in grades 8-10: 1945-46f-1949-50 and 1951-52-1954-55 from Tsentral' noyc statis-
ticheskoye upravleuiye pri sovete ministrov SSSR. Kul' turnoye strnitel'stvo SSSR (Cultural Construc-tion of the U.S.S.R.), Moscoxi, 1956, p. 122 adjusted (except 1949-50) to include enrollment in schools forworking youth and adults, ibid., pp. sari-IS7; 1940-41, 1050-51, 196-56). and 1956-57 from Tsentral'noye
statisticheskoyc * I I Narodnoye khozyaystvo SSSR v 1956 godu (Nationsl Economy of the U.S.S.R. in1956), Moscow: iosstatizdat, 1057, p. 244. Enrollment in schools for working and rural youth aind adults:
for 1945-46 trom ibid., p. 248. 1957-58 from SSSR v tsifrakli (U.S.S.R. mn Figures), MVoscow: Gosstatizdat,1958, p 319.

Graduates from lath grade: For 195-59 figures reported in following sources:1955-56rlzvestiya, Aug. 2,1956.
195r,57-Pravda. Jan. 27, 1958.
1957-58-Trud, Jan. 16, 1959.
1955859-SPravda, July 14, 1959.

For earlier years figures computed from linked percentages.
First-time enrollment in institutions of higher education:
Data exclude enrollment in corresponsdeice courses and come from the following sources:

1940-41-195-56 from Kuliturnoyc stroitel'stvo I *, op. cit., p. 203.
1956-57 from Narodnoye Khozvavstvo I* ', op. cit., n. 251.
19S-59 from V. P. Yelyutin, U.S.S.R. Minister of Higher Education, statement released June 19,

195S.

[II. Rural-urban migration
Tile 12 million additional workers which the Soviet Union needs to

carry out its 7-year plan are largely nonagricultural workers. Al-
though the plan contemplates that production on collective and state
farms is to be 70 percent greater in 1965 than in 1958,3" labor produc-
tivity in agriculture is supposed to nearly double.3 3 Taken at face
value these figures imply that approximately 5 milliorl persons might
be released from agriculturc, the great majority, if not all, coming
from collective farms. This group plus the 5.6 million expected
from the growth of the able-bodied population (table 2) would take
care of more than 90 percent of the planned growth of the state
employment and would leave only a million or so to be gleaned from
households, street cornlers, schoolyards, military posts, and the many
unsocialized niches in the economy.

11 "Kontrol'nyye tsifry razvitiya narodnogo khozvyatva SSSR na 1959-1966 godu (Control Figures for
the Development of the National Economy of the U.S.S.R. From 1959 to 1965)," an address of N.S.
Khrushch:ev to the XXI Congress of the C.P.S.U., Moscow: Gospolitledat, 1958. p. 52.

I3 Kontrolt'ayye tsifry * ' I," op. cit., p. 59. The plan calls for a doubling of labor productivity on
collective farns and a 55 to 60 pereent increase for state farms. The meanI increase, weighted by the present
number of collective anl state farmers, is around 95 percent.
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However, since the rural-urban movement is to be largely volun-
tary 34 and since the increased productivity of farm labor depends
upon the success of ambitious plans (i.e., nearly doubling the present
tractor and combine park; 35 quadrupling the supply of electric power
to agriculture; 36 tripling the output of chemical fertilizers; 3 changing
the geographic pattern of crop production "I and completing a pro-
digious housing and construction program,39 it is apparent that the
recruitment of labor from rural areas is not going to be an easy solution
to the Soviet manpower shortage.

There is no doubt that great advances in labor productivity are
possible for Soviet agriculture. From his studies of labor input in
wheat production, V. S. Nemchinov has concluded that the 1952-53
level of mechanization in the North Caucasus achieved a two-third
reduction in labor input required with the use of horse and manual
power. According to his calculations, employment of the latest
techniques in this area would reduce labor input requirements to
less than 8 percent of the requirement under man-horse technology.40
On his trip through the black earth belt of the Ukraine in the spring
of 1959, Khrushchev deplored the great amount of hand labor still used
on the farms and was particularly displeased at the sight of girls using
shovels to winnow grain. He complained that "tens of thousands of
young people are sent annually to harvest crops in the new lands in
place of machines which would cut the labor force needed and the
cost of production to a fraction." The problem then is not one of
a lack of opportunities for increasing labor productivity, but one of
the magnitude and cost of the effort which has been scheduled for the
short space of 7 years.4 '

POPULATION REDISTRIBUTION

To achieve the ends of a plan for economic expansion, labor of the
right kind must not only be found but also directed to its proper
destination.

Economic change in the U.S.S.R. in the past has been associated
with a massive movement of people to cities and a moderate but per-
ceptible shift of population from west to east. Movement of popula-
tion to the east-to the ore and-coal deposits of the Urals and western
Siberia, to the oilfields in the southeast-was a claimed accomplish-
ment of the first 5-year plan and has been a feature of all Soviet plans
since then as a means of rationalizing the distribution of productive
forces in the country.

34 This is not to say that a variety of pressures may not be applied to push population out of rural areas,
e.g., gradual liquidation of the collective farmer's private plots and livestock holdings, steps to increase the
farmer's dependence on money wages, etc. Not to be overlooked either are the transfers of rural youth
under the labor reserve program and the organized labor draft.

85 SSSR v tsifrakh, op. cit., p. 179 and "Kontrol'nyye tsifry * ," op. cit., p. 68.
38 Ibid., p. 58..
at Ibid., p. 33.
Is Ibid., p: 63. This shift in crop areas is premised on the reliability of output from the new grain areas

in the submarginal steppe lands of Kazakhstan, the Urals and Western; Siberia which, together in 1956
accounted for more than half of the area under grain crops in the U:S.S.R. See "sel'skoye khozyaystvo
SSR (Agriculture in the U.S.S.R.)," sel'khozgiz, Moscow, 1958, p. 170.

30 Because of the-Soviet emphasis on industrial growth, we assume that the various plan targets which
* have been cited are felt to he necessary to achieve the planned level of productivity in agriculture and the

consequent release of farm labor.
40 Minz, op. cit., p. 47.
4' Writing In the August 1959 issue of the propaganda magazine USSR published by the Soviet Embassy

In Washington, Mark Postolovsky asserts that "the intensive farm mechanization called for by the plan"
will ease the present situation on the collective and state farms which now "could use considerably more
workers than they have." Thus he expects "that there will be some movement of workers to the cities to
swell the industrial labor total."
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The eastward movement has required continued prodding by the
Government, which in some periods has had to resort to special incen-
tives, appeals to patriotism, and to the imposition of quotas, to get the
required number of migrants. Despite these measures there has
always been a large backwash of migrants to their far more congenial
communities in thle vest. Wartime evacuation to the Urals and to
areas cast of the Urals was responsible for important additions to both
the population and the economic base of these regions. The popula-
tion of the Urals region, of western and eastern Siberia, and of the
Far East increased by nearlv 10 million between 1939 and 1959.
From an analvsis of changes in the size of the emploved population,
Newth has concluded that "the greater part of the exIPansion of the
eastern regions took place during and just after the War." 42 Newth
was referring to the period from 1939 to 1956. Since 1956 the growth
of the eastern regions has not been significantly greater than that of the
rest of the country.

Consideration is now being given to overhauling the devices which
the Soviet Government used before and since the war to provide pio-
neers for the territory beyond the Urals. According to the Soviet
economist Soniz, the organized draft (nabor) of labor, the resettle-
ment of families and entire villages by the Resettlement Administra-
tioII, and the training program of the state labor reserves, no longer
function effectively and new techniques are needed. Sonin endorses
the recently innovated "public appeal" whereby the party and the
Government "appeal" to organizations such as the Komsomniol' and
trade unions and to the public at large. to volunteer and to send
"(volunteers" for permanent migration to Siberia or Central Asia.43

* The difficulty in attracting and holding migrants in the east is un-
doubtedlv related to the inadequate provision of housing, transporta-
tion, consumer goods, and the entire range of municipal and cultural
services. For vears there have been appeals to local industrial or-
ganizations and cooperatives to aid in providing essential amenities,
but the problem still remains. The higher level of nominal wages

*paid in the east is not sufficient to keep real wages on a par with those
in the western part of the Union.4"

The movement of population to cities poses a different problem for
the Soviet Government. Partly for ideological considerations (the
metropolis is an ugly manifestation of the unleashing of the profit
motive), and partly to avoid the diversion of investment from direct
production, Soviet planners have endeavored to check migration to
the very large cities (Moscow, Leningrad; Kiyev, etc.), At the same
time. they have tried to channel movement to the growing industrial
cities and away from older urban centers which have not figuied in
Soviet plans for economic expansion. In both respects they have
failed. Even within its unrealistically restricted boundaries, Moscow
has now exceeded the limit of 5 million persons decreed for it when
the plan for Greater Moscow was adopted in 1935. Movement to
the older cities has also continued, and has resulted in a surplus of
labor there and shortages elsewhere. More graphically, according
to Sonin, there are millions of people who do not participate in the
socialized economy 45 as a result of misdirected migration.

42 J, A. New ts, Somue Trends In the Soviet Population, 1939 to 1956 (with particular referente to the
RSFSR)," Soviet Studies, No. 3, January 1959.

'i Soin, op. cit., pp. 269-281i
44 Ibid.. P. 281.
is Ibid., p. 282.
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To meet its manpower objectives the Soviet Government must not
only release labor for transfer within the economy but must also
develop more efficient ways of transferring it to the places where it is
needed. Unless steps are taken to make the new industrial centers
more attractive to migrants, the ban on new construction and indus-
trial expansion in the old industrial centers-seemingly preferred by
migrants-may result only in slowing the urban flow of rural migrants.
The solution to this problem, therefore, may lie in still one more
Gargantuan fact-the Soviet plan to increase the square meters of
urban housing during the 7-year plan period by an amount nearly
equal to that erected during all previous plans. This would repre-
sent a 60-percent increase over the 1958 housing inventory. If
actually accomplished, and if properly allocated, this effort could be
crucial in determining both the extent and direction of future rural-
urban movement.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

There is ample evidence that after a long period of treating labor
as an abundant resource, the Soviet Union must now cope with an
acute shortage of replacements for its labor force. This problem is in
direct consequence of the drastically reduced birth rates of the war
years. Also a legacy of World War II is a large deficit of men in the
ages over 30. To achieve the mobilization of its labor resources
required by planned economic expansion, the U.S.S.R. must resort to
fuller utilization of its labor supply and to even more transfers of
labor between sectors of the economy.

Transfers between economic sectors are an inevitable concomitant
of economic expansion and involve the cityward migration of popula-
tion as well as job mobility. In spite of efforts to channel this move-
ment, the flow of rural to urban migration in the U.S.S.R. has not
coincided perfectly with the flow of capital investment. Migrants
have shown a preference for the older and larger cities, and have tended
to shun the new industrial complexes in the eastern regions of the
country. This has compounded the labor shortage in areas vitally
involved in the plan for economic growth.

Various expedients are being considered in the Soviet Union to deal
with these problems. In the short run the program of school reorgani-
zation will undoubtedly augment the labor force. The attempt to
obtain additional manpower from the household economy figures
prominently in Soviet discussions but its probable success is difficult
to assess. To a certain extent the success achieved in drawing people
from households into production depends upon the success of other
specific programs, e.g., the construction of nurseries, the effectiveness
of the home-chore features of the new educational program. It de-
pends also on the trend in such unpredictable parameters as the
marriage rate, the level of real income, and so on. The single most
important source of added industrial labor is likely to be the collective
farm, provided the urban housing program is carried forward and pro-
vided the expected gains in agricultural labor productivity are
achieved.

This by no means exhausts the alternatives open to Soviet planners.
These are the "solutions".to the manpower problem which have been
discussed publicly and they have in common the fact that they
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require minimum reliance on coercion. Thus, it should not be over-
looked that, as in thle past, the U.S.S.R. may employ more direct,
more forceftl measures to assure the necessary laIor input. Hours of
work could be increased (or not reduced as scheduled), work norms
could be increased, "voluntary" labor contributions could harden
its corvee exactments, pension rates could fail to respond to the push
of inflation, etc. A balanced consideration of tile problem demiiands
that we recognize alternatives of this sort, even though at the moment
there is no evid'llnee that the Soviet regime has any of these particular
schemes in nuind.4

1

There are other alternatives open to Soviet planners by which they
might reach many of their economic goals inl spite of a labor shortage.
These consist of the whole complex apparatus of direct controls and
prioritv svstems, developed by- modern nations for allocation of the
factors of production. Fittally, of course, there is the alternative of
general retrenchment and revision of economic objectives. This
course, under the concealment of spurious statistics, is one for which
the observer of the Soviet economv must continually he alert.

CHAPTER 3. FERTILITY AND POPULATION GROWTH

Given the weaknesses of our methods for making population esti-
mates and projections, long views are pqrticularlv hazardous. But
given the lumbering pace of economic and technological change in
which a decade or more may he required to let the present unwind,
long views are necessary. Thuts, we mnight look at demographic trends
in the U.S.S.R. over the next 15 years or so, bearing in mind that the
figures we shall be examining are nothing more than estimates of the
present composition of the Soviet population projected on the basis of
assumptions about the future course of fertility and mortality in the
U.S.S.R.

The Soviet Union is already looking beyond the end of the present
7-year plan to 1975. By that time some of its fondest hopes with
regard to passing the United States in production and to matching
us in per capita consumption are to be realized. Both of these goals
are dependent upon the course of demographic change in tle U.S.S.R.
over the next 15 years.

The future level of per capita consumption in the Soviet Union
is obviously difficulty to foresee when projected populations for 1975
range between 248 and 281 million." This difference of 33 million
consumers, which of course is purely hypothetical, results entirely
from differing assumptions about the present level and future trend
of Soviet fertility. The larger total is based on the assumption that
by 1 966 Soviet fertility will have risen to a relatively high level
(comparable to that reached and passed in the inited States around
1954) and remain at that level until 1975). The lower figure assumes
that by 1966 Soviet fertility will decline to a relatively low level

" There are some very interesting recent developments in the Soviet Union which may be related in part
to the labor shortage and which belong to the collection of inherent, semicoercive techniques. The decree
prohibiting, as of Oct. 1, 1959, the keeping of privately owned cattle by residents of large cut es (except in
certain eastern areas) may well be designed, among other things, to force a large part of the 3 million or so
turban dwellers who are engaged in the 'private subsidiary economy" into the State labor force. Of interest
also is the extensive formation of volunteer guard units for police duty luring their free time, This may
actually be, as it is claimed, an effective means of combating vandalismn and dclinQuency. It Is almost
certainly a factor also in the recently announced 40 percent reduction in the regular constabulary forces.of t. S. Department of Commerce, nCrca,, of the Census, " Estimates and Projections of the Population
of th~e U.S.S.R.: 1950 to 1976," by Arthur A. Campbell and James W. Brackett, International Population
Reports, Series P-95, No. 52, table 2.
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(close to that of the United States during the depression years of'the
1930's) and remain there until 1975.

Differing l ates of growth result not only in differences in population
size but also in differences in population composition. Differences in
population composition entail differences in the pattern of consump-
tion and the economic potential of the population.

The Soviet pattern of consumption (and of investment and produc-
tion) in 1975 will vary greatly, for example, depending upon whether
the number of children under 5 years of age should be around 30
million (under the high fertility assumption) or less than 20 million
(under the low fertility assumption) .48 Similarly, the problems
confronted by the Soviet school system and the channeling of Govern-
ment investment would not be the same with 47 million children of
school age (7-14) as with 33 million children.

When the relationship of one population group to another is con-
sidered, and the implications traced out into the social fabric one is
struck by the far-reaching significance of differences in rates of popula-
tion growth. For example, the availability of women for the labor
force, the nature of the demand for housing, the level of average family
income, the general mobility of the population-to mention just some
of the consequences-will all be influenced by whether in 1975 the
estimated 45 million Soviet women 20-45 years of age have 42 million
children of preschool age (under 7 years) or only 28 million.

Not all significant demographic changes stem directly from current
growth rates. Some are inherent in the structure of the present popu-
lation, and represent the unfolding of past demographic dynamics.
Among the more important demographic developments which appear
significant from the point of view of the future of Soviet society and
its general posture relative to the United States are the following:

1. The number of men in the U.S.S.R. of prime military age
(20-34) is expected to remain fairly stationary and to decline as
a percentage of the total population between 1960 and 1975.' The
numerical superiority over the United States which now stands at
around 10 million men is expected to drop to around 2.5 to 3
million.

2. The Soviet population of university age (18-22) will decline
between 1960 and 1975 from around 23 million to about 21.5
million. In the United States, there will be an upsurge in this
age group from around 12 million to nearly 20 million.

3. There should be some increase in future opportunity for
career advancement in the U.S.S.R. among those in middle grade
positions. At the present time the number of persons 40-49 years
of age is nearly equal to the number 50-'59 years of age. By 1975,
however, for every 10 persons in the younger age group, there will
be only 6 persons 50-59 years of age. The trend in the United
States is the other way and so will it be in the U.S.S.R. after 1975.

4. The population 60 years of age and over is expected to
increase in the Soviet Union from around 17 million to more
than 30 million by 1975. This will have a large impact upon the
Soviet social security program and upon society generally. In
absolute terms this population will be larger in the U.S.S.R.
than in the United States, but relative to the size of the working:

is Campbell and Brackett, op. cit.
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age population the Soviet Union will have fewer elder citizens
than the United States has presently.

The exact manner in which the impact of these demographic facts
will be registered depends upon Iriany other circumstances-many
of them nondemographic. It is equally certain that the impact will
be shaped in part by the rate of population growth. The growth of
population affects not only the numerical relationships among sub-
categories of the population, hut entails a functional and spatial
reorganization of the population which alters the entire setting in
which economic. social, and even 'deniogrtiphic change take pliace.
The most significant determinant of the future rate of growth of the
Soviet population is the trend in fertility. Soviet mortality rates are
relatively low and can be expected to improve. Their affect on the
character of the future S'oviet population; however, appears to be
much less problematic than in the case of fertility.

TRENDS IN SOVIET FERTILITY

The object of our speculation here is Soviet fertility and not the
Sovibt birthrate. The latter is merelv the ratio of births to total
population and thus subject to fluctuation as the composition of the
population changes, even though the inherent pattern of fertility
may remain stable. Fertility, as we regard it here, is a inore refilled
measure of the rate at whiclh the population of a given age and sex
composition produces children.49 We can. in fact, state the question
with any degree of refinement we may choose, but the answer at the
present time can only be given in the form of a discussion of tile
hypothetical effect of selected factors on Soviet fertility. Aniong
the relevant factors are those which might be expected to alter the
rates of reproduction among Soviet women of given ages, viz the
urban drift of the population, social change in backward areas of
the U.S.S.R., changes in the proportion of the population which is
married, attitudes toward family limitation, the availability of birth
control techniques, the effect of an official pronatalist policy, and
so on.

The very meager information on these factors and the fact that
they sometimes work in opposite directions make their analvsis in-
volved and the outcomle tentative. To some it may appear to -be
wholly inconclusive. In our opinion, however, there is reason to
believe that the net effect mav be toward a reduction in fertility.
This is too important a question to treat bv mere assertion, however.
and tlinls the remainder of this chapter is devoted'to 'a discussion of
the pieces of information on which our conclusion is based.

In the U.S.S.R., as in the United States, rural fertility appears to he
higher than urban fertility. Our evidence for this rests largely on
Soviet assertions that such is the case "0 and on reports that rural
birthrates are higher than urban rates despite the fact that the pre-
surrnably greater shortage of nien in the countryside -would tend to
reduce the proportion of married women and thus reduce fertility.
This factor is of diminishing significance. however, since there is no
longer.a serious imbalance between the sexes in the most fertile years

4 Fertility measures are frequently further refined to exclude the influence of marital status, previous
reproductive history, ethnic group, and other variables. Since these variables are not controlled in our
papulatlon projections, we shall treat them as extraneous to the present discussion of fertility.

e Sonin, op. cit., p. 259.
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(under 32). Also significant is the fact that the recent Soviet cam-
paign to encourage the use of contraception (as a substitute for
abortion) is directed primarily toward the women worker in urban
areas. In an effort to reduce the cost and lost time 5' associated with
abortions, women's consultation units and "rooms of personal hygiene"
have been established in maternity hospitals and as part of the medical
section of industrial establishments and urban enterprises. These
are used extensively for disseminating contraceptive information and
the sale of contraceptive devices. While the Soviet interest in contra-
ception has increased significantly in the last few years, it should not
be overlooked that as far back as 1936 Soviet doctors gave free advice
on contraception and that drugstores continued to stock contracep-
tives even after the antiabortion decrees of 1936.52 The differential
practice of contraception has been mentioned as a factor in differential
urban and rural married fertility as far back as the last century.",

Supporting high rural fertility would be the force of the rural large
family tradition and perhaps also differences in the rate of illegiti-
macy.54 To the extent that the large family tradition has survived
in rural Russia, urban movement and urbanization of parts of the
countryside would tend to reduce general age-sex specific fertility.
With about 60 percent of Soviet families living in rural areas, and
with nearly one-quarter of the births contributed by areas where
the birth rate stands at 30 or more per thousand, the possible reduc-
tion in fertility is large.

Evidence concerning the trend in large families is very meager and
uncertain. Families having six or more members constituted 13
percent of the urban families of the U.S.S.R. at the time of the 1926
census. According to sample data of the Central Statistical Ad-
ministration and the Institute of Residential Housing, urban families
with six or more members now constitute 8 percent 55 of all urban fam-
ilies. At the time of the Soviet Union's entry into the war, the annual
number of fifth or higher order births was something over 200,000,56
in contrast to 350,000 in the United States in 1940. This provides
a rough indication of a weakening of the large family pattern. Of
more recent date, we may note that between 1950 and 1956 the
number of mothers receiving stipends for five or more children in-
creased by approximately 6 percent 67 while the number of women

As Certified abortions are recognized as justification for work leave and compensation. The same benefits
are extended in the case of miscarriage, self-induced abortions which occur within 196 days of conception,
and under certain conditions to uncertified abortions that result in prolonged illness.

'S Abortions were legalized in the U.S.S.R. in November 1955. Since that time there has been a growing
interest in contraception but only as a substitute for a greater evil-abortion. The subject of contraception
received considerable attention at the National Conference of Gynecologists and Obstetricians in December
1957, and in the spring of 1959 the first Al-Union Conference on Contraception was held. According to the
findings of the U.S.S.R. Ministry of Public Health toward the end of 1958, the variety, reliability, and
quantity of contraceptives were found wanting. Considerable research is now underway throughout the
U.S.S.R. and more is called for in the program of medical research for the 1958-55 period.

63 S. A. Novosel'skiy, "Voprosy demograficheskiy i sanitornoy statistiki" (Problems of Demographic and
Sanitary Statistics), Moscow, 1958, p. 73. Contraception was not unknown in rural areas. On their annual
visits to market towns Ukrainian peasant women purchased contraceptive sponges at the pharmacies and a
study conducted before the war indicated that among peasants in the Ukraine, coitus interruptus was wide-
spread. See Norman E. Himes, The Medical History of Contraception," Williams and Wilkins Co.,
1936, ppp. 174-175 and 178.

64 The Government policy toward illegitimacy is one of official tolerance and material support to unwed
mothers. Public opinion, judged by the tone of official remonstrations, is less tolerant although S. A.
Novosel'skiy has demonstrated that formerly (1926-27 in Leningrad) there were very marked differences
among social classes in the incidence of illegitimacy. See S. A. Novosel'skiy, op. cit., p. 177.

'
5

B. R. Rubanenko, address to the plenum session of the Academy of Construction and Architecture
of the U.S. S.R. on Problems of Residential Construction, May 15-20,1957, in "Zhilishcbnoye stroitel'stvo
(Residential Construction)," Moscow, 1958, pp. 25-27.

a Izvestiya, July 8, 1945.
67 Tsentral'noye statisticheskoye upravlenlye * , "Dostizheniya sovetskoy vlasti za 40 let v tsifrakh

(Achievements of Soviet Power Over 40 Years in Figures)," Gosstatizdat, Moscow, 1957, p. 350.
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in the age group 25-40, the approximate age group in question, in-
creased by almost 9 percent. All of these observations are consistent
with a decline in the large Soviet family, at least in urban areas,m
and this in turn would suggest some decline ill fertility among women
in the more adlvanced ages of the childbearing period.

An increase in fertility involving lower birth orders could of course
compensate for a decline in the number and average size of large
families. To an important degree, a trend of this type would depend
upon the proportion of w omen married and upon the incidence of
childlessness among married couples. With respect. to the first
factor we know nothing beyond the fact that the marriage rate is
currently relatively high."9 We can expect, however, that the married
population will become a larger proportion of the total as the imbalance
between the sexes wears awav. Fragmentary evidence indicates that
the stillbirth rate and the proportion of sterile marriages in the
U.S.S.R. is within range of the values for the United States. Barring
significant medical advances, very little increase in fertility is to be
expected from reduction of stillbirths or sterility. It is also improb-
able, taking the experience of other countries as a guide, that fertility
will be increased in consequency of the tax levied on single men and
childless couples." Officially, tChe tax is not justified in terms of its
pronatalist effects but as a source of revenue for the program to
encourage families with three or more children.A' Some pronatalist
intent is sugested, however, by the fact that the tax is aimed at
urban men and married women In the reproductive nages.

Putting all the fragments together, there seems some basis for
expecting a continuation of the decline in fertility which appears to
have set in already amiong the higher birth orders. The legalization
of abortion aind the consequent efrort to discover and promote im-
proved methods of contraception provide the mechanism. The
rural-urban movement of the population, and the general spread of
secular attitudes to the country, provide the motivational setting.
An increase in the relative number of married couples is one of the
most apparent tendencies working in the opposite direction. Insofar
as this is conditioned by the numerical imbalance between men and
women, it appears to be a factor which has spent its force. Anl
improvement in housing conditions, and a decrease in the average

'! A mong collective farm families the decline between 1940 and 1956 In the relative n umber of their members
wider 10yearsofage has been much morerapId than for the country as aw hole. See"Narodnoyekhozyay.
stvo I II op. cit. p. 218, This Is not nerpssarily evidence of a decline In rural fertility as defined here.
since in addition to the wartime birth deflcit, the figure is affected by differentials in Migration and other
factors which are inderendent of the pattern of fertility.

o5 Fluctuations in the Soviet marriage rate could occur as the result of the legalization of de facto marriages.
tnder current divorce legislation the number of such marriages is believed to be large. Their legalization
would have little or no effect on fertility.

Hi The tax is set at 6 percent of incomne with graduated reductions provided in the case of Incomes ,inder
450 rubles per umo,,th. Single women, students, military personnel, Invalids, parents whose children were
lost in the war, and certain other eroups are exempted. The tax falls largely on urban residents and upon
,,en between the ages of 20 and 0o and married women 20 and 45.di Amnong the provisions to encouraue large families are:

I. Grants and subsidies for the birth of a child who has three or more living siblings. These contl~iue
until the youngest child reachesSyearsofage. Onie-timegrantsaregiven for the birth ofathird ecild having
two living siblings,

2. Employed wvoinen who raised five or more children to the age of 8 are entitled to pensions at the age of50 after 10 veanr of serviee.
3. i lndergarte,, ai Fiusery fees are reduced 50 percent for families with four or more children; families

ssith thre e children and monthly incomne .less than 400 rubles, by 50 percent; families with t! ree children
aid ,uonthlv income less than 800 nihiles by 35 percent: families with two children and monthly income ofless than 000 rubles by 20 percent.

4. Awards and medals of varying degrees beginning with the 2d Degree Medal of Motherhoood wbich is
awarded for bearing and raising 5 ehildeen. 0

to the Order of Alother Heroine which is bestowed, with a
diploma from the Presidlum of the Suioremne Loviet. for bearing and raising 10 children.

56.37 -60-pt. 1-5
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age at marriage as a result of a drop in the average age at which young~
people will become income earners under the new educational program,.
would both tend to raise the marriage rate and thus the fertility rate:
The resolution of these conflicting tendencies cannot be foreseen at,
the moment. . The high proportion of rural population and the fact
that improved contraceptive methods should become more widely
accessible, appear to outweigh other considerations and lead to the-
expectation of a further decline in Soviet fertility.

CHAPTER 4. BASIC DEMOGRAPHIC COMPARISONS BETWEEN THE
U.S.S.R. AND THE UNITED STATES

INTRODUCTION

Preliminary results from the recent population census of the
U.S.S.R., together with certain related information, afford the best.
opportunity in 20 years for comparing the population of the U.S.S.R..
and the United States. The two countries have followed quite di--
vergent courses during these years, with the result that in some re-
spects they are less alike than before the war. In other respects,
notably in total population, these two countries have become more
alike. The following review of current information on the population
of the U.S.S.R. points up some of these similarities and contrasts.
Until more complete data are available, however-data such as those
which are to be ready around the end of 1959 "2 -analysis is necessarily
limited and conclusions correspondingly tentative.

I. TOTAL SIZE AND GROWTH

A. The size of the total population
Before the war the population of the U.S.S.R. within its present

boundaries was larger by 46 percent than the population of the United
States. Today, however, the Soviet population exceeds that of the
United States by only 18 percent, even though throughout most of
the postwar period official statistics show a more rapid rate of natural
increase for the U.S.S.R. than for the United States.

TAB1LE 6.-Total population of the U.S.S.R. and United States and percent increase
1989-59 1

Population Percent
Country increase,

1939-59
1939 1959

U.S.S.R -' 190.7 '208.8 0.5
United States -131.0 4177.2 35.3

U.S.S.R -----------------------------
United States-1.46 1.18.

I In this and subsequent tables, data for Alaska and Hawaii are not Included.
' Izvestiya, May 10, 1959. The 1959 population as reported to the nearest thousand is 208,826,000.
' U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, "Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1958."

p. 5, No. 2.
' Interpolation between estimated population in 1957: ibid.; and average of projected values for 1969,

ibid.. p.6. No. 3.

.52 The release of preliminary data is to be followed by more detailed tabulations of the same items plus
data on such matters as age and sex, nationality, native language, marital status, educational attainment,
social group, and means of subsistence, occupation, and type of economic activity.
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The explanation of the very low rate of growth of the U.S.S.R.
population is of course the heavy losses and deficit of births inflicted,
on the Soviet Union by the war.
B. Evaluation of total population

The total population reported by the Soviet census is lower than
many observers had expected. Tile senior engineer and executive
officer of the Central Statistical Administration's mnachine accounting
division, D. K. ZMak, in discussing plans for tabulating census results,
anticipated a population in the neighborhood of 215 million.63 The
announced total also is more than a million short of the population
that would have been reached if the officially estimated population
of 200.2 million in 1956 04 had grown according to the officially re-
ported rates of natural increase. And since the 1956 figure, especially
its urban component, has been characterized as possibly too low 5

there seemed to be good reason to expect a figure larger than 210
million.

Aside from these prior expectations, there are no unchallengable
grounds for rejecting the census results. An examination of the prep-
arations for tlhe census and the plans for its conduct reveals no obvious
shortcomings but rather shows a thoroughgoing concern for com-
pleteness of coverage."s The most likely major exclusion, the military,
are stated to be included in the figures that have been released.

If past experience can be relied on, we should not expect major
revisions of the preliminary census total.
c. Growth of the Soviet population

The United States is not expected to attain a population as large
as the present Soviet population before 1970. ^ The future growth of
both countries will be largely a matter of natural increase, that is,
an excess of births over deaths. Unlike the United States during its
period of basic industrial development. the U.S.S.R. has not been
able to rely upon immigration to supply its manpower needs but has
had to raise its own. In its 40-year history the U.S.S.R. has acquired
approximately 20 million persons through annexation-all since 1939-
and a number of these have entered into the streams of eastward
migration within the country. Coincidently, this igurc is close to
the number of immigrants who entered the United States during the
40 years prior to the passage of the restrictive immigration legislation
of 1924.

s D. K. Zbak, "Mekhaniziroyannaya razrabotka materialov pereptsey naselenlya S.S.S.R. (Mechanical
lrocessing of the Material From the U.S.S.R. Census of Population)," Moscow, 1958, p. 116.

4' Tsentral'noye statisticheskoye upravleniye prl Sovetc MinisLrov S.S.S.R., N~arodnoyc khozyaystvo
S.S.S.R. (National Economny of teiv U.S.S.R.)," Mloscow, 1956, p. 17.

°i M. Yu. Sonin, "Ob aktual'nykh voprosakh vosprolzvodstva trudovykh resursov S.S.S.R. (On Aetual
Problems of the Reproduction of Labor Resources in the U.S.S.R.)," in "Voprosv sotsialisticheskogo

vosproizvodstva (Problems of Socialist Reproduction), Moscow," 1958, p. 258. In this source Sonin relers
to total population only. In another source he stated his belief that the urban population was too low.

a On the first canvass of the population 207,752,000 persons were enumerated, this was followed by a see-
ond visit which added another 285.000 persons to the total. Finally, a checking out of seledules which had
been fSSled out for persons who were temporarily absent at the thue of the enumerator's visit yielded an
additional 789.000.

e The lverage of the four series of Bureau of the Census projections of the total population for 1970 Is
211,006.000. Series 111 projection for 1970 Is '.08 199.000andassumesa modera.tedeelincin the level of fertility,
U.S. Department of Conimerce, Burcau of the Census, "Statistical Abstract of the United States. 1558,'
pp. 07. The population projected for the U.S.S.R. in 1570 falls In the range between 237 and 259 milllon.
See U.S. Department of tnommerce, Bureau of the Census, "Estimates and Projectioos of the Population

of the C.S.S. 11.: 1900 to 1976, by Arthur A. Campbell and James W. Brackett, series P-95, No. 62, Wash-
ington. 1959.

1' Since the war net aunual loiuligratlon to the United States has fluctuatedl between 150.000 to 350.000
per year. Thre U.S.S.R. has not reported any statistics on immigration. It has put forth considerable effortin recent years to persuade emigres to return from abroad, but it seems unlikely that this would be a major
source of growth In the future.
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1. Natural increase.-In 1957 the rate of natural increase in the
Soviet Union was 17.5 per thousand, compared to 15.7 per thousand
in the United States. These may be compared to natural increase
rates of 13.4 and 8.6, respectively, for 1940 (see table 7). Thus, while
growth rates for both countries have risen, the U.S. rate has shown a
greater increase. In 1940, for example, the rate of natural increase
in the United States amounted to only 64 percent of the rate in the
Soviet Union, while in 1957 it was 90 percent (see table 8).

Interestingly, rises in the growth rate for the respective countries
stem basically from different origins. In the U.S.S.R. both birth
and death rates have declined, but the decline in the death rate has
been much greater than the decline in the birth rate. In the United
States, on the other hand, while the death rate declined somewhat, a
modest rise (30 percent) in the birth rate was the major contribution
to the higher growth rates. Neither the U.S.S.R. nor the U.S. rates
of natural increase are high when contrasted to many of the world's
underdeveloped countries, but they are more than double the rates
for the countries of Western Europe, largely because of the difference
in birth rates.

Taking reported rates at face value and leaving out war years, the
U.S.S. R. natural increase rate shows no decided trend either downward
or upward during the Soviet period. The present level is slightly above
,the rate in 1913 but the tendency between 1913 and 1940 was in the
other direction. The only way to guess at the prospective course of
natural increase, therefore, is to examine its two components: the
death rate and the birth rate.

TABLE 7.-V7ital rates of the U.S.S.R. and the United States: Selected years, 1913-67

U.S.S.R. United States

Year Rate per 1,000 population Rate per 1,000 population
Infant____________ Infant

mortality mortality
Birth Death Natural rate I Birth Death Natural rate I

increase increase

,1913 - -------------- ---- 47.0 30.2 16.8 273 2 29. 5 '13.2 2 16. 3 2 99.9
1940 ------------- 31.7 18.3 13.4 184 19.4 iO.8 8.6 47.0

*1950--------- 26.5 9.6 16.9 81 24. 1 9.6 14.5 29.2
1951 - 26.8 9.6 17.2 64 24.9 9. 7 15.2 28.4
1952 -26.4 5 .3 17.1 75 25.1 9. 6 15.5 28.4
1953--------------24.9 9. 0 13.9 68 25.0 9.6 13.4 27.8
1954--------------26.5 8. 9 17.6 68 21.3 9.2 15.1 26.6

~1955--------------25:6 S. 2 17:4 60 25.0 9:3 15.7 26.4
;1956 -25.0 7.5 17.5 47 25.2 9.4 11.8 26.0

1957 ----------- -- 25. 3 7.8 17.5S 45 25.3 9.6 15.7 26. 3

I Deaths of infants under 1 year of age per 1,000 births.
IRates for i915. Death rate for. 1913 is 13.8.

Source: U.S.S.R.: Vestnik Statistiki, No. 10, 1958, p. 93,
Abstract of the United States.

United States: Various editions of Statistical
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TABLE 8.-Comparison of vital rates for the U.S.S.R. and the United States: 1940
and 1957

1940 1967

Country Birth Death Natural Birth Death Natural

increase Increase

1940 rate- 100:
U.S. SR 100 100 100 so 8 43 131
United Sattes -------------- 100-100 19 0 I0o 130 89 183

U.S.S.R. rate= 100:
U.S.S.R ---------------- 100 100 100 100 100 100
United States - ------------- 61 59 64 100 123 90

Source: Table 7.

2. The death rate.-The death rate of 7.5 per thousand which was
reported along with the census results is not the lowest in the world
as claimed, but is nevertheless an impressively low rate. It repre-
sents real gains in Soviet science, medicine, anad sanitation, and also
reflects a favorable age and sex structure of the population.

If the IUnited States death rates f9 for individual age-sex groups are
assumed for the population of the U.S.S.R., 7 a death rate of 6.4
per tiousund results. Comprising this with the U.S.S.R. crude rate
of 7.5 strongly suggests lower mortality for specific age and sex groups
in the United States than in the Soviet Union.

Additional evidence that mortality in the U.S.S.R. has not reached
the level of the United States comes from a comparison of infant
mortality rates, one of the most sensitive indicators of the general level
of health in a population. The Soviet infant mortality rate as
reported for 1957 (45 per thousand live births) 71 exceeds that of the
United States (26) by 73 percent. It is about the level of the prewar
U.S. rate and very close to the present rates for Italy and Japan.
Nevertheless, a rate of 45 per thousand for the U.S.S.R. represents a
striking decline from its prewar level of 184 per thousand, which is
higher than the rates currently reported for any of the underdeveloped
countries of the world. It is clear that the U.S.S.R. has partaken
fully of the worldwide revolution in medicine and public health.
This is clear also from the life expectancy figures which have been
released. The expectation of life at birth reported for the U.S.S.R.
in 1955-56 72 was 63 years for males and 69 years for females. Tn the
United States, male life expectation attained a comparable level in
1941, but the average length of life for females did not reach 69 years
until after the war. Sine the end of the war 3 years have been added
to the average length of life of U.S. males; the average length of life
of U.S. females has been stretched by 5 years. The expectation of
life at birth for the United States in 1956 was 67 years for males and 73
years for females. Thus, although the U.S.S.R. has not yet achieved
the low levels of mortality of the United States, the picture from the
official figures is of impressive gains.

" Rates for 1055 were used. See United Nations Demographic Yearbook, 1957.
70 The population used for this ceercisc wvas an estimated distribution for 1958 prepared by the Foreign

Manpowver Research OfficelBireia of the Census. Tlh structure of this esttiatcd population is consistent
with all known facts about the Soviet population hut there is, of course, no guarantee that it is a completely
aecurate reproduction. !I

71 Vestilk statistiki (Statistical Herald), No. 10, 1958, p. 93.
ri Dostizheniva sovetskoy vlasti za sorok let v tsifrakh (Accomplishment of the Soviet regime over 40

years in figures), Moscow, 1057, p. 345. Very little is known about the data from1 which these life expect-
ancy values were computed. The construction of new Soviet life tables is planned for 1961 using data from
the recent population census.
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Another relevant aspect of the mortality situation in the U.S.S.R.
is the amount of variation in the death rate between different parts
of the country. In 1955 the crude death rate 73 varied from a low of
6.6 in the Republic of Georgia to 11.9 for Estonia.74 Crude death
rates in the United States in the same year exhibit an almost identical
range of variation: 6.6 for- Utah to 11.7 for New Hampshire. Age
appears to be a factor in explaining these variations in both cases,_
although for the Soviet Union our only measure of age composition
is the ratio of voters-persons 18 years of age and over-to total
population. Thus, the relatively high death rate for Estonia would
seem to be associated with the fact that almost 8 out of 10 persons in
that republic are 18 years of age or older. In the Republic of Georgia,
where the lowest death rate is found, approximately 6 out of 10 are
1-8 years and over. The difference between the extreme death rates
in the United States is also associated with difference in age. In
New Hampshire 67 percent of the population is 18 years and over
while in Utah the figure is 58 percent.75

A more important point, however, is the fact that if we eliminate
from consideration the two areas of the Soviet Union with the highest
death rates and the oldest populations-Estonia and Latvia 76-the
death rates for all the remaining areas are below the lowest ever reached
by the United States. With the differences between the two countries
in infant mortality and average length of life favoring the United
States, the indicators again point to a.young population as a principal
ingredient in the low Soviet death rates. .Inaccuracies in the statistics
themselves cannot be dismissed as a reason for the low death rates
reported by the U.S.S.R. We have no definite information, however,
that would lead us to believe that deaths are less accurately reported
than the population figures to which they are related.

With no high death rate areas susceptible to easy victories,. the
future course of the Soviet death rate would seem to be an upstream
struggle against an aging population, for the declines in age-specific
mortality which are to be expected cannot be counted on to fully
counteract a trend toward a higher crude death rate. This trend will
be.reinforced by a balancing out of the number of men and women in
the population. Death rates are higher among men than women, and,
thus the present deficit of U.S.S.R. males acts to hold down the general
death rate.77 As the gap between the number of men and women
closes, the crude rate will tend to rise.

3. The birth rate.-The announced Soviet birth rate (25 births per
thousand population) is very close to that which has been recorded
for the United States in recent years. Both the Soviet and United
States birth rates have been fairly stable since 1950. The difference
is that the U.S.S.R. birth rate has never regained its prewar level
whereas the current U.S. rate is as high as any that has been recorded
since before World War I. Very different demographic dynamics,

Is A crude rate Is based upon the total -number of events of some type occurring to a stated population
during a given period of time. Refined rates measure events among more restricted populations in order
to exclude the influence of certain variables.

It Rates for Uzbekistan and Turkmenlstan are not available.
7d U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the census, "Estimate of the Civilian Population by

Broad Age Groups for states and Selected Outlying Areas: July 1, 1957," Current Population Reports,
series P-25, No. 194, The difference in age composition between these two States is more clearly brought
out by comparing the population 65 years and over: New HampshIre, 11.1 Percent;- Utah 6.3 percent.

h Latvia's death rate in 1955 was 10.5. Sevenlty-two percent of the population of Latvia was 18 years
of age end over. In both the ratio of deaths tot6tal population and the ratio of voters to total population
Latvia ranks second to Estonia.

55 For more on the age and sex composition of the Soviet populatIon, see section III below.l
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therefore, uniiderlic the surface similarity of the United States and
U.S.S.R. crude birth rates.

In the United States, for example, there is relatively little geo-
graphic variation in the crude rates outside of several States in the
South and Southwest where the birth rate exceeds 30 per t1,hou1sand.78h
These States, however, currently account for only 5 percent of the
births. In the U.S.S.R., on the other hand, much greater geographic
variation in the birth rate is encountered. Areas with birth rates
greater than 30 in 1955 accounted for nearly one-quarter of all births.
Younger populations, balanced sex ratios, and higher age-specific
fertility rates are no doubt all involved in these high birth rates.
Most of the high birth rate areas in the U.S.S.R. are found in the
republics of central Asia and Transcaucasia. Continued social- and
econonsic change in these areas can be expected to have a downward
effect on the birth rate.

As in the United States, so it is in the Soviet Union that the birth
rates in rural areas are higher than in urban areas. In this connection,
therefore, it is important to note'that about 60 percent of Soviet
families are rural families. 9 It is nearly the reverse in the United
States, where in 1957 over 60 percent of the families were urban.1A
As Soviet farmers continue to move to the city anti as the countryside
becomes urbanized, a tendency toward lower birth rates is expectable.

Marriage in the U.S.S.R. has to contetid with a difficult housing
situation-more of a barrier perhaps in urban than in rural places.
Perhaps equally important in its effect on the proportion married is
the imbalance between the sexes. As it affects the birth rate, how-
ever, this is of diminishing importance since the sexes in the most
fertile years (under 32) are now stated to be eqaal. The marriage
rate of 12 per thousand is relatively high (the U.S. rate in 1957 was
8.9) and undoubtedly reflects this balance of the sexes in the mar-
riageable ages. The marriage rate and the birth rate do not always
move together and it is risky, therefore, to put any emphasis on the
probable future decline in the Soviet marriage rate.8!
I To. forecast the results of the various factors imipinging on the
birth rate is hazardous. 8 2 There is much high fertility potential to
be reduced in central Asia and among rural families. However, the
great unknowns are the relative number of married persons now and
in the future, and the extent to which arbitrary family limitation will
be practiced in the future.sa

If we can assume that the Soviet birth rate already reflects the
impact of an increased marriage rate and an increase in the proportion
,of the population married, the net effect from all other influences
would be toward a lower crude birth rate in the future.

Ft""Statistical Abstract," op. cit.. p. 58.
7'I Planovoye khozyaystvo (Planned Economy)," No. 6, 1955, p. 55.
'i Statistical Abstract," op. cit., p. 47. The percentage reported Is 83.3. This Is an understatement of

the urban proportion since It refers only to places which were urban In 195e.
" The nature of the Soviet marriaze rate is not perfectly clear since the handling of common-law marriages

Is unknown. There Is besides, perhaps, some tendency toward inflation in the rate since marriage certift.Cates are useful in obtaining housing allocations In certain areas.
t For a discussion of the factors which might he expected to Influence future Soviet fertility, see ch. 3.
t Abortions have been legalized in the Soviet Union since 1955. No stipulations other than pro er

medical and sanitary safeguards are made. Abortions have been reported to exceed 30 percent of the I ve
births In recent years. Concern over the high rate of abortions appears to have stimulated serious Soviet
interest in contraception. See report of Abraham Stone in Science, vol. 127, May 16, 1958.
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D. Summary of growth prospects
Only the most tentative and cautious conclusions about the future

rate of natural increase can be drawn from a consideration of the
present birth and death rates reported for the U.S.S.R. There is some
reason, however, to expect an increase in the overall death rate due
to the aging of the population and an expectable increase in the pro-
portion of males in the population. Such an increase would most
likely be moderated by a further decline in age-specific mortality, but
if the present reported levels of infant mortality and life expectation
are correct, such gains would have a minor effect on the total number
of deaths. There is not enough information for a convincing analysis
of Soviet fertility. However, the large proportion of rural families
and the high birth rates of the underdeveloped areas within the
Soviet Union are threats to a sustained, high level of the national
birth rate.
I With a slight rise in the death rate and some decline in fertility, the
natural increase rate of the Soviet Union could easily fall below that
of the United States at the present time. More importantly, however,
the implication of a diminished rate of natural increase for the
U.S.S.R., and even of a closer correspondence in the overall size of
the Soviet Union and the United States, depends upon the ecologicaL
and social organization of each population aggregate.

II. REDISTRIBUTION OF THE POPULATION

Changes in the geographic distribution of the Soviet population
between 1939 and 1959 reflect two major trends-movements from
west to east and from rural territory to urban areas. Both move-
ments continue trends established in the previous intercensal period,
1926-39. Like comparable movements in the United States, they
indicate a nation undergoing rapid industrialization and making
adjustments to utilize its resources more fully.
A. Total population

The census results show some striking increases in the population of
Eastern regions of the U.S.S.R. A gain of 70 percent was reported
for the total population of the Far East, 32 percent for eastern Siberia,
33 percent for the Urals, 53 percent for Kazakhstan, and 42 percent
for Kirgiziya-as compared with an increase of 9.5 percent in the
total. Despite these high rates of increase, however, the absolute
shift of population from west to east has been quite moderate. Sev-
enty percent of the Soviet population now lives west of the Urals.
Before the war, the population in this part of the country, which
constitutes only 21 percent of the total area, was 76 percent of the
total (table 9).
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TABLE 9.-Percentage distribution of the area-and population of the U.S.S.R., by
western and eastern regions, 1939 and 19.59

Population

Region Area Total Urban Rural

1939 1959 1939 1959 1939 1959

Total - ------------------------- 100. 0 100 0 100. 0 100 0 100. 0 000.0 100.0

West of the Urals - -------------------- 21. 0 75.5 69.8 7G 1 63 8 75. 2 70. 9
Urals and east - -- 78.--------------------- ,8.9 24.5 30.2 23. 9 31. 4 24.8 29.1

Source: Area-Informiatsionno-statisticlcskiv otdei prezidiurna verkhovnoro soveta SSSR. SSSR Ad-
minLstrstivno-te-rritor ial'noyv delekuiyo coyuiznykh respublik na I yanvarya 1058 gods (U.S.S.R. AdnninLstra-
tive-Territorial Dle cions or tle Union Repnblics oi Jau. 1, 195.), Moscow. 1958. pi) 13 483.

1939 Populatlon-Izvestlya, May 10. 1959: Tsentral'noye staloticheskoye upravieniye. Sovetskaya
torgovlya (Soviet Trade). Moscow. 1957. pp. 312-332.

1959 Populatiou-Izvestiya. May 10, 1959.

The only three regions which showed a decrease in population be-
tween the censuses were the central European part of the R.S.F.S.R.
(around Moscow), Belorussia, and Lithuania. Of these three, the
central European region was the big loser, with a net loss of 3.2 million.

A rough comparison of this west-east shift in the U.S.S.R. to popula-
tion shifts in the United States between 1940 and 1957 indicates that
the movement of the Soviet population to the east has been greater
than the westward movement in the United States (table 10). In
1940, 69 percent of the population lived east of the Mississippi in 29
percent of the total area. By 1957 the proportion of the population
east of the Mississippi had dropped slightly to 67 percent.

TABLE IO.-Percentage distribution of the arra and population of the United States,
east and west of the Afississippi River: 19.V0, 1950, and 1957

IPopulation

Region Area Total Urban Rural

1940 1950 1057 1910 1950 1940 1950

Total - 100.0 10 0 100| 0 100. 0 100 0 100 I0 100 0 100. 0

East of the Mississippi -29.1 69. 2 68 1 67. 0 74. 0 0 4 63 1 64. 6
West of the Mississippi-70. 9 30. 8 31.9 33.0 26. 0 29 6 36. 9 35.4

Source: Area-U.S. Bureau of the Census, "Statistical Abstract of the United States: 1958." (79th
edition), Wasbington, D.C., p. 160, Population -Ibid., pp. 10, 13, and 23. 1057 data are provisional
figures for July 1.

These figures do not reveal the dramatic increase which occurred
in the Pacific region (comprising California, Oregon, and Washington),

'which increased by 8.7 million between 1940 and 1957, or by more
than 89 percent. This was a much larger increase than was registered
by any of the Soviet economic regions; the largest gain there was
70 percent for the Far East. Other regions of the United States which
showed marked gains were the Mountain region, 54 percent; South
Atlantic, 38 percent; and East North Central, 32 percent.

Two - conclusions thus emerge:- (1) Certain areas within the
U.S.S.R.-especially those east of the Urals-have exhibited reimairk-
able rates of growth since the prewar period in spite of only a moderate
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increase of the total population. These rates of increase have been
equaled by several areas in the United States during roughly the same
period; (2) the rapid growth of the Soviet east has produced a very
moderate eastward shift in the population. In the United States,
using the traditional east-west dividing line of the Mississippi, differ-
ential regional growth has not appreciably affected the prewar east-
west population balance.

The eastward shift of some 16 million persons between 1939 and
1959 occurred as the result of both migration and natural increase,
their relative importance being difficult to evaluate. Millions of
people were moved to the Urals and other eastern areas during the
war, and many never returned to their homes. Thousands of service-
men demobilized since World War II have also settled in the east.
The greatest source of migration, however, has been the planned-
often forced-resettlement of both families and single persons from
the cities and villages of the European west to the new lands of the
east. Soviet sources carry daily reports of families-often thousands
of families-who have undertaken a pioneering venture beyond the
Urals. A certain number of these migrants return to their former
homes, but it seems clear that large numbers have become permanent
residents in the east.

Other factors producing the population shift have been the relatively
smaller civilian war losses of the regions east of the Urals, and a higher
rate of natural increase which characterized these areas before and
since the war.

It is probable that the eastward shift of the Soviet population will
continue for some time. The current 7-year plan contains provisions
for an accelerated development of the east, and a planned flow of
both industrial and agricultural labor to take part in the new programs.
is to be expected. This, together with higher rates of natural increase,.
should produce a steady, gradual shift of Soviet population to the east.
B. Urban population

The urban population of the U.S.S.R. increased from 60.4 to 99.&
million between 1939 and 1959,-a gain of more than 65 percent.
Compared with the increase of 9.5 percent in the total population,
this is an impressive change. It bespeaks a torrential flow of popu-
lation from rural to urban areas as a concomitant of rapid industrial-
ization.

Nevertheless, the process of urbanization in the U.S.S.R. has slowed!
down markedly in comparison with that of the previous intercensal
period, 1926-39. Both the annual increment to the urban population
and the annual rate of increase are below comparable figures for the-
earlier period. Between 1939 and 1959 the average annual increment,
to the urban population was 2.0 million, or half a million less than
the annual average increment of 2.5 million between 1926 and 1939.
The annual rate of increase, 1939-59, was 3.3 percent, while the rate-
for the period 1926-39 was 9.4 percent. In the most recent period
the absolute annual average increase of the Soviet urban population
seems to have attained its prewar level but the rate of increase is stilt
around half the average prewar rate despite the fact that the annual
increase in the index of industrial output is higher now than before-
the war.

The Soviet urban population at present is slightly greater than the-
U.S. urban population at the time of the 1950 census, but probably'
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only about three-fourths of the present urban population of the.
United States.84 Stated in terms of the numbers of persons leading a
nonagricultural way of life, the differences between this country and
the U.S.S.R. are even more-extreme. Approximately 85 percent of
rural families in the U.S.S.R. are farm families whereas in the United
States the figure is 35 percent.as Thus, while the urban population of
the United States probably exceeds the urban population of the Soviet
Union by about one-fourth, the estimated nonagricultural population
of the United States is one-third greater than that of the U.S.S.R.

The shift of the Soviet urban population to the east has been com-
parable to that of the total population, as is showni by the data in
table 9. Although there have been some tremendous increases in the
number of urban residents in eastern regions, 68.6 percent of the Soviet
urban population still lives west of the Urals.

In all of the eastern regions of the R.S.F.S.R. the urban population
increased more than 100 percent-including a gain of nearly 150 per-
cent in the Far East. The republics of central Asia showed similar
gains-Kirgizia and Tadzhikstan both had increases of more than 150
percent--while the urban population of Kazakhstan grew by 141
percent.

Increases in the western areas were smaller, percentagewide, but
greater in numbers of persons. All of the western regions registered
urban population increases of more than 30 percent, with a 36.6 percent
growtth in the populous center, around Moscow, and much larger
increases in the smaller Baltic and Transcaucasian republics.

The growth of urban population in the U.S.S.R. has been the result
of three processes: Migration, administrative action, and natural in-
crease. Although the exact share of the increase attributable to each
source is not known, it is certain that migration from rural areas has
played the greatest role. Since the 1920's there has been a steady
flow in this direction, and the rural reservoir is still large.

Administrative action, or a change from rural to urban status by
decree, has been another important factor, particularly in the last
few years. Between 1939 and 1959 there was a net increase of 1,857
urban places in the U.S.S.R.-503 new cities and 1,354 new urban-
type settlements. Of these, 128 cities and 499 settlements were added
in the 3 years between January 1956 and January 1959.5

The Soviet Union has a greater number of cities with a population
above 50,000 than the United States, 299 in 1959 compared with 232
in the United States in 195(0.87 Of these, the U.S.S.R. had 25 in the
size roup of 500,000 and above, and the United States had 18. There
has been little change in this comparison since before World War II,
when the U.S.S.R. had 221 cities with a population of 50,000 or more,
and the United States had 199.
C. Rural population

The other side of the picture of population change in the Soviet
Union is the decrease of the rural population. During the intercensal
period the number of rural inhabitants dropped by nearly 21 million,

i4 According to recent estimates by Resources for the Future, Inc., the U.S. urban population in 1960 will
be 126,600,O0, or 70.5 percent of the total U.S. population.

u Based on data in U.S. Bureau of the Censls. ' Statistical Abstract or the United States: 1957" (78th
edition), Washington, D.C.;,1957,p. 15; and sentrai'noyestatisticbeskoyanpravleulye prisovetemlnistrov
OSS R, Narodnoye khozyaystvo SSSR v 1916 godu (Nationai Economy of the U.S.S.R. in 1956) Moscow
1957 pp. 19, 105, and 203.

w zarodnoye khozyaystvo, op. cit., p. 33, and Izvestiva, May 10, 1959.
a kvestlya, May 10, 1959, and "Statistical Abstract,' op. cit., p. 19.
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or by 16 percent of the total in 1939. As a proportion of the total
population, it declined from 68 percent in 1939 to 52 percent in 1959.

Rural inhabitants in the United States, on the other hand, increased
by 7.9 percent between 1940 and 1950, or from 57.2 to 61.8 million-
using the 1940 concept of urban. (If the 1950 definition of urban
were used for both 1940 and 1950 the increase in rural population
would be somewhat less.) This is consistent with the longtime trend
for rural population in the United States which has shown an increase
in every decade since the earliest years despite losses in some of the
Central States. Unlike the U.S.S.R., where for at least 30 years rural
areas have lost population to urban areas, the U.S. rural population,
through natural increase and immigration, has managed to supply
people to the cities and still increase in size.

The continuing Soviet efforts to develop agriculture in the east, and
especially the "virgin lands" campaign which began in 1954, have
involved the movement of hundreds of thousands of persons to the
east. In 1956 it was announced that more than 350,000 persons had
settled in the "virgin lands," " and since that time the movement of
both single persons and families has continued. Nevertheless, the
shift of rural population eastward has not been great.

It was only in Kazakhstan and in three central Asiatic republics
(Uzbek, Tadzhik, and Kirgiz) that the rural population increased.
In all eastern regions of the R.S.F.S.R. the rural population decreased.
The conclusion which these data suggest is that a large share of the
Soviet eastward migration has gone to urban areas, and that within
the eastern regions themselves there has been an extensive rural-
urban movement.

In the west, all regions but one lost- rural population between 1939
and 1959. The Moldavian Republic showed an increase of 5.5
percent, but the losses in other areas ranged up to a high of 31 percent
in the center, around Moscow.

The slight geographic shift eastward of the U.S. rural population
between 1940 and 1950-from 63 to 65 percent east of the Missis-
sippi-was of a fundamentally different nature than the eastward
shift of the rural population of the U.S.S.R. American farmers
west of the Mississippi did not open up new agricultural areas in the
east but became part of the rural-urban movement within their own
areas and to other parts of the country. The number of farms and
acres of harvested cropland have generally declined in the eastern
part of the United States.

III. POPULATION COMPOSITION

A. The sex ratio
One of the most significant disclosures of the Soviet census is the

low proportion of males in the total population. Females outnumber
males by 20 million, a greater imbalance than is shown in any earlier
Soviet census.

Is New York Times, Apr. 8,1956.
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TABLE 11.-MIales per 100 females, U.S.S.R. and Ulnited States, selected years

Males per 100 females
Year

U.S.S.R. United States

1926 ------ ----------------------------------------------------------------- ' 93. 4 103. 1
1939 -91. 9 100.8
1959 -81.9 98. 0

I Includes Armed Forces overseas.

The low sex ratio of 1926 reflects the losses and birth deficits of
World War I and the Revolution. To this was added the effects of
the calamitous period of collectivization of the 1930's, which de--
pressed the ratio even further in 1939. The present nadir of the sex:
ratio-the lowest reported for any country in the world except East
Germany-is a simple measure of the demographic cost of Worldl
War LI. Low birth rates during World War II and the longer average
length of life of women have been secondary contributors to the low
Soviet sex ratio.

B. Age composition
No direct 1959 census information on the age structure of the Soviet

population has so far been released. The number of persons 18 years
of age and over enumerated in the census has not yet been announced.
An approxinlatioll to the size of this group is given by the number of
voters S registered for the March 1959 elections.

The ratio of voters (approximately 137 million) to total population
when compared with ratios of the same type for earlier years reveals.
an upward tendency, denoting a decline in the relative size of the
preadult population as well, perhaps, as an aging of the adult popula-
tion due to the increase in the average length of life: 99

TABLE 12.-The ratio of registered voters to total population in the U.S.S.R.-
Selected years

Voters per Voters per
100 of the 100 of the

Year: population Year-Continued populaions
1939 -___----__55 1955 -_______________ 63
1950 -___--__--------_ 62 1958 -_______ 65
1951- -_--__--__--____-_ 62 1959 ___-______a-6

The only other available indication of the current age composition
of the Soviet population is the statement that there are an equal
number of males and females under 32 years of ageY' This is possibly
a statement that should not be taken too literally, for in addition to a
probable rounding error, it is likely that the number of women
reporting themselves as under 32 is somewhat inflated due to the
almost universal tendency among women toward polite under-
statement of age. In general, however, the statement makes sense,
since it is the population under 32 that escaped the heaviest mortality
of the last war.

The population 18 to 31 years of age in 1959 was born during the
years from 1928 to 1941. These are years for which we have some

*1 Legal voting age In the U.S.S.R. Is 1I&
t* Nondemographic factors such as the political amnesties of 19&4-M5 have helped to increase this ratio but

do not appear capable of explaining it.
" Izvesclya, May 10, 1919.
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information about births,- and if our guesses about the deaths suffered
*by this group are not. too bad, we would expect 'approximately.53
million persons in the age group 18-31 in 1959. Those 32 and above
would therefore equal 84 million (137 million voters minus 53 million
18-31 years of age).

Putting these pieces together with the reported total number of
males and females, we arrive at the surprising-and of course very
tentative-conclusion tha-t in the ages 32 and above there were more
than 5 women for every 3 men (see table 13).92 The implied sex
ratio of 60 is more than 10 points below that for East Germany,
-indicating, if true, that the decimation of Soviet troops exceeded that
of any other belligerent. The common observation of women doing
men's work in the U.S.S.R. needs no further confirmation than the
figures here cited.

TABLE 13.-Estimated current sex ratios by age for the U.S.S.R. and the
United States

Males per 100 females Males per 100 females

Age U.S.S.R. United Age UJ.S.S.R. United

1959 States, 1959 States,
1060 1060

All ages - 82 98 45 to 49 years- 53 95
50 to 54 years- 62 96

.Up to 4 years -105 104 55 to 59 years -64 94
5 to 0 years -104 104 60 to 64 years- 60 91
10 to 14 years -104 104 65 to 69 years -58 88
15 to 19 years -104 103 70 years and over 51 79
20 to 24 years -104 102 Under 15 years -104 104
25 to 29 years -91 99 15 to 59 years -77 98

.30 to 34 years -0 97 60 years and over 56 85
35 to 39 years- 60 96 32 years and over 60 93
40 to 44 years - 50 96

Source: United States. U.S. Bureau of the Census. "Illustrative Projections of the Population of the
United States, by Age and Sex, 1960 to 1960," by Meyer Zitter and Jacob S. Siegel, " Current Population
Reports," series P-25, No. 187.

U.S.S.R.: See table 1.

By adding some more tentative figures to those already considered
we get the following broad profile of the Soviet population in 1959
which can be contrasted with current estimates for the United States:

2 The detailed distribution by age in table 12 and In table F of the appendix has-been obtained by adjust-
ing earlier estimates to conform to the new census information. For a full description of the procedures
by which the detailed estimates are made, see Campbell and Brackett, op cit.
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TABLE 14.-Estimated age distribution of the population of the, U.S.S.R. and the
United States: 1959

[Absolute figures in millions]

U.S.S.R. United States I
Age . ..

Number Percent Number Percent

All ages ---------- 208.8 100.0 180.1 100.0

0 to 6 years -------- 2 33.0 15.8 27.6 15.3
7 to 17 years '- - ... . --- - ----------------- . 38.8 18.6 .36.7 20.4
18 to 31 years ----- ------------------------ 5- 4 3.0 25.4 32.7 18.2
32 years and over -- ----- ------------ a 84.0 40.2 83 1 46.1

I Estimates for 1960. See "Statistical Abstract, 198." op. cit., pp. 6-7.
2 Survivors of estimated births 1053-58. See U.S. Bureau of the Census, "Estimates and Projections of

the Population of the U.S.S.R.: 1950 to 1976." series P-95, No. 52,
. Residual. Ch ildren enrolled In grades 1-l0, the vast bulk of whom are In the age group 7 to 17, are

estimated to have numbered approximately 30 million In 1959. The implied school participation rate
30.0
-8 8=0.77 Ls reasonable.

.4 Estimated survivors of births, 1928-41. See U.S. Bureau of the Census, op. cit.
' tegistered voters in 1939 all-unlon elections minus estimated population, 18-31.

The preschool population of the U.S.S.R. is approximately 20 per-
cent greater than that of the United States, according to our rough
cac lations. This is about as might be expected from a comparison
of the estimated number of births in the two countries in recent years.
In 1956, estimated births in the U.S.S.R. exceeded the number of
U.S. births by 19.6 percent.

The number of children now receiving their elementary and see-
ondary training (ages 7-17), among whom are the coming generation
of scientists and technicians, is not greatly different between the two
countries. The reason, of course, is that this group includes those
born between 1942 and 1a936 when the birth rate was relatively high
in the IJnited States and extremely low in the Soviet Union.

Comparison within the young adult age groups (18 to 31) must
be made very cautiously since there are reasons to believe that the
Soviet figure may be exaggerated."3 There seems little question,
however, that the draft-age population in the Soviet Union exceeds -

that of the United States by a greater margin than is suggested by
the differences in the total population. This does not necessarily
mean that the pool of manpower available for military services is
that much larger in the U.S.S.R. The relative scarcity of older men
requires industry and agriculture to draw upon these men. The
greater need for industrial and agricultural manpower in the Soviet
Union, due to a lower level of labor productivity, also necessarily
increases labor demand.

Comparison of numbers in the final age group is nearly meaningless
because of the vast differences in sex composition. To a considerable
extent, this already maimed group in the Soviet Union is the one on
which the present generation of school children must depend. And
they must depend for the most part upon those under 50-the group
most seriously affected by the war and among whom the proportion
of married families with both parents present will undoubtedly be

* If the sex ratio for ages 32 and over is ralsed, the population 32 and over will bie ilcrased and tie number
18-31 would have to fall I, order to be comlpatible wvith the total number of voters. This would imply
that our estimate of the survivors of births. 1928"Il wvas too high. This is a readily admitted possibility
since the mortality of the war period is still very unclear.
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low. For these age groups in.the United States in 1957 married
persons comprised over 80 percent-a qualitatively and quantita-
tively different dependency situation.

We might expand this discussion of the "working age" population
by drawing upon more detailed estimates of the age and sex composi-
tion of the Soviet population prepared by the U.S. Bureau of the
Census. These estimates suggest that the Soviet population of
'working age," taken here to be 15 to 59 years, numbered almost
131 million in 1959, 57 million men and 74 million women (see table
15). The U.S. population in this group numbered about 99 million
divided about equally between men and women.

TABLE 15.-Comparison of the "working age" population (16 to 59 years) for the
U.S.S.R. and the United States: 1958/1959 and 1965/1966

(, . - . [In thousands]

Soviet Union United States

Group Population Population
l Percent Percent

change change
Jan. 1, Jan. 1, July 1, Julyl,

1959 1966 1958 1965

Both sexes -130,887 137,628 65.2 98, 596 109,054 10.6

Male ----------------------- 56,785 61,911 9.0 48, 744 63, 966 10.7
Female --------------------- --- 74,102 75,717 2. 2 49,810 65,088 10.5

Source: United States, 1958: Appendix tables E and F and Statistical Abstract of the United States,
1959, p. 24.

By 1966, the projections point to a working-age population of
about 138 million for the U.S.S.R. and 109 million for the United
States. While the male population in this age range in the Soviet
Union is expected to show a greater increase than the female portion
(9 percent for males compared to only 2.2 percent for females), it is
not expected to grow as much as that for the United States (10.7
percent for males,- 10.5 percent for females).

To the extent that these estimates of the Soviet age distribution
have any validity-and in certain respects, as we have noted, they
are not unreasonable-they tend to confirm the overall census total.
That is, they can be accommodated by it. This is not to say that
there may not be an error of several million in the reported totals.
It does, however, reinforce our earlier conclusion that there is no .com-
pelling. reason to reject the results which have so far been released.
More than that we cannot say until more data become available.

APPENDIX A. SELECTED DATA ON THE POPULArION OF THE U.S.S.R.

The. following tables contain recent data on the population of the
U.S.S.R. One table for the United States has been provided -for
comparative purposes. The tables are included as general background
and reference materials.
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TABLE A.-P-opulation of the U.S.S.R., by urban-rural residence, selected years,
191 -59

[Absolute figures In millions]

Population
Year . Percent

urban
Total Urhan Rural

1913
Current boundaries 159.2 28.1 131.1 18
Boundariesprior to Sept. 17. 1939 139. 3 24. 7 114.6 18

1925

Population census of Dec. 17, 1026 (boundaries prior to
Sept. 17, 1939) -147.0 26.3 120.7 IS

1939

Population census of Jan. 17, 1939 (boundaries prior to
Sept. 17, 1939)- 170.6 56.1 114.5 331

Estimate, including vw estern oblasts of the Ukraine and
Byelorussia, plus Moldavia, Lithuania, Latvia, and
Estonia ' -190.7 60.4 130.3 32

1956

EstImate as of April 1950- .............................. 200. 2 87. 0 113. 2 43

1959

Population census of Jan. 15, 1959 -' 208.8 99.8 109. 0 48

I The expanded figure for 1939 (190.7) Is treated in Soviet discussions as comparabic to thc 1959 census
figaure (208.8). This suggest-s that the former figure may therefore. include. the areas annexed alter the war
(Tannu-Tuva, Southern Sakhabin, and East Prussia).

'0 wchl e207,752,000 were originally enumerated, 285,000 added subsequently as a result of the post-
enumeration control canvass, and 789,000 added following the checking of control sheets.

Source: The Central Statistical Administration's release of May 10, 1959, in Izvestlya; and Tseutral'nuye
etatisticheskoye upravieniye. Narodnoye khozyaystvo S.S.S.R. v 1958 godu (National Economy of the
U.S.S.R. in 1956). .Moscow: Gosudarstvennoye Statisticheskoye Tzdatel'stvo, 1957, p. 17.

TABLE B.-Population of the U.S.S.R., by Union Republic and urban-rural residence
1939 and 1959

mData relate to current boundaries. Absolute figures In thousands]

PopulatIon
____________ _ __ __ _ ________ Percent

urban
Republic Jan. 17, 1939 Jan. 18, 1959

Total Urban Rural Total Urban Rural 1939 1959

U.S.S.B ---------- 190,678 60,409 130, 269 2908, 83 99, 782 109,044 32 48

R.S.F.S.R. -108,379 30,296 72,083 117.491 61,477 56,017 33 52
Ukrainian S.S.R . 40,469 13,569 26,900 41,893 19.130 22, 763 34 46
Belorussian .sI. a_ 8,910 1,855 7, 055 8,060 2, 475 51 585 21 31
Uzbek S.6S., 6 336 1, 470 4,866 8,113 2,720 5,303 23 34
Kazakh S.S.0 , 094 1, 690 4,404 9,301 4,089 5.232 28 44
Georgian S.S.R -3, 540 1,066 2, 474 4,049 1.698 2,353 30 42
Azerbaydzhan S.S.R - 3, 205 1, 157 2, 048 3, 700 1, 765 1,935 36 48
Lithuanian S.S.R -2,880 659 2. 221 2, 713 1,045 1, C8 23 39
Moldavian S.S.R - 2,452 328 2,124 2, 880 639 2. 241 13 22
Latvlan S.8S.R .-.-- ---- 1, 885 663 1, 222 2,094 1,173 921 35 56
KirgIz S.S. t. - - 1, 458 270 1, 188 2,063 692 1,371 19 34
Tadzhik S.S.R - - 1, 484 249 1, 235 1, 989 645 1,337 17 33
Armenian S.S. R - 1, 282 306 916 1.768 884 884 29 50
Turkmen S.S.R - - 1, 252 416 836 1,520 698 822 33 46
Estonian S.S.R.-: - 1,052 355 697 1,196 674 822 34 56

Source: Izvestlya, May 10, 1959.

5C,837-60-pt- 1- -6
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TABLE C.-Number and population of urban places in the U.S:S.R. by size class
and type of urban place, 1939 and 1959

[Data relating to current boundaries]

Number of urban places Population (in millions)
Size class and type of urban place

1939 1959 1939 1959

Total -2, 759 4,616 60.4 99. 8

Under 3,000 ----------------------------- 467 849 .9 1.6
3,000 to 5,000 -531 887 2.1 3.5
5,000to 10,000 -757 1, 288 5.3 9. 2
10,S0to20,000 -t 501 810 7.0 11.3

50,000 to 100,000- 78 483 15. 6 1.4

500,000 and over -1 25 12.8 24.1

Cities - 1,191 1,694 51. 2 82. 6

Under3,000 -70 94 1 2
3,000 to 5,000 - 104 128 4 .5
5,000 to 10,000 -233 284 1.7 2. 2
10,000 to 20,000 -304 440 4.4 6.4
20,000 to 50,000 - ------- ------------- 292 449 9.1 14. 2
50,000 to 100,000 -99 151 7 1 10. 6
100,000 to 5O,000 -78 .. 123 15.6 24.4
500,000andover -11 25 12.8 24.1

Urban-type settlements -1,568 2, 922 9. 2 17. 2

Under 3,000 -397 755 .8 1.4
3,000 to 5,000 -- 427 759 1.7 3. 0
5,000 to 10,000 -524 1,004 3. 6 7. 0
10,000 to 20,000 -197 370 2.6 4. 9
20,000 and over -23 34 .5 9

Source: Izvestia, May 10, 1959.

TABLE D.-Population of the U.S.S.R., by sex, according to censuses of 1926, 1989,
and 1959

[Territory as of census date. Absolute figures in millions]

Population Percent of total popu-
lation

Census date l Sex ratio '

Total Male Female Male Female

Dec. 17, 192 -147.0 71.0 76.0 48 52 93.4
Jan. 17, 1939 -170. 6 81. 7 88.9 48 52 91.9
Jan. 15, 1959 -208.8 94.0 114s8 45 55 3 81.9

I Males per 100 females.
I An equal number of males and females is reported for ages under 32 years.

Source: Izvestlya, May 10, 1959.

is
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TABLE E.-Projected population of the United States, by age and se: July 1, 1960
1 1 . " . and 1965

lIn thousands. Including Armed Foroes overseas hut excluding Alaska and HawaiiI

1960 1965

Age Both Male Female Both Male Female

sales sexes

All ages----------------------------- 180,126 89,112 91,014 105,747 06,637 09,110

Under S years --- -- 19, 991 10,184 9,807 21,243 10,828 10, 415
5 to 9 years- 10,159 9,782 9,377 20.837 10,637 10,200
10 to 14 years - . 17,217 8,795 8,422 19,216 9, 806 9,410
15 to 109 years - .- ------------ 13,406 6,804 6, 02 17, 267 8,803 8,464
20 to 24 years---------------- 11,311 5,703 5.608 13.502 6,608 6,894
25 to 29 years - 10,94 5,4409 ,4097 11,4509 5736 5,723
30 to 34 years -11,878 5,8fi f,0 18 11,058 5,403 5,$75
35 to 39 years -12,434 8,084 6,350 11, 914 5,871 6,043
40 to 44 years ---- --- 11,549 5, 47 5,902 12,374 0,02 6,2332
45to 49 years - 11,050 5,390 5, 6f0 11,389 5,541 5,848
50 to 54 years - . 9,796 4,790 5,00 10,741 S,185 5,556
55 to 09 years -------- ------- 8.372 4,008 4.314 0.340 4,487 4,803
55 to 64 years 78; ,238 3, 447 3.791 7 739 3, 657 4.102
65 to 69 years -5,877 2,747 3,130 6.3905 2.920 3,475
70 years and over -09902 4,372 5, 530 11,243 4,823 6,420

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Illiustrative Projections of the Population of the United States, by
Age and Sex, 1900 to 1080," by Meyer Zitter and Jacob S. Siegel, current population reports, series P-25,
No. 187. rhe distributions shown aro those for series Ii. This series postulates the continuation of fertility
at the 1955-57 level

TABLES F.-Estimated and pro cted population of the U.S.S.R., by age and sex:
Yan. 1, 1959 and 1966

iln thousands]

1959 1966
Age

Total Male Female Total Male Female

Total ---- 208,626 94,012 114,814 233,714 107,674 126,040

Under 5 years - -- - ------ 24, 402 12.506 11, 896 25, 285 12, 973 12,312
5 to 9years ---------------- - - 21.717 11,080 10.637 24,440 12,518 11,922
i to 14 years- - - 14,755 7,511 7,244 22,903 11,G89 11,214
15 to 19 years - - - - 19,217 9,787 9,430 li.99

3
0,1S5 8, 838

20 to 24 years - - - - 19, 716 10,0:9 9,G67 15, 4S1 7,870 7,611
25 to 29 years - - - - 16.114 7,668 8,446 21,402 10, iS 10,514
30 to 34 years - - - - 19,795 8.813 10,982 15,507 7,579 7,928
35to39 years - - - - 12, 898 4.834 8, 064 19.293 8.8f4 10,429
40 to 44 years -- . 10,306 3.454 6.852 10, 262 6,191 9,071
45 to 49 years - - . 12, 83 4, 336. 8. 167 10,181 3,515 6, 668
50.to 54 years - - - - 11,097 4,250 6,847 11.039 3.850 7.689
55to.59 years - - - - 9,241 3,594 5,647 10,970 3, 96 6.971
6Gito 64years - - - - 6, 391 2 302 3, w9 9,180 3, 08 0,672
65 to 69 years- -- 4.409 1.625 2,784 6, 36 2,350 4,015
70 years arid over - - - 6,265 2,113 4,152 7,913 2,725 5,188

Source: Foreign Man power Research Office. U.S. Bureau of the Census. The total given for 1959 is
that reported in the preliminary results of the Soviet census of lpillation taken as of Jan. 15, 19.59. The
age aind sex dlistributioni for 1959 Is estimated on the basis of numerous fragments of information; 1066 popuia-
tion is a projection of the 1959 figures on the assumption of no change in the present fertility level. The 2
dates chosen are those which span the current Soviet 7-year plan.



,COMPARISONS OF TIlE UNITED STATES AND SOVIET
ECONOMIES: THE LABOR FORCE

(By Warren W. Eason, Princeton University)

A comparison of two countries such as the Soviet Union and the
United States in the matter of a vital component of total economic
activity such as the "labor force" raises many fundamental questions.
On the one hand, there are the "statistical" questions, of definition
and concept, arid of the reliability, comparability and meaning of
various quantitative indexes. On the other hand, there are. the
larger questions directed toward evaluating the "effectiveness with
which human resources are utilized"-in two economic systems which
differ as to ends and means but which are faced with the common
problem of bringing mani ower into phase with the changing require-
ments of an industrialized society. Furthermore, since the Soviet
Union and the United States are seen increasingly "in competition"
with one another in the economic sphere, questions on the labor
force, as well as others, tend to be viewed in the light of their impli-
cations with respect to the outcome of this competition.

In its most basic form, the problem of the labor force common to
both the United States (over its history) and the Soviet Union is
the general problem of labor in industrialization, the problem of
transforming ordinary manpower from "primitive tillers of the soil
-into a disciplined industrial labor force," committed to a "drastically
inew way of life";' and the problem of developing cadres of skilled and
higher level manpower, i.e., "personnel with the skill necessary to
formulate and execute developmental policies,"2 to handle positions
of management, planning, and research.

These demands of a developing economy quite evidently involve
both quantitative and qualitative changes in the labor force, which
may be conveniently categorized under four headings:

(1) The number of persons available for productive work, by age
and sex (i.e., the "labor force" in the basic sense of the word);

(2) The level and distribution of skills and experience;
(3) Distribution by the major characteristics of the demand for

labor (e.g., job requirements, time and seasonal patterns of work,
geographical location, industry, etc.);

(4) Effectiveness or efficiency in given work situations.
These are what might be called the four.dimensions of the labor

force, and set the terms on which the Soviet Union and the United
States will be compared in the present paper.

At the same time, it must be recognized that the contribution of
labor to economic performance is not an absolute and isolated matter;
in other words, a certain sense of relevance must be kept in mind.
Even if we could quantify or otherwise delineate "labor" as such,
proper interpretation and evaluation of the results would depend,

IW. Galenson, ed., "Labor and Economic Development" (New York: Jobn Wiley & Sons, 1959), p. 2.
rhld,, p7 153
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for example, on the particular stage of economic development we were
considering, as well as on the availability and effectiveness of other
resources, such as "capital" and "land."

Furthermore, these relationships are more, than in the nature of a
static comparison. They reflect an underlying, continuing -process
of change and adjustment. For this reason, it is essential in the
final analysis to take account of the organizational and structural
framework within which methods, practices, and policies with respect.
to the utilization of human resources work themselves out. In
other words, it is necessary to examine the "web of rules" ' which,
,serves in any industrialized system to relate the elements of labor to
each other and to the other parts of the system.

This is the broad outline suggested by a comparison of the "labor
force" in the Soviet Union and the United States. Unfortunately,.
neither the size of this paper nor the level of our understanding of
many of the questions will permit a comprehensive survey at the
present time. By the same token, however, it should be possible to
touch upon some major issues and at the same time to keep the larger
outline in mind. The approach will be to consider each of the four
dimensions of the labor force listed -above in -turn, and then to maike
some concluding observations.

LABOR FORCE TRENDS

The first dimension of the labor force refers to the number of
persons, by age or sex, who work or who want to work for pay or
profit, or who contribute without pay to the principal productive
effort of the head of the household. Such measures of the total labor
force of the Soviet Union and the United States, for selected years
beginning with 1860, are summarized in table 1. The U.S. figures
are from the dicennial censuses through 1930 and the monthly survey
of the labor force beginning with 1940. The U.S,.S.R. figures are
estimates based On data from several censuses, as well as on available
noncensus data. Projections of the labor force from 1960 to 1975
are based on assumptions that will ~be set forth below.'

In sheer numbers, the-Soviet Unio~n has been frequently charac-
terized in terms of a manpower "pool" which is abundant relative to,
other resources, including arable land and capital equipment, and
which is rapidly growing. The United States, on the other hand, at
least from a historical point of view, has been portrayed as a country
-of labor "scarcity," manifest particularly in the incentives tradition-
ally offered to immigration.

' C. Kerr and A Siegel "The Structuring of the Labor Force in Industrial Relations: New D~imensions
and New Questoion," Inaustrial and Labor Relations Review, vol. Vill, No. 2, January 1955, pp. 162-163.

4 Details on the Soviet data themseives and on methods and concepts for this section of the paper may he
found In W. W. Eason," "Soviet Manpower: The Population and Labor Force of the U.S.S.R.," an uin-
published Ph. D). thesis on deposit with Columbia University.-

~~1.,. '.i, I
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TABLE 1.-The total labor force of the U.S.S.R. and United States, by sex, estimated, 1860-1956, and projected, 1960-75 1

Both seues Males Females Females percent of 00
both sexes °

Year' I CA
United United United 0

U.S.S.R. ' United States U.S.S.Rt. United States U.S.S.R. United States U.S.S.Rt. United s
States 4 percent of States percent of States percent of StatesU.S.S.R. U.S.S.R. U.S.S.R.

Thousands T7o9sands Thousands Thousands Thousands Thousandso

l93i).~ ~ ~~~~~6. -8 9S 3
---- --- --- --- --- ---- --- -- 50 10 500 29.6 -- -- -- 0- -- 1---- - -- -4 t

low ----------------------------------- 4,400 28 . 00 44.7 35,40 2 23,5009 9,00 D,30 18. 384lm~ ------ --- --- --- --- --- --- --- -- 85, 100 46,700 54.09 - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - -193 ---------------------------- 8,500 48.000 55.3 47.4D0 38,1241 t 1 000 23 44 22.1 '3IM ---------------------------- 105.300 55.700 453. 0 58,400 41,500 7 46.900 14,200 30.3 44 5 25 '1105 ---------------------------- 105.300 64,500 6.3 51,920 45,200 88.4 53,400 18,600 54. 8 50. 7 28.81955 ----------------------- II10CO 67.700 60. 58,020 47, F100 82.1 83. 600 W0.100 37. 48.0 20.6 11960 -------------------- 114,800 73,200 63 8 62,100 4,9.00 '80. 4 52,700 23.200 44.0 45.9 31.71965--z ---------------- 117, 160 79,200 67.6 65,800 53,000 80.5 01.300 26. 200 51.1 43.8 33.1 ~1970-------------------- 123.160 86,200 70.0 72.000 6,800o 78.9 51,100 29,400 57.8 '415 341975:-------------------- 130,600 93,400 71.5 79,400 610,9g0 70. 7 51,200 32,300 63.5 39.2 34.8

I D~ata for the U.S.S.R. are derivedi f-rom sources and by rosthods set forth in W -w. or Unemployment" (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1957, p. 215, and iBureau of 0Eason, "Soviet Manpower: Tho Population and Labor Force of the U.S.S.it', unp-ub- the Census, "Projections of the L~abor Force in the United States, 195.5 to 1973,' CurrentItsbed Phb.D. thesis on deposit with Columbia University, adjusted to conform to the Populatios Reports Series Cc50, No. 69, Octoht, l96, pp. 12-13.SIIpreiminslnry results of the 1920 Soviet census, Pravda, May 10, 1959. ' As of January: for U.S.S.R.; April, 1860-1930, first quarterly average, 1940-55, end 'Data ror-the ulnited States are from C. 1). Long, "The Labor Force Under Changing annual average, 1960-75, for United States. 6aincome and ]Employment" (Princeton: Princeton University P'ress, 1958), pp. 285-287 1 Tlerritory for 1600-19.30 is Soviet pre-1930; territory for 1940-75, present.and 316-317; for i92only fromdataain S. Lebergott, "Annual Estimatesof Unemployment ' U.S. data through 1930 are fronicensuses; frons 1940-55, according to current popuia. 0In the United States, 100-1954," in C. D. Long, ed., "T'e Measurement and Be avlor tlon surveys. lt

0
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With respect to the earlier period§s of industrialization in the two
*countries, this comparison is essentially valid. In more recent years,
however, the difference has been sharply narrowed, largely due to
basic changes.in the structure of resource relationships in the Soviet
Union. Since the beginning of the industrialization drive in 1928 the
capital stock has increased and modern technology has been intro-
duced on a wide scale, with the result that labor productivity has
increased -measurably. From- this source alone, one can speak of
a rise in the "capital-labor" ratio since 1928, 6r a decline in the
"abundance" of labor relative to capital.

But there is a further movement in the same direction, particularly
important at the present time, which is attributable to demographic
forces. Partly because of the catastrophic effects of World War II,
but also due to a relatively greater decline in the birth rate than
death rate in peacetime, the overall rate of population growth (other
than through territorial annexation) since 1928 has considerably de-
elined. The first effect on the rate of growth of the labor force was
felt as a result of the war itself, through the premature death of more
than 20 million adults.A The second effect is being felt now, and will
be felt in the future, with the entry into the working and reproductive
ages of persons born during the war, when birth rates were low and
infant mortality rates high.

Assuming unchanged labor force participation rates by age and sex
(about which more below), the incidence of mortality during the war,
-as shown in table 1, had the direct effect of holding the total labor
force to approximately the same level in 1950 (105 million) as it was
in 1940, whereas in the absence of war the number would have
'increased by more than 10 million.

From 1950 to 1955, on the other hand, there was an increase in the
labor force of more than 6 million, reflecting the entry into the work-
ing ages of individuals who were born before the war, when the birth
rate was relatively high, and who were consequently young enough
to escape some of the hazards of the war.

At present and over the next few years, the dominant effect is a
rather sharp slowing down in the rate of growth of the labor force,
*due to the entry of the "war babies"- into the working ages. This is
largely the reason why the Soviet labor force in table 1 displays be-
tween 1955 and 1965 only one-half of the average absolute increase
that it does between 1950 and 1955.6 Beginning approximately with
1965, however, because of the lower peacetime birth rates of recent
years, the absolute increase of the labor force should return to earlier
levels, although the increase relative to the total population will be
somewhat lower.

These are very significant developments toward accelerating the
reduction in the relative "abundance" of manpower that was already

.taking place in the course of Soviet industrialization. At the same
time, it would be a mistake to exaggerate the implications, or to over-
state the case in terms of an overall labor "shortage."

In the first place, the Soviet labor force is still increasing, although
the rate of increase has been temporarily cut in half. More important

'W. W. Eason "The Soviet Population Today: An Analysis of the First Results of the 1959 Census,"
Foreign A ffairs, vol. 37, No.4 July 1959 pp. 598-606. Needless to say, not all of those who died prematurely
would have been in the labor force in any event. * I

'The 5-year intervals on which these estimates arehbased are selected for estimatIng convenience, so that
the years cited cannot have the connotation of annual estimates.
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is the fact that the "labor problem" in economic development is
really a question of the changes which must be brought about in the
"qualitative" dimensions of the labor force. To a certain extent,
sheer numbers of persons and the increase therein can serve the cause
of rising production. However, the ultimate goals of rising produc-
tivity per worker (and rising living standards per capita) demand that
sooner or later there be "qualitative" changes in the labor force, lest
the full fruits inherent in the accumulation of capital. the advance-
ment of technology, and the increased complexity of economic organi-
zation, be foregone. What a slowing down in the rate of increase of
the number in the labor force entails is a quickening of the need to
bring about the "qualitative" changes which are necessary if overall
economic goals are to be met.

Broad relationships of this type may very well lie behind what is
apparent in Soviet circles as a heightened concern at this very time
for improving the effectiveness of manpower utilization, from the
ordinarv worker through higher level technical and managerial per-
sonnel. Soviet planners and administrators have always been con-
cerned with these problems, it is true, but the results until recently
have been well below levels of manpower efficiency attained in the
more advanced industrial countries. This is understandable, given the
magnitude of the problem. the time factor, and the possibility hereto-
fore of relying more on quantity than on quality. The present indica-
tion is of more persistent and pervasive efforts to raise the qualitative
indexes. Attention to these questions will be given below.
. Some final observations on thle influencec of population growth on
labor force trends in the two countries may be made on the basis of
a direct comparison of the data in table 1. The outstanding char-
acteristic of the comparison is the amount by which the rate of increase
of the U1.S. labor force has exceeded that of the Soviet Union (and
imperial Russia, on Soviet territory). Between 1860 and 1955. the
Soviet labor force increased bv about 3 tirmes, from 35 to 112 million,
while the labor force of the United States increased by 6 times, from
11 to 68 million. In other words, the U.S. labor force was in 1860
equal to 30 percent of the Soviet labor force, and in 1955, 60 percent.

Furthermore, if the assumptions on which the respective projec-
tions to 1975 are based are at all "predictive," the U.S. labor force by
that time will equal approximately 70 percent of the Soviet.

Tending to raise the rate of growth of the U.S. labor force relative
to that of the Soviet Union since 1860 were the waves of immigration
of the 19th and earlv 20th centuries. Tending to lower the Soviet
rate of growth were the effect-s of World Wars I and II and of the
Civil War of 1918-20, together with the decline in population growth
during the early 1930's.

These particular considerations are more than enough to account
for the implied demographic effects on relative labor force growth
rates, because the overall pattern of peacetime birth and death rates
(until the 1950's), taken by itself, actually shows an earlier-decline
in the rate of natural increase of the population in the United States
than in the Soviet Union, as-an integral part of the process of rndus-
trialization which began much earlier in the United States.
.Since.about 1950, crude.birth and--death rates and the rate of

natural increase of the population have been quite similar in the two
countries, but this may be a soniewhat misleading identity from the
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standpoint of its effect on the labor force. In the first place, as
pointed out above, relative rates of growth of the respective labor
forces in the immediate future will be quite different due to the
influence of the war, another way of saying that beneath the pattern
of similar birth and death rates lies a rather different population
structure by age and sex. This fact partly explains the increase in
the U.S. labor force from 61 percent of the Soviet in 1.955 to 68 per-
-cent in 1965, but the remainder of the explanation is the assumption
*of declining labor force participation rates in the Soviet Union after
1950 (about which more below).

The assumption of declining labor force participation rates is also
probably the major (if not entire) explanation for the fact that from
1965 to 1970 the U.S. labor force percent of the Soviet rises at all.
In other words, from demographic causes alone one would expect the
rates of increase of the respective labor forces to be more or less
similar in this period, due to the entry into the working ages of
persons born beginning with 1950, when birth rates were similar.

After about 1975, however, the participation rates may very well
move once again "in favor" of the United States, as far as purely
demographic considerations are concerned. The reason lies in the
possible pattern of birth rates over the immediate future, since it is
these age groups that will provide the new workers in about 15 or 20
years. On the assumption that fertility rates with respect to women
-of childbearing ages remain more or less unchanged for each country,
over the coming years the birth rate in the Soviet Union will almost
*certainly fall below that of the United States. This is because the
relatively small age-groups born during the war are now entering the
reproductive ages in the Soviet Union, while the opposite is true in
the United States.

Up to this point the discussion has been almost entirely concerned
with the relationship of population growth to labor force trends. The
implication is that in the long run the two are more or less synonymous,
i.e., that questions of overall labor supply are ultimately questions of
population. At any moment in time, however, the size of the total
labor force is also a function of the percentage of the population in the
labor force, by age and sex, a consideration which also contributes in
minor degree to longrun trends. More important, changes in the
percentage of the population in the labor force with respect to a given
,country are significant for what they reveal about attitudes toward
work and leisure in response to changes in income and other variables.
Soviet data are extremely inadequate for a comparison with the
United States on these grounds, but some general observations may
nevertheless be made.

Reproduced in table 2 are selected percentage relationships between
the population and the labor force with respect to ages 14 and over in
the United States and 16 and over in the Soviet Union. (The difference
in age coverage introduces a minor difficulty in making this com-
parison, but is not readily eliminated on the basis of available data.)

The percentage for the United States is consistently below the
corresponding figure for the-Soviet Union, and is also essentially stable.
This stability may be seen as well in the U.S. data for earlier years,'

* C. D. Long, "The Labor Force Under Changing Income and Employment" (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1958).
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and stands as the net effect of a rising percentage of females and falling
percentage of older men and youths in the labor force, the percentage
-of inales in theipriieo sworking ages in the labor force remaining about
-constant.

TABLE 2.-The percentage of the population of the U7.S.S.R., and U.S.A. in the
labor force, ages 16 and over (U.S.S.R.) and 14 and over (U.S.A.), by sex, esti-
mnated and reported, 1926-55, and hypothetical, 1960-75 t

Both Rexes Males Females
Year

U.S.S.R. U.S.A. U.S.S.R. U.S.A. U.S.S.R. U.S.A.

19M6-------- 81.2--------- 92.9 -------- 70.8.-------
is0 -53.9 84.1 -243
1940 79.9 55. 9 95.6 83.9 66.3 28.2
1I0- 78.2 6 8.3 95. 84. 4 66.6 33.1
1955-78 2 680 95 0 82 3 62.8 34.5
1960 . 74.2 67. 9 94 5 81 0 59.2 35. 9
19-5-71.8 57. 7 93.3 79.3 85.3 37. 2
1970 -69.8 58. 0 92.5 78.7 81.8 38.5
'197,5 - 68.2 58.8 91.8 78.9 48.6 39.8

Sources of data are the same as In table 1.

Compared to other couhtries of the world, a very large percentage
of the Soviet population has always been engaged in "economic ac-
tivity." In Imperial Russia, a predominantly agricultural economy,
the principal production unit of which was the individual household
organized into villages and operating under the general control of the
landed estate, virtually all able-bodied persons of both sexes partici-
pated in primary economic activity at least part of the year. This
condition is generally appreciated, but statistical confirmation rests
almost entirely with the Soviet census of 1926, taken just. before the
start of the industrialization drive and the collectivization of agri-
culture. The census shows 81 percent of the population age 16 and
over in the labor force, compared to 55 percent of the U.S. population
age 14 and over in 1930.

Under conditions of the industrialization drive; the percentage of
the population dependent on nonagricultural occupations increased
(see table 5,-below), but this may not have reduced significantly tho
percentage of the population in the -labor force. Unfortunately,
comprehensive figures on the total labor force of the U.S.S.R., except
for the control figures as of 1931, have not become available since the
5-year plans began. The results of the 1937 census were officially
abrogated shortly after the census was taken,8 and although tabulation
was subsequently completed, 9 were never published. Releases from
the 1939 census, on the other hand, have been confined-to population
data with partial detail, including a classification by "social groups"
which is onlv of indirect aid in deriving labor force figures. The
preliminary results of the 1959 census include no data on the labor
force.

In short, with the exception of the 1931 data, Soviet estimates of
the total labor force during the plan years have never been published.
In the absence of adequate data, therefore, any indication of the
changes in ,the relationship., between the population and the labor
force must be to a certain extent speculative.

h lavestila, September 26, 1937:' - i
* F. Lortmer, Tbe Nature of Soviet Population and Vital Statistics,'! The American Statistician, April-

May, 1953. pp. 7-11.
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Under conditions of the plan years, certain factors would appear to
have increased the percentage of the population in the labor force
and others to have decreased it; but on balance, the effect was probably
to decrease the percentage to some degree. Tending to increase it
would be (1) the -efforts of the~Soviet Government to get the maximum
proportion of the adult population into the labor force, although
considering the high proportion already existing on the eve of the
plans, there are decided limits in this direction; (2) the increase in the
population age 16 to 59 relative to other groups; and (3) possibly the
indirect effects of the fall in real wages, which were low before the
plans and which have apparently remained below the 1938 level
until as recently as 1952.10 Tending to decrease it would be (1) the
increase in school attendance, although this would be more a case of
reducing the average number of days worked during the year, since
many young people (especially on farms) would continue to be in the
labor force for at least part of the year; and (2) the large-scale migra-
tion of females from rural to urban areas.

On the basis of these general considerations, amplified and sup-
ported by indirect and fragmentary evidence, the percentage of
the Soviet population in the labor force-by age and sex and rural
and urban areas-was derived for 1939-40. The results of this esti-
mate, with respect to the population age 16 and over, are reproduced
in table 2.

However, valid these assumptions for the first decade of the 5-year
plans may be, the continued absence of concrete information from
official sources makes it increasingly difficult to estimate percentage
relationships for recent years, and to make projections therefrom for
the future.

One possibility is that the percentages will continue to be high in
the future, that is, until fundamental changes in economic and social
conditions create a climate in which a certain proportion of women
and older people who are now in the labor force will be inclined to
leave. (Visitors to the Soviet Union seem to think that such a climate
does not yet exist, and that with respect to women in particular,
labor force participation rates in urban as well as in rural areas.
remain relatively high.)

Until this decline does take place, labor force participation rates
can be expected to stay near the 80 percent of the population age 16
and over which follows from the above assumptions, modified slightly
by changes in the composition of the population by age and sex.

The data for the Soviet Union reproduced in table 2, however, are
actually drawn up on the assumption of a definite but modest decline
in the percentage of the female population and of the young and old
of both s-xes in the labor force, beginning with 1955. The only real
evidence for making such an assumption is highly indirect, consisting
of the observation that preplan rates were exceptionally high by inter-
national standards, implying that they should very well come down
sooner or-later, and that the period beginning with 1955 is the first to
reflect a certain amount of "normality" and "stability" in Soviet
affairs, a necessary condition for the ultimate decline. Having
passed through the exceptional peiiod of the 1930's as well as the war
and its aftermath, i.eq through the death of-Stalin, it can becargued,

10 J. G. Chapman, " Real Wages In the Soviet Union, 1928-52," The Review of Economics and Statistles,
May 1954, pp 134-156. This refers to changes in the purchasing power of.money wages, and does not In-
lude changes In "sociallzed" wages..
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Soviet labor force participation rates niay very well now begin to
resemble those of other industrialized countries.

When and if such a decline in labor force participation rates does
take place, it will tend to remove one of the features distinguishing
the Soviet labor force from that of other industrialized countries,
namely, the high percentage of fe males. At the turn of the century,
according to table 1, the share of the labor force comprising females
in Imperial Russia (45 percent) was almost three times that of the
Uinited States (I8 percent). In the intervening years, due partly to
the substantially greater mortality of males than females in World
Wars I and II and( the period of the early 1930's, and also to the
assumption of continued high participationl rates through 1950,
slightly more than one-half of the Soviet labor force in 1950 was
comprised of females. Over the same half century, however, the
labor force participation rates of females in the United States has
increased, with the result that the U.S. percentage in 1950 was only
about one-half that of the Soviet Union (compared to one-third in
1900). If the assumptions on which t-he population and labor force
projections in tables I and 2 are based are corret,, by 1975 the sex
composition of the respective labor forces will be roughly similar.

THE LEVEL AND DISTRIBUTION OF SKILLS AND ExPERIENCE

The need to develop requisite skills among the members of the labor
force and to raise the general level of their experience, if the Soviet
Union is to become a trulv industrialized nation, has beio recognized
from the earliest days of the regime. The country began the process
of industrialization with essentially the same dearth of skills and
experience amlong the labor force as a whole as other underdeveloped
countries, with the added fact that a number of the most experienced
and qualified people had to be effectively eliminated from positions of
responsibility for essentially political reasons.

On the eve of the first 5-year plan (1928), approximilately 80 percent
of the Soviet populationN was dependent on agricultural or other rural
sources of incomec (see table 4, below), signifying in this case an almost
total lack of experience, training or even famliliaritv with an industrial
way of life. In tile intervening years-through tile vastly expanded
educational system, the large-scale moverlemnt of the population to
urban areas and to non-agricultural employment, the mechanization
of a certain amount of farm work, and incessant indoctrination
through the press and radio-the Soviet population, although still
more than half in rural areas, has become essentially familiar with the
requirements of an industrial way of life."

The outstanding feature of this development, of couLrse, is not that
it has happened, because in broad outline it follows the pattern of
every industrializing country, including the United States, but that it
happened in such a short period of time. A significant aspect of the
way it took place, moreover, is not the expansion of the systein of
formalized training, important though it is, but the more indirect and
generalized procedures by which the labor force has become aceliunated
through what is really "on-the-job-training'" in the most general sense
of the term.

"W. WN. Eason, " Are the Soviets W lninnn the Battle of Production." Committee for Economic Develop-
ment, "Soviet Progress vs. American Enterprise .(Ncw York: Doubleday & Co., 1955). p. 100.
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This is dramatized early in the period by the sudden and marked
increase in the number of wage and salary workers in state enterprises
during calendar year 1931. Largely the result of reactions against
collectivization and appearing as a migration of peasants to urban
areas, this increase was well above planned rates.

It may be argued that if industrial enterprise managers had been economically
prudent, payrolls would not have increased by such a large amount in 1 year
(1931), and remained more or less unchanged for several years thereafter. The
mass exodus to the cities in 1931 would seemn necessarily to have led to unemploy-
ment under "normal" conditions.

On the other hand, it is possible to view the "hiding" of manpower in these
years as an investment in training, or at least in "indoctrination." One of the
big problems facing the Soviet leaders during the 1930's was the acclimatization of
the peasant migrant to industrial life. In this sense his inclusion on the payrolls,
rather than being left unemployed and forced to return to the countryside, may
be viewed as a contribution tending to balance the negative effects in terms of
per capita productivity.12

Without discussing the Soviet educational system in any detail,
since it has been the object of considerable attention in recent years,' 3
certain observations can be made about the problem of developing
the skills and experience required by the Soviet economy in its present
stage of development.

The key to the orientation of Soviet administrators to these problems
may very well lie in the broad aims according to which the educational
system is presently being reorganized. The direction of the discussion
seems to be toward a system which will provide some combination of
the following objectives: (1) a stepping up of the exposure of the!
broad mass of the younger elements of the population to concrete work
situations, regardless of theii future career objectives, in the hope that
this will make them accordingly more sensitive to the rank and file
problems of an industrialized society; and (2) the provision for the
selection and training of those most qualified for high level technical,.
managerial, and research positions, having in mind that the program,
for these individuals requires a good deal of formalized training.

These two objectives represent two schools of thought in the Soviet.
Union at the present time, and the final "balance" in terms of emphasis.
and direction remains to be determined. In any event, the evidence-
does seem to point to greater emphasis than in the past, for the mass
of youth, on receiving production line experience before they are-
admitted to higher education. As long as this program is not pushed
to the pcint where it depletes or seriously delays the training of indi-
viduals whose ultimate careers-for example, in scientific research-
will never place them in direct contact with problems of industrial
production, it has some merit.

In the first place, for technological and other reasons, the Soviet.
economy has until recently been operating under the general conditions
of a relative abundance of labor, as noted above, with a level of
efficiency of labor utilization which is relatively low compared to the
more industrialized countries. As part of the efforts to raise the
effectiveness of labor utilization, the goal will be achieved more easily
to the extent that the worker feels a certain dignity and status in his

12 W. W. Eason, "Labor Force Materials for the Study of Unemployment in the Soviet Union," The
Measurement and Behavior of Unemployment, a conference of the Universities-National Bureau Comr
mittee for Economic Research (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1957), p. 415.

"3 For example, N. DeWitt, "Soviet Professional Manpower: Its Education, Training, and Supply"
(Washington, D.C.: National Science Foundation, 195.5); and A. C. Korol, "Soviet Education for Science
and Technology'? (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1957).
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position as a worker. The ideology of the Soviet state, it is true,
centers on the ordinary worker; but the evidence seems to be that in
the overriding need to develop individuals with the higher skills and
techniques, an understandable glorification of the manager and engi-
neer has set in. The complaint is made that youthls frequently regard
production-line work as something less than desirable, and individuals
so engaged as of relatively low status.

In other coun tries and systems, the trade union, by taking the part
of the worker against management or the state, can sometimes give
the worker a certain sense of status and even power. In the Soviet
state, if the same objective is to be achieved, the worker must first of
all identify himself with the socialized framework and objectives of
society, at the saume time that he regards his individual work situation
with what is essentially a feeling of satisfaction. If the reemphasis of
the reorganization of tihe educational system along these lines succeeds
in raising the dignity and worth of ordinary labor, a difficult objective
under any conditions, it may very well reap intangible benefits in
worker morale and efficiency.

A second (and probably secondary) effect of the reorganization
would seem to be related to the underlying structure of the labor force
in terms of age, as a reflection of the distribution in terms of skills and
experience. For this purpose, the labor force inay be divided into the
following groups:

(1) Thc senior group in the labor force in the next decade from which,
in addition to others, are drawn top managerial personnel, as well as
technical and lower personnel with accumulated years of experience,
is the group born anywhere from about 1900 to 1920. Some of these
were old enough to have beer subjected to the military hazards of
World War I; some were born during the Civil War. when the birth
rate was low; and almost all would have been subject to military serv-
ice in World War II. For all of these reasons, this is necessarily a
relatively small group.

(2) The middle group ii tihe labor force in the next decade will be
the one born betvween the early 1920's and World War II. For most
of these years, birth rates were relatively high, and the majority of
the people in this group were of an age to have escaped militarv service
during World War TI. These are the members of the labor force in
the next decade who are "in transition" to positions of responsibility,
and who are otherwise acquiring experience in all types of jobs. For
the aforementioned demographic reasons, this will be a relatively
large group.

(3) The younger group in the labor force in the next decade, those
entering the labor force, will be persons born during the years of
relatively low birth rate, and will therefore be of relatively small
number in the total.14

By taking a higher percentage of students for engineering institutes
and other specialized schools from those who are otherwise qualified
but who have produetion-line experience, the effect will be, amnong
others, to raise the average age of the students in these schools. A
higher percentage of youtlis presently in secondary schools will enter
product ion for several years before going on to higher training; and

ma Thu Is discussed In greater detail In W, W. Eason, "PopultIon Growth and Economic Development
in the U.S.S.R.," in the' 1958 ProceedLngs of the Social Statistics Section of the American Statistical Assocl-
tion."
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a higher percentage of the entrants to the institutes will come from the
somewhat older persons already on the production line.

This means that the bulk of those entering training (in institutes)
in the coming years will be drawn from the relatively large middle
group mentioned above which has already entered the labor force.
This will serve to redress any "imbalance" in the proportion of trained
and untrained people which occurred when this relatively large group
passed through the ages heretofore devoted to advanced training.
It will also tend to maintain a similar "balance" in terms of formal
skills and age structure between the middle groups and the relatively
small younger group in the labor force. This is done, in effect, by
not expanding the educational network to supply trained people from
all age groups, but by forcing the persons in the younger groups on the
average to delay training by a certain number of years, and in the
meantime to supply the needs for ordinary labor from this source.

In short, one effect of the educational reform is to give additional
opportunity to the people in the middle-age cohorts to raise their
qualifications, and to bring the rate at which the advanced schools
turn out people of given ages more into line with the rate at which
these people are being supplied to the national economy.

In the longer run, as the level of technology and the complexity of
industrial organization in the Soviet Union continues to rise, one can
expect, in line with recent developments in the United States,'" that
more and more attention will be paid to the development of higher
level technical and managerial manpower, and less to the problems
of the ordinary worker, whose proportion in the labor force will
decline. We cannot say what effect this will have on fundamental
ideology with respect to "labor" in the Soviet Union; but it will
certainly have an important effect on the orientation of the educational
process and the preparation of human resources for the demands of
industry at the highest levels of technique and organization.

THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE LABOR FORCE BY SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS

OF THE DEMAND FOR LABOR

Labor mobility is a hallmark of the industrialization process.
Labor is required to move from one job to another and from one
industry to another. The time and seasonal pattern of work changes,
as does the geographical location of economic activity.

The Soviet and U.S. labor force will be compared in this section
according to the following major characteristics: the distribution by
socioeconomic groups; the distribution by agricultural and nonagri-
cultural occupations; and the hours of work.

The distribution of the labor force by socioeconomic groups

Thirty years of rapid industrialization under national economic
planning have led to significant changes in the economic characteris-
tics of the Soviet labor force. The expansion of industry has increased
the nonagricultural labor force from 18 percent to more than 50
percent of the total labor force; the widening of the network of state
enterprises has tripled the number of wage and salary workers;
collectivization has altered the characteristics of the agricultural labor
force; and private economic activity has been drastically curtailed..

' S. E. Hill and F. Harbison, "Manpower and Innovation in American Industry" (Princeton: Industrial
relations section, Princeton University, 1959).
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These developments, in turn, have been reflected in an increase in the
urban population to three times the 1928 level, or from 18 to about
50 percent of the total population.

TABLE 3.-The laborforce, by socioeconomic groups, U.S.S.R., 192S, 1940, and 19551

Percentage distributionSocioeconomic groups 1929 1040 1055 e

1929 1940 1956

Thougands Tousa7nd| Thousands Percent Percent Percent
Wage and salary workers ------ .-- 11,600 31, 400 49,300 13.5 29. 8 44.2
Co-op handicraftsmen -- 800 1,800 1,800 .9 1. 7 1. a
Non-co-op handicraftsmen - - 1.700 2.200 00 2.0 2.1 .4
Collective farmers - - 1,500 44. 700 45.000 1.7 42.5 40.3
i'rvate farmers - - 67.400 10.800 200 78.3 10.3 .2
Bourgeoisie - - ---- 1,400 - - - 1.

Employed labor force 84 4400 ,900 96,800 98.0 86.3 86.7
Unemployed and transients 1,100 I .. . 1.3 --Discrepancies in derivation 0 11,400 10. 60 0 10.8 9. 5

Civilian labor force-- - , 500 102,300 107,400 99.3 97.1 96. 2Military .- 8 3 00 3.000 4,200 .7 9 3.8

Total labor force -80,100 105,300 I11,600 100.0 100.0 100. 0

I Derived from sources and by methods set forth In Fason op. cit., adjusted to conform to the preliminary
results of the 1959 Soviet census.

Most of these changes are apparent in other Countries unidergoing
industrialization, but several aspects of the Soviet case are unique.
First, the change has been more rapid thrin in other countries. Sec-
ond, the rate of change was irregular during the transitional phase
of the curly years of the plans. more, it would seem, from the pres-
sure for speed and from the superimposition of the planning mceh-
anism than from the requirements of industrialization itself. Third,
certain unique relationships between the labor force and the work
process were established, primarily ill the case of collective farming.
And, finally, there is the matter of forced labor, a condition of Soviet
eConolIlic development which has attracted particular attention from
non-Soviet analysts.

Data to illustrate these developments, for 1928, 1940, and 1955,
are in table 3. The total labor force for 1940 and 1955 is estimated
from the population and assumptions with respect to the percentage
of the population in the labor force, as described above. (See also
table 1.) The data bv socio-economic groups are based on "estab-
lishment-tvpe" statistics reported separately for each of the itidi-
cated groups. An elaborate estimating proceclure had to be devised
in an attempt to eliminate SourS Us of double counting, etc. However,
it will be secf that for 1940 and 1955, as well as for other years in
the 1930's for which similar estimates have been made, there is a
residual category, "discrepancies in derivation." The sum of the
parts. in other words, is less than the whole.

The fact that, this residual is consistently positive would suggest
one or more of the following factors as an explanation: (1) under-
statement of reported labor force data (establishment statistics) on
which the estimates are based; (2) overestimate of the perceeltage
of the population in the total labor force; (3) lnonreportiag of labor
force categories, notably forced labor; (4) assorted errors in estima-
tion. Although there is some discussion in Soviet sources to support

51li-S,7-tO p1. 1-7
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the possibility that reported labor force data involve understatement,
especially with respect to the collective farm labor force, the dis-
cussion is too general to be translated into quantitative terms.

Aside from the real possibility that some if not a major share of
the residual is due to the nonreporting of certain labor force cate-
gories, we may very well be facing here, in somewhat exaggerated
form, the assorted weaknesses in noncensus sources of information
on the population and labor force that cause Soviet statisticians and
other social scientists to look forward to the publication of the
results of the 1959 census. In any event, the existence of the residual
contributes a special difficulty to any analysis of the distribution of
the Soviet labcr force by occupations or socioeconomic groups.

As far as the demand for labor is concerned, the expansion of the
nonagricultural sector of the Soviet economy under the 5-year plans.
has appeared almost entirely as an increased demand for wage and
salary workers. Selected data for wage and salary workers, in com-
parison with the United States, are reproduced in table 4. (The data
in this table refer to nonagricultural as well as agricultural wage and
salary workers, although in the case of each country the latter com-
prises a relatively small proportion.)

TABLE 4.-The number of wage and salary workers, U.S.S.R. and United States,
selected years, 1928-65 1

[In thousands]

U.S.S.R. United States U.S.S.R.
- .. ______ - ______ - ______ - ________ percent

of
Females, Females, United

Both Males Fe- percent Both Males Fe- percent States
sexes males of both sexes males of both (both

sexes sexes sexes)

1928, year's average---- 11,599 8,477 3,122 26.9 .
1940, January-March X 29,401 18,111 11,290 38.4 34, 770 24,200 10,570 30.3 84.6
1942-458' - 18,400 8,600 9,800 83.0 40.180 268680 13,500 33.6 45.68
1910, September- 40 400 21,410 18,980 47.0 49, 018 33 547 13 468 31.6 82.4
1958, year's average--- 52,400- 53, 000 34,600 18,400 34.7 99. 9
1965, year's average 4... 64.000-

I Data for the U.S.S.R. are derived from sources and by methods set forth in Eason, op. cit.; and Pravda,.
Jan. 16, 1959, and Nov. 14, 1958. Data consistently Include servants but exclude collective farm tractor
drivers (estimated). Data for the United States are from selected issues of the Monthly Report on the Labor
Force

*2 t _. G Y data are January- U .S data, March.
U.S.S.R. Jata are 1942; U.S. data, beginning of 1945.

4 According to '-year plan.

The demand for wage and salary workers in the Soviet Union was:
satisfied during the 1930's partly by the supply of manpower already
in the urban aiaas, consisting of both the unemployed persons and.
those in other categories of the urban labor force; partly by the
migration of labot from rural to urban areas; and partly by drawing
persons into the Labor force. In sum total, rural-urban migration
and the transformation of formerlv rural communities into urban
areas appear to have accounted fk r more than 80 percent of the in-
creased labor supply b Iwage and salary workers in urban areas.' 6

At the same time, the population of working ages was increasing,
although the average rate of increase during the intercensal period.
(1926-39) was less than projected on the basis of preplan survival
ratios. The absolute inctease in the adult population age 16 to 59,

16 S. 1. Sul'kevich, "Territoria I naselenie S.S.S.R." (Moscow, 1940), p. 30.
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between 1926 and 1939 was at a rate of 1.5 percent per year, or in
total 16.5 million. This may be compared to the reported increase
of 18.3 million wage and salary workers over the same period. With
an allowance for a lower rate of labor force participation among
females than males, the absolute increase in the population of prime.
working ages (16 to 59) represents an increase in the labor force
equal to almost two-thirds of the reported increase in the number of
wage and salary workers alone.

All things taken into account, the sources of labor supply seemr
adequate to account for the indicated overall rate of increase in wage
and salary employment without serious dislocation in other sectors
of the labor force. Even in the most recent period, deficits in the
population of working ages caused by the war, and what might other-
wise be mounting resistance to rural-urban migration at past rates,
have tended to be compensated for by the increase of the population
of working ages brought about by the influx of persons born during
the vears of relatively high birth rates in the late 1930's.

Within this framework of demand and supply factors, it is of
interest to note that over the period from 1928 to the present, the
number of female wage and salary workers has increased at a moro
rapid rate than the number of males. The result is that females
now comprise about 50 percent of the total number of wage and
salary workers, compared to 27 percent at. the beginning of the plans;
or, in other words, that the absolute increase in the number of females
(20 million to 1955 17) has been greater than the increese in the
number of miales (17 million). The demographic factors outlined
above, in particular the declining sex ratio, and the traditionally
bight labor force participation rates of the female population,
undoubtedly have contributed to these changes.

Considering the period of almost 30 years between 1928 and 1955,
the overall increase of 17 million male wage and salary workers is
very little muore than the 15 million increase in the number of males
age 16 to 59 in the population; and the corresponding increase in the
number of female wage and salary workers (20 million) is considerably
less than the increase in the number of females age 16 to 59 (29 million).
It thus appears that the demand for wage and salary workers, a
"priority" sector from the standpoint of manpower allocation, has
been more than met (according to the reported data) by the net
increase in the population of working ages.

Over the next decade, on the other hand, and in particular with
respect to the increase projected in the 7-year plan (1965), the number
of wage and salary workers will probably increase at the expense of
other sectors of the labor force, or through a modification of alterna-
tive nonlabor demands. such as formal education. For all of the
implications of the reorganization of education discussed above,
a reduction in the number of students ic not contemplated.

Data on the number of wage and salary workers in the United
States, in table 4, show that as of 1958 the number in the two countrics
is essentially equal, culminating an overall trend since 1928 in which
the Soviet figure increased more rapidly than the United States.
However, these figures are in a sense not analytically comparable,
because in some instances occupations receiving wages and salaries

"t Eason, op. cit., for further details on this and other parts of this discussion.
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in the Soviet Union receive self-employment income in the United
States.
The distribution of the population by dependency on agricultural and

nonagricultural occupations
At the beginning of the 5-year plans, the total population of the

Soviet Union was almost 50 percent larger than the population on
comparable territory in 1897, but the proportion of the population
dependent on agricultural occupations was essentially the same-
78 percent compared to 75 percent. Once the plans were underway
however, and particularly after collectivization had been achieved,
the agricultural population declined, both absolutely and in proportion
to the total. Trends in these categories are indicated for selected
years in table 5, together with data on the U.S. population by farm
and nonfarm residence.

The absolute decline set in after 1930, with the most perceptible
downward movement taking place between 1931 and 1933, coincident
with the period of rapid collectivization followed by the food shortage;
and there was another decline between 1936 and 1938. The reason
for the decline in the latter period is not clear, although it appears
primarily in the collective farm category."8

I'ld.



TAwxE 5.-The population dependent on agricultural and civilian nonagricultural occupations, reported categories, I7mperial Russia and the
U.S.S.R., 18.97--1955; and the population biy farm and nonfarm residence, U.S.A., 1910--501

1897 3 1928 1940 19| 8 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950

U.S.S.R. 'U.S.A.

Population dependent on agri- Populatlon by farm and non-
cultural and civIlian nonagri- farm residence:
cultural occupations, reported
categorIes: TJousands Thousands Ttoueandr 7houosands Thowsand Thousands Thousands Thousands Thoutandt

Agricultural -93,702 113,300 105,701l 87,100 Farm -32,077 31,614 30,445 30,547 23,332
Nonagiicultural.- 31,938 34, 900 68,300 80,300 Nonfarm -59,895 74,000 92,330 131 122 127,3t6

Total (reported categorles) 125,040 148,200 174, 000 17,600 Total - 91,972 105,710 122.775 131.069 150 f98

tercentage distribution:
Percentage distribution: Prrecnt Prcrect Pcrcent Perenst Percent Pcrcent Perrent Percert Percent

AgrIcultural -74.6 76.5 60 7 520 Farm -4. 9 29.9 24.8 23.2 15.b
Nonagricultural -25.4 23.5 393 480 Nonfarm -65.1 70.1 75.2 70.2 84.5

Total (reported categories)- 100.0 100.0 I10.0 100.0 Total -100.0 100.0 100. 0 100.0 100.0
Population dependent on agri-

cultural occupations, percent
of total populatIon, all Cate.
gorees -- --- 74.6 74.8 3. 7 44.1

Population n agrl- Population by farm residence
cultural' occupations, percent percent of rural population-.- 64.2 61.3 56.6 63.4 37. 8
of rural population -- 86.1 91.8 78.2 77.2

I Data for the U.S.S.R. are derived from sourcees and by methods Bet forth In Eason, p 9; and "ContinuatIon to 1952 of IfLstorical Statistics * (Washington, D.C.:
op. cit. Government Printing Offce, 1954', p. 3.

Data for the U.S.A. aro from U.S. Bureau of the Census, "Historical Statistics of the I Territory for 1897 Is Imperial Russian.
United States, 1789&-945" (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1949),
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By 1938, the population dependent on agricultural occupations was
61 percent of the total population dependent on occupations in
all "reported" categories, and 54 percent of the total population.
Essentially the same relations are seen to hold on the eve, of World
War II (1940), including annexed territories.

The reason for distinguishing between the population dependent.
on- occupations in "reported" -categories and the total population lies.
with the "residual" category which was discussed above. The
presence of the residual means that the indicated relationships, as a
measure of the distribution of the population between agricultural
and nonagricultural occupations, must be taken as rough orders of
magnitude. With this in mind, it may be pointed out that the data
show the population dependent on agricultural occupations as of'
1955 to include something more than half of the population dependent
on occupations in "reported" categories, and 44 percent of the total
population. The true figure would depend on what would in effect
be the distribution of the "residual" category between its agricultural
and nonagricultural components.

Speaking in orders of magnitude, however,, the distribution of the
population between agricultural and nonagricultural sources of live-
lihood thus appears to have changed more rapidly in the Soviet
Union than in other countries undergoing industrialization. At the
same time, there remains a relatively large population in agriculture
compared to other industrial -powers. The United States with only
15 percent of its population now living on farms is one extreme
example.

The percentage of the rural population dependent on nonagricultural
occupations-roughly equivalent to our "rural nonfarm population"-
has also increased proportionately under the 5-year plans. In this
respect, the Soviet Union is moving in the direction -of other in-
dustrializing countries, but at a slower rate. The nonagricultural
share of the rural population increased from 8 percent in 1928 to
21 percent in 1940. The data indicate that only about 24 percent of
the rual population were dependent on nonagricultural occupations
as late as 1955.

Comparison with U.S. data show an increase in the rural nonfarm
population from 36 to 62 percent of. the total-rural population between
1910 and 1950. The much higher percentage for the United States
is in all probability related to the greater incidence of service and
retail merchandising activities in rural areas.
Hours of work

A program is presently underway in the Soviet Union to reduce
the average workday to 7 hours (and in some cases 6),.without reduc-
ing take-home pay. Although this is quite consistent with long-run
goals to have part of rising real wages take the form of reduced hours
of work, the question which is intriguiging is why, in view of the
imminent decline in the rate of increase of the population of working
ages, the Soviets picked this particular time to redu6e hours and in
effect further contract labor supply.

The answer would seem to be largely an administrative one. It is
known that Soviet administrators are exerting considerable pressure
to introduce into production the benefits of technological progress
developed in research establishments. The: technique of reducing
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hours while maintaining per-man productivity is viewed by them as
an effective method for stimulating each and every enterprise direc-
tor to move in this direction, at the same time that it provides a
ready check on the success of the move.

The question still remains, of course, as to whether this does not
aggravate the labor supplY problem unduly. The answer is, undoubt-
edly, that it does. On the other hand, if we take into account the
age structure of the labor force in terms of the three groups, above,
and the fact that the rate of increase of the labor force in the future
will never again be as high as in the past, this reduction of hours
may not necessarily be ill-timed.

In the first place, to reduce hours at any time in the future will
be to do so in the face of a slower rate of increase of the labor force
than in the past. Furthermore, the rate of increase over the past
7 years or so has been unusually high. Taking this 7-year period
together with the next 7 years, produces an average increase of about
I million per year, or not below the figure for a number of years
since 1928.

As the program is carried out over the next few years, the hours
of labor reduced will be primarily those supplied by the relatively
large middle group in the labor force. The effect would seem to be
to change the balance between skilled and unskilled labor inputs that
will appear as long-run labor force growth rates are maintained after
the next decade. In short, given the desirability of reducing hours
reasonably soon on other grounds, the demographic factor is not a
particularly strong argument against doing it now.

EFFICIENCY OF THE LABOR FORCE

- The implication of the declining rate of increase in the labor force,
as already pointed out, is a decided pressure oil Soviet planners and
administrators to use manpower more effectively. In the past, the
cost of using it more or less "wastefully" (by Western standards)
may have been too small to warrant the effort required to develop
a more enlightened manpower policy. From now on the cost of such
waste should be much more apparent.

The evidence is that the Soviets may be thinking along the same
lines. They have taken a number of steps in recent years which,
judged by Western experience, could take them in the direction of
increasing the effectiveness of their manpower-from enterprise
management to the production worker."9 If we characterize Soviet
manpower policies in the past as embodying a combination of the
."carrot" and the "stick," with considerable empbasis on the "stick,"
the recent evidence indicates a shift in the direction of the "carrot,"'
although the change is not in all aspects of policy uniform.

In the main, direct controls over the labor force have been relaxed'.
Compared to the period beginning with 1940, when workers were
not permitted to leave jobs without the permission of management,
subject to criminal penalties, recent policy changes permit the 'workers
to change jobs on short notice, and the scope of involuntary transfers
has been reduced.

pi Portions of the following discusslon also appear In Eason, "Are the Soviets Winning the Battle of
?roduction,', Joe. cit., pp. 9s-loe.

:A :: . I .
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Except as a graduate of specialized training, the worker is now
freer than he has been at any time since the 1930's to respond to
wage and other considerations in seeking and changing the terms
and conditions of his work. At the same time, this increased "mo-
bility" of labor does not seem to have resulted in labor turnover
*as high as it was during the 1930's. Recent evidence on this subject
is, however, very fragmentary. Turnover certainly remains a problem,
but a larger share of labor "recruitment" appears to be through
upward movement within a given enterprise, aided by an expanded
system of training programs.

There have also been a number of recent policy changes designed
to influence the worker in his relationship to a given job situation.
On the one hand, there has been a relaxation of policies to discourage
negative manifestations of labor toward the demands of the work.
For example, punishment for absenteeism, heretofore treated as a
criminal offense, is now left to management itself within its'preroga-
tives to "discipline" its work force.

On the other hand, Soviet labor policy has moved in many respects
to encourage the positive manifestations of application and effective-
ness on the job. 'The first of these is in the crucial area'of wage
policy. Without at all 'rejecting the principle of differential wages
adopted in 'the early 1930's, the movement in recent years has been
to improve the wage structure.' The pay of the lowest paid workers
has been raised, differentials have been widened for certain important
skills, greater uniformity in- regional differentials has been introduced,
the bonus system has been simplified, and base rates (for both piece
and time workers) have been raised to a larger share of total earnings-
all with a view to increasing the effectiveness of the worker on the
job and thereby increasing the productivity of labor.

As part of -the reorganization of the administration of the national
economy which took place in 1957, labor is being called upon to play a
greater role in the day-to-day decision. making of the enterprise-with-
out, however, fundamentally usurping the prerogatives of manage-
ment. This job is to be done by having more and better attended pro-
duction conferences and by strengthening the system of rewards for
suggestions by workers toward improving the work process. The
trade unions are supposed to help guide this program. Since the 1930's
the unions have been predominantly an arm of the state in mobilizing
the workers for production, but recent discussion also stresses their
function in seeing to it that all phases of labor policy, as it affects both
management and labor, are duly executed in the individual enterprise.

It should be noted that these are not in and of themselves new
aspects of Soviet labor policy; rather that they seem to be receiving
greater stress than in the past, within the framework of the discussion
attending the reorganization of industry.

Finally, labor, as always, is called upon to work for the ultimate
success of socialism and the building of communism, as much as for
'private and present gain. Although the use of a distant goal is open
to question as a device for getting individuals to work (and sacrifice)
every day at given jobs, it is probably true that the picture of the goal
itself has been brought into focus both visually and figuratively by
,the presence of the earth -satellites and rockets to the moon and
beyond.2 0

s" Questions of Improving the efficiency of higher level manpower, although logically failing within this
section, will not be dealt with, In view of the papers dealing exclusively with this subject.
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By way of concluding coinmnents, it should be stressed, first, that
we cannot tell, nor do the Soviets know, whether these indicated
poliev modifications will produce the desired results. or what later
changes will have to be made. It is true that there are many aspects
of the Soviet system which are unique, and which many people feel are
at variance with economic efficiency, let alone human wvelfare. On the
other hand, the basic problems of industrialization and economic
growth, and the kind of solutions required in the area of manpower
resources, are substantially similar wherever they are found. Soviet
leadership, esDecially since the death of Stalin, has shown increasing
signs of recognizing this fact. It has also shown a greater willingness to
integrate what is uniquely Soviet with what is required by efficient
economic growth, to make a practical compromise.

Equally significant, certain basic characteristics of the Soviet scene
have irrevocably changed. The Soviet Union has been transformed
from an agricultural to an industrial society, with all that this implies
for the readiness of the work force to respond to the requirements of
modern economic life.

It would be difficult to make predictions about the effect of these
fundamental changes on the utilization of manpower in the future.
But the potential influence on the overall effectiveness of the Soviet
economy is great enough that we cannot afford not to watch closely this
particular area of their overall activity in the years to come.



INDUSTRY

THE STRUCTURE AND GROWTH OF SOVIET INDUSTRY:
A COMPARISON WITH THE UNITED STATES

(By G. Warren Nutter, University of Virginia)

INTRODUCTION

Summaries are always treacherous, particularly when treating such
a complex subject as the structure and growth of Soviet industry. In
a brief report, one may present either a detailed picture of a narrow
aspect of the topic or a bold sketch of the subject in the large. The
latter approach seems most appropriate here, but it should not be
tndertaken or studied without an awareness of the importance of
uhings left unsaid. Few topics of the day are more controversial
than the question of Soviet economic growth. Scholars who have
devotap their professional careers to this subject reach vastly different
conclusions, on matters of both fact and interpretation. We are a
long way from the scholarly ideal of agreement.

For this reason, it is as important to know how conclusions are
reached as what they are. And there is the dilemma: full documenta-
tion, usually tedious and complex in this field, cannot be presented in
a summary report. Nor can all the necessary qualifications be kept
constantly before the reader. This paper represents an effort to
compress voluminous materials and qualifications into a brief report,
with all the unavoidable vices of a summary. It draws on preliminary
findings of a broad study of Soviet economic growth sponsored during
the last 53 years by the National Bureau of Economic Research.
Since the study has not yet been completed, the findings are subject
to revision before the final report is published. That report will, of
course, contain a documentation of the basic statistics. Meanwhile,
as far as this symposium is concerned, we may hope that the basic
points at which other specialists might disagree with the findings
given here will be brought to light in their papers.

Any summary of Soviet industrial performance must start with a
few words on the difficulties of appraising it. The student of the
Soviet economy takes his data from the official Soviet press, and
therein lie unusual troubles. Some scholars may find it hard to
believe that Soviet statistics are really worse than others, because:
every specialist in no matter what field quickly becomes convinced
that no data could be as bad as those he is forced to work with. Why
call the kettle black when it is probably no grayer than the pot?

Let us acknowledge at once that all statistics contain faults and
errors. Let us also acknowledge that no government or other agency
resists'the temptation to stretch figures to its own account if it feels
it can get away with it. Representative government, competitive
scholarship, and free public discourse ar'e the western institutions that
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have counteracted error and misrepresentation in statistics, im-
perfectly to be sure but at least to some degree.

The peculiar difficulties with Soviet statistics stem, in the first
instance, from the system of authoritarian, centralized planning-from
what has been called a command economy. Published statistics come
from only one source: the state. There are no independent sources
to.restrain each other or to be used as checks against each other,
except to the extent that related figures published by different state
agencies might not be fully coordinated before publication. At the
same time, the suppliers of data to the central authorities-the eco-
nomic and administrative units-have a stake in the figures they re-
port, since their performance is judged on the basis of them. The
Soviet statistical authorities do not hide their concern over the mis-
reporting that results from this feature of the economic system.

A second set of difficulties stems from the crusading nature of
Soviet communism. Statistics are grist for the propaganda mill.
Knowing the ideological views of Soviet leaders, one cannot expect.
them to dispense facts in a passive and detached manner.

For both broad reasons, Soviet statistics are selective and of varying
reliability and ambiguity. The policy of selectivity has two rather.
opposing results as far as statistics on physical output are concerned.
On the one hand, some areas of poor performance are shielded from
view, being underrepresented in published data. On the other hand,
some of the more rapidly expanding economic activities associated
with the military sector are also not reported on. It is impossible
to determine the net bias of the sample of published data: whether.
there is, on this count, a net over- or under-statement of growth.'

A few broad generalizations can be made about the reliability of
the published statistics. In the first place, absolute output is prob-
ably overstated in the case of most industries, particularly for the
years within the plan period, though the degree of overstatement
cannot be determined. In the second place, growth in output is
also probably overstated relative to a prerevoluitionary or an early
Soviet base, but not necessarily over other parts of the Soviet period.
Over some of the latter years growth may be overstated, over others
understated, and over still others more or less -accurately reported.
This will vary from industry to industry and from one situation to.
another.

Whatever the faults of data on output of individual industries, they
are more reliable than official aggregative measures, such as the
official Soviet index of industrial production. Although the details
underlying this index have not been made public, Western specialists
are generally agreed that, from what they know about the construction
and behavior of the index, it exaggerates industrial growth, though
apparently less in recent years.

There are other factors in addition to the defects in basic statistics
that make it difficult to construct meaningful measures of aggregate,
industrial production. Soviet prices generally do not reflect relative
costs of production; the industrial structure has shifted radically
over short periods of time; growth rates have differed widely from sector
to sector; growth has been interrupted at critical points by major
disturbances; and so on. Finally, quantitative growth has:-not been

I Industry includes manufacturing, mining, logging, fishing, and generating of electricity. These brief
coiments apply to the condition of economic statistics since 1956. Between 1938 and 1956, statistics on
physical output of individual industries were not published at all in the Soviet Union, with a few minor
exceptions.
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accompanied by the general improvement in quality that has char-
acterized industrial development in most Western countries.

These considerations make it difficult to summarize Soviet
industrial performance in terms of mere nlumbers. But summaries
are useful and necessary, and they cannot be fully qualified at every-
point without turning them into the voluminous reports they are
supposed to summarize. In the summary to follow, the necessary
qualifications are intended to be implicit throughout-and they
should be kept in mind to dull the edge of deceptively sharp figures.

TABLE 1.-Indezes oj industrial production for Russia, Soviet Union, and United
States: benchmark years, 1870-1956

11913=100]

Output per person Output per head of
Total output engaged in population

inustry'I

Russiaor United Soviet United Russlaor United
Soviet States Union States Soviet States

Union2
Union

1870 ---- 13 12 --- 21 29
187.5---------------------- 17 14 ----- ------ 25 so
1880 ----------------- --- 22 23 ---- ---- - - 38 38
1885 ------------------ -- 28 23 ------ ----- 36 39
1890 . - - 38 35 -... . 55 54
1895 - ----------------------------- 52 39 -59 56
1900 - -74 50 77 85
1905 - -72 74 69 91
l3-52 10 85 61 881913 -118 99 100

1913-1) --------------------- 0 100 -- jO--- ja---- oG 100 100
1920-------------------. -- 20 123 ----------- 20 113
1928 102 172 110 149 93 189
1933 --- - - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 150 119 85 139 123 9!
1937 .-.------ 258 194 121 158 195 145
1940- 265 213 117 169 178 150
1945 -119 342 -. 124 234
19I0- - 384 365 138 215 252 232
1955 -558 454 167 246 358 264

Others-Lse, current
t Persons engaged measured in full-time equivalents.
I For 1913, Ist figure applies to tsnr1st territory; seccond. to Interwar Soviet territory.

territory. Index covers civilian products only.
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SoviE'r INDUSTRIAL GROWTH

GROWTH IN OUTPUT

Soviet industrial output multiplied between five and six times over
the period 1913-55. (See table and chart 1.) 2 Performance varied
widely among sectors, with output multiplying 16 times in the case
of machinery and equipment, 9 times in the case of intermediate
industrial products, but only 3 times in the case of consumer goods.
The average annual growth rate was 4.2 percent for industry as a
whole, 6.8 percent for machinery and equipment, 5.5 percent for
intermediate industrial products, and 2.6 percent for consumer goods
(see table 2).

Some of this growth is attributable to the territorial expansion that
took place during and after World War II. We have estimated that
the acquired territories added about 11 percent to industrial output
and, if we suppose that this relation would also have held true in 1955,
the average annual growth rate for all industry over the Soviet
period would have to be reduced from 4.2 to 3.9 percent to eliminate
the efrccts of territorial expansion. The assumptions underlying such
an adjustment are, of course, somewhat arbitrary.

The dispersal of growth trends (unadjusted for territorial expansion)
may be seen more clearly by examining a finer breakdown of industries.
For a sample of 70 industries, growth rates ranged from an average
annual decline of 0.9 percent to an average annual increase of 16.8
percent; the middle half of these growth rates ranged between increases
of 2.5 and 8.5 percent. The median was 5 percent, which is higher
than the weighted average of 4.2 percent shown by the production
index. Industries producing consumer goods dominate a distinct
lower region of growth and are essentially confined to it, while other
industries are concentrated about a higher region.

2 For the purpose of this summary, aggregate Soviet output is measured by a comprehensive Index based
on moving Soviet weights. That Index directly covers almost all categories of products except military
enditems and the more heterogeneous categories of machinery. Alternative indexes using different product
eoverages, welghtlng systems. and weight bases give results dispersed about those given by the comprehan-
sive Index with moving weights.
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TABLE 2.-Average annual growth rates for Soviet industry-Output, labor productiv-
ity, and per capita output for selected periods

[Per cent]

All civilian industrial products
Industrial _______________________

Period materials I
Total Intermedi- Machinery2 Consumer

ate products goods

Output

191355'-o 4. 4.2 5.5 6.8 2.6
1913-28a : .-. 1 . .1 .5 .4 -.2
1928-55-6.2 6.5 8.4 10.6 4. 3
1928-40 3 ---------------------------------- 8.0 8.3 11.9 15.7 4.8
1940-55 -4. 7 5. 1 5.6 6. 7 3. 7
1928-37 -9.6 10.9 1-.0 26.3 5. 5
1950-55 - 9.0 7.7 9.0 2.6 10.0

Output per person engaged 4

1913-55- 1.0 1.2 0.2 1.4 1.2
1913-28 -. 7 .7 1.4 -. 2 .3
1928-5 -- 1 3 1 6 2. 7 2.3 1.9
1928-40------------------- .2 .5 as [.7 .9
1940-55 - 2.0 2.4 2.2 3.5 2. 5
1928-37 - : - - .I 1.1 4.8 6.3 1. 0
1950-55 :-- 5.4 3.9 5.7 -1.5 .5.9

Output per head of population

1913-55 -3.1 3.3 4.6 5.8 . 1. 7
1913-28- -. 5 -. 5 - 1 -. 2 -. 8
1928-55 -5.0 5.3 7.2 9.4 3.2
1928-40 --------------------------------- 5. 6 S. 9 9.4 13.1 2.4
1940-S- -4. 7 5.1 5.6 6.7 3. 7
1928-37 -8. 6 9. 9 14.0 25.2 4.6
1950-55 ------------------------------------ . 7.2 5.9 7.2 .9 8.2

I Output per person engaged derived by dividing index for industrial materials by index for all persons en-
gaged in industry. That is, for purposes of this calculation the index of industrial materials is taken to
represent an index of total industrial production

I Output does not explicitly cover military end products while employment does. Hence growth in labor
productivity is probably understated.

a Territorial gains may be approximately excluded from growth rates in the first 2 columns by subtracting
the following percentage points: 1913-55, 0 3; 1928-55, 0.4; 1928-40, 0.9.

4 Persons engaged measured in full-time equivalents.

The overall growth rate is lower for the Soviet period than for the
last forty-odd years of the Tsarist period, when the growth rate was
5.3 percent a year according to our index (see table 2). Although the
latter is based on a weak foundation of data and might have come
out differently if better data had been available, one may allow for
substantial relative overstatement of Tsarist growth, presuming all
the error in that direction, and still conclude that it was faster than
growth over the entire Soviet period. As to individual industries,
higher growth rates in the one period are not systematically related
with either higher or lower growth rates in the other. Here again, the
sample is small, covering only 23 industries, and conclusions must
therefore be tempered.

There has been a rather striking inverse relation between the rapidity
of growth in an industry over the Soviet period and its "stage of
development" at the beginning of the period. For a sample of 48
industries, those whose outputs were smallest relative to the United
States in 1913 have shown a strong tendency to grow fastest. The
tendency is even more pronounced when the plan period is considered
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by itself, the stage of development in this case being measured as of
1928 and the growth over 1928-55. A growth pattern of this sort is
to be expected of any country undergoing rapidly industrialization,
but in the Soviet case the evidence suggests it has been accentuated by
planned design, *an effort to "overcome and surpass the leading
capitalist economies."

Growth has varied widely not only among industries, but also over
different spans of time. The early years were marked by external
and internal wars, so that measurable industrial output dropped by
80 percent between 1913 and 1920. By 1927 or 1928 industrial output
had roughlv recovered to its 1913 level in quantitative terms, though
a general deterioration in the quality of industrial goods over this
period meant that the recovery was less complete. Moreover, it
was uneven even if no allowance is made for deterioration in quality:
the 1913 level of output was not achieved in the case of consumer
goods, while it was somewhat exceeded in the case of all other products.

With the institution of the first 5-year plan at the end of 1928,
growth accelerated rapidly and generally except in the area of consumer
goods. The acceleration continued through the second 5-year plan
and extended into consumer goods. Against a background of political
purges and partial wartime mobilization, the pace of industrial growth
slackened in the succeeding 3 years of the short-lived third 5-year plan;
and such growth as took place may he attributed to territorial expan-
sion. The growth of output over 1937-40 is understated by our
comprehensive index because it does not reflect the partial conversion
of certain industries, principally chemicals and machinery, to military-
type products. Output of industrial materials grew by 10 percent
over this period, while output of all civilian products grew by only 3
percent. By the end of 1940, industrial output stood at about 2.6 times
its level in 1913 and 1928; or, if territorial gains are excluded, at about
2.3 timnes its earlier level,
'World War II brought with it a sharp decline in output-offset in

large part by lend-lease shipments-and heavy losses in manpower
and capital. Recovery was swift-in the fourth 5-year plan, being aided
by collection of reparations and] other economic policies in Eastern
Europe, so that the prevar level of industrial output was apparently
regained by 1948 or 1949. Rapid growth was maintained through thd
fifth 5-year plan, where our study largely ends.. Industrial output
multiplied about 2.1 times between 1940 and'1955.

Over the plan period (1928-55) the average annual rate of growth
was 6.5 percent for all industry (6.1 percent if territorial gains are.
excluded), 8.4 percent for intermediate industrial products, 10.6 pe-'
cent for machinery, and 4.3 percent for'consumer goods. The growth
rate has tended to slow down or retard: for all industry, it was 8.3
percent a year over 1928-40 (7A percent if territorial gains are ex-,
cluded) and 5.1 percent over 1940-55; or, if the war years are'removed.
from consideration, it was 10.9..perceut a year for 1928-37 and 7.7.
percent for 1950-55. There is a similar ietaifdati6ndin growth for each
of the categories of intermediate industrial products, machinery, and.
consumer goods.'

Ads in other counties, retard atin in grvowth has been general for.
indivildual. industries' narrowly defined. Thc. availalble evidence
indicates that mnosi industries :experienced. a..slower'growth. over.the
Soviet 'peribd thian over 'the lfate Tsrist period,' and ovr' the 'ltr

56S37-60--pt. 1-8
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Soviet years than over the earlier.- ones. Moreover, most of- the'
industries with retardation in growth from the Tsarist to the Soviet
period also had retardation within the latter.

GROWTH IN OUTPUT AND EMPLOYMENT

The growth in industrial output has been accompanied by a rapid
expansion of the industrial labor force. The number of persons en-
gaged in Soviet industry, expressed in full-time equivalents, multiplied
3.3 times between 1913 and 1955. Thus, 60 percent of the growth in
output may be attributed to expanded employment and 40 percent to
increased labor productivity. Put another way, persons engaged in-
creased at an average annual rate of 2.9 percent, while labor produc-
tivity-output per person engaged-increased at an average annual
rate of only 1.2 percent. The growth in labor productivity ranged
from 0.7 percent a year for construction materials to 4.3 percent a year
for electricity.

Growth in labor productivity, as we have measured it, has fluctuated
from period to period, but there has been an underlying trend toward
acceleration. Employment apparently grew slower than output be-
tween 1913 and 1928, 1933 and 1937, 1940 and 1950, and 1950 and
1955; it apparently grew faster between 1928 and 1933 and between
1937 and 1940, both periods of radical structural change in industry.
The decline in labor productivity over 1937-40 is overstated somewhat
because growth in output is understated by our comprehensive output
index. Chemicals and machinery are probably the major industries
for which the decline is overstated. For industry as a whole, labor
productivity would be, shown as rising slightly if industrial materials
were us'ed to measufd'industrial output. The average annual growth
rate in labor productivity rose from 0.7 percent for 1913-28 to 1.6
percent for 1928-55; from 0.5 percent for 1928-40 to 2.4 percent for
1940-55; and from 1.1 percent for 1928-37 to 3.9 percent for 1950-55
(see table 2).

GROWTH IN OUTPUT AND POPULATION

While industrial employment was multiplying 3.3 times between
1913 and 1955, population multiplied only 1.4 times. Expansion of
the-industrial labor force has been achieved, particularly in the earlier
phase of industrialization, by drawing upon a large supply of under-
utilized labor,. attached primarily to agriculture. It follows twAt
growth in industrial output hasbeen more rapid per head of p'opulation
than per worker: 3.3 percent a year as compared with 1.2 percent.

Soviet demographic statistics are sketchy and subject to many
doubts, so that it is particularly difficult to say anything with confi-
dence about fluctuations in per capita output. According to Soviet
data as modified and interpreted by Western scholars, population
within Soviet boundaries grew at an average annual rate of 0.6 percent
over 1913-28, 0.9 percent over 1928-37, 6.4 percent over 1937-40
(because of territorial expansion); minus 0.9 percent over 1940-50
(because of war and its aftermath), and 1.7 percent over 1950-55.
Despite a rather erratic relationship between growth in population
and industrial output over different spans of years, growth rates have
tended to move in the same direction for both total and per capita
output. Thus the average annual growth in per capita output rose
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from minus 0.5 percent over 1913-28 to 5.3 percent over 1928-55;
within the'plan periods, it fell from 5.9 percent over 1928-40 to 5.1
percent over 1950-55, or from 9.9 percent over 1928-37 to 5.9 percent
over 1950-55 (see table 2). We therefore see a contrast between
retarding growth in output per head of population and accelerating
growth in output per worker.

INDUSTRIAL GROWTH COMPARED: SOVIET UNION AND UNITED STATES

WHAT TO COMPARE

The Soviet record of industrial growth may be placed in perspective
by comparing it with the record of other countries. This is not so
easy as it might seem, not only because it is difficult to design relevant
comparisons, but also because so little is known about the course of
industrial development in most countries. The latter factor alone has
forced us, with our limited time and resources, to concentrate ou
comparisons with the United States, a country with relatively abun-
dant historical statistics. The United States is an obvious first choice
for comparative study in any case, since it presents a striking contrast
in economic system while being similar in size and resource endowment.
But while comparative study reasonably starts with the United States,
it should not end there, and we may hope that others will take up
where we have left off.

Comparative study may help us in answering two quite different
questions. First, we are interested in knowing, for a variety of reasons
associated with the current state of world affairs, which country has
shown the more rapid industrial growth over recent years, so that
we may have some basis for intelligent guesses about relative growth
over the very near fuitue. Second, we are interested in knowing which
country has been able to generate the more rapid industrial growth
under conditions in which "physical" capacities for growth have been
roughly equivalent. Our quest here is for a more fundamental test
of the growth-generating efficiency of vastly different economic sys-
tems under comparable circumstances, a matter of concern for the
longer view.

The first question is obviously easier to deal with than the second,
because it requires only a description of the "facts" of growth in the
two countries over the, same span of years. Of course, the facts are
in dispute, fold the quantitative evidence of growth-is more representa-
tivre and reliable for the United States. than for the Soviet Union.
But-this problemrmust always be faced-whether the issues at hand
are analytical or purely descriptive. The essential point is that, in
making comparisons of coucurrent growth trends, we are primarily
concerned with what is or has been happening, not with why it is or
has been happening. Our attention is focused on trends likely to be
carried forward over an immediate future bv their own momentum,
in the absence of revolutionary change in conditioning factors.

The second question involves a complex problem of analysis that by
its nature defies definitiv~e solution. We try to find historical periods
in two countries in which important determinants of growth are the
same in both cases, while the economic systems differ. To do this we
need to know, first, what factors affect growth in what degrees; and
second, what periods of history in the two countries arc comparable.
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Neither economic theory. nor history blesses our task: theory is muter
and history mischievous. At best, the periods chosen will be "com-
parable" only in some rather crude sense. Even so, the exercise is
worth doing, as an early step in the successive approximations that,
mark the path to knowledge.

If industrial economies do undergo comparable stages of develop-
ment in some meaningful sense, setting those American and Soviet
periods side by side carries with it an important byproduct in addition
to direct comparison of growth. It enables us to project Soviet
developments into a context with which we are more familiar, and
thereby to reason by analogy in directions where direct evidence is.
lacking. There are also great hazards in reasoning by analogy: but.
judiciously applied, it enriches our knowledge of the likely growth and
present status of Soviet industry. Our vision of Soviet industrial
growth is clarified by associating it with American developments-
bracketing the turn of the century, but at the same time the analogy
must not be taken too faf. The sets of industrial conditions in thet
two periods abound with anachronisms relative to each other.

CONTEMPORANEOUS GROWTH

Over the same spans of years, industrial output has generally grown
faster in the Soviet Union than in the United States (see table 3 and
chart 1). This seems to be an old story since it was apparently true
of the Tsarist era as well: according to our indexes, Russian industry
grew slightly faster than American industry over the period 1870-1913,.
the respective average annual rates being 5.3 and 5.1 percent. The
differential is similar for the Soviet period as a whole: output grew
over 1913-55 at an average annual rate of 3.9 percent in the Soviet
Union, when adjusted to remove territorial gains, as compared with
3.7 percent in the United States. Growth has apparently been faster
in the Soviet Union than in the United States for all major sectors of
industry except foods, textiles, and related 'products (see chart 3).
- Over the plan period Soviet growth in percentage terms has out-
distanced American growth by a wider margin, making up for a dif--
ferential in the other direction for the earlier years. American output.
grew at the same rate over both sets of years-namely, 3.7 percent a.
year-while the Soviet rate rose from 0.1 percent for the preplan
years to 6.1 percent for the'plan years, 'territorial gains excluded. In
turn, relative performance has varied within the plan period -itself.
Over 1928-40, industrial output grew 7.4 percent a' year.in the Soviet.
Union as-compared with only 1.8 percent in the United States, reflect-
ing accelerated activity in the one case and depressed activity in the
other. Over 1940-55, on the other hand, the average ahnual growth
rate was similar in both c6untries: 5.1lpercent in the Soviet Union and&
5.2 percent in the United States. .

Moving to the recent postwar years 1950-55, we find'the -Soviet.
growth-rate of 7.7 percent'a year exceeding the American rate of 4.5-
percent by a significant margin..- Adiscrepancy in favor-of the Soviet
Union has persisted- through 1958, though the Soviet growith rate has
tended to decline' somewbat, as'for as onle can. see friom 'the defective
published' data. It is too eiirlyto safwhether the decline is perina-L
nent or only temporary, whrther,:this',refle6ts a per'si'stent retardation
orta4tmporairy-Iluctuation'. 1t'i' alsoitoo caily tdsaiy w'hat is hap-_
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pening to the tempo of American industrial growth. In any case,
the record for postwar years and for other peacetime years in the plan
period suggests that Soviet industrial growth will continue to be more
rapid than American growth over the near future.

The picture of comparative growth in output per head of popula-
tion is much the same as what we have just sketched for total output
(see table 3 and chart 2). But when we turn to output per unit of
labor-or labor productivity-we find something quite different (see
table 3 and chart 3). In all but one of the periods covered in our sum-
mary of comparative growth trends in output; labor productivity, as
we have been able to measure it, grew faster in the United States than
in the Soviet Union. This conclusion holds for output per person
engaged in industry-the oily extensive measure of labor product-
ivity we have for the Soviet Union-and it probably holds for output
per manhour, since average hours of work did not change significantly
in the Soviet Union, at least between 1928 and 1955.

TABLE 3.-Crowth rates for industry in Tsarist Russia, Souiet Union, and United
States: Output, labor productiuity, and output per capita, selected concurrent
periods

[Percent]

Average annual growth rate

Output Output per unit of labor
____ __ -____ __ _ ____ - _ ____ ____ ____ O utput peir head of

population
Soviet United States

Russia Union
or Soviet United per per-
Union ' States son en- Per per- Per man- Russia United

gaged son en- hour or Soviet States
gaged 2 Uniou

1870-1913 -. 3 5. 1 (a) () ) 3.7 2.9
1913-55 -43.9 3.7 1.2 2.2 2.7 3.3 2.4
1913 28 - . ......... ..1 3 7 .7 2.7 3.6 -.5 2.3
1928-55- .. '6.1 3.7 1. l.1.9 2.2 5.3 2.5
1928-40 -7.4 1.8 .5 1.1 2.4 5.9 1.0
1940-5 -5.1 5.2 2.4 2.5 2.0 5.1 3.6
1928-37 -10. 1.3 1.1 .7 2.4 9.9 .5
1950-55 -_ 7.7 4.5 3.0 2.7 2.2 5.9 2.8

I For Soviot Union, measured by Index for ail clvilian-lndustrlal products.
I Persons engaged measured In ful.tlme equivalents.
a Not avallable.
' Adjusted to exclude territorlsJ gains. (See table 2.)
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CHART 3

Indexes of Output, Employment, and Labor Productivity by Industrial Groups:
Soviet Union, 1913-1955, and United States, 1909-1953

SOVIET UNION
- Output
-__ Persons engoged

....... .Output per person engcged

UNITED STATES
- output
-- _ _Monhours

....... Output per monhour

i
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SOVIET UNION UNITED STATES
- Output Output
-_ - -Persons engaged -__ Manhours

........ Output per person engaged ........ Output per

Fuel

Electricity

Fuel

Electricity

913
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SOVIET UNION UNITED STATES
- output Output
-___ Persons engogeo ---- Manhours

.@....... Output per person engaged .......... Output per manhour

Wood- construction
materials

Chemicals

Wood construction
materials
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-SOVIET UNION UNITED STATES
_- Output Output

____ Persons engaged ____ Manhours
......... Output per person engaged -......... Out per m,

Mineral construction
materials

..

Machinery
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In the United States, growth in industrial output has come mainly
from improved labor productivity: Over 1913-55, output multiplied
4.5 times while employment multiplied only 1.8 times and man-hours
only 1.5 times. In the Soviet Union,. on the other hand, growth in
output has- come mainly from expanded -employment, as -we have
seen. The contrast is sharp: Improved labor productivity accounted
for 67 percent of the growth in output in the United States, but for
only 40 percent in the Soviet Union. Labor productivity grew at
2.2 percent a year in the United States (2.7 percent based on man-
hours) as contrasted with 1.2 percent in the Soviet Union.

We should immediately note, however, that this conclusion applies
to a long period of time, and that growth in labor productivity seems
to be drifting in opposite directions in the two countries, a develop-
ment that could reverse the relations so far observed. The one
period in which labor productivity grew faster in Soviet industry is
the most recent covered by our study: 1950-55. This is indicative
of a broader phenomenon: growth in industrial labor productivity has
been accelerating in the Soviet Union, but retarding in the United
States.

The comparisons so far.have been-based on various indexes computed
directly for each country, and they can be roughly checked by another,
essentially independent set of estimates that, at the same time, reveals
some interesting information of its own. Evaluating Soviet output
of industrial materials in current American prices and adjusting the
figure to cover the whole of industry, we may estimate industrial
production in the Soviet Union as a fraction of the level in the United
States in 1913, 1928, and 1955. The estimates represent only rough
orders of magnitude; constructed in different ways and with better
data, they might vary as much as 10 percent, possibly more, in either
direction. For example American products are generally of better
quality than Russian counterparts, and the differential has tended to
widen over the Soviet period, except in special cases of machinery and
ordnance. Yet both American and Soviet products are evaluated-at
the same prices, thus overstating Soviet production. Similarly,
output of Soviet products tends to be overstated in official statistics.
Other errors of unknown direction are introduced by estimative pro-
cedures. Despite such shortcomings, these estimates cannot be dis-
missed as inherently worse than other summary indexes calculated
for the Soviet Union.

According to these estimates, Soviet industrial output rose from
15 percent of the American level in 1913 to 23 percent in 1955;
.similarly, output per head of population rose from 11 percent to 19
percent. (See table 4.) On the other hand, output per worker fell
from 25 percent to 21 percent, and output per man-hour from 23
percent to 18 percent. These findings are generally consistent with
our more direct calculations, indicating that industrial output and
output per capita grew faster in the Soviet Union than in the United
States, while labor productivity grew slower.

At the same time, these estimates imply more rapid growth for
Soviet industry than our direct indexes. In the case of total output,
Soviet growth is indicated as 49 percent faster than American growth
over 1913-55,- in the case of per capita output, 77 percent faster.
Hence, if we calculate Soviet growth indirectly on the basis of the
American production index, Soviet output is indicated as multiplying
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6.8 times (6.1 times excluding territorial gains) and per capita output,
4.6 times.3 - 1Bv direct caifulations, the two multiples are 5.6 (5.0 ex-
cluding territorial gains) and 3.9, respectively. Put alternatively,
Output is shown as growing at 4.7 percent a year when calculated in-
directly as compared wvith 4.2 percent when calculated directly; ex-
cluding territorial gains, the two rates are 4.4 percent and 3.9 percent.
Similarly, growth in per capita output is 3.7 percent a year when
calculated indirectly, but 3.3 percent when calculated directly; growth
in output per worker, 1.7 percent when calculated indirectly, but 1.2
percent when calculated directly.

TABi.E 4.-Relative value added and labor productivity of industry: Soviet Union
as a percentage of United States, 1918, 1928, 1965

Soviet Tinion as a perrentage of
United States

1913 1928 1955

Value added of industry i ------------------------- 15 2 .8 22. 7
Persons engaged ' -- 60.8 48 7 109.
Man-hounrs --- 7 f 53.1 129. 2
Value added per person engaged -------------------------------- 25 0 18. 1 20. 7
Value added per manhour - . 23 4 168 17 6
Value added per head of population ---- 10 8 7. 0 19.1

' Evaluated in 1914 U.S. prices for 1913, 1929 U.S. prices for 1928, aud 1954 U.S. prices for 1955.
'Measured in full time equivalents.

We may pause here to note that our figures on the recent size of
industrv in the Soviet Union relative to the United States are rather
lower than conventional Western estimates, which Feem to place
Soviet industrial ouatput in 1955 at about 33 percent of the American
level. 4 If there is no dispute over the relative size of Soviet industry
in 1913, the conventional view implies that Soviet industrial output
multiplied some 10 times between 1913 and 1955, which would mean
a growth rate of 5.6 percent a year on the average, substantially higher
than the rate of 4.2 percent found in our study.

The industrial distrilution of employment (table 5) is the only in-
formation we have for comnparinig the chainginge structure of industry
in the two countries. In both countries, the seare of emrploymenit in
the so-called heavy industries, particularly machinery and allied
products, has been growing at the expense of the share in food process-
ing and textiles and apparel. H1ow-ever, consumer dtu-ables account
for a much larger fraction of machinery and equipment in the United
States than in the Soviet Union. Iii the mnid-1950's, the following
major industrial groups accounted for a larger fraction of persons
engaged in Soviet industry than in American industry: Fuel, wood
construction products, mineral construction products, and food and
allied products. The following groups accounted for a smaller frac-

' Our index of industrial production in the United States is 454 for 1955 with 1913-100; on a per capita
basis, 264. (See table 1) T he Soviet indexes calculated indirectly are taken as l iDpercent and 176 pereent
of the respective American indexes.

i See, e.g., "Soviet Economic Growth; A Comparison with the United States," Joint Economic Commit-
tee, Washington, 1957, p. 11.
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tion: Ferrous and nonferrous metals, electricity, chemicals, machinery
and allied products, and textiles and allied products. 5

TABLE 5.-Percentage distribution of persons engaged by major industrial groups:
Soviet Union and United States, benchmark years I

[Percent]

Soviet Union ' United States '

1913 1927-28 1933 1937 1950 1955 1909 1929 1937 1948 1953

Ferrous and nonferrous metals- 7.4 5.3 5.8 5.3 6.3 6.0 7.9 7.8 8.6 7.8 7.6
Fuel ---------------------- 5.6 7.6 7.3 6.3 8.0 8.0 10.2 9.1 8.4 6.8 5.3
Electricity- .3 .5 1.0 1.1 1.5 1.6 .9 2.9 2.8 2.2 2.2
Chemicals-1.2 1.9 2.8 3.0 2.8 3.3 3.2 4.9 5.0 5.8 5.9
Wood construction materials '* 18. 7 14. 6 18. 2 16.5 17. 8 15.3 13.3 9.6 8. 4 7.3 6.6
Mineral construction materials. 4.0 4.2 5.3 3.0 5.1 6.2 6.6 4.6 4. 2 4.5 4. 2
Machinery and allIed products 12.0 14. 2 28.4 30.3 31. 5 32.4 21.1 27. 8 28.0 35.3 41. 5

Machinery andequipment- (.1) (7.4) (8.2) -- ' (16.1) -- (12.4) (19. 0) (19.3) (25.1) (29.8)
Metal products 6 - (5.4) (6.2) (4.3) -- (12.4) -- (8.7) (8. 8) (8. 7) (10. 2) (11. 7)-
Repair shops - (1. 5) (1.6) (15.9) -- ' (3.0)-- (8) (t) (1) (S) (5)

Food and allied products - 18.7 15.2 11.1 12.6 10.4 9.5 10.7 9.8 10.8 9.7 8. 8
Textiles and allied products '.- 32.2 36. 4 20. 2 21.9 16.5 17.7 26.2 23. 5 23.8 20.6 17.9

Total -100.0 99. 9 100.1 100.0 99.9 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0.

' Omits printing and publishing industries. Persons engaged measured in full-time equivalents.
' Breakdown for 1937-55 applies to production workers only.
' Based on unpublished data of John W. Kendrick.
4 For Soviet Union, includes paper and paper products.
' Broken down by percentage distribution implied by official Soviet data on gross production'

(Promyshlennost' SSSR (Industry of the U.S.S.R.), Moscow, 1957, p. 203).
' For the United States, includes ordnance in the narrow sense. Other military products are covered

by machinery and equipment. For the Soviet Union, all military products except ammunition and ex-
plosives seem to be covered by machinery and equipment.

I Repair shops are not covered by U.S. Industry. They cannot be eliminated from Soviet data from 1937:
onward.

'Not applicable.
'For the Soviet Union, includes furniture from 1937 onward.

itCOMPARABLE"J GROWTH

Once industrialization has gotten underway in a country, the pace
of industrial growth at any moment would seem to depend on the
resource potential, the state of industrial arts, the prevailing level of'
industrial output (i.e., the extent to which potential is being utilized),
and that catchall, the economic system. The process of economic
growth is mysteriously complex and cannot be summarized in these-
brief comments. But this is not the place to discuss the manifold
preconditions and environmental factors essential for sustained eco-
nomic growth. We take it for granted that industrialization and the.
accompanying process of growth are a fact in the Soviet Union, just.
as they were, more incipiently, in Csarist Russia. We are, therefore,.
concerned here only with the more fundamental conditioning factors,
making that growth faster or slower than it would otherwise be. As.
far as such things can be quantified, the larger the resource potential,
the more advanced the technology, and the smaller the output, the-
more rapid the growth in output will be given the economic system.
None of these factors can be clearly defined, but they can all be repre--
sented by certain more or less adequate indicators. Our immediate.
problem is to find indicators that will allow us to- select periods in.

' Employment In production of military products Is Included under machinery and equipment In the-,
case of the Soviet Union and under both that category and metal products in the case of the United States.
The relative Importance of military production in the two countries -has not been discussed in this paper
because of the formidable difficulties in making estimates for the Soviet Union. By a very roundabout
procedure, I have estimated that the value of Soviet military production (excluding atomic energy) in 1955.'
was about 42 billion rubles, or about $6 to $10 billion. The value of American production was around $13 bil--
Uioninthesame year ("Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1958," p. 242).
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Soviet and American industrial history that are comparable except.
with respect to economic system.

What is a good indicator of resource potential? If we may judge
from the general practice of comparing economies in per capita terms,
it would seem that population is typically used as the indicator of
resource potential. But it is often a poor indicator since populations.
grow in response to economic development and differently in different.
economies. Moreover and more importantly, population can grow
from immigration as well as from natural increase. As a concrete
example for the problem at hand, in the United States the expanding
industrial labor force in the latter part of the 19th centurv was re-
cruited in important measure from economically underutilized popula-
tion in other countries, including Russia.6 The expansion in the-
Soviet Union during the 20th century came, on the other hand, from
the large internal pool of underutilized population. Hence, as com-
pared with the Soviet Union, population understates the resource-
potential of the 19th century United States.

The resource potential of an economy is iore adequately described;
by the volume of natural resources at its disposal, including climate
and terrain. If this can be precisely and accurately measured, it.
remains to be done. In the meantime, we are perhaps justified in.
making the impressionistic judgment that the Soviet Union and the
United States have roughly similar resource potentials. Both coun-
tries are rich in natural resources, though the endowments of specific
resources obviously differ. Against the larger size of the Soviet
Union must be offset the substantial climatic and topographical dis-
advantages-at least in the present state of civilization. Although
in total area the Soviet Union is about I t times as large as the
United States, in inhabitable area it is probably no larger at all.
Other relevant things the same-like tastes, technology, population,
economic system, and so on-we suppose that the two countries would
be able to support roughly equivalent levels of industrial production.
on the basis of resource endowments.

This leads us to suppose further that, if the state of industrial arts.
and the aggregate level of industrial output were the samne in the two.
countries, differences in the rate of growth of industrial output should
be attributable to differences in economic systems. Unfortunately,.
we cannot standardize both level of output and state of technology
simultaneously in the two countries. To find dates at which output.
was roughly equivalent, one must go back a number of years in
American history. Thus, as we shall see, the level of Russian output,
in 1913 within the interwar Soviet territory was reached in the United
States around 1885 or earlier. But the state of industrial arts-at
least the available body of technology-was less advanced in thle-
United States of 1885 than in the Russia of 1913: the same body of
technical knowledge, if not skills, has been available to the two couin-
tries at roughly the samne dates in history. Therefore, when we stand-:
ardize the level of output from which growth starts-as we are about.
to do-any difference that we observe between growth rates in the
two countries must be attributed to differences in both technology-
and economic system. While the effects of each cannot be fully iso-

I Foreign born accounted for about l8Sercent of the net increase in total gainfuily occupied population
or labor force over 1870-1900 (see Simon Kuznets and Ernest Rubin, " Immigration and the Foreign Born,'"Occasional Paper 4d, National Burcau of Economic Research, 1954, p. 46).
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lated, we can-at least say in whose favor the difference in.technologies
operates and thereby narrow the range of ignorance.

These remarks make the issues seem simpler than they are, because
they presuppose that the periods to be compared represent normal
times. This is, of course, not so for the Soviet Union, unless we view
periodic disasters as a part of normal times there. Since the founding
of the Soviet Union, no span of years longer than a decade has been
free from major disturbances or recoveries from them. As we have
emphasized before, we cannot possibly know which period has had a
growth rate similar to what would be expected from a long stretch of
normal years, and we must therefore choose several Soviet periods,
representing differing circumstances, in making comparisons with
American industrial growth.

Subject to the outlined qualifications, a Soviet period would have
as its counterpart an American period whose terminal years had the
same total industrial output, unadjusted for differences in population,
as obtained in the Soviet Union in 1913 and 1955, or whatever years
we might wish to choose. If industrial output is measured by weighted
aggregates, the Soviet periods 1913-55 and 1928-55 are "comparable"
with the American period 1877-1913; that is, for both countries indus-
trial output started and ended at roughly the same levels within these
periods, insofar as we are justified in making such broad intertemporal
and international comparisons.' If output is measured by the median
performance of a large group of individual industries, the Soviet
periods are comparable to the American period 1885-1920. The
dating of these periods implies that it took only 34 or 35 years in the
United States to register the same growth as was accomplished over
42 years in the Soviet Union-or, if the depressed preplan. years are
ignored, over 27 years.

We must remind ourselves that these periods are comparable only
with respect to two of the factors influencing rate of growth: resource
potential and prevailing level of industrial output. They are not
comparable with respect to the state of the industrial arts. The
advantage-a substantial one-is in favor of the Soviet Union, since
it has had the technology of the 20th century at its disposal in working
out its industrialization. One can only dream about what difference
it would have made to American industrial growth in the 19th century
if it had proceeded under 20th century technology.

The choice of comparable stages of development in the industries
of the Soviet Union and the United States is, therefore, unavoidably
hazy and arbitrary to some degree. We shall summarize here the
records of industrial growth in the Soviet Union and the United States
over periods of equal length that are comparable in the sense that the
beginning year in each case represents roughly the same level of output
in the two countries:

We start with the longest period studied for the Soviet Union, 1913-
55. The growth rate over this period-3.9 percent a year, excluding
gains from territorial expansion-is slower than the rate for a com-.
parable American period: 5.0 percent a year over 1877-1919 or 4.8
percent over 1885-1927 (see table 6). On a per capita basis, the
Soviet growth rate is higher: 3.3 percent a year as compared with

The American dates are derived as follows. Soviet industrial output was 15 percent of the American
level in 1913. Looking back into American industrial history, we find that output in 1877 was also around.
15 percent of the level of 1913. A similar. procedure gives the American date 1913 as roughly equivalent, in
level of output, to the Soviet date 1955.
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3.0 perccnt. But we must recall the misleading nature of comparisons
of per capita rates, in view of the fact that population growth over-
states growvth in resource potential in the United States as compared
with the Soviet Union.8 For lack of data in both countries, .we canhot
compare growth in labor productivity.

TABLE 6.-Growth rates for industry in Soviet Union and United States: Output
and output per capita, selceted "conzparable" periods I

Average annual growth rate

Output Output per head of Period for
Period for Soviet Union population United

______ _____ _____ States

Soviet United Soviet United
Union States Union States

--1 9-3 -.55-2.3. 9 5.0 3.3 3.0 1877-1919.
4.8 3 0 188-1927.

1928-55--- 1 5'0 5.3 3 5 1877-1904.
5 3 3.3 18S5-19!2.

1928-0-- 17.4 7 0 -5. 9 4. 7 1877-1889.
4. 5 2- 8 12. 5I -1807.
8.3 ------ 4.8 1939,5i.

1050 55 . 7. 7 8.0 5.9 5.9 10S 13.

I Periods are Comparable for growth in output only, not output per capita. See text.
Adjusted to exclude territorial gains.

If we turn to the plan period, 1928-55, we observe that the Soviet
growth rate, again adjusted to exclude territorial gains, is higher than
for a comparable American period: 6.1 percent a year as compared
with 5.6 percent over 1877-1904 and 5.3 percent over 1885-1912.
The dilference in per capita rates is even larger in favor of the Soviet
Union. We therefore do not observe comparable American periods
in which the speed of industrial growth has matched that during the
plan period in the Soviet Union.

For shorter spurts of growth, the Soviet performnttnce also seems to
have the edge, although not so clearly. The Soviet growth rate
over 1928-40 is almost matched by the American rate over 1877-1889,
but it exceeds by a wvide margin the American rate over 1885-1897.
In a sense, this period of Soviet growth may be likened to the 12
years in the United States following the great depression; in both
cases, growth was beginning again after a decade of depression and
stagnation. The Soviet rate is faster iii this comparison as well:
7.4 percent a year as compared wvith 6.3 percent.

We conclude this summary of growth over comparable periods on
an cxceptional note: Soviet industrial growth over 1950-55 may have
been a bit slower than American growth over 1908-13. The point
of this is that it proves nothing. The experience of a 5-year period,
plucked from history, carries. no permanent message with it.

'If population were taken as a guide to industrial potential, we might Identify as comparable "stages of
development' these periods in which industrial outputt per head of population was the samle ill both
countries. This procedujre is not only difficult to jistify for reasons just stated, but it is also trripossihle to
apply, The Soviet level of industrial output per capita in i965 corresponds roughly with the American
level in 1887; tie Soviet level in i1i3 was lower than the Amei 1lc level ime 8IS, the earliest year for which
aggregale industrial output can be calculated. Similar results are found by taking the medhin dates atwhbigh per capita output of a large group of industries were the same in both countries

so0'37 00 pt. 1 9
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SOME TENTATIVE OBSERVATIONS

What can be said about Soviet industrial achievements? In the
first place, they have been impressive. In terms of its ability to
generate sheer growth in industrial output-if we leave aside the ques-
tion of how much the growth has cost, what kinds of products have
been produced, and how the products have been put to use-the'
Soviet system of centralized direction has proved itself to be more or
less the peer of the market economy, as exemplified by the United
States. This much seems beyond dispute even in the face of the
questionable reliability of Soviet statistics.

Of course, the character of Soviet industrial growth has not been
the' same as in other Western economies. Enhancement of state
power has been the primary objective, the consumer being treated
essentially as a residual claimant. Investment goods and ordnance
have.been emphasized at the expense of consumer goods; and other
important sectors of the economy-agriculture, construction, and
consumer services-have been relatively neglected to help foster
industrial expansion. At times, large groups of the population have
been sacrificed or made to work in forced labor to promote internal
economic policies. Leisure has shown little tendency to grow. This
is all well known but deserves repetition to place Soviet industrial
achievements in perspective. The character of industrial growth
being so different from elsewhere in the West, there is a sense in which
the two sets of achievements cannot be compared at all.

The last point should be underlined: The pattern of industrial
growth observed in the Soviet Union would never be duplicated by a
market economy. Sovereign consumers would not choose the paths of
growth chosen by Soviet rulers. This raises the awkward question
of whether a highly generalized measure of growth has much meaning
even as an indicator of expansion in productive capacity available for
whatever use it may be put to. It can be demonstrated that measures
of economic growth, as they are conventionally made in the form of
index numbers, depend in fact on the path of growth-on the uses to
which productive capacity is put.' If we bowed to the stern dictates
of logic, we would be able to compare Soviet and American industrial
growth only if both economies served either consumer welfare or state
power. But that is ruled out by the very difference in social order'
whose influence on growth we wish to assess. This dilemma can be
mastered only by admitting it-by avoiding the delusion that there is
some single-dimensioned, neutral measure of growth, equally meaning-
ful for all types of economies.

The question of economic waste is a related matter and equally
difficult to treat. Growth is measured in terms of things "produced,"
not in terms of things usefully consumed. In a market economy, the
two magnitudes are similar but not at all identical: mistakes are made
by both entrepreneurs and consumers, rendering some productive
activity worthless. The same kinds of mistakes are made in the
Soviet Union, probably on a larger scale since centralized planning is
involved. In addition, because of the weak position of most buyers,
substandard goods often pass for standard quality, goods are damaged
and spoiled in transit beyond normal experience in a market economy,
and so on. Although Soviet industry does not experience business

'See, e.g., my artle" On Measuring Economic Growth," Journal of Polltical Economy, LXV, (February
1957). S1-63.
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cycles as they are known in market economics, it is periodically faced
with the need to reallocate resources on a large scale, and the accom-
panying waste that would appear in the form of temporarily unem-
ployed resources in a market economy will appear, at least in part, in
the form of unwanted accumulation of inventories. It is difficult
enough to say something sensible about which type of economy has
the more waste inherent in it. It is even more difficult to say what all
this has to do wvith problems of measuring growth. Unless wastage
has, in some meaningful sense, been growing at different rates in
American and Sovict industry, there is nothing to be gained by taking
account of this factor as far as comparing growth of industrial output
is concerned.

These qualifications serve as warnings against careless comparisons
of either the relative size or the relative growth of Soviet and American
industry. In particiilar, broad agg'regative measures of industrial
output tell us nothing about capacities for specific tasks, such as waging
war or promoting consumer welfare. While Soviet industrial output
in 1955 imay have been. in the aggregate, less than a quarter of the
American level, production directlv available for militarv purposes
was undoubtedly a larger frac'tion, arid production available for con-
sumers a smaller one. Similarly, growth in the two areas has differed
in the sanie way ill the two countries.

It remains also to be noted that the quantitative achievements of
Soviet industry have not been understated by Soviet authorities.
The: official Soviet index of industrial production embodies a myth
that should be dispelled from the popular mind. On this matter,
WVestern scholars speak as one, though they may disagree as to the
gravity of the myth. The official Soviet index shows industrial output
as multiplying 27 times between 1913 and 1955; tile indexes presented
here, based on official Soviet data on physical output and unit values
and constructed according to conventional Western methods. show'
output as multiplying 5 to 6 times. If our indexes are taken as reason-
ably accurate, the official index contains a four- to five-fold exaggera-
tion of growth over this period.

Somewhere in these generalizations and the mass of figures behind
them lie lessons of history. The trick is to find therrn. The interesting
lessons point to the future in one way or another, for the main purpose
of history is as prolog: to help) US to foresee what is likely to come if
things continue developing as they have been; or, barring that-and
it generally will be barred-at least to help us t~o understand why
things are happening as they are.

My task is largely finished in providing the stuff from which the
lessons will be drawn. But I cannot evade the responsibility for
stating some opinions. And so I venture with great hesitation into
the field of lesson drawing, leaving it quickly once my minimal obli-
gation is fulfilled.

As one looks to the immediate future-the next 5 years, say-it
seems reasonably certain that industrial growth will proceed more
rapidly in the Soviet Union than in the United States, in the absence
of radical institutional changes in either country. This conclusion
does not seem to be in doubt even when all due allowance is made for
the shortcomings of Soviet data. It is more doubtful that industrial
growth in the Soviet ITnion will be faster than ill rapidly expanding
Western economies, such as Western Germany, France, and Japan.
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Over the more distant future-the next generation, say-the out-
look is veiled, even if we might suppose there would be no important
changes in the economic systems of either West or East, a most
improbable assumption. There is no definitive evidence that the
Soviet economic system has been able to generate more rapid industrial
growth over the long run than the traditional private enterprise system
of the West. Despite the fact that the Soviet Union was able to in-
herit an advanced Western technology at little cost, industrial growth
over the entire Soviet period has been less rapid than in the United
States over the 40 years bracketing the turn of the century, a period
more or less comparable in other important respects. It has also
been less rapid than growth in the last half century of the Tsarist era,
a less comparable period.

On the other hand, if Soviet performance is best illustrated by
achievements over the plan period, the Soviet record of industrial
growth appears more exceptional. Which period is more representa-
tive of longrun growth trends: 1913-55 or 1928-55? There are good
arguments to be made for both, and inevitable differences of opinion
will be finally resolved by the course of history alone-which suggests
the virtue of avoiding a dogmatic position one way or another.

In any case, the future will not be a simple reflection of the past.
Growth has Dot been a mechanical process in either the United States
or the Soviet Union. The driving force within the American economy
has been private initiative mobilized by the incentives inherent in a
free society. The trend of the day is in the direction of choking off
incentives. One foreboding economic symptom is the slackening
speed at which resource productivity has been growing in American
industry. Incentives are being strangled and nothing is being put
in their place to drive the machinery of growth.

There is in fact only one thing to put in their place: the whiplash.
The Soviet system has made clever use of both knout and honey, and
the latter has been rapidly supplanting the former. If this evolution
continues, the balance of economic growth will surely tip further in
Russia's favor, since-fortunately, from the broader point of view-
the West does not intend to take whip in hand.



INDUSTRIAL INVESTMENT IN THE U.S.S.R.

(By John P. Hardt, Corporation for Economic and Industrial
Research, Inc., Washington, D.C.)

IN-RODuTCTIoNI

Tempo-the high rate of industrial growth-motivates Soviet
economic societv. Continuation of their rapid industrial growth
makes increasingly credible the Soviet claims for overtaking U.S.
levels of industrial production at some future date. How has the high
Soviet rate of industrial growth-perhaps as much as three times the
average for the United States-been maintained? Moreover, can
Soviet industry continue to expand at as high a rate in the future?
The answers to these vital questions are to be found, in large part,
in an analysis of the Soviet investment policy. In short, our view
is that the rate of Soviet industrial growth depends on the rate,
pattern, and efficiency of industrial investment.

Sustainable rate of investment, to be sure, is a fundamental factor
in determining the growth rate of any economy. The willingniess of
the Soviet regime to defer consumption in favor of investment is
well known and not unique in economic development processes. A
singular feature of the Soviet pattern of economic growth, however,
has been the use to which available investment funds have been ptll.
Industry, particularly certain producer-goods sectors of industry,
has been favored in the overall investment pattern for Soviet growth.
But the Soviets have not sought growth for its own sake. This
industrial growth has been directed to fulfill stronglv felt and reason-
ably definable needs. Primarily, the attainment of the maximum
growth in certain preferred industrial sectors is souglht in order to
maximize national power, both political-military power and economic
power on an expanding industrial base.

The Soviet method or formula for bringing about a maximum attain-
menit of their primary aims has been to direct the investment outlays
in a pattern leading to structural changes in the economy different
from those which occurred in the United States and other wvestern
industrial countries. A reasonably clear outline of an investment
allocation formula for attaining maximum growth in the preferred
industmial sectors will be drawn for the Stalinist period by examining
the 5-year plan period (1928-55). An analysis of this Stalinist
formula for industrial investment is importaint to understand the
relatively high rate of industrial growth that has been sustained in the
Soviet Union, but failed to fit the situation after Stalin's death.

After the failure and revision of the sixth 5-year plan, the Stalinist
formula was revised under Nikita Khrushchev's direction for the
7-year plan (1958-65). In the Khrushchev reformulation, pressing
problems in energy and labor force utilization were recognized. The

'Special Indebtedness Is due to M. Gardner Clark of Cornell University and Leon nerman of the Library
of Congress for useful comments in the preparation of this paper.
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planned volume of capital investment was increased and the invest-
ment program was reorganized to improve efficiency in the manage-
ment of construction. The initial revisions in the Stalinist formla,
in turn, were tempered by a chorus of criticisms and suggested further
revisions led by Academician Strumilin.

The primary test of the success of 'the revised Stalinist formula for
industrial investment is: Will the rate of industrial growth be retarded
in the new plan period ahead? Retardation may result if the rate of
investment for the expansion of induistrial capacity is reduced or if
the marginal product of capital declines. The rate and effectiveness
of industrial investment depends in large part on the success of the
Khrushchev reformulation of the Stalinist formula for industrial in-
vestment. It is our view that serious retardation in industrial growth
will not result from changes in their industrial investment policy in
the current plan period.

CHAPTER 1. MAXIMUM INDUSTRIAL GROWTH.

RATIONALE FOR GROWTH

The primary aim of Soviet industrial investment policy has been to
maximize industrial growth. At the same time growth in industrial
production or the tempo of industrialization has not been a Soviet
end but a means. The end is power. More specifically, the establish-
ment of heavy industry is a necessary power base for the attainment
of political-military objectives.' At the same time the share of total
goods and services available for expanding the industrial base is
limited by the prior and increasing claims of political-military proj-
ects. These political, military projects represent present as con-
trasted with the future power accruing from growth in the industrial
base. So even in attainment of power the choice of present power may
limit the maximum increase in industrial growth so vital to the long-
run power position.

POLITICAL-MILITARY POWER

In the total Soviet approach to international power struggles, the
needs for expanding political-military power have a wide range.
While development of missile-rocketry and atomic weapons projects
have priority, so, too, do certain scientific-technical projects such as
atomic icebreakers and accelerators. Likewise, certain foreign eco-
nomic ventures may fit into this same priority area, in that they are
deemed important in the international power struggle.
* Significant as this area is, we have only carefully guarded releases
on the nature of the projects. The Soviet criminal code not only
prohibits disclosure of information on military projects but also on
advanced scientific projects.3 Moreover, whereas these political-
military projects consume a large share of Soviet industrial production,
they do not, for the most part, contribute to growth in industrial
production levels.

2 These Soviet power-oriented aims appear to be similar to the mercantilist aims of Peter the Great and
Colbert. Indeed, it was not by chance that interest in Peter the Great had a renaissance under Joseph
Stalin.

3 The type of data that cannot be legally made public Is indicated in the law of Apr. 28, 1956, In
Ministerstvo Ustitsii RSFSR, Ugolovnoe kodeks RSFSR (Criminal Code of the RSFSR), Moscow:
Gosurizdat, 1957.
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A primary aim of the Soviet regime has been an expansion of this
political-military base ix sonic context of the world situation, currently
their power position relative to that of the United States. The
satisfaction of these expanding needs for political-military objectives
is one overriding reason for the ever-increasing requirements for

'industrial production in the U.S.S.R.

INDUSTRIAL BASE

The construction of iron and steel complexes, the installation of
machine tools in machine-building plants, the erection of electric
power stations-in short the expansion of the industrial base-is the
other basic reason for Soviet industrial growth. The U.S. levels of
industrial production provide targets which give focus to this drive.
The immediate aim is to overtake the United States in the important
areas of industrial production in the shortest possible time period.
Which industrial areas are preferred depends on an estimation of the
future needs of political-military objectives and the continued expan-
sion of the industrial base.

A CONTINUING SELLER'S MARKET

The full satisfaction of the primary aims, important secondary
aims notwithstanding, has not heen possible to date in the U.S.S.R
'On the one hand, the post-World War II revolution in military tech-
nology occasioned by the simultaneous demands of military-rocketry,
atomic weapons, and the coming of the jet age in aircraft made ful-
fillment of immediate political-military needs at any time difficult.
The notable Soviet efforts in militarv-rocketrv andi related fields
have obviously made heavy claims or) their industiial production for
meeting these political-inifitary requirements. On the other hand,
expan(ling the industrial base to catch up with a growing U.S. indus-
trial economy has required a large supply of industrial products.

Catching up in a political-military and economic context has been
much more demanding on a relatively poor Soviet economy than
staving ahead has been for the U.S. economy with our greater abun-
dance anid has placed Soviet industrial production in a continual
seller's inarket. Meeting these insatiable demands on industrial
production for political-military and industrial projects is the problem
of Soviet economic growth. Their investment program, in turn, has
been oriented to resolving this problem of expanding industrial supply
needs.

CHAPTER 2. STALINIST INDUSTRIAL INVESTMENT FORMULA

INVESTMENT AND HIGH TEMPO INDUSTRIALIZATION

The Soviet launched a 5-year plan in December 1928. But they
also set in motion an economic revolution, the second and perhaps
more basic Russian revolution. The key feature of this economic
revolution was the high tempo of industrialization. In order to
maintain the high tempo of industrialization, the rate of investment
was doublecl.4

'TThe rate of net Investment of 18,I percent In 1927-28 was raised by the plan only to 25.1 and 28.2 percent
in 1928-29 and 1929-30, respectively, but actually resulted In a rate for 1929-0 one-third over the original
figure, or 37.5 percent. See F. D. Holzman, "The Burden of Soviet Taxatlon," American Economic Re-
view, September 1953, p. 567.
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* The basic economic decisions in the Soviet Union have always been
made by the top leaders of the Communist Party. The simplicity
and priority of these primary aims and the basic approach to satisfy-
ing the demands in these areas have facilitated direct control by the
top leadership. It is perhaps without historical precedent to find
the top leadership of a country so directly involved in the economic
decision-making process. Thus the use of the names of Stalin and
Khrushchev to describe formulations of investment policy reflects
their personal and direct participation in its determination.
* Meeting the needs of construction projects for expanding the Soviet
industrial base was a first-order problem during the 5-year-plan periods.
The method of providing the necessary supply for construction of as
much new capacity as possible for industrial production growth took
on reasonably definable characteristics over the period during which
the guiding hand of Joseph Stalin was most clearly felt (1928-55).5
The share of current production made available for expanding the
industrial base was large and the pattern of investment outlays em-
ployed took on many characteristics not common to Western indus-
trializations.

THE RATE OF INVESTMENT FOR INDUSTRIAL GROWTH

This willingness of the Soviet people to accept low levels of con-
sumption places an upper limit on the sustainable rate of investment.
Soviet policy seems to have maintained consumption at levels where
some small but noticeable increase in consumption per capita could
be claimed. The Russian people are doubtless very sensitive, as most
people elsewhere are, to reductions in their standard of living; whereas
any increase even from a very low standard of living may provide
considerable psychological gain. This policy of maintaining slowly
rising consumption levels, especially in the cities, seems to be borne
out in Soviet practice, with the exception of the first 5-year plan and
the Second World War.

The rate of gross investment has been up to 30 percent of the esti-
mated total Soviet gross national product. Although this rate of
-investment compares with circa 20 percent of the U.S. GNP devoted
to investment, the absolute allotment to gross investment has been
lower in the Soviet Union than the United States as a result of the
much larger U.S. GNP.6 Still it is the rate of investment not the
absolute outlays which are crucial to the rate of industrial growth.

The total investment outlays resulting from the high Soviet invest-
ment rate do not alone account for the rapid industrial growth in the
Soviet Union. Total investment funds, in turn, must be shared by
projects which would expand the industrial base with outlays related
to raising the standard of living and improving transportation facilities,
as well as political-military projects.

Investment outlays related to the standard of living, i.e., investment
in residential construction and commercial construction, have been
minimized at least as much as direct consumption outlays, perhaps
close to what is known as productive consumption-the consumption
necessary to maintain production. Assuming, again, an official policy

3 Although Stalin died in March 1953, the period through the end of the fifth 5-year plan in 1955 was
mainly conditioned by his economic thinking.

4 The current rates of investment are 30 percent and 17 to 20 percent of the gross national products in the
U.S.S.R. and U.S.A., respectively. See Allen Dulles' speech in the New York Times of Apr. 9, 1959, p. 8.
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of gradually rising levels of consumption, the Soviet faces a danger of
awakening expectations which may lead, paradoxically, to lower satis-
faction from higher livino standards. For example, once some people
have certain consumer durables (cars, refrigerators, television sets,
etc.), many people within a given status group may be dissatisfied
until they too have these attributes of a rising standard of living.
Raising consumption levels, especially in the area of consumer du-
rables, housing, etc., may lead to difficulty in sustaining the invest-
ment rate for industrial expansion.

Investment in transport facilities has carried a higher priority than
raising the standard of living, but even the expansion of the favored
railroad transport facilities, have been largely kept to a minimum
during the Stalinist era. Expansion of highway, sea, and river
transport facilities has been all but ignored.

Although of higher priority for investment outlays than for such
purposes as transportation and housing, investsnent for Growth in the
industrial base reflected the generally higher priority given to political-
military purposes. At the same time the disentangling of projects
for political-military and those for industrial growth has been difficult.7
Estimating the importance of such projects which are not conducive
to industrial growth is very difficult from Soviet sources, but crucial
to the rate of industrial growvth. The choice of long run and short-run
gains in military-economnic powver is bound up in this propositioii.

STALIN'S INVESTIMENT FORMULA FOR EXPANDING THE INDUSTRIAL BASE

Probably more than the rate of industrial iiivestinent has been the
maximum expansion in industrial production capacity with the in-
vestment funds available .8 The application of this formula during the
Stalinist period may be summarized in the following directions or
policies of the top leadership:

1. Emphasize leading sectors in setting the pattern of investment
outlavs for expanding the industrial base.

2. Choose processes aminong alternatives needed to establish the
industrial outlays which Inirmize capital outlays relative to factor
inputs, i.e., labor, fuel, etc.

3. Set up project lists for attainin- construction goals which reflect
optimal results from previously established pattern of outlays. This
optimal tautness in investment planning implied ininimum factor
requirements and gestation periods for construction projects and maxi-
mumi output per unit of new capacity.

4. Organize administration of investment to enforce a maximum
incentive system on construction trusts to complete projects as
planned.
1. The leading sector theme

The application of the leading sector theme has been embodied in
tlhe slogan. "Communism is Soviet political power plus electrification
of the entire countrv." Of the structural changes which occurred in
I Figures en the machine-building output to defense Industries for the period 103& 41 may be drawnfrom Bureau of Foreign Commerce, U.S. Department of Commerce, Basic Data on the Economy of theU.S.S.R. February 195D, Washington, D.C.

-' A coneiderahle debt Is also due to the previous works in this held on Soviet tnvestment- Cf. especially
for discussion of "icading branches,' Gregory Grossman, "Suggestions for a Thcory of Soviet InvestmentPlanning' in "Investment Criteria and Economic Growth," Cambridge, Mass.: Center for International* Studies, 195M; Norman Kaplan, "Capital Formation and Alocation." A. Bergson (ed.) 'Soviet Economic
Growth, Considerations and Perspectives." Evanston, Ill.: Row, Peterson, & Co., 1953.
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most Western industralization processes, i.e., the structural changes
noted in the N.B.E.R. studies of the United States, the ones related
to this slogan were singled out for special emphasis whereas other
structural changes were, for the most part; deemphasized in the
Soviet pattern.' In emphasizing the electrification route, electric
power generating capacity was to be expanded as rapidly as possible
to provide electric drive for industrial branches and industrial processes
dependent on electricity and process heat. Preferred industrial
branches in the allocation of increased output from the expanded
capacity, in turn, were such industries as metallurgy (ferrous and
nonferrous), machine-building, and chemicals. Output from these
branches was important to the fulfillment of political-military needs
and future growth in the industrial base. Expansion of the electric
power industry and the machine-building industries, as the Soviets
often note, is the "heart" of this leading sector process.

Structural changes common to other industrializations not stressed
in the Soviet approach during the Stalinist period included the shift
from solid to liquid fuel; the shift from using ferrous to nonferrous
metals for a number of purposes, especially in construction; and the
rise of service industries. This conscious emphasis on structural
changes related to electrification and deemphasis of structural changes
common to other industrializations is a cardinal feature of the leading
sector approach.

The idea of stressing a leading sector in industrialization is akin to
the Leninist theory of the avantgarde. The party as a small group of
well disciplined revolutionary leaders was, in Lenin's view, to carry
the populace through the revolution and on to eventual communism.
Also in Lenin's view, electrification as the second plan of the party
was to carry the economy toward the same goal. This economic plan
of structural change, moreover, facilitated the participation of top
leadership in economic planning. If close attention was paid to the
leading sector-electrification-then the necessary high tempo of
industrialization could be thought to be assured.
2. Minimization of capital outlays

In carrying out the structural change embodied in the electrification
route, minimum capital outlay variants were generally chosen.
Induction motors might not provide electric drive as efficiently as
synchronous motors for industry, but capital outlays for given co-
efficients of electrification of industrial processes were less. Likewise,
large rolling mills and machine cutting tools were installed in the steel
industry but not the materials-handling auxiliary equipment to go
with them.10 This spreading of capital may not have economized on
the inputs of labor and other factors, but it probably led to a greater
expansion in the industrial base than otherwise possible with available
capital.

Apparant violations of the criteria of capital minimization are:
capital intensive projects such as hydroelectric station (e.g., the
Dnieper project), and large-scale industrial installations modeled after
some Western prototype (e.g., the Gorki auto factory). On the

' Scholars associated with the National Bureau of Economic Research such as F. C. Mills, George Stigler,
and Solomon Fabricant have particularly dealt with Important structural changes in the U.S. economy over
the last half century.

'° The relatively high percentage of work force in auxiliary activities in the Soviet as compared with U.S.
metallurgical plants of 56 and 39 percent, respectively, was critically noted by S. Kheinman, Kommunist,
No. 4, 1959, p. 23.
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former, the relative capital intensity of hydro over comparable steam
capacity may not have been as great as appeared. The relatively
small inputs in weight of machines and equipment for steam capacity
mav not heave accurately reflected the relative scarcity or opportunity
costs relative to inputs such as cement and reinforcing rods for
hydrostations. On the latter, reproduction of Western prototypes
may have been the only option open to Soviet planners without the
technical capability for adaption of Western techniques to Soviet
conditions. Or, again, the decisions may not have been economically
rational.

Capital minimization was generally consistent with the relative
scarcity of capital, labor, and other factors. In cases where the capital
was relatively less scarce, i.e., to coking coal in the blast furnaces of
the iron and steel industry, the general line of capital minimization was
modified. As a result, the blast-furnace operation of Magnitogorsk is
reportedly among the most efficient in the world." Likewise, what
evidence we have indicates that the capital minimization policy was
not carried over to the defense industries."

An adjunct of the choice of minimal capital variants in the capital
minimization policy was the stricture on replacement investment.
Obsolescrice did not actually come in for formal discussion in Soviet
journals until after the death of Stalin. Replacement based on very
low amortization charges was very small compared to new investment.

Finally, since the return on capital was probably higher in the
developed regions of Europeani Russia, the choices continually tended
to favor the older industrial regions over the newer, Siberian areas.'3
The failure to shift eastward as planned may also have resulted fromn
overambitious plans which were pared dowuward at the expense of
Eastern projects.
S. Optimal tautness in construction planning

Hlaving established the pattern of development of industrial capacity
for a certain time period, e.g., the 5-year plan, project lists were drawn
up in detail and production goals set. The policy was to make max-
imal estimates of the productive capability of projected capacity and
minimal estimates on the tine, materials, and labor required for
constructing the new capacity. This tautness in construction plan-
ning resulted in establishment of ambitious construction project
plans.'4 These plans were targets for the construction trusts or their
administrative equivalents. The targets were for a series of specific
definable projects, e.g., steam condensing electric power station of
100,000-kilowatt capacity with two turbogenerators and four boilers
of definable technical characteristics, in. say, the city of Sverdlovsk.
The tautness came in the supply plan and the time schedule set for
tile projects. The supply of materials, available construction equip-
ment, and labor planned for the project was usually minimal; whereas,
the construction time for the capacity expansion was short as judged
by previovs experience. The minimal supply plan and short con-
structioji times made the plan ambitious or taut, anticipating sub-
stantial improvement on past performance records.

"S See "interview With carney," Business Week, De. 7, 1957, and American Iron and Steel Institute,"Steel In the Soviet Union," New York, 1959, pp. 138 ff.
B See a reference to an aircraft plant by N. Khrusbchev's plenum speech, Pravda, July 3,1959.d Injuunctions against further construction in the older tndivstrlal centers of European Russia have beenhonored largely by their violation.
as "Tautness" in Soviet eesnonmle planning Is referred to In an Interesting unpublished manuscript by

H. Hunter, entitled "The Economics of Catching-Up."
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Depending on the priority of the projects, the elaborate incentive
mechanism of the Soviet society was placed behind the projects.
In the 1930's for example, Soviet writers visited various projects
and dramatized their accomplishments. Such novels as Gladkov's
"Power," featuring the- Dnieper hydroproject, were results, of these
literary efforts.
4. Administration of mazimum incentives

The administration of maximum incentive for the completion of
the construction plans involved methods similar to those well covered
in the discussion by Professors Berliner and Granick of the day-to-day
administration of the Soviet factorv.'5 The response to the excessive
pressure in construction probably also led to the development of an
"underground" or conspiracy on the part.of those at the operating
level (e.g., the construction trust) to simulate plan fulfillment. The
degree to which the incentive system was effectively applied to attain
efficient use of scarce factors was related to the realism of the construc-
tion plans. As long as the plans were barely attainable the results
of administrative pressure encouraged actual fulfillment. But to the
extent the plans were not thought to be realistic at the operating levels,
the temptation was probably to simulate success.

CHAPTER 3. KHRUSHCHEV'S REVISION OF THE STALINIST INVESTMENT
FORMULA FOR THE 7-YEAR PLAN (1958-65)

THE THAW IN SOVIET INDUSTRIAL INVESTMENT POLICY

With the ascendancy of Nikita Khrushchev there has been a revision
of the Stalinist investment formula. In preparation for the 7-year
plan, policies which involved changes in the Stalinist formula were
initiated. In part this reformulation was a response to the short-
comings of the sixth 5-year plan, and in part a result. of an economic
reappraisal reflecting among other things greater flexibility resulting
from a larger gross national product, relative increase in supply of
capital and improved planning techniques.

Each of the four basic elements of the Stalinist formula were
revised or reformulated: The leading sector theme, capital minimiza-
tion, tautness in construction planning, and the administration of a
system of maximum incentives on the construction trusts. The
initial modifications were, however, moderated by policy changes
following a "debate in planning" which featured an argument by
Academician Strumilin for a return to important elements of the
Stalinist formula.

LESSONS DRAWN FROM THE SIXTH 5-YEAR PLAN FAILURE

As late as July 1955, relatively modest goals for Soviet industrial
expansion were still in force as indicated by a party plenum speech
by Nikolai Bulganin.16 These modest goals were actually the long
range targets set by Stalin in his election district speech in 1946. Less
than 6 months later very ambitious goals for the sixth 5-year plan
were set requiring drastically stepped-up plans for expansion in indus-

" On Soviet managerial administration of production see B Berliner, "Factory and Manager in theU.S.S.R.," Cambridge: Harvard, 1957; and D. Granici, "Management of the Industrial Firm in theU.S:S.R. "New York: Columbia 1954.*s For Bulganin's party plenum speech see Pravda. July. 17,1955.
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trial capacity. Whether these expansion plans were feasible under
the best of circumstances is open to question. In any event, the
domestic developmuents followed by international events ill October
1956 nll Poland and later in Hungary probably occasioned a material
shift of construction goals away from fulfillment of domestic Soviet
projects for expanding their industrial base. Not only were supplies
from the European bloc countries probably not delivered as planned,
but additional political-military projects munst have exercised prior
claims on scarce investizienit goods.

In this unfavorable context for fulfillment of the industrial invest-
merit plan, the lax administration of the construction projects was
apparently responsible for further failures to fulfill plans. A multi-
plicity of projects were apparently started at the outset of the sixth
5-year plan as if the plan wvere realistic. Even if the construction
plan had been attainable wvitll available supply the international
developments which intruded during the course of the year should
have occasioned a reexamination of the project lists and a gradual
scaling Cdown of expansion plans. Apparently the "taking of stock"
was delaved until December 1956, when the capital requirements wvere
found to he not only inadequately supplied for 1536, but about 40
percent greater than the iinvcstninent funrds available for 1957, and
even more excessive for the rest of the projected sixth 5-year plan."7
By that late date in 1956 the scarce supply for the numerous projects
was spread hopelessly thin, and no redirection of supply-could bring
about reasonible construction plan fulfillment. As a result of the
plan failure, the years 1957 and 1958 wvere largely devoted to colliple-
tion of the projects initiated inl 1956 and preparing for the new plan
period to begin in 1959.

The lessons drawn from the sixth 5-year plan failure were probably
most directly related to the third and fourth elements in the Stalinist
formula for industrial investment: the attainment of lthe optimal
tautness in the investment plan, and tie organization of the adnillis-
tration of construction to provide maxi-ilmum incentives for project
plan completion.

Even as originally conceived, the sixth 5-year plan for construction
was probably too ambitious. The advantage of tautness in construe-
tion planning remains only as long as the plan can be represenlted
to be realistic, -and the sixtlh 5-year plan was not. Coupled wvith
thlis ov(frlautnesiSS as the loose adiiniistratioli of the plan. Not
onl0y the lack of central supervision but thle pool utilization of existing
supplies were singled out for criticism. An alternative explanation
is that apparent looseness was a result of the power struggle in tie
councils of the top leadership. Projects related to thle power struggle
mav have been added for their short-runi political effect without
regard for adequacy of supply.

KHRUSHCHEN'S MODIFICATION OF THE STALINIST FORMIJLA

Having raised the qeILstion of reVision1 of the Stalimiist formula
as a result of tlle review of tie sixth 5-year plan failure, many other
questions could be and were raised in Soviet economic circles. This

i1 The failure of the sixth S-ear constructon plan was A-ell described by 1. Kulvev. Investment funds
would have to be increased by 70 billior, rubles for 1957 and 371.5 bilion rulrles for i957-30 above the original
plans of 170 and 9%5 billiou rubles for the 1957 and 195-3 60 periods, respectively. I. A. Kuiyev, "0 dat'
neishenm sovershenstvovanili planirovania i rulovodlstva ,narodnim khoziaistvom (Concerning the Im-
provemnent and Planning and Leadership of the National Economy)," Moscow: Znanie, 19S7, p. 9.
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fresh look led to many proposals for revisions not directly related
to the sixth 5-year plan experience. The continued application of
*the leading sector theory and capital minimization themes came in
for critiques, and further examination was made of the management
of construction planning. This reexamination paralleled a general
"thaw" in the Soviet body politic. What resulted in some cases
was merely a matter of putting the old wine in new bottles, but in the
area of industrial construction planning some significant changes
resulted.

Although the Stalin formula was in the main preserved, the pro-
posed changes noted below could be significant if fully carried out
during the course of the 7-year plan:
1. The leading sector theme broadened to include the petroleum-natural

gas route.
The primacy of the electrification route to industrial growth was

to be shared by other structural changes, principally the shift from
solid to liquid fuel in the energy balance.' The shift in the energy
balance meant that additional energy needs for the 7-year plan in
the European regions of the Soviet Union were to be largely met by
increased consumption of petroleum products and natural gas; new
electric power and cement capacity was to be operated on natural
gas or petroleum; and much of the railroad mileage was to be dieselized
or electrified. Correlated to this shift in the energy balance was
the expansion of the petroleum refinery capacity and the related
petrochemical industry. In short, the petroleum-natural gas route
for industrial expansion was to become a leading sector comparable to
the electrification route in Soviet industrial expansion. This might
be considered an "Americanization" of the Soviet economic develop-
ment, as the structural changes are to be more similar in the future
to those which have occurred in the American economy than was the
case during the Stalinist era.
2. Capital minimization tempered to improve economic efficiency

The emergence of the shift to higher quality fuel in the energy
balance as a leading sector is related to the capital minimization
policy. The use of petroleum and natural gas is more economically
efficient than comparable operation with solid fuel, coal, or peat;
i.e., in terms of inputs of fuel equivalents per unit of output and labor
requirements in extraction per unit of fuel of standard heating capacity.
The input savings are not only measured in heating capacity of the
fuel required per unit of output but in the transport requirements
to bring the fuel to the consumer. The latter is less clearly definable
as it involves balancing investment alternatives such as rail transport
against oil and natural gas pipeline installations. Continued in-
dustrial expansion on a solid fuel base would probably have required
less direct capital outlay than a shift to petroleum and natural gas.

Likewise, the nature of the choices among processes have been
modified toward the more capital intensive alternatives. In many
cases automatic or controlled equipment is being preferred over
simpler variants consuming less capital. -Larger scale equipment
with more advanced technical features such as high temperature
steam boilers for electric power. stations have been featured in the

Is The shift to petroleum-natural gas from solid fuel sources (coal, wood, and peat) is indicated in apt
pendix.table 1 below. .L .... : :
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7-year plan. These variants conserve inputs of energy and labor
usually by the choice of more capital intensive alternatives.

* Finally, obsolescence and replaceimen t are not only openly discussed
but actually constitute important parts of the 7-year plan. Much
of the capacity available at the time of the revolution is now being
renovated or replaced, as is some capacity installed during the Soviet
era. All this more intensive use of capital is an important part of
what the Soviets are referring to as "technological progress."
S. Optimal tautness in the construction plans given increased attention

To say that the projects to be completed in the time schedule set,
with materials available from the initial plans for the period 1958-65,
w&as less taut or more realistic than before is not to say that there was
any slack built into the plan. For the leading sectors related to the
carrying out of the electrification route and the shift from solid fuel
to petroleum and natural gas consumption, the goals are probably
not unattainable. The downgrading of hydro as announced by
Klhrushchev at the Kuibyshev hydroelectric station dedication 19 was
apparently intended to release investment goods from the electrifi-
cation route to supply additional capital for other industrial expansion
related to the petroleum-natural gas route.

Some of the goals in the new plan still appear to be very ambitious,
especially those not related to primary goals: i.e., residential housing.
The degree of tautness in construction is a useful clue for estimating
not only the possible success of the certain types of construction plans
but also for evaluating their priority. It is difficult, for example, to
see how the plans for residential housing can be carried out within
the supply plan norms announced.
4. AxIzimum incentives in the administration of industrial construction

improved by industrial reorganization and introduction of mathe-
matical techniques to economic planning

The reorganization of construction planning was largely instituted
to make more effective the operation of the incentive system for
project plan fulfillment and increase the efficiency of planning. As a
result of the reorganization of 1957, about one-half of the annual con-
structioii activity was to be performed by enterprises under the direct
authority of the Sovnarkhozy-the local economic councils. 0 Of the
remaining half of the construction work, an appreciable part was to
be directed after the reorganization from the republic ministry level.

Two advanritages were expected to accrue from this integration of
construction work at the local level: local supply could be used miore
efficiently whether locally or centrally obtained, and there would be
a unification of the interest between those dependent on the comple-
tion of the project for production target and construction plan ful-
fillment. The latter, coincidence of the local interest in fulfillment of
both the construction and production plans, is perhaps the most pur-
suasive logic for this aspect of the reorganization. The Oblast party
secretary, the Sovnarkhiozv chriirman, the directors of large enterprises,
and the foremen of construction trusts are to have a community of
interest in the completion of the projects needed to expand production

to Infra.
20 For excellent summarizes of the 1957, reorganiation, see M. C. Raser. "Cihanges in Planning MethodsDuring the . reparation of the Soviet 7-Year Plan,' Soviet Studies, April 1959, Oleg llocffding, "TieSoviet Industrial Reorganization of 1957," American Economic Review, May 1959, pp. 65-77.
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levels on schedule. To the extent that the community of interest is
real, the supplies available for construction projects are probably
more efficiently employed. Many of the crucial sectors of the mate-
rials-supply plan are still centrally controlled, but efficient central
control would not alone be sufficient to insure supply to even priority
projects.

In addition to the reorganization of industrial construction, the use
of new mathematical techniques and electronic computers was added
to increase the precision and allow for rapid accommodation to changes
in construction planning. Precision in construction planning, of
course, greatly improves the operation of a system of incentives. The
Central Planning Commission (Gosplan) started using input-output
and other econometric techniques in 1956, and by 1959 mathematical
applications employing electronic computers were being widely
adopted in Soviet economic planning."

A DEBATE IN SOVIET PLANNING

Although the revision or reformulation is largely made in the name
of Khrushchev of principles held while Stalin was in power, clear
distinctions between policies and leaders is very difficult to make.
More often the decisions to change follow a stare decisis route; that is,
the new policy is in line with Lenin, Stalin, and previous policy. Such
protestations of continuity appear in Soviet sources in spite of the fact
that in application fundamental changes were to result.

A rare opportunity for associating leadership with policy changes
was a public planning policy discussion which took place in the interim
between Khrushchev's enunciation of the "Thesis" for the 7-year plan
and the publication of the "Control Figures" (November 1958-
February 1959).22 A detailed discussion of the arguments presented
in this discussion are interesting not only because of the light thrown
on the Khrushchev revision of the Stalinist formula but because of the
unusual indication of divergent viewpoints and current flexibility
within the Soviet planning structure. This controversy focused on
the plan for construction of the huge Krasnoyarsk hydroelectric sta-
tion in Siberia, but had broader implications. The published part of
this controversy may provide us the basis for some reasonable specula-
tion on the rationale for the revisions in the Stalinist investment
formula and the current direction in Soviet investment policy. Also,
we may make some provisional judgments on the position taken or the
stake of various groups of Soviet officials in revisions of Soviet con-
struction planning policy.

The specific question raised on the Krasnoyarsk project was this:
Would further work on this project be deferred until at least 1966 or
would it be actively included in the current 7-year plan? On the one
hand, a decision was apparently made in August 1958, to postpone any
additional work on this project until about 1968. In January 1959,
the argument was strongly made that the station should be in opera-

21 In this adoption of econometric techniques, the leading role of the top political leadership in planning is
still maintained. For example, "In the economic area the leading role of the political economy and the
auxiliary, subordinate role of mathematics is recognized." A. Voyarski, "Matematika dlia ekonomistov
(Mathematics for Economists)," Moscow: Gosstatizdat, 1957, p. 10. The need for use of mathematical
economics and electronic computers has been stressed by Academician Nemchinov. See Voprosi ekonom-
iki, No. 4, 1959.

22 Sources for the debate include: Pravda's for Aug. 11, Dec. 4, 1958, and Jan. 18, Feb. 1, 3, 8, 1959. Also,
Promyshlenno-ekonornicheskaya gazeta, Feb. 15, 1959, Gidro-tekhnicheskoe stroitel'stvo, No. 6, 1959, pp.
I fff; and Lituraturnaya gazea, Dec. 2. 1958.
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tion by 1963-64 and presumably at full power by the end of the 7-year
plan.

The decision on Krasaoyarsk has implications for thle followving
specific plalning policies:

1. The continuation of electrification as the sole leading sector as
indicated by the rate of electric power expansion thought to be needed
to provide for maximum industrial growth in thle economy.

2. The capital minimization policy, as shown by the relative pref-
erence of stemi, hlydro, and other type electric power stations to meet
given electric power needs, with the related estimate of the time
preference implied in "maximum industrial growth." Liklewise the
capital minimization implications of the relative preference of develop-
ment in European and Siberian parts of the U.S.S.R.
. A careful examination of tlhe events reported in the Soviet press
relatnie to tlhe Krasnovy rsk project indicates the following tytpes of
Soviet officials were alIned for and against the Krasnovarsk project
and were associated with related policy planning positions. For rapid
development of the Krasnovarsk hydroelectric station were found
"planners" and central "projectmalkers." Against, is harder todefine,
but appear to lave been officials at the operating levels-local Sov-
narkhiozv chairmen and perhaps regional party secretaries. These
In tter officials were not so much against Krasnoyarsk as for the alterna-
tives that vould appear to be foregone for activrating the Krasnoyarsk
project. These alternatives are not v.erv well spelled out, but we shall
try to spe(euilate abLout them. The general policy positions taken by
those for Krasnoyarsk were not entirely clear on all points listed above.
However. they seemed to favor hydro and electrification development
in the previous proportions in order to insure nmaximunm industrial
growth at thle expense of economic efficiency, if necessary. Other than
the fact that Krasnovarsk was in the castern regions they would appear
not to have a preference, unless as political-economic planners east
Siberiani development was thought of as a counterweight to Chinese
industrial expansion.

Before the dedication of the Kiuibyshev hydroelectric station by
Nikita Khrushelev in August 1958, the 4-millioln-kilowatt Krasnoy-
arsk station on the Y enesei River in east Siberia was one of a number
of stations which were to be built durincg the next planning period-
the 7-year plan. Then. Khrushchev indicated that virtually all of tlhe
new hvdro capacity, including thle Krasnoyarsk project, vas to be
deferred for perhaps a decade. By the end of tbe 21st party conflress
in February 1959, this poliev had been modified, and the question of
the timing of tile Krasnoayrsk project had been reopened.

Khrushchev set the new policy which not only downgraded the
Krasnoyarsk project but the electrification route, at thle dedication
of the kuibvshev hydroelectric station in the following manner:

Given present conditions, the main thing is to wi, time, to reduce the cor-
struction time, and to obtain more electric power with the least expense. At
the same time, from the viewpoint of the state, it is expedicnt to accept delib-
erately a certain rise in kilowatt-hour costs with a view to winning time and to
obtain in a short span of time a maximum increase in the electric power output.
This way of looking at the problem is due to the fact that we must in a short time
invest more funds in the development of heavy industry, especially in the chem-
ical industry, iron and steel and nonferrous metallurgy, and other branches. In
this context we have to analyze the question as to how one could get more and
quicker electric power in a given economic arca xvith the same outLay. If we do

5;S37-ao-pt. 1 10
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so, then we arrive at the conclusion that, at present, one has to arrest to some
extent the development of the construction of some hydroelectric power stations
in order to give priority for some years-maybe for 7 or 8 years-to the construc-
tion of thermal power stations.

Moreover, in the case of Krasnoyarsk, Khrushchev indicated in a
later speech that even the operating costs of steamp stations there were
"almost equal" to those in the comparable hydro, presumably the
Krasnoyarsk project.

As a result of Khrushchev's statement and the new policy on hydro
stations, the work on Krasnoyarsk which had been started in 1955 was
stopped and the inactivity was to last for "at least 10 years" according
to a latter statement by Academician Strumilin. This new policy
apparently held also for the smaller Saratov station to be built on
the Volga. In fact, as the specific plans for electrification came out,
it became clear that the hydrocapacity to be introduced in the 7-year
plan was to be largely as a result of the completion of projects well
underway. Of the 10 million kilowatts for 1959-65, 8 million would
result from the completion of the Bratsk, Stalingrad, Votkinsk,
Kreminchug, and Bukhtarma stations, which were all well underway
by the time of the policy change. To carry through this hydroelectric
program only 16 percent of the total investment in electric power
was needed compared with 48 percent in the previous 7-year period-
about 20 of the total 125-129 billion rubles for electric power.

With the policy of downgrading hydro in vogue, we can see who was
for it. In the "Technical-Economic Bulletin" of the Krasnoyarsk
Sovnarkhoz we find the deputy chairman of the Sovnarkhozy writing in
apparent approval of this policy of steam station preference. In a
later issue of the same bulletin another deputy chairman of the
Krasnoyarsk Sovnarkhoz wrote about the development of the non-
ferrous metals industry and its power needs. The Nazorovsk steam
station in Krasnoyarsk Oblast was to meet the primary power needs
of the Krasnovarsk economic region for the expanding nonferrous
metal needs. This station was given priority as indicated by front
page accounts in Pravda calling for operation by the second quarter
of 1960; that is, the construction of a steam station in a year and one-
half-half the average time for comparable stations previously
installed-would seem to require considerable priority. The
Nazorovsk and other steam projects were apparently under the
control of the Sovnarkhozy. Much of the construction responsibility
after the 1957 reorganization passed from the special construction
trusts of the Ministry of Electric Power Station Construction to the
individual Sovnarkhozy, in which the power of the Oblast party
secretaries (obkom's) was primary. It may not be irrelevant to point
out that it was from the vote of these "obkom's" that Khruschev
carried the day against forces of Malenkov, Molotov, et. al., in
June 1958.

But the policy decision announced by Khrushchev against continuing
the Krasnoyarsk project was formally challenged by Academician
Strumilin, the doyan of Soviet economists on December 2, 1958, as
follows:

Why, in the thesis, is it planned to begin building several entirely different
hydroelectric stations of local importance, and "freeze" the construction of the
least expensive and most effective station, Krasnoyarsk, which has attained
worldwide importance with its yearly production of 19 billion kilowatt-hours
and a production cost for 1 kilowatt-hour of 0.5 kopeck. It is true, that the
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construction of the hydro station, which was started in 1955, will require an
additional investment of 4 billion rubies, nonetheless there is no reason, having
already started work on it in the current 7-year period, to lose the capital invested
in noncompleted construction for a period of more than 10 years. It is possible,
for the funds lacking for completion of this work under construction, to economize
on expenditure anywhere possible, especially in raising the labor productivity on
the construction itself, providing it is not stretched out for excessively long
construction periods.

Strurnilin's argument was thus not so much that the Krasnoyarsk
project should be undertaken in place of the steam projects underway,
but that it be added to the electrification program. His view was that
that; thle rate of electrification in the 7-year plan was "too small"
relative to the overall growth of industry. Specifically on this point
Strumilin argued:
* The law of development strongly demands the maintenance of the determined
proportions in planning. For instance, in the production area, the electric power
and machine buildingT industries should grow faster than the other production
branches in the interest of facilitating labor and increasing its effectiveness.

Strumilin's statement apparently encouraged the hydroelectric
")project mnakers" in Moscow, as an article appeared immediately after
the Strumilin comments in "Gidrotekhniclheskoe stroitel'stvo."Thle author reports that, on "reexamination", the Operation and
investment costs for the Krasnoyarsk station were lower than formerly
held. Moreover, it appeared on further "reexamination" that the
construction time advantage of steam over hydro was not quite what
hlad lbeen re ported by Nikita Khrushchev.

A logical question to Strumilin's proposition that the Krasnoyarsk
station should be built would have been, What would the additional
19 billion kilowatt-hours of electric power be used for in the relatively
noninodustrial east Siberian region? A part of the answer, to that
question was soon in coming-for aluminium from alumina clay in
the southern part of the Krasnoyarsk region. A. Zubkov, the director
of an institute at the All-Union Academy of Science in Moscow, re-
ported on tIle large aluminium plant at Bratsk to be supplied from the
new Bratks hydroelectric station and called for a comparable plant at
Krasnoyarsk.

Another member of the Gidroproekt in Moscow joined the debate
2 weeks later with an article entitled "For and Against" in discussion
of A. Zubkov's article. In his discussion Mr. Gregorovich appears to
be more for than against the Krasnoyarsk project.

If the electrification route was to be reinstated to something com-
paralble to its former state as Strumilin et al. appeared to be arguing
would the additional projects be too ambitious in view of foreseeabhe
'materials-supply plan. Specifically, could the electric-power-equip-
ment ind(ustrvy meet the stepped-up reequiriements? As if to aswer this
question, the lead article in the clectric-power machinery journal of
January 1959, pointed out that the original sixth 5-year plan goals for
1960 in electric-power-generating equipment would still be met., In.
short, the electric-power expansion plan in the sixth 5-year plan did
not fail because of equipment shortages, nor would this be a bottleneck
for the 7-year plan.

Finally, in early 1959, a plethora of articles appeared in Soviet
journals restudying the Leninist principles for economic development,
i.e. the electrification route as the leading sector. In these articles
a continuing theme was that the 7-year plan would be the decisive
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step in the pattern of economic development set in motion by Lenin
in December 1920, with the announcement of the GOELRO, the State
electrification plan.23

AFTERMATH OF THE "DEBATE"

The problem in evaluating the consequences of the debate in plan-
ning which featured the Strumilin advocacy of the Krasnoyarsk
project is that if the victors can be identified (i.e., Central planners,
such as those associated with Gidroproekt in Moscow), then who were
the vanquished? With limited investment funds, the addition of the
Krasnoyarsk complex could not be made without an eventual down-
grading of some other group of projects. Will, for example, the
gasification of Moscow and other European cities be delayed? Or,
will materials to residential housing projects be less than needed to
carry out the tempo of construction projected? It may be that the
downgrading of some projects to make way for the east Siberian
hydroelectric complex has not been made yet or may be made only
on an ad hoc, project-by-project basis.

In any event, the result of the additional projects resulting from the
Krasnoyarsk decision is probably a considerable tightening in the
construction material-supply plan. Form the point of the Soviets'
own self-interest, a decision on downgrading projects should be made
soon and probably on the basis of interrelationships of projects or the
potential impact on industrial growth. For example, if petroleum
extraction is expanded, so also should refining capacity, the building
of diesel and other petroleum-consuming motors, and the productive
processes to utilize these motors. Or putting it another way, if
projects are to fail to meet construction schedules, their impact on
industrial expansion would be minimized if those projects not be be
completed, were not, in turn, to represent bottlenecks for the utiliza-
tion of other new capacity from projects retaining sufficient priority
to be completed. The projects downgraded should thus be made with
the full utilization of all projects in view in order to maximize the-
effectiveness of new investment on industrial growth.

23 Typical of many " postdebate" articles on the rightful position of electrification of the leading sector is.
an article entitled, "The Great Vital Power of the Leninist Idea for Planning the National Economy" in
"Planovoekhoziaistvo," No.4,1959, pp.1 -8. Thefollowingareindicativeofthetypeofpoints made therein,

The current 7-year plan will be the decisive stage in the realizationof the Lenin ideal of completeelectriifi-
cation of the country, the ideal which Leni, connected with the changeover of all branches of economy to
the highest level of technical development."

- I I He considered it obligatory to instill comparative calculations of the expenditure on restoration of
transportation, industry, land-grants 'according to the old style' and on an electrification basis. 'Old.
style' restoration-describes Lenin-is a method of calculation, which requires:

A miUion rubles
or +B work-days

A fuel
For restoration on an electrification basis, it will require:

A-X million rubWs
or +(B-Z) work-days

A-Y fuel

V.I. Lenin predicted yet another possibility-that for restoration on the basis of electrification It will require-
just as much capital, but with an effect so many times greater than the former."
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CHAPTER 4. INVESTMENT FOR FUTURE INDUSTRIAL GROWTH

THE ECONOMIC POWER STRUGGLE

In the Soviet effort to overtake the United States in industrial
production they must maintain a inore rapid rate of industrial growth.
Of course, it need not be as high a rate as it is now relative to that of
the United States; that is, about 9 percent for Soviet industry com-
pared with about 3 percent per annum for U.S. industry.2 4 Although
the time required to attain these levels depends on the comparative
rates, there is considerable grin to the Soviets if progress is made in
catching tip.

Actually, the comparative growth of Soviet to U.S. industrial
production levels is uneven. They are doing much better in industrial
growth sectors and sectors oriented to political-military ends. More-
over, the image of success for the Soviet method of industrialization
can he maintained if any progress is made in closing the gap. So
only some substantial slowing down or retardation in the Soviet rate
of industrial growth or acceleration of U.S. growth rate could have
serious implications for Soviet leadership in their economic power
struggle with the United States.

Yet from our examination of the Soviet investment policy, we do not
find sufficient evidence to indicate material retardation in Soviet
industrial growth in the near future. Retardation might result if the
net rate of investment for expanding their industrial base were ma-
terially reduced or if the marginal efficiency of capital for new indus-
trial investment projects were generally declining. These could result
from changes in the volume of investment or the formula for utilizing
capital funds.

INDUSTRIAL GROWTH-FOR WHAT PURPOSES?

The power motivation of Soviet industiial growth is important to
anyone evaluatinig the comparative rates of growth and factors such
ads the irivestinreut policy which inaintain tIe growth in the U.S.S.R.
and the United States. If the U.S. rates were to be accelerated, we
should ask: For what purposes is the industrial growth rate in the
United States to be accelerated? Is this acceleration to meet strongly
felt needs in the United States or to compete with the Soviets? On
serious exarnination we may dCeeile thwat we do not wvish to change
our priority scheme to approach the rate the Soviets find it necessary
to maintain to meet their power-oriented aims.

RATE OF INDITSTRIAL INVESTMENT AND RETARDATION

The rate of investment for expanding tie Soviet, industrial base
could be less in the current 7-year plan than in previous plan periods
if the share of capital goods to either political-military or standard of
living projects were stepped up. Although this does not appear to
be their intention from the evidence available from the 7-vear plan,
changes could lbe made to result in these shifts.

'4 As noted by Herbert Levine on the comparative rates of Industrial growth, For example, it Soviet
Industry grows at an average annual rate of 9 percent and that of the United States at 3 percent (a very
likely situatIon), then Soviet Industrial output will equal ours In 14 years. ...rhe New Lender,` lime 1,
1959. P. 12. This would presumably coincide with the Soviet 15-year plan projects for circa 1972.
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The requirements for political-military projects might increase if
there were either a considerable inflation in the cost of projects in the
current plan or if new projects were added. Inflation in the cost of
political-military projects on the frontier of military technology is
probably as common in the U.S.S.R. as in the United States. How-
ever, this is not a new problem to the Soviets now midstream in th6
development of missile-rocketry, space vehicles, etc. New political-
military projects might be expected to be added, if the international
political climate were to worsen. Conversely, a reduction in the cold
war preparations of the Soviet Union could mean a reduction of
political-military undertakings from their project lists.2 5

Pressure for greater increases in the standard of living must be
seriously considered. With greater cultural exchanges and the lim-
ited increase in consumer goods in the Soviet Union, the need to pro-
vide greater satisfaction may become persuasive on the Soviet regime:
This is of particular interest at the moment in the area of consumer
durables; especially those related to housing, household appliances
and furnishings, and transportation. More, to be sure, is being done
by the Soviets in these areas than in the past. But how long the
Soviet citizen can be kept without autos and in cramped housing space
with few of the conveniences common to Western homes is indeed
conjectural. And it is this very deprivation that is an essential
underpinning of the Klhrushchevite and Stalinist formula for industrial
investment. When these pressures for improved living standards will
become effective is difficult to calculate. But when these pressures
make themselves felt, we may expect a third revolution in the Soviet
Union-this time not for political power or economic growth, as were
the first two revolutions, but for consumer satisfaction.

DECLINE OF THE MARGINAL PRODUCT OF CAPITAL AND RETARDATION

Even assuming, as we do, that the rate of investment for industrial
growth will remain stable at a high level, some retardation in industrial
growth might result. Retardation could come from a reduction in
the return in increased production from new projects or a decline in
the expected rate of increase in marginal product of capital.

The Khrushchev modifications in the Stalinist formula for industrial
investment might lead to a reduction in the marginal efficiency of
capital if the resulting changes in the capital-labor ratio and admin-
istrative reforms were to lead to lower returns in industrial output
for given capital outlays.

The modifications of both the leading sector and the capital min-
imization themes of the traditional Stalinist formulation for invest-
ment planning in the current 7-year plan will lead to a faster rate of
growth in capital relative to labor. The broadening of the leading
sector theme to include the petroleum-natural gas route with the
electrification route as the basis of structural change in Soviet industry

25 The relative importance of politIcal-military Industrial growth, and standard of living projects, may be
generally drawn from the official distribution in appendix table 2 below. There are at least two problems
which make these figures of limited use: (1) A separation of the outlays in the productive sectors to political-
military and industrial growth projects is aU but impossible; (2) the actual outlays to various sectors may
be widely different from the planned figures in the table below.

In appraising changing developments, it would be well to watch closely the industrial press and the
speeches of Premier Khrushchev. Evidence of changing priorities can be read with close attention to these
primary sources. One very important source is, paradoxically, a completely negative indication-no men-
tion of an industrial project or industrial planning policy may wel mean that it has been downgraded?
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will result in greater capital outlays. Likewise, automnation, mechani-
zation, and other attributes of the Soviet plan for technological change
are basically saving of labor and other factor inputs.

It has been argued in Western- economic writings that if the supply
of capital grows faster than that of labor, then the marginal product
of capital must in the long run be dragged down.2 8 However, it has
further been noted that this tendency for the marginal product of
capital to decline can be offset by technical progress. In line with
this view it appears most unlikely that a decline in the marginal prod-
uct of capital will occur in Soviet industry as a result of their current
policies leading to more capital intensity. The shift from solid fuel
to natural gas and petroletun and the industrial automation and
mechanization would appear to be areas in which increasing marginal
returns to capital might be expected and is counted on in Soviet
plans. Also, these areas are not only very labor saving but also con-
serve inputs in other currently scarce factors (in particular, fuel):
Moreover, in each area emphasized in the current Soviet technical
advances, some experience of United States or West European industry
may be drawn onl by the Soviets to gain the maximum return with
minimum research effort.

The administrative changes in industrial investment planning under
the Khrushchev aegis would seem to contribute (through the use of
optimum tautness and maximum incentive in planning) to efficiency
of capital utilization. The addition of mathematical techniques and
electronic computers to planning, the horizontal integration of con-
struction projects at the local or Sovnarkhozv level, the greater realism
in the setting of targets, all added to the already effective total incen-
tive system of the Soviet economy would seem to cumulatively in-
crease efficiency in the utilization of investment funds. More projects
may be added to make the industrail exapnsion plan too ambitious
but a repeat of the overtautness of the sixth 5-year plan debacle
seems unlikely.

Perhaps as important as the administrative changes made in con-
struction planning is the evidence of willingness to continue to make
changes. The new flexibility of the Khrushchev era makes possible
public discussion of planning principles such as that led by Academi-
cian Strumilin and critiques of old methods with prescriptions for
changes such as those recent outspoken articles of Academician
Nemchinov, I. A. Kulyev, and S. Kheinman. This new flexibility
suggests that the administrative innovations now in vogue may be
publicly or privately reviewed and replaced if not successful.

f D. Hamburg, Production FunctIons, Innovations, and Economic Growth," Journal of Politica
Economy, June, 1959, p. 244:

"A rising capital-labor ratio, resulting from a faster rate of growth of capital than of labor. need not neces-
sarily and generally result In a declining marginal product of capital and a declining profit rats. * I in-
novatlons areof course, needed to maintain profit rate, or at least to keep it from falling below a critical level."

Cf. Francis Seton, "Production Functions In Soviet Industry." American Economic Review, May 1959,
pp. 12 ff.:

"Continuing high growth rates In postwar Soviet Industry are no longer In the main the effects of labor
influx and capital accumulation. - - * They seem to be predominately the reward of rapidly tncreasing
efficiency (t~chnological- administrative, and both) In utilizing these Inputs at any given level-a progress
whose present tempo still outweighs the retarding effects of diminishing returns (such as may be caused by
the gradual depitfon of the more readily available resources In a maturing economy)."

See also. Joseph S. Berliner, "Capital Xornatlon and Productivity In the U.S.S.R.," Special Publication
Series of the National Academy of Economics and Political Science, No. 14, June 1958.
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SUMMING UP

Thus, our examination of the Soviet industrial investment policy
indicates that it is the emphasis on policies related to the leading sector,
capital minimization, optimal tautness, and maximal incentive themes
which is the unique factor in Soviet industrialization, explaining in
large part the effectiveness of capital outlays in maintaining the par-
ticularly high rates of growth in Soviet industry.

On balance, the revisions in the Stalinist formula made under Nikita
Khrushchev would appear to increase rather than decrease the effec-
tiveness of capital utilization for industrial expansion. Assuming no
material reduction in the current rate of investment for industrial
expansion, the rate of Soviet industrial growth may be expected to be
maintained in the near future at or near its present high rate. More-
over, with no dramatic increase in the U.S. industrial growth rate, the
Soviet levels will continue to draw significantly closer to equivalence
with U.S. levels of industrial production.

APPENDIX TABLE I.-Soviet production of primary energy, 1955, 1958, 1965

19551 19582 1965 3

Natural conven- Natural Conven- Natural Conven-
units tional Fuel units tional Fuel units tional Fuel

(in meg- units (per- (in meg- units (per- (in meg- units (per-
atons) (in meg- cent) atons) (in meg- cent) atons) (in meg- cent)

atons) atons) atons)

Coal- 391.0 324 64.8 496.0 348.1 59.0 496-609 430.0 43.0
Crude petroleum- 70.8 112 22.4 113.0 153.4 26.0 230-240 335.0 33.5
Gas--9.0 12 2.4 30.0 29.5 5.0 150 175.0 17.5
Peat 51.0 22 4.4 51.5 25.4 4. 3 71 29.0 2. 9
Wood[--------d224. 0 27 5.4---- 29.5 5. 0 --- 24.0 2.4
Shale oI -_----- - 10.8 3 .6 43. 2 4 .7 21.5 7.0 5 7
Hydro -23.1 -

Total -500 100.0 -590.0 100.0 - 1,000.0 100.0

I TsU, "Promyshlennost' SSSR" (Industry of the U.S.S.R.), Moscow: 1956, Passim.
Planovoe khoziaistvo, No. 1, 1959, pp. 46-52; Ugol, No. 3, 1959, p. 3; Promyshlenno-ekonomicheskaya

gaceta, Dec. 5, 1958.
l Billion cubic meters-natural gas, including 1.4 billion cubic meters of manufactured gas.
I Million cubic meters.
'Billion kilowatt-hours converted at 0.4 tons per thousand kilowatt-hours, but not included in the total.
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APPENDIX TABLE II.-Soviet investment in the 7-year plan, 1959-65 '

Planned
Economic sectors or industries outlays Percent of

(billion total
rubles)

Productive sectors - - - 1, 17 77

Industry --------------------------------------- 1, 252 65

Petroleum and natural gas------------------------------------------ 173 8
Electric sover -129 6
C hem i ------ --------------------------- --- ------ - ----------- 105 5
Ferrous metallurgy --------. --- l..o 5
Light metallurgy .. . 80 4
Coal -. . ___--__--_____--________________------ _ 78 3
Timber -------------------------- --------- --------- 60 8
Other nonmilitary industry, especially machine building and non-

ferrous metallurgy (aluminum, copper, zinc, etg.) and direct mill-
tary lndustry - -------------------------------------- 627 31

Transportation-ti- 6
Agriculture- -------- 150 8

Unproductive sectors: Housing, municipal and trade facillles - - - 380 19

Hlousing ------------------------------------------------ 300 15
Others --- 80 4

Cultural sectors: School, theaters, hospitals, etc _-- -3 4

Tot --al---------------------------------------- - - 1,970 d

I Pravda, Nov. 14, Dec. 28, 1958, and Jan. 15, and Feb. 8, 195.



SOVIET-AMERICAN MANAGEMvlENT COIMPARISONSI

(By David Granick, Carnegie Institute of Technology)

INTRODUCTION

Prospects for future industrial growth in both the American and
Russian economies depend upon much more than the natural resources
of the two countries, their labor skills, and the amount of capital in-
vested in expansion. As important as anything else is the level of
management skill and organization which is employed.

Both Americani and Russian industrial managements have displayed
- high level of competence and ingenuity. American managers who
have talked with Soviet executives.have brought back highly comple-
mentary reports, and Russian respect for American managerial effi-
ciency is well known. Both nations' manavgeients have shown
themselves capable of successful adjustment to rapid change in their
environments, and both have shown an unusual regard for research
and development and a willingness to make use of research findings.

Many of the problems of industrial management are similar,
whether the industry is found in the United States or in the Soviet
Union. Often the Soviet managerial solution is also similar to the
American. Sometimes, it represents a different approach. Let us
consider a number of different aspects of managerial environment and
behavior in the two countries. These aspects, of course, are only a
few among many which might have been chosen. In particular,
baanagement problems arising from central planning itself will be
ignored. Stuch problems are of vital importance for Soviet-American
comparisons, and the excuse for ignoring them is only that they are
perhaps better known than the features which shall be treated below.

EDUCATION

In comparing industrial managers, it is possible to generalize as to
distirctions in the backgrounds of men holding these positions in the
Soviet Union and in the United States.
* 1. There is a considerably higher proportion of college graduates
among Soviet than among American managers.

2. Of the college graduates, a much larger percentage of the Russians
have engiineering degrees.

3. Soviet college education provides a firmer factual base than does
American, but a weaker analytic training.

4. At the same time, the total Russian tradition is more theoretic.
The Soviet manager, after his school years, is inore prone to do general
reading than is the American manager.

5. The Soviet manager is much less likelv than is the American to
have received any formal training in human relations. On the other

I Much of the material in this paper will appear in my forthcoming book. "The Red Exeeutive: A Study
-f the Organization Man in Russian Industry," to be published by Doublcday & Co. Any reference to

t S hould identify these remarks with the boo], which is expected to be released in January 190.

143
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hand, because of his Young Communist League activities he will
probably have had a good deal more practical experience in this during
his years in school.

6. The Russian's first major practical experience in business is dur-
ing his last college year, and thus it occurs while he is still under
academic tutelage. This year serves as a strong bridge between
college and the "real world." Such a bridge is generally missing in
the American manager's experience.

7. Russian managers have an early, heavy dose of work directly
in production. By and large, this is not true of American managers.

8. Early jobs held by Russian managers are most often those of
minor executives. American managers are much more likely to begin
with staff or other technical roles.

One deduction which we might draw from this national difference in
educational and training background is that, since Russian top man-
agement is completely dominated by graduate engineers, Soviet.
industry should be even more receptive to new technological ideas than
are American firms. This Russian receptivity is heavily reinforced by
the fact that the early work experience of managers is in production,
and that their first study of technology in the factory is under the
guidance of professors who are professionally most concerned with
what is novel. The quicker Russian absorption of new technological
schemes should apply particularly to those schemes aimed at better
performance in existing jobs.

This is not to suggest that we should necessarily expect Russian
industry to be more inventive than American. But it is to say that
technical innovations should spread faster throughout the Russian
economy' While clearly other factors are important, the interests
and training of top managers will be an important factor in deter-
mining this rate of adoption.

On the other band, if we leave the field of technology and turn to
other aspects of business, we would expect precisely the reverse
pattern. The Russian engineer-type manager, whose first mistress
was production, will tend to treat everything except technology as
frosting on the cake. Changes in accounting, procurement, and
marketing, and finance should all have tough sledding in gaining
acceptance in Russian business.

MANAGEMENT INCENTIVES

Managers comprise part of the high-income group of Soviet society,
just as they do in the United States. A director of a successful Soviet
factory with 1,000 workers would earn some five to six times as much
as the average worker; the comparable American executive would be
in roughly the same position relative to the American factory worker,
although the American's absolute stardard of living would, of course,
be far-superior to the Russian's. In terms of income inequality the
relation between worker and manager in Russia and in the United
States does not differ too greatly. Pretax, the American manager
would be a bit ahead; but, then, his income tax rate is higher. In both
countries, there is considerable financial incentive for reaching
managerial status.

However, the pattern of managerial compensation is radically
different in the two countries. In the United States, although there
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are dramatic exceptions, executives are compansated primarily by
means of their salaries. One 1957 study of 50 companies showed
that only half of tlherrn had executive bonus plans at all, and even in
these firms the bonuses averaged barely 10 to 20 percent of the base
salaries. In contrast. Soviet executives depend on bonuses for an
average of one-fifth to one-third of their total income.

Such a system of payment places considerably greater pressure on
Soviet than on American managers. Mforcover, an American execCU-
tive's bonus is generally awarded onl the basis of a. whole year's opera-
tions, and often has only a loose connection with the specific actions
of this executive even over this time period. The Soviet manager's
bonus, on the other hand, is paid monthly and is tied directly to the
success of the production unit, which he is directing; a hare miss of the
production target may cut his monthly pay by as much as 30 to 50
percen t.

Not only do methods of compensation place greater pressure for
immediate results on the Soviet executive than on the American
executive, but a similar effect is achieved by the extraordinary
willingness to replace Soviet managers who canlnot produce results
quickry, 'and to promote those wvho can deliver the goods. xn thle
1930's, before the great political purges, no more than I to 15 percent
of nmanragement personnel-at different levels of management and in
different branches of industrv-had held the same post for more than
5 years. During the singlc year 1956, one-fourth of all directors of
coal pits in the major Ukrainian center of the Donhas were replac(d.
Considering ai broader group of top personnel ini the Soviet Unlion1-
those who in February 1956 were elected to membership of tile Central
Committee of the Soviet Union's Communist Party-some 42 per-
cent of the total shifted to other full-time positions during the following
1 years.2

To sun up, we carn see in hotlh count ries a. strong finlanciOl incentive
for the youn1 ambitiou's IMaam to strive for a riagemitent post. It
is LrIue that in the Soviet Union, unlike in thle -United States, he canl
reap equal financial rewvards in an academic or research career. But
once a man is launched on a managaement career. he is put under far
greater pressure for immediate and' continuing results in the Soviet
Union than hie would he in the IUnited States. It is possible that this
leads to greater iarnagerial inotivation and creativity in the Soviet
Union than in thle United States, although it is clear that manaerenicat
in both countries is a career accompanied by long hours and a higl
ulcer rate. But it is fairlv certain that the Soviet incentive svstem
forces managements to placie more emphasis "pon slhort-run considera-
tions thani they might otherwise do. This is because boluses, pro-
rootions, and demotions all follow one another too quickly to allow
any but the most secure or idealistic Soviet manager to give full weighlt
to the lono-inn implications of his decisions.

B unrAucRAc Y

Both in America and Russian industry, the proportion of stAff to
productive %workers rose steadily durinog the prewar period. This is
a tendncevy which was also noted in Great Britain. The number of

2 'hiS proportion is calculated on the basis of a sample of 117 out of the full 133 mnernher%. There Is no
particnlar reason to believe that this samiple is biased. In any cawe, the range of possibilities iles etwcn
37 and 49 xercent of transfers for the entire Ce ntral Con-mittee.
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Americans performing white-collar functions in all factories and mines
as a proportion of manual workers in these same institutions rose from
9 percent in 1899 to 15 percent by 1937. The proportion of white-
collar personnel in Soviet industry and mining was still higher, and'
had reached 19 percent by 1940.

During the postwar period, however, this tendency continued in;
American industry while it was reversed in the Soviet Union. By
1954-56 the proportion had reached 26 percent in the United States,!
while it had fallen to 15 percent in the Soviet Union. Parkinson's
law of self-generation of administrative and office personnel' does not
seem to have applied to Soviet industry of the postwar years.

A more interesting question is that of the proportion of white-collar
to industrial personnel in all industry and mining, whether on the
enterprise level or not. Here we must include all the higher admin-
istrative, applied research, marketing and procurement personnel in
the central offices of our own large companies and in the regional and
central headquarters of the'Soviet Union. As is to be expected, our
data on this question is less exact than when we limit ourselves to
the enterprise level. But the available evidence seems to show that
in 1937-40, the American proportion was only 16 percent compared
to the Russian figure of 27 percent. By 1954-56, however, the pattern
was reversed; the American proportion had risen to 29 percent, while
the Russian had fallen to 20 percent.3

These figures seem highly significant in indicating that Soviet
industry does not absorb in its bureaucratic functions a proportion
of its work force which seems disproportionate by American standards.
The reverse is the case if anything; although, of course, the proportion
in either country would seem extraordinarily high by the standards of
many West European countries. These data refer to Soviet industry
before the reorganization of 1957, but this reorganization does not
seem to have affected the picture particularly.

In short, whatever problems are created for Russian industry
through the Soviet system of central planning-and certainly they
are multitudinous-the creation of an enormous bureaucracy, gobbling
up Soviet manpower, does not seem to be one of these difficulties. In
this regard, the Soviet Union has made enormous managerial strides
since the period of the 1930's.

3 At least two questions about these statistics may occur to the reader. One Is the question of whether
these differences in proportions are a result of the changes and differences in industry mix in the two coun-
tries. I have made some calculations to test this issue, and the results were completely negative.

The second question is that of whether the results are not due simply to the large number of manual work-
ers in Soviet industry and mining who are needed because of the low level of mechanization and efficiency.

Now it is true that Soviet labor productivity is vastly lower than American in manual trades. But the
same thing is true-and l would guess to even a greater extent-In white-collar occupations. The American
revolution in office procedures and equipment has not get crossed en masse to the Soviet Union. There
seems no obvious reason to think that the universally lower level of Russian labor productivity affects the
proportions of white collar to manual workers.
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THE PROBLEM OF "COMMUNICATION UPWARD"

Administrative theory, and both American and Russian industry in
practice, have long recognized the key importance of bringing lower
and middle management personnel into the process of planning and
decision making. Such participation has been viewed as improving
the quality of final decisions and, at least equally important, as giving
these executives a greater psychological stake in the fulfillment of the
programs.

In this aspect of communication, both American and Russian top
management have faced up to the same problem for much the same
reasons, and neither has been markedly successful. The same sorts
of difficulties bedevil top management in both countries.

Although this similarity exists in the treatment of participation in
the planning process, the two countries have radically different
approaches with regard to keeping open the pipelines for the flow of
information upward. The Russians have placed far more stress than
we have on keeping these channels open, and they have been willing
to pay a high price for this attainment.

One problem is to make sure that no individual can bottle up the
communication channel. The Russians have tackled this difficulty by
establishing alternative channels running through different hands.
This approach, however, can be defeated by the creation of a "family
atmosphere" among the groups astride the information channels, who
may cooperate to prevent bad news from reaching higher authorities.

A typical example of the working of such a "family circle" might
be secrecy concerning the progress of worker housing which the factory
is expected to build. Where the plant is short of funds and building
materials, the director may delay construction of housing in order to
speed the erection of an additional production shop. The new shop may
seem to him to be far the more urgent of the two projects under condi-
tions where its completion is a precondition for fulfillment of the
factory's production plan.

However, the director needs the assistance of the factory party
secretary if the delay in housing construction is to be kept from the
ears of higher authorities. The party secretary, who is also judged
by his superiors partly according to the plant's production perform-
ance, may well go along. The trade-union chairman of the factory
local may also stick with the director-if only to hide his own feebleness
in protecting locally the interests of the factory workers. If the
editor of the town newspapers can be brought into the circle, to assure
the suppression of indignant letters from the factory's workers, so
much the better. If in addition the director's immediate superior,
in the administrative organ above the factory, is himself willing to
suppress any rumblings he may hear, then the circle is really a tight
one.

This "family atmosphere" has been a perennial Soviet problem, and
it has been met resolutely even though each time only temporarily.
One device is to shift people around between jobs sufficiently fre-
quently so as to prevent solid "rings" from being formed. A second,
equally drastic approach, is constantly to reshuffle the organizations
themselves. Both procedures have regularly been used in Soviet
industry although, of course, they have not solely been directed
toward the problem of communication.
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In addition to the costs involved in keeping in flux both executivepersonnel and organizational charts, there is the morale cost of usingan espionage system. This, too, is a price the Russians have beenwilling to pay. In fact, the secret police-in the form of "special
sections"-has been openly used as an official organization with arecognized role in the factory.

A third cost which Russian administration has been willing to payis that of sharply reducing. the effectiveness of staff as advisers tomiddle management. Staff groups are specifically instructed to reportto higher bodies. They act as a check on management, and thus havedifficulty in also functioning as a support. The clearest case of this'isin the controllership department, and Russian administrators havebeen quite clear as to the nature of their difficulties here. AlthoughRussian administrators would naturally like to eat their cake and still
have at least some of it left, they have been willing to pay the price
required to maintain the flow of information.

Thus the maintenance of channels of information upward is a
management goal which seemingly is given much greater relative
weight in Soviet than in American industry. In the hierarchy of
management goals, those of stability, management contentment, andsuccessful fulfillment of staff functions stand higher onl the American
business ladder.

CONCLUSIONS AS TO THE "RED EXECUTIVE"

The Red executive has come far since the days of the Revolution.
Today lie is a college-educated engineer with a sound technical and
adniinistrative background, and he bears little resemblance to the
flamboyant party director of the earlv davs whose credentials were
years in Tsarist prisonls, escapes from exile, and oratory exercised instirring the masses. But the present-day Red executive is also no
throwback to the bourgeois plant manager of the later twenties andearly thirties who, for all his education, was distrusted as an enemy of
the Revolution and a potential saboteur. Today's executive combines
sound training with the political assurance and power which permit
him the freedom to mirake creative use of this training.

The Soviet manager may not live well W hen judged by the standards
of his American counterpart, but he does quite satisfactorily compared
to the ordinary Soviet citizen. He is given powerful monetary in-
centives to turn in a first-rate job. Yet never in his life will he have
any certainty of tenure in his post. No civil-service rules or old school
tie protect him; his superiors show a marked impatience with failure.
'IIThis impatience, it is true, is now tempered more with commonsense
than was the case in the past, No longer, as often occurred during
the mid- I 930's, do production lapses lead swift-ly to charges of sabotage
and to a forced-labor camnp. Nevertheless, blunders can result inswift demotion. The executive ulcer rate is high.

The Russian manager is a man with power, but he is no independent
decision maker. He is an organization mnan, filling a slot in an indus-
trial bureaucracv which has lines reachilln to the very heights of
Soviet power. His production goals, his costs, and even his industrial
research objectives are set for him. Moreover, lie niust establish andmaintain successful contact with the members of other powerful
bureauicracies-and in particular with that of the Communist Party.

:1X; :: - p1-- . 1 11
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But if the manager's goals are established for him, their achieve-
ment is his personal responsibility. No excuse exists for failure.
Often, the drive to meet quotas will force him into illegal activities;
this cannot be helped. It is a basic part of his task to determine
what is necessary in order to "succeed"; in this sense, the Red executive
is very much an independent businessman.

The Soviet manager is oriented to production. Volume of output
is the acid test of his work. Marketing is no problem; finance is a
trivial concern. But the purchasing department is the rock on which
the factory organization stands, for supply shortages lead to produc-
tion shortages. A good procurement man is above price.

Although the situation is now in the process of change, raw ma-
terials and machinery are still the items of greatest scarcity to the
Russian manager. It is these which are his bottlenecks. Labor, of
course, is also a problem-but a labor-saving device is not nearly as
valuable to him as one which saves materials or which permits more
production to be gotten out of a machine. Thus, the Soviet manager
tends to emphasize in his daily work different problems and different
shortages than does the American company president or even the
plant superintendent.

Well trained, well disciplined, politically conscious and active, the
Red executive seems a figure permanently established in the seats of
the mighty. There is no justification for picturing him as a man in
conflict with the Communist Party official, the two uneasily sharing
power for the moment. Rather, the industrial manager and the
party secretary are old classmates, neighbors. and colleagues, seeing
the world from the same perspective.

Neither the Red executive nor his party-official colleague is any
longer the revolutionary of the 1920's to whom ideology was every-
thing. Both are men well established in the second most powerful
country in the world, with. enormous personal stakes in world stability
and in peace. When Marx in the "Communist Manifesto" appealed
for world revolution. he addressed himself to the worker who bad
"nothing to lose but his chains." The Red executive and the party
administrator have a great deal more to lose-and they know it well.
Their attitude toward world revolution and other threats to peace
must inevitably bear the imprint of this knowledge.



THE CENTRALIZED PLANNING OF SUPPLY IN SOVIET
INDUSTRY*

(By Herbert S. Levinc, Russian Research Center, Harvard
University and University of Pennsylvania)

INTRODUCTION

Superficially, Soviet industrial supply methods do not appear to be
much different from our own. A firm "buys" the input materials it
requires, in most cases directly from the producer. Payment is made
by transfers in bank accounts. Terms of the sale are stipulated in
commercial contracts, and both buyer and seller are protected by the
courts against violations, by the other party, of these contracts.

The similarities, however, end abruptly. First, the atmosphere in
which the Soviet supply system operates is different from the one
normally prevailing in the tuited States. The Soviet economy since
its early days has been marked by a chronic sellers' market; i.e., the
situation where demand is consistently pressing upon supply. This
has been one of the major factors contributing toward the many nega-
tive characteristics of the supply system, which have been so well
documented in both Russian and American writings. These writings
center on the frequent inability of the system to satisfy the basic
commandments of any supply system; namely, to get materials to
consuming enterprises in the required quantity, of the required quality
and at the required time, in the cheapest way possible. And they
discuss what Soviet firms have had to do to counteract these deficien-
cies: padded orders, excess inventories, staffs of "expediters," vertical
integration, etc.'

A second and more fundamental dissimilarity is the centralized
nature of the planning and control of supply in the Soviet, Union.
The Soviet firm does not buy its major input materials on an open
.inarket where the ability to pay the price asked is the only require-
ment for acquisition of the material. Major materials in the Soviet
.Uinioi are Cent"I'ally allocated even though on the operating level of
the firm; material transfers are accompanied by money payments.
In order to acquire these major materials, a Soviet firmu not only has
to have the money, but it also has to have an authorization, in the
form of a fund, from the govcrDUiellt. 2

"Thls is part of a study I am doing as a doctoral dissertation in the Department of Esouomnics, HarvardUniversity. I am happy to acknowledge my indebtedness to Prof. Abram llergson for hbs advice andgutdanl , and the Russian Research Center and Ford Foundation for the assistance they have given me,I am also indebted to Profs. Alexander Oerseheenkroi, Robert Dorfman, and John M. Monias. T wish espe-caily to thank the numerous Soviet e ouorists who were kind and helpful to me on a trip I took to theSoviet Union during May and June 19i9.
NOTE ON FOorNOTsES-Short titles arc used throtiuhoit, author and date of publication. A* aalphabeticailistingofsources is tobe found as the end of the paper. Allreferences tointerviews in the Soviet Union arecited as Personal Interview with a Soviet econ omnist.
X A good Russian source is "Galperin 57-i." Also ally random sampling of Promyshlenno-Ekonoml-cheskaia Gareta will pick up numerous examiiples of supply deficiencies. For American discussions see"Berliner 57," "Granick 57." aKnd "Granirk 59."
X In the American economy, also, something more than the mere ability to pay Is sometines required forthe acquisition of certain materials lIBt we are here thinking of the capitalist process in Its ,rmore gener-alized form. i.e. as an "Ideal type," In the Weberian sense.
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Many of the operating characteristics of the Soviet supply system
have already been well described in the works of Professors Berliner
and Granick.3 In this paper I would like to focus on the planning of
this supply system-the major element of dissimilarity between the
Soviet and American supply systems. The planning of supply is
differentiated from economic planning in general in that the funda-
mental question of the allocation of economic resources is not one of
the primary problems. Supply planning begins from a set of given
production targets, and its primary problem is achieve balance in the
plan, i.e., to assure that if a certain number of tons of steel output is
planned, then the necessary amounts of all the input materials into
steel are also planned. It is this vitally important problem of achiev-
ing balance in the plan which will form the core of this paper: how is
it done, how effectively is it done and what changes and improvements
are in sight.

The operational plan in the Soviet Union is not the long-term plan,
the 5- or 7-year plan, but the short-term plan, the annual plan. This
paper will concentrate, therefore, on the problems of constructing the
annual plan. The periods both before and after the recent reorganiza-
tion of industrial administration will be covered. This is done be-
cause, first, as an aid in analyzing Soviet economic growth, both the
present and the prereorganization systems are relevant; second, in
order to understand and evaluate the reorganization, it is necessary
to know what preceded it; and third, many of the essential features of
the planning system have not changed, but they stand out more clearly
in the prereorganization system than they do in the present system,
which has by no means achieved any final form as yet. The coverage
of the paper will be limited to the planning of supply within the in-
dustrial sector of the Soviet economy only.

The paper begins with a short description of the organizations in-
volved in supply planning, as a sort of playbill to enable the reader to
identify the performers. This is followed by a discussion of how the
annual supply plan is constructed with special emphasis on the bal-
ancing methodology employed. Then comes a section on the major
weaknesses of supply planning and the possibilities of correcting some
of them through the use of modern mathematical methods and high-
speed electronic computers. The paper ends with some brief con-
clusions. This is a lot of territory to cover within the delimited con-
fines of this paper. As a result, many points have been brushed over
quickly, often too quickly. For this, I apologize.

Those who are familiar with American handling of materials control
problems during the war will see certain similarities in the description
of Russian planning methods which follows.'

ORGANIZATIONS IN SUPPLY PLANNING

The basic impact of the reorganization of 1957 was to change the
administration of Soviet industry from vertical, branch lines to
horizontal, geographic lines. Prior to the reorganization; there were
normally between 20 and 40 economic ministries (such as the Ministry
of Ferrous Metallurgy), which administered firms throughout the
country classified as being within a given sector.9 Now almost all of

3 See footnote No. I.
4 See "Novick 49."
a Actually the output of most ministries was fairly heterogeneous.
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the ministries have been abolished and in their place there are more
than 100 sovnarkhozy (councils of the national economy) each of
which administers the firms lying within its economie-admrinistrative
region (a geographic area). The administration of the supply system
has in a similar manner been changed from ministerial lines to regional
lines.
. At the top of the supply hierarchy, both before and after the re-

organinzatiou, stands Gosplan S.S.S.R. (the State Planning Com-
inittee 3 of the Council of Ministers of the U.S.S.R.). This organiza-
tion, since the end of World War II, has bad a checkered career. At
the end of the war, it was a "permanent commission" of the U.S.S.R.
Council of People's Commissars (now Council of Ministers) responsible
for the working out of long- and short-term plans, including the annual
supply plan. Its primary mission, however, was not the initiating
and formulating of major objectives, but the assuring of the feasibility
and consistencV of a plan, and the prevention and eradication of
disproportions within the economy. Among its various departments,
Gosplan had a set of branch departments and a set of summary
departments (svodilye otdely) which were organized more or less
parallel to the existing ministries. The former were concerned with
the output and the latter with the distribution of the products which
came under the planning jurisdiction of (Gosplan. Soon after the war,
control over supply planning was taken away from Gosplan, when in
1947, Gossniab (the State Committee of the J.S.S.R. Council of
Ministers for the Supply of Nlaterials to the National Economy) was
formed. Gossnab took on the function of constructing the annual
supply plan. In 1951, the planning of the distribution of consumers'
goods was split off from Gossnab with the formation of Gosprodsnab
(the. State Committee of the U.S.S.R. Council of Ministers for the
Supply of Food and Manufactured Consumer Goods). But in 1953,
Gossnab and Gosprodsnab were put back into Gosplan and the top
organizational level of supply planning returned to what it was 5
years earlier. However, this situation did not last very long. In
1955, not only supply planning was split off from Gosplan, but the
entire function of short-term planning when a separate planning organ,
Gosekonomkornissiia (the State Planning Commission of the U.S.S.R.
Council of Ministers for the Current Planning of the National Econ-
omv) was formed. This arrangement lasted for 2 years. In 1957,
unler the reorganization of industrial management. current planning
and, with it, supply plianning were put back into Gosplan.

Eveit this short description of the repeated organizational changes
at the top planning level is sufficient to give the flavor of the post-
war developments. Changc has been the rule rather than the ex-
ception.7 IThere are several explanations for this, but one which is
hard to avoid is that the political authorities have not been too
happy w-ith the organization of planning and within this of supply
planning at the top level.

Before the reorganization, the hierarchy of supply planning below
the top level ran as follows. Attached to the ministry, there was
the glavsnab (main administration of supply) and the glavsbyt (main

I Gosplan keeps altemrnating between being a comnission and a committee. At the end of the war it was
a Commission; in 1947 it became a committee; in 1955, a commission; and since 1937 it has again been a eom-
tnittee.

.?This is also true at the ministerial level, where ministries were constantly being separated and consoli-
dated.
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administration of sales). Ini those cafses where there were glavki
(branch main administrations) between the ministry and a group
of subordinate enterprises, each glavk had a supply department.
Finally, at the lowest level, there was the supply department of
the enterprise.

The reorganization led to a number of changes in the'organizations
involved in supply planning. The planning hierarchy-is, of course,
different. The various levels now are: Gosplan S.S.S.R., republican
gosplan, sovnarkhoz, enterprise. At the top level, Gosplan acquired
the former ministerial glavsbyty. Recently these were consolidated,
reduced in number to between 10 and 14. and renamed, main adminis-
trations for interrepublican deliveries.8 The gosplan of each union
republic has increased in size and importance. The gosplan of the
R.S.F.S.R. acquired the glavsnaby of the former ministries 9 and
combined main administrations for supply and sales have been formed
in every republican gosplan (one main administration for supply and
sales for each broad category of product). Main supply and sales
administrations have also been formed at the sovnarkhozy. In
addition, the sovnarkhoz has a number of branch departments and
each one of these branch departments has a supply section which is
active and important in the planning of supply for the firms within
that branch and subordinate to that sovnarkhoz. At the bottom
level, remaining unchanged by the reorganization, are the supply
departments of the individual enterprises.

II. CONSTRUCTION OF THE SUPPLY PLAN

THE SUPPLY PLAN AND WHAT IT COVERS

The planning of industrial supply is related more to short-term
planning than to long term. There is no supply plan as such in the
5- or 7-year plan. But the annual plan for the development of the
national economy contains, in addition to sections on targets for
industrial output, agricultural output, capital construction, introduc-
tion of new technology, labor force, etc., a plan for the material-
technical supply of the national economy. The main elements of this
supply plan are (1) an introductory resolution of the U.S.S.R. Council
of Ministers, which confirms the plan and contains its basic objectives,
including some direct tasks to the individual ministries (now to the
republics) for the economizing of materials; (2) material balances' 0

compiled for all centrally allocated means of production; (3) distribu-
tion plans for each centrally allocated material, by user ministries
(now by user republics); (4) norms for the input of materials, including
fuels and electricity, in production and construction, and tasks for
the lowering of these norms."
. The annual supply plan, confirmed by the U.S.S.R. Council of
Ministers, does not cover the distribution of all materials used by
industr.y, but only a selected group of them. Until recently, input
materials were classified into three, sometimes four categories. First,
there were the "funded" commodities. These were the commodities.

e" Oal'perin .58," p. Sand "Koldomasov 59," p. 57.
§ " }al'perin F8," p. 50. Thus, by preserving both the former glavsbyty and glvisniaby, a sharp break

wlth the past was avoided and tne transition from the old system to the new was made easier.Ga@ Material balances are balance sheets of the sources and uses of an individual product (see below pp.
1L9ff). : -: : . *..
II "L~okahin 92," P. 65.
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whose distribution was set in the state supply plan. The term
"funded" meant they were products which could only be obtained if
the consuniing unit had a fund or an allotment for their acquisition.
In other words, they were products centrally allotted by the Govern-
ment. These included the most important producers' goods in the
economy: ferrous and nonferrous metals, fuels; chemicals, etc. Also
included wvere machinery and equipment, and in addition, the major
materials used bv the consumers' goods industries."2 They were
classified ill varying degrees of specificity, but rarely as fine as an
input material specification has to bet at the level of actual use in pro-
duction. For example, in 1946, there were 7(0 different classifications
of "funded" rolled ferrous metal products, hut the metallurgical
industry produced several thousand different. shapes, sizes, and
qualities.3 The number of "funded" commodities did not remain
constants It grew after t.ll war, reaching a peak ot 1.600 at the height
of the centralization period just before the death of Stalin. In the
early decentralization moves of 1953-54 they were reduced to about
800, and in 1958 they were reported to number 760.'4

The second category- was "centrally planned" coinmodities. The
distribution of these goods was planned by the main adiministrations
of sales of the producing ministries. They were either goods of lesser
importance than the "funded'" or they hadl a more restricted group of
consumers. Also classified as "centrally planned" were those com-
modities whose distribution was plalned by the republican gosplany.

The third category was "decentrally planned" commodities. The
distribution of these was controlled by local governmental organs and
by the local offices of the main administrations of sales of the producing
ministries.

A fourth category was sometimes added: "decentralized and self
procurement." This included those products a firm could procure by
itself, such as sand, rocks, some types of lumber, etc.

After the reorganization. the classification into "funded" and "cen-
trally planned" commodities lost much of its rationale. The main
administrations of sales of the former ministries which distributed the
"centrally planned" commodities wvere now part of Gosplan S.S.S.R.
Therefore, Gos-plan (or at least sections of it) was distributing both
the 760 "funded" commodities and the approximately 5,000 "centrally
planned" commodities. In addition, -while the main admxiinistrations
of sales at Gosplan were planning the distribution of "centrally
planned" commodities, the republics were planning the output levels
of these commodities.'5 The old classification system was clearly an.
anachronism. Soon the announcement camle that "beginning in 1959,
the notorious division of output into 'planned' and 'funded' will be
abolished." it

Under the new classification system, Gosplan will plan the distribu-
tion of and issue fondy for the acquisition of those products which
are the most important for the national economy, those which-are in

1S CiLssiflcatiorl Hs a "funded" commodity depended also on the degree of centralizat;oin of ts production.
In addition, I was told, in a personal interview with a Soviet cmonomist, that the number of 'funded"
cormnodities in any 1 year was affected by howv many Gosplan felt it could handle-. For listings of "funded"
and "nonftnded" comorodities see "Shein 64," pp. 16-I18, and "D)ernichev 67, pp. 29-32.

"Kosiachenko 46," p. 14.
"'Lokshin,62." p. 70. '(lusker 54," p. 84, "Karpov 68." p. 18.
"'Oal'perLn 68," p. 45..
.S Perov 68" p. 13. The use of the word notorious" might reflect ihe Soviet proclivity for kicking

(allen horses, but it also suight be a reflection of some of the problems resulting fromn the classificatIon system
even before the reorganizatiol. such as lack of coordination between the distribution of "funder" and
"centrally planned" commodities.
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the most serious short supply and those which are produced and usedin several republics. These commodities include almost all of the
former "funded" and some of the former "centrally planned" com-
modities. Estimates of the number to be planned by Gosplan vary
from 800 to 1,500.17

The republics will plan the distribution of the commodities of lesser
importance and those commodities produced either wholly or largely
within one republic. The individual sovnarkhozy will distribute those
commodities of least importance and those commodities which are
produced wholly within a single sovnarkhoz.

Our major interest, in this paper, is the centralized planning of sup-
ply. Therefore, we will concentrate on the planning of the supply of
those products which are under the jurisdiction of Gosplan S.S.S.R.
and which appear in the annual state supply plan: formerly the
"funded" commodities and presently those commodities in the first
of the new three categories.

CHRONOLOGY OF PLAN CONSTRUCTION

In this section, we will outline the sequence of plan construction.
The supply plan for the forthcoming year (the planned year) is con-
structed during the current year (the planning year). The process is
roughly one wherein general instructions flow down the planning
hierarchy followed by a counterflow of fill-in information and sugges-
tions from the bottom. This is followed by coordination at the top
and the issuance of a fairly detailed plan. In the final stage the plan
flows down again and is put into the thorough detail necessary for
operational purposes. The formal chronology which T have set out
below is a generalized view of the process. In reality, the stages are
not always clear cut and practice often varies from one industry to
another. The prereorganization system is described first and then
some of the changes introduced by the reorganization are discussed."8

The first stage of the planning process is a statistical analysis of
the base period. This is finished in the first half of the planning year.
It includes a thorough statistical investigation of the previous year
(that is 2 years before the planned year), preliminary data on the first
6 months of the planning year and some estimated data for the second
6 months of the planning year. The purpose of this statistical work
is primarily to aid in the construction of the control figures (stage
two) by uncovering temporary "bottlenecks" which should be con-
centrated upon in the planned year and by uncovering possible supple-
mentary sources of increased output.

The second stage is the drawing up of the control figures. These
are preliminary notes on the forthcoming economic plan. They are
a set of aggregate output targets for a dozen or so of. the most im-
portant commodity groups. They also contain some major invest-
ment targets. Their purpose is to serve as guideposts to the lower
economic units in the construction of the annual plan. The control
figures are worked out in Gosplan by the industrial and the summary
departments, use being made of material balances to attain equality

'7 "Gal'perin 58 " p. 45 "Karpov 58 " ppGl'perin 58'perin 58," p. 45 gives a figure of 1,200 to 1,500;"Rarpov 58," p. 19: 1,000. But I was told In a personal interview with a Soviet economist that Gosplanwas still planning the distribution of only about 800 commodities.
IS Trhis chronology has been put together from many sources, Including: "Braginskil 54," pp. 331-345;"Lokshin 52," p. 27-37: "tal'perin 57-1," passim, especIally pp. 17-20, 32-34; "P. Kh. Editorial 58"-."Oal'perin 58"; "Koldomasov 59"; and a nlumber of personal interviews with Soviet economists.
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between the supply and demand for each of the commodity groups
covered. According to the Soviet literature, these preliminary tar-
gets are based first of all on the economic-political tasks set by the
party and the government, which in turn are determined by "the
given stage of Socialist construction," n They are also set in relation
to the long-term plan then in force, relving heavily on the results of
the statistical investigations carried out in the first. stage. The con-
trol figures are worked out in June and early July, and are confirmed
by the Council of Ministers.

The third stave is the key stage. It is the one in which the plan
comes up the hierarchy, is coordinated on a national scale at the top,
is confirmed by the government and becomes a law directing the
operating units in the economy. Actuallly, this stage begins before
the completion of the second stage. It appears that all the levels-
ministries, glavki and enterprises-start to work on their plans prior
to the publication of the control figures. Sometime in May, Gosplan
sends out forms for the ordering of materials. These orders are
called zaiavki. (See chart No. 1.) They contain data on materials
required by the enterprise during the planned year, i.e., the year to
come, and also data on materials used during the current year and
the past year. The materials required are calculated by the "direct
method": output targets are multiplied by a set of input norms
(froni this product, above-norm stocks are subtracted). Since work
on the zaiavli begins before the release of the control figures, the
enterprise puts together a set of tentative output targets, based on
the enterprise's experience during the past year and the first part of
the current year, and what directions it expects the forthcoming plan
to take. Once the control figures are released (end of June-beginning
of July) and are broken down by the ministry and the glavk, the
enterprise has a clearer idea of what its production targets will be,
and it is able to introduce the necessary corrections in the plan
calculations it has been making.

In addition to output targets, in order to complete the zaiavki, the
firm has to know how mnuch of each input it will need per unit of output.
This information is supplied by the input norms. The question, by
whom and how these norms are set, is an extremely complicated one.
For one thing, it depends upon the period. In some periods there were
many norms inspected and confirmed by the highest planning organ.
For example, in preparing the supply plan for 1949, Gossnab inspected
more thnn 1,800 material input norms, and this grew as the drive
toward centralization increased until for the 1952 plan it was above
7,500.20 But then in the early decentralization moves of 1953-54,
the ministries were given great;ly increased power over norm setting
and onlv the "'most important norms" were to be inspected by the top
planning organl. 2 ' The importance of the input material being
normed, thus, is another contributing factor. The most important
norms are established in the annual supply plan as obligatory direct
tasks (adresnye zadaniia). These are set either as an average for a
branch, or, in the case of the most important firms in the country, by
specific firm and by specific item produced. In addition, the plan

a This is the phrase repeatedly used. Irn western terms it means "planners' preferences." The planners
look over the current stage of developnent and they (rather thavn the consumers) determine the major
directions the economy wil take il. the coming year. (in this sense "planners" imeans the politica leaders,
rather than the people at Gospian.)

""Lokshin 52," p. 125.
3 Bragioskil 64," p. 222.
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lists a number of targets for the general decrease in norms by industrial
branch. The main mass of norms, however, are not listed in the plan,
but are used for calculation purposes during the process of constructing
the national economic plan. Some of these are confirmed directly at
the enterprise and some at the glavk or ministry. Again there was
much variation from vear to Vear.2 2

The principle underlying the working out of input norms is that they
must aid in the constant struggle to increase economic output by
forcing the spread of technical progress and the economizing of
material resources. To accomplish this, they must embody the
achievements of the leading firms, but they mutlst also be attainable
by the average firm. The concept of an "average-progressive norm,"
which is a norm somewhere between the average and the best, was
created to meet this need.22 Norms are worked out originally by the
firm and, depending upon the level at which they are confirrie(d, are
inspected by technical bureaus up the burefaucratic line. As we will
see below, norms are frequently changed by higher organs during the
construction of the annual cconiomric plan.

With its estimates of OUtpUt targets and input norms, the enterprise
fills out its zaiavvki and sends these orders along wiath supporting
documents up to the glavk. Thus begins what is in many ways a
political process, something akin to our collective bargaining. The
glavk checks the estimates and requests of the enterprise and tries to
remove some of the slack the enterprise has put in. The "padding
of orders" is one of the most common methods used by the Soviet
firm to increase its chances of fulfilling its output plan, under the
existing strains of tight plans and supply unreliability.2 4 Iln its nego-
tions with the glavk, the firm tries to defend the estimates and
requests it has made. But since the glavk has administrative power
over the firm, it can force its opinion to prevail (although a firm can
appeal to the ministry).2 5 The glavk then combines t~le zaiavki of
the firins subordinate to it and sends the combined zniavki tup to the
main administration of supply of the ministry. Here the bargaining
process is repeated. The ministry then sends its aggregated plan
and zaiavki Up to Gosplan S.S.S.R. Usually this was to be done
before September 1, or at the latest September 15*ie The discussions
which ensue between a ministry and the corresponding industrial
department of Gosplan are a real analog of collective balrgaining, for
neither has administrative power over the other. Ill fact, there are
at times unresolved disagreements which have to be settled by the
Council of Mnllistels. 2 7

is 1n 1952. at the height of cen tralzatlon there were 2,230 norms established by Gossnab and the ministriesfor the use of rolled ferrous metal products, whilC cosered 69 percent of its total use In the economy, and1,142 centrally est,,blishod norms for the use of lumber products. which covered 07 percent of their usa'("Shein 54," p. 113).
". There are a number of different methods of caicuiating an average progressive norm One is by the"analytical methtlod," wherein the ,achievements of the leading firms are thoroughly analyzed and a realiLstlc

norm set as lose to these aclievemzenlts as possible. For more than 20 years this has been the only ace eptablemethod and yet it would appear that in practice the more formai statIstical method Is still widely used.Under this method an average progressive norm Is often just the average of all the above-average input rela-tionships achIeved In production. See, e e., the December 1935 Plenum of the Central committee of the
communist Party, !'Dlrektivy II," pp. 45-6; "Shein 54," pp. 118-126: "Savkin 56," p. 67.24 '4leriner 07.' ch. VII. and passlim.

s 'ihe cutting away oflfat is not carried to the limit because the plans of the glavkl and of the ministries
are (presumably) a summation of the plans of the enterprises, and thus their fulfillment depends upon the
enterprle's ability to fulfill Its own plan. (The appeal point Is from a personal interview with a Soviet
economist.)

3s Personal Interview with a Soviet economist. "Braginskil 54," pp. 337-338 states that the ministries In
1952 were Supposed to have their drafts up by Aug. i5.

1 "Strumilln 57," p. 39. It Is also thought that the Central Committee of the Communist Party plays
in Important role In the settling of some of these disagreements.
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During the period of September and early October, Gosplan is
engaged in the crucial work of attempting to balance the supply and
demand for each of the centrally allocated commodities. It does this
by means of the material balances (this process will be discussed in
some detail in the following section). Actually Gosplan, like the
ministries and glavki, starts its work before the draft plans come up
from below. In this way it has a forecast of what the material bal-
ances will be like when the ministries' plans do come up, and it is,
therefore, prepared for the ensuing discussions. Gosplan sends a
balanced draft of the plan to the Council of Ministers before the end
of October.2 8 The plan is discussed by the Council of Ministers and.
if necessary, certain changes are made. The plan is then confirmed.

Stage 4, the final stage in the construction of the plan, is the bring-
ing down of the plan to the enterprise and its transformation into
detailed operational form. The final plan, the fondy for the centrally
allocated commodities and the delivery orders for these commodities
are sent to the ministries. The main administration of supply divides
the fondy and the centrally established input norms among the sub-
ordinate glavki and the main administration of sales divides the de-
livery orders for the "funded" commodities produced by the ministry.
The glavki in turn divide these among the enterprises.

A fund received by an enterprise entitles it to a certain amount of
the "funded" commodity. But the "funded" commodity is defined
in airly gross terms and thus the enterprise must specify exactly
what shape, grade, and size it requires. The firm constructs a com-
plete, specified list of the materials it needs within the limits of the
fondy allotted to it and sends this list up to the glavk. The glavk
checks the lists it receives, combines them, and sends the combined,
specified lists to the ministry.29 There, the main administration of
supply combines the lists it receives and sends the specified orders to
the main administrations of sales of the appropriate producing
ministries. This is to be done 1 to 1 }2 months before the beginning
of the planned vear.30 The main administration of sales checks to
see if the orders are within the limits of the fondy, and then it assigns
specific orders to specific producing firms. Meanwhile, the aggregate
delivery orders, which were sent down, have also been distributed to
the glavki and the enterprises, so that the enterprises have already
begun to work out their production and shipment schedules before
receiving the specified orders from their main administration of sales.

As was the case with other stages, the fourth stage really begins
before the end of the third. When Gosplan sends its draft of the plan
to the Council of Ministers, it sends excerpts to each ministry so that
the ministry can begin the arduous and labor-intensive job of specifi-
cation and assignment of delivery orders. Then, when the plan is
confirmed, the changes made by the Council of Ministers are incor-
porated by the ministries, glavki and enterprises into the work they
have done up to that time.

28 In 1952, Gosplan was to have this draft at the Council of Ministers by Oct. 10. "Braginskil 54," pp.
337-338.

2g A census of inventories is taken in October, so that the glavk has a clearer idea of the stocks on hand
at the enterprise and the expected stocks at the beginning of the planned year. It can take these into ac-
eount in checking the specified orders of the enterprise.

32 The specified orders cover only a 3-month period and thus the specification process Is repeated before
each quarter.
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* The planning process proper 31 concludes with the signing of con-
tracts between producing units and consuming units, in which delivery
schedules and other, delivery details are stipulated.

Since the reorganizationi, the essential nature of the planning process
has not changed, but some of its features have. The hierarchical line
is now different: Gosplan S.S.S.R., republican gosplan, sovnnirkhoz,
enterprise.

The chronology also is somewhat different. Stage 2, the construc-
tioll of the control figures, was omitted, but is. now being reintroduced
in altered form. Stage 3 now begins at the enterprise. No control
figures containing output targets are issued, but rather each enterprise
is to work out its own output targets on the basis of the yearly break-
downs of the 7-year plan. These yearly breakdowns have been worked
out in much nmore detail and thus are more operational than were the
yearly breakdowns of long-term plans in the past. As the middle and
end years of the 7-year plan approach, the enterprise is expected to
make corrections in these yearly breakdowns to take account of the
accumulated divergences between experience and plan. Tue zaiavki
are sent up to the sovnarkhoz, are reviewed, debated, and are combined
antd sent up to the republican gosplan. Here the bargaining process
is repeated and then, for each centrally allocated product, the planned
supply (including "imports" from other republics) and the planned
demand (including "exports" to other republics) are balahced. For
this purpose, regional material balances are used. A new procedure
will be added starting in 1960. In order to give the gosplan of a
union-republic, some idea of how much of a given material it can expect
to receive in the planned year, Gosplan S.S.S.R. will, at the beginning
of Junle, issue a set of preliminary limits for the supply of somewhere
between 50 t.o 200 of the iiiost import ant input materials.3 2 Tie
gosplan of the republic is to send its output platn and zaiavki up to
Gosplan by August 1. Gosplan then has until September 15 to Nvork
out a balalnced all-union output and supply plan. The basic method
is still the use of material balances. Fondy (now confirmed by Gosplan
itself) are allocated to the republics; the republics distribute them
among the sovnarkhozy; and the sovnarkhozy to the enterprises.
The specified orders go up the line: sovniarldioz, republican gosplal,
Gosplan. This is supposed to be done 13% to 2 months beforIe the
beginning of the planned year. In Gosplan S.S.S.R., the main admin-
istrations for interrepublican deliveries. which grew out of the main
administrations of sales of the ministries, assign specified orders
directly to individual producing enterprises. And the process againl
ends with the signing of delivery contracts between suppliers and
users.

Summarizing the results of the reorganization, the following, stand
out as important new features of the process of supply planning: (1)
the more detailed yearly subdivisions of the 7-year plan, which serve
as a starting point for the planning process in place of the control
figures which were formerly worked out each year by Gosplan; (2) the
increased importance of the republican gosplany and of regional bal-
ancing; (3) also the increased importance of Gosplan S.S.S.R. with

t" The other part of the planning process is the changing of the plan during the course of the year as the
need for changes becomes apparent. Russian economists repeatedly claim this is all important part of
the planning process, and indeed when one reads of the tremendous number of changes introduced during
the year, it 13 hard to disagree. But a discussion of this fails outside of the restricted scope of this paper.

al Personal interview with a Soviet economist. See also Koldoniasov 59, p. 60,
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the addition to its staff of the former main administrations of sales
of the ministries, now renamed, main administrations for inter-repub-
lican deliveries (this, however, may not be a permanent feature).

MATERIAL ]BALANCES

The key element in the planning of industrial supply is the material
balance. Every Soviet writer on the subject pays homage to it:

In the Socialist economy, the planned connection between the production and
consumption of different types of products is guaranteed. Both the production
and consumption of materials are determined by means of the material balances,
which are an integral component of the plan for the supply of the national
economy.
* By means of the material balances, the material needs of the national economy
are determined, means for increasing the material resources of the economy are
uncovered and the necessary proportionality in the growth of individual branches
of the national economy in accordance with the demands of the law of the planned
(proportional) development of the national economy is established.

The material balances permit the planning organs to work out measures for
the mobilization of production reserves, for the overcoming of "bottlenecks" in
the development of individual branches and to uncover supplementary resources.35

A material balance is essentially a balance sheet of the supply and
demand for a given product. At the Gosplan level a separate mate-
rial balance is made out for each of the centrally allocated commodities
(formerly the "funded" commodities.)3 4 On the left side of the bal-
ance, are listed all the sources of the product and on the right side, its
uses. (See chart No. 2.) Most of these categories are self-explana-
tory. On the sources side, the most important category is "Produc-
tion." With most commodities it is often as high as 95 percent of the
total supply. "Imports" is usually insignificant. "Other sources"
is of varying importance. In some ferrous metals, for example, scrap
metal ("other sources") is an important element of supply. "Stocks"
includes only those at suppliers. This is done because they are the
only stocks capable of being distributed.3 " Stocks at users (if they are
above normed levels) are taken into account by being substracted from
requirements when the zaiavki of an enterprise are made up.

The major categories on the distribution side are "production-
operation needs" (which includes maintenance requirements) and
"Construction." The "market fund" denotes that part of the output
of the product which is distributed more or less without further proc-
essing to satisfy the consumption needs of the people. The two
"reserves" are quite different from each other. The "state reserve"
is a permanent one, built up as a protection against national disasters,
natural or manmade. The "reserve of the Council of Ministers" is
an operational reserve to be dispensed during the course of the years
to firms which are overfulfilling their output targets and thus are in
need of additional input materials, and to firms which did not get
supplies which were allotted to them, because of supply failures.3"
The production categories on the sources and distribution sides, before
*the reorganization, were broken down by producing and consuming
ministries.3" They are now broken down by republics.

t3 Shein 54, p. 19.
34 Material balances, In modified form. are also used by lower planning organs.
"3 Actually, the positive difference between stocks at suppliers at the beginning and end of the year is what

comprises a source of distributable supply. A negative difference denotes an added demnand for the product.
"a The output targets of producers are set higher than the originally planned deliveries they have to make.

This difference is what makes up the "reserves of the Council of Ministers." During the year the firms
will receive orders telling them where to send this additional output. (Personal Interview with a Soviet
economist.)

37 In most cases, there were a number of different ministries producing a given product.
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lrbta is a coaposite form. The nategortcs often differ from product
to product.

The material balances are used at two stages of Gosplan's work.
First, they are used to assure consistency in the control figures (now
the preliminiary supply limits), and second, they are used in construct-
ing the, firnal draft. of tle amlnnuil economic plan. At the control figuLres
stage, Gosplan uses its own estuinates of sources and distrilbution, but
in the final draft stage, the information which cormes up from below
is used. We will concentrate here on the final draft stage.

Trhe crtucial problemn in material balance technology is how are the
planne0d SOUI CCS and distribution brought int.o balance when at first
there is an imbalance? 3s Usually, the tlirection of an imbalance is
that the demand for a product is greater than the originally planned
supplies.se The procedure appears to be that the industrial depart-
ments of Grosplan (which are organized along product lines) work on
thle sources of catch product, while the summary- departments work on
the distribution. The two work closely togetlher in trying to achieve
a balance, keeping each other constantly informed of tie adjustments

i' A subsidiary problem is: how is a change In the output target of one product reflected In the changes of
other products?

*' Personal Interview with a Soviet econonist. This cai be logically deduced from the practice of padding
orders by lower administrative organs.
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each makes.40 What steps do they take when it is found that the
demand for a product is greater than the planned supply? 41

The basic principle, it is claimed, is that a plan is not brought down
to a "bottleneck," i.e., an output target of one branch is not reduced
because of a "bottleneck" in the supply to it of a deficit commodity.
This, one author states, would be the easiest way, but is sheer
opportunism.42

What is done is that on the one hand the corresponding industrial
department attempts to increase the supply of the deficit commodity.
It sees if stocks at suppliers can be cut (further). Also, planned im-
ports, in a few cases, may be increased. But the major effort is to
increase current production. This is to be accomplished within the
planned capacity, by better or more intensive use of equipment.
Sometimes the planned introduction of new capacity may be speeded
up so that more of the year is operated within the greater capacity.

At the same time that the industrial department is working on
increasing the supply of the deficit commodity, the summary depart-
ment is working on decreasing the demand for this commodity. The
basic principle is to accomplish this without decreasing the output
targets of the users of the deficit material. The method employed is
to increase efficiency in the use of this material, to economize, to
rationalize, to spread the advanced experience of the leading firms.
In other words, pressure is applied to decrease (further) the input
norms.4 3 Another method is the substitution of nondeficit materials
for the deficit. These are always described as "fully substitutable
substitutes.44 Throughout the balancing process, the priority prin-
ciple is at work. Whenever possible, it is the sectors of secondary
importance (usually the consumer oriented sectors) which have their
allocations cut or are called upon to use substitutes. The emphasis
is on guaranteeing the supply of the high priority sectors.

When a summary department makes changes which reduce the flow
of the deficit commodity to other commodity sectors, it notifies the
corresponding industrial departments. And when an industrial
department increases the output of the deficit commodity in such a
way as to call for an increase in required supplies, then it, in most
cases, contacts the relevant summary departments.

To the extent that an imbalance is corrected by an increase in the
output of a deficit commodity which is the type of increase that calls
for an increase in the output of the materials used in its production,
something similar to an iterative solution of the balancing problem
might be envisaged. By an iterative solution, I mean one where the
increase in the output of one commodity is followed by the increase
in the output of all the inputs into that commodity, followed by the
increase in the output of all the inputs into the inputs and so on down
the line, all the time use being made of the set of input norms. Math-

,, Personal interview with a Soviet economist.
Al This is one of those clouded areas of administrative action, where a person would really have to be in-

volved in the actual work before he could clearly analyze the method employed. The following" analysis"
is based on personal interviews with Soviet economists and a number of written sources, including: Zhukov
84, pp. 103 If.; Bra~ginskii 64. pp. 292-294; Strumilin 57, pp 54-56.

'5 Strumilin 57, p. 55. The phrase "deficit product" is used here to mean a product for which demand is
greater than planned supply, during the process of plan construction.

43 In a personal interview with a Soviet economist, the economist said that input norms could be decreased
in two ways. One, he illustrated by tightening up his belt; the other was the method of increasing efficiency.
He said they preferred to use the second method.

44 It has also been suggested that the reserves of the Council of Ministers are originally set higher than
required, so that, at the balancing stage, when the demand is greater than the supplv, these reserves can be
cut without any damage. But in a personal interview with a Soviet economist, it was strongly denied
that such a method was used.
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ematically, an infinite number of such steps will yield a perfectly
consistent set of material balanees.45 But since the steps near the
end become very small, the process may be stopped far short of
infinity and an acceptably accurate solution derived.

It is frequently thougiht that the iterative approach is the basic
method used by Soviet planners to aihieve consistency in their plans.
It do not think- that this theory is CorrcCt. I order o ' to see why, let
us first look at, the dinmenisions of thle problem. I-low many steps, how
many iterations would Gosplan have to perform in order to get a
reasonably accurate approximation to a balanced plan? The number
of iterations necessarv, or in other words. the rate of convergence of
thle approximation procedure,. depends on the structure of the econ-
oiny-rougllly speaking, on the degree of interrelatedniess of the cCon-
omv. The miore interrelated ait Ceonloini , the greater the number of
iterations necessarv. Unfortunately, data oln the structure of the
Soviet economyiv in the dletail necessary to give a precise answer to the
questicii are nOt available. But on thfe basis of very crude calculations,
it mighit be said that sornewhere between 6 anil 13 iterations would be
required.4 ' It is inconceivable that Gosplait, wildler tie COIIn tiOlls
which prevailled, could have performIed that number of iterations.
Firstl of all, Gosplan noes not handle tile problem in the formal way
usually assuiied in discussing~ iterative methods. It does not put
tog'ethier, into one list, all the inimbalaces wlii(ch appear at the first

Is This Is so becaule, letting [Al=the matrix of iuput uiorilis,

(1-41-t ] I= +A+AIi+ . 4" (where i s

The iterative proccdiiro. discussed in the text. concerns the total efferts (direct and Inidirect) of changes in
total output levels rather than the calculation of a vector of total otpilits startiiig from a given vector of
final outnutm. FIormaslly, how ever, the two problemis are suiiiar: both involve the jI-A]- innatrix. This
can he show n in the following say:

At the tirst aittemnptel biland jg of the mtiaterial blarces a numllber of dllscrepanlcies betsl ecu the origiiaelly
panned suppliet and derilanded outputs appear (let us say they are all shortfalls):

[.41-=atrix of inpuit tiorms
X. -vector of oririnaiiv pi:laned supplies

Y=%- ctor of planinedi final outputs
-Yd = sector of the calculated dlemands

Then,

Now let. Xo. wlere X4:X.
AX-the unklnown vector of changes in X. nexessary to get a consistent set of material balances.

Set,

.X li-Al -i(.YKa-XY.) (2)

Add 6X to X. to get a newv level of planned supplies and the plan wvill be balanced:

lA](XY+A X)+ I'= (X.Y,+AX)

(Proof of (3) is relatively simple, once it is see'i that: Aj.jI-. i-=]r-Aj- -i1])

The Iterative procedure discussed I: this paper is tie iterative approxuiation to 1-.A4-i(XV-Y ,) froto
eqoaition (2i.

48 The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics developed a method of approximating [I-A] -'[ [Y through aseries
of iterations, folIo .ed ny an extrapolation procedu re. Usin. Amncriron data, they found that even with
an extrapolation after the l:ist iteration. in ordier to guarantee ion acceptable level (of lrelIslon, they would
have to perform;i from 5-11 itertiton, (-t Itz 50," p. 4: lEvcans 5t1" p. 78). 'I'he rate of convergence of
(T+A+A 2 . -.) depends upon the dominant chiaructeristic root of AI. which Is roughly related to the
degree of interrelatedness of sin economny (" Essna i 4m " p. 83). if the common asxumnptioun tlhaut the U.S.
economy ha, a higher degree of interrelatednenss th us the Soviet ecsnonlv is true, then it is Iossible that the
rate of conver, enceofa.Soviet matrx onuil be slightly f:aster th:n that of a U.S. !atrix Secondic, though
Gospian does not appear to use anytning nearly as souhisticated aLs an extrapolation provetlure. it Tnost likelyhas developed sotne informal speed-up hethiods, such as inoreaising an ouitpllt tariet more than the oruignal
shortfall called for. How mucih it doIcis this and hv how iuiiich it wousld s IeCd no) the convergence are hard
to tell Taking all these considerations into accoun t. lt wuld probably he safer to set the lower bound
of the numnher of itetations requiired for a Soviet matrix soniewhe-e tovs:Lr'l the loner end of the number
required for U.S. niatrices iy the BL S iteration .uied extrapolation isnethod. Let us set it at 6.

The uspper hound of 13 was calculated by uieousof UI heroicadaptation ofa nethod devised by Waugh.
(See "Waugh 60.")

u6i-S'37-guu--pit. 1- -12
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approximation, and then in an organized way apply the entire set of
input norms to these imbalances. Rather, each product is handled by
a separate section (indeed, by two separate sections), which keeps
communicating its moves to the other sections. There does not
appear to be any set order of communication such as first section A
makes its changes, then section B, etc.; all sections work simultane-
ously.4 7 Secondly, in the postwar period, Gosplan was trying to
balance an extremely large number of material balances, ranging
between the current 760 and a high of 1,600. The problem of working
changes through that many different balances is a formidable one for
any bureaucracy. Thirdly, all this was and is done without the aid
of electronic computers. The method of material balances, in the
form in which it exists, is not amenable to computer technology.

But we need not rely solely on deductive reasoning in this matter.
In a recent book, the director of the Economic Research Institute of
Gosplan stated, that it was rare for even three or four iterations to
be performed in tracing the effects of a correction in an output target:

Because of the great labor intensity of the calculation of changes in the materia
balances and the insufficiency of time for the completion of such work in practice
sometimes only those balances which are linked by first order relationships are
changed. As regards relationships of the second order, and especially of the
third and fourth order, changes in the balances are made only in those cases
where the changes are conspicuous (zametnyi).48

This statement points out the additional fact that Gosplan's calcu-
lation of indirect effects is not uniform; it is limited to "conspicuous"
changes. Another facet of the nonuniform approach is that a change
need not be passed on in the increased output even of all direct inputs,
but can be balanced out by decreases on the demand side of any of
these inputs. These nonuniformities in handling the problem make
it difficult to "count iterations" or to see an iterative process clearly.

I believe that more important in Gosplan's balancing methodology
han iteration procedures is the use of techniques which avoid second-
round effects. This is certainly true when changes are made on the
distribution side of the material balance of a deficit commodity.
Pressure is put on users' of the deficit commodity to economize its
use by producing more efficiently. The supply of the deficit input
material is cut without any change in the output target of the product
which uses it. In this way the original rebalancing change does not
reverberate through the entire system of material balances; it has no
second-round effects. It is less clear to what extent avoidance of
second-round effects is important in the making of changes on the
sources side. When stocks are reduced, there are no second-round
effects, and when imports are increased there are little if any second-
round effects. But when a production target is increased in an effort
to close a balance, is this always passed on to other sectors in increased
orders for input materials? I have heard and read contradictory
answers to this question.4 9 I think the safest thing to say is that

47 Personal interview with a Soviet economist.
' "Efimov 57," p. 1017. If there are "n" centrally allocated commodities, then to calculate the direct

Inputs Into a single output change, you need "n" multiplications (ignoring zeros). But to calculate the
inputs into the inputs you need "n0" multiplications and for each succeeding iteration, you need "a"'
multiplications. Since 7l0'2=M77,rO0 and lJ002=2,560,000, it is no wonder that Gosplan, operating without
electronic computers, has had to limit itself to only "conspicuous" relationships.

49 For example, in a personal interview with a Soviet economist, it was said that the practice was to back
up increa ed output targets with increased supplies. On the other hand, an economist in an extremely
good dissertation, wrote that when trying to close a balance, the attempt is made to increase the output of a
deficit product "by means of internal reserves of production, such as better use of equipment and mate-
rials I ( "Zhukov 54," p. 103).
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usually increased supplies are ordered, but at times, increased output
targets of the deficit commodity are to be met by more efficient
production methods without additional supplies, thus avoiding second-
round effects.50

If the analYsis offered here is correct, then we are led to the following
hypothesis about the balancing methodology used by Soviet planners.
By relying heavily on balancing methods which avoid second-round
effects, through pressure on input norms, Gosplan contributes to the
further tightening of the plan. That is to say, the very planning
methodology used by Gosplan (the material balances and the ways
in which they are b)alanced) itself adds an additional tightening to
the plan as the balances in the final draft are halnmered out at the
top planning level.

WEAKNESSES OF SUPPLY PLANNING

In this section, we wvill (liscuss the problems connected specifically
with the planrnlinrg of supply, not supply problems in general (see
"Introduction"). First the major planning problems as they ex-
isted before the reorganization will be described, and then one or two
of the possible effects of the reorganization will be indicated.

Unrealistic balances
The first question which arises is: How good are the balances worked

out in the national economic plan? Are they realistic balances, or
are they to some extent mere "paper balances"? From speaking
with Soviet economists, one gets the impression that most economists
are quite proud of their method of material balances despite sone
admitted. shortcomings. I am sure their feelings were accurately
represented by a Polish economist who told me: "The method of
material balances is a primniitive method, but it Wvorks." On the other
hand, the Soviet economy is constantly beset by shortages. Are
these shortages,. these 'imbalances." caused by faulty, unrealistic
balancing of plans on the part of Gosplan, or are they caused by other
factors operatiug in the Soviet economy? (See below.) A nsumber of
recent official p)ronounceentleiis and analses hy Soviet economists lead
one to believe that unrealistic balances are, att least, partly to blanme.
Khrushchev ait tbe 20th Partv Congress, claimed that sometimes
imbalhixces arise which are caused not onlv bv failures to meet the
established plans. but also by the fact that the plans themselves are
deficient.' The resolution of the December 1956 Plenum of the
Communist Party stated that tile top planning organs (do Tnot base
their plans on the "real possibilities" of supplying the required mate-
rials to meet the established output targets. This leads to "excess
tightness in the fulfillment of plans." 52 In the book by the director
of Gosplan's Economic Eesenfrch Institute, mentioned earlier. lie
claims that the balancing methodology used, its lack of a sufficient
number of full iterations, leads to the accumulation of "a number of
errors in various parts of the plan, which unrder certain conditions
manifest themselves, giving rise to certain imbalances and tensions
in various material resources." ;

" There are also ca es where an Imbalance re;ults from imnproper palnislllg of types of products. For
exa"mple, there mnay he enough steel planned, but it Is inl the w rong :assrtme,,t (eve! at Gospian allocated
categoric'). Coerrection of such imhalrnies (ices not involve many second-round effects.

Cjt;d in oIKlordmasov 56," p. 32.
U"i)wrektivv IV,` p. G.O.

"Efirnov 57," p. 107.
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Thus there is some evidence that at times the balances achieved by
Gosplan do contain elements of "paper consistency." This results, in
large measure, from Gosplan's inability, in the material balances
method, to cover enough of the indirect effects of a change in an output
target, and its consequent reliance on pressure methods, which al-
though having positive aspects from the point of view of forcing eco-
nomic growth, at times introduce unrealistic relationships in the
balances.

Lateness
A major problem of planning concerns the frequent failure of the

planning organs to complete the annual supply plan before the be-
ginning of the planned year. The Soviet literature is full of complaints
about final plans not coming down to the enterprise until January,
February, or March, and sometimes even later. This failure to com-
plete the plan on time is not too difficult to understand when one
thinks of what a tremendously involved job it is for a bureaucracy
first to work up a balanced supply plan for an entire economy in a
great number of aggregated indicators and then for subordinate levels
to disaggregate the plan into the necessary operational detail. This
problem was made even more difficult by the discontinuous nature of
the annual plans before the reorganization: "* * * the planning
system that developed was such that the annual plans broke off at
the end of the calendar year and therefore had to be drawn up every
year from scratch, as it were."'5

Some of the methods adopted by Soviet planners to cope with this
time problem are of interest. One is what might be called the
"correction principle." In order to speed up the planning process,
planning organs usually begin their own work before receiving infor-
mation from the previous planning stage. When they do receive the
information, they then make the necessary corrections in their
preliminary estimates. 5 5 As we have seen, work on the zaiavki began
before Gosplan released the control figures and then when the control
figures came out, the zaiavki were corrected. Also the specification
process began before the confirmation of the plan by the Council of
Ministers, and then the changes it made were incorporated by correct-
ing the specified orders. A second speedup method sometimes used
was to begin the construction of the zaiavki and the working out of the
input norms not at the enterprise, but at the glavk or even t e
ministry.A6 A third method was the practice of issuing "advance
fondy." In order to allow an enterprise to operate during the first
quarter in the absence of a supply plan, it was allotted "advance
fondy" usually in the amount of 23 to 25 percent of its previous
year's total allotment.

Lack of coordination
There is often a lack of coordination between the supply plan of an

enterprise and its output and financial plans." This is partly a result
of poor planning originally, but probably it is more a result of the
constant changes introduced in plans both before and after they are
confirmed. Changes are frequently made in one set of plans (say,

5"P. Kh. Editorial 58" (translated in the " Current Digest of the Soviet Press," X: 33, p. 11).
5' Tbis correction process is not limited to the period of the construction of the plan, but continues during:

the year, while the plan is in operation.
M' "Savkin 56," p. 61, and a personal interview with a Soviet economist.
A For example, see "Turetskii 57," p. 108 and "Kalinin 58," pp. 43-44.
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output) without the necessary changes being made in the other set
(say, supply).
Specification

One of the weakest parts of the entire planning process is the
stave wherein the plan is brought down to the level of the enterprise
and is put into operational form-tihe stage where the aggregate allot-
ments are turned into contracts for specific goods. Remember, the
system was: The fondy were distributed by the ministry to the glavvk
and by the glavk to the enterprise. The enterprise worked up at list
of specified requirements within the limits of the fondy. The specified
orders came up the hicrarchy of the user ministry and a combined
specified order was sent to the main administration of sales of each
corresponding producer ministry. This ministerial main adminis-
tratioji of sales then sent out specified production and delivery orders
to the producing firms. The weaknesses of this process lay primarily
within three major categories: Excessive centralization, the adminis-
trative objectives of sales administrations, and the time factor.

(i) Excessive centralization: Tihe sales administration of the
ministry assigned detailed orders directly to the producing firms.
The frequent enormity of this job is indicated by the fact that every
year tile metals main adminiistration of sales issued about 50(,0U0
specified production and deliverv ordersA." This excessive centraliza-
tion frequently led to thCe lack of coordination between different plans
mentioned in the previous section. Producing firms were often given
delivery assignments greater than their planned ouLputs.59 The ra-
tional geographic distribution of orders was not sufficiently studied,
resulting in excessivety long transportation hauls. Contract details
which should have been set in negotiations between producer and
consumer firms were actually set by thle producing ministry sales ad-
ministration and the consurninv minis try supply administration ."
This meant that the real needs of consuming firms arid tIhc recl pro-
duction capabilities and specialties of producing firnis were often riot
adequately pelrceived. Tt also ineant that the efforts to inculcate
cost minimization at the enterprise level were weakened, because the
enterprise was deprived of the ptower to decide what materials to use.

(ii) Administrative objectives of sales admiiniist-ration: 'Tlhe sales
administrations were concerned with the problems of the producing
units rather than wNith those of the collsumillg units. Their objective,
in the last stage of plan construction, was to achieve an eflicient load-
ing of the productive capacities of tlhe firms within their own ministry.
As a result of this one-sided concern, consuming firms oftren ended up
with an irrational array of suppliers. Frequently, a firn wa.s to be
supplied by a large number of suppliers rather than having its orders
concentrated in a fc'. In fact, as specifications were made out for
each quarter, suppliers sometimies were changed from one quarter to
the next."' These factors gave rise to seioIs schleduiling and coordinia-
tion problems. Another weakness was that the sales administrations
did not put enough pressure on producing firms to adapt their detailed
output assortments to the specific needs of the consuming firms, thus
leading to imbalances in the detailed supplies and demands .2 The

"I" Galperin 57-1," p. 19.
n Ibid
SC Ibid., pp. 19-20.
M::Kalinin. 58," p. 45.

" Ga iperin 57," p. 85.
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supply administrations of the consuming ministries were forced to
accede to these imbalances because of their- inferior power in the pre-
vailing sellers' market. Finally, the aim of spreading technical prog-
ress was weakened because the sales administrations had little motiva-
tion to force the production if new and more economical (in use) types
of materials.63

(iii) Time factors: A firm was supposed to make out its specified
input requirements 2 to 3 months before the beginning of the planned
year, at a time when it did not know its detailed output plan. This
created a number of difficulties in matching specific inputs and out-
puts. Due to the nature and timing of their planning process, Russian
planners were forced to compress the planning of essentially successive
problems into one time period. This was one of the factors which led
to the great number of revisions in the plan while it was in operation.

All that has been said, here, about the weaknesses of supply planning
should not be understood to imply that they were the sole cause of the
general unreliability of the supply system. For there are two other
major causal factors. One is the overall practice of tight planning;
the other is the poor operation of supply organs. The supply plan
could be perfectly constructed, perfectly balanced, but if the overall
economic plan were very tight (marginal stocks of materials, tight
construction schedules, little slack anywhere), then a few failures to
meet some individual targets would create significant supply diffi-
culties throughout the system. Also, plans could be moderately slack
and well constructed, but if the supply bureaucracy operated in an
inefficient manner, then supply difficulties would result. All three
factors are important causes of supply deficiencies.

One of the primary aims of the reorganization was to improve the
operation of the supply system and, along with this, the planning of
supply.6 4 It is still too early to evaluate the effects of the reorganiza-
tion on supply planning, but some comments can be made. The
changed role of the long-term plan, with its more detailed, operational
yearly subdivisions, will probably help to speed up the planning
process and to provide needed continuity in the annual plans.65 On
the other hand, specification procedures do not seem to have improved
at all."6 And it is hard to judge what effects the reorganization will
have on the vital problem of achieving balances in the plan-the
prime function of the material balances method.

But a new possibility now looms on the horizon, one which might
have a profound effect on this balancing methodology. It is the
possibility of adapting modern mathematical methods and computer
technology to the planning of the supply system.

MATHEMATICAL METHODS AND ELECTRONIC COMPUTERS

Limitations of space do not permit a full discussion of the possible
use by Soviet planners of mathematical methods. But let me here

65 Ibid.
64 The prime concern of the reorganization in the supply field was with the deficiencies in the operation

of the system, rather than necessarily, xiith the planning of it. The major operational deficiencies, which
resulted primarily from tie absence of cross-ministerial coordination, according to Soviet sources, were
retardation of specialization and subcontracting for components; supply mainly within ministerial channels
and thus often irrationally long transportation hauls; failure to develop diversified firms producing a range
of byproducts from the given inputs; and duplication of staffs and organizations.;

6e In a personal interview with a Soviet economist, I was told that the plans for 1958 and 1959 were late.
But this was because they were unfamiliar with the new system, they said.

ee See the strongly critical comments in " Oal'perin 58," pp. 50-52.
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just briefly outline what the Russians are saying and what they are
doing about, the possible luse of one of these methods.

Input-Output (1-0) is a mathematical method; which analyzes the
interrelationships existing in an economy.6 Its great advasitage over
the material balances method is that. it puts the technical intersector
relationships among economic sectors into one unified scheme and
allows them to be expressed mathenmatically in a verv convenient and
useful form-useful in the sense that vast' numbers of equations can
easily be handled through the use of electronic computers.A8 Soviet
planners, by ineaans of I-0 techniques and electronic computers, after
they had put together a realistic set of input norms, could rapidly
construct a completely balanced output and supply plan.

Since 1950, Russian economists have been discussing the possibilities
of adapting 1-0 techliqlles to tlheir balancing methodology. Perhaps
the first question which conies to mind is why were they so late. Pro-
fessor Leontief's first book on I -0 was published in 1941 and serious
work on 1-0 problems began in the West soon after World War Il.
Among the reasons for the Russians' delay, I think, one can include
bureaucratic inertia and opposition, low level of the necessary mathe-
matical skills among economists, and the relative unavailability to
economists of computers until reccnt ycars. But as important as any
of these, is the fact that the use of inatheematical methods in eco-
nomics was, up to a few years ago. considered to be anti-Marxist.
However, now I-0 (also linear prog-raming)' has been separated from
other econometric methods, and is e-onsidered not to be 'negated by
the Mkarxist theory of political economyr . C In addition, in an, at-
tempt to add fulrthel legitimacy, it is now claimed, but not proved,
that since Professor Loentief was born and educated in Russia, his
ideas were developed on the basis of early Russian experiments with
national economic balances. Yet the clharge of unorthodoxv is still a
potent weapon, and the supporters of I-0, it would appear, still have
tO treadC CarefIlly.7 0

Tbc Soviet, discussion of 1-0 has both its negative and positive
camps- Members of both canitps almost always begin with the state-
ment that 1-0 cannot be used for prediction purposes in the capitalist
economy, because the capitalist economy is completely unpredictable.
Although some do say that it could be used for more limited problems,
such as mobilization, The rest of tHe criticisms are not too different
fromi those one hears in the Wcst: assumption of constant (coefficients,
no substitution, no restraints. staticriess, exclusion of capital equip-
ment. It is common for a critic to end hiis article with an admission
that 1-0 can perhaps play a small, restricted role in Soviet economics

i' In the i-0 method, the output of each sector is divided Into flows to cach otlier producing sector end aibo
to fial demands (consuinption, investr'enit, goverumret, ait forelgu trade). Starting from the intersector
flows, a set of direct innut cocificients Is derived (direct Input of one product per unit output of another
prodtict). Then hv solving a set of equations, the direct and Indirect input coedictents per unit of final
outpuit are, found. These tell us, for example, not oniv how much crial is directly required to produce one
automotible for l0nal use, but how much coal Js needed for the steel which goes Into the automobile and so an.
Thus, the direct and indirect input coeticient ofcoal Per aiutomobile tells us that if we increase the output for
final use ofautomobiles by oneunit how much more coal viil herequlired throughout theeconomytosupport
this cha,,ge in output. It other words, with th.^se total cost coefficlents, if we have an estimate of final de-
ruand (be it forecast or plan), we can determine the total output of each sector requtred for the productol
of this final hill ofizoods. I-O nakes useofelectronicco uy) ters to solve ral)idly, largesystem ofequations.
Its development Li associated with the name of Prof. Wassily Leontlef of Iarvard University.

" One weakness of the material balances Is that they are similar to the rows of an I-0 table, whilo the im-
portant technical relationships In an economy are to be found in the columns.

o' "NikitLn 58 p. 103.
It It is a sobering irony that the U1S. i3overnment's 1-0 program was discontinued In 1953 because .of

allegations that in sone way It was a socialist scheme and a threat to private enterprise. (See Business
Week, Aug. 29, 1953, p. 26.) . . - ..
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. The supporters of 1-0 argue that it is a tool which could be used to
utmost advantage in Soviet planning. It would assure a well-balanced
plan. Through the use of total cost coefficients, the total effects of
a change in any one output target could be calculated, and thus the
necessary changes in all other outputs could be made.' And what is
of extreme importance, all the required calculations could be done
rapidly on electronic computers. One writer emphasized this point
by showing that in the calculation of the total cost coefficients for a
44 sector I-O model (remember, at one point, Gasplan had to balance
1,600 "sectors") 2,500,000 arithmetic operations were necessary. Yet
an electronic computer was able to complete this task within 8 hours.72

Another advantage is that, after a balanced plan is derived, the
calculation of the actual supply plan, i.e., the actual material flows
from one sector to another, would be a simple matter-merely a
multiplication of direct input coefficients times the levels of output
of the corresponding products. Besides these basic points, supporters
argue that changes during the operation of a short term or long term
plan could more efficiently be made with the aid of total cost coeffi-
cients. The spreading of technical progress could. be.aided by using
planned direct input coefficients rather than statistically derived ones
as the basic data for I-Ocalculations. Under the new organization
of industry, regional I-O balances could be made. On another level,
I-O could be used for working out internally consistent prices. And
finally, it could be used for some purely statistical purposes such as
the calculation of certain economic proportions, comparisons of the
labor and materials intensities of different products and certain sta-
tistical comparisons with the West.

If Russian planners were to adopt I-O methodology as it is practiced
in the West, then among the many changes in planning techniques
this would involve, there would be one of fundamental importance.
This is the narrowing of the scope of politically determined basic plan
goals from total outputs to final outputs (i.e., outputs for final uses:
consumption, investment, etc.). In Western I-0 practice, one starts
with a given set of final demands and by means of a set of direct and
indirect input coefficients, one solves for the levels of total outputs.
Soviet planners, in the material balances method, start from a set of
total output goals, which basically are determined by the political
authorities in the society. That is the political authorities set targets,
which include not only the amount of a product going to final uses,
but also the amount, which is needed within the economy to produce
other products.

Are Soviet economists advocating such a change? According to
a number of leading economists, including the very highly placed
Academician V. S. Nemchinov, they are not."3 They intend to retain
total outputs as the starting data for plan construction.7 4 The pri-
mary use of I-O, according to these economists, will be to work out
a number of different balanced variants of the plan. They say that

71 Some articles point out that experiments have shown the total coefficients often to be many times larger
than the direct. Thus, the ignoring of indirect effects leads to significant errors. (See" Tolkachev 58" and
"Orebtsov 59," p. 61.)

72"Efimov 57," p. 11.
TI Personal interview with Academician Nemchinov and other Soviet economists.
'4 The Soviet approach to the total output of steel and the total output of electricity as objectives in them-

selves is in part determined by the symbolic significance of these basic indexes as indicators of successful
economic growth. But it is also a recognition of the fact that a high rate of growth of these basic industrial
commodities is perhaps a safer assurance of economic growth than planning from a final bill of goods would
be ,wheaforeslght, knowledge, and techniqueare stllimperfert.,,
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the material balances method enables them to work out only one
balanced variant of the planr, but with 1-0 they will be able to work
out many from which- they will choose the "best." 75 In addition,
they claim that the material balances approach will remain the. dom-
inant one and that 1-0 techniques will only he an auxiliary planning
mechanism.

There are, however, a few Soviet economists who do favor planning
from a set of final outputs:

* * * the starting point of planning must be the final bill of goods [investment
and comnsunption]. It is not sufficient to produce much steel or cement, lumber,
or cotton. The aim is to produce a sufficient amount of machines, buildings,
furniture, cloth, etc.7 9

Another possibility is at mixed model, where some total output tar-
gets and sonic final outputs are given, and the remaining total outputs
and final outputs are derived by solving the set of equations."7

Only time will tell how far Russian planning will go into I-0 tech-
niques, but it does appear probable that in the beginning at least,
its use will be restricted to the calculation of a number of plan variants
and the use of total cost coefficients to calculate the total effects of
mvy cihammge in thle plan.

As regards actual experimentation, there have been repports so far
of four models wvorked out, including 9, 15, 17, amid 44 order systemns. 7 8

These are all pilot models. For at system to h ave any operational
significance it. would have to be of the order of 500-1,000 sectors.
There is also in experiment now in progress on a regional 1-0 study
involving a single economic region (the Mordovskoi region). This is
based on the method used in a IT.S. study of the st.natc of Utah.7 '

The Tnew Laboratorv for the ITse of Statistics and Mathematical
Methods in Economics, headed by Academician Neclincinov and the
famous mathelslaticiiii, L. V. Kantorovich. and possessing a staff of
about 20, is working on 1-0 problems, mainly on problems of adapt-
ing statistical data to computer use.8s It is scheduled to operate, in
the near future. at the computing center, which is being erected in
Novosibirsk. In addition, there are people working on I-0 in the
Economic Research Institute of Gosplan and in the Institute for
Electronic Control Machines of the Academy of Sciences.

Thus Soviet economists are beginning to take notice of T-0 and the
possibilities of applying it to probleims of planning. 1-0 in the
Soviet Union has come a far way front thbe davs when it was almost
taboo to discuss it or work o02 it. Yet, on the other hand, it has by

7 Any vector X wnoild be a feasible plan as lonz as no element of 1 were negative, where Y=[I-Al X.
One of the problems involved he.ra is, of coirise, bow do you choose the "best." But this is a problem of adifferent order. A choice out of many is still better than no choice at all., It h" Belkin 57," p. 144.

Em See " Grebtsov 59," p. 62. 1 was told In Warsaw, that Polish planners are working on a combined
model of this type.

Is See "Grebtsov 59," "Tolkachev 55" and "Beikin 57."
" Personal interview with a Soviet economist. For a description of the, Utah study see Moore and

Petersen,' "Regiohal Anialysis: Ar In Rdevstriy odefof'Ttah," Revew of Ecan'mid ranid 'Statistics,
November 1055.
-'° Personal interview with a Soviet economist. This Is a major problem. There have been numerous

complaints that Soviet statistics are not adequate for use In 1-0 work. The main criticismn is that they do
not clearly show the technical relationships between sector-. For example, sec "Toikachev, 58," "Grebtsov
56," p. 57, and "Nemchinov 59," pp. 33-34. Nenbchinov's apparent suggestion that some 1-0 research
be treated as cla..sifled work, in the same way as atomic energy and rocket research, has been Interpreted
as an attempt to gain access to detailed statistical data.
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no means swept the field."' Much of the struggle still lies ahead.
One bit of evidence of this is the extreme sensitivity, which supporters
of I-O still retain, to questions of its origins and orthodoxy.

III. CONCLUSIONS

The general nature of Soviet supply planning can perhaps be best
described as a combination of the central planning of aggregate
categories with the successive setting of details down through the
planning hierarchy and the application of constant pressure, from
the center to tighten production methods and to economize materials.!
This is not a picture of finely calculated balances, but is a combination
whose aim is to contribute to economic growth.

One of the important operating criteria in the Soviet economy is
the priority principle. The possible negative effects on economic
growth of imbalances in supply plans are lessened because there are
low priority buffer sectors to absorb the shocks of these imbalances.
The operation of the priority principle also lessens the negative
effects of the interaction of imperfect supply planning; overall tight
planning and a not overly efficient supply bureaucracy.

Even though overall tight planning prevails, it should not be thought
that the Soviet economy is everywhere so taut that the slightest
failure in any one place will cause the whole economy to burst. Some
operational leeway does exist. There are usually some unemployed
or underemployed labor and materials to be found, which can be
pressed into service when the need arises. This leeway is, in large
measure, a result of the "informal activities" of the Soviet firm. 82

As an economy grows more developed, the number of interrelation-
ships within it becomes larger. This intensifies the problems of
supply planning. At the same time, however, the radical changes
in the structure of the economy diminish, and thus supply relation-
ships become more stable. This lessens the problems of supply
planning. Yet it would appear that in recent years the increasing
interrelationships have caused the Russians to become increasingly
concerned with the deficiencies of their supply system.

One of the more promising means for counteracting these deficiencies
is through the adoption of input-output techniques. The original flush
of enthusiasm in the West for I-O may have diminished somewhat,
and there are many perhaps who now feel that not too much should
be expected of it. However, these criticisms apply to its use in the
West. It should be kept in mind that under the type of economic
organization that exists in the Soviet Union today, they have to plan
their supply system. Thus, the appropriate question for them is not,
whether I-O is an ideal method, but whether it is better than the
method Soviet planners use now-material balances. As far as assur-:
ing balance in the plan and speeding up the process of plan construc-
tion, there is no doubt of the superiority of I-0 techniques. Yet the'
material balances method does have a significant organizational ad-

St In a personal interview with a Soviet economist, the economist complained that they could not get
proper statistics for 1-0 work. When questioned on this, he said the data could be made available, but-it
would cost money to collect and process it and their problem now was to convince the higher-ups that T-O0
was a worthwhile project so that they could get the necessary budgetary allocations. Ile was told that-this:
was a problem we could understand. See also the recent speech by L. V. Kantorovich in which he said,
"The fear of mathematics has by no means been overcome" (Vestnik Akademii Nauk S.S.S.R., 1959:4,
p. 61 and remarks by A. D. Kurskii, ibid., 1959:2, pp. 5-6).

" See "Berliner 57" and "Granick 59."
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vantage. It-allows for contact between planners and administrators
aind thus allows for the operation of certain pressurc levers during thle
construction of the plan. What slhould perhiaps be expected, there-
fore, is that. the Russians will adopt I. 0 techniques in such a way as
to combine it with these positive features of the material balances
method.

If I-O techniques are adopted and thus the planning process speeded
up, more time would be left for the troublesome specification stage.
This would help, but an effective solution to the specification problem
depends fundaamentally on the creation of direct and stable relations
between producers and users. It also depends on a diminution in the
tightness of plans.so as to lessen the degree of sellers' market and
make the market power of buyers more equal to .that of sellers.

This. discussion'has donceritrated on centralized supply planning
methods. It is theoretically possible, of course, for more. decentralized
methods to be used, ones that would give lower level units more free-
dom to make their own economic decisions. However,. the efficacv
of any mneaningful decentralization would depend iip6n the significant
improvement.of the Soviet price system; which up to now hias been
incapable of playing an effective role in the Soviet industrial supply
system.
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TRANSPORTATION

SOME ASPECTS OF THE STRUCTURE AND GROWTH OF
SOVIET TRANSPORTATION

(By Ernest W. Williams, Jr., Columbia University)

At the outset of this essay on certain phases of Soviet transporta-
tion development, it is well to put the reader on notice that I am not
a specialist in Soviet economics nor a longstanding student of Soviet
affairs. My work on Soviet transportation began in conjunction with
the Soviet economy study of thfe National Bureau of Economic
Research. It was rationalized upon the theory that one familiar with
the American transportation scene by long study could contribute
something to an understanding of Soviet transportation practice and
could supply an interpretation of that practice in the light of our own
experience, I was aided materially by the fact that Prof. Holland
Hunter's excellent work was already in an advanced state, by the
fact that James H. Blackman had made important contributions in
the American literature, and by the further fact that I had tile as-
sistance for several years of George Nowak whose familiarity with the
language and sources and whose great industry make it possible to
explore a wvide range of Soviet materials and to assemble additional
statistical series. Although the wxork of others has doubtless in-
fluenced my interpretation of the available materials, I must accept
full responsibility for that interpretation. Moreover, it should be
noticed that the main body of mv work on Soviet transportation was
completed several years ago and that I have not had the resources
to keep abreast of the most rucent materials.

SOVIET TRANSPORTATION DEVELOPMENT UNUSUAL

In many respects the development of transportation in the U.S.S.R.
is unparalleled. The present transportation system has certain
characteristics, moreover, which set it apart from any other. In
volume of traffic handled, stated in the usual quantititave measures,
the Soviet transportation system is the largest of any in tile world
apart from that of the United States. Measured in this way it is
and has been growving faster than our system and is performinig a
transport task of steadilv increasing magnitude.

Perhaps the most noteworthy features in the departure of Soviet
practice from that found elsewhere are to be seen in (a) the especially
heavy reliance upon railroads for intercity movement of freight and
passengers; (b) the intensity with which the railroad plant is worked;
(c) the adjustment of railroad technology to overall resources within
the economy and to the requirements of the general developmental
policies; (d) the measures taken to control the volume and character
of traffic in the effort to minimize transpoort outputs (and thus to
minimize inputs in this industry, especially those of capital goods);
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and (e) the limited investment in facilities, particularly in highways,
which might provide scope for the development of transport opera-
tions in intercity movement other than those of the "common-carrier"
system. Soviet transport development appears to have been severely
controlled, especially through the capital budget. The cloth has been
cut very fine at times in the effort to avoid committing more resources
to the transportation system than were required to meet the needs of
other sectors of the economy. The transportation system- appears
to have been under pressure almost continually during the Soviet
period. Yet the evidence is slight that its performance has seriously
hindered economic growth even during the widely advertised trans-
portation crisis of the thirties.

There is, of course, in any economic system a close relationship
between transportation development and the rate and character of
economic growth. The measurement of the growth of freight traffic
may serve, therefore, to provide a check upon the statistics which
purport to record the progress of industrial and agricultural output.
It was partly with this possibility in mind that the National Bureau
included transportation among the subjects to be studied. Yet a
direct relating of traffic data to production data would not serve the
purpose fully. For Soviet freight traffic data have been under sus-
picion in the Western World along with the data on production. So
great, indeed, is the reported traffic performance of the Soviet rail-
ways in comparison with the reported level of plant and equipment
that a good deal of suspici6n has attached to the traffic data. Hence
an examination of the character of plant and equipment and of the
operating and traffic practices is essential in order to reach a judgment
about the credibility of the reported traffic. Such an examination is
essential, in any event, to afford an understanding of the nature of the
Soviet accomplishment in transportation.

SOVIET FREIGHT TRAFFIC COMPARED WITH THAT OF THE UNITED STATES

Tables 1 and 2 present, without the qualifications and explanations,
the data on total intercity freight traffic in the United States and the
U.S.S.R. as previously published.' It is not necessary here, to record
the extent to which and the methods by which some of the com-
ponents were estimated. Because of highly centralized control and
a high degree of top-level Government interest in the development
of the components of the transportation system and in their proper
relationships one with another (given those general objectives of
Soviet planning), the Soviets are somewhat better informed about
some elements in their transportation system than we are about most
of the unregulated portions of our system. Yet in both countries the
most accurate and comprehensive data are those which refer to rail-
roads and in both countries estimation from limited sample informa-
tion is employed to approximate the volume of movement by highway.

Several things are noteworthy about the aggregate traffic data.
First, the Soviet data as here shown include no ton mileage for motor-
trucks. Although truck transportation is increasing, rapidly in the
Soviet Union, the evidence indicates that it is almost exclusively con-
fined to local urban cartage and rural feeder operations. The U.S_
estimates for motor carrier ton mileage endeavor to exclude such

I National Bureau of Economic Research, Occasional Paper No. 65.
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traffic and to approxiirnate the intercity movement. No data are
known to exist in the IUnited States which reflect the ton mileage pro-
duced in-local trucking operations of the type which the Soviets record.
For comparability it is, therefore, necessary to exclude truck trans-
portation from the Soviet intercity traffic composition.

Second, it will be apparent that intercity freight transportation in
the Soviet Union is overwhelmingly performed by rail. In recent
years the proportion by rail has approximated 90 percent. At no
tile in its history htsi tChe United States relied on rail transport to so
great a degree and, at present, railroads account for only about 40
percent of our ton-miles.2 Our trend has been steadily away from
rail, both in the prewar period and again since the immneliate postwar
adjustment, By contrast the Soviets relied increasingly upon rail
transport in the prewar period and, since 1946, railroads hlae handled
an almost constant year-to-year share of the traffic.

It will be apparent that, except for the period of the wars, Soviet
freight traffic htas almost continually increased, although by no means
at a constant rate. Sharp variations resulting fromne yclicail move-
ments in the economy to be absent from the record. Moreover the
rate of growth of Soviet traffic exceeds that of any but very short
periods in recorded U.S. transport history. As table 3 will show, the
volume of Soviet freight traffic measured in ton-miles has been growing
in relation to the U.S. volume and now exceeds one-half of the IJ.S.
total. Soviet railroa9d-freight volume has exceeded that the United
States in all recent years and annually registers a further gainu Xfore-
over the Soviet railways handle a very heavy passenger traffic, both
suburban and long distance.

Caution should be observed in comparing Soviet and U.S. railroad
traffic data. For, although Soviet ton-miles are calculated on the short
tariff distances whereas U.S. ton-miles reflect the actual routes of
mnovemuent, Soviet tons originated fromn which ton-iniles are derived
are overstated, perhaps fairly substantially. There is, thus, an upward
bias of unknown magnitude in the Soviet data. Moreover the tori-mile
is a quantitative measure which enables transport volumes to be
added and compared, but which nbstrncts entirely from the quality
of the service. The American ton-mile product is undoubtedly of
higher quality in respect of speed of delivery, variety of cousignmnent
sizes, variety of specialized equipment available, variety of intermedi-
ate and intransit services afforded, etc. Yet many of these services
are of less importance in the IT.S.S.R. than in the United States be-
cause of the lesser proportion of finished and consumer s goods in the
traffic minix, the lack of competitive marketing and the disregard for
consumer's desires in respect of the availability of merchandise.
Indeed, a substantially lower standard of service that than with which
we are familiar appears to fit Soviet needs reasonably well and no
competitive impetus to the overdevelopment of service standards
with the attendant higher unit costs exists.

X This varies from the percentage commonly published by the Interstate Commerce Commission and
by the Association of Amencan Railroads, since an estinate of coastwire and Intercoastal water transport
has been included.
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SOVIET TRANSPORTATION AT THE CROSSROADS

Development of the Soviet transport system until approximately
1955 appears to have followed a pattern reasonably well adjusted to
the needs of the Soviet industrialization effort, with its emphasis upon
producers' goods and heavy industry. It appears to have been
reasonably well adjusted, also, to the resource base of the U.S.S.R.
While execution of policy was by no means perfect and official dis-
satisfaction was almost continually expressed, the achievement
was a very substantial one. Put briefly and with undue simplifica-
tion, Soviet policy concentrated upon the railroad as the prime long-
distance hauler, but made sizable investments in water transportation
where topography permitted in order to secure the benefit of the lower
capital inputs in proportion to traffic capacity required by this form of
transport (particularly, of course, an economy in the use of iron and
steel). Motor transport came to be encouraged in the movement of
freight for hauls of up to 10-15 miles length in recognition of its
superior efficiency in these short hauls, but its use over longer hauls
has been severely discouraged wherever more economical methods of
transport are available. Pipeline construction on a significant scale
is a very recent development. Prior to the development of interior
sources of petroleum, water transport mixed well with the require-
ments for first-stage transportation of this commodity. Ultimate
distribution was performed largely by rail, since the absence of con-
centrated demands because of the scant motor-vehicle population
resulted in few flows of a volume sufficient to support large diameter
pipe. Recently considerable pipeline construction has been taken in
hand.

In railroad development care has been taken to keep the construc-
tion of new mileage at a minimum to support desired industrial and
agricultural expansion. Little branch-line mileage has been laid down,
other modes of transport being relied upon to assemble and distribute
through railheads in the areas of newer development. Principal
trunklines have been rebuilt to increase their capacity, this invest-
ment being concentrated where it is expected to achieve the most
significant results. In consequence the Soviet railways handle today
approximately one-third more freight traffic than our own with about
one-half the line, mileage.

Before the transition to diesel power got underway, the Soviet rail-
ways were worked entirely in steam except for limited electrified seg-
ments (generally on suburban lines having exceptional passenger
volume and on main lines of difficult profile). Their steampower was
of simple and rugged construction, with light axle loading and rela-
tively limited tractive effort. Somewhat heavy in coal consumption;
it was nevertheless relatively simple to build and to maintain. A high
degree of standardization was achieved. Similarly car types were
limited in number and heavy reliance was placed on versatile open-top
cars for general service in order to permit maximum flexibility in use
and to minimize empty-car mileage. Composite construction to con-
serve steel was common. Operating and traffic policies were, as will
be noted below, adjusted in ways designed to insure maximum utili-
zation of both plant and equipment. While administrative difficulties
appear always to have been severe and while incentives have not
always produced the desired results, nevertheless the performance of
the system has been good and has shown fairly continual improvement.
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IAll consideration of Soviet transportation data should allow, of
course, for the fact that service standards have not been stimulated by
competition or very much affected by the desires of shippers. Rail-
road performance is adjusted to secure the convenience and efficiency
of the carrier. The contrasts in passenger service are sharp and
obvious. Little attention has been paid until recently to improving
the service for smnall shipments, a type of traffic generally discouraged
because it makes a disproportionate drain upon the carriers' resources.
The rail carload freight service appears, however, to be quite good.
No data on individual car movements has come to our attention which
would shed light upon the regularity and reliability of loaded car
movement. Average car movement, considering the length of haul,
is about as good as our own. Lower road speed appears to be offset
by less loss of time in yards and terminals. The high concentration
and density of the traffic, the absence of alternative routes, and the
comparatively small trainload all result in very frequent freight-train
movement over principal routes and in a reduction of yard delay.
Special services of all kinds are, of course, at a minimum although thcy
exist for the movement of perishables.

Under the present plan the railroad system is undergoing a rapid
transformation. Electrification is being extended and dieselization is
taking place rapidly. Although Soviet railway authorities had very
early experience with diesel power, its earlier introduction on a
significant scale appears to have been irdiibited by concern about
liquid-fuel supply and, perhaps also, by a limited level of skills in
mechanical department forces. Whereas dieselization occurred in the
United States primarily for the purpose of securing operating economy
in the face of static or declining traffic, the Soviet railwav authorities
look upon. dieselization as the least expensive way, in terms of material
inputs, by which further to intensify the working of their rail systeml
in the face of rapidly increasing traffic. In brief, many Soviet lines
handle nearlv a maximum of daily train movements at present, al-
though capacity of lines is in some cases subject to signaling improve-
ment. To increase capacity, therefore, an increase in trainload and
in train speed is urgent. However, steampower would occasion an
increase in axle load requiring heavier rail, deeper ballast section,
and the strengthening or replacement of bridges. Diesel power, by
contrast, can deliver much increased tractive effort at existing axle
loadings and, hecause of high aneeleration and good grade climbing
characteristics, can increase speed over many segments of line while
taking suibstanrtially lcavier tonnages. Thus trainload and line capac-
ity can be increased with a minimum of work oil pernianernt way and
with little additional running track construction. An all-diesel and
electric system is an ultimate goal, but since steampower replace-
ment must occur in the face of rapidly increasing traffic, steam loco-
motives will still be in use in sizable numbers some vears hence.
Dieselization, like electrification, is being unidertakern first on selected
segments where grade conditions, shortage of boiler water, or traffic
congestion promise maximum relief through this means.

It can be argued faith plausibility that, during the first three and
one-half decades of transportation development under the Soviet
regime, a policy was followed which, while it kept the railroads under
continual pressure and risked transportation shortages and while it

5
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accepted technological obsolescence (measured by Western standards),
made excellent sense in the face of conditions and requirements as
interpreted by the Soviet Government. Thus we may postulate the
following: (1) rapid industrialization with emphasis upon heavy in-
dustry was a prime objective, (2) the expansion of transportation
plant would conflict with such an objective because of its large re-
quirements for heavy machinery and heavy shapes and forms of iron
and steel, (3) labor was abundant through most of the period and
coal fuels were generally abundant, though not always of the best
quality, (4) the level of mechanical and engineering skills was rela-
tively low and could best be used with a relatively crude technology
until the educational and training system could be sufficiently de-
veloped to fill the gap. Under these circumstances a policy for the
use of relatively crude and uncomplicated equipment mass produced
to a limited number of types and a policy of the most intense possible
working of the physical plant made sense. Transport plant and
equipment were to be held severely in check in order to make output
available for industrial expansion, yet not so severely checked as to
hamper such development. For the most part a rather delicate
balance appears to have been achieved.

It is well to avoid judging Soviet transportation progress by the
standards we are accustomed to apply to our own system functioning
in a free enterprise economy. Such a way of appraisal may lead us
into serious underestimation of the Soviet system. Instead we would
do well to appraise Soviet transportation accomplishment in the light
of its support of the objectives intended within the U.S.S.R. Effi-
ciency as we define it is neither sought nor secured. But a strong
effort is made to minimize critical inputs into transportation while
accomplishing effectively the essential tasks. There is no competition
among railroads and very little competition between railroads and
other forms of transportation. The effort of the transport authorities
is not to generate traffic, but to curb it wherever possible by eliminat-
ing long or unnecessary hauls and cross hauls. A minimum of service
is tendered the shipper and he is required to adjust his operations to
the convenience of the carrier rather than the other way round. In
the process a remarkably even flow of traffic is secured, although at
considerable expense in cost of inventory carrying and in goods
shortages. It is not clear that these costs outside the transportation
system are given adequate weight in determining transportation in-
vestment. It is clear, however, that needs are met sufficiently to
avoid serious restraint upon an expanding economy, that a vast vol-
ume of traffic is handled with reasonable satisfaction to the industrial
ministries and other users, and that indexes of efficiency in transport
plant utilization tend to improve with some rapidity. What has
been done effectively since reconstruction of the railroad system caught
up with requirements about 1926 must be expected to continue to be
done effectively.

SOVIET RAIL OPERATIONS

As Professor Hunter notes in his companion piece, Soviet basic
resources, manufacturing capacity, and urban population are concen-
trated in a limited number of major centers. These are connected by
a rail network which, except in the Donbas and related areas of older
development, is surprisingly simple in its layout. Moreover a large
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part of the newer manufacturing and extractive capacity is in large
enterprises possessed of their own plant railway facilities and delivering
and receiving traffic from the railway svstem in large blocks. This
phenomenon is probably proportionately more common than in the
United States. Hence there tends to be a greater concentration in
the origination and termination of tonnage.

Even in the pre-Soviet period railway construction was controlled
and the development of competitive lines avoided. In the newer
areas almost no branch-line network has been laid down, other forms
of transport being used to deliver to and distribute from railhead.
Thus the monolithic Soviet railroad administration has not only had
complete control of the traffic. but its problem has been one primarily
of handling long-haul carload business originating and terminating at
a limited number of major points. That traffic has consisted of
higher proportions of bulk commodities and lesser proportions of
manufactures than is true in the United States. The proportion of
light and bulky manufactured items, in particular, has been low.
When there are no competitive routes, few alternate routes, a mini-
mum of branch lines and little way freight work and where, more-
over, the shipper has no control over the routing of his traffic, it is
easy to effect prior classification and to minimize intermediate yard
work. Great attention is paid to accomplishing this object.

The Soviet railway authorities are further assisted by the remark-
able regularity with which traffic is tendered and by the effective
pressure upon shippers to accept and unload traffic immediately the
railway is prepared to place the cars. In the effort to secure maxi-
mum output from industrial plant, a good part of Soviet industry
appears to work around the clock or, at least, to load and unload cars
24 hours a day and 7 days a week. Great emphasis is placed upon
the "rhythm" of traffic flows in the shippers' relations with the railway
administration. And while local rail authorities sometimes make
concessions to large plants, such practices are attended bv consider-
able risk. In consequence Soviet car loadings show remarkable day-
to-day regularity for those limited periods for which records are
available to us.

When, during the thirties, data were published showing the seasonal
pattern of traffIc, it was apparent that the Soviet seasonal was much
less marked than that of the United States and that in many years
the secular trend virtually overcame the seasonal pattern. Recent
evidence upon this point does not seem to be available, but continued
rapid traffic growth implies a minimum of seasonal underutilization
of plant. Instead of a decline in the winter months, a reduced rate
of growth may be characteristic.

Given a highly concentrated and remarkably even flow of traffic,
exceptionally high traffic densities may be obtained. The American
railroad plant was, in large part, built ahead of the development of
traffic and ended by being substantially overbuilt. The proliferation
of light traffic branch lines and of duplicate main and secondary lines
has always held the average traffic density to a comparatively low
figure. Moreover, except during war, few American main lines of
railroad have ever been worked to near their theoretical capacity.
The requirements of a competitive commercial economy produce abunching both of passenger and freight niovements into limited por-
tions of the day as a resu.t of which congestion develops at particular
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times and* places long before track capacity is being used near its
theoretical capacity. And if the service is to meet shippers' require-
ments, bottlenecks must be removed by expansion of facilities even
though the line is substantially unoccupied at other times of the day.

One would, therefore, expect to find Soviet average freight traffic
density well above the comparable American figure. Prior to 1954
it appears unlikely that any segment of the Soviet system was han-
dling a greater density than some of the busiest segments of the
American system. Since that time it appears likely that our maxi-
mum both for single and double track may have been exceeded.
But there is nothing improbable about the Soviet performance, given
an understanding of the conditions under which their system is worked.

High traffic density and even flow of traffic over time create ideal
conditions for intensive use of motive power. The Soviet locomotive-
miles per locomotive-day are calculated upon a different basis than
our own and, when adjusted to make them as nearly comparable as
possible, do not depart so greatly from the performance upon some of
our roads as to occasion any great suspicion of the Soviet data. In
considerable part the low utilization of American power has resulted
from the loss of time waiting for traffic and from the carrying in
serviceable condition of sufficient power to cope with traffic peaks.
Under Soviet conditions this factor is minimized in practice and,
in any event, the statistics employed for calculating locomotive-miles
per locomotive-day are designed to exclude all but currently active
power.

The greatest disparity in plant utilization undoubtedly occurs in
respect of freight cars. Reported Soviet freight car turnaround time
has been reduced almost steadily since the wartime dislocation was
overcome. In 1958 it was reported as 5.83 days. Car turnaround on
the U.S. system approximates 15 days in most recent years and even
under wartime pressures was not reduced much below 11 days.
Yet the Soviet average haul is greater than our own. The figures for
the two countries are not strictly comparable and car turnaround has
not been subjected to the same intensive study in the United States
as has characterized the whole Soviet period. The Soviet car stock is
understated as a result of the methods underlying their car account-
ing. This understated figure for the car stock is further diminished
by an active car concept which has no direct parallel in American
practice. Hence the disparity is not quite so great as the bold figures
would appear to indicate. But it does seem probable that Soviet
car turnaround would not be in excess of one-half the U.S. turnaround
if the two could be put on a fully comparable basis. While some of the
difference is accounted for by the lesser time required in yards and
terminals, most of the difference results from the expeditious loading
and unloading of cars by shippers.

In 1958 in the U.S.S.R. 34 percent of the time of the average active
car was sent in trains between terminals. Sixty-six percent of its
time was spent in terminal handling and in the hands of shippers and
receivers. The average active American car spends some 10 percent
of its time in trains between terminals while 90 percent of its time is
accounted for in terminals and in the hands of shippers and receivers.
Since Soviet loading and unloading norms are adjusted to type and
size of car and character of load and are expressed in hours, nerve
exceeding 12 hours so far as we can determine, and since shippers are
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placed under very heavy pressures and subjected to continual close
surveillance, the performance reported is in some measure under-
standable. Its actual achievement, particularly under winter con-
ditions and with frozen bulk loads, remains somewhat of a mystery
which would warrant further study.

A degree of inflation appears to characterize all Soviet operating
averages. This arises in part from the strong incentive at the operat-
ing level to overreport whenever possible as an assistance in attaining
norms or in affecting compensation when pay is related to certain per-
formance factors. Originated tonnage is overstated because shippers
frequently show higher billed weights than the weight actually loaded
in cars in order to escape penalties for underloading. The system of
car accounting is loose and appears to encourage understatetment of
cars on line. Other inaccuracies are no doubt encompassed in the
data. Moreover concepts are changed from time to time so that
statistics are not alwavs comnparable from year to year, nor are these
changes always made clear in the literature which reports and analyzes
performance. Although no quantitative measure of the overstate-
merit of performance is possible, it is reasonably clear that if fully
accurate data were capable of being secuired the general picture of
Soviet performance here presented would not be materially changed.

POSTWAR INTENSIFICATION OF RAILWAY OPERATIONS

Inasmuch as major technical change involving increased electrifi-
cation and large-scale dieselization has oily begun very recently, the
intensification of Soviet rail operation in the present decade requires
comment. Since 1950 line mileage has expanded approximately 10
percent while freight traffic, measured in ton-kilometers, has increased
more than 50 percent. Meanwhile there has been continual growth
in the passenger service and traffic as well as an improvement ill the
quality of the passenger train services. As Professor Hunter shows,
these developments have been accompanied by a sharp decline in the
unit cost of service which along with other indications, suggests that
the system has not been overloaded or congested.

The steady increase in length of haul is, of course, favorable to
increased efficiency in the railroad service since it tends to reduce the
proportion of terminal work required within the ton-kilometer output
as well as to contribute to improved train loading and road movement.
Gross ton-kilometers per freight train hour, generally regarded as
the best single index of line-haul efficiency, increased by 86 percent
between 1950 an(d 1958. No small part of this improvement is
attributable to the considerable strengthening of the locomotive
fleet eniployed in road freight service. For, while the fleet has
increased by only about 25 percent, its quality has vastly improved.
The gross addition of 2,500 road freight locomotives largely of the
heaviest types employed on Soviet railways, of which some 1,300 were
electric and diesel having a greater haulage and utilization potential,
cannot have failed to be one of the more significant factors. In
addition, considerable upgrading of existing steampower seems to
have been undertaken, particularly in the reduction of dynamic
augment in small driving-wheel power and in increasing sustained
steaming capacity at speed. The evidence also Suggests improvC-
ment in signaling and yard facilities of a rather extensive character.
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Technological development, although not revolutionary, must ac-
count for a considerable portion of the improvement in efficiency and
will tend to set the stage, as respects companion facilities, for the
transition toward diesel and electrical power called for by the present
7-year plan.

It is not insignificant that motor transport, as reported, has multi-
plied its ton-kilometer performance by 3.2 since 1950 without signifi-
cant expansion of its length of haul. No small part of this increase
of traffic must represent the diversion in industrial centers of extremely
short-haul traffic from the railroad system. Such traffic makes
grossly disproportionate demands upon railways' motive power and
car stock and its diversion, without more, would result in substantial
improvement of railway operating averages. By eliminating from
the rail traffic composition much traffic which, even under the Soviet
system of charges, was doubtless noncompensatory, it would also
improve the financial position of the rail system.

CONCLUSION

The adjustment of the Soviet transportation system in reasonable
accord with the broad Soviet development objectives has produced
a transportation system vastly different from our own and a trend of
development quite disparate from ours. The answers to the desirable
relative roles of the several forms of transport which emerge under
our regulatory and promotional system in servicing a free enterprise
economy depart sharply in kind from those which emerge from the
Soviet planning approach. The Soviet system nevertheless displays
great strength and must be judged in the light of its capacity for
meeting requirements as generated by Soviet economic policy.

TABLE I.-U.S.S.R. freight traffic, selected years, 1918-57

[Billion metric ton-kilometers]

Inland Domestic Oil pipe- Rail as
Year Rail waterway maritime line Total percent

(powered) of total

1913 -65.70 28.50 15.10 0.33 109.6 59.9
1920 14.40 (') (') (') (') (1)
1926 -68.90 12.92 (') .39 (') (')
1928 -93.40 15.90 6.20 .70 116.2 80.4
1930 -- ---------------- 133. 90 22.86 10.03 2.23 169.0 79.2
1932 -169.30 24.90 13.85 2.86 210.9 80.2
1936 -- ---------------- 323.40 31.10 16.66 3.55 374.7 86.3
1937 -------------- 354.80 33.10 17.50 3.60 408.5 86.9
1938 -370.50 32.00 18.80 3.90 425.2 87.1
1939 -391.70 34.60 23.00 4.20 453.5 86.4
1940 -415.00 35.90 21.60 3.80 476.3 87.0
1945 -314.00 18.60 10.10 2.70 345.4 90.8
1940 335.00 20.40 12.40 2.90 370.7 90.3
1947 -350.90 24.40 14.70 4.30 394.3 89.0
1948 -446.40 30.90 16.60 5.00 498.9 89.5
1949 -523.70 37.20 19.60 5.60 586.1 89.3
1950 -602.30 45.90 21.20 4.90 674.3 89.2
1951 -677.30 51.50 22.90 5.50 757.2 89.4
1952 -741.30 57.80 25.80 6.40 831.3 89.2
1953 -798.00 58.90 28.00 7.60 892.5 89.4
1954 -856.80 62.40 28.20 10.20 957.6 89.4
1955 -970.90 67.40 (') 14.70 1,081.2 89.8
1956 -1,079.10 70.20 (') 20.50 1,199.8 89.9
1957 -1, 209.00 76.00 (1) 26.40 1,346.4 89.8

I Not available.
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TABLE 2.- U.S. intercity freight traffic: selected years, 1889-1956

tIBlilon short ton-mlles]

Inland Coastwise 1Motor Rail as
Y ear Rail waterways and inter- truck Pipeline Total Percent of

coastal tolal

1889 . .-- -- - - - 84.0 10.2 10. 6 - - - - - -- - - - - -- 119.8 70.1
1 2 0 -- j6. 7 8 59. 6 - - - - - 7.0 600. 2 76. 01026 -------- 490.8 03.0 158.0 5.0 10. 0 765. 8 64.1
2028-- -- -- -- 470. 1 86.0 163.0 8. 0 26.0 762.1 62.0

1930 - 423.2 78.0 10. 0 12.0 33. 0 706.2 59.91932- 258.0 28.0 131.0 10 0 34. 0 460.0 55.41936 - .- 375.3 86. 0 102.0 28.0 40.2 721. 5 52. 0
1937 . 398.6 103.0 219.0 35.0 45. 0 800.6 49.81938 ..------- 320. 2 60.0 202.0 40.0 42.5 664. 7 48. 2
1930 . .------- 370. 2 06.2 234. 7 52. 8 55.6 800.5 45.71910 . . 411.8 118.1 243. 4 62.6 50.3 894.6 46.0
1915 -------- 736. 2 142.7 117. 2 86.6 126.5 1.180.2 61.0
1946 0------- P42 7 124.0 22. 7 81. 7 05.1I 1,1i73.2 54. 7
1947 - 706. 7 146. 7 206. 7 101. 7 105.2 1, 267.0 55.81948 ------------- 688.7 161. 8 210.5 115.S 119. f 1,296.1 53.11949 .567.3 139.4 214. 3 124.9 114. 9 1,160.8 48. 91950 . 628. 5 163.3 233.0 170. 2 1211.2 1,324. 2 47.5
19051 686. 4 182.2 221.1 18.25 1521 1,404.3 47. 21052 . .------- 651.4 168.4 248. 1 184. 1 157. 1,409. 5 46. 2
1953 . .0------ 41.8 202.4 2054. 4 217.2 169. 9 1, 455. 7 42.0
1954 -------- 577. 5 173 7 270. 2 214.0 179. 2 1, 415.2 40.8
10556-------------- 64.8 216.5 270.0 231. 2 203. 2 1, 575.7 41. 51906 . ------- 680.2 220.0 (1) 253.8 230.0 1,664. 0 40.91957 ----------- 626. 4 227. 1 (1) 260.0 236. 7 ,620.1 '38. 9

N Not available.
I Coastwise and intercoastal assumed at 270 billion in order to estimate total.

TABLE 3.-United States and U.S.S.R. totalfreight traffic, selected years, 18S9-1956
[Billion short ton-miles]

United United
State's as a States as

Year United U.S.S.R. Multiple Year United U.S.S.R. amultipileStates ~~~~~of States of
U.S.S.R. U.S.S.R.

1859--------- --1-.------ 1945 . .-------- 1,189.2 236.7 5.0
1513------------73.5 -------- 1946----------1,173. 2 284. 2 4. 6
i20 - - 600.2 (1 - 1847 .. . 1,a27.0 2701 4.1026 . .--------- 705. 8 00.4 12.7 1048 . ... - 1,206.1 341.7 3.8
592 --------- 762.1 70.0 9. 6 104 0 ---------- 1,160.8 401.5 2.09
1930 --------- 706.2 110.8 6.1 1950 . .-------- 1, 324. 2 462. 5 2.0
1032. ---- -- -- 466. 0 144. 6 3.2 1951 . .-------- 1,454.3 010. 3 2. 8
1036 . .-------- 721. 5 256. 7 2. 8 1052 . .-------- 1, 400.5 500.6 2. 5
193 ------ 800-- S .06 270. 7 2.8 1023 . .-------- 1, 405.7 61 1. 2 2, 4
1038 . - 64.7 201.3 2.63 1954.1,415 2 655.5 2.1
1930 . . 80'5 310.6 2.6 166.0 821.1 2.0
1040 . .-------- 804.0 326. 7 2. 7

Not available.



SOVIET TRANSPORTATION POLICIES-A CURRENT VIEW

(By Holland Hunter, Haverford College)

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

It will be useful and accurate for this brief analysis to emphasize
three broad questions confronting Soviet policymakers in the trans-
portation field: (1) How much transportation capacity should be
made available each year? (2) Which freight and passenger carriers
should provide it? (3) How should these carriers be financed? The
Soviet approach to each problem has been distinctively different from
what we are used to.' As will be explained in more detail below, the
Soviet answer to the first issue has been: Expand transportation
capacity only to the minimum extent necessary for building national
power. Reliance on railroads (partly unintended), has been their
answer to the second issue. As regards the third, Soviet policy for
financing transportation growth has gone through two stages. Up to
1953, the state provided capital grants and occasional operating sub-
sidies like those for heavv industry. Since that time, shippers and
passengers have paid user charges to the railroads that have covered
all railroad operating and investment outlays, and also provided funds
for capital expansion elsewhere.

The prospects for Soviet transportation between now and 1965 are
examined in the closing section of this paper. Policy with respect to
the provision of additional transportation capacity seems likely to
remain stringent. Enough will be provided to avert bottlenecks-
little more. As for the role of various carriers, it appears that pipe-
lines will grow rapidly, and that long-distance passenger movement
by air will continue its rapid expansion, but that in 1965 the railroads
will still dominate the situation. The financial outlook is for con-
tinued railroad cost reductions reflecting improved technology. Ex-
pansion of highways and water transportation capacitv will be ex-
pensive and may, therefore, be on a modest scale. In that case, the
transportation sector can supply net funds for growth of the Soviet
economy.

MAJOR POLICY ISSUES

Whether deliberately or through a composite of uncoordinated deci-
sions, every economy must decide how much transportation capacity
it should have, and how much its capacity should be expanded in the
process of economic development. Traditionally, the Western policy
has becn to provide ample capacity, built ahead of traffic, as a powerful
means of encouraging growth. Soviot policy has been different. In
the 1920's, the Russians already had the basic skeleton of a transporta-
tion system. Consequently, the policy that evolved called for greatly
intensifying the use made of exiting facilities, with expansion only

' For background, see my "Soviet Transportation Policy" (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1057),
C hp. cbs. 3, and Ii.
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where absolutely necessary. The policy went too far, and in the early
1930's there was a transportation crisis for some 3 years; but over the
last three decades as a whole, the policy has paid off. It has there-
fore continued to this day, and is embodied in the current 7-year plan.

One consequence of this policy has been a low priority for develop-
ment of good roads and of passenger cars to travel on them. Both in
urban and intercity passenger transportation, Soviet policy has given
almost complete sway to common carriers-trolleys, buses, and rail-
roads. The contrast with the United States, where State financing
of highways has been a major investment activity for 40 years, and
where the private passenger car supports a considerable part of our
economic activity, is profoundly striking. The scarcity of Soviet
passenger cars is obscured for the foreign visitor by their prevalence,
along with paved streets, in major cities, which is where he is likely
to spend most of his time. Even in cities, however, trucks outnumber
taxis and private automobiles, while back streets remain unpaved.

Thus one can discern a Soviet policy against lavish expansion of
private passenger transportation. After the stormy internal migra-
tions of the early 1930's, and except for the emergency wartime evacua-
tion and reoccupation movements of the early 1940's, there presum-
ably was little need to assign high priority to unhampered passenger
travel. The public carriers were expanded sufficiently to handle the
necessary urban commuting and long-distance official travel. But
passenger-car production has remained infinitesimal by American
standards: 1958 production was 122,000 units, and the 1965 plan evi-
dently calls for some 200,000 to 225,000 units.

The policy of minimizing transportation capacity expansion, and
maximizing the utilization of existing plant and equipment, has been
facilitated by the geography of Soviet freight flows. Even with the
deliberate attempt to develop new industrial districts, the bulk of the
heavy freight traffic has moved between a handful of major centers.
Trunklines joining them were strengthened enough to carry densities
of traffic that have now gone beyond anything in American experience.
It is clear that failure to provide an elaborate latticework of feeder
lines like those of the West has not interfered with the growth of Soviet
heavy industry. It was also made clear in World War II that the re-
latively sparse Soviet railroad network was not a decisive barrier to
effective military operations.

A second major policy issue in every economy concerns the role of
the various principal carriers. Western legislators have always faced
difficult problems in deciding on the extent to which each should be
promoted. Soviet policies seem curiously inverted. Heavy reliance
is placed in practice on the railroads, while the regime and the rail-
roads themselves call for the expansion of other means of transporta-
tion. This emphasis on railroad transportation reflects primarily the
deficiencies of the other carriers. Internal waterway and coastal mari-
time shipping is badly handicapped both by long periods of freezing
times and by a very awkward geographic layout in relation to the
points generating traffic demands. Until Very recently, the volume
and geographic pattern of petroleum production and use have not
seemed to justify replacement of rail and water carriers by petroleum
pipelines. Intercity highway transportation by truck has scarcely
begun to develop, lacking a highway system financed by consumers
along Western lines.
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Tn these circumstances, the authorities have regularly sought to
shift increinentls of frcight traffic from thle heavilv burdened railroads
to these other carriers, but equally regulallly tie minor carriers have
failed to meet their traffic targets. witil railroads ending up by carry-
ing more than was intended. It appears that exhortations to the
minor carriers have not been accompanied by proportionate allocations
of equipment, manpower. and scarce supplies. This may have been
eminently sensible. A thoughitful Soviet transportation writer re-
ported last year that "in the last two 5-year plan periods (1946-55),
the relative capital investment per additional ton-kilomreter of freight
traflic has been, for river carriers. roughly 2 to 2.5 times as high as for
railroads, and in sea transport it has been a little over three times as
high."11 2 The ratio for highway transportation would be even higher.

Soviet policy toward the major carriers has also been founded on
belief in a "unified transportation system." The principle is one of
avoiding duplication of facilities. All carriers are supposed to work
together in a joint, smoothly functiollinlg1 transportation process em-
ploying the inherent advantages of each carrier. In particular, wher-
ever river or co.astal maritime shipments can take the place of rail
shipments during the ice-free scason, the Government seeks to promote
joint rail-water or rail-water-rail movements ultilizillg SeVCe'ral compo-
nents of the single, state-owned system. For various understandable
reasons, however, the volume of joint shipments is small, partly
because Soviet shippers suffer from what one railroad writer has rue-
fully called "hy drophobia.."

Moreover, tihe various carriers are operated by separate organiza-
tiOIs, and the ideal of coordinated service is mallred in practice by
unavoidable bureaucratic difficulties. The Ministry of 'Transporta-
tion is. inl the scope of its responsibilities, tile Ministry of Railroads.
In addition to it, there are separate ministries for river and sea trans-
portation (at times they have been combined at the top), while pipe-
iines ane operated by the oil industry and truck trausportation is under

decentralized administration through regional and local authorities.
These various organizations have found, both locally and at the
national level, that detailed coordination of their operations presents
many difficulties. Scheduling, routing, billing. and similar function.s
are complicated by the division of responsibilities, and there is a steady
stream of coinnmiert in thle Soviet technical press on the resulting
problems.

The objective of a unified transportation system has been sought
under conditions of strong demand and limited supply, due to the
first policy noted above. There is thus a fundamental contrast with
recent; WVestern experience. American shippers, for exarnple, have
typically been able to select from among several carriers, each with
ample capacity to handle his business. The presence of duplicate
facilities has strengthened the shipper's pressure for good service.
in the U.S.S.R., on the other hand, the carriers, especially the rail-
roads, have been in a position to dominate shippers. It is clear that
the poliey of having a. "unified transportation system," without dup-
lication of capacity, carries with it somne dangers for the users of
transportation facilities that should not be ignored.

A third major policy issue concerns the financing of transportation
services and facilities expansion. Here the U.S.S.R. began by estab-

2 1U. L. Koldomasov, in "1 Zhelznodorozhnyi Transport, 1iS8," No. 2, p. 22.
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lishing freight and passenger rates that discriminated in favor of
heavy industry and failed to cover all current and capital transporta-
tion outlays. Net grants were made from the central state budget
for capital investments, and even (during the late 1940's), to cover
operating deficits. In recent years, however, Soviet policy has shifted,
in principle and to a considerable extent in practice, toward making
each shipment cover its cost, 3 and toward a level of charges that more
than covers the transportation sector's investment needs. This is
evidently part of a broader policy change discussed elsewhere in these
papers.

The new financial policy toward transportation has been made
possible by remarkable railroad successes in reducing operating costs
since 1949. Essentially, the explanation lies in full capacity opera-
tion enjoying great benefits from economies of scale. As unit costs
have come down, freight rates have been reduced. At the same time,
very substantial net income has accrued to the railroads and been
syphoned off into the general state budget.

Since 1953, the railroads have contributed more to the central pool
of investment funds than has been allocated to them for capital
development. Thus railroad savings have been available for financing
the growth of other carriers and other sectors of the economy. Be-
tween 1950 and 1958, railroad unit costs for freight and passenger
traffic combined fell by some 36 percent; average unit revenue fell by
some 24 percent, and the difference has reached a 1958 level of almost
20 billion rubles of net income from shipping operations, representing
a profit rate of 40 percent over operating expenses.

TRANSPORTATION PROSPECTS TO 1965

While there is considerable stability in the basic trends governing
Soviet transportation development, one must be cautious in making
detailed forecasts for the next 7 years. Readers should be aware
that the following observations are based on fragmentary evidence
and represent no more than preliminary judgments, subject to revision
with emerging evidence. In sum, it seems likely that the transpor-
tation sector can continue to meet demands without creating a bottle-
neck, that railroads will continue to dominate the situation, and that
the financial health of the transportation sector is unlikely to
deteriorate.

The targets of the current 7-year plan make it clear that Soviet
authorities intend to continue the drive for rapid industrial growth,
with perhaps some slight slackening of growth rates compared to
those of the preceding 5 or 10 years. Such continued expansion will
obviously generate very large increments of additional freight traffic,
and therefore require some additional transportation capacity to
handle it. The plan makes provision for a substantial modernization
and expansion program covering railroads and other carriers. On the
basis of past performance, together with analysis of planned traffic
and investment increments, the best prediction appears to be that the
transportation sector will not hamper industrial growth in the next
7 years.

Readers of Soviet publicity know that grandiose plans for develop-
ing new industrial regions in the territory adjoining European Russia

a See the article on freight rates in the forthcoming "Economic Calculation and Organization in Eastern
Europe," edited by Gregory Grossman.
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-on the east are now receiving great emphasis, as they have for many
years. It is true that the percentage increases in minerals output and
other production from the Urals, Kazakhstan, and parts of western
Siberia have been remarkable, and that the absolute levels of activity
here are no longer negligible. At the same time, older centers in
European Russia have also continued to grow, and the net shift
toward the east has been slow and modest. This has been significant
for the transportation sector. It has been cheaper and easier to
expand capacity to handle additional freight traffic increments
among established centers than it has been to build capacity for the
larger traffic increments associated with eastern industrial production.
Part of the basis for the prediction above-that transportation bottle-
necks will not develop-lies in a related judgment that the "eastward
movement" will in fact not proceed as rapidly as the plan intends.

Tables 1 and 4 show the freight and passenger targets of the 7-year
plan in relation to existing levels. It appears that no revolutionary
changes are anticipated. The railroads' share of freight traffic is
supposed to fall from 82 percent, in 1958 to 73 percent in 1965, with the
minor carriers raising their share from 18 to 27 percent. This struc-
tural change has been regularly programed in the 5-year plans but so
far the Government has been unable to bring it about. 'lThe river and
highwvay freight traffic targets are not especially ambitious in relation
to the experience of the 1951-58 period, and tlus appear attainable if
resources for expansion are made available. The anticipated rise in
maritine freight traffic probably reflects foreign trade plans-
domnestic and oversea traffic are combined in this series and the over-
sea component hais been expanding rapidly since 1953 (notice the
rising length of haul for sea traffic in table 3). In connection with the
rapid growth of petroleum and natural gas production, pipeline
transportation is expected to increase very rapidly.

On the passenger side, the rapid growth of long-distance air travel
is expected to make domestic airlines a major factor in long-distance
movement. Nevertheless, in these combined targets for local and
long-distance passenger transportation, the railroads in 1965 are
expected to handle 54 percent of the total, a structure that has not
characterized American passenger transportation for half a century.

Soviet railroad financial policy in the corning period is predicated
on a self-financed technological revolution that is expected to bring
unit shipping costs down by some 21 percent, cover a large-scale
reequipment program, sup ly several billion rubles of investment
funds to the general state budget, and with all this, permit a very
slight (2 percent) reduction in average unit revenue. The unit cost
reduction of 21 percent in 7 years would be smaller than the 31 percent
reduction achieved from 1951 to 1958. (See table 9). If the recent
reductions represent exploitation of scale economies inherent in
existing technology, the prospective additional cost reductions arc
expected to arise from the introduction of greatly improved technlology.

In motive power, Soviet railroads are now launched on a changeover
from steam to diesel-electric and electric locomotives, comparable to
what was put through on American railroads some 10 years earlier.
Table 6 shows, for example, that while less than 6 percent of Soviet
freight traffic was lhandled by electric and diesel-electric traction in
1950, already by 1958 the salle of these two advanced forms of locomo-
tive power had risen to ovei- 26 percent. Of the total number of locomo-
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tives in road freight service during 1958, amounting to almost 13,000,
over 1,000 (8 percent of the total) were electric locomotives, and almost
900 (7 percent of the total) were diesel-electrics. Considering the
network as a whole, there had already been an absolute fall in the
mileage operated with steam traction from 111,000 kilometers in 1950
to 104,000 in 1958.

The 1965 targets call for use of diesel-electric traction on 52 percent
of the network, and electric traction on another 22 percent, with steam
traction remaining on only 25 percent of the road operated. The
freight locomotive fleet in service is to drop by some 3,000 locomotives,
to less than 10,000, divided roughly evenly among diesel-electrics (35
percent), steam (34 percent), and straight electrics (31 percent).
Since the new forms will be concentrated on major routes, they are to
account for a far more than proportionate share of the traffic, reducing
the steam contribution to something like 13 percent of total freight
ton-kilometers. The change will permit further gains in the weight
and speed of freight trains, though table 7 indicates that the antici-
pated 43 percent rise in gross ton-kilometers per freight train-hour from
1958 to 1965, is smaller than the improvement of 61 percent achieved
in the preceding 7 years.

In train movement, the basis of advance is to be further installation
of automatic block signaling, centralized traffic control, and other
communication devices familiar in American railroad practice. Be-
tween the end of 1950 and the end of 1958, the length of line equipped
with automatic block signaling rose from 9,670 to 19,416 kilometers,
while the proposed total by the end of 1965 is variously placed at from
37,500 to 40,000 kilometers. 4 In freight car management, large gains
are expected from automation of classification yards, including use of
electronic computers and television, comparable to what has been
revolutionizing American classification yard practices in the last few
years. It is clear from American experience and Soviet discussion
that new equipment of these types pays for itself very quickly in
reduced operating expenses. Hence there is nothing implausible
about the logic of the Soviet financial program. If past experience is
any guide to the future, the equipment will come into operation more
slowly than planned, while the railroads will have to deal with a larger
volume of freight traffic than the plan specifies. Progress is unlikely,
therefore, to follow precisely the route laid out in advance. This is
by no means equivalent to saying, however, that fatal difficulties will
be encountered.

The feasibility of 1965 railroad performance targets is supported
by inspection of the labor side of the picture. Table 5 shows that the
number of operating workers on Soviet railroads has only risen by
one-sixth since 1950, while the combined output of freight and passen-
ger traffic has somewhat more than doubled. In the 7 years ending
with 1958, it was necessary to add 232,000 railroad workers. For the
next 7 years, the intention is to add only some 41,000. At a time when
the war-induced shortfall of new entrants to the labor force will cause
marked tightness, especially among skilled labor, this small claim of
the railroads will unquestionably be helpful. Even if delays in the
capital program make it necessary to add more labor than intended, a
railroad need for twice or even three times as many new workers as the

4 Estimates derived from data in "Vestnik Statistiki," 1959, No. 4, p. 96, and in 'Zheleznodorozhnyi
Transport," 1959, No. 3, p. 48.
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plan specifics would still draw off less than half the number of workers
taken by the railroads in 1952-58.

Thus in phvsi(al terms the 1965 railroad targets do not appear
obviously unfeasible. Tfne sketehv Soviet material so far available
does not permit any detailed appratsal of financial prospects-assunip-
tions as to price changes and so on1 are not exllained -but the main
outlines of the plan appear similary credible. AN'liat is not at all clear
is the extent to which improvement programs for the minor carriers
will be carried out. The net funds made available bv the railroads
inight be fully swallowed up in river, sea, highway, and pipeline expan-
sion programs if the Government so decided. In this case, the tLails-
portation sector would contribute no net funds for investment in other
parts of the economy. Onl the other hand, if the ambitious language
of the plan for expansion of these minor carriers is no more acconi-
panied with proportionate investment allocations than has been true
in the past, then the transportation sector asa whole can make a net
contribution to pooled investm-ent fuinds,

TABLE 1.-Freig)it traffic, U.S.S.R., by carrier and year, 1949-58, and 1965 plan

[Tilllons of metric ton-kilometers[

Year Railroad Sea River Road Pipeline Total '

9 49- -523.8 37. 3 38.8 17.0 (4.5) (621.6)
10350 0-- - - - - 602.3 39.7 45.9 20.1 4.9 713.1
1951 --- -- -0 677.3 40.3 51. 5 24 1 5.5 7&8.9
1952 -------- ----------.---- - -- 741.3 44.3 57.8 27 6 6 4 877. 6
1953 798.0 48. 2 58.9 31. 4 7. 6 944.3
1954 850.8 06.6 62.4 37.5 10.2 1,023.8
1955 - - 970. 9 68.9 67.4 42.5 14.7 1,114.7
1056 -- ------------------------ 1,079.1 82.4 70.2 48. 5 2(.5 i. 301. 0
1957----------------------1.212.8 92. 7 76.1 61. 7 20.06 1.470.2
1958 1,302.9 106. 3 85.2 67.6 33.8 1 595.2
1965 (plan) - - 21,850.0 235.0 140. 0 130.0 187.0 2, 542.0

I Inchides an imidentifleA component of 0 2 billion ton-kilometers, 1949-53, and 0.3 billion (1954-58),
Which probahly represents air freight traffic.

2 Stated in the plan as a range, 1800-1850.

Sources: For 1949-56, TsSU, "Transport i Sviaz S.S.S.R." (1957), pip 7 32, 95 116, 155, and 210, phis in-
serted 1949 estimates for pipeline and air. For 1957, 1958, and 96s5 plan, trestnik Statistiki, 1959, No. 4, p
01, except that 0.3 biiiion of river traflic is here excluded to maintain comparable coverage.

TABLE 2.-Freight shipments, U.S.S.R., by carrier and year, 1949-58, and 1965 plan

[Millions of metric tons originated]

Year Railroad Sea River Road Pipeline

14 .39 ------------- 1----- 735.3 30.9 78.0 1,481.3 (13.2)
1950 3 94 .3 33. 7 91.5 1,85 .2 16. 3
1951 - - - 2 36 5 1022 8 2,252.3 18.4
1952 - - 997.0 41. 2 109. 8 2, ,2. 8 23.2
195-1. . ,- 1,067.4 45. 5 116.1 3,002.7 29.4
1954 -1, 13l14 48. 5 128.2 3, 305.9 39. 7
1955 -1, 267. 0 53. 7 139.1 3, 730.0 51. 7
1956 - - --- ---- - 1 371.0 57.7 146. 8 4, 200. 9 65. 3
1957 -1. 487. 7 is. 7 159. 2 5,216. 4 o. 9
1958 -1,605.0 74. 9 I78. 3 94. 7
1965 (plWaa)-- - 2, 3. 0 ----

Sources: For 1949-5-, TsSU, "Transport I svlaz' S.S.S.R." pp. 17, 32, 97, 110, 155, and 210, plus Inserted
estimate for 1949 pipeline shipments. For 1957, Vestuik Statistiki, 1958, No. 9, p. i5. The 1958 railroad
figure is front Zhel. Trans., 1959, No. 2, p. 3i; sea, river, and pipeline estimates derived front annual percent
increases stated in GSA report. 'The 1965 railroad plan figure is from Zhel. Trans., 1958, No. 12, p. 5.
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TABLE 3.-Average lengths of haul, U.S.S.R., by carrier and year, 1949-58, and
1965 plan

[Kilometers]

Year Railroad Sea River Road Pipeline

1949 -712 1,205 497 11.5 (340)
1950 -722 1,179 502 10.8 320
1951 -745 1,105 501 10.7 299
1952 -744 1,075 527 10.4 276
1953 -748 1,058 507 10.4 259
1954 -757 1,168 486 11.4 257
1955 -766 1,284 484 11.4 284
1956 ------------- 787 1,429 479 11.5 314
1957 -815 1,411 478 11.8 329
1958 -811 1,419 478 -357
1965 (plan) -804

Sources: Quotients of ton-kilometer entries from table 1 over tons originated entries from table 2. The
Official 1965 railroad target assumes accomplishment of the lower end of the ton-kilometer range specified
(1800/2300=782.6), and is stated as 780 kilometers. (See B. P. Beshcbhev, Minister of Transportation, in
Zhel. Trans., 1958, No. 12, p. 6.)

TABLE 4.-Passenger traffic, U.S.S.R., by carrier and year, 1949-58, and 1965 plan

[Billions of passenger-kilometers]

Year Railroad Bus Air River Sea Total

1949 -81.3 (4to) (1. 0) 2.5 L.1 89.9
19.50- 8.0 5.2 1.2 2.7 1.2 98.3
1951 - 98.5 6.5 1.5 2.9 1.2 110.6
1952 -107.4 8.4 1.7 3.0 1.2 121.7
1953 -118.3 10.5 2.1 3.3 1.5 135. 7
1954 - 129.1 14.1 2. 4 3.5 1.4 150.5
1955 -141.4 20.9 2.8 3.6 1:5 170.2
19.56 ---------------------- 142.4 26.4 3. 3.5 1.4 176.8
1957 -153.4 33.7 4.5 3.8 1.4 196.S
1958 -158.4 -- 5.
1965 (plan) -192.0 125.0 30.0 5.0 2.0 354.0

Sources: For 1949-56, TsSU, "Transport I sviaz' S.S.S.R." (1957), pp. 12, 32, 95, and 116, plus inserted
1949 estimates for bus and air. For 1957, Vestnik Statistiki, 1958, No. 9, p. 85. The air traffic estimates are
unidentified residuals between reported "all" traffic and the 4 explicit series. 1958 figures reflect percent
Increases stated in the CSA annual report. The 1965 targets are rough estimates based on stated percent
increases over 1958.

TABLE 5.-Operating labor force and labor productivity, U.S.S.R. railroads, by year,
1949-58, plus 1965 plan

Freight, Passenger- Combined Output per
ton- kilometers ten- Labor force worker

kilometers kilometers

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Billions
524
602
677
741
798
857
971

1,079
1, 213
1, 302
1, 850

Billions
81
88
99

108
118
129
141
143
153
158
192

Billions
605
690
776
849
916
986

1,112
1, 222
1, 366
1, 460
2, 042

27,ousonds
1, 657
1, 712
1, 765
1, 866
1, 901
1, 968
1, 980
1, 980
1, 995
1, 997
2, 038

Thousands
365.0'
403.0
440.0
455. 0
482.0,
501.0
562. 0
617.0
684:7
731. 1"

1,002.0

Cols. (1) and (2): From tables 1 and 4 above.
Col. (3): Sum of cols. (1) and (2).
Col. (4): Covers operating workers only.
Col. (5): Col. (3) over col. (4).

Sources: 1949 from H. Hunter, "Soviet Transportation Policy," p. 383. 1950-56 from TsSU, "Transport
I sviaz' S.S.S.R.," p. 64. 1957, 1958, and 1965 plan output-per-worker from Vestnik Statistiki, 1959, No. 4,
p 92. 1965 plan traffic from Zheleznodorozbnyi Transport, 1959, No. 2, p. 4. 1957, 1958, and 1965 plan labor
force by division.

1949
1950 -----------------------
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958 - - - - - - -
1965 (plan) - - -- -- -- -- -
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TABLE 6.-Railroad motive power, U.S.S.R., 1950, 1955, 1958, and 1965 plan

BREAKDOWN OF TOTAL ROAD OPERATED, BY TYPE OFTIACTION'

[In kilometers. at end of year]

Yeaw Steam Electric Diesel. Total
electric

1950 -10, 800 3.000 3, 100 116,90
19055 -108, 00 5. 400 60 500 120, 700
1958. 104. 400 9, 500 11, 100 125, 00
19i35 (plan)34.000 30, 000 70,000 134,000-

Sources: Cols 2 and 3 from Vestnik StatstikI, 1950, No. 4, pp.92 and 98. CoL. 4 from graph insert at p. 49,
Zheleznodorozhnyl Transport, 1959, No. 2: col. I by subtraction.

BREAKDOWN OF LOCOMOTIVE FLEET IN ROAD FlIEIGilT SERVICE

[In physical uilts, annuual average]

Year I

1950 .
19 5 5.
1958.
1505 (plan).

Steam Electric Diesel-
electric

10,000 240 250
11,050 600 770
1 ! 030 1. 020 870
3, 345 3,075 3, 510

Source: D)erived from dally gross ton-kilometers per locomotive data give by P. G. Mluratuv, head of the
MPS Locomotive Admiinistration in Zlhel. Trans., 1050, No. 2, p. ii, uising the percentages below and net
gross train weight ratios (actual for 150 and 1955: aissurned at 0 575 and 0.58 for 1058 and 1965 plan.

BREAKDOWN OF FRiU hT' TEAITSRlFC CARRIED

[Percentage of total gross ton-kilometers, annual average]

Year

1950.
1955.
1958.
S9UIS (plan).

Steamn Electric Diesel-
electric

94.5 3.1 2.4
85 9 8.3 5.8
73. 5 15. 1 11 4
13.0 44.0 43 0

Sources: Vestnik Statistikl, 1950, No. 4, p. 92, and (for 1965 plan), Zhel. Trans., 1959, No. 2, graph Insert
at p.

4
8.

TABLE. 7.-- Freight train pcr7:ortanace, U.S.S.R. railroads, by year, 19eV-S plus
1,965 plan

Average velght (metric Average speed (kilometers
Gross ton- tos) per hour)
kilometers _ _

Year per freight
traiin-hour G raoss N at Excuding Including

stops stops

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

1950 ---- ---- -------------- 28.740 1,430 815 33.8 20.1
1951 .. 32, 520 1, 478 839 34.5 22.0
1952 . 35,440 I,521 859 34. 9 23.3
1953 . 37,110 1,579 894 35. 0 23.5
1954 . 38,010 1,860 9311 35.2 22.9
19553 -43, 420 1,758 1, 007 37.1 24. 7
1956 ...... 45, 410 1,831 1,052 37.6 24.8
1957 48.130 1,880 1,100 37.8 25. 6
1958 52.220 1.963 . 26.6
1965 (plan) . 74. 400 2,400 31. 0

Sources: 1950-56 from TsSU, Transport I svta7s' SS.S.R.," pp. 52 01. Plan gross train weights front
Zlsel, 1957, 1958, and 1965. Trans., 1950, No. 1, p. 23, and No. 2, p. 39; 1957 and 1958 speed including stops
front ibid5 P. 40 and for 1005 plani from Ibid., No. l, p. 21; 1957 net train ve;ght Irom T. S. Kharhaturov,

Ekonomika Transport" (1959), p. 289; 1957 speed excluding stops from Tis U. S. S. S. v toltrakih" 1958),
p. 286. Col. I ts the product of Col. 2 thues col. 5.

O63:7-oo--pt, 1 14

Total

10. 490
12, 420
12, 920
9,930

Total

100.0
100.0
1MI. 0

100.0
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TABLE 8.-Freight car performance, U.S.S.R. railroads, by year, 1960-58 plus 1965
plan

Average freight car trip

Average Kilo-
Year In kilometers turnaround meters

Percent Time per day

Loaded Empty Total empty

1950 _--- - 801 296 1,097 27.0 7.49 146.41951---------------- 820 308 1,134 27.2 7.13 159.0
1952 -- - - - 818 317 1, 135 27. 9 6.87 165.2
1953 - -825 316 1, 141 27. 7 6.64 171.8
1954 838 320 1, 158 27.6 6.68 173. 3
1955 - -844 328 1,172 28.0 6.23 188.2
1956 - --------------------- S68 338 1,206 28.0 6.31 191. 2
1957 - - 896 366 1,262 29.0 6.12 206.4
1958 -- ------------------ 893 369 1, 262 29.2 5.83 216. 6
1965 (plan) ------ 5.33

Sources: 1950-56 from TsSU, "Transport i sviaz' S.S.S.R., p. 48,1957 and 19.58 from Zhel. "Trans.," 1959
No. 2, p. 40, 1965 turnaround target from ibid., p. 4.

TABLE 9.-Selected financial performance indicators, U.S.S.R. railroads, by year,
1950-58 plus 1965 plan

Million rubles, current prices
Profits Unit Unit

Year (percent) I revenue 3 cost 
3

Operating Operating Net
revenues expenses income

1950 -42, 545 36,240 6,305 17.4 6.166 5.252
1951 -46,635 37.915 8, 720 23.0 6.010 4.876
1952 - -39, 55 ---- 4.659
1953 - -40,845 ---- 4.459
1954 -53,025 42,840 10, 185 23.8 5.378 4.435
1955 -58, 125 43, 725 14, 400 32.9 5.226 3.932
1956--------------- 57, 580 45, 275 12, 305 27.2 4. 714 3. 705
1957-0 64,230 47, 540 16, 690 33. 1 (4. 702) 3. 40
1958- 68,480 48,860 19.620 40.2 4.691 3.349
1965 (plan) -94, 000 53, 870 40,130 74.5 4.603 2.638

I Ratio of net Income to operating expenses.
I Kopeks per "cumulated" ton-kilometer (sum of passenger-kilometers and tariff ton-kilometers).

Sources: 1951, 1958, and 1965 plan figures derived from data given by I. V. Ivliev, head of the MPS Finan-
cialAdministration,in"Zhel. Trans.," 1959, No.3, pp.19- 20. 1950 and l954-56unit costsfrom TsSU, "Trans-
portisviaz' S.S.S.R.," p. 24;1952-53 from "Zhel. Trans.," 1956, No.32 p. 32; and 1957 from "Vestnik Statls-
tiki," 1959, No. 4, p. 92. 1950 and 1955 profits percent from Ivlev in' Voprosy Ekonomiki," 1956, No. 10, p.
40. 1945 and 1956 figures derived from unit freight and passenger revenues in S.K. Danilov, ed., "Ekonom-
Ika Transporta," 1956, p. 578, and 2d ed., 1957, p. 640. Other 1957 data derived from inserted estimate for
unit revenue.
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TABLE 10.-Railroad freight traffic comnposition, U.S.S.R., 1950 and 1958, by major
commodity group

BillIons Percent of total

19S0 1Q58 10 1958

Metric ton-kilometers:
Coal and coke ------------ 178 3S0 29.6 26. 9
Timber 72 1&4 12.0 14.1
Petroleum and products - - - - 52 154 8. 6 118
Mineral building materials - - - - 47 110 7. 8 &
Iron and stel - - - - 47 90 7.8 6. 9
GraIn and milled products - - - - 31 84 5.1 6.
Ores 28 f0 4. 7 4 6
Other freight - --- - 47 20 24. 4 20. 7

Total -602 1,302 100.0 100. 0

Kilomieter
Absolute Percent

rise rise
1950 1953

Average length of haul:
Coal and coke - -670 735 65 9. 7
Timber ------------------ 998 1,490 492 49.3
Petroleum and products - -1, 205 1.376 171 14. 2
Mineral building materials - -96 353 57 19.3
Iron and steel -------- 1.095 1.025 -70 -6.4
Grain and milled products - -795 1,152 357 44.9
Ores . 574 654 -20 -3.5
Other freight .- -. .---------------- S9891 865 -26 -2 9

iTotal -----------------------------

Metric tons originated:
Coal and coke.
'Timber .
Petroleum and products
Mineral building materials .
Iron and stccl ---
Grain and milled products .
Ores -.---------------------- - - ----
Other freight - ------ ---------

Total .--

722 | 810 1& 1 22

MiI iions Percent of total

1950 1958 1950 19.58

266 476 31. 9 29.7
72 124 S.6 7.7
43 112 S.2 7.0

1.58 312 18.9 19.4
43 88 5.2 5.5
39 73 4.7 4.6
48 108 5.7 6. 7

165 312 19.8 19.4

834 1,605 100. 0 100.0

Sources: TStU, "Transport I sviaz' S.S.S.R." (1957), pp. 34-38, and "Zhel. Trans.," 1959, No. 2, pp.
38-39, plus inserted estimates for 1958 mineral building materials ton-kilometers and iron-and-steel (includ-
ing scrap) data.



AGRICULTURE

SOVIET AGRICULTURE: STRUCTURE AND GROWTH

(By D. Gale Johnson and Arcadius Kahan, University of Chicago)

During the past 3 years there has been a inarlyfold increase in the
publication, and perhaps production, of official Soviet agricultural
statistics. Many of these data were not available at the time of the
preparation of the excellent publication, "Soviet Economic Growth:
A Comparison With the United States," which was puhlished by the
Joint Economic Committee in 1957. The published data include
detailed information on sown areas, on livestock numbers, on agri-
cultural imachinery and a large variety of miscellaneous information.
In recent months long-term series have been published on the output
of most major agricultural products. including, at long last, estimates
that presume to reflect the actual harvest of grain for 1949 to date as
well as for 1910-14 on present territory.

A. DATA PROBLEMS

Despite the very considerable increase in the volume of data avail-
able, it is not at al certain that our knowledge ahout, and understand-
ing of the agriculturee of the Soviet Union have beei significantUly
inereased. :Nfany of the datta that have been released are of uncertain
qualit.y. INIany other data that are vital to an understanding of the
structure and growth of Soviet agriculture have not been made
available. The pattern of release of agricultural data over the past
several vears has been consistent with the view that the selection of
data to be made available is a. part of a process designed to provide as
favorable a plicture as possible of developments in the Soviet Union.
There are occasional exceptions to this, when the release of data is
required to support an internal policv ineasure. But as a general rule,
the agricultural data that have been made available have been timed
to present a picture of achievement and progress. WE itex the record
is an unfavorable one, the data frequentl]y have been withheld.

tA brief r6sui6 of the data that are still unavailable supports the
view that statistics are used as a tool of the Communist state rather
than as a means of providing a basis for analysis and understanding.
While gross output data are available for most agricultural products,
almost no information has been made available on the utilization of
those products. HoI much of the milk is fed to calves? How mulch
of the grain is available for human consumption? How many tons
of potatoes are fed to livestock? Relatively few data are available
on agricultural employment. apparently because the level of output
per worker is so low compared to the United States and other western
countries.

What of the quality of the data that are available? While generali-
zation is not possible on the basis of present knowledge, brief comments

201
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concerning a few of the available series will indicate some of the
difficulties involved in the use of these data.' The milk production.
estimates include the milk of goats, sheep, and other animals as well
as cow milk.2 The estimate of milk production apparently also in-
cludes the milk sucked by calves for recent years, though that does
not seem to be the case for the period prior to 1940. Crude estimates
indicate that the amount of milk sucked by calves may be as much as
6 or 7 million tons in recent years or more than 10 percent of total
production. Separate estimates are not available for the amount of
milk fed, by hand, to calves and this might amount to as much as 3.
or 4 million more tons.

Furthermore, it is uncertain whether the estimate of total milk
production is actual weight of milk produced or represents milk of
standardzied butterfat content. The milk purchased from State
farms is apparently paid for on the basis of milk of 3.2 percent fat
content. If the average fat content is 3.8 percent, 5 million tons of
milk mav become almost 6 million tons in the reported data. And if
the standardized fat content were changed or varied from period to
period, the consistency of the series becomes very -questionable.
Finally, it is not at all clear that Soviet officials know the total output
of milk with a reasonable degree of accuracy. Over half of the milk
is produced by peasants and workers and employees. Several
million different households are involved. Short of a carefully selected,
large-scale sample with honest responses from the respondents, it is
difficult to see how accurate estimates are possible. And such a sample
does not exist.

The data on meat output, expressed both in slaughter and live
weight, seem to provide a reasonably consistent series over time. At
least comparisons with previously available data for the late twenties
and the thirties indicate a consistent upward revision of the tonnage
figures such as one would expect from the change in the concept of
meat. One of the claims made for the American meatpacking indus-
try has been that they make use of everything but the pig's squeal.
The Soviet statisticians do the American industrv one better; they
weigh and count as meat everything but the pig's squeal. This is a
slight exaggeration, but not by very much. The Soviet concept of meat
includes offal products that are normally excluded in other nations,
though there is little reason to believe that the Soviet utilization of
offal products is much, if any, more extensive than elsewhere. The
art of the sausage and bologna manufacture is well known throughout
the world and the ability of the masters of that art to utilize any and
every edible part of a slaughtered animal can hardly be questioned.
Thus while the Soviet meat series mav be internally consistent, the
series cannot be compared to meat production or consumption fig-
ures for other nations.3

In the case of the grain production data, we are almost wholly iD
the dark concerning what concept of production is being used. Is
it the weight of the grain as it comes from the combine? Or are
adjustments made for loss of moisture and the trash and chaff in-
cluded with the grain? Are postharvest losses excluded or included?

I More explicit comments appear as notes to some of the Appendix Tables.
I For an excellent discussion of the recent milk and meat statistics, see Nancy Nimitz, "Soviet Statistics

of Meat and Milk Output: A Note on Their Comparability Over Time," RM-2326, the Rand corp.,
1959.
. The Soviet data on meat production should be discounted by at least l0 percent and perhaps as much

as 20 percent to achieve comparability. See footnote c, table 12.
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Hoow accurately is the corn grain in the corn silage estimated?
Khrushlchev has accused previolus ho'ders of his office of deceiving
the world about the level of Soviet. grain production;' the level of
production indicated hb the recentl-v released figures do not entirely
persuade us that some degree of deceit is still not being practiced.

14. GRtONTi OF AGRICULTIURAIL OUTPUT

Even if we ignore all (iiestions of tthe accuracy of the avaailble
physical production data, tLhere rC a1 number of problems involved
in the measureniexlt of total agricultlural output of the Sox iet Union
or any other Ccountery%. One problem is that of the appropriate con-
cept of otpt.put; anlother is that of the appropriate set of weights for
aggregating thle physical volurne of the individu cl commodities to
derive a single set of values or index numbers. In the particular case
of the Soviet Union wve have the difficulty arising out of the territorial
expansion of the Soviet Union in 1939.
1. A4easures of agricultural output

We have constructed two measures of total agricultural output.
The first concept is that of gross agricultural farm output. In all
reference to gross agrricultural. output we have used official Soviet
data, when aRvailable, or have itiade estimates that we believe are
consistent with the official estimating procedures and couceptsfr
Gross production figures are available for 11 groups of commodities.
The data may be found in appendix table 3.

A legitimate objection to the concept of gross agricultural produc-
tion, as a measure of total agricultural output. is that it involves.
duplication in the sense that a part of the output is required to pro-
duce the same or other agricultural products. The gross output of
grain, for example, includes the grain that is used for seed and for
feed for livestock as well as the amount that is available for direct
human consumption, industrial use, export, or addition to stocks.
For many reasons we are probably mnore interested in a concept of
agricultural output that reflects the volume of production available
for nonfarm use; in other words, we wish a concept which eliminates
as much as possible the amount of double counting of agricultural
output. In gross agricultural output, the grain that is used for feed is
counted twice-first as a part of grain output and second as a part of
livestock output. The concept that we have defined as net agricul-
tural output is simply the gross agricultural output minus all farm.
uses of the various products. The farm uses are primarily feed andi
seed, though in some cases we have also subtracted a factor to.
represent waste.

We have used three different sets of price weights in the construc-
tion of the gross and net agricultural output indexes. The prices
received by farmers in the 1926-27 production year are apparently
those used by Soviet statisticians to measure agricultural output
during the late twenties and the thirties. We have also used average
prices received for 1925-29 in order to more fully reflect the under-

Last December Khrushchev said "Yet Malenkov, in defiance of the facts, declared before the PartyCongress in 1952 that the country's gross crain harvest was 8 billion poods and that the grain problem hadthen, If you please, been solved once and for all. MIalonkov cted dishonestly, manipuiating by empleo'lugthe data of the so-called biological yield. I In 1952, the best harvest year of the perlod. the collective
and state farms harvested not 8 billion poods but only S.CO million poods" (Pravda. Dec. 19. 1958).'Our index of gross agricultural output is not directly comparable to the oflicial Soviet index. TheSoviet gross Output index includes hay, straw, ehff. and manure as well as some minor (ommmodities not.included in our index because of lack of date.
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lying conditions in the last years of peasant agriculture in the Soviet
Union. The third set of price weights used is the official purchase
prices announced in 1958.
2. Indexes of agricultural output.

As measures of the trend in agricultural output in the Soviet Union,
it makes little difference which concept of output is used or which set
-of prices is used as weights. This is clear from inspection of the
results presented in tables 1 and 2. The various indexes indicate that
output in 1957 was approximately 64 to 67 percent greater than 1928.

TABLE 1.-Indexes of gross agricultural output, Soviet Union I

1926-27 1926-27 1925-29 1958
price weights price weights price weights price weights
(1926-29=100) (1928-100) (1928-100) (1928-100)

1925 -94.4 92.6-
1926 -98.5 96.7-
1927 -96.7 94.9-
92-- 101.9 100.0 100.0 100.0

1929 -102.9 101.0-
1930 -106.2 104.2-
1931 -94.1 92.4-
1932 -83.2 81. 7 80.3 79.3
1933 -86.3 84.7-
1934 -86.7 8.1 I
1935 - -97.4 95.6
1936 -_ 91.6 89.9 .
1937 -_---------- __--------__---- 114.9 112.8 110.5 104.8
1938 -_ - ----------- 100.4 98. -
1940 - 122.5 120.3 120 3 118.0
1950- -126.8 124.4 124.8 119.0
1951 90… 115.2 113.1…
1952 -131.1 128.6-
1953 -:: 131.0 128.6 128.8 125.7
1954- - 136.5 134.0 133.6 131.4
1955 -154. 6 151.8 149.9 148.2
1956 --------- 178.4 175.1 173.3 169. 2
1957 170.4 167.2 167.3 106.8
19.58 2-(195.6) (192.0)-

I Indexes for each year are for the territory within the boundaries existing at the time; 1940 data refer to
present territory. The prices used as weights in constructing the indexes are as follows (in rubles per ton,
-except as noted):

1926-27 1925-29 1958

Grain - -00--------------------- 55.5 53.32 740
Potatoes - ------------------------ 25.0 31.28 400
Vegetables -60.5 60.5 900
Sunflower seed-66.5 74.44 1,720
Sugar beets -11. 6 12.08 235
Raw cotton - --------------------- ----- 282.0 282. 0 3,400
Flax fiber (scutched)-368.5 439. 0 23,000
Wool (greasy weight) ----------------- 1, 079.0 1,126.8
Wool, coarse - ---------------------------- 23,700
Wool, semicoarse -- -------------- 24,700
Wool, semifine - -- ------- -- 32, 900
Wool, fine -- ------------------------- ---- 41,000
Milk - ----------------------------- 0-------------- 59.8 68.5 1,150
Eggs (per 1,000) -30.47 32.864 600
Meat, dressed weight old concept -421.2 413.4
Meat, dressed weight new concept -340.0
Meat, live weight old concept-210.6
Beef and veal live weight - - - -6,190
Mutton, live weight - - -------------- 5,360
Pork -- -------- -------------- 7,860
Poultry ---------------------------- 725.0 772.5
Hens and chickens- - - - 8,90
Ducks and geese -------------------------- 7,380

2 A tentative estimate based on less complete data.

Sources: (1) Gossudarstvennaia Planovaia Komlssla (Gosplan): Kontrolnys Tslfry Narodnogo Kho-
ziaistva S.S.S.R. na 1929-30 god. Moscow 1930. pp. 581-583.

(2) V. K. Fedinin-Novaia Sistema Zagotovok Selskokhoziaistvennykh Produktovi Ekonomika Kolk-
,hoznogo Proizvodstva. Moscow 1959. p. 12.
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TABLE 2.-Indexes of net agricultural output, Soviet Union

102r 27 1926-27 1025-29 0158
nrice weights price weight5 price weights price wcights
(1926-25100) (192=l100) ( (192592&100)

1925- - 95.0 93.2 .
192 ---- 6.9 9t. 5
1927- - - - 96. 0 93.6 . ..
1925 ---------------------- - - 102.5 100.0 100. 0 100.0
IP20 - - - - 4. 7 102.1
1930 - 10. 2 107. 5
1931 97. 1 94. 8
1932 - . - - . 3. 6 81 6 79.6 77.3
193.3 . 87 8 85.7 --
1934 - - - -87.1 8.5.0
1935- 95.8 93. .
103- _- 91.0 89.4 .
1937 - - - -121.5 118.5 114.6 104.6
1938 ---------------------- - - 103.3 100. 8---------------
1940 ------------------------------------------ - - 1239 120.3 120_ 5 115.1
1950 _--- - - 130. 2 127.0 16. 1 117.8
1951 . 122.4 119.4
1952 .. 132. 6 82. 3
1953- - - - 1344 131.1 130.1 125.2
1954 _-------------- - - 139.0 135. 6 133.9 130.4
1955 --- - - 156.1 152.3 149.0 146.1
19-6 _____-------------- - 178 2 173.9 170.4 165.0
1957 - - - -170.5 166.3 165.7 164.1

1 See appendix table 4.

However, one should not interpret all of the change in the index
as a true increase in agricultural output. Some of the increase was
the result of territorial change; on the basis of the available data it is
not, possible to determine with any precision the effect, of territorial
acqluisition oil the output iiidex. As a rough estimate, if there had
been no change in territory in the last three decades, the index of total
agricultural output might have been 145 to 152 in 1957 instead of ap-
proximately 166. Put another way, approximately 12 to 14 percent
of the net output on the present territory in 1940 was the output in
the acquired territories.

A few comments may be pertinent concerning changes in the output
indexes over time. There was a drastic fall in output following the
collectivization of agriculture. Output in 1932 was about a fifth
below that of 1928. While some of the decline was due to adverse
weather, much of it was due to the resistance of the peasants, ex-
pressed ini part through the slaughter of their livestock including over
half of all the horses. Output gradually increased, reaching a peak
in the favorable vear weatherwise of 1937. Most of the increase in
output between 1938 and 1940 was due to the acquisition of territory.

Bv 1950 the level of output was somewhat greater than in 1940, on
the same territory. Output was relatively static thuough 1953.
There was a small increase in 1954, but the gains in output through
1958 were very substantial indeed. At the present time it is not.
possible to determine how much of the recent increases in output have
been due to favorable climatic developments. Of the 4 years, 1955
tluough 1958, one (1958) w as an extremely favorable year, perhaps.
as far above average for the fifties as 1937 was for the thirties.
Another year (1956) was also an exceptionally favorable one. In
both 1955 and 1957 there were major areas of the Soviet Union that
had adverse weather, but this is probably a normal or usual phenome-
non and these 2 years w ere at least average in terms of the impact of
climatic factors. It is probably true that a considerable fraction of the-
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recent increase is the result of greater incentives, improved manage-
ment and additional inputs, but at the present time it is not possible
to indicate how large this fraction may be.
3. Changes in outputfor major commodity groups

The changes that have occurred in the output, both absolutely
and relatively, of major commodity groups are of significance in indi-
cating both the priorities of the planners and the productive possi-
bilities that have existed. In table 3 we have divided total gross
and net agricultural output into three broad groups. The first
category includes the livestock products, for which the demand
expands relatively rapidly as real income grows and which produce
relatively few food nutrients per unit of land and labor. However,
livestock do transform into food many agricultural products that
cannot be directly consumed by the population-pasture, straw,
chaff, certain byproducts of food preparation-and thus up to a
certain level of output are not really competitive with the more eco-
nomical sources of food. The second category is the major food
'crops and includes grain, potatoes, and vegetables. These crops
provide a relatively high output of calories and other food nutrients
per hectare of land and other inputs used in production. The third
category includes the industrial crops.

The most striking change has been the rise in the level of output
and the relative importance of the industrial crops in total output.
The share in gross output has increased from less than 6 percent to
almost 12 percent in recent years;' the output index increased from
100 in 1928 to 333 in 1957. This increase probably represents the
priorities imposed by a policy of self-sufficiency. Recent levels of
cotton output have been approximately five to six times the levels of
the late twenties and have now reached approximately a half of the
U.S. output which has been declining for the past three decades. The
cotton area has more than doubled and yields have approximately
-doubled.

TABLE 3.-Indexes of gross and net output of livestock products, technical crops, and
food crops, Soviet Union '

Gross output Net output

Livestock Food crops Industrial Livestock Food crops Industrial
products crops products crops

4928 -100 100 100 100 100 100
1932 -61 91 126 61 101 119
.1937 ------------------- - 71 131 218 71 161 213
1940 2- 102 125 201 98 137 192
1950 ---------------------- - 107 124 240 100 140 240
19583- -120 120 261 114 128 266
1954-127 125 267 120 131 266
111 95--------------- 137 146 307 129 151 310
156 -149 176 342 142 183 343
l957 -165 152 332 158 145 333

1926-27 prices used as weights; based on data in appendix tables 3 and 4.
2 Present boundaries.

4 The change in the share of net output has been 7.7 percent in 1928 to 15.5 percent in 1958.
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.4. Importa'nce of private producers
Because of the basic differences in the relationship between the

state and in dividual in the Soviet society from the relationships pre-
vailing outside the Communist countries, it is pertinent to deterinilne
the relative shares of agricultural output produced by the private and
socialized sectors in agriculture, as well as the relative shares of the
prevailing institutions within the socialized sector, the collective
farms (kolkhozy), the state farms (sovkhozy) and the auxiliary farms
-of various state institutions (podsobnyie klhoziaistva). The dfistribu-
tion of gross output, valued in 1926-27 prices, is presented in the table
below.

TABLE 4.-Shares of producer groups in gross agricultural output

[Percent]

Socialized sector
Collective __ _ Private

Years farms 1 Total social sector
Sovkhozy Total State

farms

1940 ... - 51 7 5.9 7.0 57. 7 42.3
190--54.2 5. 7 6 S 61.0 39.0
1953 -57. 7 6. 6 7 8 65. 5 34 5
1955- 61.1 7.4 8.3 69.4 30. 6
1956 -59.2 10.0 10. 8 70.0 30.0

The distribution of output among the various sectors in 1940
especially the large share of the private sector, is partiallv explained
by the territorial expansion of the boundaries of the Soviet UInion in
1939-40, and the private farms of the acquired territories were not
vet absorbed by the socialized sector. During the year 1937 for
example the distribution was much more similar to the one observed
in 1953. The 1950 distribution reflects the wartime and postwar
expansion of private output in potatoes and vegetables, as well as
the incomplete collectivization of the new territories.

The overall trends, however, are indicated by the table and may be
summarized as the slow decline of tile share of priv'ate output relative
to the socialized share and within the socialized sector, the growth of
the share of the state farms (sovkhozy). The available data for 1957
and 1958 indicate a substantial rise in the output of the state farms, in
part due to tile conversion of collective farms into state firms. How
far and how rapid this process is intended to go ol, is of course any-
*ol1C's guess.

With respect to the distribution of livestock output we have more
detailed data which permit estimates of the relative shares of private
and socialized sectors for several consecutive years.

TABLE 5.-Shares of socialized and private secto? s in g9oss output of livestock products
[Percent)

Year Socialized Private Year Socialized Private

194 - -- 24.9 75 1 1954 -- -- - 38.8 61.2
190 - -------- 29.3 70. 7 1955 - -41.6 58.4
1951 ... 333 66.7 1956 ----------- - 426 57.4
1952 - -37 0 63. 0 1957 44. 55. 4
1953 39. 9 60,1
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There is little question that the Soviet authorities have decided to
assure the socialized sector with a dominant position in the output of
livestock products. Pressure is mounting upon all private producers-
urban dwellers and state farm employees as well as collective farm
members- to turn over their livestock to the collective and state
farms. But by and large this p3licy is more subtle and cautious than
similar policies in the past.

5. Comparisons of agricultural output, U.S.S.R. and United States
The data presented in table 6 provide measures of the changes in the

absolute levels of gross output, as officially reported, for the 11 major
agricultural commodities for the Soviet Union and data that permit
rough comparisons with the output of 9 of the groups in the United
States. The absolute level of output in the Soviet Union in 1955-5&
exceeded that in the United States for potatoes, sugar, and wool.
The Soviet output was substantially lower for grains, vegetables,
cotton, meat, and eggs. While the gross output of milk was only 10
percent less than in the United States, we believe that the amount of
milk remaining for human consumption was more than a fourth less
than in the United States.'

Because of the change in territory of the Soviet Union it is more
difficult to make meaningful statements concerning output growth
since 1925-29. As noted above, Soviet agricultural output probably.
increased by about 12 to 14 percent in 1940 as a result of territorial
expansion. If one attempts to adjust for this in a crude fashion, it
is clear that the Soviet output growth was significantly greater than
ours for potatoes, sugar, cotton, and wool. The increase in grain
output was probably somewhat higher than in the United States,
while the output growth of vegetables, meat, and eggs was less. The
case of milk is uncertain, though Soviet output on comparable terri-
tory may have increased slightly more than in the United States

Between 1925-29 and 1955-58 the index of farm output for the
United Sta.tes increa.ed by 58 percent. 8 This index is basically similar
to the index of net agricultural output that we have calculated for the
Soviet Union. Based on a tentative estimate of the index of net
agricultural output for 1958, the increase for the Soviet Union between
1925-29 and 1955-58 was approximately 70 percent. This estimate
is not adjusted for the change of territory. If one makes the extreme
assumption that there would have been no change in output on the
acquired territories if they had remained independent of the Soviet
Union, one arrives at an increase for the period for the 1928 territory
of approximately 55 percent.

While this increase in total agricultural output is no larger than that
achieved in the United States during a period of time when we have
been trying to restrict agricultural output, there is no question that the
increase in output is a very substantial one. And output during 1958
was substantially above the average for 1955-58, though it may be
noted that the same was true for the United States. In both cases
climatic conditions undoubtedly were in part responsible for the favor-
able outcome.

7 See table 13 for a presentation of a net milk output series for the two countries.
A U.S. Department of Agriculture, "Agricultural Outlook Charts, t959," p. 64.
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TABLE 6.-Gross output of major agricultural commodities, Soviet Union and United
States I

[Million tonsl

G rain Potatoes Vege- Sugar Seed
tables 2 cotton '

A. Soviet Union:
1925-29 -73.2 43.0 lit. 6 8.4 0.70
1950 54 -8-4--------------------------------- S. 1 72. 8 10. 5 22.0 3.85
1955-58 ---- 1-- 119.7 85.4 11.5 39.4 4.30

B. Umiitel States-
1925-29 -- -121.7 9 5 13.6 7. 2 10.5
1950-54 - - -140.7 10.1 19 0 14.2 9. 7
1955-58-- -------------------- 159.9 I1.1 20.0 18.7 8.7

C. Ratio, Soviet Union to United States (percent):
192--29- ------------ 60.1 452.6 77.9 116.7 Its 7
1950-54 - - - 70.2 720.8 55.3 154.9 39.7
1955 58. 74.8 769.3 57. 5 210.7 49.4

Flax- Sun- M~eat Esga 5f
afiber liower Wool Milk (dressed (billions)

I snal w weight)

A. Soviet Union:
1925-29 - -0.30 1.97 0 17 30.0 4. 69 10. 3
1950-54 -----------.---------------- .21 2.06 .21 36.4 8.36 14. 8
1955-5 -- -- ----- .45 3.01 .28 51.1 7.04 21 0

B. United States:
1925-29 ----------- --------- ------. 15 43. 0 9 8 37.6
1950-54 - .12 53 9 14 4 58.4
1955-58. --U o ts- --- 1- - -- -------- 6. 7 16. 6 59. 5

C. latio, Soviet Union to United States
(percent):

1925-201 ---- ---------- - 113 3 69.8 47. 8 27.4
1950-54 ----- - ----- 6--- - 175 0 7. 5 37.2 24. 8
19255- 58 --- - --------- - 233.3 00.I 42. 4 35. 3

! Sources: Soviet data, see appendix table 3. U.S. data: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural
Statistics, 1957; "Livestock and Meat Statisties, 1957," Stat. Bul. No. 230; "Consumption of Food in the
United States, 1909-52," Agriculture Hasndbook No. 26, supplements for 1954 and 1957, "The National
Food Situation," July 1959, "Major Statistical Series of the lU.S. i)epartment of Agriculture," vol. 5, Agri-
culture Handbook No. 118: Crop Production, 1958 Annual Surmmary," Dec. 17, 1958.

2 Vegetables for United States excludes melons of all types.
3 Sugar output for United States is in terms of sugar beet equivalent. Sugar refined from sane sugar

converted into suear c els assguming 14 percent sugar .content.
4 Cotton output for United States converted to seed cotton by assurmiiig litt to seed cotton ratio of 0.33
A Egg production for United States is farm production only.

6. Per capita availability qfJarm products
Our general discussion of changes in agricultural output in the

Soviet Union may be concluded by presentation of certain estimates
on per capita availability of various agricultural products. The data
presented in table 7 do hot purport to represent per capita consump-
tion; the data are estimates of net output which include industrial
use, exports and changes in stocks, as well as consumption by the
Soviet population. Nor has any attempt been made to include im-
ports, but imports have generally been of little significance. The
estimates are admittedly subject to error.

The situation with respect to per capita availability in 1950-53
compared to 1926-29 implies little or no improvement. The avail-
ability of grain was approximately the same; potatoes, sugar, and
cotton had increased substantially. There was a smnall improvement
in the case of eggs, but there were fewer vegetables, less meat and milk,
less wool and flax fiber, and less sunflower seed, the major source of
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vegetable oil for human consumption. Roughly speaking, the indeic
of net agricultural output on a per capita basis was slightly lower in
1950-53 than in 1928.
* The data indicate a clear improvement in recent years, especially
in grain, sugar, sunflowers, milk, eggs and flax fiber. The change in
per capita meat availability has been rather modest, but an improve-
ment has occurred. 9

TABLE 7.-Per capita net output of major agricultural products, Soviet Union I
[Kilograms per annum]

1926-29 1931-34 1935-38 1940 1950-53 1954-57 1955-58

Grains ---------------------- 241.4 218.9 247. 3 238. 4 247.9 274. 6 297. 6
Potatoes ------------------ 102.1 133. 5 144.1 194. 6 172.8 164. 4 163.2
Vegetables - -49. 8 64. 6 57. 9 50.1 41.2 55. 0 56. 4
Sugar beets ------ 52. 0 51.7 104. 6 90. 5 118. 0 151. 5 187. 5
Sunflower seeds - - 12.2 13.4 10.1 13.0 10.8 15.2 18.1
Milk - -176. 2 111.6 131.6 144.2 144.8 182.8 200.9
Meat ---------------------- 32.7 16.7 19.8 24.5 27.5 33. 5 34. 8
Eggs - -64.2 25.7 41.6 58.9 68.0 89. 7 95.1
Cotton ----- 4.9 7.5 13.6 11. 7 19.7 20.8 20.8
Wool 1.12 .4 .6 .81 1.06 1.25 1.34
Flax-fiber -- ------ -- 1---.-- 1.86 2.38 2.33 1.82 1.18 1.87 2.09

I The population estimates used are as follows (in mllions): 1926-29, 150.6; 1931-34, 165.6; 1935-38, 169.3-
1940, 191.7; 1950-53, 186.9; 1954-57, 198.3; and 1955-58, 202.3.

C. CHANGES IN IMPUTS AND AVERAGE PRODUCTIVITY

The increase in Soviet agricultural output has been associated with
a large increase in the sown area, a small increase in the total labor
input, a marked increase in machinery and equipment, and a sub-
stantial increase in fertilizer. While it would be desirable to have a,
measure of the total quantity of inputs used in agriculture for various.
periods of time, satisfactory estimates are not yet available for all
inputs. At this time, we can only indicate the change in some of the
major inputs and estimate average productivity or yield. It should
be noted that changes in average productivity of labor or yield of
crops is not an indication of change in efficiency since the quantities.
of other inputs have increased much more rapidly than either labor
or land.
1. Sown area

By 1925 the total sown area had reached the same level as 1913, for
comparable territory. By 1931 the total sown area had increased
from 104.3 million hectares to 136.3 million. There was some re-
trenchment in sown area during the next few years, but by 1938 the-
sown area was again approximately the same as in 1931. The sown
area increased by approximately 14 to 15 million hectares as a con-
sequence of territorial expansion. The 1950 sown area of 146.3 mil--
lion hectares was somewhat below the 1940 area on comparable terri-

r The very great change in the proportion of urban population in the Soviet Union since the late twenties
creates certain problems in the interpretation of the per capita data. A ccording to food consumption studies-
made during the late twenties, there were substantial differences in the food consumption patterns of urban-
and rural residents. As a result, one cannot interpret an increase in the per capita availability of meat, for-
example, as meaning that the per capita consumption of urban residents is now greater than during the-
late twenties. If the per capita consumption of urban and rural residents for the late twenties is weighted
by the current population.distribution, the weighted per capita availability of meat meat in 1955-33 was
lower than in 1926-29.' However, in the case of certain'other foods, rural consumption rates were greater-
than urban rates and the weighted availability increased more than the per capita availability. This was
true of grains, for example. The consumption data for the twenties were taken from Gossudarstvennala,
Planovaia Komissia (Gosplan) S.S.S.R.: "Piatiletnii Plan Narodno-Khoziaistvennogo Stroitelstva.
S.S.S.R," vol. I, p. 106. vol. II, pt. 2, p. 305. Moscow 1930, 3d ed.
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tory. With the new lands program, which was inaugurated in 1954,
the total sown area increased by 28 million hectares between 1953 and-
1956 and has remained at roughily 195 million hectares in recent years.

While there is some cost in terlls of alternative products foregone
by increasing the sown area- the area of pastures and meadows is
reduced-there can be no question that the expansion of the sowVII area
has contributed to the increased output. If tile increase due to the
acquisition of territory is included, the sown area increased by 88
percent between 1925 and 1958.

There has been a significant expansion of irrigation since 1913.
At that time approxiniately 4.0 million hectares was irrigated %while
in 1955 the irrigable area was 11.1 million hectares,10 though %tpparently
a significant fraction of this area is not being cropped currently.
2. Crop yields

Annual estimates of crop yields are presented in appendix table 5,
based on official gross production data. In table 8 average yields for
4- or 5-year periods are presented. Notable increases in yields were
achieved for cotton, sugar beets. and sunflowers, while the increases
for grain. potatoes, and flax-fiber were approximately 20 percent or
less. While we believe that the recent output data for grain are some-
what exaggerated, or at least may not be consistent with the (earlier
data. it should be noted that the eastward extension of the grain area
would have resulted in a reduction in the average gra-ill yields since
the newer areas are intrinsically less procluctive thaun the areas sown
to grain in earlier periods.

The increase in the yield of cotton is a striking one, but a major
factor in the increase hlas been the virtual abandon ment of the practice
of growing cotton on unirrigated land in the Ukrpine and thne R.S.F.S.R.
As late as 1952, about 35 percent of the cotton land wxas unirrigated,
grown in climatically unsuited areas. The yield of cotton on irrigated
land has probably increased by about. a third since 1935-38.

TABLE 8.-Crop yields, Soviet Russia. 192,5-58 I
[Centners per hectare]

Orain Cotton Sugar beets Sunlojwer Potatoes Flax fiber

125 29 - 7 8.82 132.0 6. 24 79. 3 2.081939~-34 - ------------------ ,6.77 6. 2 95 3 5 31 S0.0 1.761935-38 -------------------- I707 l ( 147 3 5 7R 5 1 9019S0-S --- ----------- --------- 7. 165 150 8 Sj47 83.2 1.321955-S8 ~ ~ ------- 9.4'J 20) 24 818v 6 9.31 W. 9v 25

Obtained by dividing gross physical output (appendix table 3) by sown area (appendix table 1), exceptthat flax-fiber output is our estimate of net phyic91l output.

TABLE 9. --Crop yields, United States, 1925-58:

Centners per hectare Cotton (bales per heetare)

_ rain Sugar beets Potatoes All Irrigated 2

1925-29 -13.9 244 7t 4 0 841090-&4 -- ---------- - 17.0 347 169 2 1. 471955-58 -- 206 f 378 193. 2 2.08 4.9

I 1JSDA, Agricultural Statistics, 1957, and Crop Production, 1958 Annual Summary (Dec. 17, 1068).
Average yields for the States of Now Mexico, Arizona, andI California.

(
5
Central Statistical Board of the U.SsS. R. Couelel of Ministers, "Forty Years of Soviet Power,"(English translation), Moscow. 1958. P. 165.
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The increase in sugar beet and sunflower yields have been significant
ones. The very substantial increase in sunflower yields between
1950-54 and 1955-58 raises the possibility that climatic factors may
have played a significant role in the higher yields, though increased
application of fertilizer and manure, improved seeds and better cul-
tural practices have undoubtedly been important as well. It may be
noted that the sugar beet yield for 1937 of 183.7 centners per hectare
was not exceeded in recent years except in 1957 and 1958. The latter
2 years were favorable growing years in the Ukraine, where over half
of the sugar beets are grown.

3. Yield comparisons, Soviet Union and United States
A comparison of average yields for the United States and the Soviet

Union for the period 1955-58 may be of interest, though such com-
parisons may be more indicative of climatic and soil conditions than
of differences due to management or incentives." The average grain
yield was 20.6 centners per hectare in the United States or more than
double the 9.5 centner yield in the Soviet Union. The average yield
of cotton in the Soviet Union, essentially all grown on irrigated land,
was almost 3 bales of lint cotton per hectare. The average for the
United States as a whole was a little more than 2 bales per hectare.
However, the average yield in New Mexico, Arizona, and California,
where all of the cotton is irrigated, was 4.9 bales per hectare. The
average yield of potatoes in the United States was 193 centners per
hectare or more than double the 91 centners in the Soviet Union. The
U.S. sugar beet yield was 37.8 tons per hectare compared to 18.6 tons.
A large proportion of the U.S. sugar beet area is irrigated while prob-
ably only a relatively small proportion of the Soviet area is.

4. Labor employment
The measurement of the amount of labor used in Soviet agriculture

is beset with many difficulties. Even if one had access to all of the
data that exists in the Soviet Union, which we do not, it is probable
that any estimates that one could make would still be subject to
significant error. An indication of the possible hiatus in the estimates
may be seen from the following estimates found in or derived from
Soviet publications:

[Millions]

1928 or 1929 1940 1050 1955 1956

Number of workers 53.2 31.7 - -33.5
Labor power in man-years 2 -27.4 31.0 24.7 33.- 4 33.5

I Derived from "Forty Years of Soviet Power," Moscow, 1958, pp. 136-137 on the basis of relation between
total horsepower in agriculture and horsepower per worker. Data for 1940 and 1956 are said to refer only to
socialized sector, but this is probably not correct.

2 Estimates made by S. Strumilin ("Some Problems of the Further Development of the Kolkhoz Regime,"
Problems of Economics, November 1958, p. 18. Originally published in Voprosy Ekonomiki, May 1958.)
Strumilin's estimates include private peasants for 1940 and later, but does not include the labor input on
household plots. (See "Planovoye Khoziaistva," 1957, No. 2, p. 48.)

The close correspondence between the estimates for 1940 and 1956 is
probably no accident; the estimate of the horsepower per worker, as
published in "Forty Years of Soviet Power," was apparently obtained
by dividing total horsepower in agriculture by Strumilin's estimate of

1s The yield data for the United States are from USDA, Agricultural Statistics, 1957, and Crop Produc-
tion, 1958 Annual Summary (Dec. 17, 1958). Yield data are not available for sunflower seed or flax fiber.
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labor power measured in man-years. The small difference for 1940
is apparently due to a rounding error.'

According to Strumilin's data, the total labor input in agriculture
increased a minimum of 22 percent; the increase was presumably more
than this since his data include all of agricultural output in 1928, but
entirely ignores the 30 percent of the gross output produced in 1956
by the private sector. If we were to add our estimate of the labor in-
put required in the private sector for 1956, assuming 265 days of work
per year, of 4.8 million man-years to Strumilin's total,"3 an estimate of
38.3 million years is obtained. This would imply an increase of 40
percent in total labor input in Soviet agriculture between 1928 and
1956. While such a large increase does not appear consistent with
other data, such as the changes in agricultural population or the num-
ber of farm households, it cannot be completely ignored as a possible
upper limit to the increase in the labor input.

It is clear that the 53.2 million workers indicated for 1928 or 1929 is
not consisteift with the other figures in the same series, since the data
for 1940 and 1956 represent some concept of full-time employment,
while the figure for 1928 refers to some particular group that performed
some farm work during the year or perhaps to the total number of
workers in the agricultural population aged 15-59 with an adjustment
for the lower productivity of females.

Our own estimates imply that there was an increase in labor inputs
between 1926-29 and 1956 of 10 to 16 percent.'4 The estimates indi-
cate that the postwar low level of employment was reached in 1953
and that the labor input increased by about 13 percent between 1953
and 1956. Such an increase was due to the new-lands program, the
corn program, and the expansion of livestock output. The latter two
endeavors were highly labor intensive under Soviet conditions.

There was undoubtedly a decline in the total number of persons
employed in agriculture over the past three decades. This was made
possible by the lengthening of the work year per person at work from
perhaps 120 days to about 185-190 days. The increased participation
was made possible by a reduction in the importance of cottage industry
in rural areas and an encroachment upon the time of the housewife.
We believe that a reasonable estimate of the decline in farm employ-
ment is from about 53 million in 1928 to about 42 million in 1956, ex-
cluding the employment of children and workers 60 years or older.
5. Labor productivity and requirements

If we conipare the change in net agricultural output (index weighted
by 1958 purchase prices) with the change in the labor input measured
by man-years worked, we find that the average product of labor in-
creased by 36 to 43 percent between l928 and 1955-57. The increase
in average product per worker was 100 percent, which is a substantial
increase. In the United States the increase in average product per
man-hour, for the same period, was 142 percent. Since the length of:
the work year declined in the United States, rather than increased as

l3 Strunuifin gives the average as 3.53, while in "Forty Years" the average was rounded to 3.5. For 1055
the average given by Strumilln is 3.50, which is given as 3.5 in "Forty Years."

See the forthcoming article by Areadius Kahan. "Chances in labhr Inputs In Soviet Agriculture." to
be published In the Journal of Political Emonomy, October 1959, for the derivation of this estimate.

" A. Stahan. ibid.

5t6S3s7-00-pt. 1 15
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in the Soviet Union, the increase in average product per worker was
149 percent. 5

In his speech before the December plenary session of the Party
Central Committee, Khrushchev revealed the very large differences
that existed between the amount of labor used to produce farm prod-
ucts in the U.S.S.R. and the United States. His data indicated that
labor used per unit of output ranged from 160 percent of the U.S. level
for cotton on state farms to 1,630 percent for production of hogs on
collective farms.'6

Two types of data on labor use by product are given. The first
(table 10) is in terms of labor used per hectare. These data allow a com-
parison of labor use on the peasant farms for 1925-26 and on collective
farms in 1937 and for 1954-55. These data indicate a very substantial
decline in the use of labor for grain production following collectiviza-
tion, though there was apparently no chance between 1937 and
1954-55. The labor requirements for potatoes remained unchanged.
The cotton data probably are not comparable because of the sub-
stantial increase in yield in the years just before 1956. The data for
the other crops indicate a reduction id labor requirements of roughly
20 to 30 percent between 1937 and 1954-55.

The other table (table 11) presents somewhat more figures for 1956
and 1957 for the state farms than might seem to be appropriate. The
reason for this is a remark made by Khrushchev in presenting the data
for the United States:

One may assume that the bourgeois statistics make the situation look better
than it is.

TABLE 10.-Labor used per hectare of land by peasants and collective farms, U.S.S.R.
[Man-days]

Peasants Collective farms

1925-26 1 1937 2 1954-55 2 1956 '

Grain-20.8 10.6 10.0-12.0
Potatoes ---------------- 61.3 65.2 60.60-80.0-
Cotton -117.2 81.8 -- 145. 8
Flax ------ - 79.2 66.5-
Snflower--13.4 10.6
Sugar beets - -131.8 89.6

I See, Gosplan S.S.S.R., Perspektivnyi Plan Razvertyvania Narodnogo Kboziaistva S.S.R. na 1926/27-
1930/31 gg. Edited by S. a. Strumilin, Moscow 1927, p. 15, and TsUNKhU Gosplana S.S.S.R., Sotsial-
lsticheskoe Selskoe Khoziaistvo. Moscow-Leningrad, 1939, p. 47.

2 See TsUNKhU Gosplana S.S.S.R., Proizvoditelnost' i Ispolzovanie Truda v Kolkhozakh vo Vtoroi
Platiletke. Edited by I. V. Sautin, Moscow Leisingrad, 1939 pp. IX, 12-16. Ekonomika Selskogo
Xboziaistva #2, 1957. p. 96. Academia Nauk L.S.S.R., Voprosy iacmeschenia i Spetsializatsil Selskogo.

a Kblopkovodsvo, 1957, No. 11, p. 13. Khoziaistva, Moscow, 1957. pp. 65, 323.

la Based on U.S. Department of Agriculture, " Changes in Farm Production and Efficiency," Stat. Bull.
No. 233, August 1958, pp. 6 and 27 and "Agricultural Statistics," 1957, p. 536.

If The data for the United States in table 10 are taken directly from Khrushchev's speech. We were not
able to duplicate the result for cotton. The highest labor requirement obtained was 15.6 hours, while the
requirement that seems most consistent with the Soviet data was 13.6 hours. For U.S. data,.see USDA,
"Agricultural Statistics," 1957, pp. 71, 139, and 589.
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TABLE 11.- Labor used per centner of output, U.S.S. R. and United State's

State farms. U.S.S.R.
United
States I

Man-days Mf an-hours 19.6
- __ ____ . ____ ___ - __ ____ - ____ ___ - __ ___ (m an-

hours)
19056 1957 2 1956 2 1955 2 1954 ' 1956-578

Milk 1.76 14.5 14.0 15.9 1 9. 9 9 4.7Beef .------ ---- 10.0 64.0 76.0 79.0 82 0 52.0 7.9Pork . 8. 0 57.6 65.9 73.4 73.0 43.0 &.3Grai - -- - 2.9 2. 0 3.5 3.6 1.8 1.0Potatoes . .---- . .. 8.0 4. 2 1.0Cotton -- - - -- - - 44.6 - -- - - --- - -- - --.--- - - -2-.9.8 . 18.8Sugar beets . .4 e -::-..:. ::: ---------- = 2.1 .5

COLLECTrVE FARMS. U.S.S.R.

1937 (man- 1937 5 (man- 1956; (mIan- 1956-57 5
days) hours) days) (man-hours)

Gram.---- - - --- - -- - - -- - - - - - - - (1. 2-1. 3) (90-10) -- - - - - - -7.3
Sunflower seed 1.97 16 ------- - -Potatoes.-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. 67 5 -- - - -- - -3.1Sugar beets -- .73 - 3.1Cotton .------------- 10.6 85 . . 42.8Flax --------.--------------- - 47.2 3R.
Milk ------------------- 4.6 37 2.9 14.7Beef ..---- ---------------------------------------.. 21.0 112.0
Pork -- ----- ----------------------- 23.6 20.0 103. 0

1 A M. Bri~aukii. VuIprosy Ekurnolki. 1957, No. 12, p. 118.
2 ,IlBenediktov, Putl Snizhenia Sebestiormost! Produktsii Sovkhozov, Mnosecw, 1957 and "Sovkhoznoe1'rOie od.,tv-o.' -Ne. 0 and S. 1958.
I N. Khrushchev, Pravda. Dec. 16. 10.558.
4 Figurrp is Uzbek S.S. H. only (V. Manyakhlin, "Problems ofr Economies." November 1928, p. 29). Uzbek

trouxuces about 4i of the total U.S.S.R. cotton. Itf one asssumes an 8-hour day, the total man-hours would

* See footnote 2, table 10. Grain estimate based on osan-days per hectare, assuming a yield of S centnersper hectare.
I Based on man-day data. assuming 8-hour day.

' Voprosy Ekonomnikl, No. 12, 1957, p. 118.

Regardless of whtt the situation may be with "bourgeois statistics,"
KT lrulshchev must have made some adjustment in the data for the
state farms to "make the situation look hetter thai it is." It. is a
little difficult to average 14.5 and 14.0 and obta-i 99, the average
labor used to produece milk for 1956-57, or to average 64 and 76 and
obtain 52.0 as the labor used for beef. Tile man-hour data for tile
years 1956 a 1d 1957 were published by 1. Benidiiktov, formerly Mitl-
iSter of State Farms, who would hardly have any reason to exatggerate
the amount of labor used. While the sevidlenee is not quite fs cleai-
for the collective farms, since we ilave data only for 1 year and ex-
pressed in days rafther tlilla hours, it appears that Khrushchev found
It necessary to mtake a few adjustments in the data to prevent the
ratio of labor used on collective farms from reaching a level of 20 to
25, instead of 16. times the U.S. level.
6. Mechanization and power

There can be 11o question that there has been a very considerable
degree of mechanization in Soviet agriculttire during 'the past three
decades. But two points need to be remembered. First, tic animal
draft power situation in Russia, either before tile revolution or just
prior to the collectivization drisve, was a relatively favorable one. In
1916, before either the United States or Russia had any significant

rnmber of tractors, there were roughly 50 percent more horses ill
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Russia than in the United States, even though the cultivated area
was some 10 to 20 percent less. The much larger relative number of
horses was in part a consequence of the much greater number of
farms, but nonetheless the draft power was available for the perform-
ance of all farm operations.

Second, a very large fraction of the investment in tractors and
tractor-drawn equipment, perhaps all the investment made through
1940, was required to offset the decline in the number of horses and
to replace the horse-drawn equipment. The number of horses declined
from 32.6 million in 1929 to 14.9 million in 1934; there was an increase
to 17.7 million in 1940 and a further increase in 1941 due to the acqui-
sition of territory. Approximately half of the horses were lost during
World War II. The postwar peak in the number of horses was 15.3
million, reached in 1953 and 1954.

While the substitution of tractor and other means of mechanical
power for horses and oxen made possible labor savings, it is quite
likely that crop output suffered as a result of the substitution until
very recently. This may have occurred because there simply was
not enough of the large and cumbersome tractors and combines to
perform the farm operations in a timely manner.

Tentative results indicate that an index, in constant prices, of farm
machinery, equipment, and workstock declined by almost a third
between 1928 and 1933 and then increased to about the 1928 level by
the late thirties. By 1950 the index was perhaps 5 percent below the
1928 level and by 1956 had reached a level approximately 50 to 55
percent above 1928.17 This index has undoubtedly increased since
1956. Roughly speaking, there has been a similar long-term move-
ment of the index of machinery and power and of net output. If
mechanization had been primarily labor saving instead of primarily
displacing animal power, the index of machinery and power should
have increased much more rapidly than the index of output.'8

D. AN ATTEMPT AT EXPLANATION OF LONG-RUN CHANGES IN OUTPUT

The previous two parts of this paper have developed our estimates
of changes in output of agricultural products, of the quantities of the
major inputs used, and of the changes in the average productivity or
yield of labor and land. Comparisons of the changes in the average
product per unit of land and labor in the United States and the
U.S.S.R. indicate rather clearly that the organizational structure of
Soviet agriculture has not resulted in any production miracles or
especially outstanding increases in resource productivity. Neverthe-
less, output did increase enough to approximately maintain per capita
output at the levels of the late twenties during the early fifties and to
increase per capita output substantially since 1953.

In this part we shall be primarily concerned with the longer run
factors that have contributed to the higher level of output. One way
of explaining changes in output is to accurately measure changes in
the total quantity ol inputs used, including in quantity a measure of
changes in quality, and to determine whatever changes in efficiency

1 we have not made a comparison of the levels of mechanization in the Soviet Union and the United States
since there has been little change from the relative quantitative position discussed in "Soviet Economic
Growth: A Comparison With the United States" (1957, pp. 70-72). There has been, however, some quali-
tative improvement in the kinds and types of equipment. More row crop tractors are available and
hydraulically operated, tractor mounted implements are now being produced in quantity. In general, the
trend has been toward lighter and less cumbersome machinery and the adoption of labor-saving attachments.

18 If animal draft is excluded from the index, the index increases from 100 in 1928 to about 450 in 1956.
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of utilization of the inputs, if any, may have occurred. While our
research studies are moving in this direction, at this stage a much
more mechanical approach is required. The mechanical approach
does permit us to identify sorme of the specific changes that have been
associated with the increased output.
1. Decline in the number of horses

The two most important factors in the increase of agricultural
output for human consumption have been the substitution of mechan-
ical for animal power and the increase in the sown area. Since 1928
the decline in the feed required for horses alone has been enough to
account for about 60 percent of the feed required to produce the addi-
tional livestock output of 1958 compared to 1928, including the esti-
mated change in livestock inventories in 1958.19 Since horses were
heavy users of grain and other concentrates, the contribution to the
increase in livestock output for human use may be somewhat greater
than that indicated.

2. Increase in sown area
Between 1928 and 1958 the total sown area increased from 113

to about 195 million hectares or by 82 million hectares (73 percent).
Approximately 14 to 15 million hectares of the increase was due to
the acquisition of new territories, thus the increase in sown area due
to the agricultural activities of the Soviet Union conies to 68 million
hectares or 60 percent. Even if the yields of the sown crops had
remained constant as the sown area was extended into the drier
areas, as was the case, this does not mean that agricultural output
would have increased in the same proportion as the change in sown
area. If one assumned that all of the increase in sown area had been
devoted to grain or feed crops and that the sole objective were to
increase the feed supply, the increase in feed supply due to increasing
the sown area by 62 million hectares might have been from 40 to 50
million tons of feed units. This may be compared to the 35-million-
ton reduction in estimated feed requirements for horses between
1928 and 1958 and a total estimated feed requirement of about 200
million tons in 1958. Of course, a large fraction of the additional
sown area was used to produce grain for human consumption and to
increase the area of industrial crops. The total increase in feed used
between 1928 and 1958, including that derived from pasture and
assuming constant feed requirements, was about 20 million tons of
feed units.

S. Increase in crop yields
A factor, which was relatively unimportant prior to 1955, has been

increased crop yields per hectare. Grain yields in the 4-year period
1926-29 may have averaged about 7.9 centuers per hectare; the
average yield for 1949-53 was 7.7 centners. During 1955-58, if
we accept the official production data, the average yield was about
9.5 centners. The shift in the location of grain production should
have reduced yields by a little more than a half centner, implying a
real increase in the grain yield of about 20 to 25 percent since the
late twenties. In the case of cotton and sugar beets yield increases
have been greater than for grains.

1 See see. E below fur estimates of feed requirementS.
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4. Increases in.labor intensive crops
A fourth factor has been the increase in the relative importance of

the labor intensive industrial crops, especially cotton and sugar beets.
These crops normally have a relatively high value per unit of land.
With the very great amount of labor available and the great emphasis
that has been placed upon autarchy, the expansion of the industrial
crops was not an unexpected development. As noted earlier, the

. share of the industrial crops in net agricultural output increased from
7.7 percent in 1928 to 15.5 percent in 1957. The percentage of the
total sown area for the industrial crops for which we have made

- estimates of output actually declined from 7.7 to 6.1 percent between
1928 and 1957.20

The following tabulation presents data on changes in sown area for
* the crops included in our estimates of output and changes in the
* value of gross output (in 1926-27 prices) of the same crops, total and

average per hectare, for 1928 and 1955-57:

1928 1955-57

Total:
Area of included crops (million hectares) - -107.6 149. 7
Total output of included crops (billion rubles) - -. 5 11.3
Output per hectare (rubles). : -- ------------------------- 60. 3 75. 3
Index, output per hectare -------------------------- 100. 0 124. 9

Grain, potatoes; and vegetables:
Area (million hectares) ---------------- 99.9 137. 9
Output (billion rubles) --- 5. 9 9.3
Output per hectare (rubles) -- 58.8 7. 3
Index, output per hectare -- 1004------:----------------- .0 114.4

Industrial crops:
Area (million hectares) ---- - 7.71 11. 8
Output (billion rubles) ----------------------------------- .61 1. 99
Output per hectare (rubles) -- 79.1 168. 6
Index, output per hectare ----- 100. 0 213.1

The output per hectare of the crops included increased 24.9 percent
between 1928 and 1955-57.21 The increase in output per hectare for
grains, potatoes and vegetables was only 14.4 percent, while the in-
crease for the industrial crops was 113.1 percent. While a consid-
erable part of the increase in the output of industrial crops per hectare
has been due to the increased importance of irrigation, it is neverthe-
less true that a significant part of the increase in total output of crops
was due to the greater emphasis given to industrial crops which use
a relatively small part of the total sown area.
5. Increase in livestock output per unit offeed

While there has been some increase in output of livestock products
per unit of feed, it'is very difficult to say how important this factor
has been. Undoubtedly livestock are better housed today than they
were during the thirties or in the period after the last war. Whether
they are better housed than during the twenties is a moot point. But
milk represents one instance in which the ratio of output to feed intake
must have increased. For a cow that produces only 1,000 kilograms

" This statement may be somewhat misleading in the sense that a much larger fraction of the Industrial
crops was grown on irrigated land in 1957 than in 1928.

21 A similar measure for the United States indicates an increase in crop yields per acre of 56.4 percent for
the same years. See U.S. Department of Agriculture, Major Statistical Series of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, vol. 2 Agriculture Handbook No. 118,1957, p. 50, and Crop Production, 1958 Annual Summary
(Dec. 17, 1958), p. 49. The index of yields per harvested acre for 18 field crops was used. The estimates for
the Soviet Union are based on official Soviet data, which we believe are somewhat too high for the grain
crops for 1955-57.
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of milk per year, at least three-fourths of the feed is required for
nairntenlanlce. But if the milk yield increases to 1,500 kilograms, only

two-thirds of the feed is required for maintenance. On the basis of
the net production of milk that we have assuimed, the feed require-
ments per kilogram of milk declined from somewhat more than 1.9
feed units in 1928 to less than 1.5 in 1958. There is little reason to
believe that there has been much change in feeding efficiency for other
livestock products, except for pork. The increase in the availability
of feed grains in the last 2 or 3 years may have resulted in some reduc-
tion in the amount of feed required per centner of pork.

6. The corn program and the feed supply
A final factor must be commented upon because of the great im-

portance'that Khrushchev has attached to it, namely- the corn pro-
gram. In 1955 it was announced that the corn area was to be

expanded to 28 million hectares by 1960. This represented an in-
crease of about 24 million hectares. The maximum area thus far
realized was 23.9 million hectares in 1956. In 1958 the total corn
area %sas 19.7 million hectares, of which 4.4 million hectares was
harvested as dry grain, 3.7 million liectares in the milk-wax stage,
and 9.6 million hectares of silage.2 2 The rernaining 5.9 million
hectiu'es was harvested as green feed. The total grain equivalent of
corn wvas reported as 16.2 million tons, indicating an average yield of
20 centuers of corn grain per hectare. Since the gross yield of all
other grains wits only 10.8 centners per hectare, it would appear that
the expansion of the corn area had indeed been a considerable success.
But it should be remembered that corn is grown for grai n in precisely
the areas where other grains g Yive ields substantially above the
national average. Approximately three-fourths of all the corn har-
vested for grainl is in three areas-the UJkraine. Moldavia, and the
K iban. Data are available that allow us to estimate the official
absolute yields for corn and for all wheat ill the Ukraine for 1950-55
and 1958. The unweiTilted average yields for this 7-year period
were 14.7 centners for corn and 12.9 for wheat.2 3 This is a difference
of lI lpercwlt. In 1958 the corn yield was about 30 percent greater
than tile wheat yield, but in 1953 and 1954 corn vielded slightly less
than wheat. One obvious advanitat c of corn should be noted;
namely, that its seed requirement is at least 1.25 centners per liectare
less than for wheat, oats, barley, and rve. Thus even if the harvested
yield of corn were the same as for whent, the amount of grain available
for feed vould be greater in the case of corn.

The major net contribution that corn has made to the feed supply
has net been thle g-rain, but the silagea anrd the green feed. And even
here the contribution has not been so mnuch thre increase ill total
quantity of feed, as conventionally measured, but through improve-
nicl t inl the quality of the available feed and a changre in the seasonal
distribution of feed. The available lat a indicate that the vast
majoritv of the cattle in the Soviet Union receive rerv little grain.
In 1956 the average grain fed in the collective farmns to all cattle
(converted to a basis of an adult milk cow) was 180 kilograms; in the

H N. Khrushchev, Pravda, Dec. 21, 1958. The 9.6 million hectares of siage Include.3 the 3.7 million heo-
tares of corn harvested in the milk-wax stage.

s3 Estimated from data given in Pravda, MCtay 12. 1959, "Ekonmioika Selskogo Khozlaistva," No. 2, 1959,
pp. 2.5, 28, and 29, and "Narodne Oosfxx1arstvo Ukrainskol R.S.R. Statisticilii Sbornik," Kiev, 1957,
pp. 101 and 119.
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United States approximately 775 kilograms were fed.24 The roughage
available in the Soviet Union while reasonably adequate in amount,
is of very poor quality. Over half consists of materials other than
hay, primarily straw and chaff. And most of the hay is what we would
call wild hay, which is relatively low in protein and has a relatively
low net energy value. Silage has represented a valuable addition
to a feed ration of so little intrinsic merit. Morrison reports experi-
ments that indicate that corn silage added to a ration roughly com-
parable to that described above resulted in an increase in butterfat
production per cow of about 50 percent. 2 5

The other value of corn is as a source of green feed during the
middle and late summer montbs when the pastures provide rela-
tively little feed. Available data on the distribution of milk deliveries
indicate that the production of milk declined rapidly after the flush
pasture feeding period of spring and early summer. Once the milk
flow is reduced, increased feeding at a period later does little to regain
the original flow. The availability of immature corn, fed directly from
the field, has undoubtedly maintained the milk flow at a relatively
high rate for a longer period than was the case in the past.

The corn silage yields, as estimated from production and area data,
are hardly spectacular. The average annual yields for the years 1955
through 1958 did not exceed the following amounts (tons per hectare):
6.6, 7.5, 8.1, and 11.2. The yields may have been a quarter or more
less than this, since the stalks and leaves from the corn harvested in
the milk-wax stage is also put in silos. Most of the corn that is put
in silos has apparently not ripened to the milk-wax stage, which results.
in a considerably lower feed value per ton than would be true of silage
prepared in the United States.

E. OVERTAKE THE UNITED STATES IN THE PER CAPITA OUTPUT OF
BUTTER, MILK, AND MEAT

1. The statement of the objective
A little more than 2 years ago Nikita Khrushchev announced a

campaign to overtake the United States in the per capita output of
butter, milk, and meat. The goal was announced in the following
manner:

The successes achieved in agriculture and the excellent prospects for its de-
velopment permit us to set and accomplish a task which is of great importance
for the state: to catch up with the United States in the near future in per capita
production of meat, butter, and milk.26

In the case of milk and meat, he defined what was meant by the
"near future":

In 1957 we will already have as much butter or even a little more than the
United States had in 1956. This means that we will have a total amount of butter
that is equal to or greater than the amount produced in the United States. But
because our population is bigger than that of the United States we will have to
make an effort. In per capita production of milk we cannot only catch up with
the United States but even surpass it as early as 1958.

24 Soviet Union data from "Selskoe Khozyaistvo v S.S.S.R." p. 327. Data for United States from R. D.
Jennings, "Consumption of Feed by Livestock, 1909-56," USDA. Prod. Res. Rept. No. 21, pp. 95, 97-9&
and 64. U.S. data relate only to dairy cattle, including heifers and calves.

2S F. B. Morrison, "Feeds and Feeding" (Ithaca, 1943), 20th ed., pp. 547-548.
25 Pravda, May 24,1957.
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With respect to meat:
* * * we can surpass the United States in per capita meat production by 1960.

But it will not be a tragedy by any means if for some reason we are not able to
surpass America in meat production byv 1900. We can permit some postpone-
ment. It would not be bad if we accomplished this task in 1961.

This particular propaganda drive has a number of interesting as-
pects. First, in announcing the goal of overtaking the United States,
Khrushchev revealed to the Russian population the very great dis-
parity between the per capita outputs of livestock products in the
two nations, especially in the case of meat. The following figures on
annual per capita production for 1956 were given: meat, U.S.S.R.,
32.3, and United States, 102.3 kilograms: mi lk, U.S.S.R., 215. and
United States, 343 kilograms; and factory butter, U.S.S.R., 2.8, and
United States, 3.8 kilograms.27

Second, despite Khrushchev's great confidence, neither the milk
nor butter goals were achieved in 1958. The per capita output of
factory butter in 1958 was 3.2 kilograms and total production per
capita was '3.8 kilograms. 2 8 The per capita production of milk ac-
cepting the official figures was less than 280 kilograms or significantly
less than the U.S. level.29

Third, in announcing the program Khrushchev indicated that he
had disregarded the advice of the economists who had said that it
would not be possible to surpass the United States in per capita live-
stock production before 1975. In a most sarcastic fashion, Khrushchev
sdid: 30

In connection with the task before us I want to tell vou about one fact. After
talking to the collective farmers and the state farm and machine and tractor
station officials, and getting to know their pledges, the idea of catching up with
the United States in the near future in per capita production of meat, milk, and
butter arose, and T asked the economists to present estimates of when we could
catch up to America in the production of these items.

I shall tell you a secret. They handed me a signed paper, as Mikhlkov writes
in his verse fable in Pravda of May 22 and stamped it with a seal. On that piece
of paper was written: We can increase meat production by 220 percent and catch
up with the United States in 1975. Excuse mne, comrade economists, if I rub a
little salt in your wounds.

The evidence available to this point indicates that the economists
he so strongly ridiculed are much more likely to be correct than
Khrusheliv.

2. Khrushchev's admission of inability to achieve meat goal
Finally, in announcing the goals of the new 7-year plan (1959-65),

it has been admitted that there is no chance of catching up with the
United States in meat production by 1960 or 1961. The meat produc-
tion goal for 1965 has been set at 16 million tons, substantially less
than the 20 or 21 million tons required for the 1956 population of 200
million. This admission of failure has had no apparent, repercussion.s,
which is perhaps not altogether unexpected since the agricultural out-
put goals of the 5-year plans or other agricultural programs have sel-
domn been inet in the past. Yet this failure, which is so typical in the

7 Pravda, 'May 24. 1957, If home production of hatter Is included, per capita production was 3.36 in
the C U.S.&1. and 4.20 in the Unitcd States.

21 "Vestnik Statistiki," 1959. No. 3. p. 94.
" Ass'ming a population of 206,500,000 for 1958 and total milk production of 57,.00,000 tons. U.S. per

capita production of inilk dIeclined 12 kilograms btetieeu 1956 and 1953. It ruay be noted that total and
per capita production of butter has declined significantly during the rast two decades. During 1935-39
per capi fta batter production was 7.7 kilograms. For U.S. data, see the National Food Situation, April
1959. pp. 4 and 22.
$ Pravda Mlay 24, 1057.
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agricultural area, should warn observers that the announcement and
achievement of an agricultural output goal are not quite the same
thing."

S. Comparisons of livestock output and numbers, Soviet Union and
United States

Before attempting to evaluate the possibilities of the Soviet Union
eventually overtaking the United States in per capita output of meat
and milk, we shall present certain information on the long-run relation
between the meat and milk output of the two nations. What many
people forget, and what Khrushchev certainly falls to remind us, is
that Russia, prior to the revolution was a major livestock-producing
nation, second only to the United States. If cutput on comparable
territory is used for comparison, the output of meat in 1958 for the
Soviet Union was a smaller percentage of the 1958 United States
meat output than in 1913. In 1913, on present territory, meat output
in the Soviet Union was 58.1 percent of the United States level; in
1958, 48.0 percent. Actually the present level of Soviet output com-
pared to ours is at a lower level than that achieved by the millions
of peasant farms in 1928. It was not until 1952 that the absolute
level of meat output reached the 1928 output.

With respect to milk output, we are somewhat less certain concern-
ing the long-term relationship between the output of the two countries.
In table 13, we have presented two milk series, one defined as gross
output and the other as net milk output. Net milk output excludes
all milk fed to calves that has been included in the gross output series.
This involves a relatively minor adjustment for the United States,
but a substantial adjustment for the Soviet Union. Roughly speaking
it would appear that the Soviet Union, by 1958, had roughly regained
the same position relative to the United States that existed in 1913.

In table 14 data are presented on the size of the livestock herds of
the Soviet Union and the United States. In 1916 there were sub-
stantially more sheep and goats and horses in Russia than in the
United States. There were considerably more hogs in the United
States, but the disparity in cattle was relatively small. By 1959 the
number of hogs in the Soviet Union had risen significantly relative to
the United States and the same is true for the number of sheep and
goats. The total number of cattle declined from 87 percent of the
U.S. level in 1916 to 73 percent in 1959. It may be noted that the
number of cows milked was probably greater in the Soviet Union on
all three dates, since almost all their cows are milked while a large
proportion of cows in the United States are of beef breeds and are not
milked.

St Khrushchev, in discussing the 1959-65 plan goals, did feel it desirable to explain the reasons for the dis-
crepancy between the 1965 meat goal and the overtake the United States objective. His explanation was
as follows:

"Now to turn to our plans and potentialities for increasing meat production. In 1958 the Soviet Unlon
produced 38 kilograms of meat per capita; in the United States the anticipated figure was approximately
194 kilograms. In order to overtake the United States in per capita meat production we must increase gross
meat products to 20 million to 21 million tons. Our country now produces about 8 million tons and 16
million tons are scheduled for production in 1965.

"From this it ls clear that the meat production assignments laid down by the control figures are below
the level required to catch up with the United States in this commodity. But this by no means signifies
that our country has no chance of raising meat production to 20 million to 21 million tons."

"Thus, while not raising the state's planned assignment to 20 million to 21 million tons of meat, which
would strain the plan, we must at the same time not inhibit but encourage the initiative of the leading in-
dividuals who launched the movement to catch up with the United States in a short time in per capita
output of meat and other livestock products" (Pravda, Dec. 16, 1959).
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TABLE 12.-Meat production, Sotiet Union and United States, 1913-5S, selected
years I

Million metric tons, Soviet Million metric tons, Soviet
slaughter weight Union- slaughter weight Union

__________________ U nited __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ U nit d
States States

Soviet United (percent) Soviet United (percent)
Unlon' 3 States 3 Union 3 Sta tes a

1913 * 4.03 8.50 47.6 152 -5.17 14.37 36.0
1913. . 4.94 8. 90 5.81 1953 -5.82 15.00 38.8
1928 4 4 90 9 94 49.3 1954 -6.28 15. 3S 40.8
1940 4........ 3. 88 11.40 34.0 1955- 6.32 16.24 38. 9
1940 -4.70 11.40 41.2 1956 --- . 6.60 17.22 38.3
1950 --------- 4. 87 13. 01 35.8 1957 -7.37 16 70 44.1
1951 -4.67 13.79 33.9 1959 -7.85 16.34 4890

I Sources: Soviet Unlon, appendix table 2, United States, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Livestock
and Meat Statistics, 1957, Statistical Bulletin No. 230, July 1958, p. 140; Supplement for 19.54 to Consunsfr
tton of Food in the United States, 190}-52, Agriculture Ifandbook No. 62, October 19S5, pp. 67. 171-172,
National Food Situation, April t959, p. 22; Agricultural Statistics, 1257, pp. 500 and 509, and Thi Livestock
and Nfeat Situation, May 1959, p. 36.

' nucludes all animl~ fate and offal. This series ofslaugbter weIghtis not directly comparable to the series
for the United States.

' Includes lard and edible offal, but does not iuclude tallow. In 1956 the United States produced 1,480,000
tons of tallow and inedible greases. These fats are apparently included In the Soviet ata_ All poultry
meats are on a ready-to-cook basis, with a dressing percentage of 75; poultry meat inl Soviet calculations
probably basedt on go perrent yield. If Soviet definitions and conventtons were followed for the United
States for 1956, for example, the U.S. meat output would have bcen at least 19,140,000 tons and perhaps as -
much as 20,9023,000 tons. The percentage increase wnsld have been at least 1I percent and perhaps 2- per-
cent. IThe smaller Increase reflects only the ditierence In percentage yield of offal products, the larger In-
crease reflects the diflerence in offal ansd the inclusion of tallow and greases In the tU.S. data.

' Territory as of boundaries prior to Sept. 17, 1939 all other data for present territory.

TABLE 13.-Afilk production, Soviet Union and United States, 191S, 1928, 1940,
1950-68 '

(;ross output ' Net output '

Soviet Soviet
Soviet United Union- Soviet Uinited Unionv
Union States United Union States United

States States

Mfillios Millio Milion Nfiuiorn
metric teoa metric te7 Perce80t metric tons metric 129 s }ercer t

1913'4-------- 24.9 30. 7 90. 8 21. 4 29. 4 72. 8
1913 -29.4 30. 7 95. 8 25. 5 29.4 86. 7
1928' 31.0 43.5 71.3 27.0 42.2 64.0
19404'.- . _ -- 26. 6 411. 6 3. 6 23. 3 4S.2 48.3
1940 _-------- 33.6 49 6 67.7 27.6 48.2 57.3
1950 - ---- 35. 3 52.9 6. 7 26.5 51.4 51.6
195 --------- 36. 2 52.0 69.2 27. 3 50. 4 54. 2
1952 - 35 7 52. 0 698 6 276.8 0.5 53.1
1953 -36. 5 54. 5 67. 0 27. 6 53.0 92.1
1954 . 38.2 55.4 69.0 28.9 53. 9 53. 6
1955 -. - - 43.0 55.8 77.1 33.3 54. 3 61. 3
1956 49. 1 57.0 8. 1 38. 9 55.5 70.1
1957 -54. 8 57.1 959 8 43 9 55. 6 79. 0
1958 ---- - 57. 8 56.8 101.8 46.5 55 3 84.1

Sources: Soviet Union: appendix tables 2. 3. and 4. United States: D. R. Jellsiugs, "Consumption of
Feed by Livestock, 1919-56"; U.S. Departuient of Agriculture, Prod. Res. Rept. No. 21. ip. 77; and the
National lood Situatioin, April 159, p. 22.

' tle orted total milk production; Soviet Union data apparently include an estimate of aniount of milk
Bucked by calves; U.S. data do not.

3 Net outpit data represelnts total milk production nunus quantity of whole nilk fed to calves. United
States data for 1913 and 1957 and 1958 estimated by wvriters. For Soviet Union data, see appendix table 4
except that 1913 estimated on basis of cow numbers for 1916.

' Territory as of boundaries prior to Scpt. 17, 1939; ail other data for present territory.
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FYABLE 14.-Livestock numbers, Soviet Union and United States, 1916, 1928, and
1959 1

[Millions of head]

1916 1928 1919 1916 1928 199

Soviet Union: I United States:
Cattle, all - 58.4 66.8 70.8 Cattle, al -67.4 57.3 96.9

Cows -28.8 S3. 2 33.3 Cows, all - 33.0 31.1 47. 2
Hogs - 23.0 27. 7 48.5 Milk cows - 21.2 22 2 21.6
Sheep and goats - 96.3 114.6 '138.6 Hogs -60.6 61.9 57. 2
Horses --------- 38.2 36.1 4 11.8 Sheep and goats----42.'0 49.'0 31.6

1 Horses and mules.---. 21.3 14. 8 3. 1

l Soviet Union data, see appendix table 2; U.S. data, U.S. Department of Agriculture, "Agricultural
Statistics," 1957, pp. 388-389, 371-372, 403-404, 428-440, and "The Livestock and Meat Situation," March
1959, p. 5. Goat numbers estimated for 1959.

3 All data refer to present territory.
a The number of sheep was 129,000,000; number of goats estimated to be 9,600,000. The number Jan. 1,

1918, was 9,900,000.
4 The number ot horses on Jan. 1, 19.58, was 11,900,000; 1919 estimated.
NOTE.-Numbers are for Jan. 1 of each year.

4. Feed requirements
The major question concerning the feasibility of achieving either

the objectives of the 1965 plan or of catching up with the United
States in per capita production is that of the feed supply. While
the labor inputs in livestock production are fantastically high com-
pared to the United States, it is probably safe to assume that over a
period of a decade that sufficient labor savings could be achieved to
permit the production of the required output.

Data on the feed supply of the Soviet Union are extremely sketchy.
While estimates for the late twenties have been published, no esti-
mates covering all feed users for a more recent period have come to
our attention. Khrushchev in his 1955 speech on livestock produc-
tion provided estimates of the feed supply for 1953. However, these
estimates were stated to pertain only to production in the socialized
sector. While most of the feed is undoubtedly produced in the social-
ized sector, significant amounts of potatoes produced on private plots
are apparently fed to livestock. While much of the feed for the
private livestock owned by collective farm members and state farm
workers come from the collective and state farms, we have little
knowledge concerning the source of feed for the several million head
of livestock owned by urban dwellers. One source was apparently the
purchase of bread, but efforts have been made to stop such a use.
Some of the relatively small amount of grain sold on the collective
farm market is probably also used for privately owned livestock.

For present purposes, given the scanty and contradictory evidence
on feed supplies, the most accurate indication of feed used may be
estimates of the probable amount of feed required to produce the
livestock output. At least this technique is accurate enough to give
a reasonable indication of the magnitude of the necessary increase in
feed availability if the Soviet Union is to overtake the United States
in per capita production of meat and milk. The feed requirements
used have been derived from Soviet sources. The results have been
checked by the use of estimated feed requirements per unit of various
kinds of livestock output in the United States. While there are
differences for individual products, the total feed requirements are
very similar. It is probable that the feed requirements used somewhat
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underestimate the actual feed consumed. The Soviet feed require-
ments have apparently been derived from experimental results and
probably have not been duplicated under farm conditions.

The estimated feed requirements for specified years from 1928
through 1958 are of some interest since they indicate that until the
past year there has been onlV a verv small increase in the total feed
supply. The increased olutput of livcstock products for human con-
sum Ption has primarily been due to the decline in the horse population.
W-hile the total feed requirements for 1928 and 1956 were almost iden-
tical, the amount required for livestock products increased from 122
to 158 mnillion tons of feed units. There was an increase in feed of
about 10 percent between 1956 and 1958. The 1958 feed supply was
derived primarily from 1957 crop production; the feed supply avail-
able for 1959 is significantly greater than it was in 1958.

In estimating the feed requirements for the goal of overtaking the
United States in per capita prod uction, we have assumed a population
of 230 million, At the current absolute rate of population increase,
this level of population should be reached about 1964 or 1965. We
have assumed the 1956 level of per capita consumption in the United
States and in order to estimate total feed requirements, we have used
the 1965 goal for egg production (37 billion eggs).3 2

The total feed requirements, including pasture, to overtake the
United States amount to 385 million tons of feed units.3 3 The esti-
mated requirements for 1958 are 199 million toils. According to this
method of estimation, it will require alumiost a doubling of the total feed
supply from the 1958 level of utilization in order to reach the goal of
overtaking the 1956 U.S. levels of per capita production of milk and
meat.

TABLE 15.-Estimated feed requirements, Soviet Union, selected years, 1928-58S

Other (million tons of charge feed units)

Hlorses Total
Htogs Milk ' Live- Inven. Total

stock tory

1928-1-. --------------- 13.1 59. 1 49.9 0 122.1 57.8 109.91950 - 12.4 50.8 51.7 .7 115. 6 22 9 138.61953 - 9.8 60.9 54.0 6.3 131.0 27.6 158.51956 - 23.3 61.8 60.6 12.6 158.3 23.4 181.71958 - 25.8 71.2 67.8 10.5 178.3 21.4 199.7

Method of estimatlon: Hogs, live weight produced multiplied by 6.3 feed units per unit of production;milk, beginning of year number of cows multiplied by 1,460 feed units plus net milk production multipliedby 0.6 feed units: other meat than pork, live weight produced multiplied bv 7.7 feed units per unit of produc-tion; eggs, number produced multiplied by 0.36 feed units; inventory change I ive weight multiplied by7 feed units per upist of output; horses beginning of year numbers multiplied by 1,800 feed units. Sourcesof feed requirements: V. S. Nemebinov, "Economic Problems of Livestoek Develomnoent,' Voprosyekonoulki, 1953. No. 2, p. 18, for beef, pork, poultry, eggs and mutton and 1. S. Popov, kormovye uormyiKorulovye iTablitsy, Moscow, 195, 13th ed., pp 6 and 21.
' Milk production includes mnik production from all sources; milk output differs from gross output inappendix table 2, due to subtraction of 250 kilograms per calf for the years 1950-58.
'a This goal implies a per capita production of about 160 eggs compared to 391 in the United Status in 1956.u We have assumed that the horse population would decline from about 11 million in 19358 to 6 rnilton.An estimate made in a Soviet publication indicates that the goal of catching up with the United States wouldrequire over 500 :niliion tons of feed units. Of this amount, 125 to 150 million tons would come from con-centrates 100 to i23 million tons from hay and other coarse fodder, 83 to 100 mIllion tons from sliage. potatoesand rutlons, and 185 to 200 million from pasture and green feed. See "Selskoe Kihoziaibtvo S.S.S.R.,'Moscow, 1958, p. 154.
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5. Possibilities of increasing feed supply
Can this additional amount of feed be produced? Obviously no

one knows for certain, but the magnitude of the task is an enormous
one. Several points may be made, which taken together indicate that
the Soviet Union is likely to fall considerably short of producing the
required amount of feed. First, despite the large geographic area of
the Soviet Union, the pasture resources are quite limited. The pas-
ture area in farms is estimated at 212,434,100 hectares.3 4 Excluding
the tundra, the Botanical Institute of the Academy of Science esti-
mates that there are about 300 million hectares of pastureland with
an average yield, converted into hay equivalent, of 4.3 centners per
hectare.35 According to these estimates the total feed units produced
by the pastures does not exceed 65 million tons.3 6 Consequently
almost all of the increase in feed supply must come from other sources.

Second, the productivity of the land now in meadows or wild hay
can probably be increased substantially. In 1956 the yield of mead-
ows harvested on the collective farms was estimated at 0.28 tons of
feed units per hectare or perhaps 0.8 tons of actual hay per acre.37

The Botanical Institute implies a hay yield from meadows of 1.27
tons per hectare, but this is apparently a potential rather than an
actual yield."' Accepting it as a potential yield, a doubling of meadow
hay is implied. This is probably not unreasonable, since the yield
of meadow hay is now apparently substantially below the level ob-
tained by peasants in the late twenties.3 9 But a doubling of output
per hectare would not add more than 15 million tons of feed units.

Third, at least 80 percent of the increased feed supply must come
from additional concentrates, potatoes, and the output from the sown
fodder area. In 1956 the sown fodder area, excepting grain and
potatoes, was about 42 million hectares. This includes the silage
crops, including corn grown for silage, the hay from sown grasses and

-the sown area used for green feed. --Unless the meadows are plowed
up, the sown fodder area is unlikely to increase significantly in the
next few vears. It could do so only at the expense of the grain area
and the 1965 plan apparently implies no reduction in the grain area.
In 1956, a very good year climatically, the average yield of fodder
crops per hectare was estimated to be 0.93 ton of feed units.40 Even
if this yield is increased by more than 50 percent, to 1.5 tons of feed
units per hectare, the total contribution to the feed supply would, be
about 25 million tons.

The above estimates indicate that increased or more effective utiliza-
tion of meadows plus a substantial increase in the yield of sown fodder
crops, other than grains or potatoes, might result in an increased
output of 40 million tons of feed units. This is a substantial increase
(about 20 percent of the estimated feed use for 1958), but it falls far
short of a required increase compared to 1958 of about 185 million

34 Ibid., p. 120.
P5 See L. V. Larin, "Osnovnye Voprosy Sozdania Ustoichivoi Kormovoi Bazy v S.SS..R.," Moscow, 1908,

3zExcluding tundra pasture. We have assumed a feed unit value of the hay equivalent derived from pas-
tureofil.5centners offeed units percentnerofhay. Ourestimatesoftherelation between feed requirements
and feed availability for a number of years (1928, 1953, 1956. 1958) Indicate a resldualjof about 60 to 70 mil-
lion tons of feed units that must have come from pasture plus the pasturing of growing crops and harvested
fieldsplus other sources not accounted for. Since not all of the pasture area is now being fully utilized, the
two sets of estimates seem to be roughly consistent.

37 "Ekonomika Selskogo Khozyiaistva," 1958, No. 6, p. 73.
88 Larin, ibid.
88 N. Jasny, "The Socialized Agriculture of the U.S.S.R.," Stanford, 1949, p. 615. Meadow hay yields of

13.4 and 11.3 ceutners per hectare were reported for 1928 and 1929, respectively.
'5" Ekonomika Selskogo Khozyiaistva," 1958, No. 6, p. 73.
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tons. The additional amount of 145 million tons must come from
additional feeding of concentrates and potatoes, primarily from grains.
The 1965 plan goals call for feeding 85 to 90 million tons of conceni-
trates (out of a gloss grain harvest of 164 to 180 million tons) and
approximllately double the amount of potatoes fed in 1957. Com-
pared to the last 3 or 4 years, these goals imply an increase in feed
units of about 70 million tons or only a lhalf of the additional amount
required.

There is admittedly a great deal of conjecture and speculation in
the above appraisal of the possibilities cf the U.S.S.R. overtaking the
United States in the per capita production of meat and milk.4 ' But
even when fairly startling increases in yields are assumed, there re-
mains a considerable short fall in the available feed snpply. On the
basis of our interpretation of the possible situation over the next few
years, Khrushcehev's economists had a more adequate understanding
of the potentialities of socialist agriculture than did Khrushchev.

F. PROGRESS DURING SIXTII 5-YEAR PLAN

There can be no question that the grrowth of agricultural output in
the Soviet Union has been at a rather rapid rate in recent years. The
increases in production that have been achieved, however, generally
fall substantially short of the increases that would have been required
for the period 1956-60 if the agricultLural goals of the sixth 5-year plan
were to be achieved. In the past, there has generally been little cor-
respondence between agricultural goals and achievement for any cf
the plan periods and we also noted that it was quite clear that the
goals of the catching up with the U.S. program have not and will not
be met on schedule, if at all. Nevertheless, it is instructive to corn-
pare the performance of Soviet agriculture for thbe period 1956-58 with
the performance that would have been required to meet :the 1960 plan
goals. In the table below, we have simply compared the annural in-
crease in outplut that would have been required--between 1955 and
1960 if the Output goal were to be met. For example, the annual
increase in meat output required wvas 1.27 million tons (6.35 million
tons divided by 5 years). The actual annual increase during the
3 years, 1956, 1957, and 1958 over 1955 was 0.51 million ton or only
40 percent of the required rate of annual increase. In other words,
the annual increase in output envisaged in the plan was 250 perceit
greater than that actually achieved.

it The Soviet Union can equal or exceed the United States per capita level of milk output, and may well
do so within the next 5 years.
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TABLE 16.-Comparison of average annual increase in production of agricultural
.products, 1966-68, with increases required to achieve goals of 6th 6-year plan

Output I Average annual increase Percent
Product 1960 goal actual of

I I ~~~~~~~~~~~required
1955 1958 1956-i8 fPlan period

Million metric tons

Meat --------------------- 6.32 7.9 12.7 0.51 1.27 40
Milk -43.2 57.8 84.2 4.86 8.20- 59
Grain - ------------ 107.0 139.4 180.0 10.7 14.6 73
Cotton- 398 4. 4 6.2 .17 .44 38
Potatoes------- -68.4 86.i 126.5 5.9 i. 645
Sugar beets----------- 30. 7 54.1 47.2 7.8 5.3 147
Vegetables -13.0 14.3 28.3 .5 3.1 16
Wool -. 26 .32 .47 .02 .04 52

Billion units

Eggs --- ----- -------- 18.0 23.5 46.7 1-8 5.7 31

I All output data are official gross output data without adjustment; the 1960 goals based on percentage
increases given in Pravda, Feb. 26, 1956, except that the grain goal was specifically stated to be 180,000,000
tons.

The relative degree of attainment of the goals ranges from 16 to 147
percent. The first is for vegetables; the latter is for sugar beets. The
relatively high degree of attainment for grain-73 percent-was
undoubtedly due to the very favorable growing conditions in 1958.
The 1957 output of grain, as officially reported, was slightly less than
the 1955 output. It should be noted that if inventory change in the
livestock herds is included, the actual increase in meat output was
about 50 percent of the increase required to achieve the 1960 goal.

APPENDIX TABLE 1.-Area sown to crops, 1913-59, selected years, Soviet Union I
[Milion hectares]

1913

Present Pm- 1925 1926 1927 1928 1929 1930 1931
bound- 1939
.aries bound-

aries

Total -118. 2 1105.0

Grain total

Spring wheat
Winter wheat
Rye
Millet, buckwheat, and

legumes
Oats
Barley - --------
Corn

Industrial total

Sunflower seed
Sugar beet
Cotton .
Flax for fiber

104.3 110.3 112.4 113.0 118.0 127.2 136.3

104.6 94.4 87.3 93.7 94.7 92.2 96.0 101.8 104.4

24. 7 24.3 17.0 20.4 20. 6 21.6 23. 2 23.7 25. 6
8.3 7.8 7.9 9.6 10.7 6.2 6.6 10.1 11.3

28. 2 23.8 28.8 28. 5 27.3 24.6 24.9 28.9 27. 6

7.3 7.2 10.9 10.1 8.6 10.8 10.8 10.1 11.5
19.1 16. 9 12.8 15.3 17.9 17.2 18. 9 17.9 17. 5
13.3 11.5 6.5 7.4 6.9 7.3 8.1 7.4 6.9
2.2 1.4 3.4 3.0 4.5 4.5 3.5 3.7 4.0

4.9 4.55 7.17 6.66 7.29 8.62 8.84 9.56 14.08

.98 .97 3.10 2.59 2.83 3.90 3.62 * 3.39 4.57

.68 .65 .53 .54 .66 .77 .77 1.04 1.39

.69 .69 .59 .65 .80 .97 1.06 1.58 2.14
1.25 1.01 1.27 1.27 1.20 1.36 1.63 1.75 2.39

See footnote at end of table, p. 230.
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APPENDIx TABL.E 1.-Area sown to crops, 191S-59, selected years, Soviet Union '-
Continued

Total garden .

Potatoes -
Vegetahles -- ---
Melons .

Grasses .

Annual -. --
Perennial
Silage .--

1913

Present Pre-
bound- 1939
aries bound-

aries

5.1 3.82

1925 192 1927 1928

7. 68

1929 1930

7.64 7.97

1931

9.06

4.2 3. 0G 5.02 5.21 5 46 | .68 56 9 5.73 5.17
.6 .49- .- so 1 1. 1 1.99
.3 .20 ------- -- --- --- - 21.2 1 1.5 1 1. 6 .90

3. 3 2.05 - 3. 87 . .

.8
2. 5

.60
1. 45

.72

.85
1.10
.05

.91
1.78

1.16
2.40

1. 47
3.15

2.02
3.94

.17

3.28
4 13

.76

1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 1937 1938 1940 1950

Total -.... .. - 134. 4 129. 7 1315 132 8 133. 8 135.3 136.9 150.4 146.3

Grain total - 99.7 101. 6 104.7 103.4 102.4 104. 4 102.4 110.5 102.9

Spring wheat -22. 7 722.4 24. 4 24. 6 25. 9 27.1 28.9 26.0 26.0
Winter wheat - - 11. 8 10.8 10.8 12.4 13.1 14.3 14.8 14.3 12.5
Rye -------------------- 26.2 25.4 24.0 23.5 21.8 23.0 21.4 23.1 23.6
Millet, buckwheat, and

legumes - - 11.5 13.1 131 10 5 93s 9.2 8 5 10 4 8.8
Oats. - - 15 4 16 7 18 0 18 3 18.1 17.6 17.9 20.2 10.2
Barley. ----- ---------- 6 8 6.9 S.1 8.3 s.6 8.6 8.5 11.3 8.6
Corn: 3.7 4.0 3.7 3.2 3.1 2.8 2.6 3.6 4.8

Industrial total -14.88 11. 98 10.72 10.64 10.83 11.15 10.968 11.8 12. 23

Sunflower seed - 31 3.96 3 60 3.31 04 1a 3. 2s 3.14 3.54 3.59
Sugar beet ---- 1. 54 1. 21 1.18 5 23 1.26 1.19 1.18 1. 23 1.31
Cotton -2.17 2.05 1.94 1.95 2.03 2.09 2. 08 2 08 2.32
Flax for fiber . 2.51 2.39 2.11 2.11 2.15 2.13 1 88 2.10 1 90

Total garden- 9. 22 8. 8 8.84 9.94 9. so 9. 0 9.39 10.0 10.45

Potatoes- 6.11 5. 66 6.13 7. 38 7.58 6.87 7. 37 7. 7 8. 53
Vegetables- 2. 24 2.32 2.13 1 0 1. 50 1.39 1.32 1. 1. 32
Melels…---------- 7 .70 58 .6-72 .4 .7 8 .60

Grasses:
Annual -4.46 3 09 3. 03 4. 26 4. 72 3155 4.46 4. 2 7.05
Perennial 3 79 2,88 2. 8s 2.91 4. 13 5. 56 8.23 12.1 11.19
Sillae1 06 . S .62 59- 67 .64 .8 1.30

Total ----- ---

Grain total ---------------

Spring wheat .
Whiter wheat-
Rye . --- ----------
Millet, buckwheat, and

legumes. .
Oats -----------------
Barley. -- --------
Coru .

Industrial total- ---

Sunflower seed ------
Sugar beet -----
Cotton . - - --
Flax for fiber .----.

1951

153. 0

106 4

27. 4
15. 0
23. 9

7. 7
17 4
8:1
4. 1

12. 61

3. 61
1. 39
2.72
1.60

1952

155. 76

107. 34

29.1
17.2
22. 8

7.0
16. 6

8.6
3.9

12. 74

3.67
1. 46
2.83
1.53

1953 1 1954 1 1955 1650 1957 1 958

157.2 166. 1 1 185.8 1 194. 7 1 193. 7 1 195.6 196. 0

106.7 112.1 126.4 129.3 124.6 125.2 --------

30.s5
17.8
20 3

8.3
15.3

9.6
3.5

11.47

3. 90
1. 57
1.88
1.24

33.6
15. 7
20. 5

10.1
15.9
10. 7
4. 3

11. 78

4.03
1.60
2.20
1.11

42. 2
18.3
19.1

11.9
14. 8
9.9
9.1

12. 29

4.24
1.76
2.20
1. 48.

49.11 { 48.4
12.9 1 9.1 18.2
18.4 18.2 17.7

10.4 8.0 ---
15. 1 14.1 14.7
I11.9 92 9.6

9.s3 s5.8 S.i

13.15 11.8 12.31

4.51 3.46 3.94
2.01 2.111 2.50
2.07 2.09 2.15
1.92 1.069 1.60

See footnote at end of table, p. 230

56C37-6f--pt. 1 10
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APPENDIX TABLE 1.-Area sown to crops, 1913-59, selected years, Soviet Union L.

Continued

1951 1952

Present Pre- 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959
bound- 1939
aries bound-

aries

Total garden ------- 10.30 10.05 10.26 10.98 11.44 11.58 11.9 11.6

Potatoes- - 8.45 8.21 8.31 8.71 9.09 9.20 9.80 9.50 .
Vegetables---------------- 1.28 1.27 1.32 1.49 1.51 1.59.
Melons-- - .57 .57 .63 .78 .84 .79 -- --

Grasses:
Annual - 7.47 7.05 7.84 9.43 14.77 20.83 ------- - 37 ° -------
Perennial -12.85 14.82 16.85 16.10 13. 69 12.28 J . --
Silage -1.82 2.09 2.31 3.86 5.69 7.10 8.1 --.

I The figures for each year are for the territory within the boundaries existing at that time, unless other.
wise noted. For sources, see notes for appendix tables 1, 2, and 3.

APPENDIX TABLE 2.-Total livestock numbers, Soviet Union I

[Million head]

Cattle Sheep and
Year Cows (including Hogs Sheep Goats goats Horses

cows)

January:
1910' ----- 28.8 18.4 23.0 89.7 6.6 96.3 38.2
19162an-a 24.9 51. 7 17.3 82.5 6.2 88.7 34. 2
1928'3----- 33.2 66.8 27.7 104.2 10.4 114.6 36.1
1928 * 29.2 60.1 22.0 97.3 9.7 107.0 32.1
1929 29.2 58.2 19.4 97.4 9.7 107.1 32.6
*1930 28.5 50. 6 14.2 85.5 7.8 93.3 31. 0
1931 - - 24.5 42.5 11.7 62.5 5.6 68.1 27.0
1932 - - 22.3 38.3 10.9 43.8 3.8 47.6 21. 7
1933 --- ---- 19.4 33.5 9.9 34.0 3.3 37.3 17.3
1934- - 19. 33.5 11. 5 32.9 3.6 36.5 15. 4
1935 --- ---- 19. 0 38.9 17.1 36.4 4. 4 40.8 14.9
1936 20.0 46.0 25.9 43.8 6.1 49.9 15.5
1937 - - 20.9 47.5 20.0 46.6 7.2 53.8 15.9
1938 - - 22.7 50.9 25.7 57.3 9.3 66.6 16.2
1939 -- 24.0 53.5 25.2 - - - 80.9 17.2
1940 - - 22.8 47.8 22.5 66.6 10.1 76.7 17. 7
1941 27.8 54.5 27.5 79.9 11.7 91.6 21.0
1945 - - 21.6 44.2 8.8 57.9 12.3 70.2 9.9
1946----- 22.9 47.6 10. 6 58.5 11.85 70.0 10.7
1947 --- - 23.0 47.0 8.7 57.7 11.6 69.3 10. 9
1948 --- ---- 23.8 50.1 9. 7 63. 3 13.5 76.8 11.0
1949 24.2 54.8 15.2 70.4 15.2 85.6 11.8
1950 - - 24. 6 58.1 22.2 77.6 16.0 93.6 12.7
1951 24.3 57.1 24.4 82.6 16.4 99.0 13.8
1952 24.9 58.8 27.1 90.5 17.1 107.6 14. 7
1953 - - 24.3 56.6 28.5 94.3 15.6 109.9 15.3
1954 - - 25.2 55.8 33.3 99.8 15.7 115.5 15.3
1958 - - 26.4 56.7 30.7 98.9 14.0 112.9 14. 2
1856--- ---- 27.7 58.8 34.0 103.3 12.9 116.2 lao0
1957 --- ---- 29.0 61. 4 40.8 108.2 11.6 119.8 12.4
1958 --- ---- 31. 4 66&7 44.3 120.2 9.9 130.1 itO9
1959 -33.3 70.8 48. 5 129.6.

I The figures for each year are for the territory within the boundaries existing at that time, unless otherwise
noted. Data from official sources; see notes for appendix tables 1, 2, and 3.

' Present boundaries.
3 Boundaries prior to Sept. 17,1939.
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APPENDIX TABi.E 3.-Gross physical output for 11 major commodity groups,
Soviet Union I

Grain Potatoes Vgetbles Sunflower Sugar Seed
seed s beets cotton

Million Arfilhon MillOw Million MNfil liJ on Million
tons tons tols tons tonls tons

1913 ' . 31.6 5.5 0.747 -
192S -. 7 72. 7 38. 6 12.7 2.230 9.070 0. 567
192 3 . ......... 76. 6 43.0 10. 2 1. S0 6.400 .550
127 71. 7 41. 2 8.6 2.180 10.410 .720
i928 ----------------------- 73 3 46.4 10.7 2.128 10.143 .821
1999 ----- ------- 71.7 45.6 10.6 1. 764 6. 248 .864
1930 ------ 83.5 49 5 12.0 1.630 14 019 1.113
1931 ------ 66 0 44.8 14.6 2.506 12 052 1.290
1932 ------ 63.0 43.1 13.2 2. 208 6..561 1. 271
1933 ------ 67.1 49. 2 16.5 2.354 8.989 1.315
1934 ------ 67.3 51. 0 16.7 2.077 11. 301 1.176
1935 - . . 69.3 69. 7 19.8 1. 850 16. 200 1. 729
1936I . ----------- 0--- -------- ff 51.0 11. 8 1.490 10. 830 2.416
1937 ------ 91 9 65 15. 2.080 21. 800 2. 576
i938 --------------------- 70.7 41. 9 8 8 1 6-0 16. 700 2. 60
1939 . S1-------- 1.3 . . . 16. 900 2. 682
1940 t ----------- --- 18.146 2.255
1940 ' ------------- -7- 83.0 75. 9 13.7 2 578 2 255
1041- ------------------- 2478
1942 1.329
1943 ------------- 726
194 4............ . .. ... -. .. ------------------ .131
1945----- 583 ------ 1.11
1940 ------------- ------ --- l------- ---------------.- 1.6065
19,47-------------------------------------------------- - 1. 703
1948 ------------ .206
1949 ------ 9.7 10.4 15 Sn5 547
1950 ------ 81. 4 88.6 9. 3 1. 798 20. 841 3. 584
1951 ------ 78.9 59.6 9.0 1. 744 23.760 3.763
1952 ------ 52 0 68.4 11.0 2.211 22. 276 3.799
1953 - 82.5 72.6 11.4 2. 030 23. 176 3. 871
1954. .. 85 7 74.8 12.0 1.905 19. 847 4. 229
1955----------------- 107 0 71.8 14.1 3.808 31.040 3. 976
195 ------ 127. 6 96 0 14 3 3.947 . 32.488 4.458
1957 - ------- ---- 10 0 87 8 14 8 2 800 39.672 4.371
1958 ------ 139 4 86.1 14.3 4 S00 54. 144 4.400

See footnotes at end of table, p. 23
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APPENDIX TABLE 3.-Gross physical output for 11 major commodity groups,.
Soviet Union '-Continued

Wool Meat live Meat
Flax-fiber greasy Milk weight dressed Eggs

weight weight

Million tons Million tons Million tons Million tons Million tons Billions
1913 3 -0.330 0.180 24. 787 6,609 4.053 10. 192-
1913 -. 365 .192 29.430 7.933 4.954 11.919
192 -. 300 .152 28.100 6.453 3.872 9.550'
1926 -. 270 .164 30. 500 7.183 4.310 10. 470'
1927--------------- .240 .175 30. 600 7.596 4.6~58 10. 488
1928- .324 .182 30.978 8.047 4. 900 10. 770
1929--------------- .361 .183 29. 799 9. 722 6. 792 10.110.
1930 -. 436 .141 26. 955 7.835 4.301 8.000'
1931 -. 553 .098 23.399 7.136 3.949 6.656
1932 - 498 .069 20. 558 4.949 2. 762 4.432
1933- .548 .064 19. 156 3. 969 2. 276 3.500'
1934 -. 533 .065 20.800 3. 463 2.049 4. 200
19356--.------------ 550 .079 21.436 2.601 2. 273 5. 775
1936 - 580 099 23. 507 5.910 3. 749 7. 449-
1937- .570 .106 26.061 4.670 2.957 8.179-
1938 -- ------------------- .546 .137 28.955 6.933 4.457 10.475.
1939- .500 .150 27.209 8.380 5. 132 11.548
1940 3 ------------------- .151 26.623 6.260 3.880 10. 228:
1940 -. 565 .161 33.640 7.502 4.695 12. 214
1941--- .------161 25. 495 7.044 4.087 9.261
1942 -- -. - 125 15.762 3.405 [1841 4. 513
1943 - - .100 16.391 3. 288 1. 767 3. 469-
1944 - -. 103 22.044 3.632 1.953 3.588.
1945 - -. 111 26.428 4.690 2.559 4.883.
1946 --------------- .119 27.663 5.620 3.082 9.248.
1947 - -125 30.204 4.536 2.508 4. 917
1948 ---------------. 146 33.426 5.419 3.060 6. 568-
1949 -. 1------------ ---- 12 .163 34.898 6.361 3.751 9.120,
1950- - - 255 .180 35. 311 8.125 4.867 11. 697
1951 -. 194 .192 36.154 7. 557 4.671 13. 252-
1952 -. 212 .219 35.702 8.526 5.170 14.399'
1953 -. 163 .235 36. 475 9. 394 5.822 16. 059-
1954 -. 218, .230 38. 197 10.007 6. 281 17. 179-
1955- .381 .256 43.009 10.215 6.322 18. 481
1956 - --.--------- 521 .261 49. 111 10.653 6.598 19. 532-
1917 --------------- 439 .209 64. 750 11.633 7.374 22. 269'
1958 -. 443 .321 57. 786 - - 7.851 23. 451

' The figures for each year are for the territory within the boundaries existing at that time, unless otherwise
noted. Data from official sources; see notes for appendix tables 1, 2, and 3.

2 Present boundaries.
I Boundaries prior to Sept. 17, 1939.

SOURCES FOR APPENDIX TABLES 1, 2, AND 3

In compiling the table of the gross agricultural output reliance was placed pri--
marily upon Soviet sources. The sources most frequently used were the following:
Gosudarstvennaia Planovaia Komissia (Gosplan) SSSR:

Kontrolnye Tsifry Narodnogo Khoziaistva na 1925/26 god. Moscow 1926.
Kontrolnye Tsifry Narodnogo Khoziaistva na 1926/27 god. Moscow 1927.
Kontrolnye Tsifry Narodnogo Khoziaistva na 1928/29 god. Moscow 1929.
Perspektivy Razvertyvania Narodnogo Khoziaistva SSSR na 1926/27-1930/31

gg. Moscow 1927.
Piatiletnii Plan Razvitia Narodnogo Khoziaistva Soiuza SSR. Moscow 1930.
Narodno-Khoziaistvennyi Plan na 1935 god. Moscow 1935.
Narodno-Khoziaistvennyi Plan na 1936 god. MoscOw 1936.

Narodnyi Komissariat Zemledelia SSSR i Narodnyi Komissariat Sovkhozov SSSR:-
Selskoe Khoziaistvo SSSR, 1935. Moscow 1936.

Tsentralnoe Statisticheskoe Upravlenie (TsSU) Gosplana SSSR:
Slovar Spravochnik po Sotsialno Ekonomicheskoi Statistike. Moscow 1944,.
Statisticheskii Spravochnik SSSR na 1927 god. Moscow 1928.
Statisticheskii Spravochnik SSSR na 1928 god. Moscow 1928.

Tsentralnoe Statisticheskoe Upravlenie (TsSU) Sovieta Ministrov SSSR:
Chislennost' Skota v SSSR, Statisticheskii Sbornik. Moscow 1957.
Narodnoe Khoziaistvo SSSR v 1956 godu. Moscow 1957.
Posevnye Ploshchadi v SSSR. Statisticheskii Sbornik. Moscow 1957.
Promyshlennost' SSSR. Statisticheskii Sbornik. Moscow 1957.
Zhivotnovodstvo SSSR. Statisticheskii Sbornik. Moscow 1959.
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Tsentralnoe Upravlenie Narodno-Khoziaistvennogo Ucheta (TsUNKhU) Go-
splana SSSR:

Narodnoe Khoziaistvo SSSR, Statisticheskii Spravochnik 1932. Moscow
1932.

Posevnye Ploshchadi SSSR, 1913-1938 gg. Moscow-Leningrad 1939.
Proizvoditelnost' i Ispolzovanie Truda v Kolkhozakh vo Vtoroi Piatiletke.

Moscow-Leningrad, 1939.
Sotsialisticheskoe Sclskoe Khoziaistvo, Statisticheskii Sbornik. Moscow-

Leningrad, 1939.
Sotsialisticheskoe Stroitelstvo SSSR, 1934. Moscow 1935.
Sotsialisticheskoe Stroitelstvo SSSR. Moscow 1936.
Sotsialisticheskoe Stroitelstvo Soiuza SSR (1933-38 gg.). Moscow-Leningrad

1939.
Zhivotnovodstvo SSSR za 1916-1938 gg. Moscow-Leningrad 19-40.

Extremely helpful among the books published outside of the Soviet Union were
the books by Naum Jasny, Vladimir Tinoshenko, and Lazar Volin, as well as
some of the RAND publications.

Crairi.-In 1932, in connection with the repoit of the first 5-year plan com-
ipletion, a half-hearted attempt to "adjust" the grain output figure was made
(although the official shift toward a reporting of "biological vield" took place in
1933). This has necessitated an estimnate of the "adjustment" and a correction
in terms of gross output or barn yield of grain. The biological yield data reported
for the period 1933-38, were adjusted downward according to the estinsates of the
Soviet economist M. Kubanin.

The output for 1940 had to be estimated in view of the lack of published data.
Although the practice of reporting the biological yield was supposedly discon-
tinued and ridiculed since 1953 and the 1950-58 grain vields are claimed to repre-
sent barn vield, there is sufficient evidence to question whether they accurately
reflect the amount of dry grain in a suitable storage place. The grain estimate
probably reflects the weight of grain at the combine, thus include t~aste and excess
moisture. Nor are subsequent losses or waste accounted for. In the gross output
table the official grain output figures for 1950-5S are accepted, however.

Vegelables-The vegetable output data for the first half of the 1930's possibly
include the output of food melons, without making it explicit.

Co~on.-The output of cotton is reported in the Soviet Union in terms of seed
cotton or raw cotton rather than lint, as in other parts of the world. No attempt
to convert the data to their lint content was made in view of the lack of available
coefficients for each of the years. On the average the ratio of lint to seed cotton

-is about 0.:3 to 0.33.
Wool.-The wool output is reported in terms of greasy weight. Apart from

sheep wool, mohair and camnel wool are included,. as well as wool taken from hides.
Flnx fiber.-Output is reported for the whole period until 1950 in terms of the

biological yield; no attempt was made to adjust for it in the table of gross output.
The reported flax fiber is on a scutched base.

Milk.-The milk series represents the output of milk of cows, goats, sheep, and
mares. In view of the changed concept of milk output (the broadening of the
reported output by making it more inclusive) an adjustment was made for the
vears 1925-27 output for which only cow milk data were available. Sometime
during the 1950's (possibly in 1 95.5) another innovation in reporting the gross out-
put was introduced, namely an unknown volume of milk sucked by calves was
included in the gross output. How far back the output figures were adjusted is
not known. The data prior to 1940-and possibly the year 1940-seem not to be
affected by this change in the "inclusiveness" of the milk concept.

Mcat.-The gross output series of meat have a history of their own. Originally,
during the 1920's gross output included the three principal types of meat (beef and
veal, pork, and mutton) and separately poultry. Gradually the definition of meat
became more inclusive. At first fat was included in the ieat, next various kinds
of offal, and finallyv all edible offal and meat of horses, camels, reindeers, etc. A
recent Soviet source (TsSU-Zhivotnovodstvo SSS3P. Moscow 1959) presents
a recalculation of the iaeat output for the years 1928-57. Apart from the impact
-of the recalculation upon the index of meat output in various years when compared
with previous data for the same years and their relative position to the base year,
the general level of output was substantially increased in termns of both live and
dressed weight. We have for the purpose of this presentation accepted the offi-
cial data and adjusted upward the previous data for 1925-27,
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APPENDIX TABLE 4.-Net physical output for 11 major commodity groups, Soviet
Union I

191 3.
1913'- - - - - - -- - - - - -
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929-
1930-
1931-
1932
1933-
1934-
1935 --------------
1936-
1937-
1938-
1939-
1940'-
1940'-
1941 .
1942.
1943-
1944.
1945.
1946-
1947-
1948-
1949-
1950-
19511-
1952-
1953-
1954-
1955-
1956-
1957-
1958-

Grain Potatoes Vegetables Sunflower Sugar Seed
|J I | seed beets I cotton

Million
tons

38.7
38.2
3t 9
36.9
35.7
48.4
37.0
35.5
40.2
38.9
38.9
31.6
59. 1
37.9

4.7

46.

45. 2
49. 6
44.2
41.9

67.8
45.2
68. 9

Million
to 4

it S
14.5
13. 7
16. 7
16. 6
23.6
18.9
18. 4
24. 7
26.4
33. 0
17.8
33.1
13. 6

37.

4.3
23. 6
30. 4

29. 5
27. 2
37. 7
36.0
31. 1

Million
tons

4. 400
9. 525
7.650
6.450
8.037
7.968
8. 400

10. 220
9.240

11.550
11. 690
13.860
8.260

10. 850
6.160

10. 305

7. 475
7.200
8.800
9. 110
9. 606
1. 230
11.4400

11.460
11. 440

Million
tons

2.i175
.493

2.100
2.056
1. 696
1. 538
2.400
2.190
2.284
2.010
1. 786
1. 425
2.018
1.600

2. 5O00

1. 726
1.670
2. 133
2. 150
1.820
3. 718

2.680
4.370

Million
tons

& 418
6. 132
9. 771
9.367
6.038

13. 238
10. 435

6. 117
8. 198
9. 509

15. 723
15. 810
21. 449
16. 350
16.500

17. 357

19. 822
23. 400
22.100o
22. 891
19. 522
30. 664
31. 451
38.531
61.6037

Million
tons

0.5s49
.538
.690
*788
.825

1.073
1.273
1.216
1.291
1. 172
1. 706
2.340
2. 576
2. 590
2.650

2.237

2. 6s3
3. 539
3. 670
3. 700
3.853
t 122
3.881
t 332
t 200

(4.300)

See footnotes at end of table, p. 235.
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APPENDIX TABLE 4.-Net physical output for I1 major commodity groups, Sotiet
Union '-Continued

Meat
Flax fiber Wool Mi (dressed Eggs

weight)

iionim Million Million Million
tons lons tons tons BUilions

1913 ' ----------------------------------- 0.314 0.173 -- - 4. 053 9 377
1913' ------------------ - - - .347 .184 -------- 4.954 10.965
1925 .285 .140 24.517 3.872 8.786
192 .--- ---- 257 .157 26. 610 4. 310 9.0632
1927 - - - - - 228 .168 28. 95 4. 5.58 9. 649
1928 .............---------- - - - .308 .175 27. 029 4.900 9. 908
1929 - - - - - .325 .176 25. 904 5. 792 9. 301
1930 ------------------- - - - .349 .135 23.418 4. 301 7. 200
1931 -------------------------- *-- - - - .443 .094 20.416 3 949 8. 990
1932----------------------- - - - .376 .066 17.900 2 762 3. 989
1933 ------------------- - - - .3S4 .061 16.708 2. 276 3.150
1934 - - - - - .373 .062 18 378 2.049 3.780
1935 ........ -.-- .385 .076 18. 950 2. 273 6.198
1936 .4-- ....... 406 095 20.900 3.749 6.704
1937 - - - - - .402 .102 23.281 2. 957 7.361
1938 ------------ - - - - - .382 .132 25.978 4.457 9. 428
1939 ------------------- - - - .350 . 144 24, 225 5. 132 10. 393
1940 - - - - - - .145 23 334 3 880 9. 205
1940 ' -------------------- - - - .349 .155 27. W609 4 695 10. 992
1941 - - - - - - .155 18. 219 4. 087 -.
1942 . --- - - - - .10 10. 866 1. 841 _-__-_
1943. .-. -- . . . .. .. 096 11. 240 1. 77 7.....
1944 .- --- . - - .099 15. 567 1. 953 ---- .
1945 ------ .107 18. 803 2.559 ...
194 -------------- - - - - -_ .114 19. 800 3.082 .
1947 .. ------ -- .120 22.248 2. 508
1948 -- -------------------------- - - - - .140 25 28 3. 060
1949 - - - - - .280 .157 2 602 3 751 i
1050 ------------------- - - - .230 .1773 296.509 4.807 10,820
1951 -- - - - - .175 .184 27. 298 4. 671 12. 258
1952 ------------------ -- .191 .210 28.846 8. 170 13.319
1953 . ..154 226 273 55 6 822 14. 8S
1954 ---- ... .207 221 28. 909 6.281 15. 891
195 - - - - - .32 .246 33. 271 6. 322 17. 095
195 - - - - - .495 .251 38.905 6.598 18. 067
1957 -- ----- ------------- ---------- .417 .277 43.878 7. 374 20. 59
1958---- - - - .421 .308 46. 482 7.81 2L62

I See attached notes for derivation of estimates. The figures for each year are for the territory within
the boundaries existing at that time, unless otherwise noted. Territorial coverage for 1940 Is uncertain,
probably refers to boundaries prior to Sept. 17, 1939. Data from official sources; see notes for appendix
tables 1, 2, and 3.

* Present boundaries.
I Boundaries prior to Sept. 17, 1939.

DERIVATION OF ESTIMATES OF NET AGRICULTURIAL OUTPUT FOR APPENDIX
TABLE 4

The estimates of net agricultural output, by commodities, are derived by
deducting from. gross physical output that part of output used in the process of
production (seed, feed, eggs for hatching, milk for cow feeding, etc.), as well as
some losses which are not recognized in the Soviet iieasurement of gross output.
Given the nature of the available data (the last published Soviet estimates of the
distribution of output for different uses are for 1928), our estimates are crude
having been derived from scattered sources, but in general, we believe, they
reflect approximately the appropriate order of magnitudes.

The net agricuitural output for each of the accounted crops or livestock products
reflects the volume of each year's available supply for human consumption,
industrial processing, Government stockpiling and exports. No estimates of
changes in the yearly carryover were attempted, since the size of stocks is a state
secret in the Soviet Union.

Groin.-In order to account for the losses during the period 1932-38, an adjust-
ment for the gross output figure was included in the table on gross output. For
the years 1940, 1950-55, 1957, 1958 a loss of 7 percent was assumed and for 1956
a 10 percent loss seems to be a reasonable assumption in view of the Soviet
admission of the existence of heavy losses during this particular year. In addition,
for the vears 1956-58, we have excluded from the gross output 2.7 million tons for
1956 and 2.4 and 6.2 million tons for 1957 and 1958, respectively, which represents
the estimate of silage corn converted into a dry-grain figure. In our opinion, such
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an elimination of losses and corn in silage provides a greater degree of uniformity
for the whole period. In any case, the corn in the islage is fed to livestock and
should be deducted to arrive at net output. The seed requirements were esti-
mated on the basis of an average seeding rate of 1.5 quintals per hectare of next
year's reported sowing area.

The utilization of grain for feeding of livestock was estimated according to
a combination of factors: availability of feed grain, feeding norms of the peasants
households during the 1920's, and meat and milk output. As a check against
the results estimates of food consumption, industrial use of grain and additions
to the Government's stockpile for various years were computed. Nevertheless,
the feed estimates do not pretend to be highly accurate, since the year-to-year
carryover could be indicated only vaguely.

Potatoes.-For potatoes a uniform loss of 10 percent of the reported gross
output was assumed, which by and large seems to constitute an underestimate
for the following reasons: (1) We believe the gross output figure to be very
crude in view of the large share of private output in the total, considering the
Soviet procedures of estimating the private output to be inadequate to derive
an estimate with a high degree of accuracy; (2) scattered sources reported heavy
losses of potatoes during the harvest and postharvest period in the socia ized
sector. The seeding rate was assumed to be 2 tons per hectare, which is below
the collective farms' normative rate and was accepted on the assumption that the
private producers make a more economical use of their seeding material. The
seeding rate was multiplied by the next year's sown area to obtain the seed
utilization out of each crop.

The feed utilization of potatoes was estimated on the basis of feeding norms
prevailing in the peasant farms during the 1920's and by relating the feed to the
meat output. Adjustment for certain years were made with respect to reasonable
food use and with possible substitution of grain for feed.

Vegetables.-In order to arrive at an approximate estimate of actually available
vegetables for the direct consumption by the population and for the processing
industry, losses, waste, and spoilage were assumed to run about 25 percent of the
reported gross output for the period 1925-29 and 1936-40. The estimated losses
are 30 percent of the output for 1930-35 and 20 percent of gross output for 1950-58.

Sunflower seed.-The seeding rate of 20 kilograms per hectare of next year's
sowing area was accepted for sunflower seed, which constitutes an unweighted
average of various regional reported seeding rates. No attempt to arrive at a
deduction for losses was made in view of the absence of data in this respect.

Sugar beets and cotton.-It was assumed that the officially reported marketed
output for these two crops corresponds to the net output, since at least from 1928
the processing facilities were all in the possession of the State, and utilization in the
household (especially in the case of cotton) was forbidden and heavy penalties im-
posed. An exception to our assumption might be the case of sugar beets in 1958,
when some unspecified volume (negligible with respect to the total) was fed to live-
stock. But this is a possibility which has not been confirmed by official sources.

Flax fiber.-Deductions were applied to a series of gross output which was
reported at least until 1950 in terms of a "biological crop" measurement. In fact,
it was according to some official indication "very much biological." This made
necessary the utilization of high deductions, which still may be on the low side.
They are for the years 1925-28, 5 percent; for 1929, 10 percent; 1930-31, 20 per-
cent; 1932, 25 percent; 1933-39, 30 percent; 1940, 38.2 percent (an officially used
deduction for the year); for 1950-52, 10 percent; 1953, 57.5 percent.

Wool.-Since the reported gross wool output figure is given in terms of greasy
wool, an estimated 4 percent of total output was assumed for waste, which for
certain years may be an understatement.

Eggs.-The estimated percentage of eggs for hatching was assumed in the
absence of yearly data pertaining to the size of the flock. For the 1920's, 8
percent; for the 1930's and 1940, 10 percent; and 7.5 percent for the 1950's.

Milk.-The deductions for milk pertain exclusively to estimated feeding of
calves. For the period preceding 1940 the assumption was made that 150
kilograms of whole milk was fed per calf. For the period after 1940, 400 kilo-
grams of milk per calf was assumed (since some time during the 1950's and estimate
of milk supposedly sucked by calves was added to the gross output, and it is
difficult to estimate how far back the output data were adjusted to include this
"component"). For 1940 the average of 150 and 400 kilograms, or 275 kilograms
was assumed; this is a purely arbitrary adjustment since three is some reason to
believe that the 1940 output data on present territory is consistent with the older
series for the 1930's. The yearly calf number was estimated as being 90 percent
of the cow number for the 1920's, 85 percent for the 1930's and 1940, and 90
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percent for the 1950's (the latest is an overestimate for the socialized sector,
where the number of barren cows reported in various sources is still very large,
but is probably offset by the lower pereentage of barren cows in the private sector).

Meat.-Cross output series has been accepted as representing net outpot.
Neither series includes changes in livestock inventories on farms, which have
been substantial in recent years.

APPENDIX TABLE 5.-Estirnated annual yields of animal products and crops,
Soviet Union I

Gross cow Net cow Gross Net sheep Live pork Dead pork
milk 3 milk ' sheep wool 4 weig t w weight t

wool 4

Kilograms Kilograms Kilograms Kilograms Kilograms Kilograms
per cow; per cooa per sheep per sheep per hog per hog

19238.. . .- - 1, 042 907 1£87 1.80 1W 77
1929 - - 1,017 882 1.8 £ 1. W 15 88
1930 - - 1, 003 868 1.65 1.58 92 60
1931 . ---- 925 797 1.57 1.51 110 68
1932 .- ---- 944 817 1.58 1. 51 107 67
1933 .--...---- 1.000 873 1.88 1.81 87 M6
1934- - -- 1,037 910 1.98 1.90 67 45
1935 -- - .... 1,069 942 2.17 2.08 62 45
1936 -------------- ---- 1,116 986 2.26 2,17 99 74
1937 - - 1,195 1, 068 2.27 2.18 65 60
1938 ---------- 1,236 1,108 2.39 2.29 97 74
1939 - - 1,163 1,035 2.15 2.00 90 69
1940-------- -£------ 1145 £.010 ----- -- ------------- ------
1949 - - £160 ' 946 2.27 2.18 67 52
1945 - -1.139 799 1.92 1. 84 88 58
1946 1,154 814 2. 03 1.95 105 72
1947 .--- - ----- 1,235 895 2.17 2.08 71 50
1948 1330 990 2 31 2.21 74 54
1949 - -1, 356 1,016 2.32 2.22 70 53
1950 - - 1,305 1,003 2.32 2. 23 84 63
1951 - - 1, 881 1,021 2.32 2.23 87 65
1952-------- -£------ .373 1,013 2.42 2.32 89 66
1953 - -3853 1,0i25 2.49 2.39 1091 75
1954 ------------------------- 1,403 1,043 2.30 2.21 115 85
1955 £ 1 521 1,161 2.58 2. 4s 158 78
1956 . - - .- - 1,674 1,314 2.53 2.43 99 71
1957 -- .- 1, 775 1, 406 2.67 2.56 108 79
1958 . .-- - - 2. 67 2.56 8. .. . -.

Gross flax Net flax Gross Gross Gross sugar Gross seed Gross sun-
fiber * fiber grain potatoes tbec cotton flower

C ent Ctrlew rs Centners Centners CeOntners Centnsers Centners
per hectare per beceare per hectare per hectasre per hectare per hectare per hectire

1925 _-_---2.4 2.2 8.30 76.9 171.1 9.61 7.19
1926--------- 2.1 2.0 8.290 82. 5 118. 5 8.48 5.09
1927 - - 2.0 1.0 7.63 75.5 157.7 9.00 7. 70
1928 - - 2.4 2.3 7.95 81.7 131.7 8.90 5.46
1929 - 2.2 2.0 7.47 80.1 81.1 8.15 4.87
1930 2.5 2.0 8.20 86.4 115.4 7.04 4.81
1931 - - 2.3 1.9 6.32 72.6 105.0 6.03 5.48

932 - - 2.0 1.5 6.S2 70.5 85.7 5.86 4.27
1933 -- - 2.3 1.6 6.60 87.0 74.3 6.41 8.04
1934 ------- - 2.5 1.8 6.43 83.2 96. 3 6.08 5.93-
1935 - -2. 6 L 8 6.70 94.4 131.7 8.87 9.58
1936------- - 2.7 £.9 5.88 67. 3 133.3 1L.90 4.69
1937 . 2.7 1.9 8.80 95.5 183.7 12.32 6.40
1938 . 2.9 2,0 6.90 50. 8 140.5 12.50 5. 32
1940 9_- - 2. 7 1. 7 7.51 99.8 153. 8 10.84 7.2&
19-50 - - 1.3 1.2 7.91 103.9 159.0 15.45 5.01
1951 - - 1. 2 1.1 7.42 70.5 170.9 13.83 4. 83
1952--------- 1.4 £.2 8.57 83.3 152.6 13.42 6.92
1953 - - 1.3 1 2 7.73 87.3 147.6 20.59 6.74
1954 2 0 1£9 7.64 85. 9 124.0 19. 22 4.73
1955 ... 2, 6 2.4 8.46 78.9 176.4 18.07 8.98
1956 2.7 2.6 9.95 104.4 lot. s 21.54 8.75
1957 - - - 8 43 89.6 18. 0 20.91 8.09
1958 2.8 20 31.13 90.6 216.6 204.6 11. 42

I Based on output data in appondix tables 3 and 4 asd bown area (appendIx table 1) or livestock numbers
(appendix table 2).

A Average of cow numbers for berinning and end of year. except beginning year numbers for 1940 on prewar
territory and end of year numbers for 1940 on postwar territory.

I An alternative estimate, based on 150 kilograms of isilk per calf, is 1,052 kilograms.
I Sheep numbers for beginning of year.
I Average of hog numbers for begtassing and end of year used.



SOVIET AGRICULTURAL PRICES AND COSTS

(By Nancy Nimitz, Rand Corp., Santa Monica, Calif.)

INTRODUCTION

The argument of this paper is that the disparity between prices
and costs has been the chief. constraint on Soviet agricultural per-

*formance, that price increases over the last 5 years have almost elim-
inated this disparity, and that improved incentives and attendant
institutional'changes have much increased Soviet agricultural poten-
trial I am concrnerd mainly with collective farms, since they are the
majority producers, and with the prices paid for sales to the state
(procurement prices), since such sales account for the bulk of collec-
tive marketings. Mv specific aims are to show the trends in average
procurement prices received by collective farms, to compare these
prices with costs, and to indicate the impact of recent price trends on
farm income. In treating the period 1928-50 1 borrow heavily from
Jerzy F. Karcz's very thorough, pioneering study of agricuIlUr al prices.'

To equate agricultural prices with procurement prices is admittedly
a simplification, when up to one-third of total collective farm money
income has come from sales to the population on the collective farm
market and to farm members and other.farms in off-mnarket tratis-
actions. I choose to disregard these sales for reasons involving both
principle and expedience. Quantitatively market sales are of dwiin-
dlinD importance compared with deliveries to the state, and their price
lever (at least in urban sales) has been comparatively stable since
1950. Their impact on collective income is less significant than aggre-
gate data would Suggest, since a large part of the income is received
by the minority of farms located close t.o large cities. Their main
impact is on the income of individual collective farmers, who account
for 85 percent or more of urban market sales. 2 So lonm as individual

* farming and marketing activities compete with the collective farm for
the labor of the colletive farmer, market sales have, of course. a con-
tinggnt interest. But even in this connection they are not a decisive
factor, since individuatl farmiiiui is subject to direct controls which

.preclude its expansion. Finally, published data on market and other
-sales at uncontrolled prices do not permit us to formi rhaliabe estimates
of their influence on the prices realized by collective farms.

In view of these facts it seems preferable to concentrate exclusively
on procureIfleiit prices, recognizing that neglect of market sales results
in understatement of the average prices received for some products.

-Efforts will be made later to estimate the degree of understatement.
Procurement price data are abundant. Absolute cost figures for

collect.ive forms are not; therefore the cost yardstick generally used is
of necessity state farm costs. These tend for a number of reasons to

I Soviet Agricultural Marketings and Prices, 1928-54, Rand Corp., Research Memorandum RM-1930,
July 2, 1957

' According to Sov. torg., 1950 No. i1, p. 9: "The share of collective farms in total sales on collective farm
markets ... isn 4.S peecent in i140, 13.4 percent in 1950, ar0( a little more tha, 9 percent in 15." The
share of farms varies fromn prodict to product; it tends to be higher for grain, vegetables, and milk (cf. 40
let sovetskol torgovil, M., 1957, p. 129).

239
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be lower than collective farm costs, which means that their use in
price/cost comparisons aimed at measuring hypothetical net income of
collective farms exaggerates profits and understates losses. On the
other hand. state farm cost data have the merit of being unequivocally
real: calculations for each farm are based upon complete and appr-
priate accounting records, and average cost statistics are calculated
from figures reported by every farm. By contrast, the collective
farm average cost data published so far (July 1959) are obtained from
a sample of farms, and are derived from records-not originally intended
to yield information on commercial costs of productions The concept
of cost underlying these sample data appears to be proper, in that it
includes most true commercial costs. But the values imputed to
labor inputs and machine-tractor station operation may not be
entirely appropriate.

To the degree that lower state farm costs reflect higher levels of
investment and superior organization of production-that is, acquired
as distinguished from locational advantages-they have the additional
interest of being indicators of feasible costs under Soviet conditions.
As such, they have served Soviet planners as a standard in determining
present procurement price levels.'

While state farm costs are central to the present study, state farm
prices are (like collective farm market prices) of merely peripheral
interest. For one thing, they are in effect elastic: when prices do not
cover costs, the difference is made up by operating subsidies from the
budget. Investment in state farms is largely budget financed. Thus
price by itself does not constitute an absolute constraint upon the level
of state farm production. In any case, state farms are minority
producers and are destined to remain so in the foreseeable future.'

It is collective farm production which must expand if agriculture
output goals are to be met. And here price is crucial, because col-
lective farms do not receive subsidies from the state.' That is their
raison d'etre (ideological considerations aside): price does not have
to cover real costs of production, because losses will be borne by the
collective farmer, the nominal owner of, and residual claimant to,
collective output. He receives for his labor not a fixed wage but
what is left after farms have met the various rigid claims on gross
farm income-material production costs, money taxes, and the pre-
scribed allocation to investment. To the extent that the farmer's
earnings fall below the real value of his labor, he pays a tax in kind to
the state.

The tax in kind collected through low procurement prices has been,
since collectivization, the major tax levied upon agricultural pro-

' Most collective farms calculated costs of production for the first time in their annual accounts covering
the year 1958 (Silin in Vestnik statistiki, 1958 No. 12, p. 54).

"' State farms are supposed to be examples of efficient farming, disseminators of better methods of produc-
tion and models for collective farms in the effort to raise labor productivity * * '. Therefore the cost of
production on state farms must he, to a certain extent, a criterion for procurement prices on collective farms
* ' . This is the more necessary because collcetive farms have not in the past calculated costs of production,
while all state farms have done so." (Moiseev in Vop. ekon., 1958 No. 7, p. 17. See also D. I. Iakushkin,
Novaia sistema zagotovok sel'skokhociaistvennykh produktov, M., 1958, pp. 27-28.)

5 Their planned share in gross agricultural output in 1958 was 16.4 percent (Kuszmin in Pravda, Dec. 20,
1957). Their planned shares in state procurements of grain, meat, milk, and wcol in 1965 (as given by
Khrushchev in ibid. Dec. 16, 1968) arecldose to their actual shares in 1918.

ecollcotives producing certain raw. material crops (cotton, sugar beet, flax fiber) have been subsidized in
the sense that they have bought produecr's goods at privileged prices and have sold their output to the
state on exceptionally favorable terms, nut these concessions were at the expense of producers of food
products.
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ducers as such.7 Insofar as deliveries to the state are compulsory,
such a tax is impossible to evade. If not invisible, it is at least not
easily recognized as a tax. or readily measured. It is understandable,
therefore, why the Russians resorted to it when the tax burden
became, with industrialization, extremely heavy. But if the tax in
kind served industrialization, it also distorted the procurement price
structure in ways which had unfavorable consequences in almost
every area of collective farm production.

To illustrate the extent to which agricultural policy has been com-
promised by price (tax) policy, it is useful to mention some of these
consequences Iiere, briefly and categorically (with the understanding
that they remain to be demonstrated arid qualified):

(1) Because low procurement prices provided little inducement to
deliver to the state, economic incentives were perforce supplanted by
direct controls. This led on the one hand to excessively centralized,
detailed, and dogmatic planning, and on the other, to the degradation
of machine-tractor stations (the local instruments of control) into
agencies concerned more with guaranteeing the flow of deliveries than
with using machinery efficiently.

(2) Because it was expedient to concentrate the tax in kind in
pro(lucts where procurement price did not provide the only incentive
to produce, the burden fell most heavily on basic food products (con-
sumne(l in part by farmers) as distinguished from raw material crops
(most of which are delivered to the state). Tue disparity between
relative prices and relative costs was in increasing contradiction with
output requirements.

(3) The system of multiple procurement prices (low for compulsory
or planned deliveries, higher for above-quota or unplanned deliveries)
which assured the receipt of the tax in kind also distributed the burden
inefficiently. Less productive farms, unable to make above-quota
deliveries, paid a higher rate of tax. In other words, a-verage price
tended to vary inversely with cost, with the result that backwardness
was perpetuated.

(4) As long as aiverage procurement prices were low, reference to
real costs was politicialy inexpedient. Accordingly, collective farms
did not calculate their costs of production (until 195S), nor did the
state bother (until 1955) to investigate the level and structure of
average costs.8 Consequently, central planning decisions involving
regional specialization, the direction of agricultural investment,
choices between alternative technologies, the structure of procurement
prices, and so on, were made without bCnCfit of cost criteria, Similarly,
the onlv costs considered in decisions affecting organization of pro-
duction at the level of the individual farm were outlays on materials:
labor head no price, and machine operations were inflexibly allocated
from above. It is impossible to estimate the waste which this delib-
erate disregard of real costs entailed, but some examples come to
mind: the attempt to grow cotton on unlirrigated land in the south of

The direct money taxes upon collective farm income and upon farmers' individual plots have not been
important sources of budget revenue. Their main function has been to provide a mechanism for encouraging
or discouraging (through differentialr mates of tax) types of economic activity not entirely amenable to direct
regulation: in addition, they foster the illusion teat such exflcit taxes are the only bite on agriculture

As brayers of manufact,,red goods at retail prices, coliect le farmis and farmeis have also paid, like the
urban pop;lation, substantial indiirect money taxes. These constitute a tax on agriculture only iusofar as
they affect producer's goods (machinedy, Onil products, tools, building materials, and so on), or result from
prices higher in rural than in urban areas.

I It is true that calculation of collective farm costs of prodction posed methodological and conceptual
problems. But the solutions discovered in 1955 were accessible in 1133.
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European Russia, the neglect of on-farm mechanization, the in-
sistence on a system of crop rotation not suitable to large areas of
the U.S.S.R., and a distribution of price incentives that resulted in
unnecessarily high incomes for a minority of farms and disablingly
low incomes for the majority. All of these policies have since been
repudiated or criticized. If adequate cost data had been available,
their disadvantages would have been more obvious.

(5) The tax in kind fell more heavily upon collective than upon
private farming. Though farmers as individuals also made com-
pulsory deliveries to the state of livestock products and potatoes
from their private plots, they sold as much or more to the population
at high market prices. Hence the average prices realized in private
farming were considerably above those realized by collectives, and
income from the private plot exceeded earnings from collective labor.
This meant that the structure of material incentives was at odds with
the ideological objective of strengthening socialized as opposed to
private agriculture.

Under these circumstances it does not seem very surprising that
collective output of basic food products lagged, that disparities in
income among farms were very great, that collective farm managers
found it just as expedient to use 50 men for a job as 5, and that the
50 men put out as little effort as possible.

Since this investigation is focused on the procurement prices re-
ceived by collective farms, it is desirable to begin by establishing
the importance of collectives in agricultural production, and of
procurement in collective marketings (sec. I). Section II summarized
price trends from 1928 to 1950. Section III describes the methods
and results of the first studies made of collective farm costs in the
fifties. Section IV outlines price trends from 1950 to 1958, and
section V discusses some of the effects of recent price trends on income
and institutional arrangements.

Common sources are abbreviated throughout; the code of abbrevia-
tions follows the text.

I. THE PATTERN OF OUTPUT AND MARKETINGS. PROCUREMENT PRICES

AND AVERAGE REALIZED PRICES

Table 1 shows that collective farms have been the principal pro-
ducers of grain and raw material crops ever since 1932. They still
account for less than half of outputs of potatoes, vegetables, meat,
milk, and eggs (when the private sector predominates). But they are
the main suppliers to the state of all products except eggs, and their
importance in procurements of livestock products may increase
further as the share of the private sector declines.Y So far as meat,
milk, and wool are concerned, collective farms are now the main
source not only of procurement but of all marketed output, as the
following figures indicate: '°

r Compulsory deliveries from the private sector wore abolished effective Jan. 1, 1958 (Pravda, July 5,
1957). So long as the farme, 's right to purchase manufactured goods in rural retail stores is contingent upon
his sales of farm products to consumer cooperatives he will continue to make some deliveries, even though
other marketing channels are also open to him. It is clear, however, that increasing pressure will be
brought upon state farm workers, and ultimately collective farmers, to sell their livestock to the socialized
sector.

10 1956 from Dostizbeniir 1957, p. 182; 1957 from SSSR v tsifrakh, p. 221. The decline in 1957 in the
collective share in meat ai i wool marketings is due to the conversion of about 5,000 collective farms into
state farms.
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Share of collective farms in marketed output

[Percent of total]

1956 1957

Meat (carcass weight) ----------- --------------------- - ------------------- 54 50Milk------- -- -61
Wool _2

TABLE 1. -Share of collective farms in U.S.S.R. output arnd procurement of selected-
products,. 19S2-66 '

[Perrent or total]

1932 194W l'500_

Product
Output Procure- Output Procure- Output Procure- Output Procur-

ment nment ment cent

'oodl products:
Grain - 67 74 x (89) 86 91 79 72Potatoes X 49 33 61 23 58 29 5SVegetables X 100 44 92 45 82 43 75Meat . 33 11 20 43 22 '52 34 64Milka--- - 16 39 17 St) 19 42 36 66Ehgs .g . X X 4 4 9 31 9 33Raw ni iterials:
Sugar beet -- - 68 68 90 90 97 97 98 98Raw cotton --- 81 96 94 94 96 96 95 85Flax 6ber- 64 63 X 84 X X 99 100Wool-- 23 46 49 58 66 69 65 72

-' The letter "X" me-ima not available.
Output data niot otherwise speciflied refer to carcass weight lnclurl ong offal. Procurement d;La trototherwise pecified refer to liver accounting weight. Data for 1932 refer to the 3 major meats alid pouitry;data for later years include minor meats (rablit, horse, etc ).
Carcass weight excluding offal.

4Live natural weight.I Including milk proulirts converted to milk. Data for 1932 refer to cows inilk only, vilile those forlater years inclinse goat and sheep milk.
6 Output in natural weight, procuremient in ascounuting weight.
Sources:
1940-56 computed from aplpendix tables I and 2.
1932 output: Grain, sugar beet, raw cotton, flax Pber: SLICF 1935, p. 214. Meat, nilk, \Nol: Comipuredfrom absolute figures for total output (SSKh 1939, p. 73) and collective farrm output (KVSI' 193j, Di. l5).1932 Procurement: Grain: Compitedl froni atbsoilte figures in SKh 1935. p. 216. All other products:Computed from absolute figures in Vest, stat., 1957, No. 6, pp. 78-79.

Table 2 presents comparable data for the private sector. It will
be seen that the significance of the private sector (so far as food
supply to thle nonagricUltural population is concerned) is much.iless
than its share it output might sug-gest. 'T'his is of course because it
mtfrkets a relatively small proportion of what. it, produLces (table 3).
Table 3 also siiOws that something like half of private sector market-
ings of meat and milk occllr tdrougll citannels other than procure-
ment, that is, at market prices. The proportion of potatoes ant eggs
sold at market prices is probably not lower, and with vegetebles it
must be on the order of 80 to 90 percent.

VlT e question of the importance of market sales in total marketings
by collective farrms is somewvilat harder to answer, because of both
gaps in data and the inappropriateness of available data for our
purpose. Our interest is in the extent to wlhich tlhe average prices
realized by collective farms are affected by sales other thanl procure-
ment. Hence we are concerned with all transactions which influence
average price, whether they are regarded as market output in Soviet
statistical practice or not. The scope of published data on market
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output in physical terms has changed over time, and has never been
entirely clear.' It appears, however, that at least the data for 1940
and later years exclude off-market sales between farms and-farmers
(vnutriderevenskii oborot), which are of interest in the present con-
nection because they occur, like market sales, at uncontrolled prices
which are presumably higher than procurement prices. On the other
hand, market output data include some nonmonetary transactions by
collective farms (payments in kind to hired labor; allocations of food
products to collective dining halls, nurseries, and the like).l2

TABLE 2.-Share of the private sector in U.S.S.R. output, marketings, and procure-
ment of selected produces, 1940, 1956 1

[Percent of total]

1940 1956

Product
Output Procure- Output Market- Procure-

ment ings ment

Potatoes ------------------------------ 65 37 67 X 41
Vegetables -- ------------------------------------ 47 2 42 X 5
Meat 2 - -------------- ~---- --------- 72 39 55 28 19
Milk 3 - ----------------------- 78 34 57 23 16
Eggs - ----------------------------- 94 92 87 X 49

I The letter "X" means not available.
2 Output and marketings data refer to carcass weight including offal. Procurement data refer to live

accounting weight.
3 Cow, goat, and sheep milk and milk products.

Sources: Output and procurement computed from appendix tables 1 and 2. Marketings from Dostizhe-
niia 1957, p. 182.

TABLE 3.-Share of marketings and procurement in gross private sector output of
selected products, 1940, 1956 1

[Percent of gross output]

1940 1956

Product
Market- Procure- Market- Procure-

ings ment ings ment

Potatoes -X 6 X 6
Vegetables -I 1 -X 3
Meat 2 ----------------------------------------- X 15 30 15
Milk 3 ------------------------------ 21 8 17 10
Eggs ------------------------------------- X 22 X 9

l The letter "IX" means not available.
2 The marketings figure refers to carcass weight, procurement data to live weight.
3 Cow, goat, and sheep milk and milk products.

Sources: Marketings computed from appendix table 1, Dostizheniia 1957, pp. 154, 182, and SKh 1958,
p. 364 The calculation for meat involves the conversion of U.S.S.R. market output in 1956 from live to
carcass weight. The ratio of careass to live weight is assumed to be 62 percent, as in total output (cf. Zhivot-
novodstvo 1919, p. 157).

Procurement computed from appendix tables I and 2. The calculation for meat involves the conversion
of private sector meat output from carcass to live weight. The ratios of carcass to live weight are estimated
as 62 percent in 1940 and 65 percent in 1956. These estimates are based on the structure of private sector
output by type of meat (as deduced from Zhivotnovodstvo 1959, pp. 159-162) and the following ratios for
individual types of meat (percent): Beef, 55; pork, 75; mutton, s0; poultry, 90 (cf. RM-2326, p. 13).

11 For an exhaustive discussion of this'problem, see!~arcz, EM-1930, appendix 0.
12 CL RM-2101, pp. 52-53.
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TABLE 4.-Share of marketings and procurement in gross collective farm output of
of selected products,' 1932-66 I

[Percent of gross output]

1932 1940 1950 1956

Product
Market- Procure- Market- Procure- Market- Procure- Market- Procure-

ings ment migs ment itgs mcnt iogs ment

Food products:
Grain. --....... X 27 X 43.0 X. 44 X 39
Potatoes - X X X 21.0 X X 20 18
Vegetables ------- X X X 46.0 X 40 X 46
Meat 3---------- 37 13 '80. 0 56.0 X 57 03 75
Milk -30 23 65.0 58.0 59 52 71 66
Eggs - X X X 20.0 X 58 X 61

Raw materials:
Sugar beet - X 94 . 97. 0 97.0 95 95 97 97
Raw cotton -- X 95 99.8 99.8 99 99 97 97
Plax fiber -- X 67 X 77.0 X 74 X 83
Wool ' -72 X X 88.0 79 79 06 96

I The letter "X" means not available.
Marketings data refer to carcass weight, procurement data to live weight.
1937.

'Including milk products converted to mUk. Data for 1932 refer to cow's mUk only, whUo those for later
yesas include goat and sheep milk.

A Natural weight.

Sources to above table:
Marketings:
Meat: 1932, 1940 (1937), KVSP 1039, p. 105; 195A, Dostizbenjia 1957, pp. 154,182 (see sources to table 3 for

*onversion of U.S.S.R. market Output ot meat from live tO carcass weIght) and appendir table 1
Milk: 1932, KVSP 1930, p. 105; 1940, 1950, Sh 1958, p. 3C4; 1956, Dostizheniia 1957, pp. 154, 182, and ap-

pendix table 1.
Sugar beet, raw cotton: Identical with procurement at least from 1940 on (cf. Vest. stat., 1957. No. 6 and

Dostlzbeniia 1957, p. 154).
Wool: Identical with procurement fromt 1950 on (cf. RM-1178, p. 13). 1956 from Dostizhenfia 1957, pp.

I, 182, and appendix table 1.
Procurement:
Computed directly from appendix tables I and 2, with the following exceptions.
All products in 1932: See sources tO 1932 data in table .
Grain: 1940, SSEP 1918, p. 118.
MNeat: 1940, 1950, ibld. The calculation for 191G involves the conversion of collective farm meat output

from carcass to live wireight. The ratio of carcass to live weight is estimated as 60 percent; it is based on the
etructure of collective output by type of meat and ratios for individual types. (See sources to table 3 for
source and inldividual ratios.)

W~ool: 1940,.1960from 3SEP 1958. p.1I8;1955 natural weight identical with marketings. (Seo above.)

Titese limttitationls irrust be borrne in mind in interpreting table 4, which
gives the share of marketings and procurement in gross collective
farm output. The data for raw materials are not significantly affected,
but in the case of food products not all the difference between market-
ings and procurement represents market sales, nor do the figures for
total marketings include all sales.

Table 4 shows that procurement accounts for all of nearly all collec-
tive marketings of raw materials." Taken at their face value, the meat
and milk data indicate that the proportion of marketings other than
procurement has declined in the case of meat from roughly two-thirds
to one-fifth, and in the case of milk from about one-fourth to less than
oilc-terith.

With regard to grain: data on the allocation of collective farm grain
harvests in the late thirties indicate that the proportion of market sales
in all marketings for which farms received a price (i.e., compulsory
deliveries, above-quota purchases, and market sales) was something
less tllarI (percent): 1937, 28; 1938, 25; 1939, 22.14

It An exception is sunflower seed (a technical crop not considered here), procnrement of which accounts
for about 80 percent of marketings (compare Doetzheniia, p. 154, and Vecst. stat., 1957, No, O, p 78).

ii Computed from percentage dlstributlons of A. Arlna, reproduced in Naum Jasny, The Socialized
Agricuiltulre of the t.S.S.R., Stauford, Callt., 1i17, p.738 The source lumps ahove-quota purchases (a form
of procurement) with market sales, so that the pereentages given in the text above l,,ciide both.

lh;S7 .- 1t0 pr. 1 17
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So far we have considered only quantity data.: Clues may also be
obtained from value data, specifically, from information on collective
farm money income by origin. Table 5 shows that market-and.other
sales at uncontrolled prices have @icconited-for up to 38 pefrent of
total collective income from agricultural sales. Figures on collective
income from-grain crops in 1955 and 1956 show that sales other than
procurement accounted for 20 to 30 percent of the total value of sales:

[Billion rubles]

1955 1956

Total income from grain crops I .-- . : 6 12.1
Estimated income from grain procurement -6.8 & 4

X ESKh, 1957, No. 7, p. 33.
l 1951 from RM-2101, p. 186 (sum of payments for compulsory deliveries and above-quota purchases); 195&

from appendix table 5.

Aggregate data may be misleading so far as the majority of farms
.is concerned. For example, the relative importance of market sales
in a densely populated agricultural area such as the Ukraine is con-
siderably higher than for the U.S.S.R. as a whole. In 1950 and 1954,

when income from market sales accounted for 31 and 21 percent,
respectively, of U.S.S.R. collective inconre., from- sales, the corre-
sponding figures for Ukrainian collectives were 42 and 30 percent.l&'
Within comparatively homogeneous regions, such as a single oblast
(province), collective .farm income in districts with easy access to
major urban centers is several times average income in remoter
districts;" a large part of this disparity must be due to differences
in the proportion of market sales in total marketings. It is clear,
therefore, that the influence of market sales on average price is
quite uneven.

TABLE 5.-Distribution by origin of collective farm money income, 1935-66

[Billion rubles, unless otherwise specified]

1935 1940 1950 1952 1954 1956

Sales to procurement agencies -5. 25 10.4 21.3 24. 5 46. 5 74. 7
Sales at market prices I -1.89 6.1 .9.4 14.7 12.4 13.9
Other income -1.74 4.2 3.5 3.6 4.4 *6.0-

Total ------------------------- 8.88 .20.7 34.2 42.8 63.3 94.6.

Sales at market prices as a percentage of
total sales- 26 37 31 38 21 16.

I Sales on the urban and rural collective farm market, and off-market sales to other farms and to farm
members.

2 Earnings of subsidiary enterprises (mills, shops, etc.); earnings from services; interest on bank deposits.

Sources:
1935: Nesmii in PKh, 1938, No. 9, p. 95.
1940: Total and "other" income given or implied in NK 1956, p. 140. Market sales from RM-2101, p. 47.

Procurement sales derived as a residual.
1950-54: RM-2101, p. 44.
1956: Total from S.S.S.R. v tsifrakh, p. 200. Market and procurement sales from ESKh, 1957, No. 7,

p. 32. " Other" income derived as a residual.

1I Computed from Statistichne uprivlinnia Ukrains'koi R.S.R., Narodne gospodarstvo Ukrains'koi
R.S.R., Kiev, 1957, pp. 283. 298.

is Cf. Moskovskoe obl'stnoe statisticheskie uipravlenle, Narodnoe khoziaistvo Moskovskoi oblasti,
M., 1958, pp. 129-130; Statisticheskoe upravlenie Leningradskoi oblasti, Narodnoe khns7aistvo Lenin.
gradskoi oblasti, M., 1957. pp. 72-78; and any atlas which shows railways and highways in these oblasts.
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Still, average realized prices provide some idea of the extent to
which we do violence to reality in neglecting market sales of food
products in this paper. Fairly good estimates can be made of the
average prices realized by collectijve farms in 1937 for four products;
they are compared below with average procurement'prices:

Prices received by collective farms in 19S7 for urban marketingas

Rubles per ton

Percent,
Average Procurement cnl. 2-.col. I
realized price

price

tl.) (2) (3)

G rain -------------------------------------- ------------------- 137 SS 54
Potatoes--- 

--- ------------- 120 53M ilk -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -357 240 87meat (live weight) -1, 194 950 80

sources: Col. 1 computed from quantities and prices estimated by Tarot in R130-1930, pp. 335-337. The
meat price Includes mtarket sales of livestock on the hoof, col. 2 from table 6 in sec. II below.

The average realized prices refer to urban mnslrketillgs only; if rural
sales were taken into account, the prices in collljnn 1 would be higher,
and the ratios in column 3 lower.

Estimates of average realized prices can be made for three products
in 19'56', the calculations are shown below::"

Prices received by collective forms in 1966

Quantity Price (rubles Value (bit-
(millions of per ton) lions of

tons) rubles)

(') (2) (3)

G rain:
Procurement i ----------------------- 15. 9 530 & 43Market sales- 1.5 9 '250 4 3.7

Total sales - ------------ - ------- -- 17.4 695 1i2.1

Meat (live weight):
ProcuromrIe:t '- . 2. 37 3. 640 8. bIMarket sales ----- ------ ' d 's m 7. 20

Total sales -3.2 4 950 1&5S3
Milk:

Procuremnent I --------- 10.371 970 10.08Market sales 7.9 '2.400 2 16

Total sales- | 11:3 1, 0S0 12 22

ISee appendix table 5. The q uantity data are net of delivertes far which farms received no price (returnoi teed loans, payments in kind to ST)
' Col. 3+. col. 2.

Based on the prices realized in comnmission sales in 195t, as derived trom quantity and value data inVest. stat., l95S, No , p. 81. The derive I price of flour, food gralis, groats. and legu .as (3,2S5 rublesper ton) was adjusted downward to 2,500 rubles per ton to elim~nate the value of milling and to allo ftrthe presumably higher share in sale- by collective farms of tile loaer priced feed grains. The carrcas meat
price (14,645 rubles per ton) a-as adju-tel to live reoghi.t assundng a carcass to live we'ght rcott off 0 pe'-cent The miluk price refers to whole 111k.

Difference between, total collective farni incomne fromn grain crops and inco; e fron procure !.ert.
o DIffere~nce betwreen esti-ated total marketings of 3.5 million tons live weight rind total procure nentf2.7 million tons Including deliveries lor vwhich far ns receive-d s p rice (apre idix tarile 21. The eti:nateof tota inmarketings is derived from as carcass sweght estimiate of 2.1 millHoii toars (cf. table 4 and appenisix

table 1), assuming a ratio of carcass to live vweght of 60 perce:rt (cf. aource. to tab!e 4).rt Difference between total roarketings of 12.4 millionr tons (cf. trble 4 amid appe i-ix table i1 and totalprocurement Including delivearies lor a hic. arrns receive'i no price (apperidix table 21.
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. The.ratio of procurement price to average realized price is (percent):
grain, 76; meat, 74; milk, 90. In this calculation the average realized
price, of grain presumably includes rural marketings.
* To summarize: disregard of market sales involves a considerable

understatement of the average prices for food products realized by
collective farms. The understatement evidently diminishes over
time, being on the order of perhaps 50 percent in 1937 and 25 percent
in 1956.' There are grounds for suspecting that a great many farms
without access to urban markets received prices closer to the level of
procurement prices than to average realized prices. But it is clear
that index numbers'of procurement prices (to be presented in secs.
II and IV) are not representative of averag3 prices. Comment on
theodivergence between trends in procurement and average realized
prices will be made as the index numbers are presented.

II. PROCUREMENT PRICES, 1928-50

Before examining price trends, it may be useful to review briefly
the procurement arrangements affecting the level, formation, and
significance of prices.'7

Virtually all procurement in 1928 came from independent peasants.
Raw material crops were obtained on the basis of contracts concluded
between procurement agencies and groups of farmers who agreed in
advance to deliver specified amounts of product at specified prices.
The contract system (which involved a large measure of compulsion)
was beginning to be applied to food products as well; however, the
bulk of these were still obtained in a more or less unorganized fashion
from individual farmers offering produce on the market or at procure-
ment collection points.

The system of procurement associated with collectivized agricul-
turs was introduced in late 1932 and 1933 (by which time collectiviza-
tion embraced two-thirds of all peasant households and four-fifths of
the sown area), and remained essentially unchanged through 1957.
Its characteristic features were: a defined minimum obligation to
deliver, multiple prices, and the extension of payments or benefits
not reflected in procurement prices.

With most technical crops the obligation was defined, as in earlier
years, by a contract which specified the area to be sown and the
quantity of produce to be delivered per hectare. In the case of cotton
and sugar beet the quantity was the whole crop; in no case was delivery
wholly or even primarily voluntary. Planned deliveries per hectare
were paid for at base prices uniform (for a given quality within a given
price zone) for all farms. A farm's above-plan deliveries were, from
1935 on, paid for at premium prices anywhere from 50 to 300 percent
above the base price. Generally speaking, the larger the quantity
per hectare which a farm contracted to deliver, the higher the premium
price for above-plan deliveries. Unlike food producers, farms deliv-
ering technical crops received part of their payment in advance.
They were also guaranteed the opportunity to buy stipulated amounts
(in proportion to their total deliveries) of certain consumer's good,
some at prices on the order of 50 percent below regular retail prices.18

It Cf. I. M. Slatin Gosudarstvennye zagotovki sel'skokhozialstvennyh produktov v S.S.S.R., M., 1956;
M M. Lifits, ed., Ekonomika sovetskoi torgovli, M., 1950, ch. 6; M.I. Moiseev, Ekonomicheskie osnovy

gosudarstvennykh zagotovok se1'skokhozlaistvennykh produktov, M., 1955; L. N. Bakhovkina, (osudarst.
vennye zakupki sek'skokhoziaistvennykh produktov, M., 1955.

le Cf. Moiseev in SSKh, 1954, No. 3, p. 58.
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Cotton farms bought seed and mineral fertilizers at privileged prices,
while sugar beet farms received free seed. 9 The value of benefits not
expressed in procurement prices for technical crops was considerable.
Data onl receipts for sugar beet in the years 1933-35 indicate that the
value of natural payments (beet pulp, sirup, seeds, fertilizers, pesti-
cidos) received by farms was equivalent to about 25 percent of the
cash payments.30

A source in the midfifties estimated that total benefits (most of
which were received by technical crop producers) were equivalent to
10-12 percent of the total bill for state procurement from the collec-
tive sector.21 The discount on wheat purchases by flax farms alone
in the years 1955-56 amounted to about 2 billion rubles, equivalent
to 17 percent of cash payments for flax in these Vears.2 2

Compulsory deliveries of basic food products and wool were deter-
mined by regionally differentiated quotas. From 1933 to 1940 the
quotas were based on a farm's sown area and numbers of livestock.
Thereafter, they were proportional to the amount of land a farm held:
arable land, in the case of crops, or total agricultural land (arable,
meadow, pasture, orchard), in the case of livestock products. At no
time were the quotas dependent upon output: the state could count
on fixed amounts of compulsory deliveries, at low prices, in good years
and bad. After a farm discharged its quota obligation, and also its
obligation to make paymnents in kind for M''S services, any marketable
surp~us could be sold to procurement agencies at higher, above-quota
prices. These were still far below market prices, but since above-
quota deliveries entitled farms to buy (at regular retail prices) scarce.
producers' goods which were otherwise unobtainable, they were made
even by farms with access to collective farm markets." Above-quota
deliveries were abandoned at the beginning of World War II and re-
mained negligible until 1953. Compulsory deliveries, on the other
hand, increased both as a result of higher quotas for all farms and
(from 1947 to 1953) violation of the principle of equal quotas: farms
with a visible surplus were required to make whatever deliveries were
needed to meet local procurement plans.24

One fact about multiple pricing as it affected both food products and
technical crops is worth emphasizing. The lowest price applied to the
basic or inescapable obligation and the higher to exceptional or
voluntary deliveries. Such a system may offer long-term incentives
to increase yield and deliverics,"5 but it also results in annual fluctua-
tious in average price which tend to be inversely related to cost (in
bad years when unit costs are higher, average price is lower), and in
any given year it penalizes the low yield producer.2"

Procurement prices in 1928 were rather close to average realized
prices; the ratio of the former to the latter was as follows (percent):
grain, 87; potatoes, 59; meat, 107; milk, 77; eggs, 94; sugar beets, 84;
raw cotton, 100; flax fiber, 94,27 In the case of raw material crops, this
was because the state was virtually the only buyer. It was the domi-

19 Izvestiia, July I, 1958, p. 2, par. 15.
teNarodnyl komissarlet isbhehevol promyshlennostl, Olavsakhara, Otchet a rabote sakharnol promy-

abiennosti za 1933-35 gg., iM., 1936, p. 38.
21- Popova in SSKh, 1955 No. 6, p. 40.6

'2 Zagorodneva In Vest. Mock. Unliv., 1958, No. 3, pp. 47; 50.
2 Peter Urnnov, "some Aspects of Soviet Price Policy, ' New York, 195M, pp. 59-60.

U2 cr. RM-1178, pp. 9-l0.
2* Whether it actually does so depends on the feasibility of rewarded performance, on the relation of the

basi price to toat, and on the dlierentl between basic and premium prices.
7 Examples are given ill sec. IV.
17Computed from the absolute prices In Karex, BM-193Q),pp. 340, 345.
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nant buyer of food products, but the comparative lack of compulsion
to deliver meant that procurement prices were influenced by the
market prices paid by private traders and the population.

Trends after 1928 have been summarized by Moiseev as follows: 28

[Compulsory delivery] prices for grain,..potatoes, vegetables, meat, and a few
other food products remained unchaunged from 1928-29 until 1953, though prices
of manufactured goods were increased after the war: Clearly, this signified a
marked change in the terms of trade for food products, as a result of which the real
payment received by collective farms declined.

Technical crops fared better. Contract and premium prices for cotton, flax,
hemp, sugar beet, and other technical crops were raised substantially several
times. As a result, changes in technical crop prices approximately matched
changes in retail prices for manufactured goods * * *. But even in technical crop
production the situation varied from crop to crop.

Moiseev is not entirely accurate. Compulsory delivery prices for
grain, potatoes, and meat unquestionably increased somewhat in the
thirties. And they are not in any case the whole story, since average
price was influenced by above-quota deliveries. Nor is it true that
prices of manufactured goods increased only after the war, as he
appears to suggest in speaking of food products. In fact they in-
creased (as he tacitly recognizes in speaking of raw material crops)
several times; i.e., throughout the period from 1928 to 1948. Still,
Moiseev's statement appears to be broadly correct in the light of the
estimates to follow.

Table 6 shows for seven products the procurement prices paid to
all producers in 1928 and to collective farms in 1937 and 1950. Prices
for 1928 were derived by Karcz from reports of average prices actually
paid or planned by centralized procurement organizations; they appear
to be highly reliable.

Prices of food products in 1937 and 1950 are averages of compulsory
delivery and above-quota prices (as estimated by Karcz), weighted by
the proportions of each in collective farm deliveries. 2- Since Karcz's
prices refer to deliveries by both collective farms and the private
sector, some error may be involved in this procedure, but it can hardly
be significant except in the case of meat, where differences in assort-
ment and weight of animals are likely. Karcz's price estimates
appear to be quite reliable except in the case of meat (where special
difficulties were encountered). The estimates of compulsory and
above-quota deliveries by which I weigh his 1937 prices are reliable
for grain, meat, and milk, but dubious for potatoes. The 1950 weights
are also dubious, but the resulting error in average price could be
important only in the case of meat, where the differential between
above-quota and compulsory delivery prices was 10 to 1. Because of
the generally lower reliability of the meat prices and weights, Karcz's
prices (which refer to major meats only) are accepted as the price of
all meat.30

*3 Vop. ekon., 1958, No.7, pp. 20-21. Gaponenko confirms this resume (PKh, 1958, No. 11, p. 33), adding
with respect to technical crops: "The level of average prices was adequate. but it was [strongly] influenced
by premiums; the base price even for technical crops remained low." According to Terent'ev (Vop. ekon.,
19.58, No. 3, p. 59), "Compulsory delivery prices for important [food] products remained approximately at the
level of 1928 market prices until 1955. Over this period wholesale and retail prices for many manufactured
foods weresubstantlally increased." His terminal date is misleading: compulsory delivery prices for live-
stock products, potatoes, and vegetables increased in 1953; grain, in 1955.

9 Tbe prices estimated by Karcz for grain, meat, and' milk in 1952 are attributed here to 1950, as no
change in prices is known to have occurred between these 2 years. Karcz's estimate of the compulsory
delivery price of potatoes in 1952 includes a " new premium" of 5 percent for punctual delivery; I assume that
this was not paid in 1950.

Major meats (cattle hogs sheep, and goals) accounted- for 94 percent-of total carcass meat output in
1937 and 92 percent in 1bs0 (cf. Zhivotnovodstvo 1959, p. 159). Their share in collective farm output was
probably higher (cf. ibid., p. 160).
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TABLR 6.-Average procurement prices received by collective farms for selected
products, 1928, 1937, 1950 '

Rubles per ton Price relatlies_
1928-100

1928 937 1950 1937 1950

Food products:
Grain 61.0 88 91 144 149
Potatoes 220 53 40 241 182
Meat (live wei ght). 235. 0 950 700 404 298
Milk . - -- - - -- 5S 0 240 300 414 517

Raw materials:
Sugar beet -10.3 44 110 427 1,068
Raw cotton -282 0 1, 570 3,600 557 1 277
Flax fiber - ---------------------- 450.0 1,050 4,423 233 983

I Data for 193I refer to the averae procurement prices received by all producers (independent peasants,
state farms, and the few collective farms then In existence).

2Including milk products converted to milk equivalent.

Sources: -I=: Kare., RM-10, p. 345. 1937: Appendix table 3. 1950: Appendix table 4.

Prices of technical crops in 1937 and 1950 are weighted averages of
base and premium prices; they exclude the value of discounts and
other. benefits. Estimates for 1937 are Karcz', as- is the cotton price
attributed here to 1950; they appear to be quite reliable. The flax
price in 1950 is the reported average, the sugar beet price is my ad-'
justment of Karcz' estimate for 1952.

Prices for 1928 and 1937 refer not to a constant grade of product
but to the average product marketed in those years. This is true also
of the. flax price in 1950; other prices for this year in effect assume no
change in quality from 1937.

Products in table 6 accounted in 1937 for an estimated 6.5 billion
rubles of collective farm sales to procurement agencies, or something
like 75 to 80 percent of the total.1" In 1950 they accounted for an
estimated 15.2 billion rubles, or 71 percent of the total.3 2 Whether
they are representative of the trends for all products is moot; prob-
ably food products are better represented than technical crops.

The price relatives in table 6 are weighted by the values of collective
farm sales of these products to state procurement agencies in 1937 to
obtain the price index nullsbers in table 7. In view of the doubts
attached to some price estimates and to the representativeness of
products included, a high degree of reliability cannot be claimed for
these numbers, but they probably indicate the orders of magnitude
involved. Two interesting facts emerge: (1) between 1928 and 1950
raw material prices increased more than tenfold, while food product
prices increased less than threefold; (2) prices of food products wvere
more or less constant from 1937 to 1950.

As was indicated at the end of section I, the average prices realized
by collective farms for food products in .1937 (taking all sales at
market prices into account) may have been double procurement prices,
so that a fivefold increase in average realized prices of food products
over the period 1928-37 is possible. This would be about the sairic
as the increase in raw material procurement prices (table 7). A
rough equality probably persisted to 1940 (there were no major pro-

3! CL appendix table 3. Total collective farm sales to procurement agencies in 1937 are not known. All
agricultural sales.amounted to 12 billion rubles (KVSP 1939 0- 115)' if the share of sales to procurement
agencies was 66 percentas ini1936 (Nesmli in PKh, 1938, No. 9, p. 955, total sales to procurement agencies
were about 8 billion rubles.

n Cf. table 5 and appendix table 4.
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curement price changes, and market sales flourished). Between 1940
and 1950, however, the situation changed radically: procurement
prices for raw materials doubled, while average realized prices for food
products (disregarding the war years) declined. According to
Moiseev: a3

Even after the war, state above-quota purchases- of grain were not resumed, and
above-quota purchases of other products were sharply curtailed. On the other
hand, compulsory delivery quotas for grain and other products were again in-
creased in these years, while the principle of equal quotas * * * was violated.
The increase in compulsory deliveries, together with the decline in total output
resulting from the war, led to a reduction in quantities of products sold on the
collective farm market.

This was reflected in the trend in average realized prices *** The curtailment
in state above-quota purchases and the reduction in market sales somewhat
reduced the average realized prices for grain, potatoes, vegetables, meat, milk,
and other food products, since almost all marketed output was delivered at com-
pulsory delivery prices.

TABLE 7.-Index numbers of procurement prices received by collected farms, 1928,
1987, 1950 1

[1928=100]

Product group 1928 1937 1950

Food products -100 274 274
Raw materials -- ------------------------------------ 100 510 1,218
All products --- --------- - -------------------- 100 420 858

X Index numbers for 1928 refer to the prices received by all producers.
Sources: Computed from the price relatives in table 6 and the 1937 value weights in appendix table S.

To appreciate what these movements meant in terms of real re-
ceipts, we need, of course, measures of the prices paid by collective
farms for goods. Some notion of the nature of the goods involved
may be formed from data on the composition of money outlays on
production and investment (in both of the examples below, the data
exclude any remuneration to collective farm members). In 1937
production expenses were distributed as follows (percent): I"
Current repair of buildings and tools -_-__-_- _- _ 8. 8
Purchase of small tools - _------- -_---- _ 9. 5
Purchase of mineral fertilizers - _- - -. 2
Purchase of pesticides -_--_---- ------ 1. 8
Purchase of fuel and lubricants - 9. 4
Purchase of materials for subsidiary enterprises (shops, mills, etc.) - 5. 8
Purchase of seed -_----------- ----- 7. 3
Purchase of feed -_---------------- _12. 3
Cash payments to MTS - _----------------_------ 11. 0
Wages of hired specialists -_- _- ___- __-------------------- 4. 7
Miscellaneous -___--_----_--__--------__------------__21. 2

Total -_----_----_----_------_--------_--------------_-_-_-100. 0

33 Vop. ekon., 1958, No. 7, p. 20.
as KEVP 1939, p. 138.
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In 1950 the distribution of money investment was as follows
(billion rubles):
Purchase of materials; payment of hired construction labor -2. 097
Purchase of machinery, motors, power equipment, large tools -2. 304
Irrigation and land improvement- . 227
Purchase of livestock - _ 3. 235
Orchard and timber plantings - 249
Capital repair of buildings and machinery -1. 215
(Miscellaneous)- -(. 220)

Total- 9. 547

Farms undoubtedly purchased agricultural commodities such as
seed, feed, and livestock from state enterprises (procurement agencies
state farms) as well as from other collective farms and individual
farmers. To the extent that purchases were made from the collective
and private sector, they probably occurred at an approximation of
rural collective farm market prices. Fertilizer was sold to cotton
farms at a special discount; 36 other farms paid the wholesale price."
All other manufactured commodities-tools, machinery, spare parts,
fuel and lubricants, building materials- were bought by collective
farms at retail prices: that is, at prices involving a substantial markup
over wholesale prices.'s

Unfortunately, there is little or no information about movements
of rural market prices, wholesale fertilizer prices, and the retail prices
paid by collective farms for industrial producer's goods. Nor is it
self-evident that available price indicators (table 8) provide good
analogs. For example, market price trends differ somewhat between
different aggregates of cities; 9 differences between urban and rural
areas might be much larger. Janet Chapman's index numbers of
official retail prices of all manufactured goods (row 2a of table 8 refer
almost entirely to consumer's goods. A building materials group is
included (shown separately in row 2b) but the group may not be
very well represented. The relation of the retail prices paid by col-
lective farms to the wholesale prices shown in rows 3 and 4 is unknown;
very possible it fluctuated over time.'

3S Golev in Fln. S.S.S.R., 1956, No. 2, p. 58.
" Cf. Ihvestfla, July 1, 1058, p. 2, par. 15.
" Terent'ev in Vop. ekon., 1958, No. 3, p. 60.
*' Ibid See also E. k. Iakhkin, Novaia sistema zagotovok scl'skokhoziaistvennykh produktov. M.,to s, p. 3 e1. , . a
lCSompare data for 251 cities and 71 large cities in ST 1956, pp. 182-183.
" Between 1928 and 1937 when the average locresse in wholesale brick prices was 35 percent, the increase

InretaU brick pricesin Moscow was ll8percent (cf. Chapman, Review of Economicsand StatLties, vol. 36
(May 1954), p. 154).
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TABLE 8'-' OIndicatora of prces'paid bifcolledive farmas for'agricultural and manu-
fadured goods, 1928-52

.192 1937 1940 1948-' 1950 - 1952

1., Urban market prices: - - -
(a) Grain, 1928=100 ---- '------ '100 - 1,428 : --
(b) Livestock, 1928=100. --------- '------------ .? 100 a1,136 0 : :
(c) All products, 1937=100-- 100 200 .
(d) All products, 1940=100- :: : : : : : : - - -0- - 10- 4

2. Official retail prices, Moscow (1937 weights),
1928=100: .. - -

(a) All manufactured goods - -100 46 -- 1,291 1,000
(b) Building.materials ::: 100 - 258 650 : 539

3. Wholesale prices of selected industrial goods (1937 .
weights), 1928=100: l I . .

(a) Miscellaneous metal articles (wire, nais,
screws, bolts, etc.) :-- -- -- :-- 100 150 - 360 .(b) Selected lumber and wood products- 100 175 -580 .

c) Bricks --- --------------- 100 135 -726
d) Cement -100 154 .319

4. Wholesale prices of selected petroleum products,
1928=100:

(a) Oasoline, 2d grade -:-- - 100 350 -315.
(b) Kerosene-100 648 -608
(c) Motor oils -100 214 319

' Average realized price.
2 Average realized price of meat, live weight.
* Market price of livestock sold on the hoof.

Sources:
Rows I (a), (b): Computed from absolute prices in Karez, RM-1930, pp. 245, 296, 340.
Row I(c): Crude estimate derived from known increase in total value of market sales between 1937 and

1940 (63 percent) and an estimated decline in volume of sales of 16 percent. The latter is derived from
Karcz's estimates of prices of grain, potatoes, meat, and milk in 1937, and estimates of quantities sold in
1937 and 1940.

Row l(d): "ST 1956," p..182.
Rows 2 (a), (b), Janet Chapman in "Review of Economics and Statistics," vol. 36 (May 1954), p. 141.
Rows3 (a). (b) (c), (d): Abram Bergson et al., "Basic Industrial Prices in the U.S.S.R, 1928-1960," Rand

Corp., Research eAemorandumn RM-1522, Aug. 1, 1955, pp. 20, 23, 25.
Rows 4 (a), (b), (c): N. Nimitz, "Prices of Refined Petroleum Products in the U.S.S.R, 1928-60," Rand

Corp., RM-1497, May 26, 1955, p. 11.

Thus no very firm conclusions can be drawn from table 8. It does
suggest, however, that the rise between 1928 and 1937 in prices paid
for agricultural commodities was rather large. If rural prices rose
only half as much as urban prices, a fivefold or sixfold increase is
indicated. The increase in prices of manufactured goods bought by
farms was perhaps closer to row 2(b) than to row 2(a): that is, about
threefold. Between 1937 and 1950 prices of agricultural commodities
could have doubled while prices of manufactured goods increased
somewhere between twofold and threefold. Taking agricultural and
manufactured goods together, the increase over 1928 in all prices
paid by collective farms was perhaps fourfold to fivefold by 1937 and
eightfold to tenfold by 1950.

Obviously these are very crude estimates. For what they are
worth, they suggest (in connection with the trends in average real-
ized prices discussed earlier) that the average price of raw material
crops did keep pace between 1928 and 1950 with the prices of goods
purchased by farms. Prices of food products may have kept pace
to 1937; thereafter average realized prices declined while prices paid
by farms roughly doubled; in other words, real receipts fell by
something like one-half.

Another clue to the trend in costs is provided, for the period
1937-50, by data on state farm costs. Table 9 compares these costs

,*with the prices received by collective farms for three products in
1937 and 1950. In columns 1 and 4, the lower figures for grain and
milk are average procurement prices. The upper figures, which are
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double the lower'; are intended to repiesefit-the'probable maximum
average realized price (including market sales); the estimates for
1950 are clearly on the generous side.' In the case of cotton, the
average procurement price is identical with the average realized
price. The costs in columns (2) and (5) may be lower than collective
farm costs similarly defined; they are not likely to be higher.4 '
TABi.E 9.-Comparison of prices received by collective farms for grain, milk, and

rais cotton with state farm costs, 1937, 1950

1937 1950

Product
Collective State farm Col. I + Collective State farm Col. 4 +
farm price cost Col. 2 farm price cost Col. 5

(1) (2) (3) (4) (9) (6)

Rubles Ton Percent Rubles Ton PercentGrain-88-176 190 46-93 91-182 S 08 18-36Milk - 240-480 432 5-111 300-00 1 298 23-46Raw cottou =- 1,570 11,087 144 3,600 1,826 197

Planned mast n 1938.
Sources:
Co0s 1, 4- Lower figures (average procurement prices) from table S. Upper figures (national averagerealized pries) are double procurement prices.
Col. 2: Karez, RM-1930, p. 51.
Col. 5: From table 12.

Table 9 suggests that procurement price covered something like half
of grain and milk costs in 1937 and one-fifth in 1950. In 1937 the
difference may have been made up by market sales; in 1950 even aver-
age realized prices were less than half of cost. Cotton price exceeded
cost by a wide imargin in 1937 and an even wider one in 1950 (and it
will be recalled that cotton producers also received significant benefits
not reflected in price). It might be noted that all these ratios exag-
gerate the extent to which income covered costs, since approximately
one-quarter of total collective farm money income in both 1937 and
1950 went to payments to the state (in the form of taxes, fees, loan
repayments, etc.) and to investment funds;8 2 these payments were
compulsory, and took priority over other demands on income. Ma-
terial production costs also had to be met. The collapsible element in
cost was wages, i.e., the payment for labor of collective farm members.

Trends in collective farm output and yields over the period 1928-50
clearly show the relevance of price and cost movements to agricultural
performance. In the single case where the state was unmistakably
willing to pay prices which covered collective farm costs (cotton),
vields increased markedly both before and after the war. Sugar beet
yields also increased markedly, though most of the increase was
achieved by 1940. In the case of food products, yields increased very
little. It would clearly be rash to conclude that price policy alone re-
strained yield increases for food products, or that any prices would
have elicited the rapid and massive increases associated with cotton
and sugar beet (where production technology was initially extremely
backward). It is also quite clear, however, that price policy was not
calculated to encourage food production.

"1 In the 19w0's state farm costs were generally below collective farm costs, as will be shown in sec. 111.
x Cf. "KVSP 130,"i p. 108; RM-2101, pp. 35, 211.
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III. COLLECTIVE FARtM COSTS OF PRODUCTION

Given the trends sunmmarized in section II, it is understandable that
'the Government was not anxious to invite comparison between costs
and procurement prices. It is not surprising, therefore, that collective
farms did not.calculate their costs of production, and that estimates of
costs were not published. It is a little surprising that estimates were
-not even made: real costs were apparently ignored from the late
twenties until 1953, and the notion was widely accepted that the con-
cept -of cosA'was not adpfieable to collective farms. --Commenting on.
this "pernicious misconception", an editorial in the journal of the
Institute of Economics noted that 43
* * * Neither the Institute of Economics * * * nor any agricultural institute
conducted research even to establish a methodology of investigating cost, as an
economic category, in collective farms * * *
-Because of failure to study calculation of production outlays and costs of collective
farm output, there is no solid theoretical basis for studying the important iroblem
of price formation in agriculture.

The program of agricultural reform announced in 1953 placed great
emphasis on economic incentives to produce, thus indicating at least
obliquely a concern with real costs. By 1955 the need for cost data as
a guide to price policy was generally acknowledged, and the problems
of defining and calculating collective farm costs began to be widely
discussed in general economic and agricultural journals. Two orders
of difficulties emerged. One involved basic data: The accounts kept
by collective farms and MTS were simply not set up to show accu-
rately the expenditures of labor, machine operations, materials, etc.,
on individual products. Depreciation as an accounting category did
not exist. Labor inputs were measured'not in man-days but in labor-
days, a complex unit of effort which could vary in significance from
one product to another, from one farm to another, and from one year
to the next." Second, conceptual difficulties arose particularly in
in valuing machine operations and labor inputs. From the point of
view of the individual farm, the cost of machine operations was repre-
sented by payments in kind for MTS services; it was extremely dif-
ficult to place a meaningful value on these payments, given the multi-
plicity and artificiality of agricultural prices. For purposes of national
economic planning, on the other hand, it was desirable to value MTS
services at actual operating costs. Similarly, from the point of view
of the individual farm, the cost of labor was represented by actual pay-
ments for labor-days. But since payments varied widely from one
farm to another, and fluctuated from year to year, valuation at actual
earnings made interfarm and intertemporal comparisons impossible.
In farms with high earnings per labor-day, costs would appear higher
than in backward farms where labor inputs were greater but earnings
lower.45 For purposes of comparison, then, some fixed, notional value
had to be assigned to labor inputs.

A great variety of solutions was proposed by individual discussants.
Many are of interest as examples of cultural lag-that is, as evidence
of persistent confusion about the nature of cost and the purposes of
calculating it. We need bother, however, only with the essential fea-
tures of the methods underlying published average cost figures.

is Vop. ekon., 1955 No. 5, p. 4. See also: Terent'ev, SKP 1957, pp. 5 11,17; SSKh, 1955 No. 3, p. 12
a Makarov in Vop. ekon., 1956 No. 9, pp. 120-121.
4 For an example, see Vest. stat.. 1958 No. 12, p. 50.
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Most of the figures available so far are found in a single book by
M. L. Teredt'dv, which presents the results of average cost calculations
for individual regions and the U.S.S.R. as a whole over the years
1953-55.'4 The calculations were made by the Planning and Ec-
nomic Administration of the Ministry of Agriculture, with the im-
mediate purpose of establishing the basis for price revisions. Basic
data were derived from annual accounts and primary bookkeeping
records in a farm sample of undisclosed size. The method of calcula-
tion includes two variants (which differ only in their treatment of
MTS operations).

The main features of Terent'ev's method are as follows. Labor-day
inputs arc valued at the average daily wage of seasonal state farmi
workers: that is, at about 9 rubles per labor-day (with slight zonal
variations)." Purchased materials and services are valued at actual
purchase prices; materials and services originating on farm are valued
at a farm's own cost of production.48 The depreciation .charge.'.on
farm capital is estimated on the basis of the norms prescribed for
various types of assets on state farms.49 In what might be called the
national planning variant, MTS services are valued at operating
costs to the state: these include actual outlays on fuel and lubricants,
currernt and capital repair of machinery, WaQges of MTS administra-
tion, and that part of the wages of production (tractor brigade)
workers which is guaranteed by the state. They notably exclude a
depreciation charge for replacement of MTS capital, which means
that thev considerably understate the real cost of machine operations.0
In what may be called the farm planning variant, the cost of MTS
operations is equated with paynrefitsln kind for-NITS services. These
are valued at the farmn's own. cost of production, which is calculated
by dividing the aggregate cost of the farm's own inputs (seed, fertilizer,
live draft power, labor, and so on) by total output net of payments
in kind.5"

The values placed on MTS services by these two variants did not
differ significantly for the U.S.S.R. as a whole. They did differ in
individual regions. This was because regional rates for MITS services
did not reflect only, or even primarily, the levels of MTS operating
costs; they were also an instrument for extracting differential rent.
Generally speaking, rates were high on good land where MTS costs
were low, and vice versa."2

Th1e method of calculating cost which was used by the Institute of
Agricultural Economics (VNIIESKh) was essentially the same as
Terent'ev's national planning variant: labor was valued at an ap-
proximation of state farm wage rates, and MTS operations were
valued at actual operating costs."' The method underlying absolute
data for 1956 cited by Silin in the journal of the Central Statistical
Administration is not specified; 54 however, an earlier article by the
same author recommended valuing labor at state farm wage rates, and

4 Sebestoirmost' kolkhosnot produktsii, M., 1957 (SKIP 1957).
47 Ibid., pp. 23-26, 80, )4.
4" Ibid., p. 15.
4" Ibid., pp. 74-75.
A' Ibid.: p. 95; Vest. stat., 1957 No. 2, pp. 29 -34; Ibid., 1957 No. 3, p. 36.
1* SKP 1957, pp. 29-35.
u Ibid., pp. 15, 164-165; Turetkili In Vest. stat., 1950 No. 0, p. 29.
"SSKb, 1956 No. 4 pp. 24-41.
" Vest. stat., 1958 .9 o. 3, p. 17.
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MTS operations either at actual -cost or at the value of payments in
kind at above-quota prices .A5

Minor differences certainly existed between the methods described
above, but their results may have been broadly comparable. -On this
presumption, data from various sources are treated as comparable in
deriving estimates of collective farm costs in absolute terms to be
presented below.

The studies of collective farm costs made between 1955 and 1957
established two fae swbich- called- for basic changes- not only in prices
but also in agricultural) institutions' The first was the large varie tion-
in costs between regions (table 10). In the light of these variations,
existing regional price differentials were quite inadequate,, while the
exaction of quota deliveries from some regions (grain from Belorussia,
potatoes from central Asia) made little sense.5i On the positive side,
the. regional data indicated the possibility of significant reduction in
average costs through improved specialization.

-8 Ibid., 1957 No. 3, pp. 29-37.
A Kartashoy in Izvestiia, Mar. 11, 1959, p. 2.



TABLE i.a.-Regional variations in cost of production on cclleciivc farms, 19M-5S

-- 3, U.S.S.R. average-100]

1Pota- tables Su~gar Sun- Fiber
Reglon Grain toes and bet fc Swer Cotton flax Beet Pork Milk Wool Eggs

cucuir-
1- - - ----- _-bits

RSFSR ----- - --- --- ------- ---- --- --- ---- -- 100 102 1041 II] 101 ----- 88 112 122 109 127 99
North - - 276 137 128 - --- - 112 152 138 128 271 159
N or thwest- 229:. 145 122- ----- - - 98 140 134 113 243 105
Central nonbiack soil-19 01. 106 220 93 187 '75! 133 239 157
Central black soil ----------------------------- 08' 98 1012 III 108 --- ------ 129 -118' 116 t.148 '107
Volga----------------------------------l10&. 118 Lot 329 1441---- ----- 102 1it 101 125 114
North Caucasus------------------------------ 69" 115 90 9 - -4---------- 91 93 93 lOS5 (15
Urals ..----------------------------------- 91 118 137 '171 210------ ---- 117 122 114 183 All8
West Siberia-70 92 144 -2 222 ---------- - 7 90 So 112 97

East Siberia -7--11--1-----49-2.0 -- 88 '8 94 103 145

Far East-78 240 143 156 487-101 114 100 15 1
Belorussian S.S.R -- 274 9 10.-1 1 3 ----- ------------------------------ - 1i11 2133 137 . 190 195
Ukrainian. SI- - - 87 03 R9 95 2105 144 1 2 94 76 02 95 - f9
Moldavian 3S.lt -31 89 283 91 g90 1i 87 109- -- 7 so 87 3 82_ 70 101
KaIakh a.S.R -- 72 230 131 11 191 108 -5 84 732 4 :160
TUzbekSS.911---------------------------------153 233 93 --------- 101 90----D 34 97.- 39 122
Turkmen S-S.R-1------------------------------- 4 879 130 --------- Ila ---- 66 ----- 78 30 1103
Tadzhik &S..R -------------------------------- 194 277 109 --------- 1---- 8 ----- 90 82 131
Klrgiz S.S.R---------- -- l-------------------- 0 236 113 103 ----- 121 ----- 95, 100 93 75 119
Azerbaidzhan S.SR ---------- --------- ------------ 133 200 108 ----- ---- 75 - 153 5)8 124 .93 .129
Georgian SS. .- --------- 2------------------------- 83 183
Armenian S.S.R - - ----- ---- ------- ----- -- --- -- 1415 147 7-6 133 87--- -- --- 08 -79 .70 75 .120
Lithuanian S.S.R ------------------------------- 2415 93 2 02 175 --------- 78 95 105 .90) 112 87
Latvian S.S.R --- 193 72 12.5 140 --------- 109 70 19 f52 125 ~'80
Estonian S.SIt--------------------------------208 72 88 244 --------- 82 II 18 ~70 165' -84

Source: S KP 1957, pp. 232-233.
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The second fact which emerged was thAt costs on collective farms
(table 11);were typically a good deal higher than on' state farms
(table 12).: According to Volosenkov, average collective farm costs
for basic pioducts over the years 1953-55 exceeded state farm costs
by one-tenth to one-third; with a- few products the difference was
"somewhat!larger." 67 According to table's11 and 12, costs compared
as follows:

Average costs of production on collective and state farms, 1958-56

(Rubles per ton]

(1) (2) (3)

Collective Column 2 as
State farms farms percent of

column 1

Grain ----------------------------------- :-------------- 390 690 177
Potatoes -- 1495 350 71
Vegetables-- : -2- 2 480 91
Milk - 1,200 1,570 131
Sugar beet ------------------- o '-------------- a150 160 107
Rawcotton-- 31,685 2,000 119

2 1954-37.
2 1953-55.
a 1955-56.

TABLE 11.-Average costs of production: on collective farms, 1958-561
[Rubles per ton]

Product 1953 1956 1953-56

Food products:
Grain - -660 3 560 690
Potatoes - -X 260 330
Vegetables ------------------------------- X x 8 480
Pork (live weight increment) - -- X 12,010 X
Milk -- 1,530 1,300 1,670

Raw materials:
Sugar beet -------------------------- x 150 160
Raw cotton-- 2,130 1,920 2,000
Flax fiber I : -- :-------- -I----------- 7,780 6,143 6,800
Sunflower seed _____ -I-, _:_______-- ____________-_ _-___!__- ' X X 455

' The sign " X" means not available.
XSpecified as excluding corn.
*1953-55.

Sources:
1953: Flax fibdr: Computed from absolute and percentage reduction in costs between 1953 and 1955

(SKP), 1957, pp: 186-188). Other products: Given 1956 figures, computed from percentage reduction in
costs between 1953 and 1956 (Tereat'ev in Vop. ekon., 1958, No. 3, p. 61).

1956: Flax fiber: Given 1953 figure, computed from percentage reduction in costs between 1953 and 1956
(ibid.). Other products: Silin in Vest. stat., 1958, No. 3, p. 17.

1953-1956: Flax fiber: Unweighted average of costs in each of the 4,years. 1954, 1955 computed from
SKP. 1957, pp. 186-188. Vegetables: Estimate based on the range in absolute costs given by Tulupnikov
(ESKh, 957, No.A3, p. 45) and the percentage range in SKP, 1957, pp. 172-173. All other products: Given
the estimate for dotton, computed from the percentage ratios given by Tereatlev in Vop. ekon., 1956, No. 3,
p. 65. Cotton cdsts in 1954 and 1955 are believed to have been below 1953, since yield increased (NK, 1956,
p.107) while labor inputs per centner or per hectare decreased (Kalatov and Ul'dzhabaev in Izvestia,
Feb. 19, 1958). The estimate of 2,000 rubles is rule of thumb.

$7 SSKh, 1956, No. 8, p. 64.
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TABLE 12.-Average costs of production on atate f~rms, 19560-60 plan I

[Rubles per.ton; eggs, rubles per 1,WO]

Products 1950 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1960

Food products:
Grain 508 382 399 458 325 (') 360
Potatoes 417 (I) 464 544 479 485 (')
VYectables 494 (') 538 487 543 532 (')
2.feaf ~(I{V v eI t-t) - (') (5) (') (1- 8,C08 (1) (8)

Pork - - - 15.08 9,994 9. 983 9. 770 9, 858 9,434 7. 42
Mutton- () 4.430 (') 4, 250 (') 3,820 (')
Bee -6, 513 6,640 6,558 6,599 7,008 5.976 5,670
Poultry ------------------------ (') (2) (3) (3) 13.,04 13,028 (8)

Milk -1. 298 1,176 1,171 1,175 1. 276 1.162 880
Eggs -872 653 648 583 562 539 (')

Raw materials:
Sugar beet ---- () (') (') 143 160 (') (8)
Raw cotton- 1,826 () (') 1,792 1, 5382 () ()
Woo- ............ - ........ .. 17, 085 16, 379 17,988 15,758 18 461 (') 14,750

I Ministry of State Farms through 1956; thereafter, state farms under the M'Nistry of Agriculture.
'As of January 1956.
a Not available.

Sources:
Grain: 1950, 1954-56: PSS 19S7, p. 58. 1953:1. A. Benedlktov, Sovkhozy nashel Strany, M., 1957, p. 66,

1960 plan: Computed from planned reduction from 195S level (SSI, 1916 No..5, p. 25).
Potatoes: 1910, 19545: S5- 1ss57S, p. 59- 19S6-57: F.51tb, 1958 No, S. p. 39.
Vecetahles: 1910, 1954-56: I SS 1957, p. 59. 1957: ESEIS, 1958 so. 5, p. 34.
Meat (all kinds): 1956- Kbrushchev in Pravda, Jan 25, 1958.
Pork: 1950, 1954-56: PSS 1957, p. 6S. 1953: Vop. ekon., 1953 N~o. 1, p. 34. 1957: Soy. prois., 1956 No. 6,

p. 11. 196D plan: Computed from planned reduction from 191S level (5S~lh, 1956 No. 5, p. 251.
M -Dspttoo: 1953, 1953, 1957: 2Shiv., 1958 No. 8 P. 9.

Mieef:-l956, 1954-I6: PSS 1957, p. 60. 1953: &op: ekon., 1958 No: 1,,p. 34. 1957. SoV. proiz., 1958-No. 6,
p. 11. 1960 plan: Computed from planned reduction from 1953 level (SSKh, 1956 No. 5, p. 25).

poultry: 1956-1917: Zhiv,, 1958 No. 8, p. 4.
*Milk: 1950, 1954-56: PSS 1957, p. 70. 1953: Vop. ekon., 1958 No. I, p. 34. 1917: Soy proir,, 1918 No. 6,
p. 11. 1960 plan: Computed from pla;nned reduction from 19515 level (9SKh, 1956 No. 5, p. i5).
-Eggs: I950, 1954-56: PSs 1957, p. 77. 1953: Vop. ekon., 1958 No. 1, p. 34. 1957: Sov. proiz., 1958 No. 6,

P. 11.7
Sugar beet: 1955: Khrushchev In Pravda, Mar. 10, 1957, p. 2 The year to which the figure refers Is not

mpecife 1. It is Inferred to be 1955, since the cotton figure given in the same source is aliost identical with
the known 1955 cost. 1956: Khrushchev in Pravda, Jan. 25, 1958.

Raw cotton: 1950, 1955: PSS 1957, p. 6. 1056: Ibid., p. 16.
Wool: 1950, 1954-56: Ibid., p.75. I9S3: Vop.ekon., 195D No. l,p.36. 1960plan: Computedfromplanned

reduction from 1955 level (SSKb, 1951 No. 5, p. 25).

Lower state farm costs reflected, in part, preferential treatment:
they were generally better supplied with capital; they- purchased
producer's goods at wholesale instead of retail prices; and in the case
of grain they enjoyed advantages of location and scale."8 As Turetskii
noted, however, costs oin collectives were signIlficantly higher even
in regions where collective and state farms were equally supplied
with capital; "I cotton production is a good example. In other words,
collective production was intrinsically less efficient.

Labor costs were particularly high. According to Tulupnikov. they
aecotnted for about 50 percent of total collective farm costs of£ pro-
ductiori over the years 1953-55.5° Data for some individual products
are shown below:
,I In the case of potatoes and vegetables, the level of mechaolnatlon was low on all farms, while scale

favored collectives.
Al Sov. torg., 1958 No. 6, p. 14.
CO ESKh, 1957 No. 3, p. 46.

5ASE-G60-pt. 1 -1
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Share of labor in costs ,of production on collective and,state farms

[Percent]

Collective State farms
farms (1955) (1956)

Grain - 45.0 23.5
Beef --------------- 32.3 20.7
Pork -: - 36 9 18.4
Milk -------.--------- 49.0 27.0

Sources: Collective farm data from SKP 1957, pp. 153, 203, 207, 215. State farm data from PSS 1957, pp.
58, 60, 66. 71; the figure for grain is an unweighted average of the figures for winter grains (23.3 percent) and
spring grains (23.8 percent).

According to figures cited by Khrushchev on man-hours expended per
centner of output in 1956-57, the ratios of collective farm labor inputs
to.'those on state farms were: grain, 4.2; potatoes, 1.2; -sugar beets,
1:5; raw cotton, 1.4; milk, 1.5; beef (life weight increase), 2.2.; pork
(live weight increase), 2.4.51

The comparatively high level of collective farm costs in general and
labor in particular was doubtless suspected even before cost investi-
gations were made. But the scale of the difference between collective
and state farm costs must have jolted policymakers who were ready
t~o con-cede in principle that prices should cover cost, but who were
equally aware that "The state cannot raise prices indefinitely." 62

Reasons for high costs on collective farms were fairly obvious.
Farm managers lacked incentive to reduce labor costs, since penalties
and rewards depended only on output, and labor had no fixed price.
They lacked a measure of real cost to serve as a criterion for organizing
production more efficiently. Finally, their control over total costs of
production was ineomplete so long as machine -operations were
performed by MTS.

To correct these conditions within the framework of the existing
collective farm system was next .to impossible. However, many
features of the system were obsolete and expendable if the state was
willing to raise prices somewhat, thereby reducing the need. for
coercion and cost concealment. The price increases which paved
the way for institutional changes are described in the'next section.'

IV. PROCUREMENT PRICES, 1950-58

Dates of price changes between 1950 and 1958 are tabulated below.
It will be noted that three major revisions occurred: in .1953, 1956,
and 1958. They may be regarded as successive approximations,
based on increasing knowledge-of the level and structure of col]ective

* farm costs and an increasing readiness .toq pay,,prices. whibh c6v'eed
costs.

"i Pravda, Dec. 16, 1958, p. 6. Khrushchev's man-hour data for state farms are below figures published
earlier (Sov. proiz., 1958 No. 6, p. 11; ibid., 1958 No. 8, pp. 7-9; PSS 1957, p. 78), and it appears that they
have been adjusted downward to make them comparable with data for the United States. Presumably
the same adjustment was made to the collective farm data, so that the ratios shown above are correct for
actual U.S.S.R. inputs.

Is Tnlupnlkov in ESKh, 1957 No. 3, p. 38.
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C7hanges in procurement prices of selected products, 1950658 1.

1952 1953 1955 1956 1958

Food products:
Grain- -(-) (-) - (4)
Potatoes -(- (4) (4)

. Vegetables-() ()-(-)--------------------------------------- - - --------

Milkeat----------- ----
Eggs --- --- --- - -- --- - ---------------------- --- -- --- --------- ----------- ( 'RIaw materials:
.Sugar bect , ----- (D (9

--O----t------------2'R aw cotton -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - .-- - - - - - - -- -- - A.)Flax fiber () - - - (4)
Wool --------------- -(- ( ) (-)

'increase In base prices reported In Vop. ekon., 1054, No. 4, p. 60.
increase In above-quoted prices reported In Spravochnala kniga brigadira polevodcbeskol brigady, 2d

ed., M., 1955, p. 304. See also RM-1552, p. 23.
S S. A. Iltn, Gosudarstvennyo zagotovkl zerna v sse It, M., 1957, pp. 41-42.

'Izvestlia, July 1, 1956.
'Pravda, Spt. 29, 1953,
-Pravda Feb 2 1956

Unpubflsbed decree of the Soviet of Ministers, No. 583, May 30, 1958. as reported In Ibid.
'Ibid., Sept. 26, 1953.

* Ibid., June 7, 1056.
"Unpublished decree or Aug. 11. 1956. reported in SKP 1957, p. 103.
1t Pravda, June 21, 1956.

1953-55
The first round of price increases-in 1953 bore the stamp oimbrovi-

-sation and compromise. In some measure this may havc been due to
hasty preparation: most of thc program Was pre'sulnably planned
between Stalin's dcath in March and the Supreme Soviet session in
August at which Malenkov announced forthcoming price changes.
It is also likely that patty leaders differed or were undecided about
the extent to which state resources should be committed to incrcasing
-agricultural incentives. And it is-certain that thev had oily a general
*idea of tlhe extent to which incentives were being denied or misapplied,
since real collective farm costs had not yet been investigated. Rence
the 1953 adjustments were necessarily rule of thumb.

Tile price increases reported in agricultural decrees were in some
-cases very substantial, as the fcllowing data indicate:

1958 proc'ue;tient prices as percent of 1952

Compulsory Above
delivery quota

Meat --- ----------------------- i >550 . 130
M Ilk -- - - - -- - - - -- - - - -- - - - -- - - - -- - - - -- - - - -- - - - 20[ -' 150Potatoes - .--- ------------------------------------------- 250 2IOW
Vegetables - ------------------ '12-140 2 100-170
X ----- :- . - - -. .- ------ ------- - --- ----- l -- I l 1S
* -W, (aver e price) .--- ------ ----------------

I Khrushchev tn Pravda, Sept. 15,1953.
'Deduced from Moscow oblast data In SSKh, 1953 No. 10, p. 38.
'Karcz, RM-1030 p. 431.
'Notes to app. table 4.

Hlowever, even the new above-quota prices for meat and milk were
still considerably below state farm costs of production, 6 3 let alone col-
lective farm costs, and tlte effect of price changes on livestock produc-
tion was less thaii expecLed; 1954 procurement plans for meat and
milk were not met until 1956.
*' ComParei tablev 12 and 13 (1956, meat qnd milk prices are unchanged from 1953).
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A partial and unpublicized revision of grain prices also occurred in
1953.. Compulsory delivery prices remained at the old level (which
covered about 15 percent of average collective farm costs),-but above-
quota prices were raised to more than 10 times the compulsory de-
h'very price. The measure suggests indecision or compromise between
two points of view: the conviction that-average grain- prices had to
rise, and a reluctance to make an irrevocable change in the minimum
price of a product of such crucial importance.. At the- new prices,
the average farm which made two-thirds -of -its grain sales-in the form
of above-quota deliveries broke even ' The'MilanMied propotrtion Was
in fact rather- close to two-thirds in -1954 (which proves a real intent
to raise grain incentives), but the.actual com-pogition of deliveries
diverged widely from plan in individual regions. 'In the Ukraine and
Volga, which suffered a severe drought; average price must have beerf
close to the compulsory delivery price. On the other hand, average
price in the Kazakh SSR and west Siberia, which had bumper har-
vests, was probably more than incentive considerations required.
By 1955 the inequity and inefficiency of extreme differentials was
dimly recognized; compulsory delivery prices were increased 2.5
times while the above-quota price was reduced, so that the new differ-
ential was a little over 3 to 1.64 Even a 3 to 1 differential, however,
was sufficient to produce in 1956 (when the pattern of drought in the
Ukraine and bumper yields in the Kazakh SSR was repeated) the
anomalies shown below:

Collective farm grdin prices and costs in 1956

USSR Ukraine Kazakh SSR

Average price-I 530 ' 295 610-
Average cost - 560 '610 280-

I Table 13.
2Computed from relatlonship to average U.S.S.R. price given in PKb, 1958 No. 11, pp. 40-41.
I Table 11.
,Computed from relationship to average U.S.S.R. cost given In Vest. stat., 1958 No. 3, p. 19.

Differences in yield within a region, due to varying efficiencies, pro-
duced the same effect: price tended to be. highest where cost was:
lowest. The data tabulated below refer to a single district in Stalin--
grad -oblast in 1956, where grain delivery quotas (per unit of land)
were identical for all farm-. At actual realized prices, the more effi-
cient farms in group I showed large profits while the less efficient in
troup III showed losses. If a single price (equal to the'average
price realized by all farms) had been in effect, profits would -still have
varied with efficiency, but less drastically."'

64 See sources to table 13.
65 ESKb, 1958, No. 4, p. 51 J , ..
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Profit per ton

Actuali
Group Number average Cost (Ot) If sold at

of farms realized At actual average
prlcim (rt) realized price reel-

price ized by all
farms

1 . . .. -9 633 422 211 95
11- 6 475 451 24 66
Ill-- - -6 303 466 S-13 51
-All farms -21 517 440 77 77

The price revisions of 1956 represent the initial response to the cost
investigations which began in 1955. Although they affected only
-five of the product groups with which we are concerned, they were of
prime significance for two reasons.

First, they were avowedly intended to result in average procure-
ment prices which more than covered cost. According to Terent'ev: s6

The * * * procurement prices established in 1956 for sugar beet * * *,
potatoes, and vegetables were based.oh the principle that [the average procure-
ment price] received by collective farms in average conditions should not only
fully cover production expenses and [money] payments to the state, but should
also provide a surplus for accumulation.

Similarly, Tulupnikov noted that in 1956: T

* * * Prices for flax, cotton, potatoes, vegetables, sugar beet, and sunflower
seed covered average U.S.S.R. production expenses of collective farms * * *

and provided for essential accumulation and for payment of [money] taxes and
insurance. Prices for these products allowed for payments to collective farm
labor at rates not less than the average U.S.S.R. rates for seasonal state farm
workers (8.8 rubles per labor-day).

The same could not be said for either grain or livestock products,
where average price was still below cost (let alone cost plus taxes plus
accumulation).. But the overt acknowledgement of the principle that
average price should more than cover the cost, not only of technical
crops but also of some food products, was a new departure.

Second, the 1956 price revisions constituted an experiment with a
new hypothesis: that basic or compulsory delivery prices should ap-
proach cost, and that the differential between basic and higher incen-
tive prices should be moderate -riot 4 to 1 (as used to be possible
with technical crops), or even 2 or 3 to 1 (as was still the case with
grain and livestock products), but something like 1.5 to 1. Thus,
sugar beet base prices were raised roughly fourfold, while the maxi-
mum premium price was reduced from 400 to 150 percent of base.
'Cotton base prices were raised something like 50 percent; a reduction
in premium prices obviously occurred, though its scale is not known.
As a result of these changes, the share of -premiums in average
U.S.S.R. prices of sugar beet and cotton dropped from one-third or
one-quarter to one-tenth or less (see table 13). Similarly, the com-
pulsory delivery prices of potatoes and vegetables were raised sub-
stantially, and the gap between compulsory and above-quota prices
reduced.

The new structure of prices was calculated to benefit particularly
the low-yield producer, and thus to promote yield increases on those

SKP 1957, p. 9.
"ZESIb, 1957, No. 3, P. 30
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farms where effort and efficiency were held down by low income.fs
Whether it actually did so cannot be determined from available yield
datat" But it is reasonable to infer from the subsequent course of
events (the emergence of a single price system in 1958) that the net,
effect of reduced differentials on average yield was favorable, or at
-least acceptable in view of the other-advantages. inherent in reduced
differentials (predictability of average price, stability of farm income
and wages,.etc.). - -

TABLE 13. Procurement prices received by collective farms for selected products in 1968'

Corm- Above- Contract Contract
Average pulsory quota base premium

delivery delivery

Food products:
Grain- 530 235 8 - -
Potatoes -410 330 530 - -Vegetables -540 425 615 - -
Meat- 3,640 2, ODD 5,100 -

Beef and mutton, average -X 1, 500 4,100 -Pork, meat grade- X 3,200 7,000 _Milk- 970 550 1,200 - -
Eggs- 250 200 500 -

Raw materials:
Sugar beet -240 -_ 215 25
Raw cotton -------------------- 3, 680 - - 3,450 230,Flax iber-14,488 - - 5 4562 8,926.
Wool- 25,810 .X X -

NOTE.-The sign "-"means not applicable. The sign "X" means not available.
Sources:
Grain: Average price given by Khrushchev in Pravda January 25,1958. The above-quota delivery price isfrom S. A. Ii in, Gosudarstvennye zagotovki zerna v S.S.R., M., 1957, pp. 41-42. It is specified asan aver-age for the U.S.S.R. as a whole, and is evidently intended to be used as an accounting price in procurement

organizations.
Given the average above-quota price, the average compulsory delivery price is estimated from price dif-ferentials in zone I (which includes the major grain-surplus areas). Available zone I prices, from travelnotes by visitors to the U.S.S.R., are as follows (rubles/ton):

Compulsory Above-quota
delivery

Soft wheat- 250 850Barley, oats - -- -------------------------------------------- ISO 650
Millet ------------------------------------------------------- 150 600,

- The ratio of above-quota to compulsory delivery prices ranges from 3.4 to 1 for wheat to 4.3 to 1 for barley-and oats. On the assumptions that the smaller ratio is more typical for food grains, and that food grains
account for the bulk of procurement, the ratio of the average above-quota price (800 rubles per ton) to the-average compulsory delivery price is taken to be 3.4 to 1, which yields an estimate of 235 rubles per ton forcompulsory deliveries.

Potatoes: The compulsory and above-quota prices shown are those introduced in 1956 for the late crop inthe major producing zone (Pravda, Feb. 2, 1956). The estimated average assumes that the shares of com-
pulsory and above-quota deliveries were 60 and 40 percent respectively.

- .Vegetables- The prices introduced in 1956 for the six basic vegetables are as follows (Pravda; Feb. 2, 1956)(rubles per ton):

Compulsory Above-quota
deliveries deliveries

Cabbages ---------------------------------------------- ------------ 250 380'
Cucumbers -- - ---- -------------------------------------- 650 800,Tomatoes -700 gm
Beets -------------- ---- ------------------- 30D 500'
Carrots ----------------------- --------------- ---- -- - 450 700,Onions - ------------------ ----- --- 900 1,800

58 High-yield producers of potatoes, vegetables, and sugar beet also benefited, though to a smaller degree.
In the case of cotton, the exceptional producer received a lower price than before for above-plan dellveriesWand possibly a lower average price.
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Their shares in com oulsry and'above-quota deliveries are estimated as (percent): cabbages, 55; cucum-
bers, 15;toxnatoes, 15; beets, 5; carrots, 5; orions,5. Thepercentageweightsarefreehandestimatesoriented
on aress sown to cach vegetable on collective farhs in 1956 (cf. Poseviye plwshohadi SSSR, v.2, pp. 205 f.)
and yields planned for collective farms in 1054 (Pravda, Sept. 29, 1953).

The estimated average price assumes that the shares of compulsory and above-quota deliveries were
espectIvely 40 and 60 percent.
Meat. Average price given by Khrushchev in ibid, Jan. 25,1958. The compulsory and above-quota prieas

are those estimated by Karez `M-1930 pp. 420427.
Milk: Average price given hy Khrushchev, Pravda, Jan. 28, 1958. Compuilsory delivery and above-quota

prices estuiated by Karcz, RM-1930. pp. 418-419.
Eggs: The prices shown for compulsory and above-quota deliveries are from ibid., pp. 431-432. The esti-

mated average price assumes that the shares Of compulsory and above-quota deliveries were 85 and 15 per-
cent respe~tively.

Sugar Beet: Average price given by Khrushchev in Pravda, Jan. 25, 1958.
In 1956 base prices were raised to the levels shown below; premiums for deliveries above plan were reduced

to 50 percent (Pravda, June 7, 1956): Rubles-

perton
Ukrainian (except western obhists), Kazakh, Kirgiz, Georgian, sod Armenian republics;

Krasnodar krai; central black-soil obiasts -- 210
Moldavian SSR, western Ukraine - -- 23
Nonblack soil regions of European USSR -- 250
Urals, Volga, Siberia - - - - - --- 320

On the basis ofa regional distribution ofsugar beet procurement in 1950 (Compare Vest. stat., 1957 No. 6S
p. 84), the shares of the four zones in total deliveries are estimated at 89, 7, 2 and 2 percent respectively,
which yields the rounded estimate of 215 rubies per ton for the average contract base price. Given an aver-
age realized price of 240 rubles per ton, this implies average premiums of 25 rubles per ton.

Raw Cotton: Khrushchev in Izvestiia, June 21, 1958.
Flax fiber: Vest, Mosk. univ., 1958 No, 3, p. 52,
Wool: Khrushchev in l'ravda, Jan. 2, 1958.

1958
The decision earlv in 1958 'to transfer 'tractors and tractor-drawn

implements from machine-tractor stations to collective farms provided
the occasion for the third roundt of price revisions. Henceforth farms
woula directly bear the cost of operating machinery (instead of making
payments in kind for MTS operations). They would also directly
bear the burden of replacing and expanding machinery stocks (instead
of financing such investment indirectly through the tax in kind).
Both changes dictated all overall increase in procurement prices,
The general constraint upon the increase, as stated by Khrushchev.
was that the total cost to the state of deliveries from collective farms
should not increase under the new arrangements.e" that is, that the
new procurement bill should not exceed the former bill for paid
deliveries plusr MTS operlaling outlays plus MTS investment.

The outstanding featu-e of thle 1958 price r-evision is that it abolishes
multiple pricing. The new single prices arc supposed to he both
"stable" and "Iflexible," meaning that they are expected to remain
basically unchanged for some time, but that annual adjustments up
or down mav be made ill abnormally bad or good years. Thus price
will tend to vsary directly witil cost, instead of inversely, as under the
multiple price system. Triis does not imply the intent to maintain a
constant relationship between price and average cost, but only to
moderate the impact of pronounced fluctuations in yield. The
principle of adjustment may be, quite simply, that the planned bill foi
total procurement shall not be exceeded: in other words, the flexible
P may be the result of dividing a fixed V by a fluctuating Q. (This
was evidently the basis for the downward adjustlment in the average
grain price in 1958.)

Soviet comment on the 1958 prices makes much of the fact that they
are calculated to encourage rational regional specialization. If so,
this represents an innovation second in significance only to single
pricing. Up to 1958 regional differences received only token recogni-
tion. Quotas, MTS rates, and prices varied somewhat from region

' Pravdr. Jan. 25, 1958, P. 3.
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to region, but the general principle was that every farm (regardless
of its natural advantages or disadvantages) should deliver some grain,
potatoes, vegetables, meat, and milk. The logic behind this policy
is indicated in Kartashov's statement that-

When prices for vegetables didn't cover production costs, the state was com-
pelled to establish equal procurement plans for every farm.7 0

In 1958 quotas for grain and potatoes were abolished over wide
regions where other products could be produced to better advantagee
local authorities in all regions were empowered to exempt individual
districts or farms from inappropriate quotas.7 ' Little is known-about
regional price differentials, but the general principle underlying them
may be something like this: price tends to be highest in high cost
regions, but the margin of profit is highest in low cost regions. Thus
the new average grain price in the central nonblack soil zone (where
average cost over the years 1956-57 was 1,180 rubles per ton) is 800
rubles; the. average price in- the north Caucasus (where average cost
was 370 rubles per ton) is 600 rubles.72 Since grain quotas in the
central nonblack soil zone are now small if not. zero, grain deliveries
will be made (voluntarily) only by- the, more efficient prodducers to
whom the zonal price yields some profit. Zonal price in the north
Caucasus is intended to provide even the less efficient producer with
a profit and hence with the means of improving technology and vieldg.

The expectation is that eventually, after output has expanded in
naturally favorable areas, the U.S.S.R. will be able to do without
production from high cost regions, and procurement prices can be
reduced. In Khrushchev's words: 7a

At present, while state requirements for a number of products are not fully
met, we are forced to procure from all regions, and to buy products even where
the price is not advantageous to the state. But this is temporary. Conditions
have now been established for a rapid improvement in collective production.

Consequently, the quantity of products produced will also increase from year
to year. The time is not far away when we shall not only fully satisfy the nation's
requirements for all products but also have a reserve. We shall then have sub-
stantial surpluses of agricultural products.

Naturally, in our Soviet land with its planned economy, overproduction and its
consequence-crisis-cannot exist. But conditions for buying agricultural
products will alter. Collective farms will themselves offer their surpluses to the
state (as happens even now with a few products in some districts). The state will
be able to buy grain, meat, and other products in the regions where they are
cheaper, because their cost is lower.

The image of the Soviet Union escaping crises of agricultural over-
production only because it is a -planned economy is a novel one; even
the optimistic Khrushchev may not take it' very seriously. His
expectation of substantial cost reductions from regional specialization
is, however, quite reasonable.

The 1958 prices are purported to cover average costs of production,
and to provide for accumulation.74 "Average cost" probably means
feasible cost in the near future in regions from which quota deliveries
of a product are required. It should be lower than average U.S.S.R.
collective farm costs in the past for two reasons. First: as was in-
dicated above, quota deliveries have been abolished or greatly re-

TO Izvestiia, Mar. 11, 1958, p. 2.
'1 Ibid.
72 Vest, stat., 1958, No. 12, p. 52.
1S Izvestiia, Mar. 28, 1958.
7' It Is noteworthy that some Soviet economists proposed basing prices not on average cost, but on cost

on marginal land. See M. M. Sokilov In Vest. Mosk. Univ., 1958, No. 4, pp. 34-36.
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duced in exceptionally high cost areas. Second: cost reductions are
certainly anticipated from transfer of MTS mnachinery to farms.

Table 14 compares 1958 prices with average collective and state
farm costs over the years 1953-56. It will be seen that crop prices
cover cost m6re or less generously, probably the wool price does also.
The prices for beef, pork, and milk are below even state farmn costs.
The reason for this may be that further increase in meat and milk
prices would require increasing state retail prices, a move the state
is extremely reluctant to make.

TABLE 14.-Procureonerit prices introduced for selected producls in 1958, compared
with average costs of production, 1953-56 '

Rubles per ton; eggs, rubles per 1,000]

Costs of production Price as percent of
cost ass-

Procure- -_
ment price_

Collective State Collective State
farms farms farms tarms

(1) t2) (3) (4) (5)
_ . _~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Food products:
Grain - -2 740 690 390 107 190
Potatoes -400 350 ' 495 114 81
vegetables-- 8------------ 58 * 40 * 526 104 95
Meat (live weight) -8- 600

Beef, average --- ---------- 6190 X 6,700 X 92
Mutton, average - ,30 X 4, 165 X 129
Pork, meat grade- 7,860 X 9,900 X 79
Poultry- 8,165 X a 13,465 X 81

Milk :---- 1, IS0 1,570 1,200 73 96
Eggs --- 600 X 610 X 98

Raw materials:
Sugar beet -235 1S 'I5S0 147 157
Raw cotton- 3,400 2.000 *1,68 170 202
Flax fiber -11,000 6,800 X 162 X
Wool -30509 s X 17,145 X 17S

1 The sign X means not available.
t This is the price for an average year. The actual grain price in 1958 (a bumper year wllei proeurement

was considerably above plan) was 630 rubles per ton (Khrushchev in Pravda, Dec. 16, 1938).
3 1954-57.
4 1953-55.

1963, 1958 1957.
* 1956-57.
'1955-568

Sources: With the exceptions noted below the prices are taken directly from Iveestiia, July 1, 1958, p. 2.
They are specified as U.6S..R. average prices for a normal year.

Vegetables: The average price is assumed to be slightly below the average price realized In 19W6 (as In the
ease of potatoes). The estimate of 500 rubles per ton Is roughly confirmed by the reported average prioe of
490 rubles Per ton fur a farm In Moscow oblast (Mlnisterstvo vysshego obrazovanilaS.3.R.R, Edkonotaie-
hcskic noaki, 1959, No. 1 p. 69.

All meat: Average of prites showis for individual types of meat, weighted by their relatlve importance in
eollective farm output in live weight in 1957 (as estimated from carcass weight data in hfirotenradafro 1959

Poultry: Unweighted average of the prices for fowl and chickens (8,900 rubles per ton and ducks and geese,
(7,300 rubles per ton, as given In Izveeliia, July 1, 1955, p. 2

Flalx ber: The price showninibid fora single grade of fax fiber provides no basis for estimating theaverage
prIce of fber equivalent, since a large part of flax deliveries are in the form of unprocessed or partly processed
stalks. There is a strong presumption that the avaerge price of fiber equivalent declined (Vat ASLAk. Unis.,
1958, No. 3, p. 53), but the extent of the decline Is conjectural. It Is assumed here that the ratio of the 1958
price to 1956 cost (as shovn In table 11) was the same for flax fiber as for cotton, Ie., 177 percent.
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Wool: The estimate is a weighted average, rounded to the nearest hundred rubles, of the prices given for
4'grades:

Price, Weight
Grade (rubles (percent)

per ton)

Fi ------------------------------------------------------------------ 41,000 26
Semidne - -- ---------------- ----------------------------- 32, 900 22
Semicoarse -- 24,700 27
Coarse - -23,700 25

The weights represent the estimated proportions of each type of wool in collective farm output in 1958.
The actual proportions in 1953 and 1956 were as follows (percent):

Grade 1953 1956

Fine --------------------------- -- -------------------- 12 20
Semifine ----------------- ------- 17 2n
Semicoarse ---------------------------------- 3----------------0 29
Coarse -------------------------------------------------------- - 41 31

(Cf. notes to appendix table 4. The 1956 distribution is computed from the same source given there for
1953.) A rather marked improvement in quality between 1956 and 1958 is Inferred from the change in the
distribution of total U.S.S.R. procurement (as shown in Zhiv., 1959, No. 6, p. 10).

The trend in average procurement prices, 1950-58 - --
The average prices received by collective farms in 1950, 1956, and

1958 are shown in table 15. Comment on the derivation and relia-
bility of most of the 1950 prices was made in section II. The three
additional products included here are vegetables, eggs, and wool.
The estimate for vegetables is a weighted average of the compulsory
delivery prices for six individual vegetables; the individual prices are
fairly good, but the quantity weights are rule of thumb, so that an
error of 25 percent is-possible. The egg price is a weighted average
of the compulsory and above-quota delivery prices estimated by
Karcz, and is fairly reliable. The wool price is a backward projec-
tion of a reliable estimate for 1953; it takes into account the inter-
vening change in prices but not changes in grade, and is subject there-
fore to an error'on the order of 15 percent.

The 1956 prices (with the exception of potatoes, vegetables, and
eggs) are reported averages, and appear to be completely reliable.
The three estimated prices are subject to weighting errors which may
reach 20 percent.

The 1958 prices (except vegetables, meat, flax fiber, and wool) are
the reported U.S.S.R. average prices introduced in 1958 for a normal
year. Estimates for meat and wool are subject to a weighting error
of 10 percent. Estimates for vegetables and flax fiber are based
largely on the known trend in analogous products; the margin of error
is on the order of 20 percent.
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TABLE 15.-Average procurement prices received by collective farms for selected
products, 19.50, 1956, 1958.

Rubles per ton Price relatives
1050=100

10 1956 1958 1956 1958

?Food products:
Gra.in-- - -91 530 740 582 813
Potatoes ---------------------------- 40 410 4c0 1,025 1,000
Vegetables --------------------------------------- 150 540 360 333
Meat (live weight) ----------------------------- 700 3, 640 6,600 520 943
M ilk -------------------------------- ----- I ---------- 300 970 1,150 323 383
Eggs . . 204 250 600 123 294

Raw materials:
Sugar beet-110 240 235 218 214
Raw cotton ---- 3,600 3, 680 3,400 102 94
Flax fiber ---------------- - 4.423 14, 488 11. 000 328 249
Raw wool -12,000 25,810 30, 00 215 254

'Eggs: rubles per 1,000.
Sources: Appendix table 4, tables 13 and 14.

The products in table 15 accounted in 1950 for an estimated 16.7
'billion rubles of collective farm sales to the state, or 78 percent of
the total.7 8 The comparable figures for 1956 ate 60.9 billion rubles,
or 82 percent of the total. 78 The principal omitted food productis fruit;
'oinitted raw materials include oilseeds, tobacco, tea, and other minor
technical crops. In 1956 such omitted technical crops accounted for
an estimated 9 billion rubles of collective ftbrm sales to procurement
-agencies, while the value of omitted food products was something less
'than 5 billion rubles.7 It is evident, therefore, that food products
-are better represented in table 15 than raw material products.

The price relatives in table 15 are weighted by the value of collec-
tive farm sales to procurement agencies in 1956 to obtain the price
'index numbers in table 16. Within each category (food, raw ma-
terials) the weights are sales of the individual products represented.
In obtaining the index nlussrber for prices of all products, the index
number for raw materials was weighted by the value of sales of
represented products plus minor (omitted) rawv material crops.
Little is known about the price movements of the latter, but they
are presumed to be closer to the trend for raw materials than to the
trend for food products.

TABLE 16.-Index numbers of average procurement prices received by collective
farms, 1950, 1956, 1958

(1950=100)

Product group 1950 1956 1958

Food products --------------------------------------------- 100 485 689
Raw materials .- 100 187 172
All products ---------------------------------------- 100 316 396

Sources: Computed from the price relatives in table 15 and the 1937 value weights In appendix table S.
" C. appendix table 4 and table 5.
"Ibid and appendir, table 5.
"Ibid.
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Table 16 presents a picture of'price trends which is more or less the
reverse of table 7. Between 1928 and 1950 food product prices
lagged; between 1950 and 1958 they set the pace, increasing about
sevenfold. In the earlier period, food prices were stable from 1937
to 1950 while raw material prices continued to climb; between 1950
and 1958 it is raw material prices which hit a ceiling, and even decline-
somewhat.

The increase in procurement prices for food products was undoubt-
edly much greater than the increase in average realized prices, taking
market sales into account. If market sales' accounted for 50(-percent
of average realized prices in 1950 and about 20 percent in 1958, the
increase in average realized prices for food products was somewhere
between fourfold and fivefold.

As in the earlier period, the trend from 1950 to 1958 in prices paid
by collective farms for agricultural commodities and manufactured
producer's goods cannot be estimated reliably in quantitative terms.
However, it is quite plain that the general movement was downward.
If rural market prices moved like urban market prices, they declined
slightly.7 " If the retail prices paid by farms (through 1957) for manu-
factured nroducer's goods moved anything like manufactured con-
sumer's goods prices, they declined."9 A decline is certain in 1958,
with the decision to sell collective..farms machinery, oil products
(except gasoline), metals, and hardware at wholesale prices.8 0 Thus
the price trends in table 16 understate the increase in real payments.
for deliveries to the state.

V. RESULTS

The impact on income of recent trends (from 1953 to 1958) is the
principal concern here. However, one fact which emerged from the
review of earlier trends in section II is worth emphasizing:. this is.
the pronounced decline between 1940 and the early fifties in the real
payments received by collective farms producing food products. We
tend to regard forced collectivization in the early thirties as the
period of maximum demoralization of Soviet agriculture. So far as,
overt violence and acute suffering are concerned, this is probably true.
But the big deterioration in economic incentives for the majority of
farms came later.

On the eve of the price reforms described in section IV, the struc-
ture-of relative prices strongly favored raw materials, -and above all,
cotton: in 1950 the three main cotton-growing republics (Uzbek,
Turkmen, and Tadzhik S.S.R.'s) with 3 percent of all collective farm
sown area and 4 perdent 6f the- 6n-hand househ6ld& received 30 per-

": NK 1956, p. 237.
"Ibid., p. 232.
s Izvestiia, July 1, 1958. The decision was associated- with increases in the wholesale prices of many

agricultural machines (compare the 1958 prices in-Sovetskaia Estoniia, Aug. 9,1958, p. 2, with the 1956 prices
in Spravochnik tsen na stroitel'nye materialy i oborudovanie, M., 1956, vol. 2, pp. 884 903, 908, and vol. 3,
pp. 160-167). It appears, from two pieces of evidence, that the increases were required to bring machinery
orices in line with costs. First, it was announced that acquisition of improved types of machinery by col-
lective farms was to be encouraged by introducing new models at prices intended to cover costs in the second
year of mass production plus a profit of 3 percent (Izvestiia, July 1, 1958); this suggests an intent tosel ma.
ehinery to farms as cheaply as possible. Second, Makarova has indiested that prices for many machines
sold MTS and state farms before MTS reorganization were below cost (Vop. ekon.,-1958 No.6, p. 101).
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cent of collective farm money income. Wide variations in income
existed not only between regions but also within regions: for this
multiple pricing was partly responsible. Earnings for collective labor
were low compared with income from private agriculture: in 1952
total cash distributions for labor-days were about one-fourth of pri-
vate sector cash income from market sales alone. Cash payments
for collective labor were not only small but unpredictable and deferred
on most farms to the end of the year: from April to December many
farmers worked for little or nothing. The bulk of the payment for
collective labor-about three-quarters in 1952-was in kind (grain,
potatoes, vegetables, rough feed).

Between 1952 and 1958 collective farm money income increased
threefold. The rise was due entirely to increase in receipts from
sales to procurement agencies, and largely to the rise in the level of
procurement prices. Because price increases were concentrated in
food products, their impact on income of the majority of producers
was greater than aggregate U.S.S.R. data suggest: while Uzbek-:
Turkmen-Tadzkik income increased by 40 percent between 1950 and
1956 (the last year for which complete income data by republics are
available), the income of all other republics rose by 250 percent.8 '

Increase in income was accompanied by significant changes in the
structure of money outlays. Production expenses (row 9 in table 17)
increased less rapidly than total income, despite the transfer of MTS
machinery to farms; accordingly, the share of production expenses in
total outlays declined from 30 percent in 1952 to 25 percent in 1958.
The share of deductions to the investment fund (row 8) nominally
increased from 17 to 22 percent; defined in comparable terms, how-
ever, this category increased at about the same rate as income.82
The lion's share of increased income went to payments for collective
labor. Taking into account payments from investment funds in
1958, total labor-day payments rose from 12.4 to about 52 billion
rubles, or from 29 to 40 percent of total money outlays.

it Income data by republics from Ia. 1. Golev "Sel'skokhozlalstvennyl kredit v SSSR," M.. 1958, p. 75.
n The range of expenditures made from Ilvestment funds was enlarged In 19sfi to Include payments for

labor-days worked in construction (formerly made from the regular labor-day fund) and repayments of
long-term loans (formerly mnde from current income). Net of these two types of expenditures allocations
to investment In 1958 were close to the 1952 level of 17 percent.
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TABLE 17.-Collective farm money outlays from current income, 1952-58

[Billion rubles]

1952 1956 1957 * 1958

1. Total moneyincome - - -42.8 { 8 } 95.2 >130.0
2. Administrative expenses ---. 5 .9 1.0 1.0
3. Cultural fund - - -9 1.4 2.0 2.90
4. Payments to the state - - - 8.0 11.0 11.0 17.90
6. Long-term loan repayments ' - - - 2.0 1.0
6. Income tax - - -4.2 7.5 8.0 13.90
7. Insurance and fees - - -2.0 3.0 3.0 4.0'
8. Investment fund - - -7.4 16.7 16.8 28.5
9. Production expenses - - -13.0 23.5 22.0 32.0-

10. Payments to members - - -13.0 42. 0 42. 0 50.0
11. Labor-day-aPyments' - - -12.4 40.6 41.0 48.0
12. Fixed cash piaymnb - - -- - 1.0 1.0 1.0 2. 0'

I Excluding collectives converted to state farms In 1957.
'Paid after 1916 from funds allocated to investment.

I.e., outlays on purchased materials and hired labor, and money payments for MTS services.
' Figures for 1956 and later years exclude labor-day payments from funds allocated to investment. Such

payments amounted to 1.6 billion rubles in 1956, and are estimated to have amounted to 3 and 4 billion
ubles in 1957 and 1958 respectively (see sources to row 11).

Sources:
Row 1: 19b2, 1956 from table 5. 1956 excluding collectives converted to state farms in 1957 from ESkb,

1958 No. 3, p. 15. 1957 from "SSSR v tsifrakh," p. 200. 1958from Pravda, Jan. 16, 1959.
Row 2: Estimated as 1.2 percent of total income in 1952, and I percent thereafter. The maximum pre-

scribed in the model artel charter is 2 percent.
Row 3: 1956 from ESICh, 1957 No. 7, p. 37. Other estimates are arbitrary.
Row 4: Sum of subitems.
Row 5: Estimates.oriented on the known amount of repayments in 1955, 2.3 billion rubles (Fin. SSSR,

1956 No. 2, V. 14). In March 1956 farms were authorized to repa long-trm loans frpn funds atlo ted to-
investment (Pravda, Mai 10 1956)- actual r~epaymierits from this source amounted ,to almost 2bil=lon
rubles in 1956 (Garbuzov In FISS 1957, p. 171). Accordingly, loan repayments from current indome are-
presumed to have dropped to 1 billion rubles in 1956 and to have been zero thereafter.

Row 6: 1952, 1956 from ibid., p. 66. 1957 assumed to have remained at the level of 1956 (like total money
Income). 1958 said to be slightly below the 1959 plan figure of 13.3 billion rubles (Pravda, Dcc. 24, 1958)..

Row 7: Estimates which assume that insurance premiums account for the bulk o n thts outlay category,.
and that premiums are at least equal to indemnities received by farms (which amounted to 1.6 billion rubles
In 1910 and 2.2 billion rubles in 1956: FISS 1957, p. 356).

Row 8: 1952 given by Khruschchev In Pravda, Jan. 25, 1958. 1956 from FISS 1957, p. 167. 1957 from.
ESKh, 1958 No. 3, p. 15. 1958 from Fin. SSSR, 1959 No. 2, p. 13.

Row 9: 1956 from Vestnik Akademli nauk SSSR, 1958 No. 6, p. 19. The same source predicted that pro-
duction expenses in 1958 would be approximately 25 billion rubles; the figure is rejected as Impossibly low
(it evidently excludes outlays on tractor operations). Estimates for years other than 1956 are derived as.
a residual.

Row 10: Sum of subitems.
Row 11:- 1952 given by Khrushchev in Pravda, Jan. 25, 1958; his figure for 1916 (42.2 billion rubles) Is.

Inclusive of about 1.6 billion rubles paid for construction labor-days from funds allocated-to investment.
(FISS 1957, p. 171); accordingly, payments from the general labor-day fund are estimated as 40.6 billion
rubles. The average payment per labor-day in 1957 is estimated as 4.00 rubles (i.e., "almost 3 times 1952":
Matskevich In Komm., 1958 No. 12, p. 25) and total labor-days at about 11 billion (slightly below the 1956.
level). Of the 44 billion rubles of estimated total payments, 3 are assumed to have been paid from invest-
ment funds. Total payments in 1958 are estimated at 8 billion rubles over 1957, or about 52 billion rubles.
The increase represents mainly payments to machine operators, part of whose earnings as MTS workers.
were formerly paid by the state. Of the 52 billion rubles of estimated total payments, 4 are assumed to,
have been paid from investment funds.
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The change in the level and structure of procuremlrent prices resulted
in a notable improvement not only in the size but also in the regularity
and predictability of payments for collective labor. Higher prices for
livestock prodiuts (which a-re delivered thro'ughout the year) increased
collective farm receipts in spring and summer months. In addition,
procurement agencies began to pay advances oil deliveries of food
crops as well as raw material crops. Higher prices in general meant.
that farms began to build up cash reserves against seasons of low
income. Consequently, most farms by 1958 were able to pay quarterly
or monthly advances for labor-days worked. A minority had shifted
to wages-that is, full intlthly payirlents at fixed rates for specific
tasks or norms of production. Thus they abandoned accounting in
labor-days (the only purpose of which is to divide up a fluctuating
product). The introduction of single prices in 1958. by contributing
to stability of farm receipts from year to year, will probably accelerateo
the trend toward paymllenlt of wages. The significance of this trend
for labor productivity can hardly be overestimated. Under a wage
system using piece rates, the relation between individual effort and
reward is direct and certain. When payments are shares in an un-
certain total, the individual incentive to intensify effort is negligible.

While imoney paynments for collective labor increased fourfold
between 1952 and 1958, the volume of payvnents in kind increased
little, if at all. Therefore, the share of cash in total payments rose
(according to Soviet statements) to 48 percent in 1954, about 50 per-
cent in 1956, anrd 56 percent in 1957.83 The trend is toward payment
entirely in cash, with farm members then buying from the farm only
the amounts of produce needed to supply their own consumrptiorl
requirements. This will simplify cost accounting, and also curtail
the volume of market sales by the private sector (which divert sig-
nificant amounts of labor from collective production).

On farms of more than average efficiency, price increases have
resulted in "excess profits" which, if fully distributed to mnicinbers,
would result in labor-day payments higher than state farm wages.
SUch farms have been urged to invest ih cultural'and social cbnstruc-
tion-hospitals, schools, nurseries, homes for the aged, bakeries, res-
taurants, and so on-as an alternative to higher cash payments to
members. Investment ill urban amenities is probably welcomed by
farmers, and recognized-as the kind of improvement in living standards
which- income from private agricultural activities cannot buy.

Income from private farming rose much less rapidly than payments
for collective labor. The rise in the value of sales to procurement
agencies (row 3 of table 18) was largely offset by the decline in inarket
sales (row 4), so that gross money income from sales increased between
1952 and 1958 by riot more than 10 percent. By 1958 cash payments
for collective labor had overtaken gross income from private sales.

I Fin. SSSR, 159 No.2. p. 12; Vop. ekon., 1959 .No. 2, p. 113; ibld., 1959 No. 3, p. 11. Unfortunately none
of these sources specified the prices at which inconein kind is valued. There is some presumption that it
Is an approximation of retail prices, and teat the statements refer to prices of the current year, hut this
cannot be proven.
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TABLE 18.-Indicators of peasant income, 1950-58

1950 1952 1955 1956 1957 1958

1. Total money incomes of collective farmers (pre-
sumably at current prices), 1950=100 -100 114 145 163 .

Of which (not exhaustive):
2. From collective farms -100 135 255 339 .
3. From sales to procurement agencies-100 95 145 220
4. From market sales -100 114 103 91

Total labor-day earnings, in money and kind, at
constant prices:

5. 1950=100 -100 - >180 .
6. Billion rubles (1952 prices?) - -47.5 --- 3.8 94
7. Money - -12.4 --- 52 61
8. Kind (retail prices?) - - 35.1 --- 32 33
9. Money and kind income from collective and privatb

farming, per worker, at constant prices (presum-
ably net of taxes), 1950= 100 -100 -- 150 168 176

Sources:
Rows 1 to 4: Garbuzov In FISS 1957, p. 172.
Row 5: Pravda, Apr. 25, 1956, p. 2.
Row 6: 1952 and 1957 given by Khrushchev in ibid., Dec. 16, 1958, p. 5. The figures are specified as being

in constant prices. If normal Soviet practice is being followed this means base year prices (cf. S. P. Partl-
gul, Statistika material'nogo i kul'turnogo urovnia naroda, MR., 1956, p. 55). 1958 labor-day payments in
money and kind were almost double 1952 (Gatovskli in Vop. ekon., 1959 No. 3, p. 11).

Row 7: Money payments for labor-days at current prices were (bil. r.): 1952, 12 4-1957 44-1958, 52 (table
17 sources to row 11). The level of prices in 1957-58 (1952=100) is estimated as 85 (c. Nk 1956, p. 232).

Row 8: Residual. Assuming that grain accounts for the bulk of payments in kind, and that grain pay-
ments in 1952 were about 17 to 18 million tons, the value derived above for 1952 impliesman average~grain
price of lose to 2,000 rubles per ton. This suggests that kind income must be valued at some approximation
of retail prices.

Row 9: 1955,1956 from NK 1956, p. 42; 1957 from P b, 1958 No. 5, p. 17.

Besides greatly improving the size, structure, and stability of farm
income, price reforms since 1953 have made possible two major insti-
tutional changes which promise cost reductions. One is the sale of
MTS machinery to collective farms. After abandoning the pretense
that farms could produce at a loss and make it up by volume the state
had no reason to preserve an instrument designed primarily for ex-
tortion. Historically, and perhaps incorrigibly, MTS were wasteful
proprietors of machinery. Apart from performance, their very
existence fostered pervasive waste, since it complicated the introduc-
tion of cost accounting on collective farms and confused responsibility
for managing production.

Cost accounting is the other major change made possible by price
increases. By providing farm management with a criterion of effi-
ciency hitherto lacking, it removes the last important handicap on
collective production.

Cost reduction on collective farms will not follow automatically
from these two innovations. But 'they are certainly indispensable
conditions for it.
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April 6, 1959.
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1958.
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- the Ministry of-Agriculture). .
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Soiuza SbR, M-, 1939.

SSSR v tsifrakh - TsSU, SSSR v tsifrakh, M., 1958.,.;
ST 1956 -TsSU, Sovetskaia torgovlia, M., 1956.
Vest. Mosk. univ -Vestnik Moskovskogouniversiteta:seriiaekonormiki,

filosofii, prava (journal of Moscow Universitv).
Vest. stat Vestnik statistiki (journal of the Central Statistical

Administration).
Vop. ekon -Voprosy ekonomiki (journal of the Institute of

Economics in the Academy of Sciences).
Zhiv -Zhivotnovodstvo (journal of the Ministry of Agri-

culture).
Zhivotnovodstvo 1959 - TsSU, Zhovotnovodstvo SSSR, M., 1959.
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APPENDIX TABLE 1.-Outputs of selected products, distributed by type of producer,
1940, 1950, 1956

[Million tons; eggs, billion units)
I . - . -.. .. '. . 7. I - . .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I

Product 1940 1950 1056
. I . I

Grain - X 81 127

Collective farms X 70 101
State farms - 7 8 .24
Private sector - X -3 2

Potatoes- - :- 75.9 88.6 96.0

Collective farms - 25.2 20.2 28.2
State farms- 1.5 3.2 3.9
Private sector--- 49.2 65.2 63.9

Vegetables --- ------- 13.7 9.3 14.3

Collective farms -6.0 4.2 6.2
State farms -1.2 1.0 2.1
Privatesector ---- 6.5 4.1 6. 0

Meat (carcass weight) -4695 4,867 6,598

Collective farms -. 918 1.082 2.261
State and institutional farms-- 419 .516 .695
Private sector- 3358 3,269 3,642

Milk- .33.640 35.311 49.111

Collective farms -5.591 6.796 17. 497
State and institutional farms -1.965 2.067 3. 799Private sector -26.084 26.448 27. 815

Eggs -12.214 11.697 19. 632

Collective farms - .501 1.012 1.769
State farms -. 201 .282 .785Private sector - 11.512 10. 403 16. 978

Sugar beet -18.0 20.8 32.6

Collective farms -16.2 20.2 31. 7
State farms -. 7 .6 .8
Private sector - 1. 1 (I) (')

Raw cotton 2.25- 3:58 4.46
Collective farms- 2.12 3.4 4.23
State farms: -. 13 .2 .23

Flax fiber-.349 .255 .521

Collective farms - X X .516
State farms- X X .004
Private sector- - X .002

Wool- .161 .180 .261

Collective farms -. 079 .119 .169
State and institutional farms -. 019 .022 .036
Private sector ------- :---- .063 .039 .056

I Zero or negligible.
NOTE.-The sign "X" means not available.
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Sources:
GRAMN

Total: 1950,1956: Given 1953 (Vest. stat., 1959, No. 1, p 20), computed from Index In NK 1956. p. 107.
Collective farms: 1950,1958: Residual.
State and institutional farms: 1940, 1950: Given 1956, computed from Indexes in SKlb 1958, p. 63, 75. 1956:

Average yield estimated as 10 r/h (the average for the NfinIstry of State farms: PSS 1957, p. 57); total sown
area was 24-2 mU. hs (NK 195G, p. 147)

Private sector: 1950: Average yield estimated as 8 clh (U.S.S.R. average); sown area was 3.58 mUl. hI. (N K
1956, p. 114). 1956: Average yield estimated as 10 c/h; sown area was 1.6ff mil. h. (ibid).

VOTATOES
Total: 1940-56: SKh 1958, pp. 73, 259.
Collective farms: 1940- Ibid., p. 37, 1950: Residual. 1958, Ibid., p. 78.
State and Institutional farms: 1940, 1950: Computed from index In Ibid., p 83. 1958: Ibid., p. 75.
Private sector: 1940, 195S: Residual. 1950: I.e., 73.6 percent, share not accounted for by collective and state

farms (Ibid., p. 260).
VEOEtAHLE3

Total: 1940: Computed given share of collective farms and state Institutions (Ibid., p. 2,0). 1950, 195
IbId., pi). 73, 272.

Collective farms: 1940, 1956: Ibid., p. 37 1950: Ibid p. 273.
State and institutional farms: 1940, 1950: Computed from Index In ibid., p. G3. 195G: Ibid., p. 76.,
Private sector: 1940-56: Residual.

MEAT
All producers: ZblIvotnovodstvo 1959, p. 101.

MILE
AU producers: Ibid., p. 163.

Enns
All producers: Ibid., p. 169.

SOOAR ERET
Total: 1940-56: SKs 1958, p. 223.
Collective farms: 1940, 195f: MIsd., p. 37. 1950: Estimated from procurement (app. table 2).
State farms: 1940, 1950 Estimated from procurement. 1958: I.e., 2.5 percent of U.S.S.R. total (SKb 1958,

iP. 80).
Private sector: 1940-SO: Estimated from procurement. 1056: SKIs 1958, p. gO.

ILAW COMTON
Total: 1940-56: Ibid., p. 232.
Collective farms: 1940, 1956: Ibid., p. 37. 1950: Estimated from procurement.
State farms: 1940, 1950: Estimated from procurement. I956: i.e., 5.2 percent of U.S.S.R. total (SEK

1958, p. bill.
FLAX FIRER

Total: 1940: A. M1 Korneev, 17'ekstiUlnalapromyshiennost'S.S.S.R.Iputleerazvitiia, 1M 1957 p. 127.
1950: Ibtd., p. 226. 1958: SKhIS958,P. 73.'

Collective farms: 1958: Ibid., p. 75.
State farms: 1956: Ibid., p. 80.
Private sector: 1956: Residual.

WOOL
All producers: Zhivotnovodstvo 1959, P. 165.
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APPENDIX TABLE 2.-Procurements of selected products, distributed by type of
producer, 1940, 1960, 1956

[Million tons, eggs; billion units]

Product 1940 1950 1956

Grain- -36 33 54.1

Collective farms- - 32.0 30 38.8
State farms :-- ::---- 3.674 X 15.3
Private sector - -. 5 X

Potatoes-8.457 6.906 9.222

Collective farms -5.161 4.0 5.043
State farms . .138 X .381
Private sector -3.158 X 3. 798

Vegetables -- :---------------------------------------------------- 2.970 2.043 3.782

Collective farms -2.730 1.68 2.922
State farms -. 18 X .767
Private sector- - .072 X .193

Meat (live accounting weight)- 2.040 2.122 4. 246

Collective farms - .881 1.22 2.727
State and institutional farms -. 354 X .695
Private sector. :- .805 X .824

Milk-*6------------------ .453 8.479 17.337

Collective farms- 3.245 3.53 11. 521
State and institutional farms. 1.013 X 4.974
Private sector -2.195 X 2.842

,XEggs: .:2.697 1.911 3.272

Collective farms-- 100 .587 1. 071
State farms -. 085 X * .597
Private sector - 2.494 X 1. 64

Sugar beet . 17. 357 19.822 31.494

Collective farms -- 15.691 19.234 30. 732
State farms ---------------------------- .654 .588. 72
Private sector. 1.012 588 .-76

Raw cotton 2.237 3.539 4.332

Collective farms -2.100 3.388 4. 106
State farms -. 131 1.51 .226

Flax fiber ---------------------------------- .245 .174 .427

Collective farms -. 206 .165 .427
State farms X-- .001
Private sector- .039 X

Wool (accounting weight) .120 .136 .246

Collective farms- .069 3.094 .178
State farms -. 022 X .041
Private sector-.029 X .027

1 Accountiog weight.
I Natural weight.

Sources:
GRAIN

Total: 1940: Sumr. of subitems. 1950: Given estimate of 38 million tons for 1955, computed from reported
Increase between 1955 and 1950 (Pravda, Apr. 25, 1956). 1955 estimated from figure for 1953 (Dostizbentia
1957, p. 156) and annual increases reported in plan fulfillment reports. 1956: Dostizheniia 1957, p. 156.

Collective farms: 1940: Karcz estimate, RM- 1930, p. 365. 1950: I.e., 44 percent of collective farm output
JSSEP 1958, p. 118.) 1958: Khrushchev in Izvestiia, Mar. 1,1958.

State farms: 1940, 1956: S.8.S.R. v tsifrakh, p. 191.

POTATOES

All producers, with the exception noted below: Vest. stat., 1957, No. 6, pp. 78-79.
Collective farms in 1950: Le., 20 percent of collective farm output (SSEP 1958, p. 118).
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V6O9TARLES

All produees with the exception noted below: Vest. stat., 1957, No. 0, pp. 78-79.
Coiective farms in 1950: I.e. 40 percent of collective farm output (SSEP 1958, p. 118).

MEAT

All producers, with the exception noted below: Vest. stat.. i957, No. 6, pp. 78-79.
Collective farms In 1950: I.e., 57 percent of collective farm output, presumably in live weight (S8EP

198, p. 118). Carcass weight output (shown In appendix table 1) estimated to be equivalent Lo 2.2 million
tons live weight.

MILIC

All producers, with the exceptuio noted below: Vest. stat., 1957, No. 6G pp. 78-79.
Coliective farms in 1950 I.e., 52 percent of collective farm oatpat (SSEP 1958, p. 118).

All producers, with the exception noted below: Vest. stat. 1957 No. 6, pp. 78-79.
Collective farms in 1950: Ee., 58 percent of collective farm output (SSEP 1958, p. 118).

SUOAR SgET

All producers, with the exceptions noted below: Vest. stat., 1957, No. 6. pp. 78-79.
Collective farms in 1950: ilesidual.
State farms in 1950: SKh 1958, p. 64.
Private sector in 1950: Assumed zero

RAW coTToN -

All producers, with the exceptions noted below: Vest. stat., 1957, No. 6, pp. 8-75.
Co~lective farms in 1950. Residual.
State farms In 1950: 8Kh 1958, p. 64.

FLAX FIBER

All producers, with the exception noted below: Vest. stat., 1957, No. 6 pP. 78-79.
Collective farms in 1950: From appendix table 4.

WOOL

All producers, with the exceptIon noted below: Ibid.
Collective farms in 1950: I.e., 79 percent of collective farm output (SSEP 19;8, p. ItR).

APPENDIX TABLE 3.-Quantities, prices, and values of sales by collective farms to
procurement agencies, selected products, 1937

Food products.

Grain:
Compulsory deliveries . .
Above-quota deliveries.

Total .-.. -- - - - - -
Potatoes:

Compulsory deliveries .
Above-quota deliveries.

Total. - :
-Meat (live weight):

Compulsory de~lveres ----
Above-quota deliveries.

Total. --------------------------------------
Mfilk:

Compulsory deliveries -------.-----.-.---
Above-quota deliveries.

Total .:- :-

Raw materials. .-- -

Sugar bmt: Contract deliveries .- . ------.
Raw cotton, Contract deliveries.-----------------------
Flax fiber: Contract deliveries - .----------------

Total aecounted for --

Qun~y Price (rubles IVue(blI.
-mi-lion tons) per ton) lon I ubles)

10. 17
2.95
13. 12

2.8
.6

3.4

.33i

.229

.567

1.919
.605
2. 524

80
115
88

40
110
53

400
1,7 50
- 0.0

ti65
4i5
240

2.47

1.15

, i

-- . -. .....

---. - -7 -- --- -- --- --- --- 4.02

16.741 44 .74
1. 9115 1,570 3. 00
.2648 10 O0 .28

6.49

Sources: Quantities:
Grain: Karcz, I(M-1930, p. 199.
Potatoes: Rule of thumb estimates. Total U.S.S.R. proeurement was 7.021 mIllion tons (Vest. stat.,

1957 No.-6, p. 78) of which state farms accounted for not more than 0.1 million tons (ibid., p. 79), leaving,
6.9 million tons for deliveries by collective farms and the private sector. Total above-quota deliveries
were 1.2 million tons (Karez, RM-1930, p. 211), payments In kind to MTS are arbitrarily estimated as 0.
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million tons, leaving ..4 million tons for total compulsory deliveries. Collective farms are assumed to have
accounted for halt of total compulsory and above-quota deliveries (or slightly more than their share in joint
collective-private sown area).

Meat: Karez, RM-1930, p. 336.
Milk: Ibid., p. 335.
Sugar beet: Ibid., p. 203.
Raw cotton: Ibid., p. 257.
Flax fiber: Ibid.. p. 207.
Prices of compulsory, above-quota, dud.cbntract deliveries:
Grain: Ibid., p. 236.
Pdtatoes: Ibid., p. 270.
Meat: Ibid., p. 284.
Milk: Ibid., p. 277:
Sugar beet: Ibid., p. 213.
Raw cotton: Ibid., pp. 257-258.
Flax fiber: Ibid., p. 268.

APPENDIX TABLE 4.-Quantities, prices, and values of sales by collective farms to
procurement agencies, selected products, 1950

Quantity Price Value
(million (rubles per (billion
tons) ton) rubles)

Food products -
Grain:

Compulsory deliveries-
Above-quota deliveries-

Total-

Potatoes:
Compulsory deliveries-
Above-quota deliveries-

Total - --------------

Vegetables:
Compulsory deliveries -
Above-quota deliveries -- --------------

Total -

Meat:
Compulsory deliveries-
Above-quota deliveries -

Total -- ------------------------------------

Milk:
Compulsory deliveries-
Above-quota deliveries-

Total --------------------------------

Eggs:
Compulsory deliveries ---------------------------
Above-quota deliveries-

Total ------------------------------

Raw materials…
Sugar beet: Contract deliveries-
Raw cotton: Contract deliveries-
Flax fiber: Contract deliveries-
Wool: Compulsory and above-quota deliveries-

Total accounted for-

3.22

8.7 90-
.3 1251

9.0 91 .82

3.S 40--------
(I)

3.5 40 .14

1.68 160-

1. 68 150 .25

1. 1 400-
.1 4,000-

1.2 700 .84

3.3 270 - _-
.2 800-

3.5 300 1.05

.570 200 …
.017 435

.587 204 .12

14.7
2.78

.165

.094
_ _------

110
3,600
4,423

12, 000

13.49
1.62

10.01
.73

1.13

16.71

I Zero or negligible.

Sources: Quantities:
Grain: Total deliveries including those for which farms received no price amounted to 30 mfillon tons

(appendix table 2). MTS payments are estimated tobhave amounted to about1million tons, and retr aof
seed loans and payment of the milling tax in kind to about 3 million tons, leaving a milibu tons for paid
deliveries. Above-quota deliveries are known to have been very small (see text, sec. II); a token allowance
of 0.3 million tons is arbitrarily made, and the residual is attributed to compulsory deliveries.

Potatoes: Total deliveries including MTS payments amounted to 4 million tons (appendik table 2).
MTS payments are estimated at about 0.5 milion tons. Above-quota sales to state procurement agencies
are known to have been zero (Moiseev 1955, p. 117).

Vegetables: Total deliveries from appendix table 2. MTS payments and above-quota sales to state
procurement agencies are known to have been zero (ibid., p. 118).

Meat: Total deliveries from appendix table 2. The distribution isarbitrary.

_
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: -Milk: Total deliveries from appendix table 2. The distribution is based on Ladicatibris that the'sliare otabove-quota deliveries was very small (Moiseev 1955, p. 118)

Eggs: Total deliveries from appendix table 2. The distribution Is arbitrary.
Sugar beet: Total deliverles including MMTS payments amounted to 19.2 million tons (appendix table 2):Payments in kind are estimated to have accounted for about one-quarter of this total, or 4.5 million tons.Raw cotton: Total deLiveries including MTS payments amounted to 3.39 million tons (appendix table 2).MiS payments are estimated to have accowuted for about one-fifth of this total, or 0.0 million tols.
Flax fiber: Computed by dividing the total value of deliveries (0.728 hilLion rables: Vest. Mosk. Onlv.,1958, No.3. p. 50) by the average price.
Wool: Total deliveries from appendix tablo 2.
Prices:
Grain: Rarez, RM-1930, p. 363 (1952 prices believed unchanged from 1950).
Potatocs: Rarez's compulsory delivery price for 1952 (ibid., p. 408) reflects a 'new" premnium of 5 percentfor punctual delivery, not known to apply in 1950; it is excluded here.
Vegetables: Ruleot thumb estlenate based on compulsory delivery pries of major vegetables in Nfoscow

oblast in 1952, as given in RM-1552, p. 156. The prices are (rubles per ton): cabbages, 100; carrots, 112;beets, 82; tomnatoes, 175; escnumbers, 247; onions, .SV.
M(eat: Karez, lM-1930, p. 422.
M6 ilk: Ibid., p. 413.
Eggs: Ibid, pp. 431-432.
Sugar beet: Karecz's estimate for 1952 is 95 rubles per ton (Ibid-, p. 3S0). The average realized price iu195! was about 130 rubies per ttn (55Kb, 1956, No 8, pp. 65- 6). Most of the difference between theKarez and SSiui figuris is helieveul to be due to the higher share of pre!mriums in 1951, when yield was 11

percent over 1952 (NK 1956, p 1h8). YIeld s 19e50 was below 1951 and above 1952: accordingly, the inter-mediate pri(ue of 1 10 rubles lx-r ton Is estimnated.
Raw cotton: Rarez's estiinste for 1952 is 3,600 rubiles per ton. of which 2,400 represents the. average base

price and 1,200 the preinuni (Rti-l930, pp. 397-398). In DS.9 the average quality of di liveries mwy havebeen 'lightly lower (thicb would make for a lower base price) hut vield w as ahout IS percent higher
(which would mike for a larger premiuim). On balance, the pree ot 3,600 rubles per ton appears to bereasonably appropriate for 1950 as well as 1952,

Flax fiber: Vest. Mtosk. Univ., 19e8 No. 3, p. 52,
Wool: 'The cstim:ite is dertved frorn the average price in 1953 (comnputed below as 14,900 rubies per ton)and infonnation that the average priee Increase In 19.5i w:s 2,000 rubies per ton (iKomm ,195 , No. 15. p. 35).
The 1953 estimate is a weighted average, rounided to the ncarest 100 rubles, of prices for four grades:

Price WN elghtGrade (rubles per (percentL)
tonl)

Fin6 - 24.410 12Seminfne -.-.------------------- 16.510 17
Semicoarse ------------------------------ 13,-1311 30Coarse -------------------------------------- 10, 850 41

The prices ace from Zhiv. 1959 No. 6 p. e0 They evidently represent the actual avergse price paid for
comnpulsory and above-quota deliveries of each grade; this may be deduced by comparing tile 1956 pricesgiven in thr sisource with the compulsorY delivery and above-quota prices prevailing in 1956 (Pravda,

The w,-eights represent the proportion:s of eacrl type of wool in collective farm output of sheep wool in
1953, as compisted by subtrartiiig state farm output of each grade (as gliven in ZhIv., 1957 No. 10, p. 35)
froni joint state aiid collective farm output of each grade of sheep wool (Zhivotnovodstvo 1959, p. 168).
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APPENDIX TABLE 5.-Derivation of value of sales by collective farms to procurement
agencies, 1956

Quantity Average price Value (bil-
sold (million (rubles per lions of

tons) ton) rubles)

Food products - - -30. 29
Grain --------------------------------------------- 15.9 530 8.43
Potatoes -3.58 410 1.47
Vegetables ---------------------------------------- 2.65 540 1. 43
Meat - ------------------------------------- -- 2.37 3,640 8. 63
Milk - 10. 37 970 10.06
Eggs - ---------- ----------- -'----- ----- l 11.071 ' 250 0.27

Raw materials - 39.61
Sugar beet ---------------------------- 26.7 240 6.41
Raw cotton ---------------------------- 3.75 3, 680 13.80
Flax fiber -0.426 14,488 6.16
Wool -0.163 25,810 4.21
Minor raw materials - --------------------------- -9.03

Total accounted for - --------------------------- --------------|-------------- 69.90

Unaccounted'for ------ -------------- -------------- |-----------. 4.8

Total sales ------- ------------- ---------------------- ------------ |-------------- 74.7

I Bimion units.
' Rubles per 1,000.
a Natural weight.

Sources: Quantities:
Grain: Total collective farm-deliveries amounted to 38.8 million tons (appendix-table 2)- of which com-

pulsory and above-quota deliveries accounted for 17.2 and 23.9 percent, respectively (ESKL, 1957 No.
2, p. 34).

Potatoes: Total collective farm deliveries amounted to 5.043 million tons (appendix table 2), of whtch
MTS payments accounted for an estimated 1.462 million tons (i.e., 29 percent: cf. Benediktov In Izvestiia,
Dec. 27,-1957, p. 2), leaving-3.58 million tons for paid deliveries. -

Vegetables: Total collective farm deliveries amounted to 2.822 million tons (appendix table 2), of which
MTS payments accounted for an estimated 0.169 million tons (or 6 percent), leaving 2.65 million tons for
paid deliveries.

Meat: Total collective farm deliveries amounted to 2.727 mUlion tons (appendix table 2), of which MTS
jayments accounted for an estimated 0.355 million tons (i.e., 13 percent: cf. Benediktov in Komm., 1957

0. 8, p. 53), leaving 2.372 million tons for paid deliveries. -__ _
Milk: Total collective farm deliveries amounted to 11.521 million tons (appendix table 2), of which MTS

payments accounted for an estimated 1.15 million tons (i.e., 10 percent: cf..Benediktov in Komm., 1957
0. 8, p. 53), leaving 10.37 million tons for paid deliveries.
Eggs: Equivalent to total collective farm deliveries.
Sucar beet: Total collective farm deliveries amounted to 30.7 million tons (appendix table 2), of which

MTS payments are estimated to have amounted to 4 million tons (or 13 percent), leaving 26.7 million tons
for contract deliveries.

Raw cotton: Total collective farm deliveries amounted to 4.11 million tons (appendix table 2), of which
MTS payments are estimated to have amounted to 0.36 million tons (about 9 percent), leaving 3.75 million
tons for contract deliveries.

Flax fiber: Equivalent to total collective farm deliveries. Data on total payments for flax fiber and-the
average price per ton in 1956 imply a figure for paid deliveries which is identical with total deliveries WVest.
Mosk. univ., 1958 No. 3, pp. 52, 54).

Wool: Equivalent to total marketings by collective farms. The latter are computed as 73 percent of
total U.S.S.R. marketings of 0.223 million tons (Dostizhenfia 1957, pp. 158, 182).

Prices: From table 13.
Values: Minor raw material crops: Estimated as the difference between collective farm income from

all technical crops (35.4 billion rubles: ESlh, 1957 No. 7, p. 33) and income from the three technical crops
included in this table (beet, cotton, and flax, which together accounted for 26.37 billion rubles).

Total sales: From table 5.
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AGRICULTURAL POLICY OF THIE SOVIET UNION

(By Lazar Volin, Foreign Agricultural Service, U.S. Department of
Agriculture)

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

1. Agricultural policy has been a prominent question in the Soviet
:Union as it was in Czarist Russia. It has emerged at every critical

-juncture in the history of the country. The recent transition from
the Stalin to the Khrushchev regime has been no exception.

Agriculture, with close to half the people depending upon it for a
livelihood, continues to be a more important sector of Soviet national
economy than it is in the more industrialized countries of the West-
and this despite the industrial growth of the Soviet Union.

2. The Soviet Union, notwithstanding its huge crop acreage, has
been bedeviled by agricultural underdevelopment; by the failure of
its agriculture to meet increasing food and fiber requirements of a
growing population that is becoming increasingly urbanized. There-
fore, the principal objective of the Soviet Government has been
expansion of agricultural production. A sharp upsurge in farm pro(d-
ucts output has become, for political and physical reasons, extremely
urgent for the post-Stalin regime, which cannot afford to proceed at
Stalin's pedestrian pace. Hence the flood of official reports, speeches,
and decrees spotlighting the agricultural problem. This preoccupation
of the Soviet Government with increased production sharply contrast.s
with the concern of the United States with farm surpluses and
farm relief.

3. Climate is more of a limiting factor in agricultural production
in: the Soviet Union than in the United States. More important is
the fact that other basic and closely related objectives of Soviet
policy clashed with expansion of'production, namely: the centrally
controlled collectivization, ruthlessly forced in the 1930's on the small
peasant family farming, which enierged victoridus after the revolution,
and (b) the acquisition by the Soviet state at a low cost to itself of
large quantities of farm products, which left little incentive to the
collectivized'peasantry to work as diligently on the large collective
farms as on' their own little kitchen garden plots.

*4. Solely from the standpoint of production, central direction and
planning of collective agriculture permit the marshaling of all available
resources to achieve a specific goal on a large scale. This has resulted
b6th in improvements and in costly mistak-es-and both often made
with little regard to economy and efficienev. The impossibility of
public criticism of a policy once it has been officially adopted and;
often, inadequate critical discussion before it is adopted-coupled
with reliance on pseudoscience of the Lysenko type, which promises
spectacular "pie in the sky" results-make prevention or correction
of such mistakes more difficult.

5. An early example of imiprovenient was the consolidatiomi into
large fields, adopted for power farming, of the' nuinero-lus noncontiguous
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strips. These strips, into which small holdings were formerly divided,
meant waste of land (for boundaries) and of labor. The plowing
up and adding to the crop area of 90 million acres of virgin land
within a period of 4 years (1954-57) is a more recent accomplishment;
and it is a significant accomplishment even though much of this land
must be considered marginal or even submarginal from a climatic
standpoint.

Among the examples of costly mistakes committed by central
authorities are: The great loss of livestock during the initial all-out
collectivization drive; the indiscriminate adoption of many farm prac-
tices such as the universal use of perennial grasses in crop rotation
without regard to regional differences; the equally indiscriminate
adoption of certain types of farm equipment such as large tractors;
the shift of crops into areas climatically or otherwise unsuitable for
their production, such as the abortive extension of cotton growing
from the irrigated regions of Soviet central Asia and Transcaucasia
into the more northern dry farming regions of the Ukraine and north
Caucasus; or the present extension of corn cultivation into regions in
which it is either too cold or too dry for a successful corn culture. Yet
another manifestation of large scale policy errors is the persistent
"giantism" which, despite recognition of mistakes committed in the
early 1930's, led to the creation again in the 1950's of huge unwieldy
farm units through widespread mergers of collectives and growth of
state farms.

6. The efforts of the Khrushchev regime to remedy weakness on the
agricultural front is being done without deviation from the basic
principles of agrarian collectivism. In fact, the grip of state and party
rule over collective agriculture has been tightened, although a shift of
authority from Moscow to the republics, provinces (oblasts), and dis-
tricts (raions) and some decentralization of the rigid, highly cen-
tralized planning of Stalin's days has taken place. However, decen-
tralization is not permitted to interfere with national goals which are
deemed of critical importance, such as the expansion of corn growing
to bolster the lagging feed supply, the expansion of the crop acreage on
the virgin lands east of the Volga and the Urals and the campaign to
overtake the United States in per capita production of dairy products
and meat.

7. The most important reform of the institutional'structure of
collective farming during the post-Stalin period was the liquidation of
machine tractor stations and sale of the machines to the collective
farms. This move, stanchly opuosed by Stalin during his lifetime,
was made by the Khrushchev administration primarily to eliminate
virtual dual management of collective farm operations or, as Khru-
shchev put it, the existence of "two bosses on the land."

8. The reform, undertaken to increase farm efficiency, tends to
enhance the position of collectives, considerably enlarged by mergers,
in the Soviet agrarian institutional scheme. Nevertheless, the rapid
expansion of state farming which now accounts for more than a fourth
of the crop area instead of 12 percent in 1953, may point to the
eventual takeover of collectives. State farms had already absorbed
many collectives and ideologically they have always been considered
a superior type of economic organization, though this is at present
officially minimized. How long the coexistence of two organizational
types of Soviet agriculture will continue may depend largely upon
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whether the Soviet Government extends to collective farms the
regular wage system now prevailing on state farms-a system which is
similar to that in Sovict factories. The peasants or collective farms are
residual sharers in the income after the state secures its share and
current production expenses and capital outlays are met.

9. Although there has been no decollectivization recently in the
Soviet Union such as took place, for instance, in Poland and Yugo-
slavia, limited concessions were made to peasants within the framework
of Soviet agrarian collectivism. There was tax relief for the small
allotment holdings of the peasants' and workers' families which plays
Such an important part in their income and in the national food supply,
especially in animal products. Because this small "acre and a cow"
type of farminig competes with the collective farm economy for the
labor and loyalty of the peasants, as well as for ideological reasons,
the Stalin regime came to look upon it with a jaundiced eye and
belhaved accordingly. But the attitude of Stalin's successors, after
the initial spurt of liberalism, also has been ambivalent-now relaxed,
mow restricted.

10. In general, Soviet policy toward peasants has always consisted
of a combination of force, indoctrination, and economic incentives
but the proportion varied from time to time. During the Stalin
regime force predominated. After Stalin, Soviet policy shifted to
a greater emphasis on economic incentives. The very low prices
paid by the Government for the farm products which the collectives
had to deliver were raised considerablv. The whole system of de-
liveries was reorganized and simplified. Larger incomes of collectives
as a result of higher prices and larger output permitted increased and
often more regular distribution to peasants. But the stimulating
effect of increased agricultural prices is to some extent lost when there
is only a limited supply of consumer goods for farmers to buy because
of the imbalance in Soviet industrialization. For the underemiphasis
on production of consumers goods has not been sufficiently redressed.

n11 any event, the visiting team of U.S. Department of Agriculture
economists pointed out in its report.'
The system of collective and state-operated farms is not likely to provide
production incentives for farm people that are equal to the incentives on family
farms in this country. In other words, it may be difficult to substitute for the
"magic of ownership which turns sand into gold." Also, the struggles incidental
to establishment of collective farming may have left scars that will impede de-
velopment of adequate production incentives.

11. The lagging capital investment in agriculture and inputs of
agricultural machinery, commercial fertilizers and construction were
increased. But capital investment is still inadequate to make possible
an effective use of labor and land. Measures were also taken to in-
crease or retain skilled labor on farms and to bring agricultural
specialists nearer to grass roots. However, the problem of finding
suitable managers for the large collective farms apparently has not
been solved to the satisfaction of the government despite the large
number trained and graduated from the agricultural colleges and
vocational schools. Low labor productivity in agriculture, especially
compared with the United States, has been giving considerable con-
cern to the government which seems to lay increasing stress on cost

I "Economic Aspects of Sovlet.Agriculture. Report of a Tecinical Study Group," p. 54, Agricultural
Research Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1059.
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reduction, economy of operation and greater incentive for individual
eeffort in both work performance and management.
* 12. The changes in agricultural policy which have taken place
during the post-Stalin period have had, for the most part, a beneficial
effect on production. But some aspects, such as the persistent
predilection for farm giantism and corn expansion on so large a scale,
seem questionable. In the long run, even the program of expansion
on the new lands in the eastern regions may prove unsound under
the climatic conditions prevailing in those areas. During recent
years, however, acreage expansion ha,; been a highly important, if not
the most important factor next to the weather in the rapid expansion
pf production. However, recent Soviet figures on grain, meat and
milk outputs seem overoptimistic. Further progress in increasing
farm output may be expected. But, inasmuch as the government
plan (1959-65) relies primarily on improvement of yields rather than
on increased crop acreage to achieve its targets of large farm output,
the progress may be at a slower rate. For experience indicates that
the Soviet system of centrally planned collective agriculture has been
generally more successful in increasing acreage than in improvement
of yields and most successful in extracting large quantities of farm
products which the Soviet State requires.

INTRODUCTION

The problem of agricultural policy has long been in 'the foreground
as a vital national issue in Soviet as in Czarist Russia. Following
official revelation of weaknesses in Soviet agriculture after Stalin's
death in 1953, agricultural policy aiming to remedy them has become
the subject of many official decrees, lengthy reports, and speeches of
Soviet leaders and officials. Prime Minister N. S. Khrushchev
seldom fails to touch on agriculture in his numerous speeches and has
made it one of his main preoccupations. The rapid industrial growth
that began at the end of the past century and that was accelerated
during the last 30 years, has not appreciably diminished the prominent

'role of agricultural policy. Even though'the Soviet Union has lost
its predominently agrarian character, close to half of the population
still depends on agriculture for a livelihood. The expanding food

.and fiber needs of the growing population and the strains and stresses
of agrarian collectivization have combined to keep agriculture in the
_public eye.

.CHAPTER 1. CONTRASTING OBJECTIVES OF AGRICULTURAL POLICY
IN THE SOVIET UNION AND THE UNITED STATES

Agricultural policy, to be sure, has been a major problem in the
United States as in Russia. But there the similarity ends. Actually
the root causes and objectives of the. agricultural problems and
policies of the United States and. the Soviet Union are diametrically

,opposite.
The United States, because of rapid technological development, has

been steadily preoccupied with the problem of farm surpluses and
excess capacity in agriculture, except during World War II and the

iyears immediately thereafter,' when maximum farm output was
essential. Control of farm surpluses'and other aspect's of farm relief,
therefore, have been the principal concern of U.S. policy.
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The Soviet Union, on1 the other hand, has long been bedeviled by
agricultural uinderproduction and agrarian overpopulation. Accord-
ingly, not farm relief, but a rapid expansion of agricultural production
in the face of considerable climatic obstacles,2 to feed and clot-le
growing numbers and a reduction of the agricultural population has
been the central objective of Soviet policy, In pursuit of that objee-
tive, considerable emphasis has been laid on modern technological
development in Soviet agriculture, particularly on mechanization of
farrniig. for dhich the United States has served as a nodel. Tractors
and combines, for instance, were largely irmported from the United
States in the early 1930's until new Sovict factories could be built
with the help of American enigineering skill. However, expansion of
agricultural production in the Soviet Union has been firmly bound up
with anotlher and, as it often proved, conflicting objective; namely,
aln all-emfibracing state contrcl of agriculture. That led to the forcedI
collectivization in the 1930's of small peasant farmiiing, the horrors of
which aie onlyv too wvell know-n.

In the colleetivization process, the' ecoiomic Welfale of the Soviet
farm population was sacrificed and subordinated to the ideological and
economic objectiv's of the ruling Communist PartyN. Aniong these,
a. rapid and lopsided indiustrinlization with an overriding emphasis of-
heavv industry acquired the highest priority. For Stalin wats set oil
building socialism in a coun1try where, ironically, it could not. have
been expected to develop according to the strict Mlarxian tenets, pre-
cisely because Russia was not an advanced industrial countrv. Ac-
cordingly, agriculture was forced to make a heavy contribution of
farm products, little being given in return bv the government to the
collectivized peasantry. And, of course, the overpoptlated and often
starving Russian villages supplied in the 19,30's most of the large
labor force required by industrial expansion and inefficient factories.
But, a part of this increased manpower wnas labor of liquidated "kulaks"
(the more prosperous small peasant farmers) and others forced off the
land. The "colonial" role of agriculture wvas practicallv acknowle(lged
by Stalin, when lie said 30 years ago that agriculture provides the
Soviet state, bent, on industrialization, with "something like a tribute." 3
This idea strongly colored the Kremlin's attitude toward agriculture
for many years, especially diriiig the Stalin era.

Iii the United States, by way of contrast, agricultural policy has
been aimed at protecting the independent. famlily farm entel prise,
based on private owvnership of land and capital, fronm the adverse
effects of depression, surpluses, and other economic maladjustments.
This has been done through programs for "stabilizing, supporting, and
protecting farm income and rices" I for reducing farm costs, and
conserving soil resources. W hile there has been considerable diver-
gence of opinion about thlie effectiv eness and desirability of some' of
these programs, nevertheless, there has been widespread public agr-ee-
nent. concerniing the desirability of maintaining and improving the

stantiard of living of the farm people and of protecting it.-and the
family farm enterprise as far as possible, against the vieissitud1es ef
the elements andl.sweeping econornic changes.
I Harris, Chauncy D., 'Soviet Agriculturai Resources Reappraised," Journal-of Farm Econornmie, 38:

pp262-4, 19S6; Voiln, Lazar, "A Survey of Soviet Russian Agriculture;" IT S. Departmentot Agriculture_noraph2 p. 5 -9, 191
. . S V talin's collected MWorks (Rlussian) vol. 12, pp 4915i -.

4 Se.R 2, Charter, commodity Credit Corporation, 1933.
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Another striking operational difference between agricultural poli-
cies of the Soviet Union and most non-Communist countries, includ-
ing the United States, pertains to foreign trade. It is the field in
which Government intervention on behalf of agriculture had early
come on the scene and become especially active with the onset of
the great depression. Tariffs, import quotas, and other forms of
import restrictions to protect domestic producers from excessive im-
ports and export subsidies and other export aids to help dispose of
surpluses have become common practices of an active agricultural
policy. (We are not concerned here with the merits or desirabilit
of many of these devices, but merely with the hard facts of their
existence.) In the Soviet Union, however, all foreign trading oper-
ations, exports as well as imports, are in the hands of the Govern-
ment, which exercises a complete monopoly of foreign trade. There
is no need, consequently, for the various restrictive and promotional
devices employed in foreign trade policies of other nations. Those
in authority decide how much and when and where to export or
import farm products.

CHAPTER 2. COLLECTIVE AND STATE FARMS

In aiming at the expansion of agricultural production and, at the
same time, at the establishment of a tight state control, Soviet agri-
cultural policy was in a large measure devoted to making Russian
agriculture conform to the Marxist-Leninist-Stalinist image. The
transformation usually meant loss of efficiency, which became a
problem in itself. It is still a problem of the Kremlin.

It was to the small family peasant farming that the weight of this
collectivization policy was applied-and it was a crushing weight.
Remember that small family peasant farming in Russia was impor-
tant even before the revolution, when two-thirds of the private
farmland in European Russia was owned by peasants who also leased
a considerable proportion of the remainder. After the revolution
and division of the larger land properties, small peasant faiming
became preponderant in the Soviet Union. (The collective sector,
which came into being early in the Soviet regime, was insignificant.)
Agriculture largely retained its individualistic character for a longer
period than other branches of Soviet economic life, thanks to-Lenin's
new economic policy, or NEP, which replaced the regime of war com-
munism in 1921. But toward the end of the 1920's this breathing
spell came to an end, and it was the turn of agriculture to be ruth-
lessly collectivized. Thus the historic Russian trend toward small
peasant agriculture, which began with the emancipation of peasants
from serfdom in March 1861, was reversed by Soviet policy.

In developing agriculture along new collectivist lines, the Com-
munist rulers were guided by the Marxist orthodox doctrine of the
absolute superiority of large-scale production in agriculture as in
industry. Lenin added to this doctrine the enthusiasm for that
American invention, the tractor, as a vehicle for collectivist trans-
formation of small peasant agriculture. As far back as 1918 he
thought that if the Russian peasants were given 100,000 tractors and
supplies needed to operate them, they would plump for communism,
whichlhe recognized was a mere fantasy in those days.5 Stalin com-

t Lenin's Works, vol. 29, ed. 4, p. 190.
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bined this ideological heritage with his notion of "building socialism
in one country" through vigorous industrialization at the expense,
initially at any rate, of agriculture. Resistance of peasants to such
squeezing tactics of the Soviet state was only an additional argu-
ment from the Communist standpoint for speedy collectivization.
For it is much easier. as experience proved, to xnake government-
controlled collectives deliver grain and other required produce to the
state at low fixed prices than to force a small individual farmer to do
so. The latter is likely, under such conditions, to produce less, to
consumie more, in short to become more self-sufficient and turn away
from commnercial production.

This tough Soviet agrarian policy, which began in the late 1920's,
was softened somewhat from time to time by concessions to the peas-
ants in order to win their cooperation. Nevertheless, there has never
been any tampering with the basic principles of agrarian collectivisn.
Except for a brief peried at the very beginning of the collectivization
campaign in 1930, there has been no mrrove toward decollectivization
in the Soviet Union not even after Stalin's death as in other coun-
tries of the Soviet bloc. notably in Poland. It is, therefore, sympto-
matic that Khrushchev recently selected Poland as the place to make
a speech extolling agrarian collectivism.

Two collectivist types of farm enterprise have emerged in the
Soviet Union, One is the collective farm proper, commonly known as
kolkhoz or artel (plural kolkhozy). The other type is the state farm
or sovkhoz (plural so-vkhozy). These units have often been described
and only a few words need to be said here. The state farms are owned
outright and managed by the state and are usually larger in size and
more specialized than collective farms. The collective farm repre-
sents in theory a self-governing producer's cooperative consisting of
the pooled holdings of the formerly independent small peasant farmers.
The self-governing character of the collectives, however, has become
a fiction. They are in reality subject to tight state control and their
formally elected managers arc actually selected and removed at will
bv Communist authorities.

What principally distinguishes the two Kinds of farms is the posi-
tion of the workers. On state farms, workers are paid wages as in
Soviet factories. On collective farnms, the rank and file memnbers, both
men and women, work in the fields and in livestock centers under the
direction of managers anid supervisors just as they do on state farms.
But, as a rule, they are not paid wages. They are residual sharers in
in the income of the collectives, after the state secures its share and
provision is made for current production expenses and capital outlays.
Thus, the workers have neither the certainty of income from their
work on collective farms, which other Soviet workers possess. nor the
control of farm operations exercised by independent farmers,
(although, like the latter, collective farmers must bear the risks of
weather, pests, and plant and animal diseases). Collective farmers
are not covered by the national social security systein as farmers are
in the United States. Collectives are supposed to have their own
individual pension funds.

The payments to collective farmers varv with their skill and the
amount of work performed. The greater the skill required, the larger
the remuneration. A cumbersome systein of payment has developed,
based on so-called workday units, in which the performance of speci-
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fied tasks or norms is measured and which serve. as a basis for distribu-
tion at the end of the year of cash, grain, and other products. These:
are prorated to the total number of "workday" units earned per year
by membership, so that each "workday" unit is credited with the same
amount of cash, grain, etc. But the number of "workday" units and
consequently the earnings of individual workers vary..

The uncertainly, the irregularity, .the long waiting and confusion
engendered by this complicated system has led recently to efforts to
simplify it and make payments more regularly, by means of so-called
advances. There is also a tendency to substitute cash payments for
the multiple distribution of various types of produce and cash, and
dispense with the workday units. If was found that, in addition .to its
cumbersomeness, the workday system does not encour age reduction
6f labor expenditures and costs, since the greater the number of work-
days earned by .an individual or a group of workers the greater the
payments.

To a. considerable extent, the improvement in the methods of
payment however depends upon the improved economic position and
the larger incomes of collectives: As was stated by the official report
on. the fulfillment of the economic plan for the first half of 1959:
"As a result of increased cash receipts from the sale of agricultural
products to the state, the number of collectives making money
advances to their members increased considerably * *

To complete the picture of a collective farm, it must be pointed
out that the peasant families have continued to live in their rather
primitive dwellings, grouped in farm villages as they did before col-
lectivization. Even those peasant families in the western regions of
the U.S.S.R, who lived on separate farmsteads (so-called khutors)
similar to those in the United States, were, for the most part, forced
by the Soviet Government to move into villages.. Thus, collective'
farms, just as state farms,. are essentially units of production. Con-
sumption is of peripheral. importance, and is .left to the peasant
household, except for the maintenance of such public welfare and
educational institutions, as clubhouses, hospitals, schools, etc. It
is true that Khrushchev.has urged increased concentration by..col-
lectives on various forms of public consumption rather than continue
augmenting the earnings of their members. He stressed especially
such institutions as.canteens,.children's nurseries, school dormitories,
etc., which tend to release woman labor that could be used in farm
production. While some progress along these lines may be antici-
pated, for the present, there is no question, of any basic changes in,
the fundamental character of collective farms.

There is a question, however, whether the coexistence of collective.
and state farms, so unlike in many respects, will continue, or whether
collectives will be supplanted by state farms. For, ideologically, the
state farm has always been considered a superior type of economic
organization, or in Soviet parlance, a higher type of "Socialist prop-
erty" than. the so-called kolkhoz-cooperative property; though re-
cently this theoretical distinction has been officially deemphasized..
According to 'official slogans, state farms were supposed to 'serive as.
a model for the less advanced collective farming and, by inference,
at any rate, -could be considered the future Communist ideal goal of
the institutional structure of Soviet agriculture. There was a wide.
gap, however, between theory and practice. State farming expanided;
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considerably in the early 1930's when many giant farms were created,
and then came a reversal. The unsatisfactory production results
led to official condemnation of the giantism, subdivision of the huge
units was ordered, and deflation of the state farm sector took place
through transfer of land to the collective farm sector. In 1940 less
than 10 percent of the total sown area was in state farms.

The limited role of state farming continued until the beginning of
the Khrushchev program of expansion on uncultivated land beyond
the Volga and Urals in 1954. In this area large mechanized state
farms already were well established and. when the decision was again
made to increase the grain area, several hundred new state farms were
organized and many of the existing ones were enlarged. In the proc-
ess, however, there was also a considerable absorption of collective
farms. For instance, in the Kazakh Republic, where much of the
expansion of the sown area on the so-called new lands took place,
833 collectives were merged into 188 state farms in 19 57 .6

Conversion of collectives into state farms, however, was not confined
to the "rew lands" regions of the eastern U.S.S.R.. but spread to 21

number of other regions; among these wrC'e, for instance, the irrigated
cotton-growing regions in Soviet Central Asia and areas in the former
war zone, where collective farming disintegrated during the occLupa-
tion and remained weak despite postwar rehabilitation. The need
of new capital investment by the state has been, apparently, an
important criterion in determining whether to convert collectives into
state farms. As a result of the process of expansion on new lands and
absorption of collectives, the share of state farms increased from 12
percent of the sown area in 1953, to more than one-fourth of tile ex-
panded acreage in 1957.

Another recent development also indicates greater reliance by the
Soviet Government on state farms. It is the designation of a number
of state farms, first near Moscow and subsequently near other large
cities to specialize in growing cheaply potatoes and vegetables so as
to lower their cost to the citv consumer. Should this experiment
prove successful it would operate to the disadvantage of those collec-
tives which derive an important share of their income from selling
potatoes and vegetables at high prices on the free market in the cities.

There are also other reasons why the revived dynamism of tile'
state farming sector may portend a serious threat to collective farm-
ing. One is the considerably increased size of collective farmns as a
result of mergers and their acquisition of farm machinery front
machine-tractor stations to be discussed in other sections. This
further diminishes the difference between the two types of farming..
Second is the revelation, by Khrushchev himself, of considerabfv
lower labor productivity in collectives than on state farms (table 5).
.Khruslhchev's figures show that both state and collective farms in

the U.S.S.R. have much higher labor requirements per unit of product
than U.S. farms, but collective farinns, have the highest of all. exceed-
ing considerably even the state farm. Assuming similarity in the
method of collecting these statistics on collective and state farms,
sonic of the variations may be accounted for by differences in geo-
graphical location, in the quality of the labor force (age and sex'
distribution) in capital equipment or perhaps in some other aspect

-eKazakhstanskaya Pravda, Dec. 14, 1957. - , *
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of a sampling process. It is possible, too, that the system of regular
wage payments on state farms, for which the authorities are respon-
sible, as compared with the sharing principle in collectives, tends to
induce a greater economy of labor on state farms. Since the Govern-
ment is not responsible for the payment of labor in collectives, it could
tolerate this inefficiency, so long as it was not required to raise the
fixed low prices for farm products and there was an abundance of
manpower in the villages. But the latter condition no longer pre-
vails since the war. Also the Government raised agricultural prices
during recent years. However, it aims at lowering such prices
eventually in order to reduce the consumers' cost of living. If col-
lectives are not, to be economically injured by lower;prices, increased
efficiency and greater labor productivity is essential. Awareness of
this need, and consciousness of a growing relative shortage of man-
power, probably explains Khrushchev's emphasis on increased labor
productivity even to the point of publishing comparisons with the
United States, which are highly unfavorable to Soviet agriculture.

CHAPTER 3. FARM GIANTISM

Farm giantism has become a distinctive trait of Soviet agricultural
organization. The cult of bigness, a feature of Soviet policy, has its
ideological roots, as was pointed out earlier in the orthodox Marxist
doctrine of economic concentration, which stresses the similarity, as
far as large-scale methods of production are concerned, between agri-
culture and manufacturing. This doctrine, which makes no dis-
tinction between the large and the optimum size of an enterprise, was
furtherreinforced by the;.un:bounded enthusiasm.of Lenin- and his
disciples for farm mechanization, modeled on the American pattern.
It was one of the motivating forces in the collectivization of small
peasant agriculture and establishment of huge state farms.

As already indicated, this cult of bigness miscarried in the case of
huge state farms in the early 1930's and corrective steps were taken.
As for collective farms, it was also found, in the mid-1930's, that a
number of units in the southern and eastern regions were too large for
efficiency and subdivision was not uncommon.' On the other hand, a
"voluntary" merger of the usually small collective farms in the north-
ern and north central regions was "recommended" by the decree of
Deceniber, 19, 1925, '"Concerning the Economic and Organizational
Streng'theniing of the Klolkhozy of the Non-Black'Soil Area.'' In s~ome
regions then, before the war the average size of the collective farms
was increasing, in other regions it was decreasing. In the country as a
whole, however, the number of collective farms was slowly decreasing
(after it reached a peak of 245,400 in 1935) to about 237,000 in 1940.

After collectivization in the annexed western regions after the war,
the number of collectives in the U.S.S.R. increased to 252,000 at the
beginning of 1950. In that year, however, a far-reaching change in the
number and size of the collectives began. A mass campaign for merger
and enlargment of farms was inaugurated, which resembled-in its speed
and relentlessness, and in the revival of gigantomania, the original
mass collectivization drive of the early 1930's. This time, however,
the pressure was exerted not on individual peasant farmers to join
a collective, but on kolkhozy to merge "voluntarily" into super-

7 Sautin, 1. V., ed., Kolkhozy vo Btoroi Stalinskol Pyatiletke, p. V, 1939.
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collectives. The -merger, drive which Stalin initiated in 1950, was
spearheaded by no other person than N. S. Khrushchev, then onO
of Stalin's lieutenants, who was just transferred from the Ukraine to
Moscow. Khrushchev remains a dedicated believer in mergers on the
ground of efficiency and economy, such as reduction of administrative
expenses, etc. A decree of the Council of Ministers of the US.S.R.
of June 7, 1950, No. 2427, which was not published at the time in the
(lailv Soviet press or in other sources available to western students
of Soviet affairs, gave a formal blessing to the merger drive, which was
then already in full swing.8

The mrrgers, ostensibly undertaken to increase farm efficiency, were
not confined to sn'all collectives or to specific geograilphic areas.
Alreadv-large collectives were also merged and the drive extended to
regions with most diverse national and economic conditions. Collec-
tives with a large expanse of level farm land were merged with those
whose terrain was criss-crossed by marshes, lakes, bIushland and forests
and, consequently, had small fields. Neither sparselv nor densly
settled regions escaped the merger drive. Several collectives, whose
members lived in one village, were merged with collectives whose
members lived in several scattered villages. In such cases, the peas-
ants who became members of the new enlarged collectives continued,
for the most part, to live in their separate villages which were con-
nected, as a rule, by very poor roads, which often become no more
than mud tracks in the early spring and fall. However, Khrushchev's
idea of speedy resettlement of villages into so-called agrotowns
proposed by him in the spring of 1951, was quickly jettisoned by the
Kremlin and has never been revived in its original form, even after
its author came into power.

TThe irrationality of at least some farm mergers in the northern
part of the country was acknowledged by an official report dealing
with the Vologda Province.'

In a number of districts the enlargement of the collective farms was made
without taking into acconnt the natural economic and other peculiarities * * *.
Manv collectives consist of 25 to 30 and more inhabited points which are not
only separated from each other by .5 to 7 kilometers, but often are also cut off
by natural obstacles-lakes and rivers.

Even Khrushchev cautiously hinted in June 1955 at the desirability
of breaking up some large units resulting from recent far mi amalgania-
tiou iil' the Baltic.Republies.

After oAly l year of the merger drive, the number of collectives
decreased by more than one-half, frori 252.000 at the beginning of
1950 to '21,000 at the end of that year. By the end of 1953, there
were onlv a little more than 91,000 collectives.' Since 1954. a new
factor-the absorption of collectives by state farms mentioned above
enters the picture. However, since the total figure of collectives
absorbed by state farms has not been released, it is impossible to
segregate the effects of such absorption from that of the mergers of
farms into larger collectives. The liquidation of mftachine-tractir
stations as machine operating units in 1958, which will be discussed
later, probably also contributed to the mergers. It is significant that
as late as the fall of 1958, Khrushchev urged the inodel" collective
in his i'mative village, Kalinovka, with a tillable area of 3,200 acres, to

'Direktivy KPSS I Sovetskogo Pravitel'stva Po K-bozyaistveauym voprosam V. 4, pp. 726-727, 1958.
Partilnaya Zhizn', No. 6, 1957, p. 50.

""N6i'odnoye TChozyaLstvo SSSR v 1956 Godno,' p. 139, Moscow, 1957.
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merge with a neighboring collective, as he did not consider it suffi-
ciently large." At any rate, as a result of the two processes, mergers
of collectives and their absorption by state farms, the total number
of collective farms decreased to about 60,000 by July 1959 12 or to
less than one-fourth of the number at the beginning of the present
decade.

The merger process resulted, of course, in a considerable enlarge-
ment of collectives. In terms of sown area per farm, the average
size of the collective increased nearly 35t times, compared with the
prewar period, and the average number of families per farm trebled.
Collectives, however, vary considerably in size from region to region.
Thus, in 1956, in the northwestern region of European Russia, for
instance, 64 percent of all collectives had a sown area of 500 hectares
and under (1,236 acres and under); whereas, in northern Caucasus,
23 percent of collectives and in western Siberia, only 5 percent had
acreages that large. On the other hand, no farms of more than
5,000 hectares (12,355 acres) were in the northwestern region, but
more than one-third of the collectives in northern Caucasus, and
nearly bne-fourth in western Siberia had acreages of 5,000 hectares
and over.

The large size of Soviet farms is particularly striking in comparison
with U.S.'units. Although farm size in the United States in recent.
years has been trending upward, paralleling the growth in farm.
efficiency, yet only slightly over 2 percent of commercial farms in
1954 (not all the farms enumerated by the census, which includes a
number of smaller units) had 500 acres or more of cropland harvested;:
many others had much less.

Yet collective farms despite their enlargement continue to be much.
smaller than state farms. The latter also have become enlarged and
in 1957 had on the average an area of more than 20,000 acres under*
crops per farm as compared with about 2,800 acres in 1940. While
a considerable number of new state farms were brganized in recent.
years, some of the smaller farms were merged and others were trans--
ferred to various institutions or liquidated and a few were subdivided.
The.net result was first, a decrease in *the number of state farms!
from 4,988 at the beginning of 1951 to 4,742 at the beginning of 1953,^
and subsequently an, upward trend; which- brought the number of-
farms to 5,905 at the beginning of 195 8 ."

The huge size of collective and state farms has made it necessary' to,
decentralize operations into more manageable units. The workers in
collectives are organized into brigades, consisting of 40 to 60 workers,,
headed by a brigadier or a foreman. Each brigade is assigned to a unit.
of cropland or to a livestock center. Still smaller units, called zveno or-
squads are formed and these workers cultivate the moie intensive crops:.
such as sugar beets and cotton. State farms also are subdivided into.
branches (otdelenie), each of which is a farm unit by itself.

The team of U.S. Department of Agriculture economists which
visited the Soviet Union in the summer of 1958, states in its report.
that they-
inquired about the availability. of studies analyzing the relation between the size-
of the farm unit and its efficiency, with a view to determining the optimum size in

" Sel'skoe Khozyatstvo, Oct. 21, 1953.
"Report of theCentral Statistical Administration of the Council of Ministers of the U.S.S.R.-on the '-Fii1--

flllmrent of the State Plan~of Economic Development for the~first half of 1959," Pravda and Izvestia July -14, 1959.
la3 Narodnoye Rhozyaistvo SSSRv 1956 Godu," p. 14,5 SSSR v Tsifrakf; StatisticheskllSbornik," p. i90.
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fliferent regions.. We were told that such information was not available at the
present time, although apparently some studies of this type are under way. XVe
gained the impression that in striving for bigness, per be, farm efficiency was
actually neglected. Even with brigade subdivisions, much timne is consumed in
going to and from places of work. Although Soviet agricultural autnorities stress
increasing efficiducies associated with larger sizes of operations in discussing de-
sirable sizes of farms, their thinking is in terms of very large units by U.S. stand-
ards. hlIev did state, however, that some of their largest farms, up to 150,000
hectares (about 375,000 acres), are considered to be too large. The present sizes
probably are influenced by the greater ease of centralized management and control
than by economics associated with size of operation. Large farms means fewer
,units of contact for state direction of planning and operation; also fes er managers
:will be needed to translate the overall plans into specific operations.Y

In addition to the fact that it facilitates central control over collec-
tive farming, the Soviet predilection for farm giantism may perhaps be
also explained by its tendency to widen the gulf between the rank and
file peasant membership and the management of the big collective,
now mostly in the hands of outsiders. This gap is useful in the context
of Soviet rule for it tends to enhance the driving power of management
over labor.

CHAPTER 4. MACHINE-TRACTOR SrTATIONS: THEIR RISE AND FALL

The merger process was also extended to another type of farm unit,
which was the handiwork of Soviet policv-tie state Inachine-tractor
stations or MTS. These were the special units into which tractors,
combines, and other large machinery operating on collective farins
were grouped, together with facilities for repairing machinery and
operating and supervising personnel. For a long time, in fact, the
collectives were not allowed to own such machinery. While originally
the idea of NITS was associated with the advantages of pooling power
and machinery for joint cultivation by small peasant farmers, too poor
to own tractors individually, it was adopted since the early stages of
collectivization as an important instrument of state ascendancy and
control over collective agriculture.

It should be borne in mind that the very fact of a catastrophic
reduction in the number of horses early in the collectivization greatly
enhanced the importance of the tractor, which was thrown, so to speak',
into the breach on the draft power frosit. It can, in fact, be truly said
that the tractor in the Soviet Union did not displace tIle horse, as in
the United States, but replaced it in an emergency. Thus, he who
controlled the tractor- the new source of farm power-controlled
agriculture. This helps to explain why the Soviet Goverlllllent, which
was anxious to extend a light control over the amorphous structure of
the peasant collective farming, was clinging to the possession of trac-
tors and other farm machinery. Since MTS were paid for their serv-
ices to the collectives in kind, they have also become significant
revenue producers (in term' s of farm products) to the state.
* There.was at first no change in the pivotal role of the NITS after
Stalin. On the contrary, one of the first steps of the post-Stalin regime
in the agrarian sphere was. in various ways, to still further enhance the
supervisorv powers and the importance of the MTS, as, for instance,
by transferring collective farm personnel, seasonally employed by
MTS, to their permanent staff. However, the advantage of pooling
tractors and machinery in a central unit, like MTS, was offset, some-

t* "Econorntc Aspects of Soviet Agriculture, " pp. 12-13.
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times seriously, by dual management of farm operations by the man-
agers of the MTS and of the collectives. Khrushchev described this
situation as having "two bosses on the land." There was often a
conflict of interest between the management of the MTS and the
collective. The former was interested primarily in performing those
operations, like plowing, which brought the greatest financial returns,
often at the expense of other necessary operations, like mowing bay.
There were cases when plowing done by the MTS was superfluous or
even harmful. Difficulties also often developed regarding the time-
liness of MTS farm operations, which is so important in agriculture,
especially in Russian agriculture with its short season. It was com-
plained, on the other hand, that collectives tended to rely too much on
the MTS, for even for the simplest type of work, such as carting feed-
stuff for livestock, which could have been done by farm horses.

The decreased number and the increased size of the collectives, as
a result of the merger campaign, made the existence of separate MTS
seem less essential even from the Soviet point of view. There were
anomalous cases where one MTS serviced a single collective farm.
At any rate, an abrupt about-face by the regime ended this dichot-
omy in the collective farm system. On January 22, 1958, following
some limited public discussion, Khrushchev proposed that MTS were
to sell most of the machinery, except highly specialized equipment
to collective farms and, thus, be divested of the vital farm operating
functions. They were to be converted into mere service and supply
centers, so-called repair-technical stations or RTS. This radical re-
form was formally approved by the Supreme Soviet of U.S.S.R. on
March 31, 1958, and was rapidly carried out. By July 1959, 94 per-
cent of collectives bought farm machinery from the MTS on cash or
credit. The magnitude of this transaction can be gaged from the
fact that by July 1, 1959, there were purchased 512,000 tractors,
221,000 grain combines, and a large quantity of other machinery.
In addition, collectives purchased also 100,000 new tractors, more
than 25,000 grain combines and other new machinery. The total
cost of the machinery purchased was 21.7 billion rubles, of whicb 17.2
billion rubles is the cost of the machinery acquired from the MTS.
These expenditures may be compared with a total cash income of
all collectives of around 95 billion rubles in 1956 and 1957 and a
record of 130 billion in 1958.15

The liquidation or, as it is officially termed, reorganization of MTS
encountered, judging from what Khrushchev said, some ideological
opposition within the Communist ranks. It was apparently based
on objection to the downgrading of what was regarded by the official
Communist line as a higher type of property-the "state" property
of the MTS to the lower level of so-called cooperative-kolkhoz prop-
erty. It may be surmised that this opposition found support or was
inspired by Stalin's adamant stand against liquidation of MTS,
which was proposed during his lifetime by some economists. Khru-
shchev tried to meet this ideological opposition by arguments, which
minimized the distinction formerly made by Soviet theoreticians
between the two types of property. But in the main, in abandoning
Stalin's legacy regarding MTS, Khrushchev was guided, to judge
from his own utterances, less by ideological than by 'ppragmatic
considerations.

1i Pravda, July 14, 1959.
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First of all, reorganization of MTS eliminated dual farm manage-
ment. Second, considerable strengthening of the party apparatus in
the countryside during the past 5 years made it feasible to dispense
with the control function of the MTS. Third, the importance of
MTS had diminished as an instrument of state acquisition of, farm
products, Fourth, the leadership calculated that increased prices
and incomes and anticipated economies from more efficient manage-
ment made it possible for the collectives to afford to purchase, main-
tain, and operate the MTS machinery. Indeed, its purchase may
be also desirable from the Soviet point of view as a proper channel
for investment of part of their increased income by collectives. For
otherwise, the opportunity for productive capital investment, by
collectives is restricted if acquisition of machinery is barred, as it
largely had been heretofore. The alternative to capital investment
is, of course, a further increase of peasant earnings. But if this is
not to be inflationarv. it would necessitate a considerably faster pace
for the Soviet consumers' goods industry and more efficieuit distribu-
tion of such goods in rural areas. There are, therefore, some impli-
cations in the sale of machinery by MTS to collectives of deflationary
or disinflationary character.

While the transition which the virtual merging of MTS with col-
lectives involved seemed to be rapid, the very eonsideral)le readjust-
ment necessary was not always smooth, and it posed new problems.
Among the various problems of adjustment, are those of adequate
repair facilities and relations with the repair-technical stations, of
supplying farms adequately with proper mnachinery. and especially
with spare parts. A case for instance, .was reported in the Soviet
press wh1en, because of the impossibility of finding a wheel for a
tractor. a new tractor had to be purchased.'6 Repair technical sta-
tions were accused of selling defective nuaclhinery to collectives and
not being helpful with repairs.I" But the elimination of "two bosses
on the land" should make it possible to pinpoint managerial respon-
sibility. This should, in the long run, contribute to farm efficiency,
though the problem of finding suitable managers of collectives has,
apparently, also not been solved.

CIHAPTE1i 5. HOUSEHOLD ALLOTMENT FARMING

While the dichotomy of the MTS and the collective farms was
eliminated by Khrushchev's 1958 reform, another dichotomy re-
mains; namely, the coexistence side by side of the large collective
farm enterorise and the smiall household allotment farming (priusa-
debnoc khozyaistvo). The collectivist Leviathan has not swallowed
as yet the individualist dwarf.

At first, a few words about the nature of the allotment farming.
Peasant households in collectives as well as workers' families on state
farms and some others are allotted small plots of land on which they
grow potatoes, vegetables, sunflower seed, and other crops. These
plots are allotted to a whole family and not to an individual member
of the collective. This seems to be a survival of the old Russian in-
stitution of family property, though the plot, of course, is not legally
owned by- the peasant family; it 'is merely. set aside for the family's

" Sel'skoe KhozyaistvO, Aug. 9, i59,
t Sol'skoe Xboiyaistvo, Xuly 18 and Aug. 7, 1959.
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use at the discretion of the collective. Furthermore, all adult mem-
bers of the household must do a certain amount of labor on collective
farms or work in state enterprises to obtain the household allotment.
The peasant households are also permitted to own a small number of
livestock and an unlimited number of -poultry. They can sell.,their
produce direct to the consumers on the free, so-called kolkhoz market
in the cities, but they cannot use middlemen.
* Household allotment farms accounted for only 3 percent of the
:sown area in 1956 but for a much larger proportion of the livestock
population, including almost half of all the cows. Such allotments
'were originally conceived as a subsistence, "an acre and a cow"
farming, merely auxiliary to the collectives' farm economy at a time
when they were not considered strong enough to take care fully of
their members' needs. As so often happens, "the tail began to wag
the dog". The household allotments not only helped greatly to feed
-the collectivized peasant population, but they frequently became the
chief, or the only, sources of the peasants' cash earnings through sale
at higher prices (not the low government fixed prices) on the free
kolkhoz market.

How important the free market was as a source of peasants' cash
-earnings during the Stalin era can be. gathered from the fact that,
for some years, at any rate, the volume of sales on the kolkhoz market,
mostly by members of the collectives, exceeded total cash income of
collectives. This "acre and a cow" farming, however, is important,
not only for the economic welfare and morale of the peasants, but
-also for the food supply, of the nonfarm population, especially the
supply of livestock products-products sold not only through the
kolkhoz market, but also through government controlled outlets.
Even in 1957, when the share of allotment holdings in state acquisi-
tions of agricultural products was considerably less than formerly,
-they accounted for 19 percent of meat deliveries, 16 percent of milk
and 11 percent of wool.'8

Yet the household allotment became a thorn in the Kremlifi's side,
-since it competed with the collective farm economy for the labor and
loyalty of the peasants. The official view, therefore, has been that,
as the collective farming becomes stronger and better able to satisfy
the needs of its members and of the nation, the importance of house-
.hold allotment farming should decline and eventually wither away.
-But, like the Soviet doctrine of the withering of the state-it is still
Win the future. Accordingly; the Soviet policy toward this kind of
-farming has been ambivalent, now restrictive, now relaxed-then
.again restrictive.

As during a short period in the mid-1930's under Stalin, so in 1953
after the late dictator, the "thaw" in agrarian policy began with a
,more encouraging or tolerant attitude toward allotment holdings.
The cumbersome money tax on allotment holdings was simplified and
,taxes reduced -in the fallof 1953. Acquisition of cows by peasant
-households was facilitated. Compulsory deliveries of farm products
-to the government were first reduced and since January 1958 were
entirely abandoned.

This new liberal phase again did. not last long. In 1956, legislation
was passed ostensibly for the purpose of permitting collectives-to-set
*up their charters without modeling them.. on the-general'iIodel cha~r-

40 Pravda, July 5, 1957. (Decree on abolition of compulsory deliveries by allotment holdings.)
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ter of 1935. The really consequential provisions of tbis law was to
enable each collective to set its own minimum of labor, the size of
the household allotments and the number of privately owned live-
stock. This was accompanied by a declaration favoring, indirectly
but not prescribing a reduction of the size of the plots. Subsequently
there had been cases of reduction of plots, some apparently for pur-
poses of equalization of such holdings between different families.
But this hals not assuxiued so far a mass character.

However, the government attitude toward private ownership of
livestock the most valuable component of household allotment
farming, has become more restrictive in recent years, as was fore-
shadowed by Khrushchev in 1953 at the outset of the new post-Stalirn
course of agrarian policy. Khrushchev has been advocatiing during the
last few years the sale of cattle by members to the collectives. He
"recommended" to the peasants of his native Kalinovka to sell their
cows to the model kolldioz, and the "recommendation" was acted
upon. But such liquidation is to be gradual with no definite time
limit placed, depending upon when collectives are ready for the'
transition. Steps taken by authorities in some districts to hasten
the process by pressuring the peasants were strongly rebuked., A much
sterner attitude, however, has! been adopted by the government.
toward private ownership of livestock by workers on state farms and
by nonfarm population which is marked for elimination.

To sum up: household allotment farming is again being deflated..
But, so deeply rooted is it in the rural fabric of t.ec IT.S.S.R., that it
would be premiature to conclude that its doom is near at hand.

CHAPTER 6. GOVERNMENT PROCU'REMENTS OF FARM PRODUCTS

Acquisition of farm products by the state is a fundamental problem~
of Soviet economnics and politics. It runs like a red thread throughout.
the whole of Soviet history. It was at the root of both Lenin's new
economic policy of 1921 and of Stalin's rural collectivization a decade
later. It helped to kindle bitter intraparty strife in the 1920's and
was a basic presupposition of the industrialization programn under
the 5-year plans. It is through government procurements and prices,
paid for them that economic incentives 'and disiincentives to''the
fariners largely operate.

The procurement system, however, was characterized, with respect
to the same commodity, by a considerable diversity of methods or
types of delivery and by a corresponding multiplicity of prices.
Basic to all were the comppulsory delivery quotas, calcuilated as so.
much grain, potatoes, meat, tc-., per U1it of tillable or total land.
The lowest fixed price was usually paid for this type of procurement.
Next, there was the so-called contracting method used for industrial
and intensive crops like cotton, sugar beets, etc. Thoughi essentially
similar to compulsory deliveries, this method'involved a graduated.
price scale, depending upon the quantities delivered, and also provided:
an opportunity for the farmers to buy some commodities at concessions
prices. Then there were the extra-or-above-quota purchases by the
state for which considerably higher prices were paid after 1953 than
for the comp1ulsory deliveries. In recent years the extra-quota pur-
chases became increasinigly important while lower priced compulsory.
deliveries declined. Finally, there were 'paynerits ini kind for the'
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work of machine-tractor stations, which, of course,'are now being
eliminated with the dissolution of the MTS.

The reform of 1958 unified the different types of procurements
into a single system of state purchases. Compulsory deliveries as
:such were nominally abolished, but' the new system retains quotas
per unit of land which collectives are supposed to meet. Instead of
multiple prices, single prices are now fixed by the state for each
commodity within a region. Although price stability is one of the
-aims of the reform, provision is made for raising or lowering of prices
to cope with sharp fluctuations in output, thus, some recognition
is given to the law of supply and demand. Another important change
is the abolition of the variable premium prices for larger deliveries
used for some crops like cotton, under the so-called contract system;

-on a considerable scale. A sample study of three groups of cotton
growing collectives in 1956 showed that the differential in the average
price per unit of cotton between the highest and the lowest was 40
percent and between the highest and the middle group 20 percent.1

These -changes simplified the cumbersome procurement and price
system. There can exist now only two prices for a commodity in each
locality, a. government price and a free market price if a commodity
is traded on the limited private market. This is still a far cry from
a rational price system, the lack of which, as many western economists
pointed out, greatly handicaps economic calculations and planning
decisions in the Soviet Union. But the reform takes at least a small
step towards such a goal.

The abolition of premium price payments, no doubt, hits collectives
growing such crops as cotton, sugar beets, hemp, and others which
received preferential price treatment. So much was openly admitted
by Khrushchev, who contended that the more productive collectives
should obtain higher income, not from price differentials but by
lowering of production costs and increasing output. In any event
the average prices paid by the state to such collectives will be lower
and so will probably the gross money income. This may have an
adverse effect upon the output of certain crops in these usually more
productive farms, which may or may not be compensated by increased'
production of other farms. In general, the new prices appear to have
been tailored to -benefit *the average or less prosperous collective
farms. The guiding principle was stated by Khrushchev in 1958 as
follows: "Although the total expenditures of the'state for the purchase
of agricultural products will remain approximately at the same level
as last year, they will be distributed more fairly among the collective
farms, thanks to the new prices."2 0 Khrushchev indicated further
that the total procuring expenditures include also the expenses
formerly incurred by the state for the machine-tractor stations which
are now borne by the collectives themselves.

As a matter of fact, the stated objective of Soviet price policy in
the years to come is that of achieving lower prices, concomitant with
a reduction of the production costs. This brings up a new important
facet of the procuring policy, namely the projected concentration of
procurements in areas of most economical production, instead of
requiring-every region from the Baltic to the Pacific iand from the
Arctic to the Black Sea to deliver identical products like grain, for

I' Khrushchev's speech, Pravda, June 21,1958.
X Ibid.
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instance. This move is linked with what appears to be now more
than a mere academic concern (as it had long been) with regional-
agricultural specialization. And regional specialization is to be based
on production cost studies. This cost consciousness is itself a new
phenomenon in the management of Soviet agriculture, heretofore
preoccupied almost exclusively with fulfllment of physical targets.
Khrushchev himself reflected the new cost consciousness when he
said in his December 15, 1958 report: "It is impossible to carry on
farming without a thorough analysis of the cost of commodities being
produced, and without control hy means of the ruble." 21

CHAPTER 7. EcoNoMic INCENTIVES AND FARM LABOR

Soviet policy in the agrarian as in other fields has always been a
-combination of coercion, indoctrination, and economic incentives.
However, the proportions vary from time to time. There has been,
for example, a special emphasis on economic incentives whenever a
critical or difficult agricultural situation arose and appeasement of
the peasantry was considered essential. It is only necessary to recall
Lenin's celebrated NEP in 1921, which supplanted the harsh regime
of war communism, with its requisitions of peasants' produce. Again,
in the mid-1930's, Stalin relaxed his iron grip somewhat to secure a
recovery of agriculture from the ravages of the initial collectivization
drive.

But relaxation alwavs was a short-lived luxury. Khrushchev him-
self showed in his famous "secret" de-Stalinization speech at the 20th
Communist Party Congress, in February 1956, how harsh and un-
realistic Stalin's policy toward the peasantry became in its latter
stage. For instance. he proposed raising taxes on collective farms and
their members by 40.billion rubles, when they received, in 1952, for
instance, altogether only 26 billion rubles for the large quantity of
products acquired by the state. This helps to explain the unsatis-
factory agricultural production situation, particularly in the livestock
sector, which Stalin's heirs inherited.

The contrast between agriculture and industry was especially
glaring. According to Khrushchev, agricultural production in 1952
was. only 10 percent higher than in 1940, when industrial production
was more than twice as high.21 Even the 10-percent increase may
have been optimistic. During the Stalin era crop production esti-
mates, especially the important grain figures, were inflated by the use
of the so-called biological estimates which grossly exaggerated the
picture. These were estimates of crops standing in the field prior to
the harvest, which did not reflect the officially admitted large harvest-
ing losses and, in general, lent themselves to manipulation. They
were not comparable with crop figures for other countries, or, indeed,
with Russian figures prior to the 1930's. Such a statistical mal-
practice brought down, after Stalin's death, even the official Soviet
wrath. Malenkov, for instance, declared in August 1953 that:
"it should not be forgotten that our country, our collective farms can
prosper with a crop gathered in the barn and not with a crop standing
in the field".2 3 Khrushchev in December 1958, spoke even more
harshly about biological estimates; which hie called eyewash

" Pravda, Dec. 18, 1988.
n Ibid., Sept. 15, i953.
' Ibid.. Aug. 9, i953.
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(ochkovtiratel'stvo), accusing Malenkov himself of indulging in their
use during Stalin's lifetime.2 4 Incidentally, the' U.S. Department of
Agriculture and other agencies of the U.S. Government, as well as a
number of other Western specialists, were long critical of these inflated
biological figures and stressed the need of considerable downward-
adjustment if they were to be used at all.2"
* When it came to livestock figures, even Soviet official figures showed
that cattle numbers at-;the beginning of 1953 were considerably below
the precollectivization figures in 1928. No secret was made of the
fact that livestock was greatly underfed. This, notwithstanding,.
the much publicized official policy to increase the output of livestock
products and improve the monotonous starchy diet of the Russian
people.

To remedy the difficult agricultural situation and increase produc-
tion of food and feed, Stalin's heirs once more put in the forefront of,
their blueprint of -agricultural policy, in 1953, increased economic
incentives to stimulate the interest and cooperation of the peasants
in expansion of production. Thus, with Stalin's exit, the big stick!
was again to be accompanied by a somewhat larger carrot.

Turning to the question of implementation, of economic incentives
programs, it should be borne in mind that the collective farm system.
of payment for labor, described in an earlier section, was designed
precisely to provide economic incentives to producers. For this
reason equality of income, usually associated with socialism, has.been.
rejected by the Communist rulers of Russia. They do not consider it
applicable to the present economic stage of development of the
U.S.S.R., which- they call Socialist, as distinguished from a future,
full-fledged Communist society. On the contrary, variation in
earnings among members of collectives to provide incentives to
workers has always been encouraged. In fact, the very method of,
payment, based on workday units, is patterned on-a kind of incentive.
piecework wage. Attempts of collectives to introduce some sort of a
uniform daily wage in terms of workday units has always been
strongly disapproved by the authorities.

That is also why rural communes, in which not only production
but also consumption is socialized on egalitarian lines, have been
proscribed by the Soviets. There were, to be 'sure, some communes
organized in the U.S.S.R. in the 1920's.and during the initial collec-
tivization drive in 1930, but they were converted to the present artel
form of collective farming. It is significant, in view of the recent
Red Chinese experiment with communes, that Khrushchev attacked
this type of agrarian collectivism in his speech in a Polish collective
in July 1959.26

Although the principle of economic incentives was thus recognized.
during the Stalin era, incentives failed to produce desired results be-
cause incomes of the collectives were very low, largely due to the low
fixed prices paid by the.Government, as admitted later by Khru-
shchev,27 for the heavy quotas of grain and many other farm products
which they were obligated to deliver. This resulted in very small'
earnings of the peasants from' their labor on many collective farms.:

'4 Ibid., Dec. 16, 1958.
s" Jasny, Naum, The Socialized Agriculture of the U.S.S.R., pp. 659 and 728; VoUn, Lazar, "Agricultural

Statistles in Soviet Russia' Their Usability and Reliability," American Statistician V11, pp. 8-12, 19.53.
"1Pravda July 21, 19,59.
"1 Ibid., June 21, 1958.
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-Thieeffect was'to inrake peasants less willing and less efficient workers
and to encourage them to concentrate on their household allotment
farming.

It is true that the delivery quotas of farm products were legally
fixed quantities, which were not supposed to be increased, in order
that the farmers should be interested in maximizing output. In
practice, however, increased output often led to increased exactions.
If some collectives in a district could not meet their quotas, other
farms, which had already delivered theirs, were frequently called
upon to supply additional quantities so that the plan for the district
should be completed. Khruslhlchev called this pruning of the more
prosperous- or efficient collectives. 28 The disincentive effect of such
exactions on the peasantry needs no elaborations and was reflected
in the unsatisfactory agricultural situation during the Stalin regime
described above.

The post-Stalin leadership adopted a policy of substantially raising
-the very low prices paid by the Govcrnmecnt for farii products.
Thus, in 1953 prices of livestock and poultry products were increased
more than 5q times; milk and butter 2 times; potatoes by 234 times;
and vegetables, on the average, by 25 to 40 percent. Prices of grain
and other products also were raised later. As a result of the increased
prices and larger quantities acquired, the payments of the Govern-
ment to collective farms and small household allotment holders more
than trebled between 1952 and 1957. See table 8. The total cash
income of collectives more than doubled between 1952 and .1956-57,
increasing from 43 billion to 95 billion rubles', This in turn made

-possible cash payments to peasants in many collectives in which such
distribution had formerly been negligible. The cash payments, in
fact, more than trebled between 1952 and 1956, increasing from 12
billion to 42 billion rubles.?9

Yet, even the greatly increased volume of cash distributed in 1956
:represents only an average cash income of something over 2,100 rubles
-per peasant family on the collective farms; a suiri roughly equivalent
to about $200 at a realistic rate of exchange. In 1952 the average
was as little as 623 rubles, equivalent, with higher prices, to less than
$60 iper peasant household. 'Moreover, since distribution of cash in

'some areas of intense crop-production (such as cotton, suigar beets,
*etc.) are considerably above the average rate, many peasant fanilies
*in the less prosperous colledtives received much :less than the aver-
age. However, it is well to'remember that cash distribution by col-
lectives is not the only major source of peasants' money income. As
was pointed. out earlier, the anomaly persists of the small household
allotments, playing not just the theoretically assigned minor role'of

'a mere subsistence-farming appendage, but actually rivaling and often
outstripping collective economy as a significant source of peasants'
incomle. In this connection, as was pointed out earlier, sales on the
free market in the.c!ities are very important.. However, receipts.from
private sales have become smaller in recent years and they no longer
-overshadow cash income from collective farms; though the situation
vare, widely from region to region and from farm to farm.'

" Mo~d., Sept. 1, 1953.
* iXhbrs1'chev'f s psch In Mfinsk. Pravdn, Tan. 25, 1958, fnr figiures of payments to collective (arm merm.

hers. S S S.R. P. 'I'sirrakh, p. 200 for total cash income of collectkves.
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Much less information is available concerning.'what is still the most
important component of peasants' income from the collective farms-
payments in kind. Without such information it is impossible to ade-
quately assess the changed economic position of the peasantry.
However, since in-kind payments are mostly in grain, and there were
several large harvests in recent years, it can be assumed that more
grain was distributed.

What of the effect of the post-Stalin policies of increased economic
incentives on labor input? While helpful statistics on this point-are
by no means abundant, we do have some clue, however imperfect,
from the reported total number of workday units earned annually by
peasants in collectives. Between 1952 and 1956 the total number of
workday units increased by 26 percent.3 0 Incidentally, the figure
for 1952 was still below prewar, but in 1956 it was 19 percent above.
This improvement reflects both a larger number -f workers and a
greater contribution per worker. The latter is shown roughly by the
claimed increase of the average number of workday units per able--
bodied worker-from 295 in 1953 to 335 in 1957, or 14 percent.3"
The increased contribution per worker, however, does not signify
anything like a corresponding rise in the efficiency of labor. For-
workday units do not measure uniformly labor input in different col--
lectives. Moreover, Soviet sources often criticize the so-called waste-
of workdays, meaning simply the wasteful, inefficient employment of
farm labor. Attention has already been called to Khrushchev's
striking statistical comparison between labor requirements per unit of'
product in the United States and the U.S.S.R., thus confirming first--
hand observations of western specialists regarding low labor produc--
tivity in Soviet agriculture.

Raising of labor productivity in agriculture has been a major concern
of Khrushchev's administration. Considerable attention in this con--
nection has been given to improved training of farm labor through the-
establishment of short-term courses and of special schools. Drives.
were also organized to return to the farms skilled workers who mi---
grated to cities and to bring farm specialists closer to grassroots.

In 1954, a drive began to recruit several hundred thousand young
men and women for agricultural development in the eastern virgin
lands region.' Since then, each summier additional thousands have
been sent to those areas on temporarywassignments. , Their services,.
however, have not always been effectively utilized. There have been
Also many stories in the Soviet press of hardship suffered by the new--
comers in those regions due to the housing shortages and other causes.
Finally there must be mentioned' the annual or perennial mobilizations
of students and 'other city dwellers to assist in harvesting crops.
However, Khrushchev, for some time, has been highly critical of this
practice and called for its elimination; 3 2

CHAPTER 8. CAPITAL INVESTMENT(- IN AGRICULTURE; FERTILIZER
PROGRAM

Agricultural production in the Soviet Union has been handicapped'
by a shortage of capital, as well/as by climatic obstacles, and; inefficient,

"s N%'r6droe Kiozyaistvo V 1956 Godu, pi-40. '
a1 S.S.S.R. v Tstfrakh, p. 198.
a2 Pravda, Dec. 16, 1958.
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labor and management under the regimented system of a highly
centralized agrarian collectivism.

For a long time agriculture served as an important source of capital
accumulation for financing the Soviet industrial program. Reference
has already been made to Stalin's statement in the late 1920's that
agriculture contributed "something like a tribute" to the Soviet
state. InI addition, Russiani agriculture suffered heavy capital losses
during the all-out collectivization in the 1930's; as Jasny puts it: 33

Instead of increasing by one-third, as planned, the investment in means of
production in agriculture deelined by considerably mote, perhaps as much as one-
half, during the first plan period, chiefly by livestock destruction in the collectivi-
zation drive. This decline was not fully made up until 1938.

During the post-Stalin period, however, belated recognition has
been given to the capital needs of agriculture itself. Government
capital investment in agriculture in 1956 was officially estimated
(in July 1, 1955, prices) at 21 billion rubles, compared with a total
of 63 billion during the preceding 5 years, and 25 billion during
1946-50.3t The collectives also wore spurred to increase their own
capital accumulation out of increased income. Their officially esti-
mated capital investments more than doubled between 1952 and 1957,
increasing from less than 10 billion to more than 23 billion riibles. 5

The so-called indivisible funds, representing the capital assets of
collectives, wvere estimated at 63 billion rubles at the end of 1952 and
at 102'billion at the end of 1957, a rise of more than 60 percent.,
Parenthetically, it may be noted that sizable collective farm invest-
ments acted as a brake on the rise of the peasant earnings. In addi-
tion to using their own resources for capital investment, there were also
available to collectives increased long-term state credits in recent years.
Whatever. the faults or biases the above figures may have they are
believed to be indicative of the trend.

Despite the marked improvement of the capital position of Russian
agriculture during the post-Stalin' era, the investment is still in-
adequate to use and and labor effectively. From this inadequacy
stems, for instance, the imbalance in mechanization. Some operations,
such as cutting the grain, are highly mechanized, while others, such as
cleaping and drying of grain, are still to a large extent carried out
inefficiently by hand labor.

Again Khrushchev stated in his June 29, 1959, speech that shortage
of tractors bampered fall plowing in the new lands regions and con-
sequently increased the loud of fieldwork during the shortspring
season and affected adversely crop yields. As a matter of fact, Soviet
farms have fewer tractors than the United States, even though the
latter has a crop area of about 150 million acres less than the Soviet.
Tinion. At the beginning of 1957 there were 892,000 tractors oil farms.
in the Soviet Union3 7 compared with 4,975,000 in the United States.

Another example of a shortage of capital investment in agriculture
is the paucity of irrigation development .in' the extensive subhumid
zone plagued by frequent devastating droughts and low crop vields.rriS-dou" tless ecauseofthe need of considerable capital investment
that Stalin's large prog'ram of irrigation in the-siilhummid. regions of

a Socialized Agriculture of the U.S.S.R., p. 61.
o Forty Years of Soviet Power In Facts and Figures, p. 193.
Narodnue Khozyalstvo v 1956 Godu. p. 173; .5.8.R. v Ts1raih, p. 254.

'
4

Narodnoe Khozyaistvo S.5.S.R. v 1956 Oodu, p. 140; S.S.S.R. v Tslrakhi, p. 198.
S1 Narodnoe Kbolyalstvo S.S.S.R. v 1956 Ondu, p. 155.
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the European U.S.S:R. was deflated by his successors, though it would
have paid off in stable and higher yields.

Still another type of deficiency in capital investment in Soviet
agriculture is a qualitative one. It is characterized by wastefulness
and decreased economic, and sometimes even physical, effectiveness
of some forms of capital investment. There has been, for instance,
a tendency in some collectives to build far too elaborate and costly
shelters for livestock-so-called cow palaces. Then there were the
tractors, produced uniformly much larger in size than needed in
many regions. But this particular "gigantomania" is being corrected
at present.

The utilization of capital equipment has also been often inefficient:
The Soviet press, for instance, lhas been complaining year in year
out about the idleness of tractors during the busy season because of
poor repair work, shortage of spare parts, etc.

A field in which considerable investment of capital would be bene-
ficial to agriculture is highways. As the report of the economists of
the U.S. Department of Agriculture points out: 38

The lack of all-weather roads in much of the country no doubt explains in part
the separation of cream for butter producton on most farms rather than the
marketing of whole milk. The inadequate transportation system also probably
hinders the development of such agricultural crops as fruits and vegetables.
The relatively few trucks and automobiles (631,000 trucks and very few auto-
mobiles on farms in 1957, compared with nearly 3 million trucks and over 4 mil-
lion automobiles on U.S. farms) makes for cultural as well as economic isolation
for the rural villages and their inhabitants.

A new government program, which, if successful, is destined to
have a significant effect on Soviet agricultural production is that of
greatly stepped up output of commercial fertilizer. The importance
of this program is accentuated by the fact that, following a large
expansion of crop acreage during the years 1954-57, the new 7-year
plan, 1959-65, relies for the achievement of its high farm output
targets primarily on an increase' of per acre yields. Certainly increased
'use of dommnercial fertilizer, especially in the' humid regions, would
contribute to this objective.

' The gross supply, of commercial fertilizer available to Soviet
agriculture increased between 1953 and 1957 by'nearly 60 percent.39

But, on a plant nutrient basis of 2.7 million short tons, the i957
supply was still only 40 percent- of fertilizer consumption in the United
States. Actually, commercial fertilizer in' the Soviet Union so far
has been used only in the growing of the most valuable crops, like
cotton and sugar beets.

'The 1957-59 plan calls for nearly trebling of the'fertilizer supply.
Whether this high goal will be achieved or not, it is reasonable to expect
that a considerable increase of commercial fertilizer supply will take
place during the next few years.;',

There 'is, however, great room -for' improvement in the'hhandling,,
luality;'and application 'of fertilizers. The Soviet press has been

replete with.c6mplaints about' the failure of collective farms to move
fertilizer "from warehouses. 'Even worse is the practice of dumping.
fertilizer' in-the open; near the'railroad' station, 'and 'allowing it to

u Economic Aspects of Soviet Agriculture, p. 32.
3' S.S.S.R. v Tslfrakh, p. 182....,, ,".'... , . ' * .
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deteriorate. The U.S. soil and water use exchange group, which vis-
ited the Soviet Union in the sumner of 1958 comments in its report:

The physical quality of mineral fertilizers in the U.S.S.R. is poor by our stand-
ards. the use of unmixed goods results in high expenditures of time on farms in
handlin4, mixing, and application.

Fertilizer-application methods generally are crude, and there seems to be a lack
of precision fertilizer-application machinery. On the other hand, airplanes are
used extensively for broadcasting solid fertilizers, and the anhydrous ammonia
applicators appear to be comparable to ours.

Decisions supplant extension education in obtaining widespread adoption of
fertilizer practices on farms. This insures rapid adoption of practices but magnifies
errors of judgment and prolongs poor practices that otherwise would soon be dis-
continued. -

It should also be borne in mind that, while the use of commercial
fertilizer has been increasing, Soviet authorities were seriously con-
cerned in recent years about a decline, or inadequate use, of manure in
the northern and central regions of the U.S.S.R. with their podzolic
soils. The very low yields of grains and other crops in the podzolic soil
area was attributed largely to the unsatisfactory manure situation.

CHAPTER 9. PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT

Not only in the case of state farms, nmachine-tractor stations, and
repair-technical stations, but also with respect to collective peasant
agriculture, the Soviet Government has largely taken over the func-
tion of planning and management, which formerly devolved on deci-
sions of numerous independent farmers. The Government now makes
many decisions on crops to be planted and livestock raised; assembling
of seed; sowing and harvesting practices; supply and use of farm
machinery; manure, and commercial fertilizer; crop rotation; capital
investment; proper care of livestock; provision of adequate fodder;
and other details of farming with which the Government formerly
did not concern itself directly.

D'uring the Stalin era, agricultural planning and direction were
highly centralized. Plans and targets for many details of farirn oper-
ations were laid down for different regions in Moscow and on their
basis goals were established by local authorities for each collective
farm. By 1955, however, the Kremlin finally became convinced that
detailed rigid planning of agriculture from the top stifled initiative on
the farm and was detrimental to efficiency. Khrushchev and other
Soviet spokesmen now severely criticized the old planning methods.
One practice particularly, aroused their ire; namely the widespread
adoption of a crop rotations scheme in which perennial grasses played
an important part. This crop rotation was recommended primarily
as a soil improving practice, by a soil scientist named Williams wvlho
came to exercise a great deal of influence with the Communist Party
leadership during the Stalin regime. It was adopted. not only in
humid regions for which it was suitable and where it had been, in fact,
long practiced. but also in subhumid regions where it only aggravated
the difficult animal feed supply problem by displacement of other
forage crops.

This incident highlights a striking peculiarity of Soviet agricultural
policyniaking and planning -the wholesale introduction by decree of
innovations. it makes possible such accomplishments as expansion
of the crop acreage in the course of 4 years by 90 million acres and

5HS37 60- -pt. 1- 21
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rapid consolidation of the numerous noncontiguous strips of land into
large fields adopted for modern power farming. But such planning
from above also often leads to costly mistakes; sometimes, because
the practice oi measure introduced is based on unsound or obsolete
principles and often, 'because of indiscriminate, general application of
practices, suitable under certain conditions, but not under others.
Since open criticism of principles is taboo in the U.S.S.R., once a
certain line of policy is officially laid down, it often takes considerable
time before such mistakes are corrected by an official reversal. Such
was the case with crop rotation. . A more recent example of indis-
criminate application is the so-called- double stage or windrowing-
method of grain harvesting, taken over from North America, which'
speeds the cutting of grain. It is very useful in regions with a& short
harvest season, like Siberia, often characterized at such times by
inclement weather. But in the U.S.S.R. again all regions are- iurged
to adopt this practice; those in which it is essential and those in which
it is not necessary.

A good example of pushing a practice, which in the United States is
considered largely obsolete, is checkrowing of crops. And for an
illustration of the introduction of unsound pseudoscientific practices
we must turn to the activity of the notorious opponent of Mendelian

enetics and, for a time, under Stalin, a virtual dictator of Soviet
biological and agricultural sciences, Lysenko. Although Lysenko's
influence on research in biological and agricultural sciences declined
considerably after Stalin's death, his star apparently is rising again.
The Soviet Botanical Journal, which had vigorously criticized Lysenko
and his methods, was curbed and had to change its tone.40

Khrushchev's dissatisfaction with highly centralized agricultural
planning led to a move toward its decentralization. The decree of
March 9, 1955, assigned responsibility for detailed production plan-
ning of crops and livestock to collective farms themselves. Central
planning was to be confined to the setting of the delivery quotas for
farm products and the volume of work to be performed by the MTS.
With the liquidation of the latter, this task now also devolves on the
collectives. However, the 1955 decree has. given to local autborities
(including then the MTS) certain responsibilities in farm -planning
supervision with the result that these agencies often usurped the
planning functions of collectives.

-National goals, or drives, like the corn growing drive or the campaign
to "overtake the United States in per capita milk and meat output"
often result also in intervention by authorities with collectives. It is
inconceivable, for instance, that a collective in a cotton growing region
could shift to raising other crops at the expense of cotton. Again a
collective would probably have to give a very good reason for not
growing corn (maize) in view of the strong advocacy of that crop by
Khrushchev. In planning its livestock production the management
of a collective is expected to set high targets of output per 100 hectares
of land. For milk and all meat it is tillable land, meadows and pas-
tures; but for pork a special target must be set per 100 hectares of
tillable land only. The goal for the output of eggs is per 100 hectares
of the sown area of all grain.

*0 Among some of the recent evidence of Lysenko's "comeback" is the appearance in Pravda of Dec. 14,
1958, of an unsigned lengthy article entitled "Concerning the Agrobiological Science and the False Position
of the Botaaical Journal," criticizing the Soviet and Western critics of Lysonko ' ' '. Subsequently con-
siderable prominence was given to the attack of Lysenko himself on the Biological Department of the Acad-
emy of Science at the meeting of the Central Committee of the Communist Party (Pravda, Dec. 18,1958).
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It should also be remembered that for most agricultural products
there exist two sets of prices: those fixed by the Go'crnment at which
it buys farm products, and the usually higher free market prices.
(Cotton is an example of a commodity for which there is no free
market price since the whole output has to be sold to the Government.)

'Thus the managers of collectives are confronted by a multiciplity of
yardsticks and pressures which makes proper planning difficult.

The pivotal role of the collective farm maniager (chairman) and his
assistants in the success of collectives, or lack of it, has been long:
recognized 'by the Soviet Government. The importance of the
managerial function has been enhanced with the enlargement of the
farm enterprise. But finding efficient and reliable managers poses a
problem which the regime, apparently, has not been able to solve to
its satisfaction, despite several campaigns to shift qualified and reliable
party personnel and specialists from the cities to the farms. and not-
withstanding the large number of agricultural specialists trained by
colleges and vocational schools. In his speech at a meeting of the
central committee of the Communist Party on June 29, 1959, Khru-
shchev again complained that party organs in a number of places,
despite their large personnel-
cannot select good chairmen [managers] for the backward collectives. The result
is as the proverb has it: "With 7 nurses in attendance-the child still manages
to lose an eve.' And what does it mean to select a good chairman of a collective,
good brigadiers [foremen]? It means success of the enterprise * * *. Why is
it that collective and state farms do not organize their work as well as factory
personnel? Because some collectives have be-en headed by poor chairmen for
long stretches at a time; some have brought as many as three collectives to ruin
and are looking toward a fourth * * *. And the party organizations put up
but a weak fight against such an evil * I *.

On the other side, there had been complaints of frequent turnover
and irresponsible removal of managers of collective farms. The
managerial problem apparently continues to be a serious one.

CHAPTER 10. THE BATTLE FOR GRAIN; WHEAT AND CORN

Special Government programs, aiming at increasing the output of
important commodities, have been characteristic of Soviet agricultural
policy, both during the Stalin and post-Stalin periods. Such programs
consist, as a rule, of a varying combination of increased economic
incentives, higher targets for supply to collective and state farnis
of maichinery, fertilizer, etc., and direct orders to local authorities
and to collective and state farms, prescribing production targets and
improvements in farm practices and management. Two of such
programs, initiated by Khrushchev, have been of far-reaching signifi-
cance; namely, the expansion of sinall-grain production, principally of
wheat, and an increase in corngrowing. Together they constitute the
latest phase in the "battle for grain" which the Soviet regime has
waged throughout its history.

The importance of grain in the Russian economy cannot be exag-
gerated. It predominates in the caloric intake of the population,
which is growing at the rate of over 3 million a year. Increasing quan-
tities of grain are also needed as livestock feed, to assure the large
increases in output of dairy products and meat called for by the
Government.
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Grain production during the postwar period, however, failed to
keep pace with increased requirements. During the Stalin era this
was obscured from public view, as was pointed out earlier, by the
misleading huge "biological" estimates of the crops standing in the
fields and not stored in the barn. A considerably larger production,
of course, was desired by the Stalin administration (of which Khru-
shchev was an important member). It was one of the goals of the last
Stalin 5-year plan, 1950-55. The total grain area, however, during
the years 1951-53 of 263 to 265 million acres was below the prewar
area of 273 million acres (.1940), though the wheat acreage was above
prewar and trending upward. Thus the steeply increased grain
production target for 1955 was to be accomplished predominantly
through increased yields per acre. The increase was expected to
result from a combination of measures for a putative improvement of
agricultural technique, such as soil-improving rotation with perennial
grasses mentioned above, tree shelterbelts, irrigation of 15 million
acres in the subhumid regions of European U.S.S.R., the whole array
known as the great Stalin plan for reconstruction of nature.

The post-Stalin administration largely abandoned, or deflated, the
great Stalin plan for reconstruction of nature, some aspects of which,
like the universal crop-rotation scheme with grasses, appeared ques-
tionable, while others, like the irrigation program, were considered too
costly. Under Khrushchev's leadership, the Kremlin returned to the
traditional Russian ipattern of increasing agricultural production
extensively by expanding acreage. To pursue this the Soviet Govern-
ment turned eastward, where there were still considerable tracts of
long uncultivated, or virgin, lands.

Acreage extension, paralleling settlement of these eastern regions-
which are to Russia what the West was to the United States in the last
century-has been proceeding since the 1890's. But never before has
theextension occurred at so, rapid a rate.. In the 3 years, .1954-56,
90 million acres were plowed up with the aid of tractor power and
added to the Soviet crop area, mainly the spring wheat area. This
acreage is almost equal to the combined arable land of France, Western
Germany, and the United Kingdom-an achievement which should
not be underestimated. However, most of this new acreage is in a
zone of unfavorable climatic conditions. It is characterized by severe
winters, a short growing season accompanied all too often.by devas-
tating droughts;' and frequently a rainy -and cold harvesting season.
It is, tberefore, a zone of hazardous agriculture, suited mainly to
spring crops and characterized by sharply fluctuating yields. This
is shown by data for Kazakhstan, one of the main areas where the
new development took place. (See table 9.)

Even with low average yields, the multiplier of the large additional
acreage is bound to result in a substantial increase of production,
though one may be skeptical whether it is low-cost production as the
Soviets claim. Since the eastern regions are relatively sparsely
-settled there is proportionately more grain available in good years
:above local requirements than in the older, more densely populated

.)regions. This factor, and the prevalence of large state farms, facili-
tatbes the task of Government collections. Again, the extension of
the acreage in the east provides a kind of insurance against mediocre
crops in other regions of the country, as illustrated by the situation
in 1959, when a considerable part of the new lands area was not affected
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by a drought or affected less seriously than most, of the other important
agricultural regions.

On the other side of the ledger is the fact of further considerable
extension of Soviet agriculture into the precarious climatic zone of
marginal or submarginal land. It is well recognized in Soviet agricul-
tural circles that, in order to prevent dust bowl conditions and
disastrous crop failures, a part of the acreage in these new larid regions,
perhaps a fifth or more should be annually rotated as summer fallow,
a practice which has been little followed so -far. To replace this
acreage, additional new land must be brought under cultivation if the
cropped acreage is to be maintained. Thus the maintenance of the
acreage at its present level presents a problem. But. so long as the
huge wheat acreage is nmaintained, with correspondingly large harvests,
especially in years of good weather, Soviet wheat exports pose the
threat of increased competition on the world markets."

The program for corn expansion is aimed directly at remedying the
shortage of feed, which had been largely responsible for the weakness
of the Soviet livestock sector. Khrushchev saw in cortn a panacea for
the unsatisfactory feed situation and he began t-o push strongly for a
huge expansion of the corn acreage.. In.-this hie was admittedly
influenced by the example of successful cultivation of corn as a major
fodder crop i n the United States.

Prior to 1955, corn acreage in the Soviet Union was small, varying
between 9 and 12 million acres. By contrast. there Were plailted
20 to 26 million acres of barley and ;38 to 40 miillion acres of oats.
Yields of corn per acre were about 14 to 17 bushels, or less than half
of those il the United States. Climatic conditions in the Soviet
Union do not favor corn growing beyond a limited southern area.
In the rest of the country it is either too cold or too dry for successful
corn culture. Nevertheless, the Khrushchev program in 1955 set a
goal of not less than 70 million acres under corn by 1960, or nearly
a sevenfold increase compared with 1954.42 It was realized that this
would involve considerable extension of corn cultivation into regions
where the growing season was too short for the grain to mature.
Consequently, a much larger proportion of corn was to be used as
silage in the Soviet Union than in the United States.

This crfsh programf was uindertaken iil the face of climatic obstacles
and without adequate preparation, without proper varieties, ma-
chinery, f.rt iizer, and significant incentives to the farmers. It met
only with limited success. It is true that the corn acreage increased
from less than 11 million acres in 1954 to 59 million in 1956. But
this was, so far, the high water mark and dUrinIg the 2 succeeding years
less than 50 million acres were planited to corn. This is still a five-
fold increase and cormi is now grown inl many regions where it had
not been known before. But Khrushchev himself was scornful of
the results in 1958, a generally good crop year, with respect to m ore
than half of this acreage from which corn was either harvested for

4" For further discussion of this program, see: Volln, Lazar, "The NAw Battle for Oraln In Soviet Russia."
Foreign Agriculture, November 191,4 pp. 194-199; Harris, Chauncey D., "Soviet Agricultural Resources
Real~pralsed." Joitrnal of Farm Economics. .3R, pp. 2rF-273: W. A. D- Jack-son, "The Vir l,,r and Idle Lands
of Western Siberia and Northern Kazakhstan: A Geographical Appraisal," Geographical Review, 46,

'pp. 1-19, 1956.
4' Direktivy KPSS I Sovetskogo Pravitel'stva po Khozyaistvennyus voprosam, vol. 4, p. 335.
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silage before the ears were formed (30 percent of acreage) or was
reported as having been used for green forage (29 percent of acreage).
The latter is a euphemism, according to Khrushchev, for "the lost corn
crop." Yet Khrushchev's enthusiasm for corn as "the queen of the
fields" has remained unabated, despite some cautionary remarks,
which he makes from time to time. Incidentally, he strongly recom-
mended corngrowing to Polish farmers during his visit to Poland in
the summer of 1959. However, the excessive concentration on corn
has probably increased the Soviet feed supply to a lesser degree than
it might have been with a more balanced program.



TABLE I.-Area eown to crops in selected years, Soviet Union
(Million acres]

Crop 1940 J i945 1 1950 1961 1952 1953 954 1955 1956 1957 1968 8

Wheat.
Winter -3 5.34 223 22 2089 38.55 42.50 43.98 0379 45 22 31.81 8e38Spring---------------- 64.25 39. 29 64. 25 67.71 71. 91 75. 37 83. 03 194. 28 121.331 ------------

Total- -5 99.59 61..5 05.14 .106.28 114.41 119.35 1215 82 149.50 153.21 170.75 165.06Rye, winter ---------------- 57.08 . 0.16 60.32 59. 05 56.34 50.16 50. 66 47.20 45.47 44. 73 43. 74

Corngrown 4 forgrain -8.9 10.38 11.86 10.13 9.064 8.65 10.63 22.49 22.98 14. 20.02Other------------------------------------------------------------ - - - - - - 21. 74 36.0o 30. S9 2. 66

Total-. 89 10.38 11. 88 10.13 9.64 8.065 10.63 44. 23 59. 0 45, 22 45.08
Blarley------------------- 27.92 25. 70 21. 25 20.02 21.25 23. 72 25.44 24. 46 29 46 22. 73 23.72Oats-------------------- 49. 91 .35. 58 40.03 43.0 41.02 37,81 39.29 3Ck 57 37. i1 34.1.9 W.1.32Rice-------------------- .49 .~.49 .25 25 .25 .25 .25 .25 .2.1.----- ------Buckwheat ---------------- 4.94 4.45 7. 41 6. 67 6.18 6,42 6. 92 6. 92 6. 67.------ ------Millet------------------- 14.83 14. 58 9. 39 5. 15 8.65 10. 13 13.10 19. 03 15. 81.------ ------ranlegumes-5. 093 3.71 4.M94 20 35 3.95 4.45 3.46 3.21-
Othergran - ---------------- 3. 45 4. 20 .s 68 5.19 3 56 321 2.9t7 2.47 2. 72

Total grain ------------- 273, 05 210.78 254.27 2052.93 2651.25 243. 65 277.02 ' 312. 35 ' 317.03 307. 89 0 300. 37]Potatoes -- 19-------------- l, 03 20.51 . 21.25 20. 76 20.16 20. 51 21. SO 22. 49 22. 73 24. 22 23.47Vegetable--5.68 5.68 4.60 4.l 4.69 4. 94 5.68 5.68 5.93 3.7 1 3 21Sugar beets - 3,05 2. 05 3.24 1.43 3s 61 38 88 3.95 4. 35 4.9 4. 921 6. 23Sunflowers ---------------- 8 75 7. 24 8. 87 .912 9. 07 9. 64 9. 91 10. 48 11. 14 0.55 9. 74cotton -- 5---------------- 14 2.9 5 .73 6. 72 6. 99 4.565 5.44 5. 44 5.11t 5. 10 5.29Flax for fiber--------------- 5.19 2.47 4.69 3. 93 3.78 3.00 2. 74 3. 66 4.7i4 4. 18 3. 95Flax for seed --.------------- . 47 .89 .82 .94 1. 14 1.0(9 1. 04 1. 16 ------ ------Hemp------------------- 1 48 .69 1. 38 1. 41 1.33 1. 20 1.43 1. 4a 1.50i 1.14 .99Tobacco----------------I. 25 .20 .2 .2.5 .27 .27 .30 .27 .27.---- ------Makhorka--.--------------- .27 .27 .27 .27 27 r .25 .22 .20 ---- :: ------Forage crops'I--------------- 44. 73 25.20 I1.1 5 55569 63.33 70912 77.10 66.47 65.06o 112.18 114.00Other crops---------------- 4. 15 2. 64 4.52 5. 36 1. 00 4. 25 4.00 3.48 3. 24 ------
Total crops ------------ 311 21. 19 341. 50 378.07 38. 88 398544 410.46 45 9.13 481. 09 478.63 483.08
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I Data from offirlal SDurces. Exclusive of winterkillod cilin not resown In the spring. ' Included with grain until 1955.Figures tor territory within the l)oundaries eoisting in that year. Excludes corn not grown for grain.' Preliminary. 7 Includes some corn grown for silage and green fodder.4Includes sorna Immature corn grown tar silage and convertad to dry-grain equivalent.
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TABLE 2.-Acreage and production of selected crops, United States and the Soviet
Union, 1958

United States U.S.S.R.
Crop

Acreage Production Acreage Production

Million Million Million Million
acres bushels acres bushels

Wheat -- -- -------------------------- 53. 6 1,462.0 165.0 2,300.0
Rye - -. 8 32.0 43.5 650.0
Barley-------------6--------- 4.9 470.0 23.6 440.0
Oats-a bs 318 1, 422.0 36.0 890.0
Corn - - 73.5 3,800s0 120.1 2 600. 0
Grain sorghum - -16.8 615.0 (3) (2)
Soybeans - 23.8 574.0 (3) (e)

Million Million
bales bales

Cotton -_ 1.8 11.5 5.3 6.9

Million Million
short tons short tone

Sugar beets - -0.9 16.2 6.9 46.0
Sunflower seed----------------- - (3) (2) 9.7 6.0

Million Million
hundred- hundred.
weight weight

Potatoes - - 1.5 266.0 23.5 1.898.0

' In addition nearly 29,000,000 acres of corn harvested for silage and fodder.
2 Including some corn harvested in the milky stage for silage.
3Not available. USDA estimates and official figures.

TABLE 3.-Livestock numbers in the United States and Soviet Union, selected years

[In millions]

AU cattle Hogs Sheep

Year January United U.S.S.R.' United U.S.S.R.' United U.S.S.R.
States States States

1928 -6------------------- 7.3 66.8 61.9 27.7 46.3 -----
1963 --- 94.2 6.6 651.8 28.5 31.9 94.3-
1958 --------- 93.4 66.8 51.0 44.3 31.3 120.2
1959 -96.9 70.8 57.2 48. 5 32. 6 129.6

' Figures for the territory within present boundaries. Official sources.

TABLE 4.-Livestock numbers in the Soviet Union by kinds of farms, Jan. 1, 195&

[Mitlion head]

Item Collective State farms Other Total
farms

Allcattle - - -------------------------. 2 8.0 29.5 66.7
Cows-10.7 2.8 17.9 3.4
Hogs----------------------- 20.0 9.0 16.3 44.3
Sheep -70.0 24.0 26.1 120.1

Official sources.

,. I
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TABLE 5.-Labor requirements for crops and livestock products in the United States
and the Soviet Union

U.S S. R.' (Man-hours per centner) Percent U.S.S.R. Is
of U.S.A.

Item

U.S.A.' State farms Collective State farms Collective
farms farms

Orain . . - -t 1.0 1. 8 7.3 180 730
Potatoes ----------------- -------------- O- 10 4.2 5. 1 420 510
Sugar beets - -- 2. 1 .11 420 620
Seed cotton -18.8 29. 8 42.8 159 228
Milk--------------------- 4. 7 9 9 14. 7 211 313
Cattle, liveweight gain -7.9 52. 0 112.0 658 1,418
Hogs, iveweight gain- 6.3 43.0 103.0 683 1 ,65

' In 1956.
1 Average for 1951-57.

Source: KCbrushchev's report of Dee. 1S, 1958.

TABLE 6.-Percentage distribution of collective farms by sown area, Soviet Union
and selected regions, 1956

Sown area All North- Northern Western
U.S.S. R. western Caucasus Siberia

500 hectares (1,236 acres) and under 17.8 84.2 22.6 5. 4
501 to 1,000 hectares (1.238 to 2,471 acres) -24.7 25.9 6.7 5.8
1,001 to 2,000 hectares (2,473 to 4,942 acres) -29.0 9.3 7, 5 17.9
2,001 to 5,000 hectares (4,944 to 12,355 acres)------------ 22. .6 28. 3 46,5
Over 5,000 hectares (12,355 acres)- 6.0 -34.9 24 4

Total- - 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

I Source: Narodnoe Khozialstvo SSSR v 1956 Ooda, p. 143.

TABLE 7.-Percentage distribution of collective farms by number of households,
U.S.S.R. and selected regions, 1956 1

Number of households All U.S.S.R. North- Nortbern Western
western Caucasus Siberia

100 and under - - ---- - 19.0 61. 6 9.2 17.3
101 to 20o .- 34. 3 33.2 24.4 44 4
2010to300--------------------- 20.7 4. 4 20. 6 21.0
301 to S00 -17. 6 7 18 9 12. 3
Over 500 ------------------------------------ 8.4 I 269s 1o0

Total - 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

I Source: Narodnoe Kbozlalstvo SSSR v 1956 (lodu, p. 142.

TABLE 8.-Government payments to collective farms and individuals for farm
products acquired, selected years '

Year: ruble
1952 ----------------------- 31.3
1953 ------------------------------ 41.4
1955 - 64.0
1956 --------------------- 88. 5
1957 -96.7

I Including payments by government controlled cooperatives.

Source: SSSR v Tslfrakh, p, 187.
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TABLE 9.-Yields of all grains in Kazakhstan, selected years

Centners per Bushels of 60
hectare I pounds per

hectare

1954------------------------------------- 9.1 13.6
1955-------------------------------------- 2. 9 4.3
1956 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- 10. 6 16. 8
1957-£----------------------------------. 6 6.8
1958 -( ) (2)

11 centner= 'loth of a metric ton or 220.46 pounds.
I Reported as more than 9 centners, or more than 13.4 bushels.
Source: Plenum Tsentral'nogo Komiteta Kommnnisticheskoi Partdi Sovetskogo Soiuza 15-19 dekabrys

959. Stenograficheskll otchet, p. 101.



LEVELS OF LIVING AND. INCENTIVES IN THE SOVIET AND
UNITED STATES ECONOMIES

LEVELS OF LIVING, WAGES AND PRICES IN THE SOVIET
AND UNITED STATES ECONOMIES

(By Lynn Turgeon, Hofstra College)

INTRODUCTION

In the study of Soviet economic growth prepared for the Joint
Economic Committee in 1957, a rather thorough evaluation was made
of Soviet and United States levels of living in 1955, as well as changes
in consumption between 1928 and 1955.1 Since I find myself in
general agreement with these earlier findings, I shall concentrate my
attention on developments in Soviet levels of living since 1955,
including projected changes in the current 7-year plan.

As the earlier report makes clear, the measurement and evaluation
of international levels of living is a complex and difficult task, par-
ticularly when the consumption patterns of the nations involved
differ significantly. It seems equally clear that recent and projected
developments in the Soviet economy have tended to accentuate
rather than reduce these methodological difficulties.

Generally speaking, the area of communal consumption-prin-
cipally the free health and educational services, as well as the par-
tially subsidized consumption of housing-seems to be expanding at a
faster rate than the sector producing goods and services with price
tags that more or less ration their supply. Direct taxes are being
redNuced and transfer payments (pensions -and grants) are being
liberalized. As a consequence, ordinary measures of real wage
changes taking account of only the movements in price and money
wage levels tend to understate the real improvement in Soviet levels
of living.

To the degree that similar developments are not forthcoming in the
United States, comparisons of price and wage levels in the two coun-
tries are also tilted in our favor. In an attempt to circumvent some
of these difficulties, the major portion of this report will consist of
an exercise designed to give greater meaning to Soviet prices relative
to our own.

Finally, some consideration will be made of the potentialities for
improving the Soviet level of living as well as the possibility that the
Russians might achieve something comparable to our way of living.

RECENT AND PROJECTED DEVELOPMENTS IN SOVIET LEVJLS OF LIVING

Each year a potential develops for raising levels of living in the
Soviet Union. The two principal factors most directly responsible
for this potential are the increase in the labor force employed in food
processing and so-called light industries generally, and, coupled with
this, the increase in output per worker in these branches. Indirectly,.
levels of living also depend on the ability of Soviet agriculture and-

'Legislative Reterence Service of the Library of Congress, "Soviet Economic Growth: A Comparison
WItthe United States," U.S. Government Printing 0111ce, Washington, 1957, pp. 107-123.
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other industries to supply the food processing and light industrial
sectors with the capital plant and equipment, raw materials, fuel and
power required. In addition, a number of relatively minor factors
may also influence levels of living in the Soviet Union: Changes in
the available produce on the collective farm markets; the impact of
Soviet foreign trade on domestic supplies of consumer goods; and
Government policies with regard to inventory accumulation or stock-
piling of consumer goods.

Some recent, though incomplete, data on changes in the labor ferce
and output per worker in industry generally, as well as in food pro-
cessing and light industries, are presented in table 1.2 If we discount
for a certain amount of possible unrepresentativeness in the Soviet
labor force data divulged, as well as some possible upward bias in the
Soviet labor productivity claims,3 we might reasonably expect an
average annual increase in the labor force of between 2 and 3 percent
and a 4 to 5 percent increase in labor productivity in these sectors
producing consumer goods. This would suggest that the potential
average annual increment in the output of goods available for Soviet
consumers might be expected to run roughly from 6 to 8 percent.
All of these estimates are slightly below the rates of expansion for
Soviet industry generally.

Taking population growth into account, it would seem that the
potential per capita increase in consumption might be running around
5 percent annually. In recent years. there may have been a tendency
for Soviet collective farmers to raise their much lower levels of living
at a somewhat faster rate than urban inhabitants. As a consequence,
urban consumption levels may be rising by slightly less than 5 percent
annually.
TABLE I (revised).-Series reflecting changes in levels of living in the U.S.S.R.,

1955-655'

Year

Series
1960 1960 1965

1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 annual plan VI plan
plan target2

* (1) ' (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

1. Labor productivity (as percent of
previous or indicated year):

(a) All industry -108 107 i 106 109 108 105. 8 15') 145-150
(b) Light industry 4 106 5105 3 103 5 104 105 (6) 7 135 6

)
(c) Food processing- 4 105 5 105 5 105 5104 111 (6) (6) (6)

2. Labor force:
(a) Workers and employees

in industrial labor force
by end of year (mil-
lions) -------------- - 47.9 0. 0 ' 52. 7 5 54. 3 55.3 (6) 55. 0 66.5

(b) As percent of previous or
indicated year 102.4 104.4 105.4 103.0 101.9 (q) 114.8 122.5

(c) Workers in light industry
(millions) - (a) 8 2.349 6 2. 425 5 2. 75 (6) (i) H )i (6)

(d) As percent of previous
year…------------------- (e) (6) 103.2 102.1 (i) (6) 117.0 (a)

(e) workers in food process-
ing (millions) (6) 1. 563 1.641 5 1. 643 (6) (i) (i) I)

(f) As percent of previous
year (6) (6) a1. 6"9 100 9 (6) (6) (6) (i

105. 0
See footnotes at end of table.

During plan V (1951-55), in contrast to more recent years, expansion in light industries was apparently
somewhat greater than it was in food processing. In 1595, workers in light industry constituted 15 .9 percent
of the labor force, while by 1955, they had risen to 17 percent. Workers in food processing fell from 10 to 9.1
percent of the total (luring the same period. According to official Soviet labor productivity claims, output
per worker in both light industries and in food processing in 1955 was 36 percent above the 1950 level. See
Tsentral'noe statisticheskoe upravienie pri sovete ministrov S.S.S.R., Promyshlennost' S.S.S.R.-statisti-
cheskii shornik (Industry of the U.S.S.R.-Statistical Handbook), Gosstatizdat, Moscow, 1957, pp. 24, 27.

At present, this latter bias is thought to he less important than in earlier periods, since 1955 rather than
1926-27 "constant ruble" prices are now being employed in output valuations.
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TABLE I (revised). Series reflerting changes in levels of living in the U.S.S.R.
1955-655 I-Continued

(I.)

3. S.iviilgs
(a) Tlotal savin s bank dc-

posits (bjlhoiii ubles)
(b) InCrease in blnk deposits

(billii'ni rubles) .
4. 'ITrniisfcr paymlents aXnd con

u!ial cansinintian:
(a) Pensions (billion rubles)
(b) 'Tot:l transft r paymncats

and comm;iinal con-
sumptiiln (Million rU-
blest --------------------

(c) Aa peleent of previous oi
'll~i l~cl sca n.----

5. Av erage Norki cik (hours)
(i..'~iicy wvaies (as p ercent of liren i-

ous or ifldiic.:ti .I y --- -) .
7. lIe' iniorne RIS percn, of prCVi-

eSi or iallit it ,I vi or)
S. Siate inid ,.iritive traile:

(a) otols s.ies (billion rubies)
(b) As perceint of previous or

undicaied vByar
93. lol.uing.

(a) f'ot l caiistru't~l i exlU 1
ilg colleCtivcc firm hos-
inc ( nillion so uare ne-
ters) -- --------- -------

(ON As percent of previous
yVi;r

Year

195j i950 1957

(2' (3) (4) i5)

9 3. 7
rS.

5

ii9
:; 4. .2)

" 101 2

!4 l(li

50 2

10;

I5

. 108

W. 7

10

Ii9

1I(1
ii 47

103

O I():i (i

114

109

3i6

103

10 6

s6. 8)
57 Ii

': 202

119
ii 45

!4 101

107

G2'. 4

114

48

133

i 57. 2

6G

!I 62 9

!1 215

'' '14

i104

: 10

I($

1421

(6)

97. 6

10. 4

7. 5

232. 2

liS

(°)
(';

7100
Wi6

8(1

118

I K1O
annual

plan

(7)

8. 4

70. 0

plan VI
taract f

(8)

(i)

(i)

247. 4 210.0

,llli 136
3 4' (6)

(6) (6)

Ila5 13'1

7G5 770

107 119

G I) .. . 2 0 x5

: I --------

1965

(9)

(6)

(1)

3160 0

167
-10

120

140

i. 030

15. 12

6C5('-3G

t nless otlerwise Inlic ited, the data ft! thc f(01)0- inig yewas wne tb)Ltiewd froia thle sources listed beloN:
19155 Pravda, Jan. i, 195G1
1956: P'ravda, 3Jail. 31, i957.
1957: P'ravda, Jan. 2S, 1958.
195S: Iravds.l ian. 16. 1959
19s59: 'ravda, J iuly 1. 1959. Data are estimnated on basis of acniesemi ot ii first 6 months (if the

ye'sr conipareil with 1h1 Orst 0 months of 195.
191iO l1ravdl: , Oct 2S, 1059. Data are annual pl *n goaikl
19(11 D)irektivy XXS"N'c rii K PSS10 sh011ovi pl ~lsicetlii ll lipanu razNviii i no1lilogo klh cZil stN a

S. S.S. R. na 19if)-6r1 goyiv (Dlire tives of the '20th Coni;rels of the Comrnanist 1' sity of t11e Soviiet
Union iii the 5th '.-yeir plan for the ievelrlopment of the natioli.t! economy of the U. S.S. R. froi
1950 to 1960), kzdatel'stvo Pravda, Moscow, 1950.

1:65. "Control Figures for the Feonula ic Developmeneit of t!le U.S S. 1 l959-i,'" Foreign Languages
Pulblishinuig i Housac, -oscow, 195S.

1955-100.
1958-100.

sraentrail'nce statisfichleskoc upravIcnic pri sovete nifiisitrov S S.S. X. Promiyshlennast' S.S.S.X.-
statistirlheskii shornik (inldustry of the U.S.S. l-Statistical H1anbillook), tiosstatizdlat, Moscow, 1957,
p. 27.

I Tseotrail'rioe statisticheaikoei upravlenile pr; ^ovete miillistov S.S 13 ., Narodnsc lkhoziais.vo c e oR.
v 1058 grAu-statistjicheskii efliegodnik (NaitionSl Ecimionomy of the U.S SI. it n 1935S-Statist1 it Ye :rbook),
flosstatizdat, Mcscow, 1950, Ip. 101, 103, 101, 132, 15i, 915.

a Not available
rditorial "P'rcizvodiel nost' truida v sh1stoi piilitiletke' ("Labor P'roduetivity in Plin VI'). Iecgkala

promnyshlenniost'. No. 7. 1056. p. I rIhe inclease in the labor force isestinated from the planned inereas%
In output and in labor productivity.

' Tsentral'noe stalistl heskof. u:pravicnie pri sovetc ininistrov S.S.S.I., S.S.S.R v :;Smrakh-stati,
tlcheskii sbi-iciik ('1'he I .S' S.R iii Figures-Sta1:ist iml Ilarnihook), ffixssaticddt, Nlomio>rw, 195Y. p) 59.

rT'eitralriioe statisticheskoe uprwlenile pri sovete minristrov S.3.S R., Narodrioe khozih U ,tv. S. S.SR.
v 1956 godul- statisticheskii ezhegodnik (National Iconormy of the U.S.S. It. in 1956-Statisnlcai Yearbook)-
-iosstatizdat, Nlos-ow, 1957, p. 282.

r V. Lavrov. "'Thc Soviet BudgeL," Foreigli L.auiguages Publishlig House, 1itcoi. S959, Ps. 47.
I Pratvda. Dce. 23, 19551) P 3

I1 Vestnik Statistiki: No. 5. 1959, p 90.
I3 Uinited Nalions, "WVorld Econornic Survey, 1957,' New York, 1958, I. 129; Ecolondl, Survey of Europe

iil 1'58. Gcneva, 1951, ch. I, 1)1 6, 11 Althoilgh the increases for 195I5. 1M5. and 1958 are presentedl ;as ii-
creases in real a ces, they are helieverl to rifir to in,:re ic-es in ri 5 income.

I- S: Figurnovo ."iornsy povvsneniia re i1'noi zaribotioi Illaty v '.i S S. il ' (Frnls of Item) Wage Increaises
ilo the U S.S0.1)j Sotsidistii beskii Triil, No. 5, 159, p' 52

i I ! | ! I
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Between 1947 and 1954 the Soviet Government pursued a some-
what unorthodox policy with respect to distributing the annual gains
to consumers. The average annual increase in money wages amounted
to a little over-2 percent per annum,' but substantial additional bene-
fits were being provided to all consumers as a result of annual price
reductions of considerable magnitude. By the time of the last of
these annual price cuts in April 1954, the Russians claimed that the
price index for all consumer goods stood at 43, taking the fourth quar-
ter of 1947 as a base of '100.' The corresponding food price index was
38; the index for other than food items stood at 53.

Since 1955 there seems to have been a definite change in the previous
policy of passing on the gains to all consumers indiscriminately via
the massive price cuts. Instead, selective corrections of existing wage
and income inequities have been effected. The price level has been
virtually stable, although a slight increase of about 2 percent in the
consumer price index may have occurred in 1958 as the Government
tood steps to reduce alcoholism and the black marketing of automo-
biles, which were being sold in Government outlets at prices which
failed to ration effectively the existing relatively small supply.'

This does not mean that there have been no further price reductions
since 1954, but rather that the cuts have been insignificant with respect
to their effect on the general price level. In 1956 there were price
reductions on clothing and other items for children, some fabrics,
aluminum kitchenware, radios and radio equipment. In 1957 price
reductions were made on medicines, watches, canned fish, fruits and
vegetables, food concentrates, tat, pork, poultry, and smoked goods.
Gains to consumers resulting from these reductions were said to be
over 5 billion rubles.6 More recently, on July 1, 1959, reductions of
'about 15 to 20 percent affected the prices of watches, bicycles, radios,
cameras, nylons, wines, and children's toys. The Consumer savings
involved were said to amount to over 6 billion rubles annually.'

Some idea of the relative magnitude of the price reductions which
have occurred since 1954 can be obtained by comparing the above

'claimed savings to consumers with the savings announced in connec-
tion with the earlier massive price reductions. The previous aggregate
annual savings to consumers supposedly ranged from a low of 20
billion rubles in 1954 to a high of 80 billion rubles in 1950. 8 The

.20 billion rubles saving for consumers in 1954 corresponded with a
'4 percent reduction in the general price level; the 80 billion rubles
saving in 1950 coincided with nearly a 20-percent cut in retail prices.

The increases in money wages since 1955 have been somewhat
greater than those taking place between 1948 and 1955. Although

,the average increase was 1.6 percent from 1951 to 1953, it averaged
3.6 percent from 1956 to 1958." Part of the increase in average wages

4 Between 1947 and 1954 average wages of workers and employees in industry grew by 22 percent; for the
entire national economy, the increase was 20 percent. See S. Figarnov "Ftormy povyshenils real'noi
zarabotnoi platy v S.S.S.R." (Forms of Real Wage Increases in the U.S.S.R.), "Sotsialisticheskii Trud,
No. 5. 1959, P. 52.

a See United Nations, "Economic Survey of Europe in 1958," Geneva, 1959, ch. I, p. 14. The losses to
Soviet consumers as a result of the substantial increase in the prices of automobiles and motorcycles at the
beginning of 1958 are difficult to estimate because the price hike may have resulted partly In a transfer of
windfall gains from the hands of speculators into the Government treasury. Also, there were some conoomi-
tant price increases on machine-woven rugs, vodka and wines, as well as some price reductions on some
models or types of TV sets, cameras, bread, jam, fsh, and children's wear. See S. Figurnov, op. cit., p. 53.

6 Pravda, Jan. 2,1958, p. 1.
7 Ibid., July 1, 1959, p. 2.
8 A. G. Zverev, "'Voprosy natsional'nogo dokhoda i finansy S.S.S.R." (Problems of National Income

and Finance in the U.S.S.R.), Gosfinizdat, Moscow, 1958, pp. 214-215.
' S. Figurnov, op. cit., p. 52.
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in 1957 occurred as a result of minimum wage legislation which raised
the statutory minimum wage from 110 to 300 rubles per month and
supposedly added 8 billion rubles to consumer incomes. The revision
of the wage structure in a number of industries beginning in 1956 has
also meant that average wages in these sectors have increased rather
sharply:"0 In revising wage structures, it has apparently been much
simpler as well as more palatable to raise wages selectively than it
has been to lower some wages and raise others.

The great improvement in old age pensions Ireant approximately
a doubling of pensions of all types between 1955 and 1958. At
present about 5 billion rubles is being added to disposable income
annually from this source. The elimination of the taxlike compulsory
bond purchases in 1958 also gave many consumers the equivalent of
2 to 4 weeks of additional pay annually. Tt is claimed that the
inrease in the minimum wages, the improvement in old age pensions,
and the elimination of the compulsory bond sales were giving Soviet
consumers in 1958 over 60 billion rubles more disposable income than
they received in 1955."

Transfer payments of all types and expenditures for commtimual
consumption have been expanding at anl especially rapid rate. Judg-
ing by the data in table I, this is one of the few ta-rgets of the discarded
plan VI which will be overfulfilled by a considerable margin.

There seems to have been some acceleration of the Government's
housing program in the ast few years. During the last 3 years,
more housing has been buit than duiing the entire 5 years of plan V.12
But despite the fact that the ori inal 1960 target for housing construc-
tion seems likely to be overfulf'iled by a substantial inarrinl housing
undoubtedly still remains as tile single weakest aspect of the Soviet
level of living.

Not all of the increases in money income have been realized in cur-
rent increases in consumption. Net additions to savings bank de-
posits are currently running around 7 billion riubles annuially. BLt it is
interesting to note in this connection that the planned increase of 13
billion rubles in 1958 was underfulfilled by a large margin, an increase
of only 7 billion rubles having been realized. This can be compared
with an increase of around 17 billion rubles in 1957. Quite possibly
there is some connection between this lower rate of voluntary saving
and the Government's announcement that no further massive price
cuts can be expected inl the coming 7 years. The substantial increase
in old-age pensions may have also tended to reduce the propensity to
save.

Increases in personal savings may also reflect the nonavailability of
desired consumer goods. For this reason, great caution must be

'° In this connection, see Nauchno-isxicdovatel'skii institut truda gosudarstvennogo komitet soveta
ministrov. S.S.SR. po voprosam truda I zarabotnot platy, Iz opyta perekhoda promyshlenhnyk pred-
vriatii na semi- I shestichasovoi rabochii, den' v 195r-i8 gz. (From the Experience of the Transition of
Kdustrial Enterprises to a 7- and 6-hour working day in 19 Oo581, COspolitizdat, Moscow, 1959, pp. 23, 45
63, 78, 93-94, and 105. The increases in average wages associated with the transition In chemicais, coal.
ferrous metallurgy, and machine-building have ranged from 6 to 25 percent.

" See Khrushebev's speech at tne anniversary session of the Ukraine Republic's Supreme Soviet in
Pravda, Dec. 25, 1957. (Translated in Current Digest of the Soviet Press, vol. IX, No. 52, Fcb. 5, 1958
p. 12.) In addItion,some minor taxes designed toencourage marriage and childbearing were gre:itly reduced
in 1953, which supposedly gave bachelor women and sn.all families 6 billion ruhles in extra disposable
income,

I" A total or 156 million square meters were built compared with 151.7 million square meters during plan V.
See Tsentral'noe statisticheskoe upravlenie pri sovete ministrov S.S.S.R., ".S.S.R. v tsifrakh (The
U.S.S.R. In Figures)." Gosstatlzdat, Moscow. 1958, p. 447. Although the quality of the recent housing
constructed Is very poor, this has also been true since the Inception of planning, and there is apparently no
recent qualitative deterioration involved.
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*exercised in interpreting movements in money wages and the price
level as measures of real wage changes. The Soviet Government only
imperfectly reflects equilibrium prices for consumer goods in their
official price decrees. For example, it seems fairly clear that the 1954
consumer price reductions were too great, considering the available
supplies of consumer goods. As a consequence, forced savings prob-
ably took place and personal savings accounts rose by 10 billion rubles.
The following year, although the increase in average wages was only
a little over 1 percent and the official consumer price level was stable,
real wages probably rose to a greater extent due to the fact that a
greater percentage of the money wage increase was realizable in current
consumption. Consequently, the rise in savings accounts in 1955
amounted to only 5 billion rubles.

As near as one can judge, the current 7-year plan calls for some-
thing like a continuation of the policies of the past several years.
Money wage increases are to be confined largely to the lower income
groups, minimum monthly wages being scheduled to rise to between
400 and 450 rubles between now and 1962 and to between 500 and 600
rubles by 1965. Pensioners will also receive greater benefits, with the
minimum monthly payment rising from the present 300 rubles to
between 450 and 500 rubles by 1966.

Since wages on the average are to rise by only 26 percent during the
7-Year period, and the wages of those in the lowest income brackets
will rise by 70 to 80 percent, it seems evident that the wage increases
for those in the upper income groups will be extremely modest. To
compensate somewhat for the lack of increase in money wages at the
medium and especially the upper income levels, the plan is to elimi-
nate inepme taxes. Some price reductions in public catering estab-
lishments will also probably benefit, principally those in medium
and upper income groups. The recent introduction of installment
credit on items selling at prices exceeding 400 rubles will probably
also tend to benefit more than proportionately those in medium and
upper income brackets. Since real wages are scheduled to rise by
approximately one-third on the average, some additional selective
price reductions designed to reduce excess inventory accumulations
may be planned along the same lines as those occurring since 1955.13

In addition, some of the potential for improving le'els of living is
being taken in the form of increased leisure. Two hours were lopped
off the statutory workweek in 1956, and a number of industries have
already been converted from a 46- to a 42-hour week." Some diffi-
culty may be experienced when the food and light industries convert
to this shortened workweek, as they are scheduled to do by. 1960.
Although there has usually been an increase in man-hour productivity
associated with the reduction of the workweek in the industries al-
ready affected, the rate of increase in man-year productivity has fallen
substantially. This means that at the time when this reduction in
the workweek takes place in the light and food processing industries,
the improvement in living levels will depend heavily on any increase
in the labor force in these sectors. Further reductions in the statutory
minimum workweek are scheduled for the sixties, ones which, in the
absence of any reduction in our workweek, are supposed to give

U3 Real incomes, including pensions and grants, will supposedly rise by 40 percent between 1958 and 1965.
"f Coal miners are exceptional in that they are only required to work a 36-hour week at the presmnt time.
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Soviet workers more voluntary leisure than many other workers in the
world.

It seems clear that amny of the changes which are taking place, as
well as those which are planned to improve the lot of the Soviet citizens,
are not designed to affect materially the relationship between Soviet
average wages and retail price levels. In general, the price level is
apparently to be more or less stabilized; average wages are to be
increased modestly; direct taxes are to be cut and perhaps eliminated;
communal consumption and transfer payments wit be systematically
increased; and the statutory workweek is to be shortened. As a result
of these new policies, international comparisons of wage and price
levels involving the Soviet economy tend to become less meaningful.

INTERNATIONAL LEVEL, OF LIVING COMPARISONS

The relationship between wage and price levels is clearly an appro-
priate object for study in a number of comparisons of relative well-
beng. In measuring real wage changes within any economy, for
example, we must measure the relative changes in these two levels
over a specified time period. If there has been no drastic change in
the number of dependents per wage earnier, the measure of real wage
changes should ordinarily give us some indication of the change in the
level of living. Likewise, a study of the relationship between wage
and price levels ill two economies as similar as those of the United
States and Canada would also seem to produce meaningful results.
But what happens wlhemi we atternipt to compare price and wage levels

.for economies where the institutional differences are very considerable?
It is entirely conceivable that two economies might provide virtually

identical levels of living, yet in one case the gap between the price
and wage levels might be very great. while in the other the gap would
necessarily be much smaller. The first of our hypothetical economies
might have the following- characteristics: a very high proportion of
wage earners per household; heavy reliance on indirect or excise taxa-
tion; subsidization of the housing and transportation sectors; virtually
free medical and dental services; and, in general, provisions for a
smaller range of commodities from which consumers satisfy their
other requifements. In the second hypothetical economy there might
be higher dependency ratios; greater reliance on direct or income
taxes; rental and transportation charges which include some suh-
stantial net income for property owners: price tags attached to the
services of doctors and dentists; and a much larger range of commodi-
ties from which to choose.

With one exception-the number of breadwinnersls per family-
Western European economies correspond more closely to the fTirst
model, while our own economv resembles the latter. The economy of
the Soviet Union, as well as the economies of countries within the Sovidt
bloc, in addition to having all of the above institutional characteristics
of manv Western European economies, also has a very high proportion
of households with more than one wage earner.

Most Western studies of comparative real wages or levels of livinig
in the United States and the Soviet Union have been confined largely
to a measurement of the relationship between wvage and price levels iil
the two countries. We might first review briefly soine tvpic il
appioaches to the problem.

GSo,17 60-pt. 1 22
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In the pioneer studies of our Bureau of Labor Statistics,," ruble
and dollar prices for various consumer goods produced in the two
economies were divided by the average hourly wage to obtain the
working time required to enable the purchase of a unit of the same
product in the two countries. As a hypothetical example of this
type of calculation, we might assume that the average hourly wage in
the two countries is 2 dollars and 4 rubles, respectively. With a loaf
of bread selling for 20 cents in the United States and 80 kopeks in
the Soviet Union, the working time required to buy a loaf of bread
would be 6 minutes in the United States and 12 minutes in the Soviet
Union.

Attempts have been made more recently to compute average ruble-
dollar ratios for the principal commodities and services entering into
American and Russian budgets.'" Although the most ambitious of
these calculations was undertaken primarily to provide "deflators"
for various components of Soviet national income, tentative com-
parisons were made of relative real wages in the two countries. In
this type of study, the Soviet retail prices expressed in rubles are
divided by the dollar prices for the same unit of consumer good or
service. The individual ruble-dollar ratios are then weighted in
accordance with the relative importance of the different goods and
services in either an American or Russian budget in a given year,
resulting in an average ruble-dollar ratio with respect to consumer
goods and services generally."7 The ratio obtained is used to convert
the average monthly ruble wage in the Soviet Union into a dollar-
equivalent wage, which is then compared with our own average wage.

Presumably one could also reverse the above procedure by com-
puting a ruble-dollar ratio for the average monthly industrial wages
in the two countries (roughly 800 rubles and 320 dollars), and then
proceed to convert the ruble prices of Soviet consumer goods and
services into dollar-equivalent prices at this roughly 2.5:1 ratio.

The above-mentioned Western studies simply measure the relation-
ship between the wage and price levels in the two countries, and not
only tend to give an inflated picture of the height of Russian prices
but also, to some extent, magnify the size of the gap between the levels
of living in the United States and the U.S.S.R. Furthermore, these
procedures which have ordinarily been employed extensively in the
past will probably to an increasing degree tend to exaggerate the
relative height of Russian prices as well as the gap between the two
levels of living to an even greater extent in the future, as the Soviet
area of communal consumption expands relative to our own.

1a See, for example, Edmund Nash, " Purchasing Power of Soviet Workers, 1953," Monthly Labor Review,
July 1953, pp. 705-708. Cf., also, the earlier studies of Irving B. Kravis in ibid., November 1949, and Febru-
ary 1951.

'S See Norman M. Kaplan and Eleanor S. Wainsteln, "A Comparison of Soviet and American Retail
Prices in 1950," Journal of Political Economy, December 1956, PD. 470-491: also, "A Note in Ruble-Dollar
Comparisons," ibid., December 1957. See also a similar ruble-pound sterling ratio computed by Alec Nove.
"The Purchasing Power of the Soviet Ruble," Bulletin of the Oxford University Institute of Statisties.
vol.20, No.2,1958. To the extent that British institutionsresemble to a greater extent those of the U.S.S.R.,
ruble-pound sterling ratios would seem to be more meaningful than those of Kaplan and Wainstein.

17 Transportation and housing are included in the Kaplan-Wainstein computations. Although mention
Is made of such factors as the number of workers per family, taxation, and free health services, no precise
evaluation is made of their impact on real wages or levels of living in the two countries.
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A RUBLE-DOLLAR RATIO OF DISPOSABLE INCOME FOR FOOD, CLOTHING,

DURABLE CONSUMER GOODS, PERSONAL CARE AND RECREATION

The following calculations will focus on the relationship between
disposable income and price levels rather than wage and price levels
in the United States and the Soviet Union. A ruble-dollar ratio will
be calculated for family disposable income available for the purchase
of food, clothing, durable consumer goods, personal care, and recrea-
tion."8 In other words, I believe that the meaningfulness of relative
retail prices for Soviet and United States consumer goods and services
can be ascertained more correctly in terms of the rubles and dollars
available for these expenditures in the respective household budgets
in the two economies.

In making such a comparison, we arc handicapped to some extent
by the relative lack of current Soviet budget data, but fortunately
information is now available on budgeting in Eastern European
households where the institutions affecting consumer expenditure
patterns are virtually identical with those in the Soviet Union.'"

Conceivably it might have sufficed to make this computation of
family disposable income solely with respect to some sort of "average"
worker or employee in the two countries. However, the computation
of average family income in the Soviet Union is somewhat contro-
versial, for reasons which will become evident presently. As a
result, an additional ruble-dollar ratio for family disposable income
will also be calculated with respect to subsistence workers at what
we might label the "poverty level" in the two countries.

Gross family income
As a result of some comparatively recent Soviet legislation, roughly

8 million inhabitants of the S6viet Union, whose basic wages were
formerly less thain 300 rubles per month, had their basic wages raised
to at least this legal minimum.20 Soine fairly recent labor legislation
in the United States has established a minimum Nwage of $1 per hour
for workers in industries engaged in interstate commerce. 2 ' On a
yearly basis, this would amount to a little over $2,000. But it is
well known that considerable numbers of American urban inhabi-
tants, particularly among the nonwhite segment living in Southern
States, still do not average even this minimum pay. We therefore
take $2,000 as the annual subsistence wage for principal wage earners
in the United States.

We assume that some chief breadwinners are included among the
roughly 8 million Soviet workers whose earnings are near the subsist-
ence basic w age. However, it seems fairly certain that no average
family of four could subsist on these meager earnings. Supplementary

I In making my estimates of U S. budgetary expenditures, I have relied very heavily on the advice of
Prof. Doris Puilman, School of Home Economics, College of Agriculture. University of Wisconsin.
" See United Nations," Economic Survey of Europe in 1958," Geneva, i1SO. ch. IV.
"0 See Pravda September 0, 1056, p. i. The minimum wage now ranges from 380 to 350 rublcs per montb

(in rural areas, it Is as low as 270 rubles per month). The wages of these workers and employees were sup-
posedly increased by one-third and the total cost of this increase to the Government budget in 1957 wvas put
at about 8 billion rubles. It can be estimated that the wage increase amounted to about 1i000 rubles per
subsistence worker per annum. The percentage ofthe labor force living at ur near this subsistence level is
surprisicgly high. Occupations of those whose earnings are near this minimum amount might be the
following: guards, maintenance personnel, firemen, messengers, domestic servants, street sweepers, and
possibly some students on stipends. In addition to receiving the minimum wage, some of these individuals
undoubtedly also share In bonuses distributed by the enterprise to whirh they are attached.

" It should be emphasized that the present calculation excludes those employed In agriculture. Levels of
living for these persons in both countries are believed to be considerably lower than they are fir urbanites.
Rural Inhibitantsa of course, constitute a considerably lower percentage of our total population than they
do in the Soviet Union.
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earnings, therefore, either in the form of additional breadwinners or
welfare payments from Soviet trade unions, would be required. Like-
wise, it seems doubtful that any U.S. urban family of four could subsist
for any length of time on the assumed minimum for the principal wage
earner.

In the Soviet Union, where women constitute about 45 percent of all
workers and employees, and where a rather extensive system of pre-
school child care prevails, it seems certain that at least another member
of the family would be working on a full-time basis.2 2 Assuming that
the additional worker also received the minimum basic wage, the
subsistence level gross family income would be approximately 600
rubles per month.

In the United States, where less than one-third of the labor force
are women, and where inexpensive preschool child care is to a great
extent unavailable, it seems unlikely that a second full-time worker
could possibly be maintained for long at the subsistence level. In-
stead, it is assumed that a second wage earner on the average brings
in one-half of a full-time subsistence wage, as a result of part-time
housework, sewing, paper routes, etc. In other words, gross family
income at the margin in the United States is estimated to be $3,000'
per annum, or $250 per month, compared with 600 rubles per month
earned by the Soviet counterpart .23

The average monthly wage for urban workers and employees in
the U.S.S.R. is taken to be 800 rubles.24 Although this estimate is
somewhat higher than the figure usually accepted for average wages,
it should be borne in mind that rural workers are excluded, while
higher paid engineers and professionals are included in this calculation.
As was the case for subsistence workers, it is believed that a second
full-time breadwinner would more often than not be essential for the
Soviet family.

According to the findings of a recent Soviet budget study, in 1956
there were only 0.86 dependents per each worker, pensioner, or
stipend recipientI25 Between 1930 and 1935 the number of dependents
per worker fell from 2.05 to 1.59 or a reduction of 22 percent; at the
same time, the number of workers per family rose from 1.32 to 1.47
or by 11 percent.26 We assume a continuation of the same inverse
relationship between these variables; that is, a 1 percent increase in
workers per family for each 2 percent decline in the number of depend-
ents per worker -or pensioner. Thus a 59 percent reduction in the
number of dependents per worker or pensioner since 1935 would entail
roughly a 30 percent increase in the number of wage earners per
-family. Our very tentative conclusion is that there were approxi-
mately 1.7 workers per Soviet family in 1956 .27

22 At present roughly 5 million children are accommodated in kindergartens, nurseries, and children's
homes.

25 We are aware that a fair number of urban families earn incomes of less than $3,000 in some years, but
feel that welfare payments, dissaving, or gifts would bring total gross disposable income for all but a statisti-
cally insignificant minority up to this assumed subsistence level, In New York City, for example, one-
sixth of the familes on home relief in i9l9 had a fully employed family head. A similar reservation would
also he in order with respect to the assumed Soviet subsistence family income.

2 See Leon M. Herman. "The Seven-Year Haul," Problems of communism, volume vIII, No. 2, March-
April 1959. Average workers' wages are scheduled to rise from 785 to 990 rubles per month between 1958
and 1965.

22 Tsentral'noe statisticheskoe upravlenie pri sovete ministrov SSSR, Narodnoe khozialstvo SSSR v 1956
godu-statisticheskii Wiheghdnik (National Economy of the U.S.S.R. in 1956-statistical yearbook, Gos-
statlzdat) Moscow, 1957, p. 218.

20 Tsentral'noe upraylenie narodno-khoziaistvennogo ucheta gosplana SSSR. Trud v SSSR-statisticheskti
spravochnik (Labor in the U.S.S.R.-statisttcal handbook), Moscow, 1936, p. 342.

.7 In Czechoslovakia. where women constitute about 42 percent of the labor force, there were about 1 5.
persons employed per household in 1956. See Statisticky obzor, No. ii, 1958. p. 503. The social and eco-
nomie pressure driving women into the labor force in Czechoslovakia has probably been less due to gener-
ally higher Czech levels of living.
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Because of lower skill composition, women's wages are on the aver-
agc below those of men in the Soviet LUnion But tile average wage
figure given above includes paymlients to both sIlen and woven. It is
assumed that the typical principal wage earner on the average would
carn niore than 800 rubles per month; that his wife would earn less
than this amount; but that their combined earnings would amount
to roughly 1,400 rubles monthly.

For the average worker or employee family in the United States,
a median yearly income of $5,200 was reported for nonfarm families
in 1957.21 It is possible that there may have been some decline in
1958 associated with the recession of that year, but our current
median urban family income is taken to be rouglyv $5,200. No
assumption concerning how this income was obtained need he made,
but in many cases, additional income fromn suppienoMenltary Wage
earners is undoubtedly included. Gross family monthly income is
thus taken to be 1,400 rubles in the Soviet Union and $435 in the United
States at the level of the average worker or employee.

We now proceed to subtract from these gross family incomes some
comparatively inflexible deductions and expenditures in the tea o
budgets at both the subsistence and average income levels. These
deductions and expenditures are summarized in table II.
Taxes

Our first deduction from gross family income will be direct taxes;
that is, taxes other than those included in the retail prices of consumer
goods. Some State and city sales taxes are levied in the United'
States, blot principally we shall be considering income taxes withheld
from pay envelopes in both countries. For the United States, wev
must also deduct social security taxes; in the Soviet Union, such
deductions are paid out of enterprise funds as a cost of production.

TA.BLE- II.- Estimate of family disposable income available for food, clothing, dur-
able consumer goods, perso-Lal care, and recreation in the United States and the
U.S.S.R., 1958 1

United States U.S.S.R.

Subsistence Average Subs istence Average
family family family family

(dollars per (dollars per (rubles per (rubles per
month) month) month) mouth)

Gross family income before taxes -.- 250 4325 cm 1, 400
Family income after taxes - 235 380 _00 1,315

Less following expenditures for items other than
food, clothing, durable consumer goods,
personal care, and recreation

Shelter and hoiusehold operations .
Medical, dental, and child care - .
Transportation expenses-
Insurance, contributions, savings, etc --

Total deductions. --- .-----
Family disposabloeincome remaining for food,

clothing, durable consumer goods, personal
care and recreation expenditures

Ruble-dollar ratio ---- ----------------

_ ...._ . . ..... . _

70 100 40 100
1I 2x} 5 Ii
2.5 00 30 40
10 30 0 40

120 200 80 195

110 IS0 520 1,120

II Ii 4.51 6.2

'Estimates are explained in soine detail in the text.

S "Bureau of Census. U.S. Department of Commerce, Current Population Reports--Consumer Incoume
Series. P-60, No. 30, December 1958.
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At the subsistence level, no income taxes have been levied in the
Soviet Union since January 1, 1957. The U.S. subsistence family
with two children would pay roughly $140 per annum in Federal
income and FICA (social security) taxes. This sum is increased to
$180 per annum to take -account of various sales and State income
taxes. After these deductions, monthly family income after taxes in
the two countries amounts to 600 rubles and $235 at this poverty
level.

In the case of average workers or employees in the U.S.S.R., the
income of each member is taxed separately at slightly progressive
rates resulting in deductions of approximately 50 rubles monthly on
the average wage. For the average family with 1.7 wage earners, we
deduct 85 rubles for Soviet income taxes, leaving monthly family
income after taxes of 1,315 rubles. The average U.S. family would
pay almost $600 per annum in Federal income and social security.
taxes. When sales and State income taxes are considered, total taxes
might amount to $55 monthly, leaving a net monthly family disposable
income of $380.
Shelter and household operations

Rent is ordinarily based on the income of the principal wage earner
in the Soviet Union, and along with heat, electricity, and other utilities,
accounts on the average for no more than 4 to 5 percent of the family
budget.29 At the subsistence level, these expenditures would amount
to certainly no more than 25 rubles, while at the average income level;
they might amount to 70 rubles monthly. There are probably great
variations in the quality of housing obtainable for the same rent, but
on the average, available shelter is considerably less adequate in the
Soviet Union than'it is in the United States. At the subsistence level,
however, the difference. may not be too great, particularly if one,
considers the quantity and quality of nonwhite and/or recent immi-
grant subsistence workers' housing in our large. cities.,

Shelter in the United States, in addition to being much morekplenti-
ful, is also more expensive. Rental income in the 'United States,
unlike- the -U-.S.S.-R-. ,-considerably -exceeds-the- expenses connected
with the mnaintenance, repairs;. taxation, and depreciation of the
property. The Soviet Government, which is the landlord in most
instances, makes no net':income or rent on housing; that is, the rent
charged is only designed to cover' the upkeep of the state property.
Judging by the accounts .of 'the 'upkeep on Soviet housing, rent col-
lections are probably inadequate for even these limited purposes. At
our subsistence level, rent, including fuel, is assumed to account for
about 20 percent of gross disposable income or about $50 monthly.
The average family, on the other hand, is assumed to spend roughly
16 percent of its disposable income for rent,- which would amount to
about $70 monthly.

These U.S. estimates of shelter expenditures exclude gas, water,
and light, as well as a rather large number of other miscellaneous
items, all of which we might lump together and classify as "household
operations." In the U.S.S.R., electrical appliances are far less preva-
lent, and consequently such things as repairs are probably relatively
unimportant as compared with-our family expenditures. Telephones,
paper supplies, laundry, and drycleaning expenditures would'also

' A. G. Zverev, op. cit., p. 152.
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undoubtedly be of much less relative importance in Soviet budgets,
especially at the level of the average worker or employee.

In the United States, these expenditures for household operations
constitute roughly 8 percent of all outlays at both income levels,
while in Soviet families, they probably do not run more than 2 percent
of gross disposable income. At the Soviet subsistence level, these
items are assumed to account for 15 rubles monthly; at the average
level, 30 rubles are deducted. In the United States, $20 and $30 are
deducted respectively at subsistence and average family income levels.
Our remaining disposable incomes are now 560 and 1,215 rubles and
$165 and $280.
Medical, dental, and child care

Although medical and dental services are provided free of charge
to all Soviet workers and employees, drugs must still be paid for by
outpatients. In addition, nominal charges for all but the indigent
are made for child care by the nurseries. Some doctors evidently
engage in private practice in addition to their employment by the
Government health system, and these expenditures might figure in
the outlavs of Soviet citizens in upper income brackets. But in both
subsistence and average budgets, it hardly seems likely that more
than I percent of gross family income would be spent'here. Tt is
assumed that 5 and 15 rubles monthlv would suffice foi our sub-
sistence and average Soviet families, respectively.

In the United States, medical, dental, and drug expenses (includ-
ing medical insurance) are probably larger percentagewise at the sub-
sistence level than they are at higher income levels, despite the exist-
ence of inexpensive clinics and some unpaid-for medical service. At
the subsistence level, it is assumed that about 6 percent of inlome is.
spent for these items. while at the average income level, only about.
5 percent is so allocated.3 0 In absolute terms, $15 and $20 would be'
spent by subsistence and average families monthly. After. these de-
ductions, 555 and 1,200 rubles remain to be spent by Soviet families,
while $150 and $260 are left-for the U.S. counterparts.
Transportation

Workers and employees generally are believed o 'live in the same
area as. the factory or enterprise in which' they work inl the Soviet
Union. A good deal of worker and employee housing is built and
maintained by the factory and located in its environs. Nevertlheless,
it is assumed that one member of both families in the U.S.S.R. used
public transportation at the rate of 50 kopeks per ride, or a ruble
daily. In addition, some expenses connected with the operation of
bicvcles or motorcycles might figure in the transportation outlives at
the level of the average Soviet family. We deduct 30 rubles from'
the gross family income at the subsistence level and 40 rubles at the
level of the average family.

Transportation is much more important in the budget of U.S. citi-
zens, even at the subsistence level where ownership of a "beat-up
jalopy" might even be possible. Ten percent of gross family income
of the subsistence family, or about $25 monthly, is deducted; at the
average income level, 13 percent, or $50, is assumed. Remaining dis-
posable income amounts to 525 and 1,160 'rubles, $125 and $210)
respectively.

(l See U.S. Department of Labor, "Bow American Buying Habits Change," U.S. Government Printing
ooe, Washington, 1959, p. 167.
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Insurance, contributions, savings, and other miscellaneous
Although life insurance is now being sold in increasing amounts in

the Soviet Union, it is believed that persons in upper income brackets
must be the principal purchasers. In the United States, personal
insurance (mostly industrial life insurance) expenditures might amount
to around $5 monthly at the subsistence level. At the level of the
average family, $20 is deducted for life insurance.

Religious and other contributions including tipping are undoubt-
edly more significant in the budgets of Americans than they are for
Russians. Trade union dues may figure in the budgets in both coun-
tries. In the Soviet Union, 1 percent of gross monthly wages is payable
in initiation fees plus 50 kopecks per 100 rubles of monthly income.
In the United States, union dues might average $3 to $4 monthly.

Personal savings may be of some minor consequence at average
income levels in both countries. Some voluntary bond purchases
may be taking place at average income levels in the two countries,
but these outlays are probably not too representative of budgets at
this level. Some savings may be taking place in personal savings
accounts. In the Soviet Union, it is claimed that there are about 40
Million. depositors. Much of this saving may be taking place in antici-
pation of purchases of expensive durable consumer--goods.. In the
United States, in contrast to the Soviet Union, some purchases of
common stocks might be possible at average income levels, but here
again these purchases are probably not too representative of family
budgets at this level.

At most, it is believed that these various items could not account
for more than 5 rubles monthly at the Russian subsistence level.
But for the average family, as much as 40 rubles might be so allocated
monthly. In the U.S. subsistence family, $10 is allocated for these
items; at the average level, $30 is assumed.

Food, clothing, durable consumer goods, personal care and recreation
Thetbalance of.disposab]e incomeravailable for these purposes comes

to 520 and 1,120 rubles for the two Soviet families; for the American
counterparts, income available for these purchases amounts to $115
and $180. In other words, while U.S. families have already disposed
of over 50 percent of their initial money earnings, the Russian family
units have onlv been required to part with 15 to 20 percent of theirs.

In the case of the U.S. families, how realistic are the calculated
residual amounts? We know that food and drink accounts for about
40 percent of income at subsistence levels which would amount to
roughly $95 monthly for a family of four. Less than 10 percent of
subsistence family income or about $20 would then be left for clothing,
consumer durables, and other miscellaneous personal expenses. It is
clear that hand-me-downs would have to be the principal source of
apparel and consumer durables at this level.

For the average family in the United States, food and drink would
constitute about 30 percent of all income or about $115 to $120
monthly. Clothing could- easily comprise a further 10 percent of all
expenditures or about $40 monthly. We would then have $20 to $25
monthly remaining for personal care and recreation, or a little over
5 percent of the initial family income. It seems fairly certain that
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the calcuilated disposable income for these items is not unreasonable
in view of what we know about current U.S. budgets.3

Such data as are available for Soviet and Eastern European budgets
are presented in table III. The data indicate that food and drink
must account for about 50 percent of all expenditures in Soviet
budgets. Although the scattered budgetary data published for Soviet
families indicate that something less than 50 percent of all income is
expended for food, beverages, tobacco, and housing, these surveys
are believed to cover esoecially favored workers employed in indus-
tries where wages and salaries are above the national average. The
Soviet level of living is probably somewhere between that of Czecho-
Slovakia and Poland, which would imply food, beverage, and tobacco
expenditures of somewhere between 48 and 54 percent of the family
income; that is, approximately 700 rubles monthly. For the sub-
sistence family at least 65 percent of all income would be allocated
for food or approximately 400 rubles mon1r1thly. 3 2 At above-average
income levels, food and drink expenditures undoubtedly absorb at
least 1,000 rubles monthlv.'

Clothing expenditures are undoubtedly very important for Soviets
workers and employees, partly because of the climatic conditions, but
also because of the general lack of personal clothing inventories.
In 1956, total sales of clothing, including shoes, were equal to about
45 percent of the total sales of food in state and cooperative ontlets.3 '

TABLE III.-Conmposition of personal evpenditures of workers in Eastern Europe
and the Soviet Union, selected years (as percent of total)

Country Year Food

(1) (2) (3)

Food, bev- Rent, heat, Clothing, Household Transpor-
erwncs, and and light including ecuipmnent tation

tobacco footwear

(4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Bulgaria ' . 1957 40.4 44.2 4 2 15. 6 4.3 2.
Czechoslovakia I --- 1957 44.1 48.5 4. 3 10.6 5.7 1. 9
Eastern Germany I_ 1955 42.0 49.8 8.9 16. 7 3.4 2.3
Hungary I- - 1957 (1) 48. 5 7. 3 17. 9 7. 7 (2)
Poland - - 1957 49.2 54.1 3.9 19.5 3 9 1.1
RumaniaI - - 1956 42.2 46.9 (X ) 17.1 (3) 2.1
Eastern Europe '-- 190-57 (2) (') 6-9 13-24 (X ) (l)
U.S.S.R.' 

- 1956 (2) 46.3-49. 4 (2) (3) () (")

I United Nations, Economic Survey of Europe in 19.58, Geneva, 1959, ch. IV, p. 18. The budgetary data
for liungary cover workers and employees. The data for Poland cover workers in coal mining, metallurgy,
engineering, and textiles only.

2 Not availabile.
'voprosy Eko,,oniikl, No. ll, 1958, p. 127. The percentages for rent, heat, and light also include eaivendi-

tures for furniture.
4About 50.
' Nauchno-issledovatcl skii institut truda gosudarstvennogo komiteta soveta ministrov S.S.S.R. pC

voprosam truda i zarabotnoi platy, Voprosy truda v S.S.S.R. (Problems of Labor in the U.&S.R.), Gas-
p11itudat, Moscow, 1958, p. 393. Percentages include housing expenditures and cover workers in machine
building, oil extraction, and textiles,

31 Ibid., p. 232. Estimated 1956 expenditures for these items are about the same for food and clothing and
somewhat higher for personal care and recreation.

'3 United Nations, op. cit., ch. IV, p. 22. In Poland, workers In the lowest income group spent 64.9 per-
cent of their income for food and beverages.

Is One recent traveler in the Soviet Union reports that a family with considerahly above average income
was spending 32 rubles daily for food.

3' Tsentral'noe statfsticheskoe upravlenic pri sovete ininistrov S.S.S.R., Narodnoc khozlalstvo S.S.S.R.
v 3956 godu-statisticheskli ezhegodnik (National Economy of the U.S.S.R. in 1956-Statistical Yearbook),
Gosstatizdat, Moscow, 1957. p. 229.

-l

l
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Assuming that 10 percent of total food purchases were made on the
collective farm markets, we can estimate that about 20 percent of
totail family income went for clothing, or about 275 rubles monthly
at the average income level. At the subsistence level, a somewhat
lower percentage might go for clothing or about 100 rubles monthly.

The' t̀average Soviet family would then have about 150 rubles
remaining monthly for expenditures on durable consumer goods,
personal care, or recreation.3 " Personal care and recreation services
are priced fairly reasonably, so consumption of these items would
probably be rather liberal. But the Soviet subsistence family would
have virtually nothing left for such expenditures.

MEANINGFULNESS OF SOVIET RETAIL PRICES

Our findings indicate that for every dollar that the U.S. subsistence
¶amily has available for food, clothing, consumer durables, personal
*care,.and recreation, the Soviet counterpart has about 4% rubles; for
every dollar the average American family has, the average Soviet
family has around 6.2 rubles. One thing seems certain: inequality or
the gap between subsistence and average income levels as far as the
purchases of these day-to-day items is greater in the Soviet Union
than it is in the United States. The average Soviet family's net
disposable income for these purposes is about 2.1 times that of the
subsistence family; the average American family's disposable income
-is only 1.6 times that of the family at the poverty level. On the
other hand, the consumption of housing, medical and dental services,
and transportation is more egalitarian in the Soviet Union than it is
int the United States.

The meaningfulness of Russian prices for food, clothing, consumer
durables, personal care, and recreation is now calculable at both
income levels using the indicated ruble-dollar ratios of disposable
income for these purposes: 4.5:1 for families at the subsistence level
and 6.2:1 at the average income level. Obviously, the dollar-
equivalent prices will be considerably lower than they would be were
we to use the 2.5:1 conversion rate implicit in the calculations of
Kaplan and Wainstein.

The conversion of ruble prices for representative goods and services
into dollar-equivalent prices is presented in table IV. The resulting
dollar-equivalent prices for different goods and services at each of the
two income levels can then be compared with current prices prevailing
in our markets giving U.S. families at subsistence and average income
'levels some idea of both the absolute and relative prices a person in
their relative income position would face were he instead a Soviet
citizen. 36

It seems clear from the dollar-equivalent prices in columns (3) and
(4) of table IV that the prices of practically all consumer goods and
services are higher for Russians than they are for Americans. Except
for rye bread, all food items are more expensive for Russian subsistence
families. Potatoes, salt fish, and cabbage are only slightly higher

.. Additional sources of income for purchasing durable consumer goods would come out of past savingsreferred to above.
"5 Occupational wage differentials might be somewhat different in the two economies. In both countriesengineering and technical personnel would be paid above average, while unskilled workers would be foundnear the subsistence margin. coal miners on the average are among the better paying industries in botheconomies.
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and these items would undoubtedly. constitute %an itmportant 6om-
ponent of diets at this level. Fortunately, the noon meals at the
Tlactory are relatively inexpensive. A three-course meal can be ob-
tained for the equivalent of a little over a dollar at this poverty level.
Children also receive substantial meals in their nurseries.

TAB.E IV., -Conversion of Soviet prices for food, clothing, consumer durables, per-
sonal care, and recreation to dollar-equivalent prices at average and subsistence
family income levels, 1958 '

Dollar-equiv.- Dollar-equiv-
Official Soviet, alent price, sub- alent price,

price (rubles per sistence family average family
Commodity kilogram unless level (dollar level (dollar

otherwise per pound or per pound or
indicated for indicated indicsted

food) unit) Soviet unit) Soviet
price-: 4.5 price-6.2

(1) ~~ ~ ~ ~~~(2) (),(4)

Food:
Chicken .---- ----- ---- ----- ----
Beef (stewving) -------------------------
Mutton (moderate quality)-
Pork :
Frankfurter 3sausaga-
Average fish
Coarse salt ish -- --
Butter ------------
Margarine---- -----
.Milk (liter or quart) .
Eggs (10) ---
Sugar - ,,
ice cream cone -------
Teai - - - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ---- ---------------- ~ ~

Rye bread- ------------
White bread ------------------------
Potatoes ------- -.----------------
Cabbage- -----------------------
Carrots. -------------------------------------
Onions -------------------
Oranges ---------------------
Lemons (each) - -----------
Strawberries.
Apples - -------------------------------------
Prunes . ----------------- -
Cucumbers (each) - ------------------
Beer (small bottle) - --------------------------
Coffee ------------------------
Cigarettes (box ofr5) 29)------
Champagne (bottle)-
Noon meal at work - --------
Clothing

Cheap cotton print (meter)-
Wool-mixture blanket - ----
Silk dress fabric (meter)-
Rayou-crepe fabric (meter)-
Cotton print dress-
Wool dress-
lMan's overcoat -- -------
Man's all-wool suit - --------- .----
Man's wool mixture suit
Poplin shirt- --------------------------
Man's felt hat - - ----------------
Man's fur hat ------------------- ---------
Wool sol --------------------------
Kapron (nylon) hose - -
Shoes (adequate)-
Boy's leather shoes - ---------
Canvas shoes-
Felt boots -------------------------

Durable consumer goods!
Aluminum frying pan - -
Fountain pen - --------------

See footnotes at eud of table. p. 336.

16. 50
12.00
13W00
19. 50
16. 50
11.00
4.00

28 00
14.00
2.20
7. 50

10.00
1. 90

70.00
1.24
2.35
1.00

1.5 -- 200
3.50

3. 00- 4 00
15.00- 20 00

3. 50
15.00
20 00
17.90
3. 00

3.00- 3 50
40. 00

2 20
30.00

5.00- .600

6 .50
100. 00+

110.00- 125.00
57. 00- 62.00

200.00
475 00
720 00

2,000.00
700.00
50.00
69 00

63.00- 300.00
11.00

14 00- 300
211 00
85 00
27.00

140. 00

7.50- 8.50
17. 50

1.3
i 20
1.30
195
1 63
1. 18

.40
2.82
1.41
.48

1. 67
1.01

42
7.05

:12
.24
.10

.15- .20
.35

30- .40
1.51- 2.02

77
1.31
202
1. 80
.66

66- .77
4.03
.49

6.67.
111- 1. 33

1.44
22 00

24.00- 28.00
13.00- 14.00

44.00
105.00
160.00
444 00
156 00
11.00
15. 00

14.00- 87.00
2. 44

3.11- 8.67
44.00
19.00
6.00

31.00

1.67- 1. 89
3.89

1.21
88
.95

1. 42
1. 21
.80
.29

2. 04
1.02
.32

1. 21
.73
.30

5.12
.09
.17
.07

11- 15
.26

.22- .29
1. 00- 1.48

.56
1.09
1.46
1.30
.49

.49- .56
2.92
.36

4.89
80- .96

1 04
16 00

17.00- 21.00
9 00- 10.00

33 00
76 00

116 00
326.00
112 00

8o00
1100

10.00- 49 00
1 74

2.28- 4.89
3300
14.00
4. 35

23. 00

1.21- 1.30
2.83
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TABLE IV.-Conversion of Soviet prices for food, clothing, consumer durables, per-
sonal care, and recreation to dollar-equivalent prices at average and subsistence
family income levels, 1958 '-Continued

Dollar-equiv- Dollar-equiv-
Official Soviet alent price, sub- alent price,

price (rubles per sistence family average family
Commodity kilogram unless level (dollar level (dollar

otherwise per pound or per pound or
Indicated for indicated indicated

food) unit) Soviet unit) Soviet
price÷- 4.5 price . 6.2

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Durable consumer goods-Continued
Bicycle - ---- ---------- 460.00- 600.00 100.00- 133.00 73.00- 97.00
Motorcycle-4,200.00 933.00 674.00
Radio receiver (good)-400.00 89.00 64. 00
Pobeda or Volga auto -30,000.00 6,667.00 4,890. 00
Washing machine -2 260.00 50000 369.00
TV (14 inch) ---- 2,400. 00 533.00 381.00
Record player -260.00- 300.00 565.00- 67. 00 40.00- 49.00
Refrigerator (Zi) -2,000.00 444.00 326.00
Vacuum cleaner -- - 425.00 94.00 --- - 68.00
Alarm lock -30.00- 50.00 7.00- 11.00 5.00- 8.00
Popular wristwatch -500.00 111.00 80.00
Family divan 1 300.00 289.00 207.00
Hi-fi radio - ------ ---- 2,100.00 467.00 337.00
Pillows ---- ---------- 35.00 7.78 5.65

Personal care:
Toilet soap (bar) - -2.20 .49 .36
Real leather handbag - -140.00 31.00 23.00
Lipstick ---------- 4.50- 6.00 1.00- 1.33 .73- .97
Haircut -------------------- .90- 1.50 .20- .33 .15- .25
Shoeshine- -1.00 .22 .16

Recreation:
Film (roll) - ----------------------- 5.80 1.29 .93
Football ----- 35.00 7.78 5.65
Balalaika -- -- ------------------ 40.00 8.90 6.42
Accordion -300.00-1,000.00 67.00- 222.00 49.00- 161.00
Record (12-Inch long play) - -7.90 1.76 1.27
Gasoline (gallon) - -3.00 .67 .49
Newspaper - - .20 .04 .03
Movie admission -3.00- 5.00 .67- 1.11 .49- .80
Theater seats ------------------ 5.00- 25.00 1.11- 5.56 .80- 4.00
Postage (domestic)- -. 60 .13 .10

' All dollar-equivalent prices above $10 have been rounded to nearest dollar.

At the average family income level, the Soviet citizens are faced
with a set of food prices which most Americans would consider to be
high but within reason. At this income level, only the prices of pork,
butter, sugar, fresh -fruits and, vegetables, and imported products
(coffee, tea, lemons, and oranges) appear to be outlandish by our
standards. The price of tea appears to be particularly high, but
fortunately Russians have always preferred weak tea. By a process
of substituting beef or fish for pork, margarine for butter, cabbage
and carrots for other fresh fruits and vegetables, the average Soviet
family-particularly the workers and students who eat their noon
meal in the factory or school restaurant or cafeteria-probably eat
reasonably well by American standards.

Clothing is relatively much more expensive than food, even for
the average Soviet family. Furthermore, styles are very passe, again
by our standards. The only bright note here is found in children's
apparel which sometimes sells below cost.37 Consumer durables are
not as expensive as might be imagined. Since in most cases the
established prices ration a fairly limited supply (at least compared
to United States per capita supplies), it seems obvious that not a

"7 There seems to be some possibility that children's apparel may be among the first Items to be distributed
according to Communist principles, that is, according to need.
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great deal of family disposable income remains after purchases of the
more essential food and clothing.

Although no effort will be made to establish the level of living in
Soviet upper income groups, the relative prices and other information
given above provide us with clues as to the nature of conspicuous con-
sumptiol in the Soviet Union. The Soviet family with above-averag-e
income probably pampers himself with pork, butter, imported foods,
eating out in restaurants, a more stylish and diversified wardrobe,
including perhaps imported fabrics, and a few extra consumer dur-
ables. At very high income levels, wives may even give up their
jobs unless social pressure is too great.- In addition, domestic serv-
ants, private medical attention, voluntary saving, and insurance
might enter into their budgetary expenditures. For the elite, auto-
mobiles, travel abroad, and country homes become attainable.

Some mention should be made of the qualitative differences in the
consumer goods sold in the two countries. In the United States, we
most frequently have a situation which can perhaps be best described
as a buyers' market, where sellers are ever searching for potential
buyers; in the Soviet Union, the reverse situation prevails chronically.
There is a sellers' market with potential buyers chasing frequently
unavailable commodities. As a result, despite some long-run imiprove-
ment in the quality of Soviet consumer goods, our products and retail
services are undoubtedly generally superior qualitywise. The range
of commodities, grades, and models from which Soviet consumers are
able to select is also much narrower than is the case in the United
States. To some extent, this is counterbalanced by the fact that
many more consumer durables are purchased on time in the United
States, so that a rather substantial interest charge should be added to
some of our prices. Finally, a considerable amount of food must be
purchased on the collective farm markets in the U.S.S.R., where
prices are ordinarily considerably higher, especially in winter when
food supplies are short.

A COMPARISON OF CONSUMPTION IN THE UNITED STATES AND SOVIET
ECONOMIES

It is somewhat easier to gage the meaningfulness of retail prices in
the Soviet Union than it is to estimate Sovie4t.consumption relative to
our own. Since the earlier report prepared for tle Joint Economic
Committee compared per capita availability, consumption, or stocks
of various consumer goods in the two countries, I shall suggest a
somewhat different approach to the problem.

The industrial labor forces of the two countries are of approxi-
nmatelv the same overall magnitude. Actually, the Soviet industrial
labor force may be slightly larger than ours. Consequently, the
relative number of workers engaged in light industry (principally
textiles, apparel, and footwear) and in food processing will also indicate
approximately the absolute numbers of workers emploved in these
sectors in the two countries. According to a verv detailed analIsis
of the labor forces 6f the two countries, about thc saine percentac of
workers are cngaged in food processing in both countries, while a
slightly greater percentalre of Soviet workers is engaged iin light
in1dustry as compared with the corresponding U.S. sectors." 8

"! A. David Redding, "Nonagriculturai Employment In the U.S.S.R.. 1928-55,' unpublished Ph. I)
disserttiton, Columbia University, New York, 1958, pp. 162,165. and 166.
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Very roughly speaking then, the relative output per worker in the
two economies will give us the relative output of these two sectors in
the two countries. A recent Soviet study of comparative labor pro-
ductivity in a good many sectors of .both Soviet and United States.
industry has produced results which appear to be fairly consistent.
with the earlier findings of Galenson, and must therefore be taken
seriously.3 9 According to these Soviet claims, labor productivity in
the U.S.S.R. as a percentage of the United States ranged from 17.1
percent in the production of margarine to 147.4 percent in bakery-
products, with an average level of labor productivity in food processing-
and light industry of between 50 and 65 percent of our own. Accord-
ing to these calculations, Soviet output per worker relative to our-
own is higher in the food processing and light industries, particularly
the former, than it is in industry as a whole. This phenomenon is-
explained primarily by the fact that many U.S. consumer goods sectors.
are less concentrated as well as more backward technologically as-
compared with our heavy industry.

If we assume only the lower limit of the Soviet claims, it would seems
that very roughly speaking the output of their light and food process--
ing industries could hardly be much more than roughly half of our
own. Still to be considered is the fact that the Russians have 30-
million extra people to, feed and clothe. On the other hand, a muchL.
larger percentage of the Soviet population-those living in rural areas.
and growing much of their own food-do not rely on state industry
for a great deal of their food. Also the Soviet Union seems to be a
net importer of consumer goods, while we tend to have an export
surplus in this respect.40 Taking all of these modifying factors into-
account, as a first approximation, we might estimate that Soviet per
capita consumption of food might be slightly more than half of our
own. On the other hand, Soviet per capita consumption of clothing
might be somewhat less than half of our own. But the big advantage-
that American consumers have over their Soviet counterparts must.
surely be found in the area of durable consumer goods and services.

CAN THE SOVIETS ACHIEVE THE U.S. LEVEL OF LIVING?

In terms of food and clothing, the Soviets stand the best chance of-
overtaking our level of living. As consumers, we tend to have reached
something of a plateau with respect to our per capita consumption of
food.41 As our incomes rise, we also tend to be increasing our pur-
chases of durable consumer goods and services generally rather than,
clothing. More specifically, to a great extent,. we tend to have sub-
stituted the automobile and travel for additional food and clothing.
The ability of the Russians to close the gap with respect to food and!
clothing will therefore depend primarily on their own ability to aug-
ment the labor force employed in these branches as well as theii
success in increasing labor productivity in these sectors.42

So A. Kats, "Proizvoditel'nost' truda v SSSR I v kapitalisticheskikh stranakh" (Labor Productivity n.
the U.S.S.R. and In Capitalist Countries), Sotsialisticheskii Trud No , 1959, pp. 42-55. (For a translation
of this article, see the Current Digest of the Soviet Press, vol. XI, No. 32, 1959, pp. 3-8.) Cf., also, A.
Aganbegian, "Dognat' i peregnat' SSHA po urovniu proizvoditel'nosti truda" (To catch Up With and..
Surpass the United States in the Level of Labor Productivity), ibid., No. 4, 1959, pp. 11-22, especially p. 15.

'0 In 1956, when imports and exports virtually balanced for the Soviet Union, 24.6 percent of all exports-
could be classified as consumer goods compared with 27.7 percent of all imports which could be so classified.

4' According to the U.S. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Statistics, U.S. Government Printing.-
Office, 1958, p. 688, the index of per capita food consumption in the United States in 1956 was still slightly.-
below the 1946 level and only 13 percent above the 1925 level.

a This assumes that there is no massive import program for consumer goods.
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Until 1964 at least, there will undoubtedly be certain difficulties.
with respect to increasing the labor force employed in these branches.
due primarily to the lowering of the Soviet birthrate during World
War II. By scraping the bottom of the barrel, they may be able to.
get more work from students, older persons, and housewives than.
they are currently, but the prospects for a greatly expanded labor-
force in food processing and light industries remain rather dim, at
least until the latter half of the sixties. As far as increasing labor
productivity is concerned, there seems to be no increase in the rela-y
tive planned investments in light and food processing industries dur-
ing the coming 7 years, although the absolute amounts invested will
approximately double. Some improvement ill the rate of increase
in output per worker may possibly be expected since diminishing
returns are probably less significant in light and food processing incdls-
tries than they are in the extractive industries.' Even a below nor-
mal rate of growth due to the labor shortage would undoubtedly
mean a closing of the gap with respect to the consumption of some
food products or apparel; as a result, Soviet per capita consumption
of a few items-fish, woolen fabrics, butter, etc.- -may equal or even
exceed ours by 1965.

For the period after 1965, there are a number of important variables.
which could potentially affect any closing of the gap in levels of living
and which make predictions at this point seem especially hazardous.
Nevertheless, we might mention a number of factors which may or-
may not affect the achievement of something approaching our level
of living by the Soviets.

By the latter half of the sixties, the normal yearly influx of new,.
young workers into the Soviet labor force should be resumed. Pre-
sumably at least a proportionate share of this manpowver would be-
available for the light and food processing industries. If there should.
be any shift in the pattern of investment favoring light and food
processing industries after 1965, the growth in the labor force em-
ployed in these sectors might even be greater than the gains for in--
dustry as a whole. Any increase in the proportion of total capital
investment allocated to consumer goods industries would also presum-
ably show up in a more rapid increase in labor productivity in these
sectors.

Any reduction or elimination of Soviet occupation forces in Eastern
Germaiiy, Poland, and Hungary would also release additional labor,
part of which would possibly find its way into the consumer goods
sectors. Reduction in domestic defense requirements xulight also
have a similar beneficial impact on levels of living in the U.S.S.R.

On the other hand, any extension of the Soviet sphere of influence
or program of economic assistance to the underdeveloped areas of the
world would tend to retard the closing of the gap in levels of living.
In this connection, it has also been made clear by Premier Khrushchev
that all members of the Soviet bloc will approach coimmunism or their
version of the "alfflunt society" at ap roximately the same time.'
As a result, the rise in levels of living in Czechoslovakia and the Soviet
Union will be retarded to the extent that workers and employees in

lAs mentioned above, the reduction In the statutory workweek to 42 blurs will -urtber interfere with,
the ability of the Soviets to increase annual output per worker.

"See Pravda, Jan. 28,I959. (Translated in the Current Digest of the Soviet Press' Mar. 11,1959, p.13.)
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these economies are required to assist underdeveloped areas in the
Soviet bloc in their industrialization and development programs.

It also seems reasonably clear that lack of effective demand should
never be a retarding factor in raising the Soviet level of living, as it
sometimes is in our own economy. Up until the present, the principal
problem of Soviet planners has been one of restraining effective de-
mand, and, as we have already noted, a permanent sellers market
prevails. Furthermore, the Soviet Government, through its control
over prices and the relationship between prices and costs, can virtually
guarantee a continuation of these operating conditions if it so chooses.



A COMPARISON OF INCENTIVES IN THE ECONOMIC
SYSTEMS OF THE UNITED STATES AND SOVIET
RUSSIA

(By Benjamin A. Javits, president, United Shareholders of America,
New York, N.Y.)

Before beginning the analvsis of incentives in te IJ ited States and
Russia, it must be unzderstood that the basic diffcrences in the
ideologies of the two countries make strict parallel comparison un-
feasible. It is analogous to comparing an orange to an apple or,
better still, using the symbolic caricatures of the two powers, an eagle
to a bear. Both subjects have features alike and dissimilar. To put
a specific label on many of the categories to be used would invite a
discussion of semantics. Therefore, certain latitude inust be per-
mitted the writer in definitions and examples in the ensuing discussion.

It is taken for granted that others in these hearings will point out
the vast differences between the economic svstems of the United
States and the Soviet Union. However, T should like to submit a
definition of the capitalistic s-stem at's presented by Jolhn Chamiberlainl
in his book 'The Roots of Capitalism'':

The test of an economic system lies in the choice it oilers, the alternatives that
are open to the people living under it. When the choices arc limited bv coercion
of one sort or another, the system must fall short of meeting the test in greater or
less degree. The virtue of a free system-i.e., competitive capitalism-is that it
allows energy to flow uncoerced into a tlhousand-and-one different forms, expand-
ing goods, services, and jobs in myriad, unpredictable ways. Every day, under
such a system, a consumer's plebiscite (the phrase is von Misc's) is held, the vote
being counted in whatever monev unit is the handiest. With his votes the con-
sumner directs production, forcing or luring energy, brains, and capital to obey
his will.

Perhaps this is placing time conclusion before the discussion, but it
is thle writer's belief that the above description points out the ultimate
ends of free capitalism, while the means can be judged in the light of
the incentives toward those ends.

A human being is not a machine that can be turned off and onl at
will. He has certain basic desires and needs, and the system to
which these will be put to benefit must utilize them with a. plan of
initiatives, both contrived and evolutionary. The primary drive of
the human being is security. lTo achieve this security the individual
must have the money to pay for the commodities and services that
this condition requires. In the capitalistic system, either planned or
free, this remuneration is earned through work. It is simple eco-
nomeics that the greater the degree of inoney that is needed (for people
have many and varied goals of security) the greater the effort and
skill must be put forward. In the United States, where a free and
competitive economy flourishes, the employer must vie in the labor
market for his emploYens, offering what has been called "a fair day's
pay for a fair day's work." The level of re inurieration is governed by
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minimum-wage standards, both Federal and State, and the degree of
skill required. In most parts of the country, the existence of unions
plays an important part in the amount of compensation. The em-
ployer will offer to labor a variety of fringe benefits, both economic
and social. He will point to the prospects for advancement and
permanency.

As the labor market reacts to the law of supply and demand, he
will often find it necessary to bid for this employees and raise his
standards of compensation during times of labor stringency, either
in the particular region in which his enterprise is located, or in the
specific field of endeavor dictated by job analysis. In extremely rare
cases does political affiliation or Government interference have any
bearing on either the wage scale or the job requirement. He may
offer to train or educate his employee if the latter's particular skills
are not suitable at the time of hiring. In the Soviet Union, the Govern-
ment sets the wage scale and the job requirements. These are carried
out by the various regional councils established by decentralization,
and instituted by Khrushchev in the latest 7-year plan. In Russia,
the.base pay incentive is used for the purposes of production
goals rather than for competitive reasons. Under the new plan, wages
are being increased commensurate with long-scarce consumer prod-
ucts. The importance of this is pointed out in the following excerpts
from the official resolution of the 21st Congress of the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union:

Provision is made for increased wages and, in particular, a substantial increase
for low- and medium-paid sections of workers and office employees.

The law of development of Soviet society is a continuous improvement in the
people's living standards on the basis of the development of social production and
the rising of labor productivity.

There will be a plentiful supply for the Soviet people of high-quality and
beautifully designed clothing and footwear. The people's housing conditions
will be fundamentally improved by the implementation of a wide-scale housing
program in towns, worker's settlements, and country districts. The production
of furniture and household goods will be considerably expanded.

The real income of factory and office workers per worker will rise on an average
by 40 percent as a result of the increase in wages, pensions, and grants alongside
the further price reductions in public catering. * * a

While wage and fringe benefit incentives are utilized by U.S.
corporations for the direct purpose of profiting individual enterprise,
in the Soviet Union the state benefits to its own personal profit, both
in an economic sense and in their determination for advancing com-
munism. As one of the panelists in a later hearing, Mr. Harry Schwartz
of the New York Times, so ably stated it to the National Industrial
Conference Board this year:

We have to think of economic growth for them as being a kind of religious good,
not something one does for material gain or profit * *.

In the United States, the fact that a high level of production and
income aids the Government is almost unnoticed. The feeling of an
American citizen for his country is as ingrained a part of his person
as his belief in God or love of his family. For our purposes it cannot
be used as an authentic contrived incentive. In Russia, on the other
hand, it is uppermost in the formation and execution of the system.
I shall dwell on further aspects of this later on.
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In the Soviet system, wages are, for the most part, based on a piece-
work basis.

[The wagesi are paid in accordance with a tariff system, which helps to fix
wages depending on the conditions of labor and the qualification of the worker
concerned, the importance of the branch of industry and enterprise and its geo-
graphical location.

The tariff system consists of three related elements: rates of tariff, which
determine the level of payment per hour or day, tariff scales, which determine
the correlation in payment for labor in a given branch of indiustry between work-
ers of different qualifications (grades), and tariff qualification tables, which help
to assign workers tand work to different grades (in accordance with the complexity
of the work). From "The Land of Soviets," Moscow 1957.

These wages are fixed for the required output planned for the spe-
cific job. As the worker exceeds his quota, the incentive system sets
up a rising scale to compensate him for increased production. For
the laborer who raises his output from I to 10 percent, the comnien-
sutiate increase ill the piece rate is 100 percenit; over the 10 percel3t
level of production, his base remuneration becomes 200 percent.

In a recent article for The Wall Street Journal, titled "Ivan's In-
centives," Edmund K. FaltermaVel points out the increasing in-
portantce of this wage systemi in referring to an interview with a
Soviet toolmaker.

[H1is] incentive is far from ideological. Simply put, it's plain hard cash, plus
a desire for self-betterinent. If he consistently doubles his quota, his monthly
take-home pay will reach 1,500 rubles (equivalent to about $150) instead of his
regular wage of 850 rubles (Ang. 13, 1959).

'Mr. Falterinaver goes on to say that "cash * * * by the use of
the capitalistic piecework system is * * * what makes tle Nwhlecls
go round in Russia * * *" While this may, on the surface, tend to
conflict with my earlier reference to the "religious" aspect of Soviet
incentives, it actuallyV points out an increasing use of this capitalist ic
tool rather than a diminution of the "fatherland" philosophy.

Iln the United States, the wage scale is mnore on a salary system,
with piecework prominent in only a few, Irmajor industries. As I have
mentioned, a variety of factors other than the state accounts for the
degree of cash compensation.

Another major incentive in use in both economies is the bonus. In
many cases the bonus will make nlp the larger amount of a Russian

0'orkei's annual wages. As in the United States, it is paid out of
profits. In the sense of the Soviet system, the profit is gaged by its
reflection in the Government in(,ome figures. In the United States,
of course, corporate profit dictates the size of the bonus. There is
more of a tendenex- in the Russian incentives to reward an individual
on a performance basis; in other words, lie can assess his potential
income and work toward it. In the United States, aumong both-fac-
tory and executive employees, the amount of the annual bonus is
generally a "surprise" to its recipient. It is based upon the overall
profit of the corporation as well as the individual's contribution
toward it.

Up to this point, we have mainly discussed the incentive systein as
it applies to the rough description of the working class. rphe man-
agerial class of industry in both countries presents another broad
phase of this subject.

In the United States, the salary increase along with the bonus, has
become one of the main institutions of business. Corporations will
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raid one another's staff, enticing them with various incentives both
financial and of the status variety. Foremen, department heads,
junior executives, vice presidents, and operating executives are re-
warded for individual and group effort. If the rewards do not justify
their claims they will look elsewhere to offer their services, generally
to a competitor. The supply-demand factor is very strong in this
sector. In the Soviet Union, wages are paid and bonuses are offered
under the following procedure:

Heads of enterprises, technical personnel and employees [non piecework] are
paid monthly salaries fixed by the Government and which depend on the condi-
tions and volume of work, the importance of enterprise, the complexity of the
technological processes, and the qualification of the worker concerned and his
length of service.

Furthermore, technical personnel and employees [salaried] of industrial enter-
prises receive bonuses when their enterprise fulfills or overfulfills its output plan.
"The Land of Soviets," 1957. [Brackets author's.]

Recently, the incentive of competition, although not akin to that
found in the United States, has cropped up in Russia. Should one
auto company, says Volga, have a better quality and sales performance
than Moskovitch, the former will receive a kickback in the form of a
bonus for personnel from the state. Generally, management will take
the lion's share of this. It stands to reason, however, that under the
state control of the Russian economic system, changes will be instituted
in the Moskovitch section to bring them up to par with their "com-
petition."

One of the greatest forms of Soviet incentive is to be found in the
almost lavish rewards held out to technical people. A great stress is
laid upon the advancement of scientists, engineers, and physicians in
the U.S.S.R. Education in this country is considered almost holy in
practice. Great sums of money are poured into the educational sys-
tem. Academic accomplishment is one of the outstanding efforts of
the Soviet Government. High wages and impressive fringe benefits
are paid to promising technical people. The incentive here is con-
trived not alone for the security drive, but also to the status or recog-
nition desire. In the United States, this incentive is not nearly so
profound. One might point to certain tax allowances permitted in-
dustry for research and development expenditures, but this is about
as far as a national effort can be detected. Scientists and technicians
are generally not well paid here, and their status symbol is not out-
standing. Outside of the physician (and even here we have a problem
of quantity) there is very little done in the way of outstanding reward.
American educators are constantly pleading for plant and classroom
laboratories to meet this Soviet challenge.

An interesting statement concerning his country's attitude toward
science is made by Botanist I. Michurin:

*** The Communist Party and the working class have provided me witb
all the facilities, with all an experimenter can wish for. The dream of my life
is coming true.

I don't think that we have to look any further than our newspapers
for the proof that great incentives to scientists by the Soviet system
have been successful.

Earlier I referred to a "religious" incentive in the Soviet system.
This has taken many years to accomplish but it now functions as an
integral and vital part of their economy. The Communist Party has
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rewarded duty to Government with wages and status. Party func-
t.ionaries are alongside of industrial andl technical management. Their
wages and bonuses are dispensed according to their success in the
ideological branch of the Soviet effort. In addition, great feats of
nonproductive (in a profit sense) accomplishment are rewarded as
victories for the Communist system. For example, we have the
scientists who developed and launched the sputniks and the moon
rocket. They are given the best available fruits of Russian society,
both financial and symibolic.

One of the highest honors that can be given a productive enterprise
is the "Premier's Banner," an award of achievement highly treasured
by its recipients. It is reminiscent of the World War II days when the
Army-Navy E was a goal of the American corporation. In today's
economy, there is nothing in the United States comparable to this.

I have made reference to a status or recognition symbol. This is
more or less of an intangible as it relates to both societies on a com-
parison basis. The United States is virtually deluged with the status
symbol; we can almost expect a new one by the day. Yet here, the
incentive is built into the economy. The auto, the second auto, the
boat, the television set, the color television set, the country club, the
better country club-take your pick. The reward is to a degree set out
by industry, but an individual generally creates his incentive on a
social basis and carries it out as a result of his earning power. It can
be put, and rather roughly at that, that status in the United States
must be bought; that it 'has a price tag. Tn Russia, however, the
status incentive is one of accomplishmnent and service to the state.
The automobile, for example, is given to all executive and managerial
personnel. And, ludicrous as it may seem, an individual awarded such
a status may not refuse it. If he or she does, it is almost considered a
crime against the state. The country club equivalent is found in the
factory that has constantly exceeded its quota. The state will build
recreational facilities for such outstanding effort.

A joint status and money incentive shared by the people of both
nations is the expense account. This is a surprising demonstration of
a capitalistic practice at work in the Soviet Union. A recent order was
issued by the Government of the Soviet Union entitled "The Intro-
duction of Order and the Abolition of High Living on the Expense
Accourt." According to Mr. Faltermayer's report, " * * despite
recent crackdowns, abuses of this type seem to be chronic."

At this point, I believe that it should be evident that the Soviet
reliance on the status initiative to so great an extent is due to the lack
of consuier goods available to the wage earners. This also explains
quite a bit of the "religious" category. Since Mr. Khrushchev suc-
ceeded in his battle to increase concentration on these consumer
goods, the accent of incentive has been more on wages. How this
continues depends to a great extent on the success of this capitalistic
veil ture.

As far as the advancement reward is concerned, it would be unreal-
istic to present here the achievements of the American worker. The
"rags to riches" or "Horatio Alger" story is universal and legend in
this country. Let us simply say that the "opportunity for all" and
the road for advancement have been witnessed by the world. Our
ancestors came here for these goals, and the jury has come in a long
time ago with their verdict.

56S:7-0 -I-p. 1 24
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In the Soviet, the incentive of advance has been difficult. There
is a vast middle class, or working class-call it what you may. There
simply is not enough leeway for the average Russian worker to ad-
vance. Of course, a few do get through, but the degree of affluence in
Russia is minuscule to that found here. Political implications play an
important part in the Russian scheme, so that a common denominator
is almost impossible to apply. There exists at the top a small strata
filled by the families of government luminaries and top managerial
and technical personnel. The arts contribute their share as well.

There is one incentive that is paradoxical insofar as it shows a
relaxation of state incentive on the one hand by the Soviet, and a
continued experimentation on the other hand by the United States.
It refers to the highly publicized incentive to agriculture offered by
the United States at its expense for the private gain of the farmer.
It guarantees certain prices to farmers based on their own costs in
the amount of crop to be produced. Members of both major parties
will probably agree that this has been a great failure. It narrows
the free market in agriculture considerably and has become a great
burden for both the Government and the taxpayer.

In the Soviet Union, the collectives have been guaranteed certain
prices for their crop based upon the level of production. The deter-
mination of these prices has been increasingly left to the leaders of
the collectives to decide. As in piecework, the greater the effort,
the greater the reward. This area of Soviet economy is about the
only one in which a free market can be found. After having sold
the required crop to the Government, the members of the collectives
are permitted to market the excess to the public on a supply-and-
demand basis. For all practical purposes, the farm group is out of
the matrix of Soviet economics. The U.S.S.R. has, of necessity,
reversed its whole governmental relationship to the farmers by giving
the collectives their own way almost completely.

The following incentive is of particular importance to me in my
position as president of the United Shareholders of America. It was
as head of this organization that I visited the Soviet Union just
recently. The great American incentive of capital investment by
the individual is simply unheard of in Russia. The Soviet may say
that the. wealth belongs to the state, and the state belongs to the
people, but if any nation in the world wishes to look at a true "peo-
ple's capitalism" they can look only to those nations under the free
capitalistic system-and specifically to the United States. Regard-
less of what position he holds, the American can invest his savings
in whatever direction his interests may dictate. A machine-tool
maker can invest in his own shop, or, if he so desires, he may buy
shares in Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co. The auto worker on a Ford
assembly line may decide to set up his own repair shop, or, if he wishes,
he may become an investor and part owner of his own employer
through the purchase of stock. He may participate in a broader
form of American industry by purchasing shares in a mutual fund,
or else he may subscribe to the monthly investment plan of the New
York Stock Exchange.

The Government of the United States offers tax advantages to
industry to expand through capital investment. Rapid depreciation,
interest cost deduction, and depletion and amortization are all incen-
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tives toward this objective. These a-r opportunities built in through
years of toil, defended by life, nurtured through depression, which
must never be vitiated if we are to continue our rights of self-
determination. United Shareholders are dedicated to the preserva-
tion and broadening of this system in America. We urge that our
allies and friends among nations institute private investment through
all the means at their disposal. Only through this system will the
aims and progress and freedom be gained.

In summation, the incentive systems of the subject countries, while
alike in many instances, aim toward different philosophies. Tn Russia,
we see that control of many by a fcv is the ultimate goal. Coercion,
rather than freedom, is the underlying instrument of growth. Wages,
security, recognition-all are given by the state for the state. In the
United States, the reqards are geared to the individual for the indi-
vidual. Perhaps we have been too lax in our feelings toward
nationalism and freedom in certain instances. If that be the case,
then these hearings should alert the Government as the servants of
the people toward action through legislation, to insure our freedoms
to our children and the future generations.

I should like to acknowledge the research contribution of Mr.
Robert B. Ritter. In addition, the utilization of the following printed
matter: The Wall Street Journal articles bv Edmund K. Falter-
maver; the New York Times articles by Harry Schwartz; the
National Induistrial Conference Board Studies on U.S.S.R., "The
Roots of Capitalism" by John Chamberlain; "The Land of Soviets"
(Moscow, 1957); "The Official Resolution of the 21st Congress of the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union."



M ANAGEhRIAL INCENTTVES AND DECISIONMAKING: A
COMPARISON OF THE UNITED STATES AND THE SOVIET
UNION

(By Joseph S. Berliner, Syracuse University)

SUMMA RY

The rewards in income and prestige in the United States and Soviet
economies are such that a larger proportion of the best young people
in the U.S.S.R. turn to careers in heavy industry, science, and higher
education, whereas in the United States a larger proportion of the
best talent flows into such fields as heavy or light (consumer goods)
industry, finance, commerce and trade, law, medicine, etc. Higher
education, particularly technical, is more of a prerequisite for the
attainment of a top business career in the Soviet Union than in the
United States.

Tile principal managerial incentive in Soviet industry is the bonus
paid for overfulfillment of plan targets. The incentive system is
successful in the sense that it elicits a high level of managerial effort
and performance. But it has the unintended consequence of causing
managers to engage in a wide variety of practices that are contrary
to the interests of the state. Managers systematically conceal their
true production capacity from the planners, produce unplanned types
of products, and falsify the volume and quality of production. In
the procurement of materials and supplies they tend to order larger
quantities than they need, hoard scarce materials, and employ un-
authorized special agents who use influence and gifts to ease manage-
ment's procurement problems. The incentive system causes managers
to shy away from innovations that upset the smooth working of
the firm.

Since American managers operate in a different economic environ-
ment, their problems and therefore their practices differ from those of
Soviet mnanagers. But in those aspects of economic life in which the
U.S. economy approximates the operating conditions of the Soviet
economy, American managers develop forms of behavior similar to
those of Soviet managers. The separation of management and owvncr-
ship characteristic of the modern corporation leads to conflicts of in-
terest between managers and stockholder-owners, and management's
pursuit of its own interest leads to activities similar to those of the
Soviet manager striving to defend his interests against those of the
owner-state. TIhe spread of legislation constricting the freedolm of
operation of the American firm leads to the evasion of lasvs and regula-
tions characteristic of the Soviet economy, though on a larger scale
there. Finally, under wartime conditions the burgeoning of Govern-
ment controls and the domninant role of the Government as customer
alters the operating conditions of the U.S. economy in such ways that
it closely approximates some of the normal operating conditions of the
Soviet economy. The change is accompanied by black-market opera-
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tions, hoarding, quality deterioration, and the use of influence, prac-
tices which are normal in the peacetime Soviet economy.

CHAPTER 1. MANAGERIAL INCENTIVES AND RECRUITMENT

The most important decision a manager has to make is made before
he ever becomes a manager; namely, the decision to prepare for a
managerial career. The factors influencing this decision are of vital
importance for our industrial society. Imagine the consequences if
no one aspired to become a manager, or if young people chose manage-
ment only as a last resort, or if other careers were so attractive that
management got only the last pickings of each year's crop of young-
sters. It might therefore be appropriate to begin with some reflections
on the incentives that the United States and the U.S.S.R. offer their
young people to choose a managerial career rather than some other.

The factors motivating young people to choose one or another occu-
pation are probably not vastly different in the two countries. Family
tradition is often decisive; many a youngster chooses a career simply
because he wishes to be like his father (or mother). Special talents
such as those of the artist, or early conceived deep interests, like the
boy who must be a scientist, account for the career choices of some
others. But most teenagers have no clear idea of what they would
like to be. It is with respect to these youths that it is most interesting
to speculate upon the incentive-pulls that the two systems offer for
the choice of one career or another.

EDUCATION AND CAREER CHOICE

The role of higher education in career choice is different in the two
nations. Higher education is very much more of a prerequisite for the
prestigeful and high income occupations in the U.S.S.R. than in the
United States. To be sure, the person with a high school education
or less has an increasingly difficult time entering the managerial ladder
of the large American corporation. But in such fields as trade, com-
merce, construction and in small business in general, the opportunities
are still vast for a financially successful career. College, and educa-
tion in general, is not of decisive importance. And the brute fact is
that a college diploma can always be obtained somewhere in the
United States, with very little effort or ability, by just about anyone
who can pay the tuition and write a semiliterate paragraph. Those
who don't aspire to a managerial position or who fail to make the grade
can, as workingmen, nevertheless enjoy a standard of living that is the
the envy of the world. The point is that the young American who is
not inclined toward academic work need not feel that he is out of the
competition for our society's best rewards.

This is not true in the U.S.S.R. A number of conversations with
young Soviet people have convinced me that to be "worker" is some-
thing devoutly to be shunned by most young people who have reached
the high school level. There are at least two reasons for this attitude,
which seems so anomalous in a "worker's state." The first is the
enormously high prestige that Russian (and European) culture has
always placed upon the "intelligent," the learned man, the man who
works with his mind instead of his hands. The Soviet regime has
striven hard to make manual labor respectable, and it undoubtedly
has succeeded in endowing the worker with a social position relatively
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much higher than before the revolution. But the young person who
has reacded the educational level at which he can choose between
being a worker or an "intelligent" would, other things being equal,
choose the latter without question.

Other things are not equal, however. In particular, the income
possibilities of a worker are far smaller than those of a college gradu-
ate, and this is the second reason for the desperate, and sometimes
pathetic, drive for a higher education. Of course, a person must
have reached the high school level before lie can even begin to think
about choosing between the career of a worker or an "intelligent."
The steady annual expansion in the high school population has had
the effect of presenting ever-increasing numbers of young people with
the choice, and few of them would freely choose to he workers. If
the expansion of the school population had continued, giving more
.and mnore.young people the opportunity to avoid being workers, it
would have raised serious problems for the recruitment of the labor
force. The radical reform of the educational system by Khrushchev
was undoubtedly motivated, in part, by the wish to avoid that
problem.

lllus, the undesirability of a career afs a worker has intensified the
desire for higher education. Add to this the fact that there is no
private enterprise, no snuall business in which a man could pull
himself out of a worker's status and reach a position of prestige and
income comparable to the self-made American businessman. I do
not wish to state that the dour is completely clbsed. By dint of hard]
work, ability, and certain other qualities, a Soviet citizen without the
college diploma can from time to time rise to an important position
in some economic hierarchy. But his chances are about as good as
those of an equivalent person in a progressive American corporation.
And the young person evaluating the importance of higher education
understands this.

Finally, the Russian teenager who decides lie has to get a college
diploma has ver vfew easy vavs out. 1-fe can't buy his wav into college,
as the American student can if he has the monev. There are no private
colleges that can set whatever standards they -wish. To be sure there
are instances of bribery or influence, but they are certainly the excep-
tion. If the Soviet student wants a college diploma very badly, he has
to work hard to zain admission and to be graduated. The verv
intensity of the drive for education, and the competition of many
applicants for the limited number of admissions, permits the high
schools and colleges to maintain h1igh standards of performance.
Moreover the colleges are financially independent of student tuitions:
not only are there no tuitions but most of the students earn stipends.
The consequence is that the typical Soviet student works harder and
has to meet higher standards of performance than the typical American
student. The standards are different in the two countries, of course,
because of differences in the philosophy of education. But there is no
doubt that study is a much more serious business for the young Soviet
student than for the American.

One final note on education and incentives. The quality of the
managerial (and technical) manpower of a nation depends on the
proportion of the population comprising the pool from which the
managers are drawn. That is, if half the population were for some
reason excluded from the pool, the quality of the managers would be
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lower than if the whole population comprised the pool. Both nations
suffer in this respect from the fact that rural educational facilities are
poorer than urban, which reduces the pool of the potential college
group. Since the Soviet rural population is larger percentagewise
than that of the United States, and since their rural educational
facilities are probably relatively worse than ours, they suffer more
than we from this loss. But there are other ways in which our pool
is curtailed more than the Soviet. First is the fact that the private
cost of education keeps a substantial portion of our talented young
people in the lower income groups out of college. I admit that this
fact puzzles me. With our network of free State universities and
with a fairly abundant scholarship program, I don't fully understand
why any competent student who really desired it could not get a
college education. It is my impression, however, that systematic
studies generally show that we are losing an unfortunate number of
young people to higher education for financial reasons. If this is so,
we are worse off than the Soviets in this respect, for their education is
absolutely free, and most students of any merit earn stipends besides.
Lower income young Soviet people may nevertheless be unable to go
off to college if the family needs their earnings. A young Soviet
women told me, in reply to my question, that this was why she never
went on to college. She is not a very good illustration of my point,
however, for she went on to say that she really wasn't very smart
anyhow.

The second group that is largely lost from America's pool of poten-
tial managerial manpower is the Negro and some other racial minor-
ities. It mav well be that the proportion of college graduates among
some of the Soviet national minorities is smaller than for the Slavic
nationalities; I have seen no data on this. But I would doubt that
their loss from racial discrimination is as large as ours.

The third and largest group lost from our pool comprises exactly
half our population-the female half. Sex discrimination certainly
exists in the Soviet economy, probably more in management than in
science and technology. But undoubtedly the female population
enlarges the pool of technical and managerial manpower much more
in the U.S.S.R. than in the United States. The difference in the role
of women in the two countries must, I think enter into the balance I
am trying to strike, but it is not a subject on which I would recom-
mend that your committee consider writing corrective legislation.
For one thing it is not perfectly clear which way sex discrimination
works in the United States. Women discriminate against working
about as much as jobs discriminate against women.

Let me summarize briefly this discussion of the relationship of
education to career choice. Education, and particularly higher educa-
tion, is more important in the U.S.S.R. than in the United States as
the gateway to a prestigeful and highly remunerative career. Com-
petition is keener for higher education, the cost of education to the
individual is less, and the standards of admission and performance are
higher in the U.S.S.R. Both nations lose part of the potential pool
of managerial talent, the U.S.S.R. because of its large rural population,
the United States because of financial burdens and racial and sex
discrimination.
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COMPETITION AMONG CAREERS

How does a managerial career compare with the attractiveness
of other careers in the two nations? The young American not dedi-
cated to some particular field, but motivated bv a roughly equal
desire for prestige and money, might select some field such as law,
medicine, business, or engineering. He would decidedly not go into
education or science. An equivalent young Soviet person would
make a% somewhat different choice. He would certainly not select
law, which has been assigned a most humble role in Soviet society.
Nor would he select medicine, for while the prestige is high, the in-
come is low. On the other hand, higher education or science would
be an excellent choice. The very title of "Professor" or "Scientific
worker" would assure him one of the highest places of honor in the
society. And an outstanding career in either of those fields would
assure him an income ranking in the upper 10 percent or perhaps
even 5 percent (data are hard to come by) of the population. The
difference in the economic and social position of the scientist and
teacher in the two countries is of fundamental importance in the
matter of career recruitment.

The American who decides to choose a career in the business world
has a much wider range of choice than his Soviet counterpart. A

great variety of fields offer roughly equivalent rewards in prestige
and incomes: advertising, accounting, finance, commerce, trade, sales,
light manufacturing, heavy industry. Of all these fields, it is onlv
the litter that would exert a great pull on the young Soviet person.
For 40 years the Government and party have hammered home the
central role of heavy industry, children are instilled with an admira-
tion of technology, and heavy industry has been endowed with an
aura of glamour that exceeds even our American fascination with
technology. The ideological cards are stacked, in varying degree,
against all other branches of the economy. In keeping with the
ideology, the prestige and income possibilities in heavy industry are
decidedly greater than in the other branches.
- Not only will the student be attracted to heavy industry, but he is
likely to choose engineering as his path of entry into whatcver branch
of heavy industry he selects. He would be attracted to erngineering
for the educational reasons discussed above. Engineering is, more-
over, the most direct line of approach to a managerial career.

The Soviet engineering graduate will find his first job opportunities
rather different from those of his American counterpart. If he is at
the top of his class, the best offers will come from the research insti-
utes. with top starting salaries and opportunities for graduate work.

The poorer students will find lower paving jobs in industrv. In the
United States the situation is quite tble reverse. The most successful
students will be snapped up by recruiters fromn the large corporations.
with the best starting salary offers. Some of the top students will, to
be sure, spurn the attractive job offers and go on to further graduate
work, but I suspect that many of those who go immediately into
graduate work are the men who didn't get the good job offers. To be
sure, many of the top American students who join the corporations are
put immediately into research and development, but as many of them
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will be working on new passenger car or dishwasher design as will be
working on electronic development and automation technique. The
Soviet researcher is more likely to be working on the latter than the
former.

The young Soviet engineer who goes into industry starts at the
bottom of the managerial ladder, as chief of a production shop, or
the design or maintenance departments of the enterprise. As new job
opportunities develop, he faces the choice of continuing in direct
production or taking one of the staff jobs in the enterprise, such as the
planning department. If he stays in production proper, his career
path may lead to chief engineer of an enterprise or to one of the higher
economic agencies. If he moves into staff work, his career may lead
to the directorship of an enterprise or of one of the higher organs.
Either career leads to the pinnacle of Soviet management.

The paths that are least likely to lead to top management are
finance or sales. I would guess the proportion of top management in
the United States who started in such fields as finance and sales is
much larger than in the U.S.S.R. There are no "colleges of business
administration" in the Soviet Union. The ambitious youngster who
wants to work for the top of the Soviet business world studies engi-
neering, not personnel and marketing.

Summarizing, industry in the United States has to compete with a
wide variety of other branches of economic activity for its share of the
best potential managerial talent. In the U.S.S.R. the values and the
rewards are concentrated in relatively fewer fields, and industry is far
more attractive than most others. Science and higher education,
which scarcely compete with industry in the United States, is a strong
competitor of industry in the U.S.S.R. Among the various branches
of industry, in the United States the light and consumer goods indus-
tries compete very effectively for both managerial and engineering
talent. In the U.S.S.R. light and consumer goods industries are much
less attractive than heavy industry. And finally the nature of indus-
trial recruitment is such that technical education is much more
important as part of the training of a would-be manager in the U.S.S.R.
than in the United States.

My conclusion is that heavy industry, science and higher education
attract, by and large, a better and more competent crop of young
people in the U.S.S.R. than in the United States. Moreover, the compe-
tition for education is keener in the U.S.S.R., so that they get a more
rigorously trained (trained in different ways, to be sure) corps of
managerial, engineering, scientific and university personnel. On the
other band, such branches of the economy as sales, advertising, finance,
trade and commerce, light industry, and law attract a much more
competent group of people in the United States than in the U.S.S.R.
Most of the outstanding people in these fields in the United States
would, if they were Soviet citizens, have enjoyed successful careers in
heavy industry, science, technology, or higher education, There is,
after all, nothing startling in this conclusion. It is but another way
of saying that each society gets what it pays for.
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CHAPTEa 2. MANAGERIAL INCENTIVES AND D ECISIONMAKI NC

MATERIAL INCENTIVES

The incentives that attract people into management are not neces-
sarily the same incentives that motivate managers to do their jobs and
do them well. What are the goals of the manager? What are the con-
siderations that impel him to make one decision rather than the other?

The moving force of our economnic system is the pursuit of private
gain. The worker chooses the higher paying job, the businessman
accepts the more profitable contract, the investor buys the higher
interest security. The usual exceptions must of course be made; the
laws must be obeyed, public opinion may sometimes require that one
decision be made rather than another, people make wrong decisions,
a short-run loss may be accepted for a longer term gain. But by and
large-"other things being equal," as the economist likes to say-
it is private gain that determines economic decision.

The Soviets have at various times experimented with other forms
of incentive, for it did not at first seem quite appropriate that a
Socialist economy should stress private gain. But practicality won
out over dogma, and private gain has for the last 25 years been the
keystone of the managerial incentive system. To be sure, we still
find references to various social incentives such as Communist en-
thusiasm. But we are also reminded that while enthusiasm is well
and good, communism, as Lenin used to say, must be built "not
directly on enthusiasm but with the aid of enthusiasm born out the
great revolution; [communism must be built] on private interest, on
personal incentive, on businesslike accounting." IMoreover, the in-
centive of private gain wvill be with us for a long time. According to
the eminent labor economist E. ?Manevich, it will not disappear until
the day of general overabundance arrives, until the differences between
country and city are eliminated, and until the differences between
mental and manual labor vanish.2 We are safe in saving that for the
next several decades at least, private gain will be the central economic
inventive in both econormic systems.

The form that material incentives take is of some importance.
For the American businessman it is clearly profit. If you ask why
did he take on this contract rather than that, why did he order this
machine rather than that, why did lie ship by truck rather than train,
the answer would normally be, "because it's cheaper that way," or
what comes to the same thing, "because he would make more money
that way."

For the private businessman managing his own business, profit is
clearly the guide to his actions. But most American business is not
managed in this way. The men who actually run the firm are salaried
managers, hired by the stocklholders' representative body, the board
of directors. 'T'he profit of the business does not belong to the man-
ager but to the stockholder-owners. The fact is that the private
interest of the manager need not necessarily coincide with that of the
stockholder. In order to bring the manager's private interest into
closer coincidence with that of the owners, most corporations have
instituted some kind of bonus system, on the assumption that if the

lVoprosy ekonomikl, 1958, No. 6, p. 74.
V voprosy ekonomlkl. 1959, No. 1. p. 35.
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manager has a direct stake in the profit of the enterprise, his decisions
are more likely to be those that will earn more profit.

In fashioning an incentive system for its managers, the Soviet
Government faced a problem similar to that of the American cor-
poration. For all Soviet enterprises are run by salaried managers.
If the Soviet manager's income consisted solely of his salary, it was
conceivable that his private interest would not coincide at all points
with the interest of the Government. Accordingly a considerable
variety of supplementary bonuses are available to the managerial
staff. The bonuses are designed to motivate managers to make
those decisions that the Government considers to be in its own
interest.

The amount of income earned in the form of bonuses is substantial.
In 1947, the last year for which detailed data are available to me, the
managerial personnel of the iron and steel industry earned bonuses
averaging 51.4 percent of their basic income. In the food industry
at the low end, the percentage was 21 percent.3 Since these are aver-
ages, many individual managers earned considerably more than this.
Bonuses of this magnitude must be a potent incentive indeed.

But incentive for what? This is surely the crucial question. For
we can readily imagine an incentive which was extremely successful
in motivating action, but action of an undesirable kind. The test of
an incentive is therefore not only its motivating power, but the extent
to which it leads to the desired kind of decision.

Before proceeding to the relationship of incentives to decision
making, let me clarify the sense in which I use the term incentive.
By incentive I mean that consideration which explains why one deci-
sion was made rather than another. If a young person decides to
find employment in th. electrical machinery industry rather than in
the furniture industry, the difference in basic salaries in the two indus-
tries may well have been the decisive consideration. In this case
salary is the effective incentive. But once in the job, the salary does
not vary according to whether one operating decision is made rather
than another. When the manager decides to put one order into pro-
duction ahead of another, or to substitute one material for another,
it is not his salary he is thinking about. It is usually the size of the
month's bonus that will depend on the decision taken. It is in this
sense that the bonus is the principal incentive in the operational
decisions of the Soviet enterprise.

PRODUCTION DECISIONS

Two generations ago people debated the question of whether a
Socialist economy could possibly work. History removed that ques-
tion from the agenda. The last generation changed the question to
whether the Soviet economy could work at all efficiently. That
question has also been answered. These hearings would not other-
wise be taking place. My discussion takes for granted that the
Soviet economy is reasonably efficient, and that the question at
issue is how efficient.

There is little doubt that the system of managerial incentives,
broadly viewed, has created a corps of managers dedicated to their

3 Documentation and further discussion of this chapter's argument may be found In the author's " Factory
and Manager in the U.S.S.R." (Harvard University Press, 1957).
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work and responsive to the production demands made upon them.
Like their American counterparts, they are deeply involved in their
work, they worry about production quotas, they demand results from
their labor force. As hired managers, they are aware that if their
performance is not satisfactory, there are afways other persons spoil-
ing for a chance at their jobs. I have no way of knowing whether
the intensity of managerial life is greater in the U.S.S.R. than in the
United States; in both countries there are variations from industry to
industry. But there are two reasons why industrial life probably
proceeds at a faster tempo in the IT.S.S.R. than here. The first is
that the absence of free trade unions makes it difficult for workers to
resist pressure for intense operation. The second is that industry is
under constant exhortation from Government and party for ever-
increasing levels of production.

But the question as indicated above is not whether management is
motivated to work hard. It is rather whether the incentive system
motivates them to do what the state wishes theiri to do; whether, in
other words, they get as much mileage out of their effort as they might
get.

One of the most interesting conclusions of the study of Soviet
managerial incentives is that the bonuls system is directly responsible
for motivating manngement to make a variety of decisionls contrary
to the intent and the interests of the state. The decisions to be de-
scribed go far back in the history of the Soviet economy, and have
resisted countless efforts by the Government to eliminate them.
Mlost of them have siuvived the great organizational changes in in-
dustrial organization of the past several years. They are clearly
deeply rooted in the soil of Soviet economic organization.

First, consider the matter of the reporting of information. In a
planned economy it is vital that the ceutral planners have as accurate
information as possible about the productive capacity of enterprises.
The bonus system, however, acts as a prevailing motivation for man-
agers to understate their real production capacity. The reason is
that the most important of the bonuses available to mnanagers depends
on the extent to which the production target of the enterprise is over-
fulfilled. If the manager honestly reports his full production capacity,
and if for some reason something goes wrong in the course of the
month, then lie and his staff will lose that month's bonus. It is safer
therefore to report a smaller capacity than really exists, in order that
the production target will be kept loss enough to allow for emergencies.
The Russians call this "insurance" or "security." The consequence
is that the planners can never be sure that their plans are based on
accurate figures. The Goverinment is aware of the problem: "This is
fully understandable," writes a Soviet economist, "because the lower
the plan, the greater the opportunity to fulfill and overfulfill it * * 4

Because the higher state agencies cannot trust management's
reporting of its productive capacity, various techniques have been
fashioned for setting targets high enough to force the firns to operate
as close as possible to capacity. One of these techniques is the
arbitrary increase of targets over last year's production. As a promi-
nent state planning commission economist put it. "they take as the
base magnitude the level of production achieved during the pre-

'voprosy eKonomjki, 1959, No. 3, p. 61, 67.
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ceding period and raise it by some percentage or other." I Sometimes
this technique helps flfish out the manager's "hidden reserves," but
in other cases the arbitrary increase in targets leads to impossibly
high tasks. Indeed, the spirit of planning is reflected in the system-
atic use of high targets as a device for keeping managers working at as
fast a tempo as possible. In the past targets have been set so high
(deliberately, one suspects) that one-third of all enterprises failed to
fulfill their annual plans. There is some evidence that in the last
year or two this policy of deliberate overplanning has been modified,

and we are told that in the first half of 1958 only 19 percent of all

enterprises failed to fulfill their plans.6 This still represents one out

of five enterprises, and indicates that the high level of plan targets

remains a dominant fact of life for the Soviet manager. The intense

pace of plant operation has its distinct advantage from the state's

point of view: it elicits from management a high level of effort that

might not be forthcoming if the plans were set at a more modest

level. But the price paid by the state is the manager's effort to defend

his enterprise by concealing his full capacity.
When the target has been set, the manager's bonus depends on the

success with which he fulfills it. Most of the firm's production does

indeed follow the lines laid down in the plan. But when the end of

the month rolls around and, as often happens, production is far short

of meeting the month's target, then managers turn to a host of time-

tested techniques of meeting-or seeming to meet-the targets. In

certain types of production, such as metals, the target is expressed

in tons; in such cases the manager might order his shops to curtail

the production of relatively lightweight products (special and quality

metals) and to throw more men and materials into the production of

the heavier products.' In textile production we read that the practice

of setting targets in "running meters" (that is, in measures of length,

without regard to width) causes managers to overproduce narrow-

width cloth and underproduce broad width." In firms with a con-

siderable variety of products, the production targets are expressed in

value units-so many millions of rubles of production. In such cases

managers tend to overproduce those products that have high fixed

prices (all prices are fixed): they may deliberately use more expensive

materials in order to drive up the value of production. 9 These are

some of an endless variety of ways in which managers "violate the

planned assortment of production"-to use the official expression of

disapproval.
How widespread are these practices? We really don't know.

From time to time individual managers are publicly excoriated for

such practices, and figures are published to show how widely the

planned assortment of production had been departed from. But

these may well be extreme cases, and it would be unwise to generalize

from them. Occasionally, however, the results of special studies are

published, and they give us some idea of the magnitude of the prob-

lem. The State planning commission recently released the results

of a survey of the production practices of 63 enterprises. Of the

total production by these enterprises in excess of the plan targets,

i Voprosy ekonomiki, 1957, No. 4, p. 70.
o Planovoo khoziaistvo, 1958, No. 10, p. 5.
'Voprosy ekonomiki, 1958, No. 7. p. 5i.
8 Voprosy ekonomiki, 1959, No. 6, p. 19.
'Voprosy ekonomiki, 1958, No. 6, p. 129.
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only 43 percent consisted of the basic products normally produced
by them; 26.5 percent consisted of "products not included in the
plan when it was originally confirmed," 20 percent consisted of "other
production," and 7 percent consisted not of finished products but of
an increase in semifabricated parts and good-in-process.' 0 While
these data are not precisely in the form in which we would want
them, they do provide a good indication of managers' tendency to
produce those products that are best from their own enterprises'
point of view, rather than those products that the State would most
wish to have produced.

Two other consequences of the bonus system (and the pressure of
high targets) should be noted. One is the simple falsification of re-
ported production. "Thus, for example," we read in a Soviet article,
"if the plan is fulfilled 99 percent, the managerial and engineering
personnel receive no bonus. But if the enterprise fulfills the plan
100 percent, they receive bonuses of from 15 to 37 percent of their
salary." "1 Quite a lot of money hinges on that last percentage of
production, and it is no wonder that management may succumb to
the temptation to "fudge" the report a bit in order to earn the bonus.
Again, the techniques of covering up for falsely reported production
are imyriad. To cite only one, production is "borrowed" from next
month. That is, production that is expected to occur next month is
reported as having been produced this mouth. If things go well next
month. the "borrowed" output is "repaid"; if not the manager may
get into trouble.

More serious than falsification, however, is the deterioration of the
quality of production. The poor quality of much of Soviet consumer
goods production is well known. In other types of production the
danger of detection is greater, and quality standards are less readily
violated. But, the explanation of management's tendency to shave
on quality is the same: the high production targets are so often not
attainable, and the manager wants to keep his job. Much of the
quality shaving is of a kind that is not easily detected: fewer stitches
in the garment, fewer screws in the piece, greener lumber in the build-
ing, more impurities in the metal. But if the pressure is keen enough,
more extreme forms of quality deterioration will be adopted.

Summarizing, the bonus system is an effective device for eliciting
a high level of managerial effort, but in the context of excessively high
production targets, it induces management to make certain types of
decisions that are contrary to the intent of the State. The production
of unplanned products, the concealment of production capacity, the
falsification of reports and the deterioration of quality are the unin-
tended consequences of the system of managerial incentives.

PROCUREMENT DECISIONS

The high level of production targets is but half the problem facing
the Soviet manager. The other half is the perpetual shortage of
materials and supplies. In order to get the greatest possible prodic-
tion from the available stocks of materials and supplies, the State
employs a variety of devices to minimize the use of materials in pro-
duction and inve ztory. Undoubtedly these devices have served to

!a PlaOvoe khoziaistvo. 1058, No. 10, pp. 5-45. The study deals only with that portion of the G m'sproduction in excess of their planned targets.
"x Voprosy ekonorniki, 1919, No. 3, p. 67.
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control wasteful use of resources, and they have also helped channel
the flow of resources in the direction most desired by the State. But
they have been self-defeating to some extent for they have forced
managers to make certain kinds of decisions which frustrate the intent
of the State.

The core of the matter is that managers simply don't trust the
planning system to provide them with the supplies and materials they
need in the right quantity and quality, and at the right time. The
recent decentralization of industrial organization may have improved
matters somewhat, but the evidence we have indicates that supply
problems are still the most troublesome feature of managerial life.
Moreover, the reasons are similar to those we used to read about before
decentralization. For all important materials the manager must still
obtain an allocation order from his home office (usually the Council
of the National Economy of his district), which must in turn get the
allocation order from the republican or all-union planning com-
mission.

Thus, we still read of the "existing complicated system of obtaining
allocation orders, under which every enterprise must submit detailed
requisitions to Moscow a long time before the new planning quarter
is to begin." 12 Because plans are not always finally set at the
time the planning period is to begin, enterprises sometimes start
with "advance allocations," that is, temporary allotments of resources
designed to keep them operating until the final allocation orders are
available.13 Decentralization of the economy was supposed to have
made it easier for neighboring enterprises to sell to each other with-
out having to go through Moscow. But central purchasing agencies
still exist, and agencies anywhere must find something to do. Thus
the Chief Purchasing and Marketing Administration located in the
republic capitals (Moscow, for example) still insist on being the middle-
man in purchase and sale contracts between enterprises, even when
the latter are located in the same outlying city (such as Sverdlovsk) .14
Perhaps even more serious than the complex supply planning system
is the large percentage of enterprise that regularly fail to fulfill their
plans, or fulfill them by producing the wrong products or substandard
products. Since the production of these enterprises constitute the
planned supplies of other enterprises, the supplies of the latter are
delayed or simply not available. Perhaps enough has been said to
explain why "managers of enterprises did not have confidence in the
possibility of getting their materials on time and having them delivered
to the factory by the supply depot's trucks." 15

What does the manager do to make sure he gets his supplies?
Just as he "secures" his production plan by attempting to conceal
the existence of some production capacity, so he "secures" the flow
of supplies in various ways. He overorders, in the hope that if he
doesn't get all he ordered, he may at least get as much as he needs.
He also orders excessively large amounts of some supplies in order to
be able to buy directly from the producer, instead of having to go
through the maze of jobbing depots. A survey of 15 Moscow enter-
prises showed a 10.4 percent overordering of metals for just this
reason." Sometimes management's boldest efforts to obtain supplies

12 Planovoe kioziaistvo, 1959, No. 4, p. 58.
"3Ibid., p. 65.
14 Voprosy ekonomiki, 1959, No. 5, p. 76.
5Planovoe khoziaistvo, 1959, No. 5, p. 85.
13 Planovoe khoziaistvo, 1959, No. 5, p. 84
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are unsuccessful: " * * over 300,000 construction workers undergo
work stoppages daily because of the absence of materials at the
workplace." IZ In other cases their padded requisitions are accepted
and they receive more than thev need of some materials. The conse-
quence is the piling up of hoards of supplies of all kinds, one of the
most enduring problems of Soviet industrial organization. The
Government has N~aged a longstanding war against hoarding. One
of the. weapons by which it attempts to hold hoarding within bounds
is through the use of quotas of working capital: that is, for its annual
production program the enterprise is allowed to keep on hand at
anv one time no more than so manv tons of coal, so many board feet
of lumber, so many rubles NvorthI of inventory. These quotas must
be negotiated between enterprise and government, and the enter-
prise's interest demands that they be set as higrhl as possible. The
mutual attempt at outguessing the other leads to ai familiar bureau-
cratic game: * * * enterprises try to 'justify' andi obtain as large
quotas of working capital as possible. The financial agencies, aware
of this. strive on the other hand to reduce the quotas of working
capital'' 18 This kind of pallanillg is hardly calculatted to lead to the
establishment of the optinmal quotas. It is more likely that some
quotas will be too large and some too small.

The most interesting of the techniques used by managers to "secure"
their supply of materials is the employment of special supply ex-
pediters called tolkachi, or "pushers.". The table of organization does
not provide for this occupation, yet so great is the need that firms
managre somehow to employ these people. The chief job of the
expediter is to make sure that his enterprise gets the materials it
needs and when it needs them. Accordingly he spends most of his
time on the road, visiting his enterprise's suppliers, handin' out little
gifts here and there to assure that his orders are well-handleW,'9 picking
up supplies of one kind or another that his firm may be able to use or
trade for other goods. Much of their activity is associated with the
black market, that is, obtaining materials for which no allocation
order has been issued. This may be done either by wrangling an
allocation order out of a reluctant government official by one means
or another, or persuading an approachable enterprise official to sell
him the things lie needs without an allocation order.

Some tolkacli take up permanent residence in the city in which the
chief suppliers are located, and only occasionally return to their home
firms for consultations. To keep the record clean, they are carried
on the books as "senior buyer," or "supply agent." If they are known
to be particularly adept at their jobs, they may be asked by other
firms to represent them. Nothing is known of their incOmIKeS, but
there is no doubt that they earn many times their base pay. And
they fully earn it, both because of the vital nature of their work, and
because the risks they take make them vulnerable to prosecution.

How vvidespread is the use of these expediters? Again, we catch
only occ.asional hints of their prevalence. The most recent out-
burst against them reports that the number of tolkacihi who annually
visit the typical large enterprise runs into the thousands of rubles.

t Voprosy ekononilki, 1957, No. 8, P. 50.
" Voprosy eko,,onoiki. 1058, No. 7, p. 120.

It The girts are not always very little, An expediter sent out recently to get tires for his trucoking firm,,,
was givel 602.000 rubles in cash for the trip, Ik. spent 42,000 rubles for gifts. lie is now in prison. Izrestia,
Apr. 4, 1959, P. 2.

56Oi3l-00 ut. 1 -25
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These, however, are only the reported expenses. More often than
not their expenses are not reported as such but are concealed under
such rubies as "exchange of technical information," or "contract
negotiations." Our latest informant, who is a senior investigator
for the state control commission of the U.S.S.R., is of the opinion
that despite continued official criticisms of the use of expediters,
their number has actually been increasing. One of the reasons he
adduces is interesting. In 1956, along with a wave of measures
designed to give more freedom to plant managers, an order was
issued relieving managers of the need to report in detail on all minor
expenditures. Travel expenditures were among the items exempted.
The measure had the unintended effect of encouraging the increased
use of expediters. 20

The economic effect of the use of expediters is difficult to assess.
There is no doubt that they are of vital importance to individual
enterprises, but from the national point of view much of their activity
involves merely the transfer to one fortunate enterprise of resources
that otherwise would have gone to another. Since the higher priority
enterprises have less need for expediters, the chances are that the net
effect of their activity is to cause more resources to flow to lower pri-
ority enterprises at the expense of higher priority ones. On the credit
side, however, their wide knowledge of sources of supply, of who
bas what to sell, is of some importance, and they do arrange for the
movement of supplies that otherwise would have lain idle in one plant
while another had need for it. In short the expediter possesses a cer-
tain kind of knowledge that may be as important to economic organ-
ization as the knowledge of the engineer or the machinist. The plan-
ning system is able to direct the bulk of the.nation's.resources with
reasonable effectiveness, but substantial quantities of materials and
equipment elude the main stream of planning. How to get these re-
sources back into the system is a problem that has exercised Soviet
economists for a long time.2 '

In summary, the incentives that motivate managers to strive for the
fulfillment of their production targets are the same incentives that
motivate them to evade the regulations of the planning system. Be-
cause of the tightness of the supply system, which is deliberately
engineered by the state, managers are compelled to defend their enter-
prises' position by overordering supplies, by hoarding materials and
equipment, and by employing expediters whose function it is to keep
the enterprise supplied with mate'rials at all costs, flegal -or otherwise.
The very planning system that serves to channel most of the-nation's
resources in directions desired by the state, serves also to misdirect a
substantial volume of resources toward uses that are contrary to the
wishes of the state.

INVESTMENT DECISIONS

If one were to ask what feature of the Soviet economic system ac-
counts most of all for the rapid rate of growth, the answer would un-
doubtedly be the high rate of capital formation. The question at issue
is whether it is as high as it might be, other things being equal. An

St Izvestita, Apr. 4 1959, p. 2.
'l Recently there have been numerous suggestions that enterprises and economic region publish catalogs

of the commodities they produce and the surplus materials and equipment they would like to sell. The
expediters are rather like walking catalogs. Planovoe khozlaistvo, 1959, No. 4, pp. 64, 96.
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examination of the systeni of managerial incentives will provide part,
though b v no means all, of the answer to this central question.

Management has a direct interest in obtaining new capital. It adds
to productive capacity, and it is good for the record to show steady
increases in producetion. Moreover fixed capital is provided to the
enterprise as a free grant by the state. with no interest charge. The
problem, therefore, has not been one of inducing management to ac-
cept more machines; it has rather been one of dissuading management
from ordering too many machines. Far back iln Soviet economic
historv one can find expressions of the problem similar to that, recently
uttered by Khrushchev in connection with the dissolution of the agri-
cultural imiachinne-txrcetor stations:

The machine-tractor stations accept any machine whether they need it or not.
They don't grow flax, but they take flax-growing equipment. They don't grow
cabbage, but they take cabbage-planting machines. Consequently many ma-
chines are not used for years and hundreds of millions of rubles worth of state
resources are frozen."

The reason enterprises accept any piece of equipment they can get
their hands on is similar to that discussed above in connection with
materials hoarding. One can never tell when he may need just that
kind of machine and not be able to obtain it. If one has a chance to
get it now, order it by all means. It niay come in handy some dav
for trading in return for something one might be able to use more
readily. And above all, there is no charge for holding the equipment;
there is no interest payment, and if the machine is not iwed there is no
depreciation charge either. Hence there is everything to gain and
nothing to lose by holding on to as much machinery and equipment
as one can obtain.

How to induce managers to take a less cavalier view of capital has
been a longstanding concern of economists. They look with some
nostalgia at the effectiveness of the profit motive under capitalism in
this respect. An emincnt Soviet economist put it this way recently:

In order to increase his profit as much as possible, the capitalist strives to use
his equipment to the fullest extent possible, and in no ease will he buy a machine
that he doesn't need at the moment, since every surplus machine slows down the
turnover of his capital and reduces his profit. For the same reason he strives to
keep his inventories down to the very minimum aud to market his finished prod-
ucts as quickly as possible."3

Recent economic literature contains a number of Suggestions of
wavs in wbich Soviet managers might be induced to order onlv that
amount of capital needed for production purposes. One of the more
interesting is a proposal advanced by the author quoted above. lie
suggests that profit be calculated not as a ratio to total production
cost (as has always been done), but as a ratio to value of invested
capital. In this way the enterprise with too much idle capital will
show a lower rate of profit, and profit is one of the principal indicators
of oveiall performance. The suggestion is interesting because it pro-
poses that return on capital be used as a criterion of performance, a
rathem "bourgeois" notion. It should not, however, be thought that
the proposal envisages reliance on the "profit motive" as we know it.
Profit is an important indicator of the efficiency of plant operation,
but the firm does not "own" its profit, although it shares in the profit

" Planovoe khoziaistvo. 1958. No. 7, p. 121.
2: Ibid. .122.
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in a minor way. As a peisonal incentive, profit is relatively unim-
portant in Soviet industry, certainly by comparison with the bonus.

If the incentive system motivates managers to overorder and hoard
equipment, the situation is quite the reverse with respect to techno-
logical innovation. Concein over managerial resistance to innovation
is of long standing, but it has come to the fore in recent years in con-
Dection with increased emphasis on automation and modernization of
plant and equipment. The reasons for managers' tendency to drag
their feet in introducing new products or production techniques are
well understood by Soviet economists:

The explanation is, first of all, that the introduction of new technology involves
certain risks and requires a considerable expenditure of time; secondly, after new
technology has been introduced, more difficult plan targets are set and con-
sequently there is less opportunity for fulfilling them and receiving bonuses.2 4

When a manager has a well-running plant, when the workers have
learned their jobs and have become experienced in using the existing
equipment, he is reluctant to upset the cart by trying something new.
A new production line means trouble. Production bugs have to be
eliminated, workers have to be retrained, time is lost, and spoilage is
high. The chances are that plans will be underfulfilled and the pre-
cious bonuses lost, particularly in view of the tendency for plan tar-
gets to be raised to the rated capacity of the new equipment. It is
courting disaster to try new things. If the old machines are wearing
out, it is safer to repair or even rebuild them rather than introduce
the more complicated new models. Outlays on the rebuilding of old
machines often exceed the price of a new modern machine.22

There is another reason why managers shy away from innovation.
Even if the potential gains from new technology are great, it usually
takes a number of years before they are realized. But it is Soviet
policy to shift managers around from plant to plant every few years.
Therefore managers have a strictly short-run point of view. Why
take on all the headaches of introducing a new line when one is not
likely to be around to enjoy whatever benefits may eventually accrue?
Capital investment policy is by its very nature a matter of long-term
planning, and therefore does not commend itself to the short-run
horizon of management.

How does the state combat managerial resistance to innovation?
One technique is direct pressure. Pressure exerted on and by their
own superiors explains much of the innovation that does occur.
Enterprise managers may drag their feet for a long time, but when the
direct order comes down that the new automatic line must be installed
in the next 6 months, it is eventually acted upon. Pressure is also
exerted through the Communist Party; if the party officials in the
enterprise are under direct orders from Moscow that automation
must be accelerated, they are in a position to force the manager to
move faster than he otherwise might. Such pressures are important,
although it must be noted in passing that both the manager's bosses
and the local party people often try to shield the enterprise from such
pressures. They are as dependent for their careers upon successful
plan fulfillment as are the plant managers themselves.

Direct orders from above are one way of getting management to
innovate. But innovation would proceed more rapidly if managers

'4 Voprosy ekonomiki, 1959, No. 1, pp. 44, 45.
25 Voprosy eKonomiki, 1957, No. 4, p. 69.
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could be made to wish to innovate, instead of waiting until they are
forced into it The literature of the past few years is full of suggestions
on how this can be accomplished. It is suggested, for example, that
attractively high prices be set on new machines. in order to stimulate
the producers of those machines to put them into production more
rapidly.26 While this measures might ease the financial strain on the
innovating firm, it will not remove the risk thtat the production plan
may be sacrificed. Anid production is miuch more vital to the success
of the enterprise than finance.

More to the point are the suggestions that the bonus system be
employed as an incentive for innovation. Soviet economists seem to
have enormous confidence in bonuses as a device for getting manage-
rnent to wish to do what the State wvishes them to do. But how to
adapt the bonns system to this purpose is more difficult. In the
course of years a variety of special bonuses have been introduced for
one purpose or another, in addition to the major bonus that comes
from fulfillment of the production plan. There are special bonuses
available for economizing certain critical materials, for reducing the
volume of goods in process, for conserving fuel, for increasing labor
productivity, for keepiiig the plant clean, for reducing the volume of
spoilage, for operating the plant without stoppages, for winning Social-
ist competitions, and many others.2 7

This dilution of the bonus system may actually weaken its power as
an incentive. If the special bonuses are small, they will not be very
effective. If they are large they may detract effort from what is,
after all, the imaiu objective of the state: fulfillment of the produc-
tion plan. For it is interesting to note the evidence that the relative
size of the bonus for this or that special purpose often determines
the manager's decision to concentrate on this or that objective.
There are two types of innovation: relatively small measures such
as organizational improvements or inexpensive alterations, and the
more dramatic large-scale changes in production techniques. The
former are included in the overall enterprise plan each year, under
the name of the plan or organizational and technical measures
(Orgtekhplan). It happens that there are certain bonuses available
for the design and introduction of the large-scale innovations, but
none for the fulfillment of the Orgtekhplan. The consequence is
that research and managerial personnel concentrate on the large
items, and pay little attention to the small ones, even though the
latter could result in great savings with relatively little cost and
effort.2" Thus the very potency of the bonus as an incentive mili-
tates against its use for too many special purposes which may com-
pete with each other.

To conclude this discussion, the unreliability of the supply system
and the absence of a charge for the use of capital motivates manaage-
mnent to order more fixed capital than they need and to hoard ma-
chines and equipment. This tendency deflects a certain amount of
currently produced capital goods from being put directly into pro-
duction in their best uses. On the other hand, the incentive systemdiscourages management from taking the risks associate with innova-
tion. Direct orders from above lead to a substantial volume of

"Voprosy ekonomiki, 1959, No. 6. p. 16.
N vopro.y ekonomniki, l99, No. 3, p. 6, Not all three types of bonus are available to the director hinselIf,but they are available to different groups of managerial personnel.

2! Voprosy ekonomlki, 1958, No. 2, p. 136.
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innovation, and in many cases management may consider certain
forms of innovation to be to their interest. The provision of special
bonuses for innovation, if they were large enough to compete with
the production plan bonus, might help provide an incentive for
innovation, and much of the current discussion in the Soviet Union
seems to point to this as the next phase.

CHAPTER 3. SOME COMPARATIVE OBSERVATIONS

The preceding chapter has shown that Soviet managers are moti-
vated to make a variety of decisions that are contrary to the interest
of the state. Since the state's interest is paramount in the Soviet
scheme of things, we may properly conclude that the incentive and
decision making system is "relatively inefficient," or "less than per-
fectly efficient." Let me caution the reader once more against in-
ferring from this that Soviet managers do not do a good iob. They do.
There is no doubt that their system works well. If I have chosen to
concentrate on the "pathology" of Soviet management, the purpose
was not to create the impression of ineffectiveness, but to illuminate
the gap that every economy shows between the actual and the ideal.

A comparison of Soviet and American management will help drive
the point home. No one doubts that American management does a
good job. But it would be fatuous to allege that it operates with
perfect efficiency. An exploration of the inevitable gap between the
actual and the ideal in the case of American management will help to
place the corresponding gap in the U.S.S.R. in proper perspective.

A comparison of Soviet and American management is difficult for
a curious reason; namely, we don't know enough about the more
intimate aspects of American managerial practice. A moment's
thought will make the reason clear. The American firm is a private
enterprise in the full sense of the word. Its internal affairs are no
one's business but its own. No one has the right to pry except with
special cause. To be sure, the laws of the land have, over the years,
required enterprises to disclose more and more of their private affairs
to public and governmental perusal. But large sectors of the enter-
prise's internal operations are protected from the eyes of curious
outsiders.

One of the most striking differences in the conduct of American
and Soviet management is precisely in this matter of privacy. The
Soviet enterprise is a public enterprise in the fullest sense of the word.
It has no right to conceal its operations from any officially recognized
agent of the state. And a great range of such agents have been
deliberately endowed by the state with the obligation of keeping close
watch on management and disclosing any irregularities or sources
of inefficiency that come to their attention. These agents include
the "home office" of the firm (the regional economic council, or
formerly the ministry), the state bank, the local governmental body,
the central government's State Control Commission, the Finance
Department (the tax collector), the local Communist Party boss and
his staff, the party secretary of the enterprise itself, and indeed just
about anyone in the enterprise who enjoys the extracurricular activity
of attending meetings to discuss the affairs of the enterprise (the
aktiv).
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If we can imagine an American business executive suddenly placed
in charge of a Soviet firm, it is this public character of the enterprise
which above all would drive him to distraction. It means that any
government official can at any time demand to examine any aspect
of the firm's operations he wishes to, that at any time he can be called
on the carpet by the local party boss to explain a charge made by an
irate customer, that any member of his staff (perhaps bucking for his
job) can write a letter to Pravda exposing him for having made an
irregular deal on some supplies, that any scatterbrained worker who
wvants to "get his picture in the papers" can rise at a public meeting
that the director is obliged to attend, and comlpel the director to explain
whv he hasn't vet, installed the new assembly line. The point is that
the results of this authorized prying often finds its way into the pub-
lished Soviet economic and political literature, which gives us an
insight into the more intimate operations of the Soviet firmn that we
cannot have in the case of the American firm. But in view of this
committee's expressed interest in comparisons of the United States
and Soviet economics, I have attempted certain comparisons below
which appear to be highly suggestive.

MANAGERS AND OWNERS

The original form of modern business organization was the small
firm in which the owner was also the manager. The owner-maniager
was responsible to no one but himself for his business decisions, and
his interest as manager could not conflict with his interest as owner.
The development of the modern giant corporation, however, had led
to that separation of management and ownership first elaborated in
the work of Berle and Means.2 9 Under the new conditions the private
interests of the hired managers (and the controlling group) need no
longer coincide at all points with the interests of te stockholder-
owners. This is precisely the relationship between the hired Soviet
manager and the owner-state.

Berle and M/leans concluded from their study that "the controlling
group, even if they own a large block of stock, can serve their own
pockets better by profiting at the expense of the company than by
making profits for it." 30 This is precisely what Soviet managers do
wheto they produce unplanned commodities that are advantageous
to their firms but not to the State, when they overorder and Goard
commodities, and when they resist innovation. Because of the
differences between the two economic systems, we should expect that
the precise forms that the owner-manpger conflict takes would be
different in the U.S.S.R. and the United States. In the United
States they are to be found in such decisions as the awarding of sub-
contracts, the accounting of profit in such way as to benefit the claims
of the controlling group, the awarding of bonuses and other benefits to
management, and in dividend payment police. As in the Soviet
enterprise, the accountant is of crucial importance in handling the
books of the enterprise in such way as make the best possible case for
the manager; it is he, for example, who figures out the best way to
distract the state's attention from the large expenditures on talkachi.

"1 Berle, Adolpb A., Jr., and Gardiner C. Means, "The Modern Corporation and Private Property"
(New York: MNacnlllan) 1945.

O0 Ibid., p. 122.
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The accounting techniques are, of course, different in the United
States; they involve "the charging or the failure to deduct deprecia-
tion; charging to capital expenses which properly should be charged
against income account; including nonrecurrent profits as income
though their real place is in surplus; and the creation of 'hidden
reserves.' "31

A major difference between the Soviet firm and the American firm
is that in the last analysis profit remains the criterion of managerial
performance in the latter, whereas the Soviet manager is evaluated
by a number of criteria that are sometimes mutually exclusive. Both
systems have attempted to bring managerial interests into harmony
with owner interests by some sort of profit-sharing system. In the
Soviet case, it is clear that profit plays a very minor role, compared
with bonuses, as a managerial incentive. In the United States the
manager shares directly in profit to a very limited extent, and often
follows other goals in his decisions. "The executive not infrequently
tends to look upon the stockholders as outsiders whose complaints
and demand for dividends are necessary evils * * *" concluded one
American student of management. 3 2 In like fashion the Soviet man-
ager often begins to feel like the "boss" and resents the intrusion into
"his" affairs of the state, which after all is the owner. I have described
above some of the ways in which the Soviet manager promotes the
interest of "his" enterprise by means contrary to the interests of the
owner-state. In the American corporation the forms are somewhat
different. "* * * profits are reinvested in the business for the sake
of bigness and to protect the company, and the interests of the stock-
holders may be given second place to the business leader's conception
of what is best for the firm itself." Executives manifest a "general
unwillingness to liquidate unsuccessful enterprises" and thus put them-
selves out of jobs, however consistent liquidation might be with the
interests of the stockholders.3 3 The dramatic growth of corporate
self-financing in recent years has strengthened the power of manage-
ment to expand their own enterprises without having to go through
'the "test of the marketplace" for capital.

It was observed earlier that the desire for "security" and for what
the Russians call a "quiet life" motivates a wide variety of managerial
decisions such as concealing production capacity and resisting tech-
nological innovation that might rock the boat. Students of American
management have also noted the change from the adventurous busi-
ness tycoons of earlier days to a more professionalized managerial
climate in which "greater emphasis is placed on education, training,
and a scientific approach, and less on rugged, venturesome, and fre-
quently heedless individualism. The desire for security seems to
have increased, and the concomitant of a growing emphasis on security
is a diminishing desire for adventure for its own sake." 34 There is
indeed a remarkable parallel to this development in the change in the
character of Soviet managers. There would have been a great affinity
between the industrial empire builders of 19th century America and
the Soviet directors of the first two decades of the Soviet regime.

3' Ibid., pp. 202-203, 335.
"Gordon, Robert A., "Business Leadership in the Large Corporation" (Washington: Brookings) 1945

p. 309.
33 Ibid., p. 309.
uIbid., p. 311.
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Those directors were often men of little education who came out of
the romantic conflict of revolution, who dreamed great dreams of
building an industrial nation and who created an ethos of bold plans
and adventurous undertakings. The old Commissar of Heavy In-
dustry, Sergei Ordzhonikidze, would have understood the spirit of
the ironmionger, Andrew Carnegie, and the man who built the great
ZIL automotive works (now nanied after him) had the drives and the
dreams of the bicycle mechanic Henry Ford.

Time, and Stalin's purges, removed most of those oldtinrers and
their place has now been taken by Soviet-educated young men born
not of revolution but of bureaucracy. Organizations seem to develop
'organlizationi mcni" types, whether the organization happen to be

communist or capitalist. An American reporter visiting with a group
of Communist intellectuals reports that one of thcei had badgered
him with questions about David Reisman's book, "The Lonely
Crowd." "Tile Communist had read Reisman's book and had been
fascinated bY it-not, he said, because of its application to life in the
United States but because of w hat he imaintained w-as its extraordinary
relevance to the present conditions of life in the Soviet Union."' 3s

It is not, on reflection, very surprising that the job of running an
industrial bureaucracy should place a common stamp on men of
otherwise different backgrounds. The same would probably apply
to the running of a large city or a, large university

MANAGERS AND TIHE LAWS

We have found that the Soviet manager is often compelled to evade
regulations or even break laws. Part of the explanation is simply that
there are so iriany laws. If a Chicago manufacturer fails to ship an
order to a New York firm, and ships it instead to another, Chicago
firm, he has nothing to fear but the ire of the New York fiin1. But if
a Kiev manufacturer fails to ship an order to a Moscouv firm and ships
it instead to another Kiev firm. lie has injured a state enterprise and
is subject to administrative action, a fine, or even criminal prosecution.
If an American firm sells a substandard generator, he may lose money
or his business. But if a Soviet firm sells a substandard generatior,
the director may go to prison. Thus, even if Soviet managers acted
exactlv as American managers do, we should expect to find more
illegal or evasive activity in the Soviet Union than in the United
States.

With the growing complexty of our society, more and more legisls-
tion is enacted to protect the public from potential abuses. With the
growth of such legislation, managers find their activities more and
more circumscribed by laws and regulations. The Soviet manager
apparently treats such legislation rather lightly when it conflicts with
the interests of his firm (and his career and pockeltbook). How does
American management react when confronted by a spreading web of
restrictive legislation?

It is not easy to find out very much about American managerial
practice in this respect. Unlike the Soviet press, which throws its
pages open to reports of the irregular activities of managers in order
to warn others, the American press is likely to shy away from this kind

5 The New Yorker, April 6, 1955, p. 52.
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of reporting. Moreover the private nature of American business
keeps this sort of activity from coming to light as easily as it might in
Soviet industry. Nor is it the sort of thing that businessmen are in-
-clined to talk about very readily. If it is true that a businessman
would more readily be interviewed on his private sex life than on his
private business activity, then we should require the late Dr. Kinsey
to help provide the answers to the extent of unlawful or quasi-lawful
business activity.

Prof. E. H. Sutherland, the eminent American criminologist
and sociologist, made a bold attempt to investigate the phenomenon
he refers to as "white collar crime." His study is based on the deci-
sions of a limited number of courts and administrative commissions
against the 70 largest industrial-type corporations in the country.
In the period 1935 to 1944 these 70 corporations were convicted 585
times for such practices as restraint of trade, misrepresentation in
advertising, patent and copyright infringements, unfair labor prac-
tices, granting of rebates, and a few others.3" The average was 8.5
convictions per corporation. These data provide some idea of the
extensiveness of such practices but they clearly understate the magni-
tude for a variety of technical reasons. Sutherland's conclusion is
that "a great deal of scattered and unorganized material indicates
that white collar crimes are very prevalent." 37

The point I wish to make is that when American management
finds itself in a position approximating that of Soviet management
they tend to react in ways similar to those of their Soviet counter-
parts. Sutherland's unique study notes many aspects of American
managerial practice that are astonishingly similar to those one might
find in the literature on Soviet management. "These crimes are not
-discreet and inadvertent violations of technical regulations. They
are deliberate and have a relatively consistent unity." 38 It is in
precisely this way that the Soviet manager deliberately misappro-
priates earmarked funds or decides to shave on the quality of produc-
tion. There is evidence that the Soviet manager, aware of the fact
that "everybody does it" and that the investigating agencies have
restricted budgets, counts on the law of averages (and his own superior
shrewdness) to get away with it. So a member of Federal Trade
Commission wrote that "about the only thing that keeps a business-
man off the wrong end of a Federal indictment or administrative
'agency's complaint is the fact that, under the hit-or-miss methods of
prosecution, the law of averages hasn't made him a partner to a suit,"
and "Samuel Insull is reported to have remarked during his trial that
he had only done what all other businessmen were doing." 39

Similarities in managerial practice are paralleled by similarities in
attitude to such violations, and toward the administrative agencies
enforcing the laws and regulations. The Soviet manager does not
think it is "wrong" to use influence to obtain materials unlawfully,
-or to fudge his reports to the Government. Success is the important
thing, and if you are successful you can get away with all sorts of viola-
tions. There is evidence that the Soviet manager feels contemptuous
*of government planners and of party hacks who try to tell him how to
run his business but who themselves had "never met a payroll."

SB Sutherland, Edwin HI.," White Collar Crime," (New York: Dryden) 1949, p. 26,
37 Ibid., p. 10.
:'8 Ibid., p. 217.
J' Ibid., p. 218.
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Sutherland's picture of American management's attitudes contains
strains of the same kind.

The businessman who violates the laws which are designed to regulate business
*does not customarily lose status among his business associates. Although a few
members of the industry may think less of him, others admire him * * *. Busi-
nessmen customarily regard government personnel ads politicians and bureaucrats,
and the persouns authorized to investigate business practices as "snoopers." '°

In the first chapter of this paper, it was pointed out that a
managerial career carries a great deal of prestige in the Soviet Union
and attracts a large number of the better students. These youngsters
have been raised in Soviet schools and have absorbed the incessant
propaganda of the Communist regime. Many of thein enter industry
as green novices fresh from school, filled with high ideals about
building the socialist fatherland and working for the common welfare.
One wonders about the process by which t~c naive, idealistic young
Komsomol member is transformed into ablb hard-headed manager
v ho knows all the angles for survival in the Soviet business world.
Numerous incidents such as the follow'ing provide a key to the
answer. A vouing Soviet chemist had been assigned to the quality
control department of his enterprise. He was quite pleased with
himself when his test showed that a sample of production, which had
previously been declared acceptable by his laboratory chief, turned
out to contain ail excess of phospliorus. He reported the "error"
and expected to get a bonus for it. Instead, his boss obtained a new
sample. gave it to an outside chemist for analysis, and submitted a
report showing that the batch of production was acceptable after all.
The young chemist protested, was transferred to another shop, and
was finally fired on trumped-up charges.4 i

What happens to such young people? Sonie never quite get the
point and remain ordinary engineers in the plants. Others learn to
adapt themselves after a few buffetings and when they decide to play
the game according to the real ground-rules, begin to rise in the man-
acgerial hierarchy.

It is interesting to note that Sutherland's interviews with American
businessmen turned up accounts rather similar to that narrated above.
His explanation of the process by which the naive Aniherican youngster
is initiated into the business of selling used cars, settling insurance
claims, covering up irregularities in clients' accounts-indeed, toning
down the results of chemical analysis-helps explain the process of
transformation of the young Komsomol member:

In manv cases he is ordered bv the manager to do things which he regards as
unethical or illegal, while in other cases he learns from others who have the same
rank as his owi how they make a success. He learns specific techniqules of violat-
ing the law, together with definitions of situations in which those techniques may
he used. Also he dcxevlopes a general ideology. This ideology grows in part out
of the specific practices and is in the nature of generalization from concrete ex-
periences, but in part it is transmitted as a generalization by phrases such as "we
are not in business for our health," "business is business," and "no businessE was
ever built on the beatitudes." These generalizations * * * assist the neophyte
in business to accept the illegal practices and provide rationalizations for them.' 2

Suizunarizing. the econoimic world in which the Soviet manager
operates compels him to engage in a variety of illegal or evasive prac-
tices. Since the Soviet business world is enmeshed in a much greater

4' Ibid., p. 220.
Mashirlostroenle, Feb. 17,1939, p.23.

42 Ibid.. P. 240.
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web of laws and regulations than the American, the Soviet manager
finds his interest in conflict with the laws and regulations more often
than his American counterpart. But when American managers' in-
terests conflict with the laws, they too are prepared to take the chance
of violating them. Both American and Soviet managers justify their
actions by an attitude of contempt for governmental controls and in-
vestigating personnel, and by a hardheaded view that "business is
business" and "everybody does it." Young people in both systems
who wish to achieve managerial prominence have to learn to play the
game according to the rules, or disqualify themselves from the tough
competition for the top.

MANAGERS AND OVERFULL EMPLOYMENT

Many of the peculiarities of Soviet management spring from the
fact that the economic system works under conditions of perpetual
overfull employment. By "overfull" employment I mean a condition
in which there are not merely as many jobs as employables (as under
full employment), but the demand for labor far exceeds the available
supply. The same applies to other factors of production: materials,
equipment, and commodities in general are demanded in far greater
volume than the current rates of production. The ability of the
Soviet Government to maintain, through the planning system, a con-
dition of permanent overfull employment is one of the greatest eco-
nomic assets of the regime. We err when we interpret evidence of
shortages in the Soviet economy as signs of economic weakness; they
are rather indications that the economic engine is racing with the
throttle wide open.

But just as an ceigine does not work at its maximum efficiency when
it is working at its maximum capacity, so the Soviet economy pays a
certain price for the advantages of overfull employment. It is the
perpetual shortages of supplies that account in large measure for the
losses due to overordering and hoarding. The hunger for goods by
both firms and consumers encourages the deterioration of quality.
The "sea of ink" associated with materials allocations, price fixing,
priorities, and all the rigamarole of a controlled economy nurtures the
spread of the tolkach and the use of influence for personal gain.

The normally functioning American economy does not confront our
managers with this kind of problem. Hoarding makes no sense when
materials are in adequate supply. Competition and consumer re-
sistance force the quality of production up to standard. The role
of influence is narrowly circumscribed when the bureaucratic ma-
chinery of Government controls is removed. The biggest problem
of American managers under normal conditions is marketing, not
purchasing. The energy spent by the Soviet firm on obtaining
materials is spent by the American firm on selling and advertising.

Thus, the major differences between the practice of American and
Soviet management are to be ascribed to the differences in the eco-
nomic environment. The interesting question is, How do American
managers behave when placed in an environment that approximates
that of the Soviet manager? The obvious test case is war. During
World War II the national emergency forced us into a state of over-
full employment. Along with this came the total immersion of Gov-
ernment into economic life, with a great burgeoning of materials
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allocation, price fixing, cost-plus contracting, and a prevailing shortage
of supplies.

It is interesting to note that the rate of growth of production during
the war rose to levels rivaling the current. rates of Soviet, economic
growth. The implication of this fact is important; it means that
there is no magic ini the Soviet econoniic system. Our economy could
grow as rapidly as the Soviet econonmv does if our people would consent
to being pushed around as totally as the Soviet people are.

But like the Soviet economy, we paid for our high rate of production
in various forms of waste. One of the first, conseciiences of the intro-
duction of materials controls \ as the rise of the black market. The
only full-scale study of the black inrirket, to my knowledge, confirmed
what many people felt to be the case at the time:

During the war at least a million cases of black market violations were dealt
with by the Government. Illegal profits ran into billions of dollars. Business
interests and Government vied with one another in estimating the seriousness of
the black market; business estimates, curiously, often being higher than those of
the Government. Such extensive conniving in the black market in illegal prices
and rationed commodities took place anmong so many businessmen, ordinary
criminals, and even the average citizen that serious questions might be raised as
to the moral fiber of the American people.43

To understand the position of the Soviet manager, we must realize
that the American black market flourished at a tiniC when the Nation
was fighting for its life and public indignation acted as a restraint.
But if the economic controls that led to violations could not be justi-
fied by a national emergency. they would be thought of as just irritat-
ing obstacles, as SO many hurdles that the resourceful manager mnust
overcome as part of the risks of the game. There is good evidence that
the Soviet manager takes just this anioral attitude toward economic
controls, and it is therefore quite understandable that the evasion of
controls would be more widespread.

The high quality of American production in normal times is a
byword in international markets. But the effect of the economy of
shortages was similar to that in the Soviet economy. One of the
techniques used by Soviet managers is to represent lower quality
merchandise as of higher quality, anid to sell it at the higher price.
In the United States during the war-
upgrading was one of the most difficult violations to detect, particularly where
no professional investigator was available who could appraise the grade or where
there were no State or Federal grades stamped on the commodity.44
The reports of Government investigators read like some of the in-
dignant letters of complaint we read in the Soviet press; men's shorts
made of cheesecloth, water-resistant baby's pants which permit a
third of glass of water to leak through after one laundering-
if you pick up a board by both ends without breaking it in the middle, it's No. 1
Select-

testified an American businessman."
One of the features of Soviet managerial life which helps protect

the manager is the feeling of "mutual support" among various officials
whose fortunes depend on the success of the enterprise. The Com-
munist Party secretary (loesn't report the manipulations of a success-

c3 Clilard, Marshall B. " The Biack Marke" (New York: Rinehart), 1052, va," Ibid., p. 224.
"3Ibid.. P. 45.
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ful director because the party benefits from the success of the enter--
prise; the people in the "home office" (the Ministry or the Council of-
the National Economy) are reluctant to fire a director who violates.
the laws in order to get the materials his plant needs, for while the
next director may be more lawabiding, he may not succeed in fulfilling-
his plan. This tendency to maintain a solid front against authority
is a source of great irritation to the Government, which periodically
inveighs against it but has not been able to eradicate it. A similar-
sense of common front prevailed among groups of businessmen.

Nothing better illustrates the degree of organization and consensus among.
businessmen then their reluctance to testify against each other * * *. Some-
businessmen felt that the trade would disapprove of behavior that might under-
mine the solid front against the Government as well as interfere with supplies.4 6

One of the major differences in the position of management in the
two countries is the nature of the penalty for failure. Under ordinary-
conditions the unsuccessful manager loses his job. But the Soviet
manager faces many more situations in which the action necessary
to get the job done carries with it the threat of criminal action. In--
deed, whenever the Soviet Government has found some managerial'
practice too damaging to its interests and too intractable to the normal
sanctions, it has turned to the criminal courts. Immediately after-
the death of Stalin the punishment for economic transgressions was.
relaxed, but the new regime has not been able to continue operating:
without the courts. One of the severest economic problems following
the decentralization of industry was the tendency toward "localism":
that is, each economic region tended to favor the plants in its "own"
region, and would discriminate against plants in other regions. Wheni
all exhortation failed, the Government had to turn to the law. Today,.
a manager who fails to honor the orders of plants outside his own region-
is subject to "administrative action, fines, or even criminal punish--
ment."' 47

Financial penalties, such as fines, have rarely proved successful as-
restraints on Soviet managerial behavior. American managers seem!
to have reacted the same way to the fines imposed for black-market-
violations. "They don't hurt anybody." "It just comes out of profits,
like a tax." "They make so much money on the black market they-
can afford to pay steep fines." But imprisonment was another matter.
"Jail is the only way; nobody wants to go to jail." "A jail sentence is.
dishonorable; it jeopardizes the reputation." 4 This would not be quite.
the same in the case of the Soviet manager. At least during Stalin's.
lifetime some of the best people served their time in jail, and it
definitely did not destroy their reputation among their neighbors;:
although the neighbors might be waly of associating with them. One-
has the impression that large numbers of Soviet managers feel the-
chances are fair that some day they will do their stretch, hopefully-
for a minor transgression.

The wartime economy of shortages injects the government into
business life not only as an agency of control but also as the largest
customer of many firms. In the Soviet case we have noted the im-
portance of the tolkach, the expediter, the peddler of influence. We-
might note in passing that the economic system of Nazi Germany, im

46 Ibid., pp. 306-307.
4 " Planovoe kboziaistvo," 1058, No. 7, p. 14.
Is Ibid., p. 244.
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which government had also assumed a dominant role, also gave rises
to this chap. The Germans called him the "contact man." As.
described by an American student of the German economy:

To influence the powerful agencies of control, however, he [the Germnan business-
man] has good use for what might suitably be called a private relations department.
Under the Nazi system of control of business by an absolute government, the con-
tact man, or graft, or both, take the place of the public relations executive.

The contact man is primarily a political figure. His job is to pull svires. He
knows the influential members of the all-pervading Nazi Party ih a position to
bring pressure successfully to bear upon the men in charge of controlling agencies.
* * * Two types of contact man are known to be used: one is an independent
agent whom the businessmnan hires, or attempts to hire, whenever necessary; the
other is carried on the payroll of the business in a more or less permanent capacity.'1

The words might well have been written about the Soviet economy.
In that sector of the U.S. economy in which Government plays a
dominant role as customer, the symbols of the mink coat or Dixon-
Yates, depending upon one's political persuasion, come to mind.
"Washington," wrote Senator Paul Douglas, "is indeed full of lawyers
and 'representatives' whose primary comnmodity is 'irilluence'." 60,
The techniques of the American influence-peddler differ little from
those of his colleagues in the Soviet or Nazi economy. Gifts and quid
pro quo favors are standard among Soviet tolkachi. Another way
in which Soviet enterprises manage to exert influence is to have one
of "their" men placed in other organizations that can be of use, rather
like the unusually high employability in industry of retired military
personnel. During the war the problem was particularly acute be-
cause of our Government's desperate need for skilled managerial
personnel, many of whom were on loan from corporations with which
the Government placed contracts. But the use of influence is not.
confined to Government-business relations, as Senator Douglas
pointed out in his critical defense of the ethics of Government
personnel:

As a matter of fact, the abuses which have been exposed and properly denounced
in the field of Government are quite widespread practices in private business.
Thus the "padding" of ox pense accounts is so common that they are often referred
to as "swindle sheets." Purchasing agents and buyers frequently exact toll from
those who seek to sell to them, and their Christmas presents and other perquisitesappreciably increase their income. Business managers and directors think
nothing of awarding contracts, insurance, and underwritintg privileges on) thebasis of friendship and relationship rather than the quality anjd prices of the goods
and strvices supplied. All this is taken as a matter of course in private business,
although it obxiouslv increases costs and intercepts gains which should go to.
stockholders and consumers.

While gifts, payoffs, and bribery play their role in the Soviet scheme
of things, the subtler and much more pervasive technique of influ-
ence is known as "blat". To have good blat with someone means
that one has an "in"; one ean always count on him for a favor be-
cause of friendship or family ties or some other relationship of con-
fidence. Blat may be used to obtain everything from a new apart-
ment to a carload of coal. The prominent British observer, Edward
Crarnkshaw, has called blat the most significant word in contemporary

"# Hamburger, L. "How Nazi Germany Has Contronled fusiness" (Washington: Brookings), 1943, pp.
la Douglas, Paul H. Etbics in Oovrrnment" (Cambridge: Harvard Press), 1952, p. 56."IIbid., P. 25.
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Russia."2 The way in which the American equivalent of blat is cul-
tivated is described in one final quotation from Senator Douglas:

Today the corruption of public officials by private interests takes a more subtle
form. The enticer does not generally pay money directly to the public repre-
sentative. He tries instead by a series of favors to put the public official under
such feeling of personal obligation that the latter gradually loses his sense of
mission to the public and comes to feel that his first loyalties are to his private
benefactors and patrons. What happens is a gradual shifting of a man's loyalties
from the community to those who have been doing him favors. His final deci-
sions are, therefore, made in response to private friendships and loyalties rather
than to the public good.53

Summarizing, many of the differences between Soviet and United
States managerial behavior spring from differences in the economic
climate in which they operate. The stress on quality and appearance,
the drive for innovation and technological development, and the in-
terest in cost reduction reflect the force of competition and the buyer's
market. Such similarities as have been observed in managerial be-
havior, spring from features of the economic environment that are
common to the two systems, such as large-scale organization and the
intrusion of Government into the economy. Under wartime condi-
tions our economy takes on more of the features of normal Soviet
economic life, and the consequence is that our managers adopt more
of the normal practices of Soviet management.

a New York Times Magazine, June 3,1951, p. 35.
33 Douglas, p. 44.
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